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0�jt;�1!': .���face 

Ire 
c��j,soCial origins of this book lie in seven years of close collegial and social 
IDteraction between 1978 and 1985 when the three co-authors all resided in �odeIsland.The precipitating event for this volume was a presentation to a 
��elTrlnar at the Center for the Comparative Study of Development at Brown 
a:Uuversity in 1984 by Dietrich Rueschemeyer. He argued the thesis that forms 
(th'¢''core hypothesis of this book: the finding of cross-national quantitative 
i§tudies that economic development and democracy are positively related was 
!;��s*ntially correct, but not for the reasons given in those studies. Rather, 
',m�ustrialization transformed society in a fashion that empowered subordinate 
)�liisses and made it difficult to politically exclude them. Seeing a close link to 
rhi�!own work on the political development of modem Europe, John Stephens imoposed at the close of the seminar that they and Evelyne Huber Stephens 
'�qLauthor a comparative historical study that would explore the thesis further. ;�I three of us had wrestled with the question of the social origins of democracy 
;�ddiCtatorship in earlier research and in courses we had taught year in and �¥��i out and had concluded that the existing theory and research in this area, 
:!�ough rich, was deficient in one way or another. 
fl!t"Sfuce the early 1970s, Dietrich Rueschemeyer had taught a seminar on the �wpact of development on constitutional form, contrasting the growing body of 
:q�ailtitative cross-national research with the quite different tradition of ��fu.parative historical work. This seminar grew out of earlier courses on 
:4e�elopment and his work with graduate students such as Robert Hill and Ken 
.�6Jlen who did their own research on development and democracy. A first 
f9ITnuiation of a systematic synthesis of the two traditions - one that yielded 
,iiiiite'optimistic predictions for democracy in Latin America - was his contribu-" 
:ti6jfto a Festschrift for Peter Heintz, written in the late 1970s. ?�j!lil" her research and teaching on Latin American politics, Evelyne Huber 
stephens was insistently and persistently confronted with the weakness of fI�mocracy and the prevalence of harsh forms of authoritarianism in the region . 
. !D,fluenced by the dependency perspective and O'Donnell's accurate observa
tionthat it was precisely in the" Latin American countries at more advanced 
;;\rt<:', ' 
",),,},: 
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stages of industrialization where the harshest authoritarian regimes emerged iI\� 
the 1960s and 1970s, she found the arguments which linked the riseoh 
democracy to a set of historically specific circumstances in early industrializing: 
countries rather convincing. Dissatisfied with the political implications of thi,si 
view, she was intrigued by Rueschemeyer's thesis, though initially somewhai1 
skeptical. She clearly wanted to pursue the question, and a large-scaI�: 
systematic comparative analysis was the most promising way to develop a bettet� 
theoretical understanding of the relationship between development and dernojj 
cracy and of the differences between early and late developers. Ii 

At Brown, John Stephens taught a course on the breakdown of democrati� 
regimes, which had its origin in a graduate seminar with Juan Linz ( n the same} 
topic some ten years before. In the course, he assigned both Barrington1 
Moore's structural historical account of the origins of dictatorship and the: 
Linz-Stepan volumes, which present more process-oriented accounts of th� 
events leading to the demise of democracy. Each year he taught the course h�� 
was pushed to further historical study· in an attempt to reconcile the tw.o� 
accounts. \� 

Ironically, soon after we decided to write this book, Evelyne Huber Stephen{l 
and John Stephens departed from Rhode Island, and the entire volume w� 
written while the authors were half a continent and sometimes continents apart;; 
This led to many conference phone calls, to air travel, and ·to such unlikelY: 
meeting places as Madrid and Lenzerheide, Switzerland. In these intense} 
discussions, we scrutinized every passage and talked through points of dis� 
agreement until we reached consensus and produced what we feel is,a� 
thoroughly co-authored volume despite the fact that most chapters were th� 
primary reponsibility of one or two of the co-authors. Rueschemeyer was t1Je' 
primary author of chapters 1, 2, and 3, John Stephens of chapter 4, Evelyn�1 
Huber Stephens of chapter 5, and Evelyne Huber Stephens and John Stephens; 
of chapter 6. We jointly drafted the concluding chapter. �1 

We would like to thank especially the following people for comments 0#' 
earlier drafts of various chapters: Ronald Aminzade, Jesse Biddle, Valerie' 
Bunce, Daniel Chomsky, James Cronin, Johan DeDeken, Leo Despres, G0S�: 
Esping-Andersen, Roger Friedland, Manuel Antonio Garreton, Daniel Gars�'i 
Jack Goldstone, Jeff Goodwin, Peter Hall, Peter Katzenstein, Prema Kurien;: 
Antonia Maioni, Jane Mansbridge, Pierre Martin, Philip McMichael, GuillecT( 
rno O'Donnell, Benjamin Page, Charles Ragin, Frank Safford, Michael Shalev,l 
Arthur Stinchco�be, and Samuel Valenzuela. Michael Mann was kind enoug�: 
to read and comment on the entire draft of the manuscript. Our debt to Pete� 
Evans is particularly great as he read and commented in detail on successive: 
drafts of the manuscript. Chapters 2 and 3 were drafted while Dietrich 
Rueschemeyer was a fellow of the Institute of Advanced Study Berlin iIi, 
1987-8. He acknowledges with deep gratitude the Institute's hospitality and th� 
stimulating company of its fellows. Much of the research for Chapters 4 and 5 
was completed while Evelyne Huber Stephens and John Stephens were faculij 
fellows at the Kellogg Institute, University of Notre Dame, and they would like, 
to thank the Institute for its support. 
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;':>J\n adap�ed version of chapter 2 is being published in Charles Ragin, ed. , 
i!ssueSo,n.41lIternatives in Comparative Methodology, a special issue of the 
�l�tematioiz.�lJournal of Comparative Sociology «32 (112», © 1991 by E. J. Brill). 
(i�arts ofch�pter 4 were published in the American Journal of Sociology «94 (5), ).©' 1989 by the Univershy of Chicago) and parts of chapter 5 in Politics and 
¥S:oi'iery «(17(3», © by Butterworth Publishers). We thank the publishers for [�Slinissioll to reprint them here. , ��l;,ijWe dedicate this book to three political thinkers and activists who influenced i9M,�own political development in very personal ways. In his own way, each of *ijlese l11enhasdefended and fought for formal democracy as a value in and of �i�Fl.f��uttl1�y all understood that democracy does not stop at the factory gate h��l;�eoffiFe.doo� and that

. 
deet;>ening de�ocracy a�d �aking. it more real 

�t�9.wresJ�J."71'�achmg reductlOns m economic and SOCial mequaluy. 

For Ed Broadbent, 
the late Walter Dirks, 
and the late Michael Harrington 

Fighters for democracy - formal and substantive 





Introduction: the Problem of lEapitalist Development and 
pemocracy 
,}:;" . ' 

3���;;' 
�>\"". 
T�s book examines the relation between capitalism and democracy or, more �recisely, between the transfonnations of society that came with capitalist 
ep:inomic development and the long-term chances of democratic forms of rule. V:!e will review past research, offer a new theoretical framework that can 
�l.:coJlnt for the apparent contradictions of earlier findings, and put the 
framework to the test in three sets of broad historical comparisons - of the ��vanced capitalist countries, of Latin America, and of Central America and the Caribbean islands. 
/: That capitalism and democracy go hand in hand is a widely held belief. 
J�deed it is a commonplace of western political discourse. Editorials and 
p�litical pronouncements insist regularly that capitalist develop
Jrient - economic development driven by capital interests in competition with �ach other - will also bring about political freedom and democratic participaijohin government. In fact, democracy and capitalism are often seen as virtually 
identical. 
\The East-West confrontation gave this proposition a special quality of proud 
�ssertiveness. And the downfall of the state socialist regimes of eastern Europe 
�s celebrated by many as the final proof. Ironically, a quite similar proposition 
",as central to the views of Lenin, though he gave it a very different slant. 
"Bourgeois democracy" was for him the constitutional form that perfectly fits 
.the. capitalist economic order. But in this view capitalism and democracy go 
handin hand because democracy, while proclaiming the rule of the many, in 
fact protects the interests of capital owners. Whatever their differences in the 
9()nception and valuation of democracy, both these views share an important 
d.aiin: the unrestrained operation of the market for capital and labor constitutes 
tlie material base of democracy. Democracy is the characteristic political form 
of capitalism. 

The classics of nineteenth-century political theory also tended toward the 
yiew that the transformations wrought by capitalist development would bring 
:gemocracy. But their reactions to this prospect were very different from what 
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one might expect knowing the thought of their twentieth-century heirs. Ale�� 
de Tocqueville and John Stuart Mill were apprehensive about full-fledge4t 
democracy, and they were not alone in this. Their fear of "false democracy�€ 
(Mill) and of the "tyranny of the majority" (de TocquevilIe) expressed th�.0 
anticipations of many Liberals and bourgeois conservatives of the time. By� 
contrast, at the left of the political spectrum Marx opted for full democracy an�;'; 
saw in universal suffrage a major step in the transition from capitalisrntO,� 
socialism. His "dictatorship of the proletariat" was not so very different frornd$� 
Tocqueville's "tyranny of the majority," except that for Marx this was. a vision6�j 
hope while for de Tocqueville it was one of disaster. tm 

These reactions give us a first sense that· the questions surro mding tli#� 
relationship between capitalism and democracy may be more cOlnplex tha�$ 
current orthodoxies allow. Actually, the twentieth century has made this eve�f 
more clear than it was already in the nineteenth. Our century offers rnany;� 
examples of capitalist political economies that prospered without democraCj�� 
many were in fact ruled by harshly authoritarian political regimes. South Kor��� 
and Taiwan after World War II come to mind as well as, in recent decades� 
such Latin American countries as Brazil and Chile. And even Nazi Germmiyl: 
and the various Fascist regimes in Europe between the two Word Wars do nQtl 
exhaust the list. On the other hand, virtually all full-fledged democracies w�� 
know are associated with capitalist political economies, and virtually all ai�� 
creatures of the twentieth century. If this is the century of repressive regimes;' 
vastly more burdensome than any known in history, it is also the century oh' 
democracy. "i 

Even a cursory review of history suggests some generalizations that point t9. 
an association between capitalist development and democracy but do not settle! 
the question. An agrarian society before or in the incipient stages of penetratiml� 
by commercial market relations and industrialization is unlikely to gain or: 
sustain a democratic form of government. Democracy by any definition �\ 
extremely rare in agrarian societies - both in the agrarian societiesthit, 
constitute the bulk of recorded history and in today's less developed countries: 
that still rely largely on agriculture for their subsistence. The ancient Greek; 
democracies, of which Athens was the most famous, were 'at best· rar� 
exceptions in the pre-capitalist history of Europe.l Whether or not we accept 
them (as well as a few other cases) as true exceptions, the typical forms of rule 
in agrarian societies are and have been autocracy and oligarchy. 

To this one must add immediately that government in the agrarian societieS 
of history was almost invariably inefficient and weak when compared to the' 
power and capacity of modern states. The most tyrannical regimes of history 
did not have the capacity to shape and transform society that we take for granteq 
even in today's democracies. It is this increase in the capacities of states that 
accounts for the fact that ours is also the century of totalitarian and very 
repressive authoritarian rule. . 

The relationship between capitalist development and democracy has not only 
been the object of political argument and broad speCUlation in political 
philosophy. For several decades now, it has been subjected to careful alid 
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s,Y�t�matic empirical research in sOciology, political science, and history. It" is 
,::tijis;tesearch that constitutes the foundation on which our own work builds. 
:�;EIJlpirical research on democracy has in fact been a major concern 'of social 

,'Sci�l1ce in the post-World War II era. After. World War II, when Nazi Germany ,.v(,iI$' . .defeated, when Stalinist rule had conquered eastern Europe, and when 
"Vij]1allyall former colonies became independent "new states," social scientists 
d�ypted very considerable energies to identifying the conditions that make 
4�lIt0cracy possible and likely. The rise of authoritarian regimes in relatively 
adVanced countries of South America stimulated a new wave of research (see 

;ei�;:O�Donnell1973 and Collier 1979). More recendy, the return of democracy 
, 't()li,s�ch countries as Spain, Portugal and Greece as well as advances of 

,:d�:ni�cratization in Latin America gave this research another impetus (see e.g. 
"01Jj)orineU, Schmitter and Whitehead 1986) . 

. ';t.whe results of these decades of research are in many ways impressive. We 
. c;lnJWith confidence go beyond quite a few commonplace views that still inform 
" much6f the public discussion on democracy and its chances. But neither are 
•. t!i,�lresJ.tlts of these nearly two generations of research conclusive. In particular, 

t!j:Wimpact of capitalist development on the chances of democracy is still 
"<controversial. 
':\;{fl'wo. distinctive traditions of research have come to quite different and as yet 
i�re�onciled results. They employed radically different research strategies and 

' ro�;thods, so different that scholars in either camp often barely took notice of the 
,�ork of the other side. Quantitative cross-national comparisons of many 

�c9ul1tries have found consistendy a positive correlation between development 
,�!K�;democracy. They thus come to relatively optimistic conclusions about the 
p��I),ces of democracy, not only in the advanced capitalist nations but also in the 

<4ey�loping countries of today. By contrast, comparative historical studies that 
.�wphasize qualitative examination of complex sequences tend to trace the rise 
,@}'democracy to a favorable historical constellation of conditions in early '�\capitalism. Their conclusions are therefore far more pessimistic about today's 

. " ��velopjng countries. 
,.' f¥The contradictory results of the two research traditions represent a difficult 
problem precisely because they derive from different modes of research. Given :�£el1trasting methodologies, by which criteria is one to evaluate the inconsistent 

',cLlidings? Our own work takes off from this impasse. It builds on the research of 
<l>..oth traditions and seeks to reconcile their methodological and substantive 
�:�I)nti'adictions. 
'\�\�;In chapter 2, after describing and evaluating the two research traditions, we 
\>i,tevelop a methodological approach which, when combined with the theoretical 
':ideas', developed in chapter 3, promises to transcend the impasse. In the 
YQlloWing three chapters, we put these ideas to the test in fresh analyses of the 
'U;�omplex evidence. Based on an integrated theoretical and methodological 

" {framework, we present our own comparative historical investigations of a large 
;"nit'mber of Cases. These will, we submit, resolve the controversy about the 
\��lationship between development and democracy. And since this controversy <!las been at the center of empirical democracy research, our study will do more 
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than merely resolve an esoteric scholarly debate; it will throw new light on the 
major conditions favoring and inhibiting democracy. 

We are convinced that the main fmding of the cross-national statistical 
work - a positive, though not perfect, correlation between capitalist develop
ment and democracy - must stand as an accepted result. There is no way of 
explaining this robust finding, replicated in many studies of different design, as 
the spurious effect of flawed methods. Any theory of democracy must come to 
terms with it. At the same time, such a correlation, no matter how often 
replicated, does not carry its own explanation. It does not identify the causal 
sequences accounting for the persistent relation, not to mention the reasons 
why many cases are at odds with it. Nor can it account for how the samf end can 
be reached by different historical routes. The repeated statistical fmd ng has a 
peculiar "black box" character that can be overcome only by theoretically well 
grounded empirical analysis. 

Comparative historical studies, we argue, carry the best promise of shedding 
light into the black box. This is not only because comparative historical work 
has been particularly rich in theoretical argument. Far more important, 
historical research gives insight into sequences and their relations to surrounding 
structural conditions, and that is indispensable for developing valid causal 
accounts. Causal analysis is inherently sequence analysis. 

At the same time, comparative historical research is able to go beyond 
conventional history's preoccupation with historical particularity and aim for 
theoretical generalization. Analytically oriented comparative history builds on a 
series of case analyses. It seeks to establish satisfactory explanatory accounts 
that do justice to each case and at the same time are theoretically coherent and 
consistent with each other. In the process it develops a body of theorems of 
proven explanatory power. 

Such comparative historical case analysis must be guided from the beginning 
by a framework of theoretical ideas. Without that, the analysis lacks orientation 
in the face of an endless multitude of possibly relevant facts. The framework 
which we develop in chapter 3 builds on past research, it informs the accounts 
of individual cases and gives them theoretical unity and coherence, yet it is in 
turn subject to revisions suggested by the case analyses. 

A framework of theoretical concepts and propositions also mitigates another 
problem that haunts the comparative historical study of large-scale pheno� 
mena - the fact that only a limited number of cases can be studied in the 
required detail. We tackle this problem directly by stretching the scope of our 
own investigations to the limit. We analyze a large number of cases, close to the 
universe in the three groups of countries selected, and we trace their 
development over relatively long periods of time. In fact, our comparative 
historical studies include more Cases than quite a few cross-national statistical 
studies. Yet the cases are still too few in number to allow, by themselves, secure 
analytic conclusions. For this there are too many possibly relevant factors and 
too complex interrelations among them. It is here that a carefully built 
theoretical framework makes a critical contribution. It represents in an 
important sense the fmdings of a vast body of previous work, and it thus 
enlarges the reach and validity of the analysis substantially. 
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Our theoretical framework incorporates the major findings of the cross
national quantitative studies. However, we depart from the theoretical under
pinnings of much of the cross-national statistical work, which often adopted the 
then current models of modernization theory. In this structural-functional 
conception of social order, society, polity, and economy are seen as more or less 
\'{ell-functioning systems integrated primarily by shared values and cultural 
Rremises. Democracy arises due to its functional fit with the advanced 
industrial economy. To the extent that the development of democracy is 
attributed to an agent, as in Upset's (1959) classic article, it is the middle class 
that is seen as the primary promoter of democracy. The upper-class, and 
especially the lower class, are seen as the enemies of democracy. 

,13Y contrast, we employ, like most of the comparative historical work from 
Max Weber to Guillermo O'Donnell, a "political economy" perspective that 
focuses on actors - individual as well as collective actors - whose power is 
grounded in control of economic and organizational resources andlor of 
c::oercive force and who vie with each other for scarce resources in the pursuit of 
c::clUflicting goals. While such a perspective does recognize the role of ideas, 
values and non-material interests, especially when they are grounded in 
institutions and collective organization, it differs sharply from the functionalist 
llIld culture-centered premises of modernization theory . 

. How, then, do we conceive of democracy and its conditions? Our most basic 
premise is that democracy is above all a matter of power. Democratization 
r�presents first and foremost an increase in political equality. This idea is the 
ground upon which aU of our work stands. The central proposition of our 
the.oretical argument virtually follows from this: it is power relations that most 
importantly determine whether democracy can emerge, stabilize, and then 
maintain itself even in the face of adverse conditions. 
" There is first the balance of power among different classes and class coalitions. 

This is a factor of overwhelming importance. It is complemented by two other 
power configurations - the structure, strength, and autonomy of the state 
apparatus and its interrelations with civil society and the impact of transnational 
power relations on both the balance of class power and on state-society relations. 

, Pi focus on class and class coalitions may be surprising to some, while it is 
perhaps too easily accepted by others. We emphasize social class, first, because 
the concept is in our view a master key to understanding the social structuring 
of interests and power in society, and second, because the organization of class 
m,terests is constitutive of major collective actors. The organization of class 
interests is, however, a complex process in which not only the forms of 
c.ollective action but the very interests actually pursued are socially and 
historically constructed. Thus, the subjective understanding and political 
p()sture of class actors cannot be read off the underlying class structure in any 
one-to-one fashion . •. None the less, the political postures of given classes are not infinitely variable 
either. Based on our theoretical understanding and past historical and sociolo
gical research, we expected classes to exhibit definite central political tenden
cJes: in the struggle for political democracy. One central axis was defined by 
what benefits and losses classes could expect from extensions of political 
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inclusion; the other was the class's ability to organize itself and engage in 
collective action in defense of class interests. This led us to the hypothesis, 
following Barrington Moore, that large landlords engaged in "labor repressive" 
agriculture would be the most implacable opponents of democracy. However, in 
contrast to Moore, as well as to Leninists and liberal social scientists, we also 
expected the bourgeoisie2 to oppose suffrage extension to the working classes as 
such a move posed a potential treat to their interests. We expected the urban 
working class to be the most frequent proponent of the full extension of 
democratic rights because this promised to include the class in the polity where 
it could further pursue its interests and because the working class, unli! .e other 
lower classes, had the capacity to organize itself. It is the capacity to ',rganize 
and express its interests that differentiated the working class from t Ie small 
peasantry. We hypothesized that the middle classes would favor their own 
inclusion, but would be ambivalent about further extensions of political rights, 
perhaps swinging to one side or another on the basis of possible alliances. Thus, 
in a given historical case, one would have to examine the structure of class 
coalitions as well as the relative power of different classes to understand how the 
balance of class power would affect the possiblities for democracy. 

Class power is in our view intimately related to the development of, the 
increasing organizational density of, civil society. This proposition seems at first 
glance similar to - but in reality is quite distinct from - claims of modernization 
theorists and pluralists that the growth of intermediate groups and associations 
tends to be supportive of democracy. Civil society, in our conception, is the 
totality of social institutions and associations, both formal and informal, that are 
not strictly production-related nor governmental or familial in character. 
Capitalist development furthers the growth of civil society - by increasing the 
level of urbanization, by bringing workers together in factories, by improving 
the means of communication and transportation, by raising the level of literacy. 
Strengthening the organization and organizational capacity of the working and 
middle classes serves to empower those classes and thus to change the balance 
of class powerj A dense civil society also has an importance for democracy on its 
own, because it establishes a counterweight to state power. 

In modern societies the state - the set of organizations involved in making 
and implementing binding collective decisions, if necessary by force - is 
invariably one major component of the overall landscape of power in society. 
There is no contemporary society in which the structure of domination can 
simply be understood by looking at the distribution of economic and social 
power in civil society. And the state is in varying degrees set -.Off from and 
independent of other power centers. Since the state is not only an apparatus of 
implementation and enforcement but also the arena in which binding collective 
decisions are arrived at, it is of obvious importance to an understanding of the 
conditions of democracy. The shape of state structures and their relations to 
other power concentrations are therefore a second cluster of conditions shaping 
the chances of democracy. 
- A third cluster of conditions is constituted by transnational power relations. 
Obviously, power relations do not stop at the borders of politically organized 
societies. States stand in close interaction with power centers beyond their 
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borders. In fact they often derive much of their autonomy vis-a-vis their own 
societies from this involvement in external "relations. In addition, economic 
relations and economic organizations have increasingly transcended national 
borders. These, too, are likely to be modified by state action. Yet, however 
modified, the impact of powerful interests - political as well as econo
mic - beyond a country's borders also enters the balance of power that 
determines the chances of democracy. In varying degree, they influence the 
balance of class power and they affect states and state-society relations . 
• ' ,  One critical aspect of all three clusters of power, as ,well as of their 
interrelations, is the fact that social patterns, once forged, often persist beyond 
their original conditions. This negates the possibility of a "presentist" explana
tion of democracy, one that involves only factors observably active in the present 
moment of history, and it voids any mechanical account of the impact of class, 
state, and transnational power on constitutional form. Here is another powerful 
rationale for engaging in comparative historical analysis, which can take such 
persistencies into account and respond sensitively to alternative paths of 
causation. 
, •• Our own comparative investigations not only cover a very large number of 
cases in historical depth but also focus on the areas of the world most important 
for the history of democratization. We first turn to the advanced capitalist 
countries focusing on how democracy was first fully established as well as how 
democratic rule subsequentlty fared in the critical period between the two 
World Wars. We secondly study the complex processes of democratiza
tion - often only partial democratization - and of reversals of democratic rule in 
the countries of Latin America. Thirdly, we compare the countries of Central 
America with the island societies of the Caribbean. The whole set of cases 
examined represents the areas with the most extensive democratic experience. 
At the same time, there are many examples of stable non-democratic regimes as 
well as, of breakdowns of democratic political systems that can be analyzed 
comparatively side by side with instances of democratization and stable 
democratic rule, giving ample opportunity to use the analytical comparative 
historical method to the fullest extent. 'What is the upshot of our analyses? First, it is not an overall structural 
correspondence between capitalism and democracy that explains the rise and 
persistence of democracy. Some have conceived of such a correspondence as a 
simple mutual reinforcement between a free market for goods and services and 
a.market for political outcomes. Others (as for instance Cutright 1963) have 
seen democracy more diffusely as a highly "differentiated" political form that 
fits, the more differentiated social structures produced by capitalist develop
ment. Our analyses do not lend support to such overall correspondence 
propositions. Neither do they confirm the view of the bourgeoisie as the main 
agent of democracy that has been central to both classic liberal and marx
ist-leninist theory. Rather - we conclude - capitalist development is associated 
with democracy because it transforms the class structure, strengthening the 
working and middle classes and weakening the landed upper class. It was not 
the capitalist market nor capitalists as the new dominant force, but rather the 
contradictions of capitalism that advanced the cause of democracy. 



8 Introduction 

A brief summary of our main findings should help to prepare and guide th� 
reader through the theoretical arguments and the historical evidence presente4 
in the following chapters. We found that social classes behaved in a quite 
systematic manner across our historical cases and in accordance with ou� 
expectations. The working class was the most consistently pro-democratic 
force. The class had a strong interest in effecting its political inclusion and it 
was more insulated from the hegemony of dominant classes than the rural lower 
classes. Exceptions to the pro-democratic posture of the working class occurred 
where the class was initially mobilized by a charismatic but authoritarian leade� 
or a hegemonic party linked to the state apparatus. !i 

The landed upper-classes which were dependent on a large suppJ y of cheap 
labor were the most consistently anti-democratic force. DemocraLization for 
them posed the possibility oflosing this labor supply. The bourgeoisie we found 
to be generally supportive of the installation of constitutional and representativ¢ 
government, but opposed to extending political inclusion to the lower classes: 
For the landed classes as well as the' bourgeoisie threat perception was. 
important both at the time of the initial installation of democratic rule and for i� 
later consolidation. If these classes felt acutely threatened in their vital interests 
by popular pressures, they invariably opposed democracy and, once democratic 
rule was installed, attempted to undermine it. 

. 

The middle classes played an ambiguous role in the installation and 
consolidation of democracy. They pushed for their own inclusion but their 
attitude towards inclusion of the lower classes depended on the need and 
possibilities for an alliance with the working class. The middle classes wer¢ 
most in favor of full democracy where they were confronted with intransigerit 
dominant classes and had the option of allying with a sizeable working classi 
However, if they started feeling threatened by popular pressures under 'a 
democratic regime, they turned to support the imposition of an authoritarian 
alternative. " 

The peasantry and rural workers also played varied roles, depending on their 
capacity for autonomous organization and their susceptibility to the influence 01 
the dominant classes. Independent family farmers in small-holding countries 
were a pro-democratic force, whereas their posture in countries or areas 
dominated by large landholdings was more authoritarian. Peasants living on 
large estates remained by and large unmobilized and thus did not play a role in 
democratization. Rural wage workers on plantations did attempt to organize; 
and where they were not repressed, they joined other working-class organiza7 
tions in pushing for political inclusion. 

As anticipated, we did observe systematic variation across regions in the class 
structure and therefore in class alliances and the dynamics of democratization. 
Most importantly, the working-class was smaller and weaker and the landed 
class stronger in Latin America and the Caribbean, which made for a balance 01 
class power less favorable for democratization than in the core countries; Due 
to the relative weakness of the working class, the middle classes played here the 
leading role in pushing for democratization, with the result that democraCJ 
often remained restricted. 
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J'iWealso found systematic variation across regions and time periods in the 'io!�bf the stat.. �onsolidation of state power was an essential prerequisite for 
d�rriocratization. 1 'his process was more difficult in Latin America than in the 
i:)Wer:regions we investigated, and this contributed to the long delay of even an 

iPstitutionalization of contestation in many cases. 
;jWl'he state was stronger relative to civil society in Latin America and the 
Garibbean than in the core countries. This was partly related to the comparative 
w�akness and heterogeneity of the dominant classes and partly to the history of 

is,t�tfdonnation and to external support for the military in the post-World War 
��tX}leriod; The effects of this lopsided balance of power were greater state 
J��()nomy and intervention into politics, or outright imposition of authoritarian ljIle by. the coercive apparatus of the state. 

. 

§�;:rhe impact of transnational structures of power on democratization also �aried across our regions, being stronger in Latin America and the Caribbean tAij:n)in the core countries. Economic dependence had negative effects, though mgstly in indirect ways. It shaped the class structure in ways inimical for 
:d�m()cratization. Economic growth led by agrarian exports reinforced the pbsitiori of large landholders. Industrialization with imported capital intensive 
te�hnologykept the working class small and weak. Geo-political dependence 
��!��ons were even more important. Geo-politicai interests of core countries 
g�perated direct interventions and support for the repressive apparatus of the 
"�iate .and thus created an unfavorable balance of power between state and civil 
s��iety for democratization. The effects QfBritish colonialism, though, deviated :Jrpmthis negative pattern in so far as the colonial presence prevented the 

. d§minant classes from using the state apparatus to repress the emerging 

.'Ofganizations of subordinate classes. Instead, it allowed for the gradual 
�ql.etgence of a stronger civil society, capable of sustaining democracy after 

'illdependence. 
:J,:£6litical parties emerged in a crucial role as mediators in both the installation 

,;lIj4consolidation of democracy. Strong parties were necessary to mobilize 
. Pf�ssures from subordinate classes for democratization, but if their programs ;�ete too radical, they stiffened resistance among the dominant classes against 4emocracy. Once democracy was installed, the party system became crucial for 'P!ptecting the interests of the dominant classes and thus keeping them from 
'pUrs),ling authoritarian alternatives. Democracy could be consolidated only 
wlierethere were two or more strong competing political parties at least one of which effectively protected dominant class interests, or where the party system .�()wed for direct access of the dominant classes to the state apparatus. 
�:;.The main focus of our analysis allowed us to reinterpret the central, and 
rpbust, fOlding of the cross-national statistical studies that economic develop
:p\ent is associated with democracy. In the course of our comparative work, we ��re'also able to provide reinterpretations of other findings of these studies: the 
ROIJltiveassociation of democracy with a legacy of British colonialism and 

,'p,rotestantism and the negative association of democracy with ethnic diversity. 
J�(each case, the comparative historical analysis showed that the modernization 
'interpretation was inadequate and that the relations of class, state, and :Y;i;�'·/;,' 
�. ,<" 
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international power were essential in understanding why these societal c,harac
teristics aided or impeded the development of democracy. 

One last issue has to be taken up in this brief introduction to the problems we 
intend to pursue. The concept of democracy has been given very different 
meanings. Clarifying one's conception of "democracy" is not just a question of 
finding an adequate and precise operational definition. Rather it involves more 
complex issues of meaning. The marxist critique of "bourgeois democracy" 
raises perhaps the 'most central issue: is the claim of democracy to constitute the 
rule of the many real, or is this claim a sham that makes the de facto T' lie of the 
few more effective and secure behind a screen of formally d, :mocratic 
institutions? To anticipate our position and put it with apodictic b:evity:no 
actually existing democracy can claim to constitute in a realistic sense the rule 
of the many; but "bourgeois" or formal democracy does make a differenceJol' 
the process of political decision-making and for the outcomes of that process. 

This position has methodological consequences. The concepts of democracy 
used in our research - as well as in virtually all other empirical studies - aim to . 
identifY the really existing democracies of our world and to distinguish them 
from other forms of rule. Our operating concepts are therefore not based onthe 
most far-reaching ideals of democratic thought - of a government thoroughly 
and equally responsive to the preferences of all its citizens (Dahl 1 971)  or of a 
polity in which human beings fulfill themselves through equal and active 
participation in collective self-rule (Macpherson 1973). Rather, they orient 
themselves to the more modest forms of popular participation in government 
through representative parliaments that appear as r.ealistic possibilities in the 
complex societies of today. Our definitions of democracy focus on the state's 
responsibility to parliament (possibly complemented by direct election of the 
head of the executive), on regular free and fair elections, on the freedom of 
expression and association, and on the extent of the suffrage. Robert Dahl, 
whose careful conceptualizations probably had the greatest influence. on 
empirical democracy research, reserved the term "polyarchy" for this more 
modest and inevitably somewhat formal version of democracy (Dahl 1956, 
1 97 1). 

Why do we care about formal democracy if it considerably falls short of the 
actual rule of the many? This question assumes particular saliency in the light of 
two of our fmdings, namely that democracy was a result of the contradictions of 
capitalist development and that it could be consolidated only if the interests of 
the capitalist classes were not directly threatened by it. The full answer to �s 
question will become clear as we proceed with our analysis. But it is possible to 
anticipate our conclusion briefly already here. We care about formal democracy 
because it tends to be more than merely formal. It tends to be real to some 
extent. Giving the many a real voice in the formal collective decision-making of 
a country is the most promising basis for further progress in the distribution of 
power and other forms of substantive equality. The same factors which support 
the installation and consolidation of formal democracy, namely growth in the 
strength of civil society in general and of the lower classes in particular, also 
support progress towards greater equality in political participation and towards 



Introduction 11 �eatersOcialand economic equality. Ultimately, we see in democracy - even in 
i,tS mo���t�nd· largely formal contemporary realizations - the beginning of the ��If':'tran�formation of capitalism. 
!i},..<.; . Whe �t��t"11re of this volume is simple and follows the line of reasoning just �k�t�h��. C::hapter 2 offers a review of existing research, describing and �vatu��n,g the two traditions of research on development and democracy. It 
�bncl.��� � ",ith reflections on the methodological problems of reconciling �(jntr��ifl?I.'Yresults of research employing very different methods. Chapter 3 �eveLop�/ourtheoretical framework for the study of development and demo�f.tCy f?flJsing on the three power clusters of class, state, and transnational t�lati9I)�. Chapter 4 presents the comparative analyses of advanced capitalist ��i.mt?�s. C:hapter 5 deals with democratization in Latin America, and chapter �ccoIllP:lr�sthe Caribbean islands and the countries of Central America. The 
2pnc!u4irgchapter 7 reviews the theoretical positions developed at the outset in �� ligbtpfthese comparative historical investigations. It ends by exploring the ��licati?p�.()four findings for the future of democracy. 
,}:·;-x· 
s�)r::' 
',,' .. . 
/�'.�{.!:. 



2 
Capitalist Development and 
Democracy: The Controversy 

In the comparative study of macro-social phenomena two radically different 
research traditions coexist with each other - cross-national statistical work and 
comparative historical studies. This may be - and is often - seen as just another 
instance of the age-old opposition between quantitative and qualitative inquiry 
or, more radically, between social science and humanistic scholarship. 

A minority of scholars - among them Jeffery Paige (1975), John Stephens 
(1979c), and Charles Ragin (1987) - have insisted that the two research modes 
should complement and be integrated with each other rather than treated as 
irreconcilable opposites. In research on development and democracy, the 
opposition between the two modes of work has a particularly intense character. 
Here we encounter not just a divergence of method but sharply contradictory 
findings. As noted, this constitutes a difficult dilemma unless one is prepared to 
dismiss one mode of research out of hand as inadequate. This chapter 
describes and evaluates the two bodies of research and seeks to lay the basis for 
a way to reconcile and transcend the contradictions. 

Comparative Historical and Cross-national Quantitative 
Research on Development and Democracy 

The contradictions between these two research traditions did not often lead to 
actual controversy and debate. Many who worked in the more qualitative, 
comparative historical mode hardly became aware of the other side, because 
they simply could not conceive of a research strategy that claims to come to 
valid results by taking a few pieces of information about many countries and 
subjecting them to statistical, correlational analysis. In turn, the emphasis on 
historical particularity and the small number of cases to which the historical 
approach could be applied, appeared radically unsuited for an exploration of the 
causal conditions of democracy in the eyes of students who conceived of the 
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quantitative analysis o f  a large number o f  cases as the only viable substitute for 
th� experimental approach that is impossible in macro-social analysis; they 
therefore searched for ways of studying the conditions of democracy through 
statistical inference from cross-national research covering many countries. The 
gulf between these methodological conceptions was - and is - so deep that the 
work ofthe other side was easily dismissed if it was noticed at all. 
f:Ignorant dismissal was especially frequent among the historically minded 

�tudents of democracy. The quantitative analysts paid more attention to the 
�ompara):ive historical work, though, as we will see, they often disregarded the 
.more .sophisticated theoretical ideas advanced by the other side, especially if 
these could not be tested with the crude measures suitable for macro-9uantitative statistical analysis. This asymmetry has little substantive justifica
non: ' Both sides grapple with difficult, yet fundamental methodological issues 
that. are hard to do justice to at the same time; and each side makes different 
�trategic decisions on which issues are to be given the most attention and which ate to be treated with relative neglect. 
'(ii>We will first offer a selective account of both research traditions. This will 
iiltroduce not only the problems at issue in the contrast between comparative 
historical and statistical investigations of the conditions of democracy but also a 
large number of ideas used in our own account. The chapter then turns to 
r�flections on the questions raised by the divergence of the two research 
fraditions; We will offer methodological arguments for an approach that can .ttanscend the impasse and reconcile the contradictory findings. 
";::;.{ ':�</'I ' 

Early quantitative cross-national studies 

Seymour Martin Upset published in 1959 a now classic paper linking 
democracy to economic development. It opened a long line of increasingly 
sophistic:ated quantitative cross-national studies. Upset's theoretical position 
derived from the nineteenth-century classics of social theory, especially from 
Durkheim and Weber but also from Marx, combining a systemic conception of 
society\vith a revised version of social evolutionism. In many ways, his approach 
�o the problems of development resembled that of modernization theory. At the 
same. time, ' Upset did not subscribe to the value determinism and the 
equilibrium . assumptions that came to characterize especially later versions of 
modernization theory as well as his own later work. He combined a systemic 
view of social change with a resolute focus on divergent class interests and 
cl)nflict. 

Lipset begins with the observation that greater economic affluence in a 
country has long been thought of as a condition favorable for democracy: "The 
more well-la-do a nation, the greater the chances that it will sustain demo
cracy" (Lip set 1959/1980: 3 1). He then proceeds to put this idea to the test by 
cross-national comparison. . 

He c()mpares European and Latin American countries on the interrelated 
dimensions of wealth, industrialization, education, and urbanization and 
demonstrates that European stable democracies scored on average higher in all 
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of these dimensions than European dictatorships. Examples of the indicators he 
uses are per capita income, telephones per 1,000 persons, percent of people 
employed in agriculture, percent literate, and percent living in cities of different. 
sizes. A comparison of democracies and unstable dictatorships with stable 
dictatorships in Latin America comes to very similar results at a lower level of 
development. 

In his theoretical account for these relationships, Lipset focuses on modera
tion and tolerance. Education, he contends, broadens one's outlook, increases 
tolerant attitudes, restrains people from adopting extremist doctrines, and 
increases their capacity for rational electoral choice. Increasl d wealth 
moderates the lower classes and thus makes them more prone to acce pt gradual 
change. Actually, it is the discrepancy in wealth rather than its overall level that 
is decisive, but since there is generally more inequality in poorer countries these 
two factors are closely related. In countries with great inequality of wealth, the 
poor are more likely to be a threat to the privileged and the established order; 
The rich in tum tend to be hostile to democracy, both because they feel 
threatened and because they often view it even as morally wrong to let the poor. 
and the wretched participate in political decisions - an arrogant attitude which 
in turn feeds the resentment of the poor. Thus, the middle class emerges as the. 
main pro-democratic force in Lipset's analysis, and this class gains in size with; 
socioeconomic development. In sum, Lipset argues that industrialization leads, 
to increases in wealth, education, communication, and equality; these develop, 
ments are associated with a more moderate lower and upper class and a larger 
middle class, which is by nature moderate; and this in tum increases the 
probability of stable democratic forms of politics. 

Subsequent studies employed far more refmed statistical techniques; But 
they confirmed the positive relation between development and democracy. 
While they explored alternative as well as complementary hypotheses and 
sought to detail the causal mechanisms underlying the connection between 
development and democracy, they added little to a more comprehensive 
interpretation of this relationship. 

Phillips Cutright ( 1963) brought correlational - and more generally multiva
riate - analysis to bear on these problems. He argued that averages of different 
social and economic indicators are far too crude a measure of development, 
discarding the more precise information available. Furthermore, differences in 
the character of the political order must not be just crudely classified because 
they then cannot be related with any precision to the quantitative information 
on social and economic conditions: "It makes little difference that in the verbal 
discussion of national political systems one talks about shades of democracy if, 
in the statistical assessment, one cannot distinguish among nations" (Cutright 
1 963 : 254). 

Cutright constructed scales of economic development, of "communications 
development" as well as of "political development" or, in effect, democracy; 
each combining several specific measures. !  He then subjected these quantitat
ive scores for 77 countries to a correlational analysis. 

The correlation between the indices of communication development and 
democracy (or political development) was r = 0.81, while the correlation of 
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democracy with economic development was 0.68, significantly lower. Cutright 
concluded that his main hypothesis - that political institutions are interdepen,dent. with the level of social and economic development - was confirmed. 
i( The theoretical account Cutright offered for these findings is simple and not 
fully developed. More strongly than Upset's it reflects the assumptions of 
!1lodernization theory - of evolutionism and functional system integration. 
National societies are conceived as interdependent systems with sttrong equili
�dum tendencies. Greater division of labor and structural differentiation in 
�conomy and society demand more complex and §pecialized political institupons, if the system as a whole is to be in equilibrium. He considers representative democracy as the form of government sufficiently complex to deal with a modem, increasingly heterogeneous social order. This identification 
'Il,frepresentative democracy with political differentiation is also the reason why 
,f}ie title of his paper speaks of "political development" rather than democracy. 
�Un any less than perfect correlation, many countries will stand significantly 
�bove or below the regression line. Relative to its level of social or economic 
�evelopment a country may have "too much" or "too little" democracy. 
,Qommenting on this, Cutright offered on the one hand a number of ad hoc 
�yPotheses explaining such "deviations" from a presumed equilibrium. For 
instance, . he speculated, democracy may have flourished in the western hemisphere more than in Europe because of the absence of large-scale 
Jnternational conflict. And he suggested that Case studies focus on deviant cases jp,'Qrder to gain further insights into the particular conditions favoring or 
h.indering "political development". 
�i\,:On the other hand, he turned the mathematical equation representing the 
�()yerall relations between social, economic and political development in all 77 
,sountries into a "prediction equation:" 

/,/ The concept of interdependence and the statistical method of this study (lead) 
W us to consider the existence of hypothetical equilibrium points toward which each 
,i ' " nation is moving. It is possible for a nation to be politically overdeveloped or 
Z ,underdeveloped, and we suggest that either political or non-political changes will 
< " occur to put the nation into equilibrium. (Cutright 1963: 264) 

�'.t; :;; �:-: ' 
mhis prediction presupposes an extremely tight integration of national systems. It furthennore implies the assumption that the social and economic develop
inent indicators represent the structural conditions that in the long run are 
,decisive for the chances of democracy. However, these factors cannot explain 
ph their own why any deviations from the predicted configuration should exist 
iii the first place. Other conditions, such as those considered in the ad hoc hypotheses, become then by implication merely temporary obstacles to repre
s,entative democratic forms of government or passing favorable circumstances. 
\" ,;Six years later, Cutright and Wiley (1 969) published a study that responded 
,to a number of questions raised by critics. It constituted a significant advance in 
(quantitative comparative research on democracy. They selected 40 countries that were self-governing throughout the period from 1927 to 1 966, thus 
¢ic1uding the effects of foreign occupation and colonial rule on the fonn of 
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government. This represents a small, but significant advance toward the ideal of 
employing units of analysis that are independent of each other - a technical 
presupposition of causal inference from correlational analysis that can never be 
fully met for human societies, especially in the twentieth century. 

With this sample of countries they studied democracy in relation to social and 
economic development in four successive decades, 1 927-36, 1937-46, 
1 947-56, and 1 957-66. In this way they were able not only to examine the same 
relationships in four different periods but also to subject the question of causaI 
direction to a "cross-lagged" correlational test. Their conclusion: the positive 
association between social and economic development and democracy holds for 
all four decades, and the data suggest a causal priority especially for economic 
development. 

The analysis then turned to the conditions of change in political representa� 
tion over time. What accounts for stability of regime form in the face of social 
and economic change? And which factors are associated with declines in 
political representation, which occur in spite of the fact that literacy rates and 
energy consumption, the indicators of social and economic development, hardly 
show similar declines? Here a simple measure of social security provisions; 
based on the age and number of national social security programs, proved 
illuminating. 

Changes in political representation were virtually confined to nations that 
rated low in the provision of social security and at the same time high in literacy; 
This led Cutright and Wiley to a revision of Cutright's earlier equilibrium 
theorem which predicted that countries with a political representation "too 
high" or "too low" in view of their level of social and economic development 
would decline or increase in political representation. Only nations high in 
literacy and low in social security provisions conformed to this expectation. 
Where literacy as well as social security were low, little or no change was 
observed. Neither did any significant political change occur in countries with 
high social security, whatever their levels of literacy. 

The interpretation of these results given by Cutright and Wiley stayed as 
close as possible to the original equilibrium model: economic development 
entails division of labor and social differentiation to which representative 
democracy is the most adequate constitutional response. This functionalist 
argument is now complemented by a causal hypothesis concerning social 
development: increasing literacy and related aspects of social change foster a 
population's interest and capability in political participation and thus engender 
pressures for democratization. ., 

The stabilizing effect of social security provisions, which constitutes the main 
new finding, is explained by two ideas, the second of which is only obliquely 
hinted at. First, satisrying major economic interests of the population streng
thens people's allegiance to the political status quo, independent of constitu
tional fonn. Demands for democracy, in this view, derive their strength from 
unmet economic needs. 

The second explanation can be combined with the first, but it is a sharply 
distinctive argument once fully developed. The capacity of a government to 
deliver social security programs can be taken as an indication of a strong and 
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:�ffective state apparatus, and - so we interpolate the argument - such state 
�pparatuses may be strong enough to maintain the constitutional status quo: 
's,tr0ng enough to defend itself against forces in society demanding a voice in 
ij:'pllective decision-making, effective enough to "bribe" them into quiescence, 
farid even powerful enough to crush them. 
!X'·,; , 

��ireat from comprehensive theoretical interpretations I ,,' , 
/;.,.: 
;$�bsequent studies changed and refined the indicators for democracyZ as well 
�as; the' measures of social and economic development; they analyzed different 
.samples of countries, and examined constitutional change over time. More 
lknportant, however, was a subtle but significant shift in the relation of these 
,stUdies to issues of theory. Typically, they explored propositions derived from 
iiltemative theoretical views of the relation between development and demo
(cracy, considering now in addition to' modernization theory also the more 
��onmct-oriented ideas of world-system and dependency theories. At the same 
J;Une, .they tended to refrain from such broader theoretical interpretations as 
pffered by Lipset and Cutright and focused more and more on specific testable 
,hyPotheses. 
;J: ;Ken Bollen's work, arguably the most careful of this type, brought further 
:methodological refinements together with confirmation of the basic empirical 
generalizations. Bollen also responds to a wider range of theoretical arguments. 
His paper on "Political Democracy and the Timing of Development" (Bollen 
1979). takes off from the skepticism about any clear-cut relationship between 
J;ocioeconomic development and democracy that we will encounter when we :fum . to the comparative-historical studies. To anticipate, this view sees 
favorable conditions for democracy rooted in the particular historical constella.�on of early capitalism and it maintains that such favorable conditions are not 
g()ing to be repeated. 
; Bollen formulated this as the hypothesis that "the earlier a country begins to 
,<i,evelop, the higher its level of democracy," noting that one could well argue the 
,opposite by virtue of a diffusion of the democratic ideal over time which would 
'exert more pressures for democracy in late developing countries. Using two 
different measures for the "beginning" of development, he found no significant 
llSsociation between the timing of development and political democracy. The 
interpretation of this negative fmding is carefully left open. It could, for 
instance, be the result of the opposite - and mutually canceling - effects of 
different factors associated with the timing of development . 

• His analysis demonstrates again a rather robust association between econo-
2.:-'': aevelopment and democracy. This is especially significant because he 
examines . a' very large sample of 99 countries and because he employs a 
different set of indicators for political democracy. The association between 
political democracy and economic development was fundamentally unaffected 
by this different operationalization. 
' Bollen's .study also throws light on the role of cultural factors and on the 
impact of state strength on democracy. He found political democracy to be 
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positively associated with the proportion of Protestants in a country and� 
negatively with the fraction of domestic economic production used for govem�� 
ment expenditures. In subsequent publications, Bollen explored the interrelaH 
tions between political democracy and income inequality as well as between:; 
democracy and the degTee of a country's dependence on other countries in1 
transnational economic relations. To these issues we now tum. , 

The relation between income inequality and democracy had been a central; 
issue for Lipset (1959/1980) as well as for some of the classic authors on whose', 
work he built his own argument. If these arguments lead us to expect chances 
for democracy to be more favorable under conditions of reduced inequality, the) 
reverse direction of causation is equally plausible: wherever democracy is mor�j 
than a mere formal sham, it should over time contribute to a reduction 0(; 
inequality. Either or both of these relationships between inequality and) 
democracy should result in fairly clear-cut negative correlations, although both; 
are likely to involve time-lags the length of which is not easily specified.j 
Empirical analyses have had trouble identifYing clear-cut patterns.' ' i'; A number of early quantitative studies came to contradictory results. Bollen, 
and Jackman (198Sb) concluded from their review of these studies as well as, 
their own analysis that no relationship could be established once the level of: 
development was taken into account. Muller (1988) argued that this was tru� 
only if democracy and inequality are measured at a single point in time. He: 
found that the length of a country's experience with democracy has a significanf 
negative impact on income inequality - independent of level of development,: 
position in the world system, and the population's age structure. This is a 
gTadual impact, measurably effective only after about two decades of democri-) 
tic experience. Conversely, while the degree ofincome inequality does not seem' 
to affect the inauguration of democracy, it does show a close relation to the: 
chances of maintaining a democratic form of government. , ;  

The issue is far from settled. Muller's findings were challenged by Weede' 
(1989) who introduced literacy in addition to level of development and the ag�' 
structure of the popUlation as control variables; this eliminated the central 
finding of Muller - the negative correlation between inequality and democratic 
experience. In turn, Muller (1 989) replicated his earlier findings even with 
literacy as a control, using new measures for democratic experience and, 
literacy.3 

' 

The exploration of the relation between democracy and economic depen
dence led to results one must judge ambiguous. Various authors had argued, on 
the basis of qualitative assessments and theoretical considerations, that the, 
impact of advanced "core" countries on the political economy of dependen� 
"peripheral" countries would diminish the chances of democracy. "Outside the 
core, democracy is a rarity" (Chirot 1977: 2 2 ). Thomas and others (1 979) drew 
from several, not altogether consistent, empirical tests the conclusion that 
economic dependence was indeed associated with political centralism.� 
However, Bollen (1983: 476, n. 13) found no significant effect modifying the 
relation between democracy and level of development when he introduced such 
variables as penetration by multinational corporations, foreign trade concentra1 
tion and US foreign aid. A complex classification distinguishing countries at the 
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��re of the capitalist world system, peripheral countries and semiperipheral 
'COuntries, which was based on political as well as economic considerations - on tJ'�aty memberships, military interventions, and diplomatic relations as well as �<ldlows - did lead to the conclusion that democracy had, independent of a s()�ntry's level of economic development, worse chances in peripheral and - to 
.��lesser extent - in semiperipheral nations.5 This finding suggests that geo
p;9Iitical international configurations may be more important than economic 
<iependency as determinants of the chances of democracy. Shifting the focus to 
pplitical international relations is also suggested by the results of Muller (1985), 
1yJio found no evidence that breakdowns of democracy were the result of 
'�qQnomic dependence, but observed a significant negative relati�n between aid, 
�specially military aid, by the United States, and the stability of democracies. 
;:;Y0(Quite a few other cross-national statistical studies have also dealt with 
$P�fific conditions or consequences of democracy - investigating further its ��lation to economic inequality and to a country's dependence on other 
c()l.1l1tnes in transnational economic relations or examining for instance 'the 
impact of democratic rule on economic performance. The details of these 
�Q"ffiplex, and often contradictory research findings need not detain us here. r*search findings need not detain us here. 
Bi2:A1ast quantitative study to be reviewed here departs from the cross-sectional 
'q):9'de of analysis of earlier work. Hannan and Carroll (1981) seek to identify 
,t�)Cial and economic correlates of transitions from one formal political structure 
lqjanother. This "event-history method" partially confirms, partially modifies 
�M complements the findings of cross-sectional research. Hannan and Carroll [(lUrid that in the 90 countries studied for the period from 1950 to 1975, only a 
(�Mrofthe variables examined had significant effects on the transitions from one 
oftfour political forms to another. High levels of economic production were n�gatively, ethnic diversity positively associated with overall rates of change in il,�litical form. The most stable political structures were' multi-party systems; of pie',J9 countries with multi-party political structures in 1950, 28 had such a �stem still (or again) in 1975. In line with what one would expect from 
�,i'()ss-sectional analyses, Hannan and Carroll's event-history analysis showed 
m'atricher countries are less likely to move from multi-party politics to political R$I1tralism, but the same holds for transitions away from centralized political 
[tirrns: "Stated loosely, successful countries retain their political strategies." 
(Mannan and Carroll 198 1 ;  30-1). Ethnic diversity was not only found to 
4�stabilize formal political structures in general, but had a particularly negative 
effect on democracy; it was especially associated with transitions out of 
rtiulti-'party systems and with changes into one-party regimes. 
' ;,;,:The whole gamut of quantitative cross-national research was dismissed by Pi��nd attacked as inadequate by a few. Its empirical conclusions as well as 
i�{t,generally sparse - theoretical grounding, primarily in modernization theory, 
�ere sharply contradicted by investigations that focused on the histories of a lew countries and analyzed them in the light of more complex theoretical 
a'tgUments. These studies were critical of the a-historical quasi-evolutionary 
generalizations that informed modernization theories. Their own common gToi.md in theoretical conception has been characterized by a focus on 
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long-term effects of past conflicts and historical structures, by a search for the 
critical collective actors in historical change, and by an emphasis on the 
changing world historical environment of national histories. We offer a sketch 
of some of these comparative historical works before turning to an evaluation of 
both strands of research. 

Early comparative, historical investigations 

Karl de Schweinitz (1 964) formulated a theoretical posItIOn that sharply 
contradicts the 'notion that today's advanced capitalist countries represent the 
future state toward which less developed countries will travel on roads roughly 
similar to the paths taken by the "early developers". Democracy as known in the 
West was in his view the privilege of the original capitalist countries. Here 
economic development was slow. Its decentralized character encouraged liberal 
political conceptions and ideals. The working class was not yet mobilized. 
There was no demonstration effect from neighboring more advanced countries 
that would have stimulated individual and collective consumption demands. 
Thus, it was ,  far easier than in today's developing nations to impose the 
disciplines of consumption, of work, and of public order that are necessary for 
economic development. 

Later developing countries need a stronger state also for a number of other 
reasons - among them a very different international economic environment, 
which is likely to trap the less advanced countries in unfavorable positions in the 
transnational division of labor, and new technological options that can be 
exploited only with larger lumps of investment than private savings can sustain. 
The pressures toward greater centralization go beyond economic considera
tions and necessities. States in late developing countries also have more reason 
to intervene repressively because their rapidly changing societies are more 
mobilized. At the same time, they have more effective means - military and 
police technology, modem systems of communication and transportation, as 
well as better forms of organization - to impose the three disciplines of 
consumption, work, and public order. If that imposition succeeds, democracy is 
not very likely since democratization now depends largely on the values and 
intentions of the ruling groups. If it does not succeed, neither development nor 
democracy have good prospects. De Schweinitz concludes (1964: 10-11): 
"The development of democracy in the nineteenth century was a function of an 
unusual configuration of historical circumstances which cannot be repeated. 
The Euro-American route to democracy is closed. Other means must now be 
devised for building new democratic states." The remainder of the book makes 
clear that he sees the possibilities of developing democratic political structures 
as limited indeed. 

Two generations earlier, in 1906, Max Weber voiced an opinion on the 
chances of bourgeois democracy in Russia that is similarly skeptical and roughly 
akin in its reasoning. While his passionate sympathies lay with the struggle of 
the liberal democrats in Russia, his analysis of the impact of capitalism on the 
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,Russian economy and especially on the Russian agrarian structure led him to a 
rather negative prognosis. 
, True, the bureaucracy of the autocratic regime of the Tsar would hardly 
survive the tensions and conflicts of capitalist transformation: "As far as the 
negative side of the problem is concerned, the view of the 'developmental 
theorists' will be right. The Russian autocracy of the past has ... by any human 
estimate no choice but to dig its own grave" (Weber 1906: 350). But that does 
not mean that it will be replaced by a democratic regime. The project of 
democratization would have to rely primarily on the power of Western ideas, 
while it faces overwhelming structural obstacles. These obstacles are in 
Weber's ,view firstly grounded in the conditions of the Russian political 
economy, particularly in its agrarian problems. But the progress of democrati
zation is also not favored by the character of advanced capitalism itself, which 
begins to. penetrate the Russian economy. Capitalism in the twentieth century 
represents in Weber's judgement an increasingly hostile environment for 
freed()m and democracy: "It is completely ridiculous to attribute to today's 
,advanced capitalism an elective affinity with 'democracy' not to mention 
!freedom' (in any meaning of the word)." Successful democratization in Russia 
now has to overcome obstacles that derive from the political and economic 
probl�ms of late and uneven capitalist development as well as from the changed 
character of capitalism anywhere. Its only hopes are in Weber's view the ideals 
of bourgeois liberal reform - a slender reed to lean on.6 

.' . An even more skeptical view of the relation between capitalism and 
democracy that applies to early capitalism as well can be inferred from his 
analysis of the role of law and bureaucracy in the rise of capitalism. Here Weber 
(192UI968) argues for a functional correspondence or "elective affinity" 
�etween early, competitive capitalism and the predictability of formally rational 
law and bureaucratic administration. Formal rationality and thus predictability 
are'compromised by substantive demands of justice. Democracy, however, is in 
Weber's view precisely the institutional arrangement through which such 
substantive demands are invading and transforming the pure formalism of law. 
In critical ways, then, democracy and even early capitalism were at odds with 
each other. 

More recent comparative historical work 

Guillermo O'Donnell (1979b) sought to explain authoritarian developments in 
South America during the 1960s and 1970s that seemed at odds with the 
optimism implied in modernization theory. Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and 
other countries turned away from democranr _",nstitutional forms at fairly high 
levels of development and, he argued, for reasons precisely related to their 
comparatively advanced stage of development. O'Donnell's analysis was based 
on a political economy framework, roughly comparable to that of Max Weber 
and de Schweinitz. He gave particular attention to the economic and political 
dependence of a late developing country on the develop�d core of the capitalist 
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world economy and to the responses of the state and of class-based politics t{lf,: 
the problems engendered by this dependency. ';'� 

Import substitution industrialization (lSI) had expanded the urban middle�, 
and working classes and brought to power populist coalitions which deliberately] 
activated popular forces, particularly through labor organization, and included;� 
them in the political process. Economic growth underwrote the costs of social; 
welfare policies. However, the progress of "easy," or "horizontal," i.et) 
consumer goods import substitution behind high tariff walls depended on� 
growing imports .of capital goods, paid for by exports of primary goods. ThiSi' 
development strategy ran into trouble when the foreign exchange reserveSd 
accumulated during World War II were exhausted and both prices and demand); 
for Latin America's primary exports declined in the 1950s. The severe balance:' 
of payments problems caused domestic inflation. Attempts to impose stabiliw' 
tion policies hurt the popular sectors, divided the populist coalitions, and 
created political crises. , 

The growth of lSI had also enlarged the number and range of technocratic" 
roles in the public , and private sectors. Prominent on the minds of these( 
technocrats was the "deepening" of industrialization, i.e. the creation of :le 
capital goods industry. However, successful pursuit of this strategy entailed: 
reduction of popular consumption in order to generate higher domestic 
investment levels (as taxation of the wealthier sectors was not even considered 
as a realistic alternative), and attraction of foreign capital. The crucial obstacles 
in this path were militant labor movements and populist politicians. This 
constellation led to the formation of a coup coalition among civilian and military 
technocrats and the big bourgeoisie. They discarded democracy as incompa
tible with further economic development and installed bureaucra
tic-authoritarian regimes. These regimes insulated economic policy makers 
from popular pressures and deactivated unions and left-wing political parties, 
by force if necessary. Thus, it was exactly in the more advanced of the Latin 
American countries that particularly harsh authoritarian rule was imposed in 
the 1960s and 1 970s. 

O'Donnell asserted on the basis of these findings an "elective affinity" 
between advanced capitalist development in dependent political economies and 
bureaucratic authoritarian rule. Though the wider and longer-term significance 
of such developments is treated with caution, his perspective is radically 
different from the optimism of much of modernization theory: "It is impossible 
to say, without systematic comparative research, but it is a disquieting possibility 
that such authoritarianisms might be a more likely outcome than political 
democracy as other countries achieve or approach high modernization (O'Don
nell 1979b: 90). 

O'Donnell places great emphasis on a country's dependent position in the 
international economic system. Dependency theory - as well as its close cousin, 
world system theory (see Wallerstein 1974 and 1976) - generally tends to see 
economic dependence as creating pressures toward authoritarian rule (see, e.g. 
Chirot 1977; Thomas 1984). 

Seven years' before O'Donnell's book, Barrington Moore, Jr. , had published 
The Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy (1966). This was without doubt 
the most important comparative historical research on development and 
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pQlltical form, and it achieved paradigmatic influence in the field. Through 
'iji§fdrical case studies of six countries - England, France, the United States, 
J.�p�h,.India, and China - and extensive research on two more, Germany and 
ij�sshi, Moore identifies three distinct paths to political modernity, each 
�JlaraCterized by specific conditions: the path to parliamentary democracy, the 
��tll to fascist dictatorship, and the path to communist dictatorship. These 

<di,(ee routes, he argues, are not alternatives that are in principle open to any · 's"ggiety. Rather, they are tied to specific conditions characteristic of successive 
ipijases . of world history. Thus he sees the conditions favorable for demo

�/l�Cy ...;. like Weber and de Schweinitz - bound up with the historical constella
:. i��n�of early capitalism: "the route that ended up in capitalist democracy ... was 
1��lfa part of history that almost certainly will not be repeated" (Moore 1 966: :�)I!;ii '. . 

" �;�'t$jstrong concern with historical particularity and process leads Moore to a 
pJjpciple that informs all of his interpretations and explanations: past conflicts 

· .�4dnstitutional structures have long-term effects and are of critical impor
. .  �ce . for later developments. Any attempt to explain current change without 
/at:i�ntion to these continuing effects of past history - any "presentist" ana
'ilysis � is doomed to fail.7 
�'*�Moore's specific analyses proceed in the by now familiar political economy 
:(tf.\mework: economic change, state structures and state actions, and social 
f�l�sses are the central categories. Basically marxist in orientation, the study 
. (ocuses on peasants and lords, though the bourgeoisie is given a critical role as 
\",�lh Moore's emphasis on the role of the rural classes derives, of course, from 
r�e.principle ofiong-term effects of past history. It is noteworthy, however, and 
<j�\Will occupy us later, that the working class is virtually absent from the picture 
;ne gives of the rise of democracy. 
':�.1plJn. his conceptions of rural class conflict, the distinction between labor
i#pressive and market-dominated modes of labor control plays a crucial role . 
. ,;ghis · has found striking support in a study of agrarian social movements in 
Schntemporary developing countries by Jeffery Paige (1975). Paige found that 
1::�C( most radical agrarian movements emerged when a landlord class relied on 
y�oercive labor policies while facing a cultivating class that derived its income \!�riIDari1y from wages rather than directly from the land and that was able to 
�i9rganize for collective action. 
t,.�;�Moore asks of his cases a number of central questions, and it is these 
::�questions that constitute the core of his theoretical framework. The analysis 
)�focuses (1) on the strength of the state in relation to the power of landlords and 
;]bourgeoisie, (2) on the incidence of repressive agriculture for which the 
' .landlords need the help of the state, (3) on the relative strength of the rural and �the urban dominant classes, (4) on the alliances of domination among the crown 
: and the dominant classes, alliances shaped by the relative strength and the 
>�nterests of these partners in power, and (5) on the chances of the peasantry to 
i come to collective action depending on the presence or absence of solidary 
i�;Yillage and work structures. . 
: '; -\ The conditions for the route to communist revolution can now be listed in 
{·,skeletal fashion: a highly centralized state, a weak bourgeoisie, a land owning 
>.class that relies on political means of labor repression, and a peasantry with 
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good chances of collective action that are due to solidary village communities 
and weak ties to the - often absent - landlords. This picture bears a striking' 
similarity to the sketch of the factors Weber considered relevant in the early 
stages of the Russian revolution. The communist take over occurred in Russi� 
only after the system of domination broke down in the revolution at the end of 
World War I, which was fueled by peasant discontent. I; 

Moore's view of the conditions for the reactionary revolution from above that 
ends in fascist dictatorship can be put in similarly apodictic form as follows: a., 
coalition led bY' a strong state and powerful landowning classes includes � 
bourgeoisie that is not without some strength but depends on the support of the 
state through trade protectionism, favorable labor legislation and other mea� 
sures that in different combinations characterize top-down, state-sponsored 
industrialization. Agricultural labor remains significantly controlled by represS�i 
ive means rather than primarily through the market. Owing to village and work 

, structures that do not favor solidarity, the peasant revolutionary potential is lowl 
The internal tensions and contradictions 'of industrialization under reactionary; 
sponsorship lead to experiments with democracy that do not, however, yield 
results acceptable to the dominant classes. Fascist repression is the fin� 
outcome. The similarity of this path to the developments in Argentina an4 
Brazil in the 19605 and 1970s did not escape the notice of O'DonnelL In fac� 
he explores the broader theoretical implications of his own analysis precisely bY, 
linking it to Moore's work and by extending Moore's ideas beyond the cases Of 
Japan and Germany (O'Donnell 1979b: 88-90). 

The emergence of parliamentary democracy represents the oldest route to 
modernity. The picture Moore offers here is more, complex than in the case oj 
the other two routes. Conflict and a fairly even balance of power between the 
lords and the crown are a first condition. A strong bourgeoisie, at odds in i� 
interests with the rural dominant class and even able to entice landlords into 
commercial pursuits, is of critical importance: "No bourgeoisie, no democraci\ 
(Moore 1966: 418). Moore also notes that in all three cases of democratic 
development studied there was a revolutionary, violent break with the pas� 
unsettling the established domination oflandlords and crown. Other conditions 
that emerged as significant in the rise of communist revolution and fascist 
dictatorship show, however, no clear-cut pattern in the histories representing 
the democratic route: while labor repressive agriculture was present in France 
and the United States, English agriculture relied rather exclusively on the 
market. The capacity of rural labor for collective action - the revolutionary 
potential of the peasantry - was high in France but low in England and the 
United States. 

On the case of India, Moore takes a similar position as de Schweinitz: there 
are complex conditions that allow the institutional legacy of post-coloni� 
democracy to survive. But due to the limited compatibility of freedom and 
efficiency under current conditions, Indian leaders have to face cruel choices 
between effective democracy and effective development The argument reveal! 
a conviction that informs Moore's analysis of all routes into the modem world: 
"The tragic fact of the matter is that the poor bear the heaviest costs of 
modernization under both socialist and capitalist auspices." Therefore, modei� 
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rii:zation is not possible without "either masked coercion on a massive scale, as ip.\9te capitalist model including even Japan, or more direct coercion approachitig the socialist model" (Moore 1966: 410) . 
. ,!;'},JlJ her incisive review of Social Origins, Skocpol (1973) takes Moore to task on 
���.umber of points, among them his neglect of the variably autonomous role of 
.;�fu�¢s and his lack of an intersocietal perspective.s She argues that a strong state -wfu a  capacity for repression - something absent in England for example, due 
�tA�the reliance on the navy for military power - is an essential element of the 
i�uth.Qritarian class coalition. Her argument for the importance of the interso:��efu.l perspective is, in part, a plea for integrating Moore's domestic class a,nPJysis with · the central ideas of dependency theory and Wallersteinian 
#o�Jd:;-system theory. But at the same time, it is an argument for the importance 
of,jIlterstate relations in analyzing domestic politics and the variably autono
m�l\Js role of the state. Conceptualizing states as standing at the intersection of 
;'d8ID.estic and international power relations proved to be exceptionally fruitful in 
,ij�t own ,comparative study of social revolutions (Skocpol 1979). 
,.;Wl'M90re's analysis is open to quite important other criticisms. One was briefly :ni)��d . earlier and \vill occupy us later at some length: the role of the working tJ'�s. in democratization is rather radically neglected. This is in part a 
Ci>ft�equence of Moore's focus on long historical gestation periods. In addition, 
it(QIIowsfrom his definition of democracy which focuses on public contestation 
oFp9liticai issues rather than on inclusive participation in the political process. ;:£lhe democratic struggles of the working class then appear only to extend an 

.. 9therwise already largely established pattern. We will argue for a very different 
Vi�w; " . 

, <j%i;Another important critique takes off from the apparently innocuous fact that 
' tlj.�time periods taken into account for the different countries vary considerably �W':length. While the cases of democratization are pursued over very long time 
'p�tiQds, the discussion of Japan and Germany breaks off with the establishment 
'Of,f::ascism. This can be defended only by arguing that post-war democratiza
:�(),n in these two countries was exclusively a result of foreign imposition, which 
ini\tum is - like all questions of international context in Moore's ana
;lYsjs.:;-:-' excluded from the explanatory framework. 
:Cs'6!(this exclusive focus on domestic developments is modified and if the time �e.ftods considered are adjusted in theoretically meaningful ways, it is possible 
�(�;;Jrgue that the reactionary path to political modernity has some potential for 
le�ding -:- by tortuous detours - to democratic political forms. This argument 
i'g9,¢sfar beyond the cases of Japan and Germany. France came at various points �i�;the nineteenth century quite close to the reactionary p-ath model, yet it rightly 
"fiitJres as one of the main cases of democratization.9 Spain, Portugal, and 
f�reece as well as Argentina and Brazil may well be seen as instances of a 1�iJNlar development toward democracy in the twentieth century (Ruesche
imeyer 1980). 
���¥et, these as well as other critiques notwithstanding, Moore's book repres¢I1ts . a towering achievement. It helped transform the social sciences by 'j#stablishing the comparative historical mode of research as the most 
��ppropriate way of analyzing macro-social structures and developments. 
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T 11JO modes of research - contradiaory results 

Our review of quantitative cross-national and comparative historical studies on� 
the relation between capitalist development and democracy has shown u'S'i 
results that rather consistently contradict each other. We are faced withtl 
serious dilemma because the two research traditions are separated by tWO\ 
things at once: by opposite findings and by different methods. i�: 

The first research tradition covers many countries, takes for each counuy;l 
only a minimum of standardized, aggregate, but not always reliable informati()ri,� 
into account, and translates that information - on occasion not with greati 
delicacy - into numerical expressions in order to subject it to complex mathej� 
matical operations. It sees the quantitative analysis of a large number of cases �� 
the only viable substitute for the experimental approach that is impossible i�) 
macro-social analysis� ' f:: 

The other tradition studies only a few countries at a time, and while th� 
complexity of such analyses far exceeds the possibility of testing the explanatorY: 
propositions with so small a number of cases, these works are attentive to many; 
factors suggested as relevant by common sense and theoretical argument, they] 
treat historical particularity with care, they give weight to the historical genesij\ 
of social and political structures and developments, and they betray an attractive; 
awareness of long-term historical developments in different parts of the world� 

Taken together, the two research traditions highlight fundamental methodo� 
logical issues that are hard to do justice to at the same time. Faced with difficult 
dilemmas, each makes different strategic decisions on what to give priority. " ;  

The quantitative cross-national research, which we respect for its breadth of 
coverage, the objectivization of analysis, and the quantitative testing of specifi� 
hypotheses, has come to a number of consistent results. The outstanding 
finding is that there exists a stable positive relationship between socioeconomi� 
development and democracy. :,:,' 

The comparative historical tradition of research, which we respect for its 
analyses of historical process and for the sophistication of theoretical argumen4; 
is by contrast extremely skeptical of the chances of democracy in contemporary, 
developing countries. These authors do not only deny that there exists a 
consistent and theoretically plausible relationship between democracy and 
development, capitalist or otherwise, but they also see the odds of democracy 
especially in developing countries as extremely unfavorable. They find the main' 
reasons for this world historical change since the first rise of capitalism in the 
different and more powerful role of states (including the expansion and 
transformation of the military forces) in both less developed and advanced 
industrial countries, in the different balance of power between dominant and 
subordinate classes and different patterns of class alliance in less developed 
countries, and in the different transnational environment in which late-coming 
nations have to advance their projects of development. 

How can this dilemma - created by contradictory results of different res· 
earch methods - be resolved? Before that question is approached, one point 
should be made clear. This is not a conflict between divergent quasi� 
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philosoghical, "meta-theoretical" positions, as was argued for different theories 
!lIthe state by Alford and Friedland (1985). In that case the conflicting analyses 
would simply talk past each other. The contradictory results at issue here can in '�ur view be confronted with each other much more directly; they are in 
principle open to resolution on the basis of empirical evidence. This, too, is the 
Way in which they have been treated in the past - by Max Weber no less than by 
Itlle quantitative methodologists of today. We will first turn to some methodological arguments and reflections, giving emphasis to those that challenge the �dely accepted monopoly of the quantitative cross-national methodology, and lhenseek to arrive at a judgement about the best foundations of a strategy of 
!fdolving the contradictions. 
�/��',;. :', 

:Methodological Reflections 
{Critique and countercritique 

A convenient starting point for examining the contradictions between the two 
research traditions is O'Donnell's critique of cross-national statistical research, 
10ne of the rare responses from a comparative historical scholar to the other 
side. O'Donnell argues, first, that causal inferences from quantitative cross
.�ational evidence imply the assumption that the causal conditions which affect 
'the chances of democracy today are the same as those which shaped democratic 
�evelopments during the early rise of capitalism, an assumption that may well 
be wrong. This, of course, invokes the fundamental claim made by all the 
comparative historical analysts we reviewed - that democratic developments 
,were rooted in a historical constellation not likely to be repeated. However, 
quantitative research results make it difficult to sustain the lines of argument 
.thathave been advanced so far. Bollen (1979), as we have seen, found no 
consistent relationship between the timing of development and democracy or, 
more precisely, none that overrides the association between democracy �.nd 
level of development. Furthermore, the statistical association between demo
cracy and level of development holds even if the most advanced industrial 
:countries are excluded from the analysis (see e.g. Cutright 1963: 258; Marsh 
'19.79: 238). That means it cannot be "explained away" by a strong association 
between democracy and the highest levels of development achieved by the early 
modernizers. 10 

Next O'Donnell charges that if "deviations" from the central tendency i4entified by multivariate analysis are dismissed as due to idiosyncratic 
obstacles, "the basic paradigm is rendered immune to empirical falsification" 
(O'Donnell 1979b: 5). This objection seems rooted in the comprehensive 
interest in each case characteristic of comparative historical research; rather 
than dismissal, the deviant case deserves special attention. The objection is 
plausible in the context of comparative historical analysis. It is not convincing as 
a critique of the statistical approach, which focuses on a number of variables 
while randomizing the effects of others. True, in the early work of Cutright 
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(1963) we encountered interpretive arguments, wedded to the ne()£: 
evolutionism and the equilibrium assumptions of modernization theory, that fiF 
O'Donnell's charge rather exactly. However, Cutright himself adduced tll� 
evidence for very important modifications of the assumed equilibrium tendeney! 
(see Cutright and Wiley 1 969). And later studies no longer viewed the statistical; 
associations as confirming complex macro-trends, but used them rather to teSt1 
specific hypotheses. . ;� 

O'Donnell also charges the quantitative studies with what he calls th�l 
"universalistic ,fallacy" - the assumption that since in a set of all or moS)) 
contemporary countries "some positive correlation between socio-economi� 
development and political democracy can be found, it may be concluded tha.� 
this relationship holds for all the units (say, regions) included in that sef,� 
(O'Donnell 1 979: 6). This raises the same question about uniform conditionSl 
of democracy across different regions as we just considered for different; 
periods of time. The argument is central to O'Donnell's view of Soutll\ 
America, where it seemed at the time that "political authoritarianism - not 
political democracy - is the more likely concomitant of the highest levels o� 
modernization" (O'Donnell 1979: 8). Though nothing is wrong with this ide�! 
of regionally variant conditions in logic or theoretical principle, it is contra�1 
dicted by the evidence of quantitative studies that varied in regional inclusiveii 
ness but not in the dominant result of a positive association between level of 
development and democracy. Given our present knowledge, it may be more: 
reasonable to warn regionally specialized scholarship - such as Latin American 
studies - against the "particularist fallacy" of disregarding the results of more 
comprehensive analyses than to press the dangers of a universalist falla� 
against the claims of quantitative cross-national research. .� 

O'Donnell makes a quite valid point when he argues that variations within � 
country are not taken into account when cross-national analyses are based oli 
average per capita figures for domestic production, educational attainment et�! 
It is quite true, for instance, that the growing wealth of some segments of th� 
population affects national averages quite strongly even though nothing may 
have changed in the economic condition of the vast majority; in fact, such �. 
development renders the groups that do not participate in the higher standard 
of living even less - rather than more - capable of making their interests count 
in political decisions. 

However, one may see such inattentiveness to intra-country variation as a 
discrepancy between the indicators used and the theoretically relevant vari� 
abIes - an error in measurement. And it is well known that measurement error, 
unless it systematically favors the hypothesis under review, has the counter: 
intuitive effect of deflating correlations. This also applies to the - often quite 
debatable - indicators of social and economic development and political demo, 
cracy. Bad measures make it harder, not easier, to confirm a hypothesis. .. 

Another argument of O'Donnell constitutes, however, a powerful critique 
with far-reaching consequences: it is highly problematic to draw diachr()mi 
conclusions - about changes over time and thus about causation -from cr()SS; 
sectional analyses. The same idea - that genetic, causal questions requii( 
historical information about processes rather than cross-sectional data on � 
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'giy,en point (or short period) of time - was the starting point of a seminal paper 
,py; Dankwart Rustow (1970) that developed a simple process model of 
,��Jnocratization whose phases moved from prolonged and inconclusive struggle ;ilJj:ough elite compromise to habituation. The systematic exploration of causal 
��tiditions through comparative analysis of historical sequences is a cornerstone , 'Q�Jour, own approach. ;}�.tIt is true that several quantitative cross-national studies did take the historical 
:�ension into account, however minimally and crudely (Cutright and Wiley �t9,�9; Bollen 1 979; Hannan and Carroll 198 1). The findings of these studies 
,ar� suggestive for further analyses that search for genetic, processual explana'�.9fis., Nevertheless, there is little doubt that causal explanations cannot be :K��t�d directly with cross-sectional studies and that it is diachronic propositions 
.an� ;�tudies of historical sequence that are needed for settling the issues of a i.£�\\sal interpretation of cross-sectional findings. 
�;$/�here, then, do these rather complex arguments leave what we may take as 
;ls'tablished conclusions of the quantitative cross-national studies? One massive 
i��ult of these studies still stands: there is a stable positive association between 
�b�ial; and economic development and political democracy. This cannot be f�litined away by problems of operationalization. A whole array of different 
'measures of development and democracy were used in the studies under 
r¥Yiew, and this did not substantially affect the results. 
�i�Wrhis result cannot be invalidated either by arguing that it may not apply to 
��itain regions of the world. Nor can it be explained by diffusion from a single 
ic'iriter of democratic creativity, though some associations of democracy with 
if9:i:m.er British colonial status as well as the proportion of Protestants were ;(ound by Bollen ( 1979). It also cannot be explained by a particularly close 
>�pitelation between development and democracy at the highest levels of 
'��yelopment, because samples consisting only of less developed countries 
;�X;llibited substantially the same patterns. Finally, the close concatenation of 
�l.ey.el of development and democracy cannot be accounted for by a special 
l�Qciation between early modernization and democracy since the explicit JRSlusion of measures of the timing of development did not significantly affect 
JMsteiationship between level of development and democracy. ;:,¥�;,¥et as the tale of storks and babies often told by statisticians suggests, any 
'�(#r�lation - however reliably replicated - depends for its meaning on the 
:�dntext supplied by theory and accepted knowledge. The relation between 
"stiitistical finding and theoretical account is decidedly asymmetrical. The 
\ij{e?retical explanations we encounter in the cross-national studies do not gain 
���;yparticu1ar credibility from the sturdiness of the findings for which they give 
;�i;,account. They are, to put it most starkly, pure conjecture. This is so by ':t9g1cal necessity, though it also finds support in well-founded reservations ;i�k()utthe theoretical models most often used. In sum, the quantitative findings 
:;�t,e·c()mpatible with a wide range of explanatory accounts. 
'£&'l1The causal forces that stand behind the relationship between development 
;�Itd democracy remain, in effect; in a black box. I I The explanations offered in !!i�: early quantitative research adopted the then prevailing assumptions of 
modernization theory. But nobody can maintain that this in any way followed 
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from the statistical results. The correlations between development and demo- : 1 
cracy constitute an empirical generalization - not more and not less. In regard to ..• � 
the theoretical account of the conditions of democracy, this empirical genera1i- � 
zation plays a role that is critically important and at the same time strictly : 
limited: It has a veto power over certain explanations - those that are at odds ; 
with it; but it does not determine the choice between various theoretical . 
accounts that are compatible with it. 

If we must consider the association between development and democracy a }  
fundamental given i n  any theoretical argument about the conditions of 
democracy, the quantitative cross-national research has yielded also a number c 
of results that have less definite and often quite ambiguous implications. We 
can best treat them as important suggestions for further analysis, because the 
relationships emerged only in one or a few studies and were contradicted by 
others or because it is not clear what exactly is measured by the empirical 
indicators used. Among the more important suggestive findings are the 
following: 

the possible negative impact of state strength on the chances of democracy, 
the association between stability of political form and the provision of social 

security, 
the negative relation between central control of the economy and democracy, 
the negative effects of ethnic and linguistic fragmentation on democracy. 
the possible role of cultural tradition and diffusion (British influence, percent 

Protestant), 
the supportive relation of literacy and literacy gains to democracy, 
the possible impact of economic and especially geo-political dependency, 
and the long-term mutually supporting relation between democracy and 

lowered economic inequality. 

There are no similarly explicit and refined crItIques of the comparative 
historical approach as O'Donnell mounts against the cross-national quantitative 
work. That does not mean that comparative historical research is generally held 
to stand above such criticism. To the contrary, the very self-understanding of 
many quantitative social scientists is built on a dismissal of qualitative evidence 
as merely anecdotal - interesting for illustration and perhaps inspiration, but 
worthless when it comes to establishing results. The critical claims about · 
comparative historical research implied by this view are easily listed. Comparat
ive historical research, while theoretically often very complex, covers too few 
cases to come to any definitive results about these theoretical arguments. The 
choice of cases is often arbitrary, and there is no protection against a case 
selection that favors the author's line of theoretical argument. In fact, theories 
are rarely tested in any meaningful sense, because they are typically developed 
from facts known in advance. Finally, the lack of methodological self
consciousness in much comparative historical research is taken as the symptom 
not only of a profound unconcern but also of fatal substantive flaws. 

We will take up some of the specifics of this critique in our discussion below. 
Here it is sufficient to make only a few fundamental points. The first, already 
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made earlier, is excellently developed in Ragin's recent examination of 
comparative methods, both quantitative and qualitative (Ragin 1987): both 
comparative historical case studies and variable-oriented quantitative research 
must . •  answer to the same fundamental standards, and both meet 
them � imperfectly - in different ways and with different strengths. The second 
is that the near-consensus of the comparative historical studies on the 
extremely limited chances of democracy after a favorable phase in the course of 
world history is at odds with the most robust finding of cross-national 
quantitative research. That consensus opinion must be dismissed, and the 
contrary result of the quantitative studies must be considered an established 
empirical generalization with which all accounts of democratization have to 
tome to tenns. This does not, however, follow from inherent · flaws of 
comparative historical research; rather, it is our considered judgement after 
comparing the two traditions of research. Our third and final claim is that in 
principle comparative historical research is equally able to come to similarly 
pivot�L results. 
1< 

The comparative advantage of historical analyses 

How are we going to develop an empirical theory about development and 
democracy that is credible in the light of general sociological knowledge, 
capable of accounting for the central relationship between development and 
democracy established by the cross-national quantitative research, and promising for further research into the conditions of democracy and for the 
interpretation of ambiguous and opaque findings? It is our conviction that we 
must tum· to the richer theoretical reasoning of the comparative historical 
tradition if we want to lay the groundwork for an adequate theory of the 
conditions of democracy. We take this position in spite of the fact that so many 
of tfu:r. qualitative historical works came to conclusions about the relation of 
dem�cracy to development in today's world that are at odds with the 
qu�ntitative empirical evidence. That their conclusions went far beyond the 
evidence actually examined in these studies may or may not be taken as an 
indictment; it does point to the problem inherent in theory-oriented comparat
ive history just mentioned: the number of cases is too small for the number of 
variables considered. The contrast between intellectual complexity and the 
limited number of cases is indeed a basic dilemma of the comparative historical 
search for explanation and theory. 

There are several reasons why nevertheless the comparative historical 
tradition of research on democracy appears to offer the best foundation for 
constructing a satisfactory theoretical account of the conditions of democracy. 
First, · it is far richer in theoretical argument and analysis than the macro
quantitative studies. This is true whether we compare it with the quantitative 
studies . that - like Cutright's - seek to support a broad systemic interpretation 
or with the later research trying 'to test specific hypotheses. This theoretical 
richness is not an accident: "One of the most valuable features of the 
case-oriented approach . . .  is the fact that it engenders an extensive dialogue 
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between the investigator's ideas and the data" (Ragin 1 987: 49). Second, an�i 
more specifically, the political economy orientation of the works reviewed has! 
proved fruitful in a number of similar areas of inquiry - for instance· iii!; 

' comparative work on inequality, on socioeconomic development, and on statej 
intervention in civil society. ;;;! 

Finally, these studies developed their explanatory ideas grappling withl 
historical sequences; and we are convinced that it is in sequences of change thit1 
we will find the key to the black box that mediates the relation between! 
development and democracy. Historical sequence studies are generally best) 
attuned to the necessities of a genetic, causal explanation. This claim will) 
appear to many social scientists at first sight counterintuitive. Further reflectio�1 
will perhaps make it more plausible. ' ;1  

What are the specific chances of insight, which the particular blind spots 0(; 
the two modes of research? Our basic position on the methodological side of th� 
impasse between them was already stated: neither side has an obvious': 
superiority in principle, and neither can be dismissed. Rather, each has mad�; 
choices when confronted with a situation that did not allow obedience to aU: 
mandates of methodology - not even to all major mandates - at the same time/ 
Each side had to pay for its peculiar strengths with equally characteristic; 
weaknesses. ) 

Further reflection may usefully begin with the theoretical implications Of.a,i 
single case pursued over time. All too often it is taken for granted that tW 
theoretical utility of studying one single case is extremely limited. It can inspire,! 
hypotheses, this argument says, but so can sheer imagination. It can perha�' 
force a reconsideration of those propositions contradicted by this singular setof 
unique facts, but it cannot go beyond that. This view overlooks that a particular 
sequence of historical development may rule out a whole host of possibl�' 
theoretical accounts, because over time it typically encompasses a number of different relevant constellations. The continuity of a particular system of rule, 
can for instance invalidate - by its very persistence under substantially changing 
conditions - quite a few claims about the conditions of stable domination. Such' 
an effect presupposes, of course, that there are reasoned expectations, that the 
interrogation of the historical record is theoretically informed. This impact ofa. 
single case analysis is strengthened by the fact that for one (or a few) cases itis 
possible to match analytic intent and empirical observations much morc. 
precisely than in an analysis covering many cases with the help of standardized 
indicators. Case-centered research can examine the particular context o� 
seemingly simple facts and take into account that their analytic meaning often 
depends on that historic context. It is these two features of historical analysiS, 
that led E. P. Thompson to insist on the "epistemological legitimacy of 
historical knowledge ... as knowledge of causation" and to speak - somewhat 
obliquely and perhaps extravagantly - of "history as a process inscribed with i� 
own causation" (Thompson 1978: 225, 226). 

Yet if the theoretical utility of the narration and analysis of even a single cas� 
must not be dismissed, a focus on historical lines of change does carry its own 
problems. Studying change within the same society implicitly holds constant 
those structural features of the situation that do not actually change during tile 
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period of observation. It is for this reason that process-oriented historical 
'studies - even if they transcend sheer narrative and are conducted with 
;theoretical, explanatory intent - often emphasize the role of voluntary decision 
andtend to play down - by taking them as givens - structural constraints that illi,nit some options of historical actors and encourage others. 
,\: " .This consideration may throw a revealing light, for instance, on the recent 
;c()ntroversy about the relation of German big business to the rising National 
;:Socialist party. Turner's analysis (1985) is a good example of the focus on 
:process and agency and he comes to rather innocuous results about the role of !,Wg business in the rise of Hitler, while Abraham (1986) who uses a theoretical 
'framework centered on structural analysis comes to very different conclusions. iSiinilar questions are raised if O'Donnell and Schmitter (1986: 1 9) claim that 
'in, recent transitions from authoritarian rule "what actors do and do not do ��Fms much less tightly determined by 'macro' structural factors during the 
·#;lmsitions we study here than during breakdowns of democratic regimes" .  �They may indeed offer us a fascinating empirical generalization. But the fact 
,that their conclusion to the studies of "Transitions from Authoritarian Rule" 
,(9'Donnell, Schmitter and Whitehead 1986) emphasizes themes congenial 
"Wth a  voluntarist perspective - such as political divisions within the authorita
,pan regime, pacts of "soft-liners" in government with parts of the opposition, 
�a the sequences and turns of liberalization that could have taken a different .cBurse - may also derive from the design of this project, which had at its center 

c'a series of country monographs covering a relatively short period of time. 12 ;:W we entertain serious reservations about the voluntaristic bias that seems 
�()ciated with the study of single instances of historical process or with 
'atliilyses covering relatively short time periods, we do not intend to counterpose 
�the'focus on the longue duree of the French Annales school to a dismissed histoire 
'tv'bzementielle. Our aim is rather to construct a framework of inquiry that is in ppnciple equally well attuned to the study of process and to the recognition of 
:�1iUctural constraints. This does not seem a utopian goal. Within this broader 
"framework, our own interests do center on the structural conditions of 
democracy rather than on a process analysis of regime transitions. 
:��';R,agin claims that comparative historical case studies are generally inhospit
�61e to structural explanations while "wide-ranging cross-national studies, by 
�ontrast, are biased in favor of structural explanations" (Ragin 1 987: 70). There 
is,\little doubt about the latter assertion. In fact, cross-national statistical 
;i�search has no choice but to be structurally oriented. 13 The former, however, 
truly holds only for single-case historical accounts. The voluntaristic bias of 
c�e oriented research is counterbalanced by comparison. Even in single-case 
s�dies comparative awareness and especially a longer time span of investigation c:in - logically analogous to cross-country comparisons - make the structural 
.collditions of different event sequences more visible. 
milt is, however, actual comparison of cases featuring different structural 
conditions that really turns things around. Even a few comparisons have a 
.�r!IIDatic ,effect in disciplining explanatory accounts. Moore's ( 1966) classic 
" stiIdy does not stand alone as a case-oriented comparative inquiry that 
ill\nninates the role of structural constraints. In fact, most of the comparative 
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�storical studies we have reviewed shar.e a stro�g foc�s. on �tructural con��; 
Uons. Clearly the strategy of case selecuon acqUires cnucal Inlportance her�l) 
because the range of cases examined determines which outcomes and whi�Q;' 
potential causal conditions can be comparatively studied. Certain case sele�1! 
tions and choices of time horizon can also favor a fOCllS on process and agencjt) 
This is demonstrated by O'Donnell and Schmitter's (1986) work on red�, 
mocratization and Linz's (1978) work on breakdown of democracy. LimJ,t? 
extended essay compares cases in which the democratic regime collapsed an:f' 
focuses on the, events which led up to the demise of the regime. His emphas� 
on process (e.g. "the constriction of the political arena") and agency (e,� 
mistakes made by the supporters of the democratic regime) are direct results �t 
the short time horizon and the case selection. Had he compared breakdown' . 
cases with those in which democracy survived andlor selected a longer tinf� 
horizon, for example comparing the breakdown with later returns to democraq{. 
structural differences would have appeared as much more important in th�; 
analysis. Precisely the same observations could be made about O'Donnell ari�' 
Schmitter's essay on redemocratization. ,�i 

Case selection is a more important concern in comparative histori�. 
research than in quantitative cross-national studies because the latter typicallY: 
reach for the largest number of cases for which the relevant information.�\ 
available. Rational case selection depends primarily on a sound theoreticMJ 
framing of the issues. .;� 

Ragin (1987) sees the special strength of comparative historical research ijl' 
its particular aptitude to deal with two phenomena - multiple causal patlis 
leading to the same outcome and different results arising from the same facto1; 
or factor combination, depending on the context in which the latter operat� 
He sees this as a powerful advantage because he considers multiple an� 
"conjunctural" causation as the major reasons for the peculiar complexity pf1 
social phenomena and especially of large-scale social phenomena. :.ti 

Why should the comparative case strategy have a special strength in dealing'; 
with this causal complexity? Since each case is viewed both on its own termSl 
and in comparison, alternative causal conditions for the same or similat1 
outcomes stand out with special clarity in comparative historical woIk, whil� 
macro-quantitative studies tend to view their cases as a causally homogeneoUS) 
population of units. This is closely related to what we observed about th�j 
relation between indicator and analytical concept. The case-oriented approacq] 
has a strong comparative advantage in taking context into account - both, �1 
assessing the character of an event - say an insurgent social movement - andinl 
evaluating its causal impact within a historical situation. Again, it is clear that' 
good, theoretically guided case selection is critical for making full use of these� 
advantages.. " , :J} 

Finally, the comparative historical method allows the exploration of sequencel 
and this, as claimed earlier, is indispensable for causal analysis. The claiIjj 
deserves more comment. While a causal condition obviously has to precede itS. 
result in time, historical depth is not so obviously required. It is logically quit�; 
conceivable that the outcomes we wish to explain result from conditions locateg! 
in the most immediate past. However, macro-social research has taught us tWii� 
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�l�ssons, which make it problematic to take this logical possibility for granted. 
:''We;have learned that (1) sequence often matters and (2) structural conditions, 
<{QA�e settled, often resist transformation. It may, for instance, matter a great 
;�a�lll for the outlook and the organization of the working-class whether universal 
:is�ffrage came early or late in the process of industrialization (Katznelson and 
�;Zolberg 1986), and - once set - different patterns of class consciousness and 
(t�a:diness to organize may be hard to change. 
;i):t\:'\Neither sequence effects nor historical persistence can be counted on a 

" Bri°ri. We need to know much more about the conditions under which lasting 
p�ttems form, change and break down before we can use historical persistence :<�$£IlJ:l explanatory principle; and the same goes for sequence effects. We do, 
<ij9�e,ver, have sufficient knowledge to treat them as heuristic principles. As 
�y�ewjstic principles they privilege certain research strategies and cast doubt on 
,:gWers. , 'What, we know about sequence effects and structural persistencies in 
;;l��f'ge scale social change make "presentist" explanations profoundly problema
,;;�i::; Therefore causal exploration in macro-social analysis requires the study of ,)flijrly long time periods, it requires comparative historical work. ;:�i\pur insistence on the importance of comparative historical sequence studies jfqJ;" developing and testing genetic and causal theories will not go unchallenged. 
:'}here is not only the argument of "too few cases, too many variables". There 
:are also arguments presenting cross-sectional quantitative studies as particu{i�fIY suitable for causal inference. These consider the factors that in a large 
�!f�o,ss-sectional set of cases are associated with a dependent variable as those 
<i�m()st important in the longer run (see Bollen 1 979: 583; also Bollen and 
;;�J�¢lanan 1989). If the number of cases is large enough for "accidental" 
f,Yllriations to balance each other out, this argument maintains, it is precisely a 
;)�,pss�sectional analysis that will best reveal the major structural determinants 
iQ[variation in the dependent variable - here democracy. 
(��Jt is clear that this assertion presupposes a causal homogeneity of the 
��giverse of cases as well a� long-r�n equilibrium �enden�ies. It also ass�mes a 
;\�l()se correspondence of dlachromc and synchrOnIC relanons among vanables. 
i'Without such premises, which make the sharp differentiation between short;;�iYri and long-run, "accidental" and "major" causal factors possible, the goal of 
��freading off" the major causal factors from cross-sectional statistical patterns is HQgically impossible. Even with these presuppositions, that project remains 
\4�eply problematic. If there is more than one way to account for the same 
;;J,�sults, we encounter again the black box character of these fmdings. Quanti;'tfijve research can sometimes help to adjudicate between competing theories 
j;(w)1ich more often than not were developed and given credible standing in 
tgualitative research), but often this hypothesis testing runs into tremendous 
i'difficulties because such research must work with crude and ambiguous 
;fi11�icators the context of which is necessarily excluded from the analysis. 
(,i,, ;All this is not to deny the very considerable value of quantitative research 
i'Fr��u1ts. It is certainly true - and bears repetition - that established cross
�s�ctional results represent limits'with which any genetic, causal explanation has 
R:�o;.be reconcilable. This must be added to the obvious and powerful argument 
·;�that cross-sectional studies - the prime case of available large-scale quantitative 
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work - reduce even if they do not fully avoid the perennial problem of 
macro-social research that the number of cases is small and the number of 
potentially relevant variables large. This remains a major difficulty of the 
comparative historical strategy, a difficulty put into perspective but not 
eliminated by the arguments just developed. 

A methodological strategy outlined 

We can now describe the design of our own project. We will employ a strategy 
that takes the results of cross-national studies seriously but gives more weight to 
comparative historical research. It will be informed by a theoretical framework 
that builds on past research and theoretical argument and focuses attention on 
structural constraints as well as on process and decision. We want to develop a 
theoretically adequate account of the causal conditions of democracy that is 
sensitive to the insights of comparative historical research and capable of 
explaining the persistent statistical relationship between development and 
democracy. This account is to be further tested and developed in a series of 
comparative investigations that seek to combine a relatively large number of 
cases with qualitatively adequate information on each case. The cases and 
comparisons are chosen so as to elucidate critical questions about the 
relationship between development and democracy. We are confident that this 
combination of theory and research strategies wiU render the implications of 
both comparative historical findings and cross-national quantitative results 
more far-reaching. 

Our strategy will be the strategy of "analytic induction," a strategy that can be 
observed in practical use in several of the comparative historical works 
reviewed.14 It breaks with the conventional view that research based on one or a 
few cases can at best stimulate some hypotheses, while only research on a large 
number of cases can test them. In this view, case studies - even careful 
comparative case studies - are irrelevant for the validation of theoretical ideas. 
They belong to the "context of discovery" rather than the "context of 
validation" - along with anything else that might stimulate intelligent ideas, 
from reading novels and philosophical treatises to the enjoyment of food, wine 
and bright conversation. Yet this radical separation of validation from an 
essentially arbitrary process of "discovery" is manifestly at odds with the ways 
we come to reasonably reliable knowledge in everyday life or to historical 
knowledge that transcends the single case at hand and can be used in historical 
explanation. 

Analytic induction employs in a self-conscious and disciplined way the same 
strategies we see used in everyday life and in sophisticated historical explana
tion. Yet it has a more explicitly analytic orientation. It begins with thoroughly 
reflected analytic concerns and then seeks to move from the understanding of 
one or a few cases . to potentially generalizable theoretical insights capable of 
explaining the problematic features of each .case. These theoretical generaliza
tions are then tested and retested in other detailed case analyses. 
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Committed to theoretical explanation and generalization, analytic induction 
builds its arguments from the understanding of individual histories. The 
complex features of successive cases - with each factor remaining embedded in 
its . historical context and therefore more adequately interpretable - serve as 
empirical "road blocks" that obstruct arbitrary speculative theorizing. In the 
overall process of theory building, they are the logical equivalent of the 
standardized coefficients relating a few selected variables in large-scale quanti
tative research . 
. . The speculative element, and even arbitrariness, can never be fully elimi
nated from such case-based theory building. But neither does the opposite 
strategy, quantitative cross-national research, ever really lose its black box 
character when it seeks to account for its findings. In our own analysis, we will 
include as many cases as possible in the same analytically inductive project. In 
addition, building as we do on the results of both research traditions, we 
incorporate the empirical generalizations of quantitative cross-national studies 
into the premises of our own project 
•. . A critical feature of successful analytically inductive research is the initial 
theoretical reflection. This may take the form of an explicitly developed 
theoretical framework of concepts, questions, guiding ideas and hypotheses. 
Yet even if the theoretical foundation is not announced with special fanfare, we 
can usually identify it with little difficulty. Barrington Moore, for instance, 
clearly worked with a consistent conceptual grid centered on economic change, 
the state, and social classes (and especially rural social classes); he used such 
ideas as the long-term consequences of past conflicts and developments as 
orientations for all his case analyses; he asked of each case a set of theoretically 
grounded questions: about the relative strength of the major historical actors 
and about their pacts and conflicts; and he deployed certain hypotheses - for 
instance about the chances of revolutionary collective action of pea
sants - repeatedly as he then turned to the main task: the case-by-case analyses 
from which he arrived at the three models of political routes into the modem 
world. 

\. In her justly famous critique of "Origins," Skocpol, a student and critic of 
Moore, made these intellectual structures visible and subjected them to a 
searching evaluation. In her own book on social revolutions (Skocpol 1979), she 
begins with a critical assessment of alternative theoretical approaches and in 
effect constructs a full-scale theoretical framework that insists on a structural 
rather than voluntarist explanation of revolutions, on the salience of interna
tional·and world-historical contexts, and on the potentially autonomous role of the state. It is with this set of concepts and theoretical premises that she then 
enters the analysis of the French, the Russian, and the Chinese revolutions as 
well the non-revolutionary developments in Britain, Prussia/Germany, and 
Japan . 

. ' Such a theoretical foundation of analytically inductive research has not only the function of stating explicitly which questions are asked, how they are framed 
conceptually, and what the theoretical premises of the analysis are. By giving 
reasons - preferably empirically grounded reasons - for these decisions and 
premises, it establishes continuity with earlier scholarship. It is critical to fully 
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appreciate this point, because here lies one reason why the credibility of analytic 
induction is far greater than one could possibly justify with the few cases, 
studied. As in everyday life we can gain powerful insights from a few encounters' 
because these are assessed against the experience of a life-time, so the: 
theoretical framework - when informed by previous thought and res� 
earch - provides the background against which the picture of the cases studied 
yields more telling results. To put it slightly differently, a carefully developed 
theoretical foundation also eases the thorny problems of any macrosocial 
analysis that der.i�e from the small number of cases; for it taps the results of 
earlier inquiries. b 

The theoretical framework does not represent unchangeable assumptions. Ii 
does not constitute a "metatheory" in the sense of a set of premises upon which 
the validity of any finding is contingent. True, any theoretical framework; 
whether explicitly recognized or not, structures analytic attention and thus is 
more open to some findings than others. But we certainly do not wish to claw 
for the framework developed below a privileged status by which our findings 
would be protected from criticism that is based on other premises. Developing 
our theoretical framework in self-conscious detail should in fact make it easier 
to identify possible blind spots in the subsequent analyses. 

The theoretical framework, once developed on the basis of earlier research 
and argument, then informs the comparative case investigations, and it will in 
turn be specified and modified through these analyses. The result is, on the one 
hand, a set of historical cases accounted for with a coherent theory and, on the 
other, a set of propositions about the conditions of democracy that have beeri 
progre�sively modified and are consistent with the facts of the cases examined 
as weIras with the preceding research taken into account. We will develop our 
own theoretical framework for the study of democracy in the next chapter 
before we turn to three comparative analyses - of South America and Mexico, 
Central America, and the Caribbean, and advanced capitalist societies - in the 
main body of this volume. 16 , ' 

Our case comparisons are far-flung, stretching to the limits what can be done 
by comparative case analysis, bur they are not exhaustive. The case selec
tion - while it inevitably derives in part from the particularity of our intellectual 
journeys - seeks to accomplish specific analytic purposes. The set of cases 
examined, focusing on advanced capitalist societies, Latin America and the 
Caribbean, represents the areas with the most extensive democratic experience. 
At the same time, there are many examples of stable non -democratic regimes as 
well as of breakdowns of democratic political systems that can be analyzed 
comparatively side by side with instances of democratization and stable 
democratic rule, giving ample opportunity to use both John Stuart Mill's 
"method of agreement" as well as his "indirect method of difference."n The 
advanced core countries and South America also offer long stretches of 
recorded and analyzed history in which the question of democracy was a live 
issue. They thus give us the chance to explore the conditions of democracy in 
some historical depth. 

The chapter on the advanced capitalist societies takes as its central problems 
a comparative review of democratization processes and the question of which 
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democracies broke down in the interwar period and which did not. In taking on !he latter question, it directly confronts Moore's analysis on some of the same 
�ises which he studied. Since European democratization has been studied most 
extensively, it is most directly reflected in our theoretical framework. This gives the chapter on South America a special significance for the further developwent of our theoretical account of democracy and development. South America is also of special interest, because political independence here came earlier than 
in other parts of the Third World and liberal ideas had a strong political appeal 
iithis area during the nineteenth century, while the fate of democracy was very 
(lifferent from the liberal centers of Europe. This gives an opportunity to 
�xplore the relevarice of factors that could not be studied in a more limited set 
Qfcomparisons. The chapter on Central America and the Caribbean, finally, 
analyses a startling contrast between the Spanish- and the English-speaking �ountries; yet it comes to conclusions quite different from a simplistic 
e#pJanation in terms of the difference in cultural heritage. 



3 
Capitalist Development and 
Democracy: A Theoretical 
Framework 

This chapter develops the analytic framework for the comparative analyses in 
the following chapters. It roughly represents our thinking prior to the comple
tion of these comparisons. Our theoretical premises stand in a tradition of social 
theory that is roughly characterized by the questions, if not the answers, of 
Marx and Weber. The framework is informed by the theoretical reflections that 
anticipated and accompanied the process of democratization in Europe since 
the early nineteenth century and by the comparative research on democracy in 
our own time. Central to any analysis of systems of rule must be the relation 
between the specifically political realm and the broader structure of power. 
Questions of power therefore underlie virtually all the problems to be discussed 
in the construction of the theoretical framework for our analysis. 

In four areas of inquiry we will develop and justify the conceptions, questions 
and hypotheses that inform the subsequent comparative studies. First, we will 
inquire into the meaning of "democracy" and relate it to social and economic 
inequality. Second, we will inquire into social class divisions - into the structure 
of antagonistic socioeconomic interests, their articulation in parties and other 
organizations which turn classes into social and political actors, and the balance 
of power between them. Third, we will inquire how different state struaures 
affect the chances of democracy. And fourth, we will inquire into transnational 
power constellations likeiy to effect democratization. In systematically investiga
ting the interplay of these three clusters of power, this study exemplifl.es a 
recently emerging research program which Evans and Stephens (1988) tenn 
the "new comparative political economy." The conclusion reviews briefly how 
the analytical framework can account for previous findings. 
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Democracy and its Relation to Social Inequality 
The possibility of democracy 

Political democracy inevitably stands in tension with the system of social 
inequality. However we define democracy in detail, it means nothing if it does not entail rule or participation in rule by the many. Yet in a class-divided 
society, the many have less income and wealth, less education, and less honor 
than the few. Above all, they have - individually - less power. Democracy, then, 
is a  rather counterintuitive state of affairs, one in which the disadvantaged many 
have, as citizens, a real voice in the collective decision making of politics. 

From this tension between democracy and social inequality follows a first, 
minimal condition of democracy: democracy is possible only if there exists a 
fairly strong institutional separation - the technical term is differentiation - of 
the realm of politics from the overall system of inequality in society. Only then 
is,it even conceivable that those who stand at the bottom of the scales of power, 
wealth, and cultural participation will - by themselves or through their repre
sentatives - significantly shape collective decisions that are binding for all. A 
feudal agrarian society, in which control over land - the primary means of 
production - entails ipso facto political authority over the population living on 
the1and, is not compatible with democracy. Except in theatrical rituals like 
'carnival, it has no institutional provisions for such an inversion of the social :§rder in the political realm. 
,:The differentiation of government and politics from other spheres of social 
life, which is - in one form or another - characteristic of all modern societies, is 
Often taken for granted as part of a teleological design of history. Yet it was itself 
the outcome of historically varied power struggles; it cannot be understood if 
one, approaches it as the political aspect of a universal evolutionary process #ffiing for greater efficiency (Rueschemeyer 1 986). 
't The conflict between democracy and social inequality does not end with the 
:d.iCferentiation of state institutions from the overall structure of power, honor, 
:iilid wealth in society. Power and privilege are mutually supportive, even if the 
sphere of the state and the exercise of formal political power are institutionally 
set off from the wider system of social inequality. It would be foolish to pvedook, for instance, that the distribution of land in EI Salvador creates 
'insolvable problems for democracy in that country. This leads into complex ;questions about "real" and merely "formal" democracy. 
,1;,:ln the extreme, there is indeed the possibility - and it is not a theoretical 
pOssibility only - that democratic institutions are nothing more than an ineffect
ivepretense, a sham. Democracy takes on a realistic character only if it is based 
�[i significant changes in the overall distribution of power. Where that occurs, 
.an!egalitarian critique may still point to the distance between actual deci
'$ion-making and an ideal model in which collective actions are equally 
'responsive to the preferences of all citizens - Robert Dahl's definition of full 
4emocracy in contrast to the less demanding and more realizable version he 
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calls "polyarchy" (Dahl 1971) . Yet it is extremely problematic, intellectually and,: 
politically, to denounce and dismiss such less than perfect forms as merely: 
formal. 

The really existing democracies of today diverge without exception from sucfij 
ideal models. [ First, even majority rule - commonly seen as the very embodi·, 
ment of democracy - violates, in a literal sense, the principle of an equal} 
responsiveness of state action to the preferences of all citizens. Deciding things' 
by majority is a tool of efficient governance, a compromise between full consent" 
and the need for decisive action. The indirect exercise of legislative power by 
elected representatives is a second and more obvious limitation of " full�:; 
democracy. Third, in varying but always substantial degrees, important political' 
decisions are made in all modern societies by the administrative state apparatus 
and by judicial courts. These decisions are thus removed not only [roni 
democratic discussion and decision but largely even from indirect democratic' 
control. We will later encounter other, more subtle constraints that are related, 
to the autonomy of such organizations as parties, unions and other interest 
associations vis-a-vis their own members. Such limitations deriving from the 
structures of the state apparatus and of the political process are ultimately 
unavoidable in any complex society. �: 

At least equally important is, finally, the impact of the social and economic; 
power structure on political decision-making. More variable perhaps acro� 
countries than the constraints of representation, administration and expertise, it, 
depends to some extent on the institutional differentiation of politics from 
social structure and process. But beyond that it is shaped by the balance oJ 
power in society. The impact of social and economic power on politics and stat�. 
action can be counterbalanced in varying degree, but it can never be erased 
completely. 

Yet representative democracy - embedded in the wider structures of social 
and economic power, animated by party and interest group politics, and joined. 
to a complex state machinery - did give the many some share in political 
decision-making. And in most cases this added significantly to whatever power 
they had in society. It did not bring that broad-based active participation in 
public affairs that was the essence ,of democracy for John Stuart Mill, nor did it 
even approach an equal responsiveness of state action to the preferences of all 
citizens. Nevertheless, it often secured very real advantages for the many: to 
begin with a by-product, it typically brought them more secure civil liberties -a, 
requisite of democracy better appreciated in this century than ever before. 
Without reducing those liberties, it has also often resulted in substantially, 
redistributive state action, especially where democratic socialist parties gained 
sufficient strength (Hewitt 1 977; Stephens 1 979c; Hicks and Swank 1984)2 In 
addition to material gain and protection against arbitrary power, democracy ha� 
thirdly brought a change that may be called "symbolic" but that it is unrealistic 
to belittle: it has made possible the dignity of full adult participation in politics 
that was denied to those excluded on the basis of social status or property. That 
this denial was felt as an insult, is not left in doubt by the histories of labor, of 
race, and of women. 
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. •  Democracy may soften, but it certainly does not eliminate the differences of 
power, wealth and status in class-divided societies. Even the very premises of its 
o'wn functioning have been compromised by class-inequality. Central among 

;�lliese premises is the axiom that all actors are fully aware of their own real 
\interests. Offe and Wiesen thai (1980) critically examine this liberal axiom of an :,fdentity of actually expressed and enlightened interests. They raise radical 
�'questions about interest articulation and social class that are worth pondering: 

0;';} To what extent do the political forms of liberal democracy provide asymmetrical 
Vi ' chances to the members of different classes to be able to articulate enlightened 
" : .> interests? 
;. To what extent do they leave room for those mechanisms to become effective 
,';':' : that are required to overcome the specific obstacles to nondistorted interest
" , awareness that we find in the ranks of the working class? 
\',' :' Or, conversely, to what extent are liberal democratic forms of political conflict. 
} :  which favor the accurate articulation of bourgeois interests and impede the 
fi,.: , organizational practices that facilitate the articulation of undistorted working-

" " class interests. imposed upon the working class? 
If it is true that political forms are not neutral. but are rather schemes for the 

;; ,' preferential recognition of certain class interests (as we believe the above 
>/ arguments strongly suggest). then they must themselves be considered as part of, 
\bt ,and as objects of. the class conflict whi�h they appear to merely regulate and to �,:,k channel. ' , 

( We recognize these as serious problems. But we do not agree with the 
,.conclusion of Leninists - and even of Rosa Luxemburg - that democracy is 
essentially an imposition on the working-class that works against its well 
h,mderstood interests. One does not have to subscribe to all premises of liberal 
,political philosophy to see in really existing democracies the chance for a 
.promising pursuit of subordinate class interests. Embracing democracy as 
\womising was also the position taken by the vast majority oflabor movements in 
'ctifferent countries and in very different historical situations.3 

The concept of democracy 

,The concept of democracy that guides our research, then, can and will be quite 
'conventional. lt entails, first, regular, free and fair elections of representatives ,with universal and equal suffrage,4, second, responsibility of the state apparatus 
:,to the elected parliament (possibly complemented by direct election of the head 
;ofthe executive), and third, the freedoms of expression and association as well 
as the protection of individual rights against arbitrary state action. 

: ,;j The first and the second of these dimensions, universal suffrage and 
responsibility of the state, define in our view the essence of democracy. If 
participation is limited to a few (as in mid-nineteenth-century England), the 
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regime may be liberal because issues are openly discussed or because state 
action is limited by solid individual rights, but it remains an oligarchic regime; 
one cannot speak of democracy. If the state apparatus is not made responsible 
(as in the Germany of Bismarck and Wilhelm II), the most inclusive system of 
suffrage and the best protection of civil rights are not sufficient to create a "rule 
of the people" in any meaningful sense. 

The third dimension of civil rights - which embodies the idea of political 
freedom - does not in itself constitute the exercise of democratic power; it is 
rather, on the on� hand, a necessary condition of stable democracy and, on the 
other, a limitation of state power without which individual and collective liberty 
is not secure - under democratie or other forms of domination.5 

All three dimensions are a matter of degree. This leads into issues of the 
classification of different regime forms of which we will give only a sketch at this 
point. 6 While minor deviations from the definition may be neglected when we 
identify a regime as a democracy, regimes that rank near zero on the first two 
dimensions will be called authoritarian regimes, those very low on all three, 
totalitarian ones. Constitutional or liberal oligarchies are those that rank low. on 
inclusion while the state apparatus is fairly responsible to parliament and 
political liberties are more or less secured. 

We will speak of restriaed democracies when the stipulated conditions are met 
to a large extent, but significant sectors of the population are excluded (for 
example by suffrage restrictions through literacy or similar qualifications), 
responsiveness of government is significantly reduced (for example through 
frequent military interventions or political pacts), and! or limitations of the 
freedoms of expression and association significantly narrow the range of 
articulated political positions (for example through the proscription of political 
parties). Clearly this is a large and complex category that requires further 
differentiation. At the same time, clear distinctions are often difficult to draw 
because restrictions in one dimension may also have effects in one or both of 
the other two. 

The comprehensive right to participation seems to be the most obvious 
component of any conception of democracy. Yet we emphasize it to an extent 
that is not common. It is far more common to treat inclusiveness of participation 
as secondary to the other dimensions - to the effectiveness of control over the 
state (its responsibility to parliament), and the institutionalization of opposition 
rights (freedom of association and expression, free and fair elections). First 
democracy is set up, this view holds, and then it is extended to broader and 
broader parts of society. The process of inclusion is not denied importance, but 
all too often it is merely viewed as the extension of a democratic pattern that 
already existed before. This view is diametrically opposed to the idea intro
duced earlier - that democracy means nothing if not a share of political power 
controlled by the many. We make the extent of the suffrage, and in particular 
the extent to which the right to vote transcends class boundaries, central to our 
concept of democracy. The justification of this decision goes beyond·'mere 
questions of definition and leads toward basic theoretical orientations · thaI 
inform our analytic model. 
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bemocracy and class-inequality 

The history of thought about democracy underlines the critical relation 
benveen social class and democracy (see e.g. Macpherson 1973, 1977; Held 
1987). Until the nineteenth century, it was nearly without exception assumed 
that democracy was a one-class arrangement, that class division could not be 
bridged by democracy. Aristotle as well as Rousseau not only stressed that 
socioeconomic inequality was a condition hostile to democracy; they also took for granted that the non-propertied classes were excluded from participation, as did most theorists before the nineteenth century. Jefferson rejected such 
e"clusion . but he, too, held that a democratic society had to be a one-class 
society. He viewed his own America as a case in point, a society in which the 
emergence of other classes than the prevailing class of independent "husband
men" were transitory or marginal developments and therefore negligible. 

Jeremy Bentham and James Mill differed from the earlier consensus. Even 
though they did not consider it politically feasible actually to extend democratic 
rights to the working class, they did think democracy possible in their own 
class-divided society. They took this position on the assumption that working 
people would be either deferential to their betters or would think of themselves 
�s potential capitalists and act accordingly. 
, . The tension between democracy and class inequality carne to a head in the 
thought of John Stuart Mill, the son of James Mill (see Broadbent 1966, as well 
as Macpherson 1 973, 1 977). John Stuart Mill saw democracy as inevitable. 
Growing prosperity, spreading literacy and the ever more widely ranging means 
qf transportation and communication were increasing people's mobility and 
t1.teir chances to organize. As a result, the future system of governance would be 
�emocratic. But it would not necessarily be a good system of govern
ment - because the society was class-divided. Under the impact of the Chartist 
.unrest and also influenced by the thought of Alexis de Tocqueville, Mill feared 
Class rule by the working masses, Tocqueville's "tyranny of the majority." To 
,�void such "false democracy," he proposed a number of special arrangements 
including a system of multiple votes for the educated and the skilled. His 
conception of true or rational democracy combined active participation of the 
many with the leadership of an intellectual elite that was not bound by class . 

. Even though few of the special measures he proposed were implemented, 
John Stuart Mill's fears did not materialize when the vote was gradually 
e�ended to the working class. This has been variously explained - in a marxist 
y�in, with the overwhelming social and cultural power of the dominant classes 
or, following a lead of Dorothy Thompson (1984: 335), by arguing that the 
.extensions of the suffrage were paralleled by extensions of administrative and 
judicial decision-making more favorable· to class privilege. Other explanations 
�g\le that the very instruments of collective action - of parties, unions and 
other organizations, which became stronger during the same time period - had 
a. demobilizing effect (Macpherson 1 977: 64-9), that the socially responsible 
and politically judicious actions of conservative politicians like Disraeli were of 
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crucial importance (Lip set 1 980: 297-9), or that the rising standard of living 
that became apparent during the same years had moderating consequences 
(Therborn 1 977). 

If Mill's position of a profound incompatibility between democracy and 
class-inequality proved to be wrong, the history of democratization cannot be 
understood without reference to class. And once democracy was established, 
the political behavior of both upper and working classes was such that Lipset 
( 1980: 230-300) could analyze elections as "expressions of the democratic class 
struggle." 

It is a central thesis of our theoretical framework that democratization was 
both resisted and pushed forward by class interest. It was the subordinate 
classes that fought for democracy. By contrast, the classes that benefited from 
the status quo nearly without exception resisted democracy. The bourgeoisie 
'wrested its share of political participation from royal autocracy and aris,tocratic 
oligarchy, but it rarely fought for further extensions once its own place was 
secured. 

Neither was democracy extended because of the universalist logic of the 
ideas that gave it rationale and legitimation. True, when taken at face value 
these ideas did not tolerate exclusions on the basis of class. But the historical 
record shows that such contradictions between reality and legitimating ideal 
had a healthy and long life, camouflaged even in sophisticated writings by a 
silent acceptance of various forms of exclusion. On occasion the vote was 
extended in order to serve the competitive electoral interests of established 
parties and institutions. But fundamentally, democracy was achieved by those 
who were excluded from rule and who acquired the .social power to reach for a 
share in the political process. However much the democratic ideas were taken 
up' and used by these excluded strata and classes, the notion that it was their 
universalist character that pushed democratization forward is an idealist 
illusion. Only within this process of empowerment of the subordinate classes 
did ideas play a role, too. 

In the twentieth century, the democratic ideal has triumphed around the 
globe. Clearly this is largely a rhetorical triumph - open to contradictory 
interpretations and compatible with massive repression. Yet due to this 
development, the institutional forms of democracy may be introduced in order 
to gain a modicum of regime acceptance within the country and abroad; and 
this development has made it more difficult to limit the suffrage openly by class, 
race, or gender. However, where democratic institutions rest primarily on such 
bases rather than on the demand and power of formerly excluded classes, they 
will be more vulnerable to authoritarian reversals and they are more likely to be 
merely formal trappings, subject to restrictions such as a dominant influence of 
the military, bureaucracy, or hegemonic party. 

It is ironic that not only liberal historians but also the orthodox marxist 
accounts of the rise of democracy see the bourgeoisie as the protagonist of 
democracy. In these views, the bourgeoisie drew strength from the growing 
dominance of the capitalist mode of production and thus was able to eliminate 
progressively feudal and absolutist political forms and finally establish 
democratic rule. This position can be maintained only if the issue of universal 
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suffrage is neglected or if democracy is considered inevitably "bourgeois 
democracy" - irrelevant or even hostile to working-class interests. That was not 
Marx's own view, who considered the achievement of universal suffrage the 
historical task of the working-class (Marx 1852/1964; Marx and Engels 
1848/1976). Therborn (1977) recovered this insight of Marx about the central 
role of the working class in the process of democratization for the comparative 
historical study of democracy.7 
.. The chances of democracy, then, must be seen as fundamentally shaped by 
the balance of class power. It is the struggle between the dominant and 
subordinate classes over the right to rule that - more than any other 
factor - puts democracy on the historical agenda and decides its prospects. 
Capitalist development affects the chances of democracy primarily because it 
transforms the class structure and changes the balance of power between 
classes. The core of our analytic framework is therefore a "relative class power" 
model of democratization. 

Our view of the tension between class inequality and democracy bears some 
'similarity to . that of Marshall (1950) and, following him, Rokkan (1970), 
exemplified in Marshall's (1950: 29) frequently quoted remark that in modern 
British history "citizenship and social class have been at war." However, in the 
,work of Marshall and Rokkan, the advance of citizenship rights at the expense 
()f property rights appears as an almost actorless process. Much closer to our 
Mew is that of Bowles ·and Gintis (1986: 27-63) and Therborn (1977) who see 
democracy as a product of the contradictions of capitalism, and the process of 
democratization as primarily a product of the action of subordinate classes. 

How central is social class? 
j" �::'" ; 
Making social class a central category of our analysis of democratization is 
pound to encounter reservations and objections. Is it really possible to grasp the 
diversity oflife situations, interests and aspirations with such roughly classifying 
concepts as working class and bourgeoisie, rural cultivators and landlords? Are 
other dimensions of political goals and conflicts not equally or more important 
than the differences in power and privilege? We will not engage in extended 
�rgument with the positions that stand behind these questions. A few element
ary points must suffice. 
, Social class has been an extremely powerful explanatory tool in the classic 
analyses of social science during the last two hundred years. In its broadest 
sense, class refers - if in the marxist conceptualization only indirectly - to the 
structured and cumulatively unequal distribution of the objects of near
universal desire: of the material necessities of life and other economic 
resources, of respect and honor, and of power and influence. (Power may 
appear an unlikely candidate for being an object of near-universal desire - until 
one realizes that it takes a modiCum of power to even eschew direct subjection 
to the whim of others or to have a chance of success in any social undertaking, 
however small. ) Given this character of class in its broadest conception, it is 
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hard to imagine any social science analysis in which it does not occupy a central; 
place - in whatever disguise. ' 

The marxian concept of class does not focus on distribution. It searches for: 
collective actors that make a decisive difference in history. Though closeij,' 
related to the structure of inequality, they are defined by their relation to the\ 
organization of production - that aspect of social formations Marx considered' 
decisive for long-term historical change. Again, it is hard to fault this strategy of) 
Marx in its fundamentals. Any study of social change gains much if it caI\) 
identify collective actors of historical significance. And these are usefully' 
considered in relation to the major factors otherwise seen as decisive for the1 
persistence and change of social structures. To maintain - and if necessary' 
retrieve - this idea of classes as potential historical actors seems to us of great: 
importance, because social class in this sense is a concept that allows us to lin](i 
structural change and political developments. . . 

Class inequality does not exhaust the forms of social and economic� 
inequality. Are other forms of inequality, especially those based on race and 
ethnicity and on gender, not equally important? Exploring the impact of these! 
divisions and antagonisms offers a chance to define our conception . mor�; 
sharply and contrast it to others. . " . 

Gender relations may well be of critical importance for future developments 
in democracy, but they were far less important in the known histories of 
democratization. Vastly less blood was shed in the struggles for women's' 
political inclusion, and their inclusion did not give rise to regime changes: 
designed to re-exclude them. Some of the reasons for this seem clear. Powerl 
relations between social classes typically began to change well before changes in' 
relative gender power. And the transformation of class relations are far more 
intimately linked to state interventions in society. This expresses itself also in 
the fact that when women were finally enfranchised - in a few countries befor( 
World War I, in many in the wake of that war, in some (for instance Switzerland 
and Liechtenstein) not until recently - their voting participation did noi 
significantly change the political spectrum in any country. It is these considera4 
tions that led us to choose for our historical investigations universal male voting; 
rights, rather than truly universal suffrage, as a critical threshold that allows us, 
to speak of democracy.s \'. 

Racial and ethnic divisions become particularly important where they are, 
linked to class and! or where racial and ethnic groups are differentially linked to' 
the state apparatus. As sharp and often rigid distinctions of status, they can: 
reinforce arid deepen class differences as well as cut across class lines and 
weaken class cohesion. In the limiting case, these divisions may constitute social 
segments that must be treated much like classes themselves. Finally, racial and 
ethnic divisions may also affect the chances of democracy directly, especially, 
where they put the unity of the country into question. 

. 

These propositions on ethnicity and race do not seem, at first sight, to differ 
strikingly from the views expressed in functionalist modernization theory and 
pluralist political analyses. We do believe, however, that the political economy 
approach we advance here - emphasizing the interrelationship between ethni� 
divisions and the class structure and the state - will prove more fruitful than th� 
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functionaVpluralist alternative. The functionalist view basically sees ethnic 
.divisions as contributing to the breakdown of democracy because they under
mme social integration and societal consensus. While we do not dismiss this, we 
,argue that even deep ethnic divisions are not likely to be fatal for democracy if they are not strongly related to class aligrunents, as the cases of Switzerland and ;Belgium illustrate. The pluralists have handled this with the hypothesis that if 
.Various social cleavages crosscut one another, this is more favorable to national 
s��tegration than if they align with one another. The emphasis in this approach is 
:9n,how strongly the individual identifies with various collectivities; if cleavages 
J:�inforce one another, the identification with the group may overpower national 
��entity and endanger compromise and national integration. For our analysis 
'the strength of group identification is also important, since it affects the 
'Pt()pensity of groups to organize and therefore affects the balance of power 
,�etween various groups. However, the functionalist approach peripheralizes 
iwbat is at the center of our analytic frame: that is, the distribution of limited 1:�sources in a society and the competition of ethnic/class segments for power in 
!�e economy and polity in order to influence or control that distribution. 
'i;!tThese differences in the treatment of ethnicity are mirrored in the analysis of me' organizational density of society as a condition of democracy. If we see 
;�pitalist development and democracy primarily related through changes in the 
#ass structure, modernization theorists and pluralists typically build on an Alternate conception that became prominent in diagnoses of the origins of 
t�!a1itarianism (see, most recently, Huntington 1 984: 202-3). It is grounded in 
;j:le,:Tocqueville's analyses of democracy in America and post-revolutionary 
'Ji�nmce and in the consensus-oriented sociology of Emile Durkheim and his 
J4eas on the role of secondary groups. In this view, democracy is facilitated 
;pPmarily by social mobilization and by the development of relatively autono
�i4ol.ls groups that are arising in an ever more differentiated social structure. 
What is typically missed in these theories (or feared and criticized as 
,:��stabilizing) is the shift in the power of conflicting class interests that is the 
i�rre!ate of social mobilization and pluralization - precisely the aspect of 
's�ioeconomic development we deem most important. Yet while we view the 
:!>alance of class power as the factor of pre-eminent importance in the process of 
i4emocratization, we do consider the density of autonomous organizations as 
r�levant on three counts: as a way in which the empowerment of subordinate 
.�lasses is realized, as a shield protecting these classes against the hegemonic 
;iiifluence of dominant classes, and - aside from the balance of class power - as 
��;mode of balancing the power of state and civil society. 
i{\;(fhe Tocquevillean ideas are closely paralleled in the marxist literature by 
i�msci's contention that rule through consensus is made possible by the 
.'Qeve!opment of a "dense civil society". A denser and stronger civil society is a 
,ijy:-product of capitalist development. Civil society, in this conception, is the 
!fltality of social institutions and associations, both formal and informal, that are 
:It.9tstrictly production-related nor governmental or familial in character.9 The 
{�9ncept includes, then, everything from the informal card playing group to the 
' p�ent-teacher association, from the local pub to the trade union, from church i�ups to political parties. A dense civil society - one rich in such institutions, 
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associations, and social interactions - should facilitate the development oft 
democracy, first and foremost, because it creates favorable conditions for tile, 
classes previously exCluded from the political arena ' to organize ' for collective, 
action and to overcome the perennial "free rider" problem obstructing effective: 
political organization on a large scale (Olson 1965). ,: 

In this view, the emphasis on social mobilization and pluralization of socie�' 
is quite compatible with the relative class power model of democratization.; 
Here it is not primarily the density of civil society per se, but the empowermel\� 
of previously excluded classes aided by this density that improves the chances ot 
democratization. In fact, Gramsci emphasizes in addition that in the absence o( 
a working-class movement, civil society can act as a conduit for the ideologic�j 
hegemony of the dominant classes.1o f,( 

From this we derive propositions that simply add specificity to the "relativ� 
class power model" of democratization: it is the growth of a counter-hegemon� 
of subordinate classes and especially the working class - developed and. 
sustained by the organization and grewth of trade unions, working-class partieS' 
and similar groups - that is critical for the promotion of democracy. Eveii' 
without a relatively strong labor movement, a dense civil society facilitates th� 
political inclusion of the middle classes, especially of small independent farmerS, 
and the urban petty bourgeOisie, and in some cases this may be the decisive� 
democratic breakthrough. The autonomy of these organizations is deciSivelY: 
important. Only quite autonomous organizations protect the subordinate 
classes from the ideological hegemony of the dominant classes - a necessary 
condition for a strong democratic impulse. This condition is of special 
importance for organizations of peasants and the, urban middle class because 
they are often more easily co-opted by established elites than the working clasS; 

Finally a dense civil society does also have an importance for democracy or! 
its own, because it establishes a counterweight to state power, a condition 
favorable for democracy in conjunction with the balance of social and econonu� 
power. The impact of state structures and of their interrelations with th�, 
structure of power in society on the chances of democratization constitutes the 
second major component of our analytic framework, which will be discussed. 
below. .f 

A last contrast between our political economy approach and the theoretical 
strategies of functionalism concerns the role of culture and in particular of 
religion. Ideologies, value traditions, and religious orientations play a central 
role in most versions of structural functionalism and modernization theory! 
Such an approach seems validated for the particular issues of development and 
democracy by some cross-national statistical findings; Bollen (1979) reported; 
for instance, that the proportion of a country's population that is Protestant i� 
positively associated with the incidence of democracy, giving credence to the 
hypothesis that a "Protestant-based culture" aids the diffusion of democracY 
and legitimizes democratic values. '. 

As will become clear as we develop our framework further, we prefer to link 
values, ideologies, and religious orientations to structural and organizational 
realities. In particular, they must be seen in relation to the historical articulation 
of class interests. Much of what appears as culture in structural functional 
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analysis can be more precisely identified as the values and views characteristic 
9£ different classes as they were historically formed through autonomous 
organization as well as hegemonic influence of one class on another. 
h. The historical articulation of class interests does not exhaust all aspects of �culture." But for other cultural phenomena, too, we opt for a strategy of 
focusing on symbols, ideals and views of reality that are organizationally and 
lnstituiionally grounded. We choose this strategy for two reasons. First, as we 
conceive of democracy as a matter of power, we focus on those ideas we 
�onsider most socially powerful, that is - we believe - those embedded in 
9rgani:zations and institutions. Second, our option has also methodological 
ieasons; it is much more difficult to identifY, and to assess the strength of, 
Cultural phenomena that are not in such ways socially grounded. 
;:;Thus; cultural traditions that are embodied in state structures can be of great importap.ce and will be considered in the comparative historical investigations. 
lFhis illcludes most crucially the relationship of organized religion to the state. 
Finally, . · religious affiliation can be in its own right an important factor in :�ollectivity formation. Group formations on the basis of religion will be treated 
�in much the same way as ethnic groups: they can reinforce or weaken class 
�.ohesion; they may contribute to or weaken the cohesion of society; above all 
!hey, too, operate in the context of a struggle for control over limited resources . 

. " 

,�lass Structures, Classes, and Oass Organizations 

Before we can enquire more specifically into the role of different social classes 
in the process of democratization, we must enter into a discussion of the 
coricept of class. Without a careful and differentiated conceptualization, the 
idea o[class can indeed be a rather blunt tool, one that can do more damage 
than it helps the analysis. 
:':'<The analytic discourse about social class has become extremely complex - in 
Jarge part because it is animated as well as divided by intertwined intellectual 
and ideological interests. Therefore, though a number of remarkably conver
gent developments ease our task significantly, a condensed treatment as we 
necessarily will present here is not without hazard. We will nevertheless simply 
stress a number of ideas that seem specially important, without engaging in 
extended explanation, justification, and critique of alternative positions. In 
particular we are concerned to COme to a realistic conception of classes as 
:historicalactors that are grounded in the structures of antagonistic socioecono
inic interests and their change. 

l:tmceptualizations 

At the most abstract level, we can begin with the definition of social class by 
Elster, who seeks to "make sense of Marx." It is couched: 
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in tenns of endowments and behaviours. The endowments include tangible 
property, intangible skills and more subtle cultural traits. The behaviours include 
working vs. not working, selling vs. buying labour power, lending vs . . borrowing 
capital, renting vs. hiring land, giving vs. receiving commands in the management 
of corporate property. These enumerations are intended as exhaustive. A class is a 
group of people who by virtue of what they possess are compelled to engage in the same 
activities iJthey want to make the best use of their entWwments. (Elster 1985: 330-1. 
Italics added.) 

This definition does not spell out - though it clearly implies - that classes art� 
shaped in their fundamental characteristics · by the structure of capitalist 
economic production and its development. For realistic historical analysis, that' 
entails a conclusion often overlooked: different courses of economic develop
ment will lead to different class structures, some fundamental similarities of; 
capitalist development in any historical situation notwithstanding. The United 
States and France never had, for instance, as large a working class as England: 
or Germany did.I!  And dependent development today seems to sharply limit; 
the expansion of the working class in almost all Third World countries. 

As the last point already adumbrates, such differences in economic develop": 
ment do not simply arise out of technological and economic conditions internal 
to a society but are also shaped by the transnational division of labor as well as 
by state structures and the political constellations mediating state and society. 
We encounter here another instance of the interrelations between the different 
components ' of our analytic frame of reference. These will not become fully: 
apparent until the end of this exposition. . 

Elster's definition also does not tell us whether and under which conditions 
classes have distinct boundaries or, by contrast, form a continuum and merge 
imperceptibly into each other. This question is of great interest because such! 
distinctness seems to be a necessary condition for the emergence of collective: 
action on the basis of class. For Marx this was not problematic because he 
predicted a polarization of classes in the course of capitalist development. But 
this prediction proved wrong. Following Weber (1922/1968) and Giddens 
(1973) we can locate distinct classes by introducing two factors - the range of 
social mobility and the spread of social interaction and communication . .  For\ 
Weber a social class is characterized by easy and typical mobility - within anq' 
between generations - among similar class positions. A social class is set off 
from others by greater difficulty of mobility. To this mobility closure we add as a 
secondary criterion interaaion closure - a strong tendency for meaningful inter;. 
action to be confined within class boundaries (see Stephens 1979a). . 

With these analytic tools we can make the distinctions necessary for a: 
meaningful class analysis of advanceq as well as less developed capitalist, 
societies. 12 We can distinguish the owners of capital who employ labor on a 
sizeable scale - the bourgeoisie proper - from the urban petty bourgeoisie. We 
can identify the lower non-manual employees - such as clerical workers and 
sales clerks without much of a supervisory role - as a class distinct from 
middle-level managers and professional experts outside the chain of command} 
Similarly, these tools allow us to analyze with some specificity the coalescence; 
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>of skilled craftsmen and unskilled workers into a more or less unified working �(;lass or - under different historical conditions - their continued separation. We 
z,can examine whether landlords and industrial capitalists are separate classes or 
�fnerge into a single class. And we can study differentiation or class unity in the �peasantry. 
�,< Up to this point, the conceptualization takes class as an objective given. Class 
is a social category determined, in the extreme, by the observer and analyst. It is 
;\a, category for analyzing the structure of conflicting interests. This objective 
'�onception of class must be complemented by an analysis of the subjective 
.!'ihentality, ideas, and dispositions found among members of a class and, equally �limportant, by an analysis of the conditions of collective organization and action 
�:9n the basis of class position. Neither class consciousness nor class organization f'iind collective action follow with any simple necessity from class position. Nor 
';�o collective organization and action have a one-to-one relationship to the ideas Sjalld attitudes found among the class members. This means: not all classes are 
:�J9Aective actors in history; nor do they become eventually such actors with any 
�;generalized necessity. It also means that the interests pursued by organizations ��c�n93 on behalf of a class are not with any necessity "the" interests of that 
;,R!ass. 
,��\nWe distinguish, then, three levels of class analysis: (1) the class structure 
',Srounded in the organization of production and modified by patterns of 1mQbHity and interaction, (2) the ideas and attitudes of the members of a class, l and (3) the determination and pursuit of collective goals through organized 
�:;�i:tion on behalf of a class. These are interrelated, but one cannot derive typical 
�M¢as and outlooks or the existence and the goals of collective organization from 
��me structural class position in any teleological fashion. 
�\' ' .  
���:�}.�>�. "'. 

'class interests and collective aaion 
�0':'�:' .:�"� 
;,£;.la,sses may indeed have objeaive interests, but in historical reality class jpterests are inevitably subject to social constroaion. The following comments :fq�lJS on the working-class. They apply - appropriately modified - to all other 
"�!Mses as well. The interests actually pursued by landowners and peasants, 
,�'ffidustrial entrepreneurs and urban middle classes are historically articulated 
Sm� cannot be deduced from their objective class situation. 
t��;VEven those who are quite aware that one cannot take the organized 
:�ression of class interests for granted often assume that what these interests 
���is not really problematic. The deservedly famous (as well as deservedly 
'cj;iticized) analysis of collective action by Mancur Olson (1965) provides an 
;,e�mple that this fallacy is not confined to Marxists blinded by hope. Olson Jii,�ats the "public goods" that require collective action as obvious or, if not i.9PyioUS, as objectively given. He assumes that unions function, if they come �Jo being at all, as wage cartels rather than aiming for other goals - for a 9,ifferent authority structure at work, for example, for broad political class 
;fu1�rests, or for national political goals virtually unrelated to class interests. 
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Yet it can easily be shown that the goals of different movements claiming to, 
act on behalf of the same class differ considerably from each other. Communist;, 
social democratic, liberal, Catholic, and even outright conservative organiza�, 
tions have competed with each other for the allegiance of the working class, and 
all have claimed to represent the best interests of labor. It is possible to argue, 
about the validity of such claims, and one can probably reach agreement that 
some claims - for instance that of the Tories to act on behalf of the working 
class - do not stand up to any reasonable examination. Within narrower limits; 
however, such evaluations turn on ideas of what is historically possible and what 
is ultimately desirable. Class interests are an "essentially contested concept� 
(Lukes 1967, 1974). One can still reason about them, but not prove or disprove 
them in a more stringent sense. 

Offe and Wiesenthal (1980) have argued convincingly that the interests of 
the working class are in a peculiar way undetennined (and thus subject to what 
we have called the social construction of class interests). They contrast working 
class and bourgeoisie and show that, while the interests of capital fall· 
fundamentally into a single dimension, the interests oflabor inevitably involve �: 
whole array of partly contradictory goals because labor is never simply a, 
commodity and the whole human being cannot be eliminated from the factor of 
production that is labor.14 The resolution of these contradictions among 
potential goals or class interests is inevitably uncertain and conflictual. This i� 
compounded by the fact that the subordinate classes face particular problems of 
collective organization. They cannot hope to overcome the problem of "free, 
riding" - the individualist calculus that leads to withdrawal from the common 
effort - by the utilitarian means of individual incentive and threat alone: 

. 

No union can function for a day in the absence of some rudimentary notions 
held by the members that being a member is of value in itself, that the individual . ··· 
organization costs must not be calculated in a utilitarian manner but have to be 
accepted as necessary sacrifices, and that each member is legitimately required to . '  
practice solidarity and discipline, and other norms of a nonutilitarian kind. (OtTe 
and Wiesenthal 1980:79) 

From these considerations they come a to conclusion that seems but is not in 
reality paradoxical: that a subordinate class's "interests can only be met to the extent 
that they are partly redefined" (ibid.). This redefinition is likely to be a process of 
tension and conflict. . 

One of the major factors shaping the social construction of class interests is 
the process of organization itself. Organization is the main means of empow�, 
ering the many. At the same time, organization is inherently ambiguous in its 
consequences. Only through organization can the disadvantaged many develop 
conceptions of structural change to fundamentally alter their situation. As 
Mann (1973) puts it: "Socialism is learned." Neither socialism nor any other 
ideological orientation arises spontaneously out of the conditions of working-, 
class life. , 

Any stable form of collective action creates an organizational core whose 
members tend to acquire a certain independence from the rank and file. Robert 
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:¥ichels (1908/1 949) called this the "Iron Law of Oligarchy." In its weak 
�\rersion just formulated, this tendency is inherent in any form of organized 
(:�qllective action. It follows from the variety of individual ideas and goals and ,f(om the advantages specialization can bring to collective organization as to so 
'many other pursuits. Robert Michels and many later followers understood his �1�W in a more rigid fashion than is justified - as an "iron law" virtually without 
���ception. The autonomy of the organizational representatives vis-a-vis their 
:Mnstituents is in fact quite variable and depends on different conditions, some 
;oflwhich are by now quite well understood (see e.g. Lipset, Trow and Coleman :;r956). l��:The variable autonomy of the leadership of an organization from the rank 
)�M ·file must be seen together with the necessity of co-operating with other 
;power centers. The consequences of such co-operation - of worker represen
)t�tives with owners and managers, of union leaders with middle-class party !�aders, or of the leaders of the most varied organizations with a domineering {�tate - are again quite variable. They are contingent on a variety of factors, and '!tiey range from co-optation through direct bribes to acceptance of outside help �m;making the organization more effective and to common bonds of status, �tpnicity or religion that link an organization's elite to other power holders. \�odid and cultural bonds between organizational elites shape the formation of 
,lW organization's goals without any conscious intent on the part of the other 
:�iCle to seek a strategic advantage in the pursuit of interests. It is even 
\�asonable to include here also the case of negotiators from opposed interest 
;Q'tganizations who agree on a compromise because it is expected to yield 
��d�antage for both sides - whatever the judgement of an outside observer about iW�O got -the better bargain. It is quite clear that in such bargaining relations the ;�1>ility to act independently of consultation with the rank and file and to deliver ,:their acquiescence later is an invaluable asset. �*,:rhe relations of an organizational elite to other power holders and to their :p;wn rank and file - elite co-operation and oligarchy - are of critical importance ,[or : our understanding of the social construction of class interests as they are 
��¢fually pursued. From a grass roots point of view, it seems reasonable to speak 
'Of an inherent ambiguity of organized collective action. We use the word ambiguity (�a,\lisedly, SO as to underline the variability of the component mechanisms. 
,Whus, there is a great difference in the responsiveness to their members' preferences between an industrial union, say, in Sweden and its counterpart in :Wrgentina under Peron. Any interest organization, even one turned around by 
ian: outside power center to become a means of controlling its members, must setve some interests of the rank and file in order to remain effective. At the 
�$�rne time, it is hard to think of a large organization representing subordinate t¥l�ss interests that does not have any trace of both oligarchy and cooptation. iXelnsisting that class interests are socially constructed and that the forms of 
�QlIective organization critically affect this social construction of interests does ;�:ot imply that the "real" interests are found at the grass roots, ready to be 
:�Xpressed in pure or distorted form by different organizations. Unions, mutual 
Y�i� societies, and political parties can be, and often are, decisive in articulating 
�gass ·interests that otherwise would remain inchoate or completely dormant. : ' .  .. 
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Even organizations without a clear-cut class program can play this role of 
interest articulation and political mobilization. In turn, radical parties may find 
it extremely difficult to create a broad following for goals that transcend the 
current situation. The immediate interests of the potential rank and file and 
their articulation in unions and other organizations may well be resistant tQ 
appeals of radical transformation. The tensions between socialist programs an4 
a "trade union consciousness" focused on concrete gains in working conditionS; 
and income represent a well-known illustration. 

The indeterminacies and ambiguities of collective action are of course nof 
the only source of different outcomes in the social construction of clasS 
interests. The mentalities, outlooks, and ideological inclinations of the 
members of a class are not irrelevant for the character of class organizations an4 
for their course of action, even though they are not simply reflected in - and ar�. 
in fact partly shaped by - collective organization and action. The ideas and 
inclinations of class members are also influenced by a variety of other factors; 
They are related to their place in a particular class structure and to their: 
chances of mobility within that structure, but they are also shaped by 
geographic patterns, cultural traditions, and, last not least, by the structure of; 
politics and by state action. . .

.
.• 

The structure of the economy and its development have strong direct effectS 
on the organizational formations of a class. For instance, whether craft 
unionism prevails in a working class or is replaced by more inclusive industrial 
unionism, depends in part on the timing and speed of industrialization and on 
its location in the international division of labor, since these conditions affect 
the relative role of small workshops and mass industrial production (Ingham 
1974). Similarly, centralization of capitalist enterprises encourages centraliza� 
tion oflabor organization; and union centralization is related to labor movement 
hegemony and leftism because it leads to a concentration of resources in the 
labor movement and forces the leadership to take a more class-wide view 
(Stephens 1979a: 399; see also 1979c). . < 

We have touched briefly on the ethnic and racial composition of a, class: 
earlier. The most obvious effects are qn the intermediate level of class-wide 
attitudes and behaviors. Here these communal identifications and divisions may 
reinforce class boundaries or - as is more often the case, and especially so m 
subordinate classes - lead to divided loyalties, weaken class identification aM 
possibly establish communal links to opposite class segments of the same colQ� 
or ethnicity. As factors that powerfully shape both mobility and interaction, ra� 
and ethnicity may in fact redraw the boundaries of social classes as we hav� 
defined the concept. In the United States, ethnic divisions of the working-class' 
coincided to a large extent with differences in skill. Massive immigration ofless 
skilled labor both made it harder to organize the unskilled and fostered hostile 
reactions on the part of native-born skilled workers. It thus strengthened cra� 
unionism and inhibited a transition from craft to industrial unions similar to 
developments in continental Europe (Bridges 1986; Zolberg 1986: 442-3; 
Erickson 1957). ; 

The economic, -social, and political situation in which an organization-�  
party, a union, a pressure group association, or a whole cluster of organiza; 
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tions - finds itself will also affect the goals of class organizations if only by 
determining what makes sense under the circumstances. Here the organization 
and actions of opponents as well as the availability of allies are critically 
important . 
•.. These situational determinants must not be seen in too narrow a national 
frame. External influences - for instance through international affiliation of 
Unions and parties - were and are still important in the formation of class 
organizations. The Second International is a great example of such diffusion. 
Variants of the marxist Erfurt Program of the German Social Democrats were 
adopted by a large number of other member parties. Furthermore, the way a 
.situation and its future development is assessed will be shaped by historical 
precedent and diffusion across national boundaries. Theories - like Keynes
ianism for instance - have a different impact once they are tested as policy. 
,Large events - like the French and the Russian revolutions - redefme for long periods and for many countries what is considered as great promise or an 
�nacceptable danger. And even complex cumulative developments - like the 
jrlcorporation of the working class into the politics of advanced industrial 
'societies by class compromise and democratization - affect the perception of 
democracy as a realistic possibility in other countries. 
(� ' Finally, the course of organized collective class action is often constrained by 
past choices and decisions. In fact, the initial organization of class interests 
tYPically has effects that outlast the historical constellation of its origins. Here 
lies a major cause for the different political orientations adopted by working
,class organizations and parties in different countries and different historical 
,periods. Of particular importance for the working class have been decisions 
\about . the relative role of economic and political action and thus about �fftliations with political parties and about relations to the apparatus of the state. 
!YI' In the short run, the actions and organizational structures of the past come 
:close to determining the immediate future, while in the longer run other factors 
�ome more to the fore. There are, of course, critical turning points oflong-term 
significance, such as the decisions about war and peace in socialist parties 
.Qefore World War I that tipped the balance of class and national identifications, 
iffactured the carefully developed internationalism of labor organizations, and �9ntributed to the split of the labor movement into a social democratic and a �ommunist party. 
:�\���:< :'f 
k���:P ' , 

['he baselme for our analysis of the relation between class and democracy is 9uite simple: those who have only to gain from democracy will be its most 
�eliable promoters and defenders, those who have the most to lose will resist it �d will be most tempted to roll it back when the occasion presents itsel£ 
�ementary historical knowledge supports this proposition as a basic principle. 
Iris a telling fact that revolutions from below, marxist-leninist or otherwise, are �lways carried out against authoritarian systems, not democracies,15 and , .  
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seizures of power in democracies virtually always occur from the right, notthe 
left. 

The basic proposition has implications that are less obvious. In particular, it 
denies the bourgeoisie that decisive role in the struggle for democracy which 
both marxist and liberal historians have attributed to it. The owners of the 
capital for the new forms of production that undermined feudalism did 
wrest - though in varying degrees - a significant share of control over political 
decisions from the aristocracy and the crown; and often this took the form of 
liberal oligarchy. -But at least for every case in which the bourgeoisie included 
the working-class in the political system (sometimes with apparent willingness, 
in most cases only in response to actual or anticipated pressure), there is at least 
one other in which the bourgeoisie participated in rollbacks of democracy in 
order to defend economic interests against those classes that used to be called 
les classes dangereuses. Support for Pinochet's regime in Chile is only one in a 
long line of examples. Even disregarding such later reversals, it is only if we 
make no distinction between democracy and liberal forms of rule, however 
restricted by class, that we can assign to the bourgeoisie the role of the main 
historic promoter of democracy. 

It is true that large landowners - especially those who still enjoy their 
privileges as remnants of a feudal social order immune to democracy - have a 
historical record of an even more systematic opposition to democracy. As we 
will see, this negative role of the landlord class is not confined to brief periods 
of transitions; in many cases it affected the constellations of class antagonism 
and alliance for long periods after landownership had lost its preeminent 
economic role. Barrington Moore has taught us the important lesson that an 
analysis of democratization can ignore agrarian class relations only at substan
tial intellectual peril. 

We retain, then, in our theoretical framework Moore's emphasis on agrarian 
class relations and on landlord-bourgeoisie-state coalitions; but we combine 
this emphasis with an equally strong focus on the role of the subordinate classes 
in the new capitalist order. The role of different classes in the struggle about 
the form of government must be analyzed historically in terms of their 
conflicting interests, the transformation of economy and social order by 
capitalist development, and the changing opportunities for class coalitions and 
compromises. . 

Capitalist development is associated with the rise of democracy primarily 
because of two structural effects: it strengthens the working class as well as 
other subordinate classes, and it weakens large landowners. The first of these 
must be further specified: capitalist development enlarges the urban working 
class at the expense of agricultural laborers and small farmers; it thus shifts 
members of the subordinate classes from an environment extremely unfavor� 
able for collective action to one · much more favorable, from geographical 
isolation and immobility to high concentrations of people with similar class 
interests and far-flung communications. 

Another major outcome of the capitalist transformation of the class struc
ture - and in a sense the first, its premier outcome - is, of course, the rising 
power of the owners and managers of capital, of the bourgeoisie. Where 
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bourgeois power came to constitute a counterbalance to the power of the 
nobility, the result was liberal oligarchy, possibly open to extensions toward the 
subordinate classes, more often closed to such an opening for long periods of 
time. In many cases, however, an oligarchic alliance with large landowners and 
the state - an alliance that guaranteed the institutional framework for continued 
capitalist accumulation without institutionalizing contestation - was a signifi
�ant historical alternative to liberal oligarchy. 
, It is especially the working class that has often played a decisively pro
democratic role. Labor's role was concealed to the superficial eye precisely 
because in many countries workers were long excluded from the political 
process and thus from visible participation in democratic politics. This role 
becomes clear, however, if one looks at the struggles that led to an extension of 
political participation beyond the social circles surrouriding the dominant 
Classes. The particular politics of working-class organizations took different 
forms and often expressed reservations about participation in a political process 
pjased against subordinate class interests. That rhetoric, however, which can 
Tor instance easily be found in the debates in the German Social Democratic 
p,arty before World War I, must not be allowed to obscure the basically 
:democratic thrust of working-class interests; there was hardly a more reliably 
'PTo-democratic force in Germany than the SPD. And the SPD was not a 
.marginal case but was typical of other national working-class parties (Therborn 
;i{9.77; Zolberg 1986). 
V;. In the relative class power model of democratization that stands at the center '{)four analytic framework, it is a crucial hypothesis that the relative size and the 
f�ensity of organization of the working class - of employed manual labor outside 
j,9f:agriculture - are of critical importance for the advance of democracy. At the 
"sa.me time; the conditions under which the social construction of working-class 
lmterests takes a non-democratic form - as it did in Leninism and in Peron
!i�I1l - also deserve close attention. 
Ii The working class was - contrary to socialist expectations - far too weak to 
a.chieve by itself democratic rights for the subordinate classes. 16  If this was true 

l�fthe countries of early capitalist development, it is an even more significant 
)�onsideration in the analysis of the late developing countries of the Third 
f:World. In late developing countries the relative size of the urban working class 
,�� typically smaller because of uneven, "enclave" development, because of 
:cnanges in the overall transnational structure of production, and because of the ielated stronger growth of the tertiary sector. That means that alliances across 
:£l;tss boundaries become critically important for the advance of democracy. 
'ic, The potential allies of the working class do not, however, emerge indepen
{di:ndy of the class structure. They can hardly be understood as groupings in a 
!:£lass-neutral political structure that happen to present themselves as allies of 
;!\\P.or . because of the accidental play of politics or by reasori of democratic )principle. It is primarily other previously excluded classes that constitute such 
a�Qtential allies. Historically, it was the urban and the rural petty bourgeoi
t��� - merchants, craftsmen, farmers and other self-employed groups with at 
)m,9st a few employees - who were the most significant allies of the working 
i�J;tss in Europe. In Latin America, the employed middle classes were more 
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important. To play this role, however, it was necessary that they had consider� 
able autonomy from dominant interests. This was of special importance for 
small farmers where large landowners constituted a politically significant force;' 

The specific patterns of alliance and conflict in class relations are contingent 
on the variable construction of class interests. A radicalization of working clasS 
struggle may, for instance, not only divide the working-class; it may also 
significantly reduce the chances of building a broad pro-democratic coalition 
between different segments of the middle classes and the working class. In tum; 
the degree of intransigence of elites may open or close alliance options for other 
classes. 

. 

The urban and rural middle classes also can take the lead in the struggle f6r, 
democracy, with an often still small working class in a secondary role. Even 
professionals and entrepreneurs may play a significant role, provided that they 
see their interests sufficiently protected and anticipate gains from a mote 
inclusive democratization. Yet the particular pro-democratic character of 
working-class interests shows itself not only in labor's role in the original 
process of democratization; we would also expect it to express itself in tht 
defense of democratic institutions when these come under attack, as they did i� 
Europe in the 1 930s or in Latin America in the 1 960s and 1 970s. 

. 

Landlords stand at the opposite pole from the working class in their 
constitutional interests. A first cause of this lies in the fact that landlords were 
the dominant class of agrarian feudalism, whiCh in all its varieties was 
incompatible with democratic rule. This typically had lasting effects on the 
political orientations of the landlord class well beyond the transformation of the 
economic system. 

. 

These historical causes are paralleled and reinforced by the current political 
and economic interests of large landlords. Any class that is dominant both 
economically and politically will not be eager to dilute its political power by 
democratization. More important than this near-universal tendency of the 
powerful to preserve their position, is - for a certain kind of agriculture - a 
specific interest linking the economic and political interests of landlords: Large 
landowners will be the more anti-democratic the more they rely for the control 
of their labor force on state-backed coercion rather than on the working of the 
market. This anti-democratic consequence of "labor repressive agriculture� 
was a central point of Moore's (1 966) comparative historical analysis, and it 
received confirmation in the quantitative cross-national study of Paige (1975) 
that examined similar assumptions. Finally, peasants with small or no land 
holdings often represent a greater threat to the interests of large landowners 
than workers to the interests of employers, because they demand land far more 
frequently than workers insist on control of the means of industrial production: 

A large and politically significant landlord class, especially one that relies on 
labor repressive agriculture, inhibits democratization in several ways. It oftert 
shapes the character of the state apparatus so as to .make democratization more 
difficult; to this we will turn in the next section. It may be able to "co-opt" the 
emerging bourgeoisie or parts of it and establish an anti-democratic coalition 
composed of elements of both the old and the new dominant classes. It is likely 
to have a strong hegemonic influence on dependent peasants and often also on 
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iPe rural , middle classes. And it can, of course, wield its own considerable 
tconomic and social power in more direct ways. 
Yh.The bourgeoisie is a much less consistently and radically anti-democratic 
force - similar to large landowners who are not historical descendants of a 
f�udal aristocracy and who do not rely on repressive means of labor control. 
Reflection ' on the modal class interests of the bourgeoisie reveals its liberal 
potential but also indicates its limitations as an agent of democratization beyond 
:Iiberalism. 
,M,;The primary economic interest of the bourgeoisie as a class lies in the 
Wvelopment and guarantee of the institutional infrastructure of capitalist 
&evelopment - in the institutions of property and contract, in the predictability 
:6fjudicial decisions, in the functioning of markets for capital, goods and 
S'ervices; and labor, and in the protection against unwelcome state intervention. 
At the same time, the common class interest stands against the collective 
:9rganization of labor and other subordinate classes - the premier mode of 
�lripowerment of the many. Furthermore, different fractions of the bourgeoisie 
have always had interests that involved directly favorable state action beyond the fohnal guarantees of property and market functioning - such as protection of 
,monopolies, tax-financed subsidies, or tariff barriers against foreign competition; . A�i)The first set of bourgeois class interests demand a state that concentrates on 
ifrinnally universalistic institutions and largely limits itself to that. This state grinception is liberal in its self-limitation and in its regard for individual 
'liberties. It cannot be too democratic, however, because it cannot be responsive 
i6(;jnterests that are at odds with the formalism of liberal law and of state 
,�ureaucracy and with the impersonal functioning of the market. The major 
l?ontrary force here are the subordinate classes insisting on democratic palticipation and demanding that their interests be protected against injuries 
;f:l'pm the market, enforced by formalist law and a minimalist state. This clash of 
)�terests has repeatedly led to capitalist political interventions obstructing 
d.emocratization or - in a later phase - suspending existing democratic institu
JIQns. The last set of bourgeois interests, finally, the interest in state action �¢cdy aiding particular forms of capital accumulation, creates a similar, 't!10ugh typically less strong dependence on supportive state action as we sbserved as a consequence of labor repressive agriculture for the landowning 
;class . .  �HHistorical reality is, of course, far more complex than these observations on 
�e"'modal interests of different classes suggest. It is more varied across 
c()untries and historical constellations. The factors that account for this 
:¢()ll1plexity will therefore have to have a central place in the comparative 
Historical analysis. The major factors relevant here are, in our view: first, the �i)ciaI construction of class interests in the process of collective organization; 
;��'�ond, the persistence of organizational forms, alliances, and ideological 
;9nentations beyond the causal conditions of their original formation; and third, 
'�efperceptions of immediate and anticipations of future opportunities and p#eats, which are shaped by historical experience both within and beyond the 
pl;irders of one country. 
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How these factors modifY the historical articulation of class interests and; 
result in quite contrasting constellations of alliance and conflict can be 
indicated here only by a few illustrative arguments. The classic · (though not: 
typical) historical sequence - represented by the English process of democrati-! 
zation - is the slow expansion of democratic rights from aristocracy to gentry' 
and bourgeoisie, to petty bourgeoisie and upper working-class, to all mal�; 
adults, and then to the whole adult population. This sequence may have favoreq, 
the maintenance and the continuous development of liberal political institu�;' 
tions, but it favored at the same time the pursuit of dominant class interests and 
it undercut as well as shaped the articulation of subordinate class interests; We. 
think here both of the coercive defeat of the Chartist demands for universal. 
male suffrage and of the subsequent phased extensions of the vote, which put: 
the Conservatives and the Liberals in competition for the new electorate but 
also gave them a chance to put their imprint on the organized expression of 
working-class interests for some time to come. 

One may well consider this historical development as a deformation of 
working-class interests. It certainly protected dominant interests from radicar 
threats. But the role of bourgeois-led parties can also be seen as criticaUy 
positive for the mobilization of subordinate classes and the articulation of their 
interests. Which of these - on their face contradictory - views one adopts, 
depends presumably on counterfactual assumptions about the particular case: 
Measured against the desolate subordination, small size, and disorganization 
that characterize the working class in quite a few Third World countries, even 
bourgeois-led parties may help articulate working-class interests and advance 
their chances of organization far more than a class-based collective action ever 
could. By contrast, their impact may be judged as demobilizing on the strength 
of a very different evaluation of working-class organizational potential in a 
particular historical situation. 

The English sequence of democratization is instructive in quite another way; 
Often taken as the paradigmatic path of political development, it actually is a 
precedent that was followed by more deviant than conforming cases. This is no 
accident. The pace of capitalist development, its timing relative to that of other 
countries (which affects the horizons of historical experience), and the rise of 
organized expression of different class interests are not chained to each other in 
invariant relations. 

In fact, both historical learning and the changing impact of one political 
economy on the other make these relations systematically different from each 
other across time. The German bourgeoisie took a far less open and liberal 
political position than its English counterpart. This cannot be understoQd 
without attention to the facts that Germany was a latecomer to capitalist 
development (if an early latecomer), that its pace of industrialization was faster; 
and that the bourgeoisie already felt threatened by the emergent working-class 
when it was still engaged in fighting for its own right to political participation. In 
other countries, for instance in Latin America, we expect to find constellations 
of class interests and their articulations that are again very different from both 
England and European latecomers. 

Perceptions of threat, especially those guiding the organizations acting on 
behalf of dominant class interests, are critically important for the chances of 
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democratization. In many cases, the dominant i.nterests are strong enough to 
foil advances in democratization if they perceive radical threats to their 
interests. These perceptions are not simply reflections of objective conditions 
but represent symbolic constructs that are subject to hegemonic and counter
hegemonic contention. Once established, they often remain a potent force for 
long periods of time. An obvious contemporary illustration is the fear of 
communism in many Third World countries that are in the midst of struggles 
a�out democratization. 

State Structures and Democracy 

The relative class power model of democratization has to be modified by 
�Qringing the state back in" (Evans et al. 1985). If the struggle for democracy is 
��struggle about power, we cannot confine our attention to the structure of 
power in civil society and the economy. Any modern state is on its own a 
significant part of the overall landscape of power. The state apparatus is 
furthermore of special relevance because it is always a major actor in that field 
in, which democratic rule must prove itself as effective and real - the power to 
shape authoritative decisions, binding for aliP 
r�, : 

�tate autonomy and democracy 
" , 

When we initially discussed the very possibility of democracy, we encountered a 
tirst condition without which democracy cannot exist - a fairly strong institu
tional differentiation of the political realm of formal collective decision making 
from the overall system of inequality in a society. Without it, a significant role of the many in governance is inconceivable. Such institutional differentiation - in 
SQme measure characteristic of all modern societies - gives government and 
politics a certain autonomy from social power and privilege, but it certainly does 
not make structured inequality irrelevant . 

• " The relations between the structure of social and economic power and the 
state ' have been the subject of protracted debate, especially among marxist 
$cholars. At the center of these discussions was the issue of the "autonomy of 
the state".18 We take the position that this autonomy is variably determined by 
historical conditions that do not stand in a one-to-one relationship to capitalist 
development. The rise of the modern state cannot be explained adequately by 
Jhe needs of emergent capitalism; it had its own roots and determinants, even if its relations to the capitalist transformation of economy and society quickly 
attained central importance for both sides - for the new state apparatuses as 
well as the new economic forms and elites (Weber 1922/1 968; Tilly 1975). 
, Furthermore, modern states cannot be understood merely in relation to their 
own societies. Each must be seen as part of a system of states. The relations 
among states have their own dynamics of challenge and response, ascendancy and defeat (which give the discipline of international relations its remarkably 
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self-contained character) . Involvement in this field of interstate relations is one 
of the bases of the state's partial independence from the internal constellations 
of socioeconomjc interest and power (Hintze 1975) . This means that states 
must be seen in both contexts at once - as "potentially autonomous organiza
tions located at the interface of class structures and international situations" 
(Skocpol 1979: 33). 

The modern state, then, has in our view a potential autonomy that is far. 
greater than most varieties of marxist conceptions of the state allow, concep� 
tions that for instance see the state as an · instrument in the hands of the 
dominant classes or assign it a "relative" autonomy that does exist vis-a-vis 
even the dominant ciasses but is limited to maintaining the capitalist system in! 
good working order. However, if the modern state has indeed a very consider} 
able potential autonomy, the actual autonomy of concrete states varies widely,' 
depending oil a constellation of factors as yet rather incompletely understood) 

While this variable autonomy of the state can hardly be stressed enough; 
another proposition is equally important: the state is almost inevitably part of 
any pact of domination that in effect determines the substance of the major: 
collective decisions. The system of domination in all modern societies includes 
the state; and the articulation of state power with the power structure of the. 
society is decisive for the overall system of domination. .. 

The colonial state represents a special case because it typically had greater: 
autonomy from the indigenous society than virtually any other state. This is of 
great importance for the "new nations" of the Third World, since state 
structures and their articulations with civil society often persist once firmly set 
True, decolonization often constituted a radical break, and one certainly canno.t 
count on simple continuities - the "colonial inheritance" - in state-society. 
relations in new nations. But the transformations of decolonization and their 
impact on state autonomy take a different form depending on the level o� 
economic development, the density of civil society, and the relative strength of 
different social classes. , 

How is state autonomy related to democracy? One may be tempted to giv� 
the apparendy obvious answer: They stand in opposition to each other. TM 
more autonomous the state apparatus and its managers from the forces of 
society, the less the chances of democracy, or if democratic forms exist, the! 
more likely that they are merely formal, a pretense. J 

This is a seriously incomplete view, because it treats "the forces of society�i 
without any differentiation. Some distinctions focusing on class will make this; 
clear. In most marxist discussions, the autonomy of the state means first an�: 
foremost autonomy from the dominant class, in capitalism from the bourgeoi�� 
sie. We do not accept this as the exclusive meaning of autonomy. The concept] 
of state autonomy must retain a more comprehensive meaning to be put to fuU) 
use, but autonomy from dominant interests is clearly one facet of critica� 
importance. Some autonomy of the state from the dominant classes, from th�! 
bourgeoisie and especially - where it still exists - from the landlord class, is �l 
necessary condition for democracy to be possible and meaningful. If the state � 
simply a tool of the dominant classes, democracy is either impossible or a mei�l 
form. Such autonomy of the state is in fact but one aspect of the differentiatiot\'\ 

::'/{ 
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iPetween political collective decision making ,and the wider structures of 
;:inequality. 
;.; This consideration suggests that pre-democratic pacts of domination, 
� especially those involving - in addition to state and bourgeoisie - a landlord 
i'Class that relies on labor repressive agriculture, probably have to break up 
before democratization has a serious chance. That hypothesis is in accord with 

ilM.0ore's analysis, and it is reminiscent of a condition of social revolutions which 
�yoluntaristic theories of revolution have always neglected - that revolutionary �ituations can hardly occur unless the system of domination is seriously 
�;9amaged, that they cannot be understood just as the result of pressures from ��.elow, however desperate (Skocpol 1979). &.li\The autonomy of the state from the dominant classes can, obviously, never t�e complete. Where the landowning aristocracy has close relations to the state 
:apparatus, as is typical of landlords relying on coercive means oflabor control, ;�)he interests of landowners have often been firmly imprinted on governmental 
�6rganization and its corps of civil servants. Once institutionalized, this orienta
�)�pn 'and the associated anti-democratic proclivities can well persist even after 
;!tlie economic power of landlords has waned. i��%tSuch patterns of recruitment for top positions and the peculiar esprit de �Sprps of higher civil servants and military officers are critical for linking the f�t� apparatus to - or insulating it from - the interests and orientations of 
'��Ij(ferent classes. At the same time, recruitment patterns and esprit de corps are 
ia�dsive for the degree and the character of the state apparatus's corporate 
;;ii��ntitity and its ability to act coherently. 
,��(t;Jn the context of capitalism, the state relies for its own revenue on the health 
;o!¢.e economy. That entails a special dependence on the interests of capital 
>q�ers and managers . .  1t is above all their reactions and anticipations that 
��t�present the "business climate," which is so often decisive for the success of 
;:'st�te policies. And it is their investment decisions that determine future 

i�Zohomic growth, stagnation, or recession and with that the level of employ:ment and the development of tax revenue. This is the basic dependence 
;'it6nstraining state autonomy in capitalist societies . 
. '�([hese constraints do leave space for significant state action. The state 
,#pparatus may have accumulated enough power on its own to act with some 
;'�)j�onomy even against dominant interests. Equally important, the power 
'�pstellations in economy and society may have shifted so as to make state 
<�£�on less dependent on dominant, and more responsive to subordinate class 
ljqti:rests. Thus, if and to the extent that working-class organizations and " �9cililist parties acquired sufficient strength, as they did especially in the small 

;A�Dlocracies of western Europe, state-society relations were transformed and 
. '�e , interests of the subordinate classes were better served by the state 
;��Jephens 1979c) . ;)';&[he intuitive plausibility of an inverse relation between state autonomy and 
j��ocracy makes more sense if we use a broader conception of state autonomy. 
: �!tate apparatus that enjoys considerable autonomy vis-a-vis the mass of the 

p�p1.l1ation - the petty bourgeoisie, small farmers as well as the working
.:¢laSs - is unlikely to be a factor favorable for democratization. The more 
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resourceful and powerful the state apparatus, the less likely that the subordinate 
classes of the population are strong enough to impose democratic rule on the; 
system of domination. 19 .'. 

Taken together with the previous point, these considerations suggest that 
while state autonomy vis-a-vis the dominant classes is a necessary conditioll of 
effective democracy, the same state strength that contributes to this outcome 
may enable the state to overpower the pro-democratic forces in the rest of the; 
society. Processes of democratization, then, must steer between the Scylla ora: 
dependence of·the state on the dominant classes that is incompatible with 
democracy and the Charybdis of a state machinery too strong to be democra:'. 
tically tamed. 

. 

State and civil society 

Is the autonomy of the state vis-a-vis the population as a whole not limited, iti 
any political order, by the need of the system of rule to be legitimate in the eyes' 
of its citizens? And does this need not by its very nature hand a sort of 
quasi-democratic control over the state to the mass of the population? Though 
the position expressed in these questions is rarely argued explicitly, it is quite 
commonly taken for granted. Yet it is fundamentally mistaken. It turns the 
values of democracy into empirical assumptions about the functioning of ali' 
systems of domination. The reality of history shows a quite different pattern:,' 

a system of domination may - as often occurs in practice - be so completely " 
protected on the one hand by the obvious community of interest between the chief 
and his administrative staff . . . as opposed to the subjects, on the other hand by 
the helplessness of the latter, that it can afford to drop even the pretense of a claim 
to legitimacy. (Weber 1922/1968: 214) 

Legitimation as well as other, weaker forms of consent are important only.' 
where people already have significant social power. Only if the subordinate 
classes have acquired significant power does it make any difference whether a 
state is legitimate in their eyes or not. 

. 

The many acquire power primarily through organization. As we have seen, 
capitalist development has two consequences that are relevant here. It make& 
generally for a denser civil society, and that eases the problems of organization 
for collective action. And it shifts agricultural workers and small farmers into. 
the urban labor force, where they have far better chances of collective. 
organization. 

High organizational density in society - among all classes but especially 
among the subordinate classes - is an important counterweight to the power of 
the state apparatus. A dense civil society widens the passage between the Scylla 
of a state so dominated by landlords and bourgeoisie that democracy becomes 
impossible or meaningless and the Charybdis of an authoritarian leviathaq 
strong enough to overwhelm all democratic forces in society. 

. 
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" At the same time, the state has many ways of shaping the development of civil 
society. It can ease or obstruct the organization of different class interests; it can 
empower or marginalize existing organizations; it may succeed in co-optation 
and, in ' the extreme, use whole organizational networks as conduits of 
hegemonic influence. The complex interdependence of state and civil society 
creates a wide variety of possible relations between the state and different social 
Classes and, consequently, of conditions conducive or hostile to democracy. 
',' The ways in which organized religion is related to the state is of great 
itnportance for our inquiry. Whether there is religious division, whether a �hurch is closely allied with the state andlor dominant classes, whether a 
strongly organized church stands apart from and possibly in opposition to the 
state apparatus, whether religious movements and sects have developed an 
autonomous and dense organizational network - these questions are critical in ititalyzing the overall relations of state and civil society. Again, we will 
�tnphasize the impact these differences have on the chances of dominant 
classes to gain and maintain cultural hegemony as well as on the chances of 
subordinate classes to retain some autonomy. As indicated earlier, we will seek 
ftuelate ,earlier scholarly work that took its cues from different theoretical 
�rientations to the class analytic framework we develop here. Especially relevant 
Wthe comparative historical work of Upset and Rokkan (in particular Upset .�nd Rokkan 1 967; Rokkan 1970) which examined the lasting imprints of state 
(ormation, church-state relations, and class on political alignments. 

The monopoly of violence 

ifhe modern state claims a monopoly on the use of coercion and violence. It 
acmes these means of power to any other actor in society. Even where this 
policy does not succeed fully, it leads to a massive concentration of the coercive 
tools of power in the hands of the state. At the same time, the monopoly of the 
Jise of coercion is the basis of authoritative decision making binding for all. It is, 
i,n:fac.t, yet another aspect of that differentiation of collective political decision
/iiaking from the wider structures of inequality we have touched on repeatedly. 
Where the consolidation of this authority of the state is seriously in question, 
�here it is challenged by armed conflict and where its reach is uncertain, 
4emocratic forms of rule are impossible. 
\ The particular role played by the means of coercion in a given state structure 
,and in its relation to the wider society can be decisive for the chances of 
!�emocratization (Stepan 1988). If the organizations of coercion and vio
lel1ce - the police and the military - are strong within the overall state appa
ratus, the situation is quite unfavorable for democracy. Even in advanced 
,capitalist, democratic societies, a large and powerful military establishment 
reduces the sphere of decisions subject to democratic decision-making. Not 
�rily is the ethos of the armed forc;es - an ethos of command and obedience, of 
iprder and loyalty - typically at odds with democratic values, but their organiza#onal interests and often their class position as well also predispose them �gainst rule of !he people. In the Third World, a strong military is one of the 
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major obstacles to successful democratization. And the export of weaponry anM, 
other military technology - stimulated by East -West tensions and often sup�� 
ported with military aid - is one of the major ways in which western democra;;,'; 
cies undercut democratization in the Third World. ;' 

"Tocquevillean " ejJeas of state struaures 

State structures and state policies have effects other than those intended by; 
policy makers; the patterns of state organization and state action may have an 
impact on society that is often not noticed by the actors themselves and everi: 
more rarely intended. These "Tocquevillean" structural effects20 profoundlY; 
influence all fonns of collective action in society. They have complex and, 
contradictory relations to democratization particularly as they affect the'; 
articulation of state and civil society and influence the formation of classes and 
their interrelations. . ... 

A counterintuitive example of the restructuring of state-society relations is' 
found in European absolutism. The autocratic rule of absolutism is hardly, o� 
its face, a phenomenon favorable to democracy. Yet it is arguable that the' 
bureaucratic universalism of the modem state had egalitarian consequences' 
The equality of the subjects of absolutism in continental Europe can be, 
analyzed as one of the foundations of democratic citizenship. By the same 
token, absolute rule advanced the differentiation of state and society. 

State structures and the unanticipated consequences of state action are also 
closely interrelated with developments in the class structure. This applies with 
special force to landowners and the bourgeoisie because their role in the system 
of domination links them cl0sely to the state. Not only are state structures; 
imprinted with the interests and views of dominant classes, but these classes in 
turn are shaped in their organization and outlook by their relations with the 
state in the context of the wider system of domination. Yet, the same bask 
proposition holds also for the subordinate classes, for changes in their oudook 
and organization. ]iirgen Kocka has, for instance, raised the possibility that the 
German working class was more united and broadly organized in part because, 
of unintended consequences of state action: "Government supervision and 
repression did not focus on specific occupations but on journeymen and 
workers in general. Probably this helped them to identify as workers instead of 
as members of particular crafts or special skill groups" (Kocka 1985: 291). In 
addition, measures of control and repression were in this case complemented 
by social security policies that also focused on workers as such, inscribing a 
unitary class conception into these new institutional structures. "Tocquevil· 
lean," unintended effects shade over into intentional and consciously conceived 
policies. If German socia:! policy contributed unwittingly to a unification of the 
working-class, many states - Germany included - carefully underline and pro� 
teet in their legislation the distinction between blue collar working-class and 
white collar employees, however routine the work of the latter - clearly a policy 
of dividing the working-class. 
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.• Finally we can point to effects that democratization itself may have on the 
patterns of class formation. Here historical sequence matters decisively. 
Working classes that had to fight for democratic participation tend to be more 
�o�esive and more politically radical than 'Working-classes that faced less 
struggle or - as in the North American case - that constituted themselves 
structurally after the struggle for more or less inclusive democracy was won 
(Katznelson and Zolberg 1986). 

Democracy and the Transnational Structures of Power 

·To the relative power of classes and the partially autonomous state we must add 
.a third dimension of power relations: transnational power structures and their 
impact on the internal system of rule. Countries - their states and their political 
economies - do not exist in isolation from each other. The relations to other 
states are always a central element on the agenda of state policy. In fact, it is 
only as part of a system a/states that the modern state and its development can be 
understood. 

Equally important, no modem economy is limited to its country's borders . 
. Increasingly, national economies have become involved in worldwide economic 
relations and found - or were forced into - a place in the worldwide division of 
labor. This integration in the transnational economy has a significant impact on 
the internal class structures, and international capital interests become a 
significant factor in internal class relations. It is quite plausible, then, to 
·consider transnational structures of power - both political and economic 
international relations - as vitally important for the internal power balance of a 
tountry and thus for the chances of democracy. 
>/The impact of the worldwide economy is not merely a matter of market 
forces. While the international market is much less open to economic 
intervention and intentional structuring than the internal economy, states as 
well as transnational corporations do exert a significant influence by command 
and agreement rather than merely through market exchange. The more 
powerful among them put their stamp on the world economy and relegate 
weaker political economies to a position of dependence. 

The three broad components of our analytic framework introduced so Jar - relative class power, the state as a partially autonomous block of power, 
and· the transnational power structure - are complexly intertwined with each 

'other. We have seen that the state's involvement in transnational relations is one ��portant basis of its very autonomy vis-a-vis the internal structure of social and economic power. Transnational relations affect the development of 
national economies. And the position of a country in the international division 
pf labor is a major determinant of the relative size and power of its dominant 
';lIld subordinate classes. Within" often harsh constraints, states - even small 
: states - do have some freedom of action on the international scene. They even can modifY the impact of transnational economic relations on the national . . 
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political economy though, to be sure, their capacity for such action varies; 
tremendously. Finally, internal class relations and in particular the nature ofth�: 
overall system of domination, which now often includes international capital as 
a significant actor, are in turn one major determinant of the capacity of states to 
act effectively in the transnational scene. . 

.. 

Rather than turning immediately to the effects of transnational dependence 
and interdependence, we begin our discussion of international power relations 
with the impact of the most radical disruption of transnational interdepen� 
dence - the consequences of war. 

War and democratization 

The most dramatic manifestation of inter-state power relations certainly is war/ 
That warfare has a close relation to democratization has often been noted:! 
Previous arguments have prepared the explanation: any major war strengthens 
the hand of the state vis-a-vis its partners in the existing system of dominatiol), 
and this may loosen the coherence of that coalition. More important, moderIl' 
mass-mobilization warfare involves the willing participation of the many, both 
in the field and at home. It has therefore typically ' led states to make major 
concessions to the subordinate classes. Working-class organizations often had 
to be included in the ruling coalition, and the pressure to extend the vote t6 
women and excluded racial groups mounted. Even though such social mobiliza� 
tion for war can also be achieved under authoritarian auspices and even though 
after the conclusion of a war we frequently see attempts to contain and reverse 
such gains (as was the case after both World Wars in the United States), 
modern mass warfare tends to iive a powerful momentum to already existing 
pro-democratic pressures: A now nearly forgotten US Senator, Barkley . of 
Kentucky, gave eloquent expression to this in 1946 in a debate on civil rights: 

I voted, Mr. President, to extend the arm of the Federal Government into every 
home and into every city and into every town in the United States and take from 
the homes and communities every able-bodied man available for military service 
without regard to race, color, creed, religion, ancestry, or origin . . . .  I do not see 
how I, having voted to subject men to compulsory service in behalf of our 
institutions in wartime, can refuse to vote for the same kind of democracy in peace 
when the war has been won. (Quoted in Leuchtenburg 1 986: 592) 

If the economic exertions of a major war are ovenvhelming and especially if 
the war is then lost, the earlier ruling coalition may not merely be transformed 
in its internal balance, it may break up - creating profound political instability 
and the potential for rapid advances toward democracy. This is often over
looked when subsequent constitutional change is simply attributed to imposi
tion by the victorious powers - the commonsense view of democratization in 
Japan and Germany after World War 11.21 We do, of course, not deny thai 
foreign imposition - in colonies as well as in defeated countries - may have 
some effect and even constitute a lasting imprint. But the outcome is inevitably 
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shaped, especially in the longer run, by the internal structure of power, by the 
r�lations of power among the classes, and by the articulation of state structure �ith the patterns of economic and social power in society. 
' The power vacuum created by such a break-up of the system of domination 

lieed_not, of course, be an opening for democracy. The outcome may well be a 
different form of authoritarian rule, as it was in Russia after 1917. If the power 
vacuum is primarily filled by an expansion of the role of the state, non-
4emocratic outcomes are virtually inevitable. This depends pardy on the 
international environment, but the critical question here reverts again to relative 
cl;L'5 p()wer. If the subordinated classes have - or can develop - organizations 
'strong ellough to control the state apparatus, they can take advantage of the 
weakening of the dominant classes, and advances toward democracy become 
more likely. An important further question is whether the antagonisms between 
different potentially pro-democratic groups are seen as bridgeable or, alternatively, whether earlier divisions and cleavages are so deep as to preclude 
coalition building as well as even antagonistic co-operation. j; There are other reasons why war has by no means unambiguously positive 
�dnsequences for democracy. One of its major effects may be a strengthening 
bYthe military apparatus, which under most conditions is a development hostile 
�o democracy. A heightening of nationalism, another likely correlate of war, 
�6ften eases the hegemonic influence of dominant over subordinate classes. 
�Ki') ,? 

(fhe impact of economic and geo-political dependence 
�;.;;> , 
jrhe less - developed countries find themselves typically in posltlons in the 
international division of labor that severely affect their internal development. If 'this combines with an unfavorable position in the geo-political interstate 
r�liltions, one can speak of sovereignty only in a very reduced and formal sense. 
We have seen in the previous chapter that many analysts have viewed such a 
tondition of dependency as radically inhibiting democratization. Yet we have 
also seen that the empirical cross-national evidence does not support these 
'tadical claims. It is at best ambiguous. 
{ Recent developments in dependency theory, which focus on the conse
quences of dependence for economic development, have led to a paradigmatic 
shift away from radical claims that were both rigid and unhistorical. The new 
�ews no longer see dependency as a unitary phenomenon which has homoge
fieous consequences - the obstruction of development and the creation of 
underdevelopment - across a wide range of historical situations, but adopt a 
more complex conception. In this conception dependence remains central but 
can take different forms, can interact with significant technological develop
ments, . can be counterbalanced by state action, and can lead to a variety of 
outcomes (Cardoso and Faletto 1979; Evans 1 979; Evans and Stephens 1988). 
This new conception of dependency appears also best suited for the comparat
ive study of its impact on the chances of democracy. 
: :  A dependent niche in the worldwide division of labor does not leave the class 
structure -untouched, because it affects the internal economic development. 
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Therborn (1 977: 31-2) offers a succinct description of the modal conse," 
quences. Though it probably paints too homogeneous a picture, it gives a; 
powerful indication of the kinds of changes a comparative historical analysis will; 
� to �� � 

First, dependent capitalist development has severely restricted the internal ' 
differentiation of the capitalist class, making it instead largely dependent on One 
external centre . . . .  Secondly, the lopsided, extemaJly dependent growth of petty 
and generalized commodity production has rendered the economic base ex
tremely fragile and vulnerable to international crises, thus leaving the indigenous 
bourgeoisies little room for manoeuvre vis-a-vis the exploited classes . . . . The 
frequent intertwining of capitalist with feudal, slave or other pre-capitalist modes 
of exploitation, as well as the combination of enclave capitalism with subsistence 
farming, has impeded the development of impersonal rule of capital . . .  and a free 
labour market, thereby seriously limiting the growth both of the labour move
ment . . .  and of an agrarian small and petty bourgeoisie. 

In this view, dependent capitalist development, then, weakens the two effec�: 
of development on the class structure we identified earlier as most favoring: 
democratization: an expansion and strengthening of the working-class and �' 
reduction of the large landowning class in size as well as political power. It alsQ' 
tends to conserve labor repressive agriculture and to weaken the autonomy of 
subordinate classes such as the peasantry and petty bourgeoisie from the, 
landlords' anti-democratic hegemonic influence. More generally, dependent 
development has been shown to increase consistently the degree of socioeco
nomic inequality (Chase-Dunn 1975; Rubinson 1976; Bornschier and Chase� 
Dunn 1985), and that can - though it does not regularly - inhibit democratiza� 
tion. 

Whatever the consequences of dependent development for the relative siz� 
and strength of different classes, dependency often but not always creates 
strong bonds of common interest between the dominant classes in core 
countries and their counterparts in the dependent country. The state in the, 
dependent political economy may then become the third part, and an important 
instrument, of a "triple alliance" (Evans 1 979) that stands in a fairly strong 
position against the interests of subordinate classes. 

There are quite a few reasons to expect that dependent states have strong 
incentives to buttress as much as possible their autonomy, among them the' 
unfavorable position of their political economies in the worldwide division of 
labor and the chance to modify this insertion into transnational economiq 
relations to the country's advantage by state action. At the same time, th� 
strengthening of civil society that may counterbalance such state strength in 
internal state-society relations is likely to be retarded by structural effects of 
dependence - for instance by the divisive effects of greater income inequality 
and uneven development. This would be another reason to expect negativ� 
effects of dependence on democracy. . . 

We must remember, however, that neither Muller (1985) nor Bollen (1983) 
found in their quantitative cross-national studies any overall relationship 
between democracy and such measures of economic dependence as the, 
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Rcesence of transnational corporations and the concentration of foreign trade 
on one or a few partners. Bollen did find a -negative correlation between pemocracy and dependence - independent of level of development - only when 'he used a measure for dependence that included, in addition to trade flows, a 

:�umber of political variables such as treaty memberships and military interven
.tions . 
••..... This suggests that the effects of economic dependency as such are far less 
Hear-cut than the impact of radically unequal interstate relations. On that 

: i!lterpretation of Bollen's results it would be problematic to assume a 
.generalized negative effect on democracy via the impact of dependent developinent on the class structure. This does not imply that an unfavorable Aevelopment of the class structure becomes irrelevant nor that there are no powerful anti-democratic alliances of international capital and the local domi
)iant classes. Rather, these effects may be less than uniform consequences of 
.. ¢conomic dependency, and they may possibly be counteracted by other factors. 
�urthennore, where economic dependency is joined with geo-political depenA�nce, Bollen's results would support a fairly generalized negative conception 9�the effects of dependency on democracy. Such a combination of economic S�d political factors is likely wherever a dependent state plays a strong role in its 

�:RP1itical economy (as in the triple alliance analyzed by Evans 1979) and a core 
;����,te takes a strong geo-political interest. 
ieJt seems plausible, however, both on theoretical grounds and on a rough 
c,llmparative purview, to see the impact of unequal geo-political relations on the 
�hances of democratization also as contingent on specific situational factors. 
�ast-West tensions and the fear of communism have given especially American )ijterventions an anti-democratic cast that it may be imprudent to generalize b,eyond a particular world-historical constellation (Muller 1 985). Even within 

,Wis .overall constellation, geo-politically motivated pressures and interventions ,4,iffered strikingly across regions. Thus, since the early twentieth century, the 
7fol� of the United States has been overwhelmingly negative in its Central 
:i:Wnerican "backyard:" with rare exceptions, US interventions supported anti
: democratic forces against the threat of radical social transfonnation. But �,! J�' , "\ 
.'pressures of the northern European democracies (and in part also of the United 
;,'§tottes) supported very different, democratizing developments in Spain, Porfmgal, an4 Greece (Whitehead 1986b). This may be related to the different �Qdal bllse of European democracies; but it is conceivable that the future 
'i,�erican role in East Asia might resemble these latter cases more than the part 
.played by the United States in Central America. . 
\\\,1 On these grounds we will adopt an "agnostic" position on any generalizable 
;�o,V�ral1 relationship between democracy and politicaVeconomic dependence in 
�transnational relations. This does not mean, however, that the position of a Y#i�imtry in the transnational division of labor and inter-state relations is 
irrelevant for its chances of democratization. It does mean that these chances 
', 'are dependent on power relations among groups and institutions whose :fuierests stand to benefit or suffer by democratization. Transnational power 
\;r�lations are an integral part of these constellations that interact with the other 
:Jqrces and developments. It is because of the variability of these interactions 
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that simple generalizations based on transnational power configurations alone 
are bound to fail. 

. 

Transnational cultural flows 
Dependency and world system theory have recently attempted to include also. 
the cultural sphere (e.g. Meyer 1980). Cultural premises and ideals are 
certainly relevant to the process of democratization. However, the critical 
question concerns the extent to which they are effectively grounded in social 
forces and institutional structures. To include cultural traditions and innova� 
tions .  as a major component of our analytic framework presupposes that they 
have a strong enough effect on the relevant constellations of power to make a 
clear-cut difference for the chances of democracy. 

. . 

Democratic aspirations certainly were ideals that traveled across interna' 
tional borders. Such transnational cultural flows had, however, little effect if the 
structural conditions were not favorable. For instance, the diffusion of 
democratic ideals to Latin America in the nineteenth century did not signifi� 
cantly advance democratization at that time. 

As noted earlier, democracy is today an internationally accepted' ideal; 
however variably "democracy" may be interpreted. This acceptance is based 
largely on the experience with Fascism and its defeat as well as on the rejection 
of Stalinism. Though one may be skeptical about the real meaning of that 
rhetorical triumph, this worldwide near-consensus is not without effect-Ill tIi� 
second half of the twentieth century it has become difficult for dictators to 
promise a "Thousand Year Reich"; more often than not they rather choose to 
legitimate their regime as "preparing the country for democracy". Similariy; 
when democracy is introduced it is much harder than in the nineteenth century 
to privilege certain classes of voters or to institute formal limitation . of the 
suffrage and exclude whole segments of the population. But other types oj 
restrictions remain exceedingly common. 

. . . " 

Clearly this worldwide cultural hegemony of democratic ideals is tied to .� 
specific historical constellation. Its effects become more Significant whenit j� 
backed by powerful transnational pressures. These may develop on a small 
scale from the training of professionals abroad. On a larger scale, pressurefro� 
significant foreign partners can have a powerful effect. But, as we just saw, it � 
hardly assured that such pressure will be forthcoming even from the mo�l 
established democratic political systems, and where it does exist it cann()t be 
expected to compensate for missing internal conditions. . .... .. . : 

On its face more appealing is the idea that specific transfers of ideas aIid 
institutions from a cultural "cradle of democracy" havt: a positive effect on th� 
chances of democracy even in societies with a radically different sociij 
structure. One could point to England and its former colonies and cite the 
preponderance of democracies among the latter as support for the hypothesi�� 
Cross-national research confirmed commonsense notions of the relation 
between colonial status in the British empire and later democratization (Bollerl: 
1979; Bollen and Jackman 1985a). As argued earlier, however, it is possible to 
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give such quantitative associations very different interpretations. Broad correla
�()ns do not explain causality - they do not explain for instance why democracy 
broke down in the former British possessions in Africa. 

That these examples all involve pro-democratic transnational flows does of 
�ourse not deny the existence of other currents that affect the chances of 
�emocracy negatively. The spread of Fascist ideas between the World Wars 
�Il� the impact of the Cold War ideology after 1945 are two powerful instances. i' While we remain open to the possibility of direct cultural effects, especially if 9,ley ,have , institutional grounding, we maintain that it is the interaction of 
different clusters of power and interests that are decisive for the prospects of ��mocracy. 

�bmparative Research on Democracy in a New Framework 
. j "  

The analytic framework outlined deals with the structural conditions favoring 
�hd inhibiting democratization. It does not focus on the political constellations 
�d sequences involved in particular transitions toward or away from demo
gracy. 1t conceives of democracy as a political form that must be seen first and 
foremost as a matter of power. In the institutionally differentiated sphere of iQrmal political decision making it gives the many an effective share of power 
�y¢n though they do not rank high in the scales of wealth, honor, and social ]��ver as individuals. 
,'j,\,We maintain that this is a realistic conception even when applied to the 
'�ftually existing representative democracies, defined by free and fair elections 
'�tha suffrage inclusive of all classes, responsibility of the state apparatus to the 
�¢lected parliament, and civil rights protecting freedom of expression and 
.�Sochltion. At the same time, it must be recognized that formal democratic 
iJiistitutions can coexist with very different degrees of real political power of the :frIa1y: �ir:)loth the development of democratic institutions and the effective role of the :ma-nY in collective decision-making depend on power constellations. We have 
>�istinguished three clusters of which we consider the first of paramount 
'HnPortance: the balance of class power, the power and autonomy of the state �gpai'attJs and its articulation with civil society, and the transnational structures :kf power, AlI three interact with each other in complex ways. 
\�\{In all three clusters, we insist on the historical, sequential character of the 
!t�quired analysis. This is of critical importance, first, because many structures �aijd �onstellations persist and are influential beyond the historical configuration (pf,meir origin. Previous state structures and regime forms shape later political 
���yelopments; the original shape of class organization and the related social and 
)Mlitic:al constructions of class interests are powerful determinants of later 
l{(j,ms of class-based collective action; critical events - such as brutal repres,s,ipJ;l, a successful coup, or civil war - shape the perceptions of opportunity and 
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threat for long periods of time. A related, second, reason lies in the fact tha,t 
institutionalization of most significant patterns takes time - often generationaJ . 
turnover. Actually, elapsed time is not the critical factor. What is essential is tht�;. 
experience of successful responses to challenge. > '  

Both points significantly apply to democracy itself. Especially the civil righ� · 
of free' expression and association but also the rules of the political game, which',: 
channel conflict and give procedural protection to powerful interests, require��: 
prolonged process of habituation and institutionalization to become robust aM;; 
fully effective. At the same time, once effectively grounded these institutions 6(i 
mutual toleration protect the chances of oppositional forces to (re)gain politiC1ll 
power, and they enhance the opportunities for organizing the subordinai�� : 
classes. This underlies the fact that democracy itself has tendencies to persist:�; 
democracy begets democracy, at least under propitious conditions. If dem6�� 
cracy itself is one of the phenomena that tend to persist beyond th� conditionS,:. 
of their origin, an important methodological rule follows: one must be prepar�q,' 
to distinguish the causal conditions of the first installation of democracy from:�; 
those that maintain it after consolidation and even from those that detenuini; 
the chances of redemocratization after an intervening authoritarian regimei�� 
This rule does of course not deny that other, constant causes - such as th�; , 
balance of class power - remain critically important throughout. ·,t � 

Finally there is a third reason - again closely related to the first two - to insist': 
on a genetic, historical analysis. To put it simply: sequence matters. Among th�f '  
many examples that spring to mind are the relative timing of state building an�;, 
class formation, different sequences of industrialization and the first democra:� 
tic initiatives, and worldwide historical developments that give a differe�!; 
character to internal changes in a set of countries which are similar except fof.; 
their different world historical context. ;* 

Taken together, these reaSons for insisting on historical sequential ana1ys�( 
entail another conclusion: except at a very high level of abstraction, we cann6t(i 
expect similar forms of rule to be the result of a single set of causes, identic�t 
across a wide range of countries and historical configurations. Rather, once theJ:: 
analysis goes beyond the salience of the three clusters of power constellation wt2. 
identified - the balance of class power, the power and autonomy of the state{� 
and the transnational configuration of power - we must expect to find patte�� 
of multiple causation and, historically speaking, different paths leading. ��:: 
democracy. ';i' 

How does our framework, developed in the same political economy approacKt · 
that guided most comparative historical research, account for the major findirii¥ ' 
of the cross-national statistical research - the robust correlation betweeq� 
socioeconomic development and democracy? The major explanation is found �\� 
the changing balance of class power. Socioeconomic development enlarges th�r 
size of the working class and it increases the organizational power of;: 
subordinate classes generally. At the same time, it erodes the size and the powetF 
of the most anti-democratic force - the large landowning classes, especiallY' 
those that rely on coercive state power for the control of their labor force. }k 

There are other relevant correlates of socioeconomic development. The state . 
tends to gain in resources and acquires greater importance for the economy,1: 
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,Where the power of the bourgeoisie counterbalances the power of large 
:Ilipdlords, the state also has a chance to become more autonomous from 
''dominant interests. At the same time, the growing organizational density of civil 
:s()ciety not only constitutes an underpinning for the political organization of 
;��bordinate classes, but it also represents a counterweight to an overwhelming 
iijower of the state apparatus. 
j)t iThe major difference between our framework and those comparative 
,Nstorical studies that came to results at odds with the positive relationship 
,petween development and democracy lies in our emphasis on the empowerJIient of the subordinate classes, especially the working class. This is closely 
i��lated to another contrast. Barrington Moore and others focused primarily on "We' public contestation of political issues and the institutions of mutual 
�qlei'ation as the major features of democracy and tended to give second place phly to inclusive political participation, which for us is pivotal. 
�f<Tlie persistent association of development and democracy in today's Third :Wdrld countries may be seen as raising critical questions about our emphasis on 
itIle empowerment of the subordinate classes. If indeed the size and role of the 
Urban working class is typically smaller, how is this continuing effect of �,livelopment on democratization to be explained? While we do not think that 
Wis objection invalidates the balance of class power approach, there is little 
iqliestion that democratization in the early developing countries of Europe was 
'Mite different in its specifics than similar developments in the Third World of t,�day. The particular role of the working class, and the patterns of opposition Wd potential alliance varied even among the European countries, and these 
Jnfferences become greater when the analysis includes the less developed 
;�Quntries of the twentieth century. Yet while the working class is typically 
:�maJler in today's Third World countries, the urban population with its better 
;��ances to communicate and organize very often is not; in fact, the urban 
��!1,pordinate classes in peripheral countries today may well be larger than their 
r�9unterparts in the countries that developed earlier. mtThe relations between the different clusters of conditions may, as we just :pf?ted, change over time and vary across countries. In addition to different class 
£�nstellations and different articulations of state and society, it is possible that 
;t:i;ansnational influences in the second half of this century play a greater role in f�voring democracy. If this were a major substitute for a diminished role of the 
'i�orking class, however, we would expect to find also that democratic institu:#oos more often are merely formal and would not represent a corresponding 
l�al role of the many in political decision-making. While such cases may in 
��O,ss-national statistics appear as full-fledged democracies, a cieser contextual 
'�*alysjs could well reveal significant restrictions of democratic rule, especially 
i.� ,the responsiveness of state action to elected parliaments. ;)\,It is important to remember that the correlation between development and g�mocracy is far from perfect. This is clearly at odds \vith a simple functionalist 
'!�leology as we encountered in .the early theoretical arguments of Cutright 
,�!963). It is easily accounted for in our theoretical framework. First, if the 
�s�ggle for democracy is indeed a struggle for power, it is contingent on the 
(�)omplex conditions of subordinate class organization, on the chances of forging 
�\�';" .. 
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alliances, on the reactions of dominant interests to the threats and opportuniti�� 
of democratization, on the role of the state, and on transnational structures oC: �� J 

Furthermore, the chances of consolidating and institutionalizing democracy!; 
do not seem as closely related to development effects as the changing balance ofi 
class power and the resultant efforts to put democracy on the political agend.a:i 
In his sequential model of transitions to democracy, Rustow (1 970) begins witlj) 
an important background condition: a national unity which provides a taken� 
for-granted sense of mutual social and institutional attachment; this does nOi\ 
entail a comprehensive value consensus but rather constitutes a shareq' 
collective identity and a minimal sense of , solidarity that encompasses a)I' 
potential political actors. It is the social counterpart to the consolidation of stat�; 
authority discussed earlier. Ethnic, linguistic, and religious fragmentation ar¢; 
among the main obstacles of such cohesion. These do not yield - at least not ij{ 
the short and medium run - to the most obvious correlates of economi& 
development, to more dense and far-flung communication and mobility along.; 
lines dictated by economic considerations. To the contrary, economic develop,,' 
ment may generate the resources with which these old and fragmented soci�t 
identities can be maintained and refurbished (Geertz 1 963; Rueschemeye'i 
1969). , 

Finally, the installation of democracy requires complex class compromiseS 
that become embodied in new institutional arrangements. These have to meet 
unknown tests in the future for democracy to become consolidated. Quit� 
clearly the skills and the luck of the institutional architects do not have any 
direct relation to socioeconomic development. ' J  

Given the realities of differential class power, democracy is a fragil� 
phenomenon. Democratic institutions can at their best offer subordinate classe� 
a real voice in collective decision-making, while protecting the dominant classes, 
against perceived threats to their vital interests. This is a delicate balance with 
many chances fot failure. . 

. 
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We open our comparative historical study with an analysis of the transition to 
democracy in the set of countries which first made that transition, the advanced ��pita1ist countries of the contemporary world. The cases analyzed include the \lniverse of Western European cases which experienced some period of 
��mocracy before World War II, as well as the four British settler colonies of 
North America and Australasia. The analysis of the European cases focuses on llie period 1 870-1939. We begin our analysis in 1 870 for two reasons. First, 
o�ly one of these countries, Switzerland, was a democracy by our definition at 
that point in time. Second, the economic crisis beginning in the 1870s set off a �hain of political events, particularly with regard to the tariff issue, which 
consolidated or reorganized class, sectoral, and party coalitions. In most 
coUntries, these coalitions affected the transition to democracy and, in some 
tas�s, its breakdown decades later in the interwar period. This depression, the 
E1Jropean-wide industrial spurt of the subsequent decades to World War I, the }var itself, and then the Great Depression form pegs around which the historical 
experience of almost all of the western European countries can be organized. �y cont(ast, due primarily to geographic isolation, these events had much less if 
any impact on the democratic transitions in the four British settler colonies. 
" 'Twelve of the sixteen countries discussed here experienced no major reversal 
of democratic forms after the transition to full democracy. Four countries 
AiJstria, Germany, Italy, and Spain - did experience such reversals and we 
single them out for special attention. These cases, particularly the German one, ��e deviations from the general rule that advanced core capitalist countries are 
4emocratic, and thus an analysis of their development promises to tell us 
something about the long-term structural features that condition such an Ilistorical trajectory. Though three of these modem authoritarian regimes were 
short lived, they were only broken by war and it is arguable that they would have 
lasted much longer had they avoided war. 
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Contending views of the experience of advanced capitalist democracies 
'/.{� 
.,/ . .\\: 

Therborn's (1977) study of the transition to democracy in the advancetlj 
capitalist world emphasizes the role of the working-class, as represented bfi 
working-class parties and unions, and the role of geopolitics, especially foreigij\ . ,  ,� 1 
wars. Both of these factors appear in our theory. Upset's more gene�1 
statements on the relationship between development and democracy, on the,l 
other hand, would lead one to hypothesize that the European industrial spurtofj 
1870-1914 was associated with democracy because it enlarged the middltl 
class. The long-term movement toward democracy in the English senl�] 
colonies might be linked to economic development in the same way. [C 

Because they seek to make broad generalizations from a universe of cas�i; 
these studies do not explain deviations from the central tendency, such as highlY; 
developed countries that were nevertheless authoritarian. Drawing on Mooi�: 
(1966), the theory developed in the last chapter provides an explanation whi�� 
focuses on the role oflarge landlords and the state in the ruling coalition duriDg� 
industrialization. We depart from Moore's own analysis in that we consider.! 
wider range of comparable cases. He limits himself to the analysis of a few lar�' 
countries excluding two large western European countries, Italy and Spaip{ 
though he indicates that his analysis of modem capitalist authoritarianism fi� 
these cases with some modification. As to the small countries, he argues th�! 
the "decisive causes of their politics lie outside their own boundaries" (Moo� 
1966: xiii). By contrast, Rokkan (1970) and Katzenstein (1985) contend that 
not only is this an exaggeration but also that the small western Europerui: 
countries have special characteristics which make them an essential point qf 
comparison in the study of the political dynamics of all of the countries in th& 
region. More specifically, both see the weakness or absence of the landed upp�f 
class as a distinctive feature of these countries. �;; 

To facilitate the analysis in this chapter, it is useful to explore Moore�� 
argument in a little more detail. As Skocpol points out in her discussion ()J 
Moore, there are multiple paths to democracy, but a single path to modeilj 
capitalist authoritarianism. Thus, it is simplest to outline the path to authorilaI 
rianism and hypothesize that once a country passes an initial stage. �1 
industrialization and has avoided peasant revolution, it will develop in ,� 
democratic direction if it lacks any of the essential characteristics leading 19 
authoritarianism. The critical condition for the development of mode� 
capitalist authoritarianism is the development of a coalition of large landi 
holders, the crown (the monarch, bureaucracy and military, i. e. , the state) an4 
a politically dependent bourgeoisie of medium strength. Elaborating on Moo�el 
we can identify the following factors which lead to the development of thi� 
coalition: ;, 

1 The landed upper classes must be strong or, more precisely, they musi 
remain the politically dominant force into the modem era (i.e . . lat� 
nineteenth century) and must retain a significant amount of that power inj 
"democratic interlude". 

. 
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,2' The maintenance of peasant agriculture. under landlords oriented to the 
;() ' market but employing political rather than market control of labor - labor �t repressive agriculture - into the modern era is a second essential feature of 

the path to modern capitalist authoritarianism. The method of labor control �l\h ,; leads the landlords to seek an alliance with those in control of the means of 
'�f coercion, the state, and it accounts for the strong antidemocratic impulse of 
N\ the aristocracy (Moore 1966: 435). 
,3', The country has to have experienced sufficient industrialization that the 
�0�"; bourgeoisie is a politically significant actor, but it cannot be more politically 
:�Hrpowerful than the landed classes. Skocpol (1973) points to the difficulty 
l�\:t involved in measuring the strength of "bourgeois impulses," but formulat�jS; ing it as we have done here, this is less problematic. 
�j'.'The bourgeoisie is kept in a politically dependent position as industrializa
\?V tion is aided, and to some extent directed, by the state through protection, � >state credits to industrialists, state development of infrastructure, promotion 
��l; of modem skills, and even state development of enterprises later handed itZl" over to private entrepreneurs. Militarism and thus armaments production 
'Jiy; seals the bourgeoisie into the state-landlord dominated coalition and its !J�:' reactionary and imperialistic politics. 
,§s'. There must be no revolutionary break from the past. Thus, peasant 
,�2 revolutionary potential must be low (for the reasons pointed to in chapter 2) ���r or else the whole process, in particular the power of the landlords, would 
.'U> have been broken at an earlier point in history. �:'1 A state with a sufficient capacity to repress peasant (and worker) protest is 
�(' ' an essential element of the authoritarian class coalition.! Autonomy of the 
'i;�i state from subordinate classes and alignment of state forces with the 
{''tS dominant class or classes contributes to the authoritarian outcome. Such an 
�Y" llIignment of the state is encouraged by social integration of top state {iY personnel with the upper classes, especially the landed upper class, and a Nt; strong corporate identity, which is a result of high generational continuity �r; among other factors. In the case of the military, both strength (repressive 
;ttY capacity) and corporate identity are encouraged by participation in foreign �tV'vars and aspirations to great power status. 
;.::�,;:) Itshould be noted here that while the coalition of the state, labor repressive 
l#ri�lords, and a dependent bourgeoisie seems to be an essential feature of the 
a�thoritarian path, the six factors listed above may simply contribute to the pUtcome, that is, may make it more probable, without being completely 
�'ssential. In developing this list of factors, we have focused on the elements �wth come closest to being necessary conditions; other contributing conditions 
�)ould have been added. For instance, Moore (p. 417) initially argues that the 
persistence of royal absolutism into modem times is a feature of the non
democratic path, but he later indicates that it is only a contributing feature, recognizing that Italy was a constitutional monarchy. One might add that Spain 
,yas also and, on the other hand, Sweden and Denmark, like Germany, were 
ruled by limited absolutist governments in which the king could appoint his �abinet Wi.tho�t reference to the composition of parliament. Nevertheless, it is 
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probably accurate to say that the persistence of royal absolutism in Germany 
and Austria did contribute to the authoritarian outcome in those countries. ! 

Another explanation for why some countries' development culminated in: 
authoritarianism in the interwar period is provided in recent work by Kurth� 
(1979). Developing the line of thought of O'Donnell on bureaucratic authorita,i 
rianism in Latin America and Gerschenkron (1962) on European industrializa�' 
tion,2 he argues that the timing of industrialization and the movement throug�: 
various industrial phases (from light consumer goods to capital goods to,; 
consumer durables) relative to other countries influenced the political develop�! 
ment of Europe over the last century and a half. Industrialization in early! 
industrializers, such as Britain, France, and Belgium, was propelled by the Iigh( 
consumer goods industries, especially textiles. The relatively small amount or 
capital required for the development of these industries facilitated industriali�; 
zation without dependence on the state. As a later industrializer, German' 
industrialization was dependent on the state, first in the form of protection, an4 ' 
later aid in mobilizing capital in the capitill goods phase, which tied the Germani 
bourgeoisie to the state and strengthened the authoritarian Junker�rown) 
alliance. A similar situation prevailed in Austria. The entry into the capital: 
goods phase, in which the development of the steel industry played a key role,\ 
further reinforced this pattern. The capital required (which was relatively higli, 
in this case) was mobilized from the profitable and internationally competitiv�; 
light consumer goods industry in ·the early industrializers whereas this was not; 
possible in the later industrializers which turned to the state for this task. Xl 

Kurth argues that it is in the saturation phase of the steel industry where tM�{ 
link between the timing and phasing of industrialization and the developmentot 
modem (Le. twentieth-century) authoritarianism is most clear. Initially, the va�\l 
majority of steel output was absorbed by railroad construction. Once the, 
domestic market for rails was exhausted, steel producers turned to othe� 
countries and overseas colonies and to armaments. Germany, with few colonieS) 
and with overseas markets pre-empted by the British, had to rely more heavilyi 
on the latter. The loss of colonies as a result of World War I exacerbated thel 
situation and, not surprisingly, the steel industrialists favored rearmament an4j 
rejection of the Versailles Treaty and were strong supporters of the reactiona�i 
German National People's Party (Dl\TVP) and authoritarian "solution�ll 
throughout the Weimar Republic. )1 

As for the "late-late" industrializers of Latin Europe, Kurth suggests th�!) 
there was a link between the trasformismo/el lurno politics of the lat�l 
nineteenth and early twentieth century and the industrial phase at the time. Thel 
uncompetitiveness of both industry and agriculture was reflected in protectio� 
of both sectors and in a merging of interests of land and industry which was �1 
turn reflected in the political arrangements of trasformismol el turno. BO,�1 
involved, among other things, an accommodation of interests of segments of thp� 
economic elite through bargaining and c1ientelistic ties. Thus, Kurth's · argu� 
ment suggests a different economic basis for the development of the lan4� 
owner-bourgeois coalition in Latin Europe than in Central Europe. . . .  ;;�1 

Though Kurth's work may be seen as complementary to Barrington Moore:�l 
argument rather than an alternative to it, there is one critical differen��11 
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;Moore's view suggests that the source of the anti-democratic posture of the 
'pourgeoisie in the ' authoritarian cases is its dependence on the aristocratic 
j�otninated state, whereas Kurth suggests that there was a basis for this posture 
:,ip, the economic situation of the class or segments of it. Thus, political (and 
1ideological-cultural) subordination of the bourgeoisie to the agrarian elite is' not 
i��necessary feature of his argument.3 
�\S To briefly foreshadow our conclusions, we will underline the role of the 
!j)rganized working class in the final push for democracy, but will demonstrate [that, not only did the working class need allies in other classes in this final push, :�ther social classes were, in many cases, more important in earlier extensions of 1��ffrage and/or struggles for parliamentary government. One can account for 
�the variation in such class coalitions in the push for democracy and the causes �f the interwar breakdowns by examining the dominant class-state coalitions of �)he late nineteenth century. The existence of a large landed class created a set �9ralliance possibilities for other classes which impeded the development of 
.ideinocracy in the first place and, once democracy was established, facilitated its 
,]tlipse by authoritarian forces. The course of domestic events took place in the ts'iWext of, .· and was heavily influenced by, transnational structures of power, �}Vliich had its most dramatic impact in the form of wars and depressions. 
�W��,;!·<. · . ��,t"; ��e Transition to Democracy in Europe: 
�11he Democratic Cases ���g �tt� 1870, only one country in Europe was democratic by the criteria laid out 
!;��?ve. By 1920, the overwhelming majority were. Two decades later democra
K�c nile had been eclipsed in a number of these countries. Let us now look more 
:fWsely at the processes which brought democracy to these ·countries and at the 
;ifaCtors which separated the democratic survivors from the cases of breakdown 
�'i))':',. ,.:' . f;t�T the interwar period. Moore's analysis focuses heavily on the type of 
!�iHcultural arrangements and labor force control adopted by the landed 
;;�pstocracy. Had Moore included the smaller European countries, his focus W�uld certainly have begun with the existence of (or absence thereof) a 
1R�li,tically powerful landlord class. This, in turn, is largely a product of the :!p�ttern of concentration of landholding itself: in all of the small countries, there 
�wg're too few large estates to support the development of a politically significant 

of landholders. This one factor prevents the development of the class 
ji';P�, Iclon which is fatal for democracy. And in fact, the correlation between !�[ehgth of large landlords and the survival or breakdown of democracy in the 
':!�!efWar period' as shown in table 4.1 indicates that this one factor provides a 
a�R�yerful explanation for the survival or demise of democracy.4 It should be :!�ted that large landholding may not be "dominant" in a statistical sense. In 
5:Q�l'Illany, the west and south, ' a majority of the country in land area, was ;;g?t�nated by small farming, as was the north of Italy outside of the Po Valley. 
;��pain and Austria-Hungary also contained regions in which small holding was 
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TABLE 4.1 Agrarian elite strength and political outcomes in Europe 

Democracy 
survives in 
interwar 
period 

Authoritarian 
regime 
established 

Strength of agrarian elite in late nineteenth century 

Weak Strong 
Sweden 
Denmark 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
France 

Britain 

Austria-Hungary 
Spain 
Italy 
Germany 

dominant. The critical factor here is that in all of these countries there were � 
sufficient number of large estates to give rise to the formation of a politically 
powerful landed elite. In all of the small countries, on the other hand, small (Q 
moderate holding was the overwhelmingly domina�t form of land tenure in the 
entire country and no large agrarian elite existed. 

. ' 

A few points on the strength of the agrarian elites indicated in table 4.1 are in 
order before we proceed. Historically, the French agrarian elite was also very 
powerful, but the revolution broke its power. By the late nineteenth century, tI!� 
French countryside was dominated by small peasants and the landed upper" 
classes no longer constituted the powerful political actor they had been� 
century earlier. Thus, the revolutionary break from the past which Moore 
hypothesizes as a necessary feature for democratic development was essential iI). 
the French case. However, as Katzenstein (1985) points out, most of the small. 
states in Europe did not experience a revolutionary break and none the less 
developed in a democratic direction. Again, Moore's analysis is flawed by th? 
exclusion of the small states. The virtually perfect correlation between countif 
size and landlord strength is no accident. As Tilly ( 1975: 40-4) points out,' 
military success was one factor which distinguished the successful stite 
consolidation from the unsuccessful attempts and success in war was greatly 
facilitated by "strong coalitions between the central power and major segmentS 
of the landed elite." The small states only avoided being gobbled up by reas6� 
of geography (Scandinavia), the operation of the interstate system from th� 
Treaty of Westphalia onwards (especially Belgium and Netherlands),5 or botlj 
(Switzerland). , 

Britain stands out as a deviant case in terms of landholding, and resort to 
Moore's emphasis on the type of commercialized agriculture as an explanatory 
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+�factor is necessary to bring this case into line. And indeed it is also accurate to 
S�tlassify the three authoritarian cases not discussed by Moore (Italy, Spain, and 
':�rAustria-Hungary) as cases of dominance of "labor repressive" agriculture. 
'j;fhat is, in these three countries, historically agriculture was labor intensive and 
J;l,i�!ldlords relied on non-market "political" mechanisms to assure themselves of 
;>�� adequate supply of cheap labor. In contrast, British landlords turned to 
,;;�; �peep raising, and, from the enclosure movement on, could rely on market 
"'� ) echanisms to supply the necessary labor (e.g. see Brenner 1976, 1977). Still, 

,hiIe the correlation presented here is suggestive of the causes of breakdown, 
, ) must examine the individual cases to uncover what social forces actually 
' 0,Wiought in democracy and what forces and dynamics appear to explain the 
�Relationship between landed class strength and breakdown. ' 
,��; " By the eve of World War I, a handful of countries had become democratic: 
\�\,,�,vitzerland (1848) was the trailblazer follwed by France (1877) and Norway 
)f6�1898). In 1915,  Denmark joined this group.6 These are all nations of 
��srria1lholders, urban petty bourgeoisie, and with a significant though not nearly 

' iJla9minant industrial sector (and therefore significant working and capitalist 
,:,\!£la:sses) atthe time of democratization. 
�V�Z;The first breakthrough to democracy came in Switzerland. The most clearly 
1;M�ntifiable date for the achievement of full democracy is the adoption of the 
<)�\sqnstitution of 1 848. This constitution instituted representative government 
!��I).g male suffrage at the federal leve1.7 However, in Switzerland, power was 

' .. i��,ry ,decentralized, cantonal level development was very important, and the 
Jj�f9nstitution of 1 848 essentially ratified what had already become a reality in ' �:m�y cantons. The political structures of the so-called Restauration, imposed 
';;�I:).der the · influence of the Congress of Vienna, already came under attack in 
Ym� 1820s. By 1831 ,  eleven cantons had adopted liberal constitutions (Giter
i '!:mann 1941 : 447). The defeat of the conservative Catholic cantons in the �f '§pnderbund war of 1 847 eliminated the last powerful pockets of resistance. 
,';\'zii{"The roots of Swiss democracy reach relatively far back and are grounded in 
: ;�§�ss social structure. From the origin of the Swiss confederation in 1291, 
, ci@wss history is punctuated with successful intervention of family fanners in 
;i�Rlitical developments. As we will see repeatedly in this chapter, such 
;�!(tonomous and successful intervention on the part of small farmers only 

' ,,�q��urs in countries without a powerful landed upper class and it is certainly this 
!��k�racteristic of the social structure of the Swiss countryside that was 

. ,���ponsible for early political influence of farmers. Swiss cities were primarily 
" ,lfading centers, and exchange and artisanal production were organized in 
\l��0I1g exclusive guilds controlled by the elites in each profession. The city 
')�e�pl1omies were, thus, "feudalistic" if one can use that word for a country 

> tWthput significant serfdom and manor production. Under the political arrange
,:l@ents of 1 8 1 5, the cities were privileged vis-a-vis the countryside. The 
>ip,R�tically dominant groups under this system were the guild masters and 
)ffi�rc�ants in most cantons, together with patrician families in some cantons, 
'f�p,tably Bern. . 

.i:';'·\��i,Switzerland was an early industrializer and industry, primarily textiles and �&y�tches up to the period in" question, developed without state aid. Because they 
,::./.,')-.; ... 
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depended on water power, most factories did not grow up in the cities b�i\f 
rather were located in the countryside. In this same period agriculture alsq� 
underwent significant improvements in productivity (Andrey 1983: 191-9):)� 
These economic developments generated a wide array of groups with aii� 
interest in the promotion of commerce and thus in the abolition of restrictio�� 
on inter-cantonal trade and of guild restrictions which in turn required a mo�!l 
centralized national state. These groups joined together in what Gruner (1977l� 
73-89) calls the "Freisinnige Grossfamilie," i.e. the extended family ofl 
Liberals. Originally they included the entire array of the social structure, fro�;! 
industrial entrepreneurs, professionals, intellectuals, and artisans to fanne� 
and workers. Given that the beneficiaries of the traditional restrictions also held� 
political power, the Liberal program called for extension of suffrage andj 
representative and open government (Gitermann 1 941 :  441) .  ; i\ 

The Liberals did not become a real national party until 1 858, and particularlyj 
in this initial period of development, the Liberal program was carried forth by'a� 
multitude of associations in the increasingly dense Swiss civil society. Ast 
Gruner (1977: 81)  points out, these included "public interest and church.,\ 
related, literary and professional associations, such as students', artisans' and) 
workers' associations, and last but not least organizations devoted to th�<; 
promotion of social life (gesellige Organisationen), such as rifle clubs, chocill 
societies, and athletic clubs". The Liberal movement came to span not just an) 
social strata but also all denominations, languages, and regions. What glued ill 
together was the commitment to a national democratic state, an integrated" 
national market, and anti-clericalism. f 

It was the anti-clerical component of the program which galvanized the" 
conservative opposition. It should be underlined that this conservative oPPOSj::1 
tion did not oppose democracy; on the contrary, they sought to extend it and 
mobilize their followers against the Liberals. Initially, conservative opposition; 
came from Protestant as well as Catholic quarters. For instance, in the( 
"Ziiri-Putsch" of 1 839 deeply religious Protestant farmers overthrew the liberal' 
government, demanding for instance guarantees for religious instruction i6j 
schools and the introduction of direct elections and of the popular referendum: 
(Gitermann 1 941 : 458-460). However, the move of conservative Catholics to, 
clericalization in the cantons where they were dominant, namely in central 
Switzerland, Freiburg and Wallis, led to their isolation and defeat in the 
Sonderbund war. This defeat then led to the establishment of the new, 
democratic national state and the consolidation of liberal hegemony. 

After the initial victories of the liberal democratic movement the clerical issue 
came to overshadow all the others; in particular, democracy in the sense of 
political inclusion was not controversial. The divisive political issue, bound up 
with the clerical question, was the degree of cantonal autonomy vis-a-vis the 
central government. It is worth emphasizing how limited the opposition t6 
political democracy per se was; only the narrow stratum of beneficiaries of the 
Restauration system, the guild masters and local patricians, were real oppoi 
nents. As we shall see, Switzerland is unusual in that the industrial bourgeoisie 
joined other groups in support of not only economic liberalism but also full 
democracy. There appear to be three primary reasons for this posture. First, as 
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in other countries, the bourgeoisie shared ail interest with other groups in the 
liberal movement in sweeping away the restrictions on economic activity. 
Second, since industry was largely located in rural areas, the bourgeoisie 
belonged to those politically disadvantaged by the dominant position of the 
t()wns under the Restauration political arrangements. Finally, the Swiss 
�ourgeoisie in this period faced not only no socialist labor movement, which 
would not develop for decades, but no industrial labor organization whatsoever. 
'Moreover, there was no world historical precedent of threat to bourgeois 
interests from organized industrial labor, as this was before the development of 
:Chartism. As we emphasized, the liberal extended family in this period was a 
multi-class movement, ranging from the bourgeoisie to artisans and workers. In .the four decades after the adoption of the 1848 constitution this movement 
�nderwent significant internal strain and finally broke apart into separate 
parties along class lines. Already in the 1850s the faction dominated by railroad 
cilid banking interests came under attack from the left wing of the liberal 
movement for abusing the system of representative democracy, and this 
gtlmulated the movement for an expansion of direct democracy (Gitermann 
f19.41. 509-17). The Swiss case clearly demonstrates the importance of 
'small-holding patterns for autonomous political action of small farmers. 
!Regardless of their religious affiliation and their alignment on the clerical issue, 
.the farmers in this period, sometimes through armed struggle, acted as a 
:democratic force. 
'if We take up the story of the transition to democracy in France where Moore tends it, with the French Revolution. Moore (1966: 106, 109) argues that the 
!{jutcome of the French Revolution was decisive for the development of 
democracy in France because it destroyed the seigneurial system and the 
!political power of the landed aristocracy. He then correctly notes that the 
%Restoration returned political power to this class, but since it did not move to 
i§hare it with the upper bourgeoisie, its period in power was necessarily limited. 
'IT'he Revolution of 1830 then finished the work of the Great Revolution and the i�old aristocracy disappeared from the political arena as a coherent and effective 
(political group" (Moore 1966: 106). 
ti. In its broad outlines, Moore's analysis is correct, but it exaggerates the 
;demise of the political power of the nobility in this period. Since the political 
\ible oflarge landlords is of some importance for the analysis of the development [Of democracy throughout this book, it is worth examining in a little more detail 
(what impact the French Revolution did have on the subsequent development of 
�democracy in that country. First, it should be noted that, due to developments 
l1efore the Revolution, peasant property was widespread, if insecure, before that event. The redistribution of noble land effected by the Revolution was not 
'great; emigre nobles were expropriated and thus the total amount of French ;land owned by the nobility dropped from one-quarter to one-fifth (Magraw i'I983: 2.4-5). One must add to this the church lands expropriated in 1790 and 
\�old to the highest bidder. Naturally most of this land went to the wealthy 
�iJjburgeoisie and not to peasants, but there is no question that many peasants did 
ibenefit from the land reform. More important for the peasantry was the :'guaranteeing �f property rights and thus the securing of peasant property and 
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the abolition of seigneurial rights. As late as the 1 870s, Republican politicianSi 
used the threat that seigneurial rights would be reimposed as a potent politicalj 
weapon to woo the peasantry (Elwin 1975: 76). The abolition of seigneuriaIj' 
rights also meant that landlords who wanted to make a living from the landr 
would have to turn to commercial market agriculture. As transportation& 
improved throughout the century, especially with the advent of railroads, �� 
was even more emphatically so. " ;  

Following de Tocqueville, Skocpol (1 979: esp. 202-5) emphasizes that th�� 
Revolution and, the Napoleonic reforms further centralized the state apparatust� 
For the development of democracy, this precluded the development of;i; 
intermediate forms of restricted democracy in which full democracy prevaile4N 
in one part of the country but not in another as in the United States from the� 
Jacksonian period to the 1 960s (see pp. 1 22-32 below). The centralization of the! 
French state meant that social transformation initiated in the cities often! 
outstripped what would be sustained by the countryside and thus was subject ta� 
subsequent roll-back resulting in a pattern of democratic breakthrough an4� 
reaction. Such a pattern could already be seen in the Revolution itself. A seconQi 
result of the centralized state which was more unambiguously negative for th�i 
development of democracy was that the central government's control over th��i 
prefects meant that it could, and well into the Third Republic did, use its poweN 
to staff the state apparatus with its own supporters and then to use them to,1 
mobilize voters, particularly state employees, to support the government in) 
elections and to harrass the opposition. j 

Finally, the Revolution dislodged the aristocracy from its privileged positio* 
in the army and bureaucracy. In this case, in contrast to the property settlement,) 
the Restoration temporarily rolled back this achievement of the revolution;! 
However, this reversal was short lived. " 

The Restoration regime attempted to base its rule very narrowly on the;; 
nobility and this virtually insured its downfall. This is exemplified by the 1830; 
suffrage law which would have eliminated all but the richest landowners froil)! 
the electorate. It was this law that sparked the three days of street fighting in; 
Paris that resulted in the downfall of the Bourbon monarchy and th�) 
Restoration regime. The upper bourgeoisie, particularly those sectors based iii': 
Paris and in finance, and not the artisans that did the street fighting, was tM; 
primary beneficiary of the Orleanist July Monarchy that was subsequendy; 
installed. The suffrage law enacted, though considerably broader than th�! 
Restoration franchise, ensured that this would be so. It enfranchised maleS! 
paying 200 francs or more in direct taxes and thus gave 1 in 170 inhabitants the; 
right to vote, which was considerably more restrictive than Britain after the;! 
reform of 1832 (Magraw 1983: 48-9, 68). The main contribution of the July! 
Monarchy to the subsequent development of democracy was the complet« 
reversal of the Bourbons' attempt to restore the aristocracy to its pre�c 
Revolutionary position in the army and bureaucracy. : ;  

The class alignments in subsequent events follow a general pattern. The core 
of the urban working class was discontented artisans whose conditions of wor� 
were undergoing a progressive transformation due to the character of French; 
industrialization. Combining and transforming elements of their Old Regim,�; 
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' �9rporatism, Revolutionary ideas about citizenship and political change, and 
¥�ous currents of French socialism, by 1848, this dominant faction of the 
s;�orking-class came to articulate an ideology of republican socialism which 
�Qmbined demands for democratic government with those for social and 
��fQnomic reform (Sewell 1986; Aminzade 1 981). On the opposite side of the 
�;�pectrum was the Legitimist aristocracy who favored a restoration of the 
"J3ourbon monarchy. The elite segment opposed to the Legitimists was the 
;Qrleanists, which combined some landlords, upper bourgeoisie of Paris, the tmancial sector, and increasingly the railroads. Both of these groups opposed 
'�iiffrage extension and social reform but differed on clerical issues, which was 
'm(part an economic issue since many Orleanists had been the beneficiaries of ;j'(ie sale of church lands. The provincial bourgeoisie, professionals, and the �p�tty bourgeoisie stood in between, favoring the extension of suffrage but Ie�ring the prospect of extending democratic revolution to social revolution that �ghr endanger property rights. The political posture of the peasantry defies 
;f�.Sygeneralization because it varied according to pre-Revolutionary traditions, 
';y,#,ying experiences with the Revolution, variations in production relations 
;@C�Qss regions, and variations in the degree of modernization across regions. 
�Rerhaps the widest points of agreement among various factions of the peasantry 
�;w�re the desire to protect the property settlement of the Revolution and to �d'; ;' . .  ��Brance the immediate economic interests of rural small producers. For the 
�mQdal (and politically pivotal) peasant, the political form in which this was done 
i��s secondary. The social and political factions which managed to mobilize the 
;R¢asantry proved to be the arbiter of the events of 1 847-52 and 1868-77, the 
.lWo,critical periods for the development of French democracy. 
v�I��On the heels of bad harvests, which had increased discontent in the 
'�o,untryside, various political factions, based primarily in the the middle classes, ��'�gan a campaign for broadening of suffrage in 1847, The government's 
�?�pcellation of a political banquet supporting this campaign in Paris in February ��efoff a chain of events which led to a working-class revolt and culminated in '(IDP declaration of a republic by a provisional government. The provisional 
��y:emment called for elections with universal male suffrage to be held in April. ;lm,part because of the provisional government's land tax which fell en the backs 
!9fj,lli,e peasants but primarily because of the lack of any political organization, ���ofal notables dominated the electoral process and the elections produced an 
s��erwh��ing conservative victory. The ,subseq,uent c.han�es in gove�nment . cQ,mposIuon led to the reversal of earlier SOCIal legtslanon and ulnmately ;r#�rked the revolt of the :arisian worki�g class in Ju�e. , \i�)/:rhe defeat of the working-class rebelhon and the VIctOry of LOUIS Napoleon 
'Jii(the presidential election of December seemed to confirm that not only did 
itlie. French not favor the "democratic and social republic" favored by the 
twprking-class activists, but they also did not even favor a democratic republic at t��,However, in the wake of the repression of the working-class revolt, leaders 
'��the radical republicans and socialists regrouped and fashioned a democratic 
?�l��onn whose additional social content could appeal to both workers and 
1$casants, as it guaranteed private property, called for free compulsory secular 
�sducation and the right to work, and focused on big capital as the enemy, 
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Under the leadership of professionals, teachers, and segments of the pettY.; 
bourgeoisie, this "democratic socialist" alliance organized a successful cam;l 
paign which gained the support of the urban petty bourgeoisie, 'professionals); 
artisans, as well as the peasantry in regions that later elections proved to o�i 
consistent areas of peasant support for the left (price 1 972: 201-4, 228-45);� 
Though the 35 percent of the vote reached in the May 1 849 election fell faH 
short of victory, it gratified the left and deeply alarmed the right. The lefr$'\ 
subsequent victory in 21 of 30 by-elections led directly to a law in 1 850 which\ 
reduced the electorate by 30 per cent and to rightist support for or acquie� 
scence to the coup of Louis Napoleon of December 1 85 1 .  . 

After the prosperity of the 1 850s gave way to the more difficult times of th�! 
1 860s and after the Emperor suffered a series of diplomatic setbacks, th�i 
regime liberalized in order to shore up domestic support. With this new spac�j 
for political organization, the opposition managed to poll 40 percent in t1&� 
elections of 1 869. Bonaparte's final diplomatic setback, blundering into the waf;: 
with Prussia and the defeat of the army under his generalship at SedaIl, led' 
directly to the proclaiming of the Third Republic. Again the attempt of th� 
urban working-class to give the republic a social content was met wi� 
repression and the first elections resulted in a victory for the right. Arguaol£j 
only the inability of the Orleanists and Legitimists to arrive at a politicaF 
compromise prevented a restoration of the monarchy, though in a constitu�1 
tionally restricted form, at this point. The Republicans used the democratic' 
opening to vigorously organize and overwhelmed all other groups in the 187hi 
elections. In the following year, the President of the Republic, General: 
McMahon, having refused to appoint Gambetta; the leading Republican, as) 
Prime Minister, now used a pretext to dissolve parliament and call ne�; 
elections. The Republicans emerged victorious despite the President's use of 
the full range of his powers over the bureaucracy to secure their defeat. Thus7; 
1 877 marks the definite establishment of cabinet responsibility to a parliamen{: 
elected by universal male suffrage.B '" 

Why did the Republicans succeed in establishing democracy in 1 877 and noti 
in 1 849? They were, of course, a minority at the earlier date but subsequeriil 
elections, had they been held, might have changed that. The key is the natllre of 
the class coalition they were able to put together. Leadership of the republicarl: 
and democratic movement from the late July Monarchy to the Third Repuoll�: 
had progressively shifted from the alliance of politically active artisans and th� 
urban middle classes to an alliance of the politically active urban middle classes} 
and the provincial bourgeoisie. Accompanying this shift was a shift away fro�\ 
the demand for a "democratic and social republic" to a democratic republici 
without the accompanying social legislation and with a stronger emphasis on th�; 
right to private property (Elwitt 1975; Aminzade forthcoming). True, the attack� 
on big capital, finance and the railroads was retained, but the only thing left fdf, 
urban workers was the promise of compulsory secular primary education. Sinc� 
the working class really had no place else to go, this not only broadened th�: 
coalition, it also facilitated an accommodation with the upper bourgeoisie aria 
landed upper class. " ;;  
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� . \ A  second feature that distinguishes 1849 from 1877 is the improvements in �tJie means of transportation and communication even in this short period of 
ttime. A prime task of the Republicans was to penetrate the countryside in this 
1Jargely peasant society and counter the influence of traditional local notables on 
!"the consciousness and voting behavior of the peasantry. Of course, the 
n�.epublicans of 1 877 could build on the successes of 1 849, but when one K�onipares accounts of the 1 849 campaign (e. g. Price 1972) with those of 1877 %��'$: Elwi� 19?5), one �annot help but be i�pressed by �?w much this p�ocess 
�9f penetratIon lOto preVIOusly backward regIons was facihtated by extenslOn of 
:X�,i1s, roads, newspapers, and so on. 'i�)In the two Scandinavian countries, the working class organized in unions and iIjplitical parties played some role in the drive for democracy. In the case of 
fmorway, the working class contributed to the final push for universal suffrage 
:(�lDbodied in various laws passed between 1 898 and 19 13) ,  though earlier ;�uffrage extensions were largely the work of the peasantry, with the help of ks��tions of the urban middle class (Rokkan 1966; Derry 1973). In Denmark, an ��hince of the working class, small and medium farmer, and urban middle class 
��egments as represented by the Social Democratic-Venstre coalition pressed [;Jltrough the 1901  introduction of parliamentary government. The driving force 
;�e�ind the . 1915  introduction of universal suffrage were the Social Democrats 1'lipd the Radikale Venstre, representing the working class, small farmers, and 
;ls,�gments of the middle class (Miller 1968; Dybahl 1969; Christiansen 1 988). It 
,'{$Jmportant to note here that in Denmark and Norway: (as well as Sweden), the �m,edium farmers were ambivalent about the final suffrage extensions which 
�!!�s,llJted in the inclusion of large minorities of working-class voters not �previously included, and it was among segments of the urban middle classes *#I);� the small farmers and tenants that labor found its ally. So to argue that the 
�.�Jfect of landholding patterns on political outcomes was caused simply by the 
J:��i:horitarian posture of large landlords and democratic posture of small 
�fiolders is inaccurate. At the same time, it is important to note that the ;iScan.' dinavian. .  peasantry was divided and even the medium and larger farmers, ��\� ,", � @�,ough not · supportive of the final push to universal suffrage, 'generally 1$.�fitri�uted to the process of democratization by supporting earlier suffrage 
,��enslOns. guln the rest of Europe, but particularly among the antagonists in World War I, ",th,.� social dislocations caused by the war contributed to the breakthrough of 
iaelllocracy. The war and its outcome changed the balance of power in society, 
,(��engthening the working class and weakening the upper classes. The ruling 
\{�l,iiss was discredited, particularly in the defeated countries. Labor support was 
;�e�essary, at home for the production effort, on the front for the first mass 
h'w,<)bilization, mass conscription war of this scale and duration. And, finally, the �:w�r economy and mass conscription strengthened the hand of labor in the 
;J�FOJlOmy, enabling it to extract concessions for the coming period of peace.9 �Qne indicator of the change in class power was the swell in labor organization 
1ftflIu an average prewar level of 9 percent of the labor force to a post war peak 
,fpf30 percent in the antagonists, which experienced the transition to democracy 
;\�,\': 
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in this period (1 918 or 1919) .  Organization more than doubled in the twoQ 
nonparticipants (Sweden and the Netherlands) which experienced the sarii�:�, 
transition at this time (Stephens 1979c: 1 15). In all these countries the working'i 
class played a key, usually the key, role in the transition to democracy. But, a:S% 
Therborn (1977) notes, the working-class was not strong enough alone. It 
needed allies or unusual conjunctures of events to effect the introduction �f� 
democracy. As an indicator of this it could be pointed out that in no case did thi� 
working-class parties receive electoral majorities even after the introductioD <@ 
universal suffrage. 'is 

In Britain, Sweden, Belgium, and the Netherlands, it can be argued that tht" 
war only accelerated the introduction of democracy. In each country, ih�t 
prodemocratic coalition at the party level and the underlying alignment of socij).� 
forces had formed or was in the process of formation. In most cases, t1i�;: 
coalition had been responsible for previous suffrage extension, such as the 19073, 
reform in Sweden or the 1893 reform in Belgium. <�:; 

In Sweden (as well as in Belgium and the Netherlands), the agrarian elit�l 
were too weak to be a significant political force.lo The Swedish case meri�� 
special attention because, of all of the small European countries, Swede�:\ 
shared the most characteristics with the countries (particularly Germany) whicbi 
developed in an authoritarian direction. From its period as a great powef,:' 
Sweden had a heritage of absolutist government. It developed a high1y� 
status-conscious nobility which dominated the officers' corps and the upp��, 
ranks of the bureaucracy. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, th�f 
class and the royal family looked to Prussia and then imperial Germany for i� 
models in social organization and culture. Indeed,' this was still true after World� 
War I, as the king was known to be sympathetic to Nazi Germany. fii 

Sweden was also a late industrializer and the industrial structure wa§,j 
characterized by a high degree of concentration, and thus, as Ingham (1974j� 
argues, a highly solidaristic and aggressive employers association. And, like i�1 
German counterpart, Swedish business carried out an extremely militant arid& 
organized fight against unionization up to World War I. Like Germany, and� 
unlike Britain, Sweden also had a strong labor movement which was committ�40 
to SOCialism, the existence of whlch was certainly perceived as a threat by the% 
bourgeoisie, thus stiffening its resistance to political incorporation of th� 
working-class. By World War I, virtually the entire Swedish bourgeoisie had� 
shifted into the Conservative Party, the most anti-democratic of the SwediSti'; 
parties. Indeed, in the spring of 1914, after a bitter conflict over constitutionaH 
government, the king appointed a royal cabinet that contained many of th�� 
leading figures of Swedish industry (SOderpalm 1969: 24). Finally, as in th�( 
four authoritarian cases, the last decades of the last century witnessed th�t 
introduction of tariffs on agricultural and industrial imports, thus bringing th�� 
political interests of industrialists and the agricultural sector closer together.�i 

However, Sweden was critically different from Germany in that it did Ilo,;, 
have a powerful landed upper class. As early as the fifteenth century, thej 
independent peasantry owned half of the land in the country and, as both THtoW;) 
(1974) and Castles (1 973) point out, the crown often played this class ciftti 
against the nobility in order to reduce the latter's power. It was with such aile 
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;'�liance that Charles XI effected the Great Reduction in the seventeenth ::£enfury, which halved the land holdings of the nobility. By the nineteenth 
('�¢ntury the Swedish nobility was a "bureaucratic aristocracy" dominated by 
Yi�9ble government officials and military officers (Rustow 1 955 :  16). The 
����*verse side of this was that the independent peasantry enjoyed political rights 
:::jI1:.the old regime unparalleled in the absolutist regimes on the continent. �lj1deed, the parliamentary structure prior to the introduction of the bourgeois :l!'clform of 1866 provided for a peasant estate in addition to that of the nobility, i�!£lergy, and burgers. "  
;�}f;The independent peasantry played an important role in the introduction of �;geinocracy in Sweden. In Sweden, as in Norway and Denmark, it was split on ;il,!ie' question of universal suffrage. It was the Liberals, who were based in the .�$rba'n middle classes, dissenting religions and in small farmers in the north and ;;.��st" who . joined the Social Democrats in the push for suffrage extension. 
J.��veral decades of political pressure (through strikes, demonstrations, parlia
(�'elltary obstruction) by the Social Democrats and the trade unions in 
Ycp\.operation with segments of the Liberals resulted in the introduction of male �!iffrage, but not parliamentary government, in 1907. 
��)\'fhtis, though the Swedish bourgeoisie and the Conservatives were poli.;�bmy and culturally similar to their counterparts in Germany, the Swedish 
�&ourgeoisie did not have the option of allying with an agrarian upper class with 
i!�I\/electoral base in the countryside. It was relatively isolated and resistance to 'Sa�fuocratic reform was a less realistic option. The Conservatives did stall 
{further reform until the fall of 1918 when the German defeat in the war 

;.{�#iilulated their capitulation. Then, as a consequence of their political isolation, 
�.t!.ley agreed to a compromise in which they consented to the introduction of j\iniversal suffrage and parliamentary cabinet government and received only 
�)pieservation of the monarchy in return. 
;,,*!�Ms Strath (1988) argues, the changing class alliances in the process of 
�I�exnocratization and the development of Swedish civil society and the transfor;�ation of its internal character in the course of the nineteenth and early ;.::mentieth century were closely interrelated processes. The 1809 constitutional i¥#forms which introduced some protection of civil rights opened up a sphere for 
�!the ' development of civil society, which grew with the formation of various ,,!��yate. association�, such as study circles a�d .lending libraries, and t;he 
\�xpanSlOn of book, Journal, and newspaper pubhshmg. These groups and pnnt 
,JiWedia propagated liberal ideas (abolition of the estate parliament and suffrage "'�i��sM on property holding; free trade, press and religion) and this contributed 
�ttQ�it movement for political reform supported by non-noble ironworks owners, ��holesalers, non-noble landed proprietors, and prosperous farmers. The �Jefoim of 1866 represented the fulfillment of the program of these early 
'�wneteenth-century bourgeois Liberals. After the reform, they gradually allied 
,�;With their old conservative opponents, who were based in the aristocracy, 
�1)ureaucracy, and Lutheran state church clergy, to form the basis for a new 
:fcbriservatism; 

, 
!�'!\The accelerating industrialism of the late nineteenth century led to the 
:�transforrnation of civil society due to the development of the "popular 
*�:1:'�:> 
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movements" (folkrorelser), the temperance movement, the free churches, and 
the labor movement (which, at this point in time, included the co-operatives as; 
well as the trade unions and social democratic party). These movements were, 
based in the working class and the middle classes, both rural and urban. Strlltlt 
( 1988: 33) estimates that one-third of the population were members of the 
popular movements. They developed a whole array of associated organizations 
including vigorous programs of adult education. Elementary school teacherS 
were deeply involved in the movements. The penetration of these movemenii, 
into the middle classes prevented the development of a Bildungsbiirgertuni 
along German lines which would have brought the middle classes under the 
ideological hegemony of the upper classes. On the contrary, while the different; 
popular movements varied in ideological orientation, they shared a puritanical: 
bent and a commitment to egalitarianism; thus, the middle and working classes 
shared elements of a counter-hegemonic ideology which was democratic an4: 
anti-elitist in content. It was precisely the social forces organized by these; 
movements which were the bases of the Social Democratic-Liberal political 
coalition which brought through democracY. .t 

At some points, Strith suggests that the contrasting development of civil; 
society in nineteenth-century Germany and Sweden was rooted in the differing 
class structures without, however, developing the point. The difference was in 
the middle-class elements of the popular movements. Citing the examples of 
Scandinavia and the North and West of the United States, Rokkan has 
observed that strong temperance movements only develop in ProtestaIi( 
small-holding societies12 and are presumably another manifestation of the 
tendency to rural self-organization in these societies. Dissenting protestant 
sects also find fertile grounds in such societies. Though the case ..,f England 
shows that Protestant sects can develop elsewhere, certainly their ;trength in 
Scandinavia as compared to Germany is in part due to the rural socia structure;, 
The Lutheran and Anglican churches were important conduits of ruling-class 
hegemony, and escaping their hold either into the Protestant sects or into the, 
secularism of the labor movement represented an important step in preparing 
the ground for the development of a democratic counter-hegemony. 

. 
Tilton (1974: 568) contends that insufficient repressive capacity in general; 

and the absence of a standing professional army in particular, also played a role 
in the calculations of the conservatives at the point of their final capitulation; 
Interestingly, the weakness of the repressive apparatus, in turn, can, in part, be 
attributed to the influence of the landowning peasantry in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century, as they used their influence in the lower house to 
resist appropriations for defence and called for a reorganization of defence; 
since the defence system was sustained largely by taxes and other obligations 
which fell on their backs (Rustow 1 955: 26-8; Verney 1957: 100-3). The 
farmers' resistance to defence expenditure eventually effected a transformation 
to a conscript army. It is important to note that it is was primarily the 
questionable loyalty of the troops rather than the sheer size of the coercive 
forces that was the conservatives' primary concern. The Minister of War and 
the Minister of the Marine characterized the sentiments in the army and navy 
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as "very revolutionary," which made a great impression at the time, immediately 
after the revolutions in Russia and Germany (Tilton 1974: 567-8)'. 
I .. In Belgium, the Workers' Party, after decades of struggle including six 
general strikes, found support in the social Christian wing of the Catholic party, 
which was based among working-class Catholics (Fitzmaurice 1983; Lorwin 
1966; Therborn 1977: 12, 25). In the Netherlands, similar divisions in the 
religious parties and the Liberals produced alliance possibilities for the Social p�mocrats (Daalder 1 966: 203-1 1). Analyzing the Dutch case in the light of !he Moore thesis, Tumin (1978) makes a point which we have emphasized in the Scandinavian cases: the absence of a strong landed nobility allowed the 
�etherlands to develop in a democratic direction without experiencing a i�yolutionary break from the past. It is worth underlining that the accounts of 
llie transition in both of the low countries make it clear that the growing WlPortance of the working class in society created the pressures that moved 
th�se non-socialist parties toward a more democratic posture. In part, this piessure was transmitted by workers and artisans already mobilized by self-help ��cieties and trade unions who joined these parties and, in part, the pressure w�s a result of the efforts of these parties to compete with the Social Democrats 
fQ:¥'the loyalties of un mobilized workers. 

' 

+':!The British case is so singular in so many ways, both in terms of the 
�ntecedents of democracy and the process of democratization, that it is virtually Impossible to decide which factor(s) was (were) the most important on the basis 9Jcomparative analysis. Various analysts have argued that it was the absence of 
)�bor repressive agriculture (Moore), the absence of a bureaucratic state and 
's�anding army (Skocpol), or the independence of the bourgeoisie due to the £Quntry's status as an early industrializer (Kurth), which separates Britain from 
:Gennany and the other authoritarian cases. To these, one might add one based RKour interpretation of the relationship between development and democracy 
�gmbined with Moore's arguments on the role oflandlords and the elimination 
qLthe "peasant question" in Britain. Relative to the level of industrialization, m.d thus the configuration of the class structure, democracy came late to J!ritain. By the time of the first suffrage extensions to the working class in the !#e1860s, less than one-fifth of the labor force was engaged in agriculture and 
9,yer two-fifths were in mining, manufacturing, and construction (Mitchell 
1,9,18: . 51-64). Almost no European countries reached such a labor force 
Brome, and corresponding class structure, until after World War l or, in some E�es, after World War II. Thus, when one compares Britain to other large 
I�Ji9holding cases (the authoritarian cases) at this same period in time, one must R�ep in mind that the latter were much more agricultural and thus the landlords 
:�,�i'ried much more economic power an� thus, potentially, political power, and 
llie working class was a much less important potential force in the country. i���'fhe establishment view of suffrage extension in the British case argues that 
1Jie "peculiarities of English history" (however specified) meant that segments 
9fj:he British upper classes had settled into a pattern of peaceful political 
c�mpetition by the mid-nineteenth century and this competition extended to 
;�Jimpetition for working-class votes which resulted in the suffrage extensions of 
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1867 and 1 884. Our comparative analysis of the transillon to democr�#I 
suggests that in Britain this process in itself, if it were true, would be:a� 
peculiarity. In no other case did middle-class-based (and largely upper-class��' 
led) parties unilaterally extend effective suffrage to substantial sections of th� 
working class (except where suffrage was irrelevant for the actual governing dfi• 
the country due to the lack of parliamentary government as in Germany, or du�� 
to electoral corruption as in Spain and Italy). At best, some sections of tIl�; 
middle classes (and in France, some segments of the bourgeoisie) allied w:i�; 
the working-class parties for such suffrage extensions. All cases where tIle� 
working class was politically included without substantial pressure from tli�! 
politically organized working class itself (Switzerland and to a lesser exteriti 
Norway) were essentially agrarian democracies in which democracy w4: 
established before the working class had become a significant political actor.(;� 

On deeper examination the establishment view appears to be flawed. AS\ 
Johnson (1 976) argues in his critique of Moore's view of the British route, thes�� 
reforms were in large part a response to working-class pressure beginning �f! 
least as early as the Chartist movement, whose main demand was universly 
suffrage, and extending throughout the nineteenth century. After forcefuuy( 
suppressing the immediate threat represented by Chartism, the establishe�: 
parties, under the pressure of electoral competition, later responded to th� 
working-class challenge with attempts to co-opt segments of the working clasS: 
by politically incorporating them. Moreover, Harrison (1965) contends that, iii' 
the case of the 1867 reform the immediate agitation by the working-c1a�, 
political organizations, most notably the Reform League, beginning in 1864 and, 
culminating in the Hyde Park demonstration of May 6, 1 867, had a significant; 
effect on the 1867 reform.13 The British case bears some resem\: lance to th�: 
French case, as the transition to democracy was in part a delayed response tq; 
earlier working-class agitation which predated the formation oflate uneteenth{: 
century social democratic parties. . �:: 

None the less it is a peculiarity that the final political initiation of the reforrii�j 
came from upper-class led parties without a strong working-class base. Part of, 
the explanation of this lies in the late development of the Labour Party itself.1,t, 
The Liberals and the Tories were only willing to extend the right to vote t�; 
workers because they hoped to benefit from the votes of the newly enfranchise�j 
workers. Had a substantial Labour Party already commanded the loyalty of. 
workers, the threat perceived by the elites certainly would have made t1i�; 
established parties more reluctant to make such a move. IS  This is most' 
assuredly the case with the 1867 reform as Disraeli's primary reason to support 
reform was the expectation that the new voters, including the workers, would 
support the Tory Party and thus break the Whig-Liberal monopoly on power;� 
By the time of the 1884 reform, working-class voters had lined up behind th�i 
Liberals; thus Gladstone could feel confident that his party would benefit froni: 
a further extension of suffrage (Wright 1970: 63, 92). If this argumen(f�: 
correct, it also suggests that the absence of a significant socialist working-cla� 
party in France in the late 1860s and 1870s may have contributed to th�, 
willingness of significant sections of the bourgeoisie to support parliamentarY; 
government based on universal male suffrage. The support of the SwisS' 
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,Wd1.lstrial bourgeoisie for democracy, which occurred under conditions of little 
:{yorking-class organization, further reinforces this generalization. 
ii�+"Aild finally the reform of 1918, which established male suffrage and 
)�liminated all but minor provisions for multiple voting, was the culmination of !h,e Labour-Liberal co-operation that led to the rise of the Labour Party. No 
�he would deny the important role of the working class in this reform. Rather, it 
jScontended that the reform was of minor significance compared to the 1867 
.and 1884 reforms. Blewett's (1965) careful study demonstrates that this is a 
:ffi.jstake. Though 88 percent of the adult male population would have qualified 
I:iivote in 191 1 were it not for complications and limitations in the registration 
procedures which were biased against the working class, less than two-thirds 
tW�re on the voting rolls. The importance of these restrictions can be seen from lJie fact that this figure rose to 95 percent after the 1918 reforms (Matthew et �:o 1976: 731). Moreover, in 191 1 ,  half a million of the eight million voters were 
plural voters and needless to say not many of them were working-class. The 
�al proof of the importance of the 1918 reform is Matthew, McKibbon, and 
�ey's (1976) analysis which demonstrates that the reform was critical in 
;�U6Wing Labour to displace the Liberals as the second party in an essentially 
i!W6-party system. 
i�" 'This survey leaves us with our breakdown countries as cases where the war 'may have influenced more than the timing of the introduction of democracy. {Blit before moving on to them, let us take stock of what can be learned from the 
'aevelopment of democracy in Europe as we have outlined it. One obvious 
Jesson, stressed by Therborn (1977), is the important role played by the 
;W'?rking-class, that is, by its organizational representatives, the trade unions and 
;�e socialist parties. For the Swiss, French, and British cases, one can add to itl1at the role of artisan agitation and early craft unions and, in Britain, Chartism. 
,Workers also played a role in the confessional parties in the Netherlands and 
Belgium in pressing those parties toward a more democratic posture. The rapid 
'I:levelopment of industrial capitalism in the latter half of the last century 
;§timulated working-class organization which first gradually, and then with the 
}¥ar and its outcome, decisively changed the balance of class power in all these 
l�()untries; indeed, it changed the balance of class power in the entire core of the �orld capitalist system. The change in the underlying class structure as 
,iOtlicated by labor force figures is significant enough: between 1870 and 1910, 
,th� non-agricultural workforce grew in these countries by one-third to one-half 
;'1o' lin average of 61 percent . 16  The change at the level of class formation and 
;fIaSS organization was even more significant: in no country in 1870 were the 
;�9Cialists a significant mass-based party and the trade unions organized a 
�niscule proportion of the labor force; by' the eve of World War I, the parties 
'�Q'iliated with the Second International garnered an average of 26 percent of 
\me vote (despite suffrage restrictions in a number of countries) and the trade 
,\lnions organized an average of 1 1  percent of the non-agricultural labor force. 
,In the immediate post war elections, the socialists' electoral share increased to 
'�,J1 average of 32 percent , while trade union organization grew spectacularly, 
1pCreasing two and half fold. The organized working class was also the most 
consistently pfodemocratic force in the period under consideration: at the onset 
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of World War I, European labor movements, all members of the SeCOri�t 
International, had converged on an ideology which placed the achievement�� 
universal suffrage and parliamentary government at the center of their� 
immediate program (Zolberg 1986). >� 

This interpretation supports our theory and turns Lipset (1960) and all th�t 
cross national studies which followed on their head; the working class, not th?� 
middle class, was the driving force behind democracy. It also contradictS)' 
Moore, most marxist analysts, and many liberal social scientists (e. g. Dahre�� 
dorf 1967) who argue that the primary source of democratic impulses was th�l 
bourgeoisie. However, Therborn's (1977) focus on the last reforms in th'�1 
process of democratization leads to an exaggeration of the role of the working) 
class. First, in the two agrarian democracy cases (Switzerland and Norway), th�Z 
role of the working class was secondary even in the final push to democra2Yi� 
Second, in other cases, not only did the working class need allies in the final) 
push: in earlier democratic reforms, multi-class alliances were responsible forl 
the success of the reform (France, Britain, Denmark, Sweden, and Belgiull1j� 

However, as will become apparent in our analysis of the authoritarian case$� 
none of these. other social class.es were as consi�tently pro-democratic, bo@ 
across countnes and through time, as the workmg classY Both the urb� 
middle class and/or segments of the peasantry provided the mass base fori 
authoritarianism in the breakdown cases. The bourgeoisie whose role in tM 
introduction of democracy has been emphasized in so many accounts, fro� 
marxist to liberal, played a positive role in only three cases, Switzerland, BritaiIiJj 
and France. Moreover, in Britain and France, it was only segments of the cla$! 

. that co-operated in the push for democracy, and then only after earlier historie�j 
of popular agitation for democracy and bourgeois resistance to it. In all of th� 
others, the bourgeoisie was one of the centers of resistance to " )rking-cJ�l 
political incorporation. It did make an indirect contribution to tl .e outcom�li 
however. In the cases discussed so far, the bourgeoisie sought entry into tit?, 
corridors of power and in all cases, except for Denmark and Sweden, )!; 
supported the drive for parliamentary government Bourgeois political forc� 
established parliamentary government with property, tax, or income qualifica�� 
tions for voting - that is democracy for the propertied - a true "bourgeo�: 
democracy" in contrast to the bourgeois democracy of leninist marxism. T� 
system then was opened up by successive organized groups demanding entcl 
into the system: the peasantry, the middle class, and finally the working das�� 
There is a certain amount of truth to the extremely crude interpretation th�t, 
each group worked for its own incorporation and was ambivalent aboutfurth�ri 
extensions of suffrage. The positive contributions of the bourgeoisie were /4 
push for the introduction of parliamentary government and then to capitulate t� 
pressures for further reforms rather than risk civil war. ;; 
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�(i;�k 
:illransition and Breakdown: The Authoritarian Cases ��:�i:· t��·W;:J·· 
::� we saw, the working-class needed allies; its power alone was insufficient. \��re we can tum to the characteristics of the authoritarian path outlined earlier 
2f6r the social and historical conditions which foreclosed or created the ��ossibi1ities for alliances. In the cases of coalitions of the landed upper classes, �tIle state and the bourgeoisie, no alliance strong enough to overcome their t�Pl'()sition could be constructed. It was only the change in the balance of class Jt9Y'er caused by the war that allowed for the democratic breakthrough. But, as ���iet (1975) argues in his study of Germany, France, and Italy, this surge in 
£�� strength of labor and the political left was quickly, though not completely, }fi!Jlled backed. A quick glance at union membership and voting statistics £i!}�icates that this was a general European pattern. In the cases where this surge 
i�e\Votking-ciass strength was the essential ingredient in the transition to 
i;a�mocracy, the working class and its allies (where it had any) were unable to 
:%m�jntain democracy when a new conjuncture presented new problems (depres!�&�, worker and! or peasant militance, etc. ) and new alliance possibilities for 
tW�' i.tpper classes moved the bourgeoisie, the landlords, and state actors from ;p�ssiVe to active opposition to the democratic regime. 
;��\This still leaves us with something of a black box in terms of the mechanism 
'�.6yJ;'vhich the existence of a relatively strong class of landlords actually �ip.ouenced the political structures and events of 1870 to 1939. One might first 
�sk' what difference it makes that landlords were an element of the ruling 
;:�8�lition (as opposed to a simple bourgeoisie-state alliance). Moore gives a 
" �tnughtforward answer to this question: the landlords, who had earlier 
(!(s�merited an alliance with the crown/state, exercised a political and ideological 
!!lfegemony 'over the rising bourgeoisie, in which the latter accepted the :!��tilogical leadership of the landlords, in part as a result of state support for 
'mi�ustrjalization. The authoritarian politics of the agrarian elite were tran
'{�#litted to the bourgeoisie. In tracing the state's motivation, one might 
;ljypothesize that, initially, the crown/state made the alliance with the landlords ����ause, as Tilly points out, the alliance was militarily strong. This alliance was 
,�pr()giessively strengthened as elements of the state apparatus (the military, i:�y .. ea:ucracy, and the judiciary) were drawn from agrarian elites directly, or the 
�J()ccupants of these positions were absorbed through accretion, or both. All �i»ree groups then retained these authoritarian politics in the "democratic ili�terli1de." And, to the extent that the haute bourgeoisie was drawn into the 
���llioritarian politics of the agrarian elites, it also came to participate in the 
'i��Cial linkages to the state apparatus strengthening the anti-democratic posture 
:ijfthe state. WiAs pointed out earlier, Kurth argues that the bourgeoisie in some countries t�ay have had autonomous reasons for adopting anti-democratic politics, and a 
J�imilar line of argument has been advanced by a number of historians critical of 
�\the'dominant view of German developments (see below). The main function of W�lstrong agrarian elite in this perspective is to create an alliance option for the 
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bourgeoisie to pursue such anti-democratic political impulses, an option noj; 
present in the small-holding countries. �: 

This still leaves one with a problem for the democratic period; because evelfi 
a highly cohesive upper-class alliance must reach beyond its ranks to influenc�; 
the political developments in the era of mass politics. Drawing on recell( 
neo-marxist theories of the state, one can identify three basic mechanis�i; 
which translate the power of landlords and the more general antidemocragc, 
impulses of both segments of the upper classes into influences on the events �f; 
the democratic period (and the mass politics of the period immediately before� !55," 
World War I). The first is conscious agency or attempts at "instrumental" u,s�; 
of the state, such as funding authoritarian parties and movements, usin� 
political influence to obstruct democratic procedures, as well as utilization!!f 
kinship and other social links to influence state policy in an authoritari�; 
direction. The second mechanism is what is referred to as structural dete� 
nation. As Block (1977) points out, in a capitalist society, any government rnu��) 
ensure that the basic conditions for capital accumulation are met The threarO[;' 
investment slowdown and capital flight is a constraint on any governmen\;i 
Stated in terms of our problematic, governments which do not have t1i�� 
confidence of capitalists (and landlords) may find that declining investrne��z 
capital flight, and so on, add economic difficulties to their other difficultieAi 
resulting in a destabilization of the regime. ,if 

The third mechanism is through the effect of ideological hegemony �� 
elaborated in chapter 3. Following Gramsci, it was argued that the dominan� 
classes will meet with some success in their attempts to impose their world vie",} 
on significant segments of the subordinate c1asse!l. To put this into the conte�: 
of this chapter, it is our argument that the political posture of the urban middl�i 
classes and the peasantry was heavily influenced by the ruling-cl ss coalitiqp! 
which led the political development of the country in question. Where th�) 
authoritarian upper-class coalition was well established, it affected Hot only th�: 
content of the ideology propagated by the ruling classes, that is, a particularly)' 
hierarchic, rabidly anti-democratic, anti-liberal set of values, but it also affecte4i 
the extent to which the ruling ideology was accepted by the urban middl�) 
classes and, especially, the peasantry. ,,; 

The concept of ideological hegemony can be fruitfully combined wi�; 
traditional social scientific analyses of political mobilization in Europe (e.g. S�j 
especially Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Rokkan 1 970) to give a more class-analyti� 
content to the these authors' analysis. Such a combination yields the following: 
insights in the case of the peasantrY. Lipset and Rokkan (1967: especially �r 
point out that, in Protestant small-holding countries (or regions of countries,JI) 
g. Swiss cantons), the peasantry themselves were the agents of their oWJi 
mobilization and the political forms were agrarian parties. In Protestant,' 
large-holding countries, the mobilizing agents were the landed upper-classes} 
thus the political weight of the peasantry strengthened that political block. I� 
Catholic countries (or areas of countries, e.g. southern Germany), the 
mobilizing agents were Catholic parties. To fully specify the ideologic�' 
orientation of these Catholic parties, it is necessary to bring into our analy�iS' 
both the posture of the state vis-a.-vis the Catholic church in the Catholi¢ 
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, )t�untries and the size of the Catholic community in predominantly Protestant 

cpuntries (see table 4.2). As one can see from the table, the central tendency is ' d�llJ": as indicated above, the ideological posture of the parties does vary by the 
' ;I��dholding structure and thus the role of large landholders in shaping the 
Wif!ies. Above all, in all countries with a significant landed elite, that class was a key force behind the party that mobilized significant sections of the peasantry. 
There are, of course, exceptions due to historic relations between church, 
'1!Jl�lords, and peasants in particular regions (especially within Spain and 

" , 'F..tlInce)j but the scheme presented in the table does offer a baseline that holds 
)i(rnost cases. A similar scheme could be presented for the urban middle class. 

' This analysis underlines a point we made in chapter 3:  the subjective interests 
, ons,ocial classes are historic social contructions and cannot be read off of social 
' '$�cture in a one to one fashion. The contrast between the political postures of 
.. :ttte' (jerman peasantry and the Scandinavian peasantry in the interwar period is 
, a dramatic demonstration of this. 
' ,KOne caveat should be issued before closing: it is not our intention to 

attribute, directly or indirectly, all anti-democratic and reactionary impulses in 
peaSant and middle-class politics to the ideological hegemony of the land
:!ord.:.bourgeois-state coalition. This would be clearly wrong as tlle examples of 

, tlieLapua movement in Finland, Rexism in Belgium, and Action Fram;aise or 
" P6ujadism in France demonstrate. Moreover, mass support for Fascism or 
<iollier forms of authoritarianism in the four breakdown cases cannot all be ' t&�ed to that source. Rather we want to argue that the existence of a strong 

',: agl'arian elite and allied bourgeoisie significantly increased the appeal of such 
: (�ctionary ideologies in these other classes. ci�With this last mechanism in mind, the class alliance option argument can be 
,; :,te§tated: the existence of a strong class of large landholders with close ties to 

,tI!¥ state not only changed the alliance options of the bourgeoisie. Together d �tlj�se three groups exercised an ideological influence over segments of the 
rlfiddle class and the peasantry that also pushed these segments in an 
,adthbritarian direction or at least prevented them from allying with the working ;��s. in the push for democracy, thus reinforcing the viability of the 
:'�{(ihoritarian option for the bourgeoisie. 
' ;�iIll, clarifying the status of these three mechanisms, it is useful to draw on 

" ,�,tilichcombe's (1 968) distinction between historical and constant causes. An ljistorical cause is one which happens at a point (or in this case a period) of time m ,',the past and then the pattern created reproduces itself without the 
' r¢�urrence of the original cause. So, for instance, the Kulturkampf in Germany �i:��:well as the Naval League and Agrarian League propaganda campaigns (see 

'belqw) did not have to be carried on constantly for them to have an effect on the 
' p()litical attitudes of the peasantry and urban middle class a generation later. 
rhe instrumental and structural mechanisms are closer (though not identical) 

' ,:t�(a constant cause, which is a set of social relationships, activities, etc. that are 
" c�nstant from year to year and produce a constant effect. In the present allalysis, we are concerned with institutional change rather than maintenance, ���:otherwise the argument is the same. The importance of this distinction for 
':)rus analysis is that the mechanism of ideological hegemony need not have a 
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TABLE 4.2 Mobilizing agent of the European peasantry 

Catholic 

Protestant 

Strength of agrarian elite in late nineteenth century } 

Weak Strong '1 

State allied 
with church 

Belgium 
(Rightist but moderate 
Catholic party) 

Swiss Catholic cantons 
(Rightist but moderate 
Catholic party) 

Austria :;i 
(Rightist Catholic party): 

Not allied Northern Italy Southern Italyb 
with church (Centrist Catholic party) 

Small or no Scandinavia 
Catholic Swiss Protestant 
minority 

Significant 
Catholic 
minority 

cantons 
(Centrist agrarian 
parties) 

South and west 
Germanyb 
Netherlands 
(Centrist Catholic 
parties and Protestant 
parties of the right and 
center) 

Eastern Germany 
Britain ;�;��; (Rightist Protestant ..... � 
parties) ,�� 

<1 

aThe classification of Switzerland on this dimension is problematic since the cen� 
state clearly had no religious alignment, but the individual cantonal governments di�i 
The Spanish case is problematic as the alliance of the crown and the state forces shifi�� 
during the nineteenth century from opposition to the church at the time of the CaiIiit 
Wars to alliance at the end of the century. ' �';l 

bThese are deviant and/or problematic cases. The Protestant farmers of north-we!!' 
Germany were mobilized, in part, by the Conservatives and 'the Agr�rian Leaguim 
imperial Germany and the DNVP in the Weimar Republic, all of which were domina@, 
by the east Elbian large landlords, but particularistic and regional parties also gain� 
support from these farmers. In southern Italy, landlords controlled the peasant vote an$ 
threw their support to the anti-clerical Liberals in the clienteIistic log-rolling proc� 
characteristic of the period. In Spain, the party referred to is the CEDA, but muchM 
the Carlist peasantry supported Basque regional parties and the southern agriculll1&t 
workers and tenants supported the anarchists and socialists. The conspicuous absen� 
of France from the table is due to the great regional variation in peasant politics du,et� 
variations in local modes of production, role of the clergy, and legacies of the revolutioqi 
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!�lose relationship with the current economic and political strength of large 
!Hthdlords or the cohesion of the authoritarian coalition. Naturally, persistence t�flandlord power and/or the cohesion ofthe c�alition will serve to maintain the 
�'deological legacy of the past, but that legacy will not decline in a one-to-one 
fr¢lationship with the decline in landlord power or coalition cohesion. ���\�i:'; 

'(As Lipset and Rokkan (1967) point out, the Italian state allied with the urban i�pper class in its drive to unify the country. This usually indicates a weak <landed upper class, since European states generally chose to ally with landed 
iiJtterests if these were sufficiently strong. Yet Italy ,did contain significant large 
0Rolding regions in the south and the Po Valley arid the large estates in these 
���eas were sufficiently numerous to sustain a very significant landed class. The 
;g�via):ion ofItaly from the modal pattern is due to the fact that unification was 
;�p,earheaded from the Piedmont, a small-holding region, as was most of the rest 
:of.the industrially advanced north. The south resisted incorporation into the ��w Italian state. But even after the incorporation of the south, it is clear that 
,';ili:eJanded upper class did not assume the political leadership of the country, 
.lliil,s Italy does not fit Moore's pattern of a landholder-dominated state in 
lilliance with a dependent bourgeoisie. 

:i�!Nevertheless, an alliance, or at least an accommodation, between the landed '�RJ�SS; the ' bourgeoisie, and the state did develop in the period between 
<:futification and World War I. The first step in this direction was the ��yelopment of trasformismo, a political barter system in which the main 
"Pl)l�tical and economic interests (Le. land and industry) were accommodated 
"t!:\n)Ugh clientelistic exchanges, under first Depretis and then Giolitti (Seton:;wa.tson 1967: 51-2, 91-7, 246-8). Second, the government attempted to 
'���courage economic development through protection of industry, protecting 
;�grlculture , as compensation. And finally, the government embarked on an 
::��ments program which tied segments of industry to the government and a 
.;mPitaristic foreign policy. Lyttelton (1973: 1 1-12) observes: .}�W?�(::! :"� 
:'.;\lBThe political effects of the 1 887 tariffs were extremely serious. The decision to 
" ;l;t:teate a national steel industry was defended by invoking the needs of national 

• ,j(?4efence, and the new iron, steel and shipbuilding interests were heavily depeniJ,i'i�ent on a . lavish programme of battleship construction. The link between an ,X�;:Ul1cornpetitive heavy industry dependent on state contracts and the pursuit of an 
:t�,iri1perialist power policy, first forged between 1 882 and 1887, was ominous for the 
:,��(uture. The alliance between northern industrial interests and southern latifon-1:;:disti · brought into being by the tariff was a powerful obstacle to democratic 

·;�#�eveIopment. 
, ' .����F'·' · , 

�:�Whe parallels to the German ' tariffs of a decade earlier and subsequent 
' d�velopments in that country are obvious: the tariff barter brought heavy 
.j�austry and agriculture into an alliance similar to the rye-iron alliance in 
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Germany, and the armaments program made heavy industry dependent on t�l 
state and an imperialistic policy. It is true, of course, that the landed c1ass�' 
never did assume a role of political leadership in Italy and thus the case diffe� 
from the coalition pattern outlined by Moore. Still, the 1887 tariffs were not� 
isolated instance. At the tum of the century Pelloux, the Prime Minister, m��E 
an explict attempt to establish a heavy industry-agrarian coaltion in support tif. 
reactionary and repressive policies. Though this failed, part of the project ofhlS; 
successor, Giolitti, the dominant politician from the 1 890s to the war, was tg" 
create links b(!tween the state and agricultural and industrial interests througl[ 
protection, defense expenditure, labor peace, and economic nationalism. ! 

In the Italian case, the working class played an important but not leading rol� 
in the introduction of democracy. Giolitti extended suffrage to all adult malesin' 
1912 in an attempt to gain support for his government's Libyan venture.�� 
Certainly one of the target groups for his co-optative efforts in this case werei 
the Socialists and more generally the working class, because co-optation oftI1� 
Socialists was a long-term project of Giolitti. However, the 1913 election w�' 
managed by Giolitti and his allies through corrupt practices and it is actually tii� 
1919 election that marks the introduction of democracy in Italy. The mobiliz4� 
tion of workers and peasants during the war and particularly in its wake did play 
an important role in this transition. This is reflected in the outcome of the 1919 
election: the principaL parties of these classes, the Socialists and the CathoIl9 
Populari, were the big victors, polling a slim majority of the vote together, 3� 
percent and 21 percent, respectively (Rokkan and Meyriat 1 969: 228). Ii;: 

In accounting for the breakdown of Italian democracy, conscious attempts b� 
the upper classes to influence events in an autho.ritarian direction were in fad 
very important. The post-war strike wave, factory occupations, peasant organi?� 
ing, and victories by the Socialists in local council elections tlarmed tbe 
bourgeoisie and the Po Valley landlords. Both groups began to fund the Fas� 
on a massive scale as the Fascists made violent attacks on peasant OI ganization� 
trade unions, socialist party offices and local councils controlled by the left t1i�. 
main focus of their activity. Increasingly, the Po Valley landholders not onli 
provided money but actually participated in the movement whereas th�: 
bourgeoisie contributed money but not men. Moreover they used theW; 
influence to prevent any alternative to Fascist rule. As Seton-Watson (l967( 
598) points out, "[b]y 1922 contributions from banks and industrial finnsJ 
particularly those of Milan, were flowing into the treasury of the Fascist partYi 
and their representatives in Parliament were using all their influence to block aIi 
anti-fascist coalition." . iii 

Given that virtually all accounts of the development of Italian Fascis� 
emphasize the penetration of the Po Valley as a crucial turning point in t1i� 
strengthening and the transformation of the character of Fascism (e. g. se� 
Seton-Watson 1 967: 505-664; Lyttelton 1973: esp. chapter 3), it should bt 
pointed out here that the size of landholdings in the Po Valley varied and that 
initially the Fascists got support from modest farmers who were dependent Q� 
wage labor as well as from large landholders. Once the Fascists had ousted th� 
socialist and Catholic unions they were in a position to control the local labor 
market and dispense jobs and thus began to get support from agricul� 
workers, tenants, and small farmers. Nevertheless, as Cardoza's (1982; also see' 
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'c:�mer 1975) detailed study of the province of Bologna demonstrates, the 
"large, commercially oriented, landlords were the most pivotal group in 
<Wtiencing the direction of events in the area. Their support for authoritarian
::'�\hJVas clearly motivated by the threat to their control of labor represented by 
,'ij!e;tremendous thrust of union organization and socialist victories in municipal 
�lections after the war. 
� .Forces internal to the state, particularly the security forces, also contributed ;{� the Fascist victory (Lyttelton 1973: 38-40; Tasca 1938: 97-123). Most army 

, '9fficers were sympathetic to the extreme nationalist organizations, and, at 
i!,t:\icial points, such as the Fiume invasion and the March on Rome, the 

<i9yemment was reluctant to order the army to act against the radical 
;,na�onalists for fear that they would not obey. The police generally tolerated, 
otten facilitated, and sometimes even participated in the violent attacks of the ;f��cists on the socialists, peasant organizations, and trade unions. Without s.�ch help from the security forces the tremendous growth of the movement in 

· tJl� .critical winter-spring of 1920-1 would have been impossible. It is difficult 
tQlbverestimate how important the posture of the coercive forces was in the 
)tWan case: Italian Fascism was not a mass electoral movement; it came to 
"t\q",er as a result of the use of private violence against its enemies, above all the 
'i�Qcialists. This would have been impossible had the security forces not 
t�!irated it. 
)s\Because the Fascists were never a mass electoral movement, upper-class 

, .i��ological hegemony over other groups is less important in accounting for the 
outcome than in the German or Austrian cases. Moreover, the south was so 
:�nderdeveloped and its civil society was so weak that no group exercised 
��gemony in the region; it was integrated into the country's politics through 

<�!isntelistic/patronage type relations and overwhelmingly supported the more 
t;�nservative factions of the Liberals who, we hasten to add, were not a 

. !lip-democratic force. In the North, the mass support for non-democratic 
' �olutions cannot be gauged by simply noting that Fascism had limited electoral 
"§HPport (the 1922 elections gave the Fascists only 32 of 530 seats). First, the 
�#cist movement was not identical to the party as it was in Germany; it had �y supporters who voted for other parties. Second, the Liberals in Italy were 
�q�democrats. Fametti (1978: 32) notes that, in part, "fascism was the outcome ,of the incapacity (or unwillingness) ofliberalism to tum into liberal democracy \J�ed on universal suffrage and proportional representation." Thus, the Fascist ��te hardly gauges the extent of anti-democratic sentiment. As to the sociolo-

' �f�base of the support for Fascism, we have good evidence from a survey of (5J,OOO of the 217,000 members in October 1921 (Linz 1976: 61-62). Twelve 
,.tl�cent of the members were landowners, 24 percent were farmworkers, 15 
p��cent were industrial workers, and all of the rest were urban middle class. It is , .��ly that the Fascist electorate had a similar social composition. The broader �rsupport for non-democratic solutions (represented by the more conser-�qye Liberals and the Nationalists) was also drawn disproportionately from the 
. u,f,Qan middle and upper class and landowners. ' :�To pose a counterfactual for this case, one might ask what the political 

' $itUation in Italy would have looked like if there had been no large landholding f�lass; if the countryside had been covered with small peasants. Comparative 
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work on party support argues that these Catholic peasants would �M ' 
supported the Populari, an essentially pro-democratic force, thus strengtheni9l 
that party and greatly facilitating the formation of an anti-Fascist pariiameniaB' ; 
coalition in 1921-22. Deprived of its Po Valley support, Fascism would lta� 
remained an urban, and much weaker, phenomenon. ' i;��, 

;<'i 
Germany ;;�ll , 
Recent work on German history by Blackboum and Eley. (1984;. als� see E�. 
1983) and Calleo (1978) attacks what they see as the dommant view m curi�nt 
hi�torical thinki?g on German political development including �hat ofMoor�l� . 
It IS probably fau to say that few, Blackbourn, Eley, and Calleo mcluded, would 
contest the assertion, common to the dominant view, that historically an a11iafi� 
developed between the east Elbian landed upper class, the Junkers, and ilil' 
Prussian state, and that the political leadership of unified Germany after l�lg . 
depended on this alliance for its key political support. In the wake Of�� 
depression of 1873, the heavy industry segment of the bourgeoisie, particulatlY 
the coal and steel interests, joined the co�liti?n, with the. �ariffs of 1879 ,��." 
later the naval armaments program consohdatmg the coahtlon. ' . :f!, 

'While the views of Blackboum and Eley and Calleo are different on m4� 
points, they agree that the argument of the dominant view which locates'tllV 
cause of German authoritarianism and imperialism in the political domin:i�te; 
of the Junkers and the politically dependent, indeed, "supine" posture oCme 
bourgeoisie is flawed. Blackbourn and Eley argue that the bourgeoisie \V� 
clearly the socially and economically dominant class in Imperial Germany a[9 : 
that it was also politically very influential, if fragmented, and cer ainly did�9t 
accept the political leadership of the landed classes. Calleo (19n : 129ft) go� 
further with regard to the relative political roles of the Junkers and 'ift�. 
bourgeoisie, asserting that while the Junkers had a veto power in Impeij� . 
German policy, big business was more influential in the overall forrnatiori�f 
political and economic policy. )�! 

One key point in Blackboum and Eley's analysis (Blackbourn and Eley 19$1) 
18-19; Eley 1984: 75-90) is consistent with our theory of democra�� 
development and is strongly supported by the evidence presented here. Thlii 
question the historical accuracy of the equation of the bourgeoisie with Iibe�r 
politics and of liberal politics with support for democracy. They argue that �ol 
only in Germany, but also elsewhere in Europe, the Liberals not only fo1liJ.4 
much of their leadership and support in other classes, they also did not eni�Y, 
the full support of the bourgeoisies. More important, the Liberals did n� 
necessarily support the introduction of democracy, which Eley defines; foll<l��' 
ing Therborn, the same way we do. It was the working class and middle s�� 
that accomplished this task, they contend. They argue that the mistaken vi�W� 
that the Imperial German bourgeoisie had accepted the political leadership,l91 
the Junkers is based on the fact that the bourgeoisie did not suppOrt mt 
introduction of political democracy and on the unwarranted assumption thal�iJ 
would have been in their economic interest to do so. ;:�'\ 
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'\�However, it does appear that all three authors agree that the German 
�9urgeoisie as well as the middle classes were more anti -democratic than their 
fP�ntetparts elsewhere, and that that was at. least part of the reason for the 
: 'W��kness of democratic impulses and the persistence of the authoritarian 
. f��tures ofthe Imperial German regime. At a party level, Blackbourn (1984: 
2$4) notes that not only the National Liberals but also the left Liberals and the 
,��tholic Zentrum opposed the introduction of equal, direct, and secret voting 
/fgr.the Prussian Landtag.2o The analysis of the origins of German imperialism @.4 authoritarianism by the authors differs somewhat. Calleo emphasizes above 
;a,bhe geo.,.political position of Germany but also its late industrialization and 
:f1!�iaccompanying high degrees of industrial concentration and its lack of a ¢olonial empire. In an argument similar to Kurth's, he contends that this led the §�tiDan bourgeoisie to support imperialism in an effort to secure foreign 
.m�r�ets and military contracts. Here he leans heavily on the careful historical 
s�h9larship of Kehr (1973, originally published in 1930) on the Naval Laws of 
J��8 and 1900 who shows that the state (more specifically the Kaiser and 
��nural Tirpitz) initiated the naval build-up. The program was enthusiastically 
;sppported by big business, who heavily funded the Naval League and other 
imp,:e,rialistic associations aimed at influencing middle-class opinion. The 
p�litical representatives of the Junkers, on the other hand, initially opposed the 
�¥�rbuild-:up. But he does not dismiss the role of the Junkers in sustaining 

<G�rman authoritarianism entirely, as he indicates that their presence tipped the ;���Qce of power in Germany toward the more reactionary, anti-labor, and 
.J)t9,��ctionist heavy industry rather than the free trade oriented and more liberal 
ijght industry, 
'/k�ley (1984: 135, 147, 153-4) argues that the origins of Imperial Germany's 
au�oritarianism lie in the combination of an aristocratic enclave in the state, 
;tli�]threat of a powerful socialist labor movement, and important economic and 
rel}�ous divisions in the bourgeoisie that prevented the presentation of a united jP(>�9�al front. Additionally, the high degree of concentration in the German 
;i�Momy gave large employers a capacity for repression on the industrial front, 
;1tJ!t¢P, manifested itself in a largely successful anti-union drive, in the late jfuperial p�riod. This made compromise with labor a less necessary and 
: �j#a�tive alternative (Eley 1984: 107). Eley (1984: 153-4) nicely sums up his 
! ;  . •  f' , ; \.: .� Vl,ew;; ;.�;�r 

�>\.;:: .. :. '; 
. :;:}: !�� the option of the German bourgeoisie's leading fractions for a politics of J�t�ccommodation with the landowning interests after 1 871 was fully compatible 
�!� With the pursuit of bourgeois interests .. .  The bourgeoisie entered the agrarian 
, ,::)t�1Iiimce not from a lack of "political self-confidence", but as the best means of 
: :��Jei::uring certain political goals. The indifference to further "parliamentarization" );�Came less from any "pre-industrial tradition" of authoritarianism, than from a 

:<Wrational calculation of political interest in a situation where greater parliamentary 
:r��0:(eform necessarily worked to the advantage of the left. Likewise, it made perfect 
.. i�;$isei:lse for German capitalists to refuse the "just" demands of the working class, 'f(�ql1ce a give.1l level . �f private economic power and monopoly organization 
> (X!B�queathed u the ablhty to do so. 

<,��\" ':'" 
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Ifwe accept the arguments of Call eo and Blackbourn and Eley, at leastth&e . 
in which they agree with one another, what damage does that do to the thi� i 
that the position of the position of the landed upper class is a key, if not the keY, : 
to understanding the authoritarian trajectory of German development? Ii�� : 
worth underlining what they share with what they designate as the do�; 
view. They agree that German industrialization was state aided and direct��.; 
that the aristocracy held an important, if declining, position in the bureaucia�>i 
and army, and that heavy industry opted for an alliance with the landowlliilg,� 
class in the wake of the 1873 depression. This rye-iron coalition was reaffmll$d. ; 
by the tariff policies of the BUlow government after the turn of the centuryii� '; 
1 906, even the left Liberals joined with the National Liberals and conservaiiY�.; 
in an electoral coalition, the Bulow Bloc, in support of the goverruneri(Si' 
colonial policies. What is contested is that the bourgeoisie was a "politicallY 
dependent" or even "supine" partner in the coalition. Thus, on this accoUlj� ;  
Germany would appear more similar to Italy than the traditional view ij�':; 
admitted, though the German aristocracy held a privileged position in the sci)t'i 

thin f I  I , ..• , '. some g not true 0 ta y. �.�\; 
Recent scholarship on German economic development further strength:eDs ;' 

the case against attributing a subordinate posture to the German bourgeoisie!fs: 
it questions the view of Gerschenkron, which is adopted by Moore, ®l :, 
German industrialization in this period was directed "from above" by the stale: :j 
In reviewing this literature, Trebilcock (1981 : 22-1 1 1 ,  esp. 104) concludes � : 
the phase of state directed industrialization began to decline in 1840 and by ffi(, 
Imperial German period, the initiative had shifted to cartelized industry alia,?] 
above all, banks. While this does not question the existence of an alliart�;! 
between the state, landed upper class, and heavy industry, it does questigp./ 
whether the bourgeois segment was a dependent partner in the alIiance. 1�: "  

The main theoretical significance of the recent work on German politi� . 

development is to question the view, as we have done, that the bourgeoisie is �\" ; 
"natural" carrier of democratic politics. It does not, however, undermine tlif 
contention that agrarian class relations left an important legacy which helpeat 
undermine the push for democracy in Germany. Be it Calleo's tipping ij ' 
balance of power in favor of heavy industry or Eley's aristocratic presence in ili�) 
state, the Junkers still figure heavily in these accounts of the origins ofInipeii1l : 
German authoritarianism. >;�J 

Moreover, the additional explanations offered by the authors do not fare veiL 
well under comparative examination. As we saw, the late industrialization-big!) ' 
concentration-strong socialist labor movement argument does not hold in fuf 
Swedish case. Sweden had all of these characteristics as well as an aristocratic 
enclave in the state, but the Swedish bourgeoisie did not have the option '�f 

allying with a powerful landed upper class. Thus, resistance to democraqc.: 
reform was a less realistic option. Likewise, the equation of Germanrs .. 
imperialistic policies with the thrust toward au�oritarianism is not unprobl�� 
matic, because, as Calleo himself points out, other nations, notably . BritaiN 
engaged in imperialistic policies without the strong thrust to domestic auth6Hr,; 
tarianism. This is not to deny that these were contributing factors - that Ia!f 
development, concentration, the threat of a strong labor movement, etc. d�f 
contribute to authoritarianism in Germany. Rather, we want to argue that th� 
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,I$fuot displace the existence of a politically significant landlord class and the 
l¥1dlord-state-bourgeois coalition as a critical feature of the authoritarian path. 
�;\f�rhe role of the agrarian upper classes and -of the authoritarian coalition more generally in the breakdown of Weimar democracy is also a point of contention. 
"��rinstance, these factors play a role but not a central one in Bracher's (1970) 
i!!iportant work on the breakdown of the Weimar Republic. Thus, to complete 
Mr argument about the road to modem authoritarianism, it is necessary to �)dfY how agrarian class relations and the coalition helped push Germany 
JQ'1Yatd authoritarianism. Here, we will provide such a specification as well as JiigIilight the pro-democratic role of the main working class party, the Social 
Ji)cmocrats. 
'fJ�s was pointed out, on the eve of Wold War I, only the Social Democrats w�r¢ supporters of parliamentary government and full suffrage reform at all 

l�y�ls:of government. Consequently, it seems eminently plausible to argue that 
,tI!e'ti"ansition to democracy was a direct result of the war. The defeat in World 'Yl�r'I; the discrediting of the ruling class, and the temporary power vacuum on 
W�(right that this created changed the balance of class power in Germany. 
:I?'a,b'()r organization surged to 30 percent of the labor force and the democratic 
' P!ffres, which now could be counted to include the Catholic Zentrum and the 
'l�� liberal German Democratic Party (DDP), received 77 percent of the vote in 
tIi� National Assembly elections of January 1919. Unfortunately, the right 
t�c6vered quickly; these three parties only polled 42 percent in the June 1920 
:¢l�ctioris and never again reached a majority during the Weimar Republic !��kkan a�d M�yriat 1969: .157-8�. 21 Moreover, labo� organizati�n sl�d sharply 
i��£kward 10 this same penod. WIthout the defeat, It seems qulte hkely that 
G¢fniany would not have become a democracy for decades, until something :tt�ated a decisive shift in the balance of class forces. 

;�im the wake of the controversy over Abraham's (1 986) work and Turner's '(85) determined attempt to absolve big business from responsibility for the 
;;rj{�is' rise to power, the assertion that conscious instrumentation played an !¢P()Itant role in the German case is bound to provoke a dispute.22 It must be 
,§�d a:t the outset that the controversy focuses on the rQle of big business, and 
,t!i�t the culpability of other elites, notably the Junkers and the closely allied top 
,.a,meers' corps, is not a point of contention. Indeed, Turner is eager to shift the �I��e to these elites, and few would contest the importance of their role in the 
.;�<inspiracies in the circles close to Hindenburg in the last days of the Republic, :iVJuch led to the installation of Hitler as chancellor. These two groups, along 
'$th segments of heavy industry, were the backbone of elite support for and 
'!���ership in the German National People's Party (DNVP) which was always i!ionarchist, authoritarian, and anti-democratic and increasingly closely co
'�perated with the Nazis after 1928. 
)&'To m�diate the controversy on the role of big business, one must clearly state 
2��at the question is. First, one might ask whether big business favored and !�veIy and consciously contributed to the installation of a National Socialist 
:g9vemment. This is Turner's question and he argues that, to the final days of tile: Weimar Republic, the politically active segments of German business 19ritinued to be disturbed by the socioeconomic radicalism of the Nazis and 
:thus did not support the installation of a government led by the Nazis, though 
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many leading businessmen favored a DNVP-Ied coalition with the NaziK 
Second, one might ask whether the leading segments of business subjectivelY 
favored an authoritarian outcome. A third question, finally, asks whether tJi�; 
actions of big business objectively contributed to the breakdown of democra:9'� 
and an authoritarian outcome. We contend that the evidence presented bt 
Turner as well as that presented by Neebe (1981) indicates that both of th�s:e; 
latter questions mlist be answered in the affirmative, though we hasten to po�ti 
out that only an affirmative answer to the third question is important to oJt� 
overall argument. This appears to be Neebe's (1987) own evaluation'�f 
Turner's evidence. :::! 

As indicated above, most of heavy industry, primarily coal and stee,m 
supported the DNVP throughout the Weimar Republic, an historical extensiojr, 
of its support for the conservatives and the rye-iron coalition of Irnperi�[ 
Germany. Other segments of business, export oriented industry, finance and,s� 
on, tended to support the DVP (German People's Party) or, in the case of me; 
most liberal segments, the DDP (German Democratic Party). Under Stres� 
man's leadership the DVP supported accommodation with the SoqaJ� 
Democrats and a reluctant acceptance of the Versailles treaty. The f011l!.�r: 
entailed acceptance of Sozialpolitik, government intervention in wage regul�� 
tion, and other pro-labor measures. With the onset of the Depression and tht 
death of Streseman, this segment of business gradually moved to the righ�� 
While it initially favored the continuation of the Grand Coalition, it increasin�t 
came to see Sozialpolitik and other pro-labor measures to be too costly,: 
constituting, in the view of leading businessmen, the main barrier to renewe4 
investment and thus recovery. Business at first h�d high hopes for the Briinirig: 
government, but became disillusioned with it as it still relied on Soci�, 
Democratic toleration and thus failed to move in a dramatically anti-Ia1)�f: 
direction. By September 193 1 ,  almost all segments of business had become 
very critical of Bruning's policies, though the top leadership of the irnportaJ1,t' 
Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie (RDI) continued to support ili,� 
Chancellor to the end of his period in power (Neebe 1981 :  102, 109). Thif 
drive to exclude the Social Democrats combined with the rise of the Nazi voffi. 
left business with two options: supporting a parliamentary government wi�\ 
Nazi support or an extra-parliamentary cabinet of the right, either of whi�lj! 
would move the government in an authoritarian direction. Turner (1985: 2n:5: 
also see Neebe 1981 : 1 27-39) argues that the capitalists (including the Ri)l, 
leadership) finally found their chancellor in Papen, whose government not o�ly 
began to roll . back the Weimar labor legislation and Sozialpolitik but a@' 
suspended the Prussian Landtag and drew up plans to revise the constitution �: 
a decidedly more authoritarian direction. In all these developments, busine�: 
used its money, political contacts, and media to influence events in the desir��; 
direction, and while hardly all-powerful, it is not plausible to argue that it was> 
without significant influence. :i0\ 

There can be little question that, objectively, the Papen government wasA: 
groundbreaker for the Nazis. Papen himself was a key actor in the formationot 
the first Nazi-led government and a minister in that government. Thus, i(.� 
clear that objectively business intervention in the political process contribut�� 
to the breakdown of democracy. What did leading businessmen subjectiv�l� 
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�hpport? Not Nazism, Turner argues convincingly. He indicates in passages too 
��\wterous to cite (see e.g. Turner 1985: 252, 273-6) that they advocated a 
Ar�eing of the cabinet from dependence on parties and a return to the "sort of 
X@xture of freedom and authority that had prevailed in the Empire." Business 
' �Upport for the Papen government was not motivated only by the economic 
rpQUcies of the government but also by the political "reforms" on the agenda 
�<N'eebe 1981 :  135-8). Thus, the evidence does indicate that business did favor ��:1tum to ·more authoritarian forms of government. {�l:rhe argument that the effect of upper class opposition to the sitting 
'!:gp,yC!rnment and ultimately the democratic regime was mediated by structural 
;.(m�chanisms (lack of investor confidence, etc. ) is strongest for the German ,��. Virtually all scholars concede that the economic situation was a very 
mtportant contributor to the outcome in Germany whereas the importance of 

:.\�.ractor has been contested (at least by its omission) in the accounts of the 
:":O��r breakdowns. Moreover, we know that it is plausible to argue that lack of 
;�§ysiness confidence" in the Muller and Bruning governments did make an jiidependent contribution to the dismal economic situation, because the 
c:;�iudes ofleading German capitalists toward tbese two governments have been 
;$9\�oroughly documented.23 �\\i'Jhe argument that the authoritarian posture of the middle classes and the .:g���antry was, in part, a product of upper class ideological hegemony is 
important in the German case. Here one must explain why so many people 

"\VMe open to voting for the Nazis (37 percent in 1932) or, adding the DNVP (6 p�rcent in July 1932), for authoritarian parties in general. To facilitate the 
;,ar;�lysis of the rise of the Nazi vote as well as a comparison of the German and c��'�trian cases, it is helpful to examine social and historical bases of the parties, 
;J.j�J�ing the Lipset-Rokkan scheme (Lipset and Rokkan 1 967). The DNVP 
���the political creature of the conservative monarchist bloc which represented 
. ��;alliance of the state (or "nation-building elite", N, in Lipset and Rokkan's 
>t�(fuUnology), the state church (C, the Lutheran church in this case), and the 
laMed upper class (L) (see table 4.3). The liberal bloc, the DVP and the DDP, 
ti:resented the bourgeoisie and other elements of the urban upper and upper mrCldIe classes (U) and assumed a secular posture (S). The Catholic (R) bloc, 
�,�Jltrum and the Bavarian Peoples' Party, BVP, represented the largely south 
�4 west German Catholic population. The working class primarily supported 
fu'e'.Social Democrats and secondarily the Communists . 
. 'i£iJ\n examination of election results in this period indicates that the Nazis 
(��$eived votes from everyone who was not absorbed in the Socialist/working !i:l�ss or Catholic countercultures (see table 4.3). We contend that the 
J�w.oritarian and militaristic ideology of the ruling groups of imperial Germany 
cP'Iitributed to the susceptibility of every other sector of the population to the 
.f,�a.��onary appeals of Nazism. Under the impact of the increasingly desperate 
)���ncimic conditions of the depression, these social groups turned from the 
4i�l:litional conservative authoritarianism of their old parties to the radical racist 
::Wtllbritarianism of the Nazis. . �lp)lr crude analysis here is confirmed by detailed empirical studies of two siqs. First, in their detailed examination of ecological data on voting patterns, 
Hamilton (1980) and Childers (1983), though disagreeing on many points, 
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TABLE 4.3 Elections in the Weimar Republic National Assembly ('Yo) ;t 
,�:,,0i; 

Jan. June May Dec. May Sept. July N(1l). Mar�(, 
1919 1920 1924 1924 1928 1930 1932 1932 1933�: 

National ·.?�:r 
Socialists 7% 3% 3% 18% 37% 33% 44% i�( 
NSDAP 

": 'yt 
,:��X 

Conservatives (NCL) 10 15 20 21 14 7 6 9 ft� DNVP {;\: 
;,):\ 

Liberals (pSU) 23 22 15 16 14 9 2 3 H DVP 4 14 9 1 1  9 5 1 2 
DDP 19  8 6 6 5 4 1 1 

Catholics (PR) 20 18 16 18 15 15 16 15 
Zentrum 20 14 13 14 12 12  13 12 12 )1 

\��� 
BVP 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 :(� 

Labor 46 42 34 35 41 38 37 37 30 '1A .;;;t? 
SPD 38 22 21 26 30 25 22 20 IS « J(;; 
USPD 8 18 ' !i�: 

KPD 2 13  9 1 1  13 15 17 12 (�; 
Other I 3 8 7 13 14 2 3 l (t� 
*Conducted by the Nazi-Nationalist Government with significant harassment of�� 
opposition. · :;01 
NSDAP - National Socialist German Workers' Party, DNVP - German Natiq�� 
People's Party, DVP - German People's Party, DDP - German DemocraticP�1 
BVP - Bavarian Peoples' Party, SPD - German Social Democratic Paii)r; 
USPD - German Independent Social Democratic Party, KPD - German CommwiiSj 
Party )1 
Source: Rokkan and Meyriat (1969: 157-9). ·\· �. :', 

concur that the Nazis failed to penetrate the socialist and Catholic counterc�� 
tures. Second, Allen's (1984) fascinating and well researched community stu� 
of the Nazi seizure of power in one German town, based on newspaper reportS! 
interviews with participants, and Nazi party documents, not only confl1111s .tI\� 
shift in voting patterns referred to above. It also provides a clear picture of hoW 
German civil society in the period was organized, with a highly cohesWt 
working class Social Democratic subculture promoting a democratic ana. 
socialist ideology, and a somewhat less cohesive, but none the less dense& 
organized, middle and upper class culture interpenetrated by a large number of 
rightist, nationalistic, and militaristic groups promoting variants of that ideol� 
gical current. 24 ";,� 
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;::Our argument here admits that there is a grain of truth in the cultural 
i1tterpretations of the collapse of German democracy. In its crudest journalistic 
'form, this view contends that the Germans succumbed to authoritarianism 
because they were authoritarian. A slightly dressed up academic version of this :��that the Weimar Republic crumbled because its culture was "illiberal." 
Authors such as Bracher (1970) and Lepsius (1978) present a much more 
sophisticated variant of the argument by breaking the German society and polity 
,mto four blocs, contending that it was in the National Liberal and Conservative 
Monarchist blocs in which the voters succumbed to the radical authoritarian 
�pl'eals of the Nazis and in which the leaders were willing to co-operate with them. This closely follows our own argument. 
f;' The weakness of these points of view is that they either leave the strength of '�e authoritarian camp unexplained, as Lepsius does in his short essay, or 
'&xplain it in historical terms without clearly connecting the content of ideology :t6'the material and political interests of the economic and political leaders of the 
camps promoting them. Bracher (1970: 27-8) hints at a connection between tl1� promotion of the statist-nationalist-volkisch ideology, the related LebenstaiJin philosophies, and the carrying out of the Kulturkampf against the culture 
:bf'the Catholic southern Germans, on the one hand, and the interests of the 
;p�litical elite of Imperial Germany, on the other. But the mesh of this ideology 
:with the interests and development project of the economic and political elite is �6where made explicit and tightly tied together. 
�yGerschenkron (1943: esp. 53-5) does make an explicit link between Junker 
!C1ass interests and their, in his view, conscious and successful attempt to spread 
proto-Nazi ideologies among small peasants in order to maintain and increase §upport for the Conservative Party, the Agrarian League, and their agricultural program. Critics of this view, such as Blackhourn, Eley, and Calleo do not 
dispute the contention that this attempt to influence the social consciousness 
'lind political allegiance of the Protestant peasantry was successful. They 
tQhtend that it had little impact on the urban middle classes. But, they, particUlarly Calleo, offer an alternative source and conduit for ultra
,n�tionalistic (though not backward looking and agrarian) ideological influences 
'tili these strata. Following Kehr, it can be argued that the bourgeoisie's support for imperialism had an independent economic basis and this led the bourgeoisie 
,actively to promote ideologies of imperialism through the Naval League and 
,Qther nationalist organizations.25 All three authors emphasize the role played by 
!!hiperialism in the attempt of the Liberals to secure a mass base in response to 
tne rise of the Social Democrats. And, while it is true that imperialism does not 
IbglCally imply opposition to democracy, in Germany, in both the Imperial era ��d the Weimar period, they were linked: the political forces which promoted ,wperialism also were authoritarian. Based on the electoral and community 
��tudies cited earlier, we contend that these are specific instances of the general phenomenon of the penetration of the ideologies of the Imperial German elites (We state elites, Junkers, and th� bourgeoisie) to all social groups, in varying 
degrees, outside the working class and Catholic blocs, thus strengthening 
!�itthoritarian currents in these groups. This strongly supports our contention (see chapter 3� that the density of civil society (or strength of secondary groups, 
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etc.) per se is not a sufficient condition for the development of democracy; � 
fact, as the German case shows, under certain historical conditions, . tJf��. 
associative groups characteristic of a dense civil society can serve as organs:9f 
socialization for authoritarian ideologies. ;,�, · 

Forces inside the state also played a role in the German case. With the strorlg 
overrepresentation of the landed aristocracy in the upper ranks ofm,�; .. 
Reichswehr, it is not surprising that the army shared the Junkers' authorita�� .. 
monarchist politics, and though they never fully supported Hider, the.it' 
neutrality was essential for the Nazis' seizure of power (Carsten 1973). In m�' 
eJeventh hour, the period of presidential rule from 1930 to the seizure of pow�t 
the contribution of elements of this group went far beyond neutrality, as �£ 
circle around Hindenburg was completely dominated by the men drawn from 
the Junker-military-bureaucratic elite. The project of those closest to Hinden.� 
burg was to use the Nazis to install authoritarian presidential rule. This ga€(. 
eventually led to the Nazi entry into the government with control of tk 
chancellorship. The German judiciary consistendy treated equivalent offens�" 
by political groups on the left and the right quite differendy. The light sente�£F 
received by Hider for the Munich putsch is a case in point here.26 TJ)i$> 
alignment of forces inside the state is also in part a product of the coalitiontR!t 
consolidated the German state and the resulting imperialistic and milital'ifo�c .+' ideologies propagated by state elites. }�( .'. 

The counterfactual in this case is important because potential critics might 
correcdy point out that the Protestant peasants of northern Germany were oqe 
of the first groups to whom the Nazis made a breakthrough in the po�t-112.8: 
period. Thus, one might ask, why should we expect the movement to be rnu,€1\ 
weaker if Germany were small-holding? Setting aside the fact that it must,ti� 
agreed that it would be impossible to imagine the whole economic and politi�� 
trajectory of Germany without Junkers, we can tum to Finland for an answ� 
Under the impact of different but equally tumultuous events (revolution, ciW 
war, depression), sections of the peasantry did tum to the radical right Lap�� 
movement in the 1 930s, and the movement did manage to get the Communlst 
Party suppressed (Alapuro and Allardt 1978; Alapuro 1 980, 1988: eS�2 
209-18). But it never managed to effect the suspension of parliamentm 
politics. In accounting for its failure to reach this goal, Alapuro and Allardtci�: 
several situational and structural factors. The most important of the struc�: 
factors, they contend, was the absence of a strong landed upper classP AS� 
result, the Finnish peasantry had mobilized autonomously (as in all Protest�i. 
small-holding countries) and formed its own political party decades before Wl 
rise of the Lapua movement. Thus, when the Lapua movement anempted(t9 , 
translate its substantial support among peasants into electoral support attg�· 
polls, it failed to make more than marginal inroads into the support of t1jFi 
Agrarian Union. ;l 

To summarize our analysis of Germany, the Prussian state allied with �t 
landed upper class, and a significant segment of the bourgeoisie, he�W 
industry, joined this coalition in the imperial period on a platform of protecti��', 
tariffs, imperialism, and political exclusion of the masses. Other segments of tilt 
bourgeoisie, though disagreeing . with the economic policies of the ruli!)!' 
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" <>" : : :  , �oalition, . did not advocate political inclusion of the lower classes. In part 
i,tltfough deliberate political campaigns, the dominant classes developed an 
iWeological hegemony over significant sections of the Protestant peasantry and Juban middle classes. The working class, organized by Social Democracv and ;tli� trade unions, and the Catholic minority were sufficiently insulated by' their l�spective subcultures to resist the influence of the dominant ideology. Since 
ey�n: the Catholic party, though on the democratic end of the spectrum, did not :joiit Social Democracy in the demand for full democracy, no pro-democratic ¢o�lition could be constructed before World War I. The war was decisive for 

;We'transition to democracy: it discredited the ruling class and greatly strengID9ned the working class. However, the support for democracy among the 
Rrotestant middle classes and peasantry and the more liberal segments of the 
;6��:rgeoisie was temporary and purely tactical and, among heavy industry and llt�Ianded upper class, non-existent. Occupants of the upper ranks of the state 
;1tpparatus, especially the army, sympathized with the latter groups. Thus, when 
:lli�' depression undermined the fragile class compromise which Weimar 
;4�wocracy depended on, the maSses and elites outside the Catholic and 
\v.9rking class blocs moved to the right, either taking their traditional parties 
:l'§tf them or, in increasingly large numbers, defecting to the Nazis. Authorita
:ljfoiI elements in the state greatly facilitated the final transition to an authorita-��dl.· · • n�n regxme. 
:;��1;:K:" :f:l'" ·�\�t,,·:.: 1J.ustna ':A%>�' 
:@lthe other three European breakdown cases, the Austrian appears to be 
:ckosest to the German. Certainly, the class-state constellations in the 
��ighteenth and nineteenth century are quite similar. The basic state alliance ,��s; also between the crown; the army, which was very closely identified with 
Jtt�iHabsburg Monarchy; the bureaucratic elite; and the landed nobility. The ��tlinic divisions within the Empire and later Austria-Hungary divided the illbility and often set the non-German nationalities, particularly the Magyar magnates, against the monarchy, but as Taylor (1976) emphasizes, when they Ra� to choose between defending their class privileges and advancing claims for ���onal autonomy, they virtually always chose the former. The system of labor 
,�p�trol in the countryside can be accurately labeled "labor repressive": though Jg��ph II abolished true serfdom, the Robot, obligatory labor service, which 
r�IIiained in effect until 1848, was actually the more critical provision in limiting 1�1)or mobility (Gross 1973: 247, 255). And even in the post-Robot period, the jIT�at lords remained the predominant power in the countryside. Indeed, they gabied at the expense of the minor noble landholders. "tiThe' ethnic divisions within the Habsburg Monarchy point to one contrast ��tween Austria and Germany that does have a bearing on our argument. For 
t9\>Vious reasons, the conscious promotion of a nationalist legitimating ideology 
was)out of the question for the ruling groups in the Habsburg Monarchy, :p1Uticularly i� German Austria, the area of main concern here.28Thus, while it 
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can be plausibly asserted that the ruling groups did propagate an ideologic' 
legitimating their rule and that the content was of necessity authoritarian, one,� 
has no obvious "smoking gun" as one has in the case of the campaigns oftlt�, 
Agrarian League and Naval League in Germany. il 

At least initially, the bourgeoisie was economically dependent on the� 
Habsburg state. The state attempted to promote industrialization through higlj1 
protective tariffs; subsidies, loans and tax exemptions to businesses; armamen�l 
purchases; building of infrastructure; deve!opment of necessary skills and" 
education in �e population; and development and ownership of selecte4' 
undertakings (Gross 1 973: 243 ff). Austria-Hungary then followed the Ger
man pattern of a declining state role and a rising role for banks (Trebilcoc�' 
1 98 1 :  335-9; Good 1984: 25 1). However, due to the politics of ethnicity, thisi 
did not result in the end of the dependence of the bourgeoisie, or at leas� J) 
segment of it, on the state. In the case of the German Austrian bourgeoisie} 
their dependence on the state was reinforced by their (probably correct) view! 
that the end of the Empire was inimical to their interests, despite the fact thatit 
is arguable that the objective effect of their subordination to the imperial state: 
was to impede the development of capitalism (Gross 1 973; 250; Trebilcock: 
1 98 1 :  361). Gross (1973: 25 1) contends that the dependence of the GerntaU: 
Austrian bourgeoisie expressed itself in the "persistent adherence to quasi; 
feudal social values." In a word, it accepted the ideological leadership of the 
monarchy and the landed nobility. The abolition of the Robot furthered the 
links between the landed nobility and the bourgeoisie since many of the nobles 
used the monetary compensation provided for the abolition to enter business on 
a significant scale (Gross 1973: 255-6; Taylor 1 976: 73). , 

The transition to democracy in Austria followed a similar path to that ill 
Germany, with the defeat in the war creating a temporary change in the balanc�, 
of class power. The differences were that, on the one hand, the Socialist PartY 
and the working class were stronger, electorally and organizationally, th�; 
Socialist movement being the very prototype of the successful application ofa 
Gramscian strategy. On the other hand, the Socialists were the only c1earij, 
pro-democratic party, with the possible exception of the Landbund. The 
various parties of the German Nationalist bloc (polling together around, 
one-fifth of the vote), which were supported by a large segment of th¢ 
bourgeoisie and the Protestant middle class, participated in governments in th� 
late 1920s which turned a blind eye to, and sometimes even co-operated wit:l4' 
the Fascist Heimwehr. Indeed, during German Nationalist leader Schober'� 
chancellorship in 1929-30, his office acted as a conduit for monthly contribu'i 
tions of250,000 schillings from Austrian banks to the Heimwehr (Simon 1978:' 
96). Moreover, by 1932 virtually all of the supporters of the Germa4 
Nationalists had defected to the Nazis. The Christian Socials (polling aroulld, 
40 percent ) not only protected the Heimwehr while in office; the leadership p! 
the party conspired to end democracy in 1933 and ultimately the party fused, 
with the Heimwehr. 

' 
J 

On the question of instrumental manipUlation of the state by upper class 
interests, the Austrian case is again similar to the German. There is no doubt 
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rpat industry did contribute to the Fascists: we have just mentioned the role of 
,\\ustrian hanks. Industrial interests nurtured anct financially supported the 
:H�imwehr from the outset specifically as force of coercion aimed at the Social 
;!Jemocrats and the trade unions (Gulick 1948: 128-30). For example, the 
¢ountry's largest mining and metallurgical firm, the Alpine-Montan Gesell'��haft) contributed significant amounts of money to the Heimwehr (Rabinbach �l983: 55). However, perhaps more important for the fate of Austrian demo
£I'a:CY was the support in the upper classes for non-Fascist authoritarian forces ,il;t the Catholic and German National blocs (Gulick 1948: 693, 778, 858). cl::' The potential that the coercive forces had as an instrument for or against 
p,�rn�cracy was well realized by both the, Social Democrats and the Christian 
iS6ciais in Austria. In the initial years after the war the Social Democrats made �frorts to reconstruct the army filling the rank and file with its own supporters, 
'wough the officers corps continued to be dominated by the old imperial 
�officers. After the socialists left the government in 1 920, the Christian Socials 
:wpved to alter the composition of the army. A similar course was followed in the case of the Vienna police who were recruited from the Christian Social 
Mlhiges of Lower Austria rather than from the heavily socialist capital itself ,tQulick 1948: 751). The political loyalties of the coercive forces proved 
'j,plportant. As a result of the incident on July 1 5, 1927, when police fired on a 
.#owd of rioters killing 85, the government found that it could rely on the 
,'?i>ercive forces even in the socialist stronghold of Vienna. This incident, which 
;i�f,considered the crucial turning point in many accounts of the breakdown of 
�Nustrian democracy, was quickly followed by a Heimwehr offensive against the 
Social Democrats carried out with the toleration of the Christian Socials. 
j�fThe Austrian case differs from the German in that the landed upper classes 
"memselves played little active role in the interwar events, though what 
.f�ntributions they did make _ were supportive of authoritarian forces (Gulick 3J248: 7.,...8). Part of the reason for this is that, compared to other regions in 
�A:ustria-Hungary, German Austria contained a disproportionate amount of the 
fupuntainous areas, which were predominandy small-holding. Thus, the 
�Wological legacy of past and present dominant elites is, if anything, more �portant for explaining the outcome in Austria than in Germany. Based on 
'lqcal election results, it has been estimated that well over 50 percent of 
�ustrians would have voted for the Christian Socials (30-5 percent ) or the 
,�azis (over 20 percent ) if a national election had been held in 1933 (Simon ::'J97�: 1 10). ,  The greater electoral strength of the authoritarian right parties in 
:A):Jstrla compared to Germany is explained by the authoritarian (or, at the very S�st; ambivalent) position of the Catholic camp. This, in turn, is explained by 
,U,t'e historical alliance of the Habsburg state and the landed oligarchs with the 
,�_atholic church. This N-R (Roman Catholic) -L alliance in the Lip
iset7Rokkan scheme was the historical social structural basis for the Christian $pCial Party. It represented a fusion of the organized Catholic institutional 
"��lttire with this elite alliance, with the latter group defining the class character 
,§(the Catholic camp's political- ideology. Thus, the pro-democratic camp in 
.'i\ustria was weaker than in Germany due to the differences in the historic 
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alliances of the church.29 For precisely the same set of reasons, the appeal of� 
Nazism was considerably less in Austria than Germany and the authoritaria�� 
Catholic corporative state of the Dollfuss-Schusschnigg period much les� 
repressive, with considerable autonomy for trade unions and other forms b(;; 
non-party social organizations. ' \') 

There is one weakness in the argument linking the ideology of the dominant; 
political coalition in Austrian development to the behavior of the parties in the� 
interwar period. The development of the Christian Social movement sUbstari.14 
tially predated its fusion with upper class interests (Boyer 198 1). While it is trUt\i 
that the party shed much of its early radical romantic ' anti-capitalism ana� 
became solidly conservative with the development of the alliance, its oppositio�!l 
to lower-class interests and universal suffrage and its anti-semitic authorita�� 
rianism date back to its early years. Thus, if  its authoritarian posture �t 
connected to the ideology of the ruling elites, the connection is not simple Cif 
�� � 

A stronger case can be made for connecting the class-state coalitions of t1iWl 
nineteenth century to the outcomes of the interwar period in the Austrian cas�� 
by pointing to the link between the development coalition and the weakness ofj'; 
and anti-democratic posture of, Austrian liberalism. Austrian liberalism was� 
based in the German Austrian bourgeoisie and upper middle classes and thu� 
reflected the conservative position of those groups which was directly linked to:: 
their perception of their own self-interest in preserving the Empire and the� 
Habsburg Monarchy as mentioned earlier. Liberalism in Austria meani1' 
anti-clericalism, rationalism, and support of property rights and little more. Ii 
lacked the democratic tendencies of English liberalism, not to speak of the: 
strong support for democracy characteristic of Scandinavian liberalism.30 Thus;! 
the dependence of the bourgeoisie on the Habsburg state helps to explain th�: 
weakness of democratic currents outside of the working class in the fJrsi� 
Austrian Republic. i 

The Czech case presents a nice support for a counterfactual argument OIl' 
this point. For obvious reasons, the bourgeoisie in Bohemia and Moravia did; 
not see the preservation of the Habsburg state in the same light as their Germarl.' 
Austrian counterparts and thus developed a more aggressive ' and stronger) 
liberalism. This is one factor that helps explain why democracy survived iii, 
Czechoslovakia until the German invasion, in contrast to Austria. The case of: 
Czechoslovakia also puts into perspective the arguments that the decisive factor! 
sealing the fate of Austrian democracy was foreign pressure from its authorita�' 
rian neighbors. While it cannot be denied that this was a significant factor,. 
Czechoslovakia was similarly surrounded by authoritarian regimes and subject 
to pressures from them but did not succumb. Moreover, this argument is 
weakened by the fact that the trajectory toward the authoritarian seizure of 
power in Austria began with the events of 1927, well before the rise of Nazi 
influence in Germany, and the critical step toward the installation of the 
authoritarian regime, the suspension of parliament, occurred only a few months 
after Hitler was appointed Chancellor and before the Nazis had consolidateq 
power. 
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&pain 
�)�,,: \There is no doubt that landholding in absolutist Spain was extremely concen
;i:rated: the nobility and the church held over two-thirds of the land in the 
�oilntry (Carr 1982: 39). But, as in the Italian case, the initial development of 
The ruling political coalition in the nineteenth century does not seem to point in 'the ' direction of the landlord-bourgeois-state alliance as responsible for the 
:�evelopment of modern authoritarianism. The conflicts of the first decades of 
tt!i�tcentury pitted the urban middle and upper classes, intellectuals and the l¥my, supporting a program of liberal refonn, against the church, nobility, and 
monarchy. An important part of the liberal program was an attack on corporate iproperty rights: entailed property, seignorial rights, church-owned lands, and $bIrununal property, thus directly attacking the interests of the nobility as well 
'�s the church. ?�hlit the course of the century, however, the coalition of forces that gradually 
'�.�sembled around the Moderado Liberal (later dynastic Conservative) party did 
1'esemble the authoritarian coalition.31 By the time of the first Carlist wars in the 
\l830s, the crown was aligned with the Moderados and increasingly most 
��lements in the army supported this party, though the Progresista Liberals 
'continued to enjoy some anny support until late in the century. In their periods 
@' power in the 1830s and the 1 850s, the Progresistas carried through the :liberal property rights refonns of the original liberal program, which resulted in �::Very significant redistribution of land as church properties were sold by the 
'g()vernment and the end of entailment led many poorer nobles to sell their land. 
l�ince this land was sold on the open market rather than used as part of a land 
ireform scheme, it was those who had the money to buy it who benefited: the 
��muent nobility, the upper peasantry, the local political bosses in the rural li�Wns, and the bourgeoisie. The larger landowners, both the traditional nobles '\�fid the new landlords, also increasingly gravitated to the Mode
(rados-Conservatives. By the time of the Restoration (after 1 874), sections of 
.'the Catholic right in the form of the Catholic Union had broken with Carlism ;�d joined the dynastic Conservatives. With the Catholic Union came the 
;�.i>jscopate and "the more recalcitrant of the Catholic aristocracy" (Carr 1982: 
i355). These social supports of the Conservatives increasingly became a single �R�ial class with a common social and political outlook. Carr (1 982: 284, 43 1-2; 
i�ls() see Linz 1967: 204) sketches the situation at midcentury and then at the fend of the century: ��?\': . 
,1,(LlThe generals] were absorbed into the aristocracy by a continuous process of new \\!y ;Jreation [of titles) ... The amalgam of speculators, industrialists, landowners, 
:,!<,together with the prosperous lawyers and ennobled generals who were its political �;r\voice par excellence, constituted what democrats were beginning to call a ruling 
'1;t;�ligarchy ,... estimated at five hundred families. 
iL\< [The aristocracy] was conspicuous in its support of Catholic values. Since its 
iYSwhole history in the nineteenth-c.entury had been one of accretion, through the 
�)r:: incorporation of successful soldiers, hauts bourgeois, and politicians, it tended to 
( impose these values on the upper ranges of society as it imposed its way of life. 
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The dynastic Conservatives' opposition within the El Tumo Pacifico systeW 
was the dynastic Liberals, the heirs of the Progresistas. The Liberals were' 
based in the provincial urban upper middle classes and, on paper, support��, 
liberal democratic ideals. When they were in office in the last decades of tl\( 
nineteenth century, they put these ideals into law, making Spain, on paper;'r 
democracy: universal suffrage, freedom of association) freedom of the pr�s§i 
etc. But the reality of the situation was quite different: in the EI Tumo systet\li, 
there was a de facto agreement that the two dynastic parties would alternate,� 
power, and this was accomplished by fIXing the electoral outcome. The parti� 
outside the system, the Republicans and the Socialists, had no chance to gaM! 
power despite the existence of universal suffrage and the numerical signiflcaJl4 
of the classes they represented. Thus, the political situation under El Tuml 
was very similar to that under trasformismo in Italy. The parallel does note�d, 
there. Like Italy, Spain, in 1891 ,  introduced tariffs on both agricultural aD,� 
industrial imports. Like Italy, in a conscious effort to create a national industry, 
it embarked on naval building programs in 1888 and again in 1908. Thus, i\;� 
probable that all these developments had the same effect as in Italy: to bringtli� 
state, the bourgeoisie, and the landed classes into closer alliance. �!� 

The Spanish situation in the closing decades of the last century shows sO!Dl 
other interesting contrasts and similarities to the German and the Italian. � 
both Spain and Germany, the upper officers' corps were closely linked with tlt,g 
upper class(es), but in quite different ways. In Germany, many top officers w�i� 
traditional aristocrats. In Spain, the officers were often of humble origin and,� 
army career could be a way to move into the political elite (owing to the role o! 
the military in Spanish poJitics) and then the economic elite, sometimes ending 
in ennoblement. A second contrast to Germany was that the landlord class w� 
a mix of traditional aristocrats, ennobled haute bourgeoisie and military m�� 
and untitled property holders. As in Italy, it cannot be said that the bourgeoisj� 
was dependent on a landholder-dominated state' j� 

The process of economic development in the period 1875 to 1920 and th� 
the increasing size of the urban lower middle and working classes put pressur� 
on the EI Tumo system, as it increased the strength of the unions and SociaJiSJ 
and Republican parties, as well as the Anarchists. The economic boom induc,�� 
by the war) in particular) greatly strengthened labor unions. Indeed, it becari,i� 
more and more difficult to fix elections in the urban areas and the votes of tJie 
urban electorate became known as "votos verdad." A combination of publj� 
revulsion to the excesses of El Tumo and widespread indifference to die 
overthrow of the parliamentary system contributed to the success of the coup oJ 
Primo de Rivera in 1 923) ushering in a period which the dictator himself sai� 
would be a "brief parenthesis" to clean up the corruption of EI Turoo (Can: 
1 982: 564). The institution of the Republic) and thus democracy, came ad 
result of the victory of the Republicans and Socialists in the larger cities in t1j� 
municipal elections of 193 1 and the subsequent proclamation of the Revolll: 
tionary Committee composed of Republican and Socialist conspirators. Tlje 
passive role of the army was critical, it did nothing to stop the Republican 
conspirators. '; 

The transition to democracy in Spain is rather like the same process in Italy, 
as the working class forces were the beneficiary of the introduction 01 
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d,emocracy more than the initiator of it.32The principal political representative 
' ofithe working-class, the Socialists (PSOE), p!ayed a secondary role in the 

(cinsition to democracy as they only unified behind the Revolutionary Commit
' ;t�e'in the eleventh hour. The Socialists garnered a somewhat smaller portion of 
> 'jh�vote than in Italy, approximately 20-5 percent (Linz 1967: 225; Linz 1978: i it�.O:7). And even more than in Italy the immediate reaction of the upper 
<£!8:sses (i. e. in regard to the mechanism of instrumental use of the state) to the 
itfueatrepresented by the political mobilization and trade union organization of 

' ,W�(working class and landless agricultural workers was a central, if not the \ ����tral, dynamic in the breakdown of the regime.33 Not only did large estates 
'f�p!Dinate the countryside more than in the other three cases discussed here, it 

; �a� also a very heavily agricultural country. Thus it is not surprising that the 
i Agr�rian question was the focal point of class conflict and that the hostility of the 

Jf�e landholders to state intervention in local agrarian labor markets, which 
s}rengthened the hand of labor, and to the modest agrarian reforms of the first 

'i ��publican government )Vas such an important factor in the breakdown 
:�aIefakis 1970). By die same token, given the low level of capitalist 

, ' ,@�elopment of the country and thus the weakness of civil society, ideological 
'h,egemony of the authoritarian (upper class) forces did not play such a crucial 
\roJein the Spanish case. 

' !;itWhere is a sense in which the Republic was a premature progressive L�\9'dopment which was quickly rolled back because the democracy itself and 
... .��.reforms it introduced exceeded the limits that the balance of class power in 
" j�iety would tolerate. The Republic was ushered in by developments in urban '" ,§pain and did not reflect the power balance in Spanish society as a whole. 

thus, it was quite similar to a number of revolutions in nineteenth century 
< ,$e'lUnwhich emanated from the urban areas and resulted in the installation of a 
' :p'r()gressive government and the promulgation of a liberal constitution or the 'lUi-e, and then were quickly, though not completely, rolled back. The Republic j�]# only unusual in that its accomplishments were completely destroyed and it 

li,�ered in five decades of dictatorship. We encountered a similar pattern of 
§�a,nges initiated in the urban areas leading to subsequent roll-backs emanating 'frpm the countryside in France. In both cases, the existence of a centralized ;�We prevented the co-existence of urban democracy and rural authoritarianism 

, \which we will find in the United States. " ' i!�\'fhe Spanish case is exceptional in that the most crucial element of the state, u ,:We army, played not simply a passive role in the authoritarian seizure of power 
, ;p,,�t rather was the instrument of seizure. Again, this was a continuation of a 
i\nmeteenth-century pattern of Spanish politics rather than a new development. ,. ,; " I  �. " il;' " ��;mocratic Development in Britain's Settler Colonies 
, ;,���\tt\', ';:"j< " . ':,,':�'" 
j'J):fhis group of countries, the United States, Canada, Australia, and New 
Zehland, differs from the European countries in that they were characterized by " ,��toad suffrage- before they achieved self-government, either in independence 
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or within the British Empire. Thus, the relationship with the colonial power ana 
Britain's changing role in the international political and economic system are ali 
essential part of the story of democratization. However, Britain was not in a  
position to dictate policy without regard to local power relations, and even whe.n 
it attempted to do so, the decrees had a very different effect given the coloniij 
social structures than they would have had in Britain itself. This can mos! 
clearly be seen in the transfer of British suffrage requirements to the NortJi 
American colonies, which resulted in vastly more democratic arrangemenci 
there than in Britain. We treat the four cases in the historical sequence oftheii 
settlement because British influence on the ultimate outcome increased 
through time and was progressively transformed by its changing role in th� 
international system. The United States and Australia are treated in more detail 
than the other two cases since they deviate from the pattern demonstrated by 
the European cases, that is, they are characterized by large estates engaged in 
labor repressive agriculture but developed in a democratic direction. 

. •• � 
The United States :,.� 

The United States does seem to pose a problem for our theory as it is clearly� 
case in which there was a significant class oflarge landholders engaged in labot 
repressive agriculture, yet the country apparently did become a democracy. Our 
qualification on the classification of the United States as a democracy conta� 
one of the keys to our argument: the United States did not become a fun 
democracy until late 1965 when the Voting Rights Act of 1 965 allowed th� 
federal government to ensure that blacks in the South could exercise the rigli) 
to vote. However, the classification of the United States as a "restriCie4 
democracy" distorts as much as it elucidates. It may be more appropriate 19, 
classify the North, and later the West, of the country as a restricted democra� 
from its colonial origins to the Jacksonian period and as a full democracy 
thereafter.34 The South might be more accurately described as a constirutional 
oligarchy or restricted democracy, depending on the time period and state i9 
question, from its colonial origins to the late 1960s. Herein lies another keyl9 
our argument: the decentralized character of the American state, including the 
vesting of police power in the states and localites, is an essential element in 
explaining the political trajectory of the country. . . •  

In the colonial political system, the individual colonies were politicanj 
independent of one another and they were largely self-governing. The colonies! 
suffrage qualifications followed the prevailing British pattern, and indeed the 
crown enforced these qualifications in the colonies (Williamson 1960: 3-39, 
Dinkin 1977: 28-49). The main qualification in Britain was the "40 shilling 
freehold", that is, anyone owning land bringing in an annual income of 40 
shillings could vote. There were also borough qualifications, usually on the 
basis of tax, property or trade, which allowed town inhabitants without real 
property to vote. In the colonies, variants of these qualifications were adopted; 
often substituting property value or acreage for the 40 shilling incoms 
qualification. While any deviations from the British restrictions were generaU� 
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in the liberal direction, these alternative qualifications were considered to be pie local equivalent of the 40 shilling freehold. In fact, the colonists generally 
iigreed"With the virtue of limiting suffrage to freeholders, and overt criticisms of 
property tests were extremely rare until the crisis leading to the revolution 
(Williamson 1960: 3 ,  47). 
:' Despite the similarity of suffrage requirements in Britain and the American 
�9Ionies, the colonial electorate was vastly larger in proportionate terms than 
the British: in the colonies, the proportion of adult white males entitled to vote 
y�ried from 50 to 80 percent , while only 15 percent of adult males could vote in 
�ritain (Williamson 1960: 38; Dinkin 1977: 46-7, 49). By far the most 
iinportant reasons for this were the much greater concentration of agricultural 
p�operty ownership and the higher level of industrialization and urbanization in 
13ntain. Thus, in the northern colonies, the suffrage was broad enough and the 
91ack proportion of the population low enough that these states would already 
�ualify as restricted democracies. The social basis of this political regime was 
the same as in Norway and Switzerland in the period immediately before the 
breakthrough of universal suffrage, which like the US north, were not only 
�mall-holding but also experienced no or weak feudal rule and no royal 
�bsolutism. Like these countries, the diffusion of rural property ensured the 
9fvelopment of large class of politically autonomous family farmers. In the 
�outh, the existence of a large class of black slaves and greater concentration of 
Il,iral property holding resulted in a political system characterized by not only a 'much higher degree of political exclusion but also by a higher degree of de facto 
Fpncentration of power among the politically included. �; The movement from this already broad suffrage to universal white male 
�uffrage occurred in three phases: the revolutionary era (to the adoption of the 
£onstitution), the Jeffersonian period, and the Jacksonian period. Each phase 
pitted roughly the same social groups against one another. The reforms of the 
revolutionary era began in the period before the war, as the conflict over "no 
tilxation without representation" heated up. The very slogan implied that all 
:!h6se taxed should have the right to vote, and legislation moving in that 
W,�ection, state by state, began in 1 774. Generally, it can be said that the 
�lignments on the issue were similar to that on the Constitution: the anti
,E¢deralists and their precursors favored suffrage extension and the Federalists 
Hpposed it (Main 1 961 : 13, 19, 265). Indeed, one of the issues that divided the 
,anti-Federalists from the Federalists in the struggle over the Constitution itself 
�as that the Federalists favored the checks and balances incorporated in the �pcument .as a check on popular majorities and favored a greater centralization 
'g(power'at the national level. The social bases of the factions divided on class 
.MIles: the Federalists were generally men of property, wealth, and prestige. If 
�rtYthing the alignment on suffrage was even more of a class alignment than that 
:QP the Constitution. As Main (1 961 : 249-81) shows, a commerce vs. sub
�i�tence farming alignment cut across the class alignment on the Constitution .�sue, such that all townspeople including artisans and manual laborers favored ;tA� Constitution because it was believed that the increased centralization of 
pQwer would be beneficial to commerce and trade'. However, these urban 
manual groups favored suffrage extension (Williamson 1960: 82-6). A very 
;\' .  
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important group pressing for suffrage rights were the revolutionary soldiers;, 
another instance of the pressure to politically incorporate those required to beaf� 
arms in war. By the end of the revolutionary period, many states had moved 193 
tax qualifications for voting and Vermont even to universal white male suffrage1t 
Most religion qualifications were also eliminated.35 However, free blacks were,t 
qualified to vote in only five of the thirteen states (Dinkin 1 982: 41-2). TM 
proportion of white males with voting rights varied from 60 to 90 percent , witl!' 
most of the states at the upper end of this range. . ':�� 

The adoption of the Constitution provided for a significant increase ili 
national political authority and led directly to the development of the fuSk 
modem, and national, political parties (Chambers 1967: 9). The political 
alignment pitted the Federalists against the Jeffersonian Republicans. At tJ{� 
elite level, the Federalists generally represented large banking and merchalitl 
interests while the Republicans represented planters, but in most states (except! 
Virginia), there was also a clear tendency for the established political elites/: 
whatever their economic base, to be Federalists (compare Ferguson 1983b:;t 
31-5 and Goodman 1 967) . Thus, the Republicans stood to gain from a suffrage 
extension as they could expect to gain support from the politically excluded as �" 
group and from smaller farmers due to common interests on agrarian question§ 
(e. g. tariffs, interest rates, debtor questions). On a state by state basis, the: 
Republicans, once in power, extended suffrage and reapportioned legislatures.' 
thus marginalizing their Federalist opposition. The reforms of this period: 
resulted in the adoption of universal white male suffrage in some states and tri, 
qualifications in virtually all others, Rhode Island, North Carolina, and Virginia: 
being notable holdouts (Williamson 1960: 138-207). Given the existence of 
poll taxes in many states, tax suffrage meant near universal male suffrage�: 
Regardless of tax status, those that had served in the militia were generally 
granted the right to vote largely during and in the aftermath of the war of18l2. 

After the deterioration of the first party system, a new set of party alignmentS' 
pitting the Jacksonian Democrats against the Whigs developed, reaching full 
flower in 1840 (McCormick 1 967). The main extensions of suffrage came earli 
in this period during the Jackson presidency. The predominant issues were, 
tariffs, the role of the Bank of the United States, and territorial expansion. The' 
elite alignments in this period were complex since these issues cut across many 
sectors (e. g. railroads and merchants), but generally planters aligned with the 
Jacksonians and manufacturers with their opponents (Ferguson 1 983b: 36-9) 
in accordance with their interests in the dominant issues of the day. This elite 
alignment put the Jacksonians in the position of being able to construct an 
agrarian alliance with small and medium farmers who held especially heavY 
electoral weight in the West (now Midwest) as they also favored lower tariffs, 
easier money, and expansion. Thus, it was also in the interest of the Jacksonian 
alliance to extend suffrage to the remainder of the white male electorate wh6 
were largely small farmers and tenants in the still heavily agrarian Unite� 
States. The electoral outcomes of Jackson's two campaigns for the presidencY 
reflect these elite/mass alignments: the agrarian South and the West voted 
overwhelmingly for Jackson, the mid-Atlantic states split, the manufacturing 
New England voted heavily for Jackson'S opponent in 1828 and split in 1832 
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(McCormick 1967: 99-100). Despite the fact that universal white male suffrage 
became the rule for the first time in this period, the proportion of the electorate 
�ilfranchised increased marginally since so many had been included under the 
p�evious system which combined militia and tax qualifications with poll taxes. 
)�iThus, (almost) full democracy was achieved in the North and West in this 
'Mriod.36 One hastens to add that blacks were excluded from the franchise in 
Jilost of these states. Only in five New England states were they allowed to vote 
jid 860 and these states contained only 6 percent of the black population of the 
,North (Woodward 1 974: 20). Still, given the relatively small black population in 
the North at this time, the political system of this section of the country and its 
§ocial base can be characterized as an agrarian democracy, similar to Norway )Ild Switzerland among the European cases. The alliance that brought this 1Jrrough was most similar to Switzerland as segments of the economic elite 
�Jied with the large small-farming population and sections of the much smaller 
;\lrban middle and lower class. However, which segment of the economic elite 
i�as included in the alliance was quite different In Switzerland, the early 
'fuanufacturing interests promoted liberal constitutional government and suff
frage extensions as part of a program to sweep away feudal barriers to capitalist 
:��velopment. US manufacturers faced no such barriers and, in this period, they 
{ellon the opposite side of the political divide on the dominant issues of the day :fi'om the largest excluded group in the North, small farmers, as well as from �Orkers. From a European point of view, what was surprising, to put it mildly, 
�as the posture of the labor repressive landlords.37 While an alliance between 
large landholders and small farmers and tenants was common in Europe, it was 
mvariably completely dominated by the large landlords and its politics were 
reactionary, aimed at preserving the status quo rather than increased political 
!inclusion. Two features of the United States allowed the southern landlords to 
��y with pro-suffrage forces. The first, and most important, is the racial base of 
:�erican slavery which made it plausible to think that inclusion of poor whites 
;would not be a precedent for blacks. Second was the decentralized nature of the 
:American polity, which allowed quite different political systems (and indeed 
�Qcio economic systems) to operate in different regions of the country. 
N'The nature of the American state also supplies us with a piece in the central puZzle of American political development from the point of view of our theory: 
Why did the authoritarian coalition not appear in the United States given the ;system of agrarian class relations in the South? The character of the American 
,state is a point that Moore neglected in his otherwise useful discussion. Though 
Moore poses the question in a fashion unusual for discussions of the Civil War, 
'that is, ,why did the German compromise between labor repressive landlords 
:arid the bourgeoisie not materialize, he gives an answer that appears in many of the standard interpretations of the period: the breakup of the Jacksonian 
hlllance was followed by an alignment of western farmers with northern igdustrialists. This alliance was based on increasing common interests with one 
:another and different interests from the South. 
!01iiThe need to include the role of the state is clearest when one compares the 
position of the southern landlords with their counterparts in the four authorita
,�an cases in Europe. The southern planters never controlled the central state 
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and thus never penetrated it the way that German, Austrian, and Spanis� 
landed upper classes did. Thus, state actors per se did not align with landlords:; 
Moreover, to maintain a system of labor control which relied on po!itical: 
mechanisms, they did not need to control the central state. All they needed was,: 
control of the local state along with assurance of no interference from outside; 
This is demonstrated even more dramatically by the "second serfdom" of; 
blacks beginning in the late nineteenth century outlined below than by th� 
ante-bellum system. However, it should be noted that the fact that control of the 
local state was · sufficient is clearer in hindsight. The ante bellum landlords 
feared that they would not be free from outside interference. This fear was a, 
primary motivation for the political struggle over the extension of slavery and� 
ultimately for succession. , j  

The comparison of Europe and the United States reinforces Tilly's observa0 
tion that the centralized national state in Europe was built up for reasons o( 
warfare. It was not built up because it was needed for labor control. However,\ 
once it was established, in particular, once the central state was made the, 
repository of most coercive power, it was necessary for landlords to maintain at 
least very significant influence over the state to maintain the system of labor 
control. One can see this in somewhat different ways in the Italian and Spanis�: 
cases. In Italy immediately after World War I, the Socialists and the Popular! 
came into control of the local states in many communities in the Po Valley, but 
police power remained in the hands of the central state. Thus, when the 
landlords turned to the use of Fascist private violence to regain control of th� 
countryside, the Socialists and Catholics were helpless, since the central stai¢ 
would not enforce order. In Spain, with the left in control of the government 
from 1 93 1  to 1933, the force of the national government was used to begin to 
dismantle the system of labor control. This led to a tremendous reaction among 
landlords who concentrated all of their political energies on dislodging the left 
from national power. Had state power been so centralized in the United StateS) 
either the southern landlords would have been forced to influence it enoJlgh to 
assure that police power would back up their system of labor control, or th� 
system of labor control would have been dismantled. " 

Differences in bourgeois interests made an authoritarian outcome more 
unlikely in the United States than in Europe. This was in part due to the fad 
that the critical juncture in the United States, 1840 to 1860, was much earlieriJl 
relation to industrial advance than in Europe, and in part due to the position qf 
American business and agriculture in the world economy. First, the southed! 
landlords did not favor tariffs, so a rye-iron coalition on this basis was nO! 
possible. Second, heavy industry did not carry the weight in the American 
capitalist class in this period that it carried after the tum of the century. Ligh� 
manufacturing and above all railroads, "America's first true 'big businessm 
(Ferguson 1 983b: 44) were more important in this period.38 Moreover, th:� 
railroads were by no means closely connected to steel interests as many of the� 
preferred to import the superior British rails. Thus, the "iron" side of th� 
"rye-iron" equation was not available at this point. Because of the historici! 
conjuncture (that is, before the centrality of battleships and heavy artillery'� 
warfare both of which first appeared in the Civil War), imperialism, in the fom 
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sQfwestward expansion at the expense of Mexico, though an important political 
iissue, was not tied to the interests of heavy industry. And finally, and most 
;jmportantly, as Moore (1966: 140) points out, the northern businessmen did {�ot face the threat of a strong and radical labor movement, such as those faced '�y theirEuropean counterparts at the tum of the century. 
(,�;:The independent farmers also differed from their counterparts in the i,a,uthoritarian cases. While it can be argued that southern planters exercised a 
�pplitical, and perhaps an ideological, hegemony over small landholders in the JSQuth, the western farmers were much more similar in political organization tll,rid autonomy to their Scandinavian counterparts than they were to Protestant 
',la,nners in Germany or Catholic peasants in Austria. Moreover, their interests Rapd that of southern planters were increasingly opposed: low tariffs were ofless 
Ilmportance to western farmers. because they were oriented to �e domestic 
�arket and the two groups' mterests were opposed on the Issue of the 

;;�xpansion of Slavery and the interconnected demand for "free soil" in the ,\w,estem frontier. In addition, the revolution in transportation that accompanied tim� building of rails and canals resulted in increasing exchange of goods 
;i:��):Ween the North-East and the West, bringing the interests of these two 
<,f,�gions closer together. Thus, the combination of the lack of traditional 
{��gemony of the planters outside their home states with increasing divergence 
'�f,interests of southern planters and western farmers led to the break-up of the 
:r1�cksonian coalition and the emergence of the Republican coalition of western 
�f�i1ners and eastern business.39 ���\The Civil War and the end of slavery brought only a temporary period of 
J,�ePlocracy to the southern United States. As Moore points out, a land reform 
��)l1e South would have been necessary to make democracy permanent in that ;;f�gion and the Radical Republican plan to do this failed in large part because it 
'�{�a� too much of an attack on property rights for northern propertied interests to 
tit.9rnach. It might have been possible to preserve the enfranchisement of 
,��qythem blacks formally guaranteed in the Fifteenth Amendment, had nor:�mem interests, even in the absence of land reform, been willing to maintain a it��eral presence in the South. However, the failure of the Radical Republican 
program was followed by the agreement after the disputed Hayes-Tilden 

i��l���on which allowed the Republican Hayes to take office in return for the end 
�gfiQCCupation of the South in 1 877. Then, a series of Supreme Court decisions �hlch had begun in 1 873 progressively cut federal jurisdiction and protection, 
;£cpItninating in the Williams vs. MiSSissippi case in 1898, which opened the legal 
r:doprto disenfranchisement and segregation by approving of the Mississippi plan 
,�aej)rj.ving blacks of the right to vote (Moore 1966: 148; Woodward 1974: 71). �t�v[he failure to implement land reform combined with the end of slavery 
,\���fronted the southern landlords with the problem of how to control the rural J\�B9r force. An initial attempt before the withdrawal of federal troops to use ��ge labor ended in failure. As Woodward (1974: 3 1-66) points out, the 
'pthdrawal of federal troops from the South was not followed immediately by 

.. t1l�:disenfranchisement of blacks and blacks continued to vote in large numbers 
: [,6,£jtwO decades. However, in this period, a new system of labor control based 

9!l�,the crop liens and debt peonage was installed and the "Redeemer" 
",.;�)I��;( 

·,0.�·,,',',� . 
. "';�.;�' 
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governments supported the system with appropriate legislation, enforcing �i 
crop lien system and preventing outside labor recruitment (Schwartz 197,�� 
7-20; also see Wiener 1 978). This was accompanied by an ever increasirlg' 
reliance of the southern economy on a single crop, cotton; a reliance which �. 
reinforced by the debt peonage system as creditors forced indebted tenants�.· 
grow the cash crop even when other crops might have been more optimal fr?¥" 
the point of view of the . family economy. Though the transition to this neW' 
system proved difficult for some southern landlords, who as a consequence l�, 
their land, this simply resulted in a circulation of elites; landholding in tile' 
South was more concentrated in 1900 than it had been in 1860 (Schwartz 
19�: �. . � 

For a period, these Redeemer governments, which were generally led b} 
conservative elites of Whiggish political background with noblesse oblig�, 
attitudes toward blacks, continued to rule the South, in part, by cutting deals 
with local black leaders. However, the conservatives' Whiggish economiC. 
policies, which championed property rights and financial, commercial, a1j�.' •. 
industrial interests, were not popular and their rule rested on an odr 
combination of their prestige among whites for ending Reconstruction iiiid 
c1ientelistic support from blacks. Moreover, the new tenancy and debt peona� 
system began to produce counter-organization among the tenant population 
(Schwartz 1976). This movement grew in strength with the agrarian depressjq�' 
of the 1880s and 1890s and then turned political in the form of the rise' o� 
Populism. The electoral success of Populism upset the fragile system of rule 
(Woodward 1974: 76-85). Populism, which initially was interracial in th� 
South, united poor whites and blacks and thus represented a severe threatlQ 
the whole propertied upper class. The conservative elites then resorted''!2 
another odd combination of appealing to poor whites against the Populists �n; 
the basis of Negrophobia and of massive vote fraud in Black Belt areas in � 
attempt to maintain their rule. This was followed by the wholesale diS�; 
enfranchisement of blacks, through the introduction of literacy requirementS;· 
property qualifications, poll taxes and the white primary. Generally, loophol� 
were developed to let poor and illiterate whites vote lest they rebel against the' 
system, but it was also considered to be not undesirable to keep some of the� 
off the voting roles as well. The system was very effective: in Louisiana, fo� 
example, 130,334 blacks were registered to vote in 1896; by 1904, only 1,34+ .. 
were, This campaign of race hate was extended through a proliferation of "JiiIl 
Crow" laws which almost totally segregated blacks socially. The sequence '�f 
events clearly shows that the disenfranchisement of blacks was ultimatelj 
rooted in the incompatibility of the new repressive system of labor control aJid 
democracy. ;�\; 

The retreat of northern liberalism, which .played an essential part in tile, 
southern reaction and began on the basis of common defense of property righ�) 
accelerated due to the reaction of northern business to unprecedented levels �f 
labor agitation and the turn of northern business to the support of imperialisnjj 
which, like the disenfranchisement of blacks in the South, was justified oIl'¥' 
racial basis. The northern retreat was reinforced by the increasing reliance ill' 
northern manufacturers on cotton: consumption of cotton by domestic manufac1 
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turers increased from 800,000 bales in 1870 to 4,800,000 bales in 1910 and ,cotton emerged as the country's number one export accounting for one quarter igfalL goods shipped abroad in 1917 (McAdams 1982: 67) . The northern 
;:reaction was not limited to a hands-off policy; rather, northern business 
��hgaged in its own campaign of labor repression and disenfranchisement. 
::Employing primarily private police forces and tolerated by local and state �tthorities, employers responded to the strikes with a level of violence 
Uhparalleled in Europe (Montgomery 1979; Shefter 1986). They also sup
:p�rted efforts of the Progressive movement ostensibly to clean up electoral 
'c6ftuption, but whose objective effect was to exclude significant segments of 
;tIie . increasingly immigrant working class from the electorate through a proliferation of registration requirements and property, tax, residenceo and 
'¥teraey qualifications and pauper and alien disqualifications for voting.4 
/��Thus, an accommodation between labor repressive landlords and the 1?'burgeoisie did develop in this period and it was directed in large part toward 
'the political exclusion and control of (northern) workers and (southern black) pe'asants. One might ask then why this did not develop into a fully authoritarian 
;�tem. The most obvious answer is that, from the viewpoint of the propertied 
c!�sses, there was no reason to press for greater political exclusion since the �tlien prevailing arrangements served their interests well. The decentralized 
;jlOlitical arrangements allowed the South to politically exclude blacks totally and �tall a system of 'debt peonage which met their needs for a large supply of 
:clieap labor. The political arrangements of the "System of '96" in the North �d West were enough to effect a drastic and constant decline of electoral 
'participation up to the New Deal and to assure the political hegemony of the 'p;trty of big business in that period (Burnham 1970, 1981) .  The -employer ;�ttacks on unions with the private use of violence were just as effective as the 
;�:Oritemporaneous offensive on the part of German big business in keeping 
::n:ea'vy industry in the two ·countries free from unions. ,t' 'fhe lack of threat from a powerful and radical labor movement might have ;W�en another contributing factor, though the differences between Europe and :m�. Ynited States are not as great in this period as �ey were several decades tater. In 1913-14, 10  percent of the US non-agricultural labor force was 
"'@ionized compared to a European average of 1 1  percent. Politically, the 
::9i1rerences are greater; Debs, running on the Socialist ticket in 1912, garnered 
.p;ipercent of the vote compared to the European average of 26 percent cited 
:�¥�er; Thus, it is plausible to contend that a stronger left would have 
;generated a stronger reaction in the United States, a contention that is 
·&utttessed by the post-World War I governmental persecution of the left 
If(Weinstein 1967). Here, we enter into sheer speculation, but based on the i��'Ults of the comparative analysis in this book, we doubt that the United States �l,iuld have turned into a fully authoritarian regime without representative 
;j.#Stitutions and competitive elections including a substantial electorate. The 9�hari middle class, which our comparative analyses reveal to be a pivotal group, 
and the family farmers of the North and West were too independent and had 
���d,too long an experience with representative institutions (over 100 years) to 
:easilv tolerate their own exclusion. The fact that the urban middle class 
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supported the efforts of the Progressive movement which excluded many 
workers from the political system does not indicate that they would , have 
tolerated their own exclusion. Indeed, the evidence to be presented in th� ne#; 
chapter indicates that such an attempt might well have stimulated the forrnatio�i 
of a middle class-working class alliance aimed at the political incorporation of 
both groups, given the presence of a sizeable working class. " j'  

This system prevailed until the Depression and the New Deal realignmen�; 
Ultimately, the rise of organized labor and the willingness of an increasinglyi 
capital intensive segment of the capitalist class to compromise with lab,ot, 
changed the power balance in American society and resulted in the post,.Wo(ld 
War II incorporation of the working class (including black workers in th.e 
North) into the political and economic system, albeit on far less favorable tenus, 
than its European counterparts (see Ferguson 1983a, Stephens 1 979cf 
89-177). While they did not fall immediately, this change in the power balance, 
and in political arrangements eventually led to the elimination of many of th� 
suffrage restrictions in the North and East characteristic of the previous period; 

For the completion of American democracy, the important story of th� 
post-World War II period is the enfranchisement of blacks. GeneralIy, �. 
story has correctly been told as the story of the civil rights movement (e. g. see" 
Morris 1984). The accounts of this movement focus on the actions of 
movement leaders, followers, their opponents, and national political leaders and, 
thus emphasize process and agency in their analysis of the ' political develop:;� 
ments. However, from a comparative perspective and in a longer time frame, it 
is clear that there were definite structural changes in the economy and polity, 
many of them duly cited in passing in these accoun,ts (e. g. see McAdams 1982� 
73-87), which allowed this movement to develop. The first of these was th.e 
decline of "King Cotton" and the mechanization of southern agriculture. A$ 
James (1988) has recently shown, even as late as 1967, there was a strong 
correlation between agrarian class relations and the disenfranchisement of 
blacks. That is, the lack of suffrage rights for blacks was still strongly related to 
dependence of the local (county level) economy on black tenant farmers �nd to 
the dominance of white farmer owners in the local economy. The need foj 
tenant labor began to decline first due to declining profitability of cotton 
production and then to the mechanization of southern agriculture. As a resul� 
the number of black farm operators declined from 915, 00 in 1912 to 267, 000. 
in, 1 959 (McAdams 1 982: 95). This along with the accompanying proc;ess of 
capitalist industrialization cut the link between the economic fortunes ofmos! 
white southerners and the system of labor repressive agriculture (BloomJ98 I; 
MandIe 1 978). The decline of cotton also cut the tie between northeni 
manufacturing interests and southern landowners. Agricultural modernization 
in the South and industrialization in the country as a whole also created a 
push-pull in the labor market which led to a migration of blacks toward 
northern cities and toward cities within the South. By the 19605, almost as 
many blacks lived outside of the old Confederacy as inside and proportionately 
more blacks than whites lived in cities (Woodward 1974: 192; Piven an4 
Cloward 1971 :  213-15). This increased the abilities of blacks to organize. ' 
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_. -Second, the New Deal realignments and power shifts meant that political 
forces in the rest of the country became ames of southern blacks. In a precise leversal of the post-Civil War events, some northern politicians from the party �at most blacks supported (now the Democrats) began to press for civil rights 
for blacks. The Supreme Court, whose character had been changed by the 
appointments of Roosevelt and Truman, in decision after decision, beginning 
With a 1 941 decision declaring the white primary unconstitutional through the 
landmark Brown vs. Board school desegregation decision of 1954 and subseq)ient rulings supported black civil rights and asserted the right of the federal $�vemment to intervene to redress the situation, reversing exactly the post
,Givil War sequence of decisions. \t Third, the New Deal and the war had resulted in a centralization of the state 
'in the United States and an extension of government functions into new areas ;6fthe economy and society associated with the expansion of the welfare state. 
tyhus, when the federal government did decide to act in support of black rights, �tcould do so with greater effectiveness. For instance, the Truman administration ordered the integration of the armed forces and the end of discrimination 
1ij' federal employment, with both actions being of greater significance than 
s�veral decades before due to the expansion of employment in these areas. 
� Fourth, international power relations favored black inclusion through a 
}lumber of channels. Black soldiers who had fought for democracy in World War II came back demanding the same at home. The war economy had 
�trengthened the industrial labor confederation (CIO) and the labor shortage ltlfd brought many blacks to northern cities to fill jobs in industry. The 
.iilternational climate changed in ways that made the political exclusion of blacks 
an embarrassment for the United States. Hitler's imperialist policies and the 
_Holocaust made it impossible to defend racist policies internationally. The �;dvent of the Cold War resulted in further pressure from foreign policy elites 'for elimination of the embarrassing racist practices in the South. 
ii - Finally, in part owing to the previous changes mentioned which increased iblacks' capacity for self-organization, blacks began to organize and to demand 
wlitical and social rights. This first made itself felt through the organizing 
�ctivity and political pressure of northern blacks. As McAdams (1982: 86) 
'p'oints out, the positive actions to emerge from the judiciary and the executive in 
�the 1931 to 1954 period �ere frequently reactions to such activity and 
pressures. In the following period, the initiative shifted to southern blacks. In 
,The final analysis, progress in the South would have been marginal had the 
:oppressed themselves not demanded an end to the system. This can be seen 
fiom the progress of black enfranchisement and the end of legally enforced 
�egregation which proceeded in two phases (Woodward 1 974: 1 35). In the first 
phase, up to the Brown vs. Board decision of 1 954, the actions of the Supreme 
COurt and federal government dominated the situation. Primarily as a result of ��s, the proportion of voting age southern blacks with the right to vote 
'jl1creased from approximately 2 percent in 1940 to more than 20 percent in 
i1?52. After Brown vs. Board, a- southern reaction set in and progress might 
'have stagnated were it not for the fact that southern blacks used the opportunity 
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opened by the emergence of allies for the first time since the end of 
Reconstruction to organize and press for their rights. Organized black political 
pressure along with the post-New Deal political alignments and power shifts in,' 
society finally resulted in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1 964 and th�. 
Voting Rights Act of 1 965 which gave the federal government the responsibliij; 
of enforcing black voting rights in the South and eventually resulted in the 
inclusion of southern blacks in the electorate. ' 

To summarize our analysis of the United States, the history of democratic 
development cap. be divided into three phases: the period up to the Civil WarUi' 
which the North and Midwest became democratic, from Civil War to World; 
War II when an authoritarian system in the South co-existed with a democratic'; 
system in the rest of the country, and the period from World War II to the lat6 
1 960s in which blacks in the South were enfranchised. In the first two periods: 
the coexistence of an authoritarian system in the South based on labor 
repressive agriculture with a relatively democratic system in the North was: 
predicated on the decentralization of the state and the racial distinctiveness 0(' 
the class subject to coerced labor. The democratization of the North and: 
Midwest in the period up to the Civil War was made possible by the dorninatiort; 
of family farmers in the countryside, the pro-democratic posture of this group]' 
and its· alliance ,vith segments of the upper class who were willing to support th�: 
extension of suffrage in order to insure the political dominance of the party, 
based on this alliance (the Jeffersonian RepUblicans and the JacksoniaQl 
Democrats). There was no movement toward a potentially authoritarial! 
coalition of northern capitalists and southern landlords in the period irnmedia� 
tely before the Civil War because these two groups had opposing interests on 
the key issues of the day and because the capitalists did not face a threat froo! 
labor. In the post-Civil War period, the northern capitalists and the southe� 
landlords moved toward an accommodation, but this never developed into ar\� 
authoritarian alliance because the political arrangements of the System of '9�; 
protected the essential interests of both groups. Again, the threat from labor,' 
though not absent, was lower than in Europe due, in part, to the inunigrallI 
character of the working class and its subsequent internal divisions. Moreovet,: 
the sequence of political developments was important: a move to a fully� 
authoritarian regime was unlikely at this point because the urban middle class� 
and family farmers were unlikely to tolerate their own political exclusion given' 
their relative political autonomy and long history of participation in democratie 
politics. Finally, the post-World War II enfranchisement of blacks in the South 
was made possible by the modernization of southern agriculture and industria�; 
lization in the country at large, the New Deal political realignments, tlj� 
centralization of the state and expansion of its functions, changes in inter,;: 
national power relations, and the self-organization of blacks. ,' '::1 

, ��I '�t � " 
-\,\: Canada 
,'jI 

The initial development of suffrage and representative government in Canad�, 
is similar to the North and West of the United States, with the exception that, 
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�): " !�ansition to restricted democracy with broad suffrage was delayed sixty years. 
7;This lag is easily explained by the pace of. settlement and economic develop-
Jilent. More difficult to explain is the late development of male suffrage: it was ���t until 1920 that Canada made the transition to full democracy. Differences 

.:;jn geography hold part of the answer: the Canadian Shield, an immense high 
"plateau of pre-Cambrian granite which pushes down to the Great Lakes, 
'. prevented the development of a Canadian parallel to the Midwest and delayed 
:me development of the prairie West (McNaught 1988: 10-1 1). Thus, a 
S.§lPladian counterpart to the Jacksonian coalition did not develop, at least, not �!Dthe strength that it did in the United States . 
• " "gAs they did in the case of the thirteen American colonies, when the British 
']ranted representative assemblies to the Canadian41 colonies, they generally 
I
�pplied some variant of the 40 shilling freehold and corresponding urban 

>'qualifications for voting for the legislative assemblies.42 As in the United States, 'ijiese qualifications resulted in a vastly larger proportion of adult males with 
' s,�ffrage rights than they did in Britain. While no precise figures on the matter 
exist, the changes in the vote which occurred when Nova Scotia moved from 
property suffrage to universal male suffrage and back to property suffrage 

"iJldicate that around 70 percent of adult males were qualified to vote under the 
"ei?perty qualification. The elected assemblies did not entail representative 
g�v�mment as their power was limited by appointive Legislative Councils or 

��PllO.inted members of the assemblies and by the powers of the Governor and 
,'Ci:>ionial Office. 
:��;Significant change in this system awaited the populating of Canada and its 
;tj:lmsformation from a fur trading to an agrarian economy. This transition was 
, :�sljieved by the 1820s and, at this point, one sees the beginning of consistent 
'p!�ssure for representative government and suffrage extension. The demands @. representative government came from the reform forerunners of the 
J@berals, though many conservatives also saw virtues in such a move. The 
J;:iberals generally made suffrage extension their cause. The social bases of the 4tmocratic movements are similar to the United States. In Ontario, the r�fonners around William Lyon Mackenzie and later the "Clear Grit" Liberals 

, ���e based in the Protestant farming areas of the west. In Quebec (which with 
\�tario made up over two-thirds of Canada), the radicals around Louis-Joseph 
���pineau and later the Patti Rouge were based among small farmers and small 
�).!�.iness. These factions, which formed the left wing of the Liberals, attacked ;JIl�urban business elites, the "Family Compact" in Ontario and the "Chateau 
;:�Aue" in Quebec (McNaught 1988: 67, 84-86 1 17-18). Abortive rebellions lir�e supporters of Papineau and Mackenzie in 1 837 led to the appointment of �;C.(>nunission under Lord Durham which recommended, and ultimately led to, 
t!ie introduction of representative government. Their successors succeeded in 
�Xtendingthe franchise in the 1 850s (Gamer 1969: 107-14). In Prince Edward I��ltrtd, the "escheat" Liberals with a strong base in the tenant population, 

, mpugh unsuccessful in their land reform demands, did manage to extend the 
franchise to near universal male suffrage. In British Columbia, the existence of �\�rge, and volatile, gold mining population deserves credit for the institution �f:� similarly broad franchise there (Garner 1969: 49, 129-30). 
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As was indicated by the Durham report, the British posture toward ' th�1 
demand for self-government had undergone a marked change since the time'iifi 
the American Revolution. Britain had gone through its own process of elector�i' 
reform and, more important, with the rise of industrialism, had undergone a" 
distinct change in economic philosophy. Departing from the mercantilism th�� 
had characterized the old empire (and before the rise of the new imperialism 0(; 
the late nineteenth century), the Whigs promoted free trade, a philosophyl 
which made sense in light of British sea hegemony and a virtual monopolY 9f( 
the market for .industrial goods. Colonial expenditures were seen as a liability}, 
since free trade between nations resulted in the maximum economic benefi�� 
for all. In the mid-1860s, some members of Gladstone's cabinet, following th� 
"Manchester theory of colonial separation" advocated the divestment qf; 
Canada even if it meant merger with the United States (McNaught 198�l; 
128-9). This was not lost on Canadians: conservatives, who resisted demand,s; 
for self-government for fear of endangering privileged access to British; 
markets, were shocked when Britain abolished one such privilege with th� 
repeal of the Com Laws in 1846. \(1 

At the time of Confederation in 1 867, representative government had been 
achieved in Canada and the franchise, generally based on ownership, tenancY! 
or occupancy of property or on tax assessment, had been extended to 7�; 
percent to 90 percent of adult males depending on the province. Subsequent 
changes before World War I were minimal. In 1874, the Liberal government 
reformed the electoral law, establishing the secret ballot among other thingst 
Several provinces broadened suffrage by lowering the property qualificatio� 
and British Columbia established universal male suffrage in 1876. Tj(� 
Conservative Macdonald government introduced a bill in 1885 to federalize tH� 
franchise with voting qualifications which represented a significant restricti(;� 
of the franchise in some provinces (Waite 1 97 1 :  139ft). Under pressure, the� 
were forced to lower the qualifications such that the resulting law actually 
extended suffrage. The Liberals returned power over voting qualifications to 
the provinces in 1 898. ;\ 

The reason for the failure of Canada to move to universal male suffrage adD 
earlier point as the US North and (Mid)west did was the absence o['a 
"Midwest." As indicated in our discussion of the Jacksonian period iIi th� 
United States, the US North-east, which, like the Canadian East, combined a 
commercial and agrarian economy, opposed Jackson whereas the puret� 
agrarian Midwest supported him. In Canada, the Canadian Shield prevent�a, 
the development of the sociological equivalent of the US "Midwest" and 
retarded the development of the West. As the Canadian West began to bec01Jle 
increasingly settled by family farmers, it did support radical democratic 
''Jacksonian'' demands. In fact, the emergence of prairie populism after 1 90� 
led to the Canadian Council of Agriculture's Farmer's Platform which 
demanded democratic reforms and mildly socialistic economic reforms duriDg 
World War I. This was one factor leading to the introduction of universa1 
suffrage. 

' 

Far more important was the war itself. The Canadian war effort wi! 
tremendous: out of a population of seven and a half million, 628,000 served m 
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;f!ie war, 425,000 of whom saw overseas duty. Moreover, the war effort was 
!�pntroversial; organized labor, organized agriculture, and French Canada 
(6pposed conscription (Creighton 1 97 1 :  209-10). This opposition resulted in ;#If creation of enough loopholes that many of the young men who opposed (�9nscription managed to avoid service. Defeats in provincial elections in 
W:askatchewan and Alberta convinced the Unionist (predominantly Conservat-1!��) government to take political advantage of the presumed loyalties of the ��lJIled forces and extend the right to vote to all members of the armed forces '�qd their female relatives and to disenfranchise all post-1902 immigrants from �hemy countries and conscientious objectors in 19 17  (Brown and Cook 1974: 
;'g0h-2). In 1920, with the Unionist-Conservative government still in power, 
Zs,�ffrage was extended to virtually all males and females. 
h�{.:'.\ ��)f 
�Ustralia and New Zealand 
��:���.:\ '-
#\tistralia is of great interest because it is one of the few cases in which the 
,�9imtryside was dominated by liuge estates and in which democracy developed 
,iara comparatively early stage of industrialization, and, indeed, developed 
fWthout the violent upheavals characteristic of the United States and Britain. 
:N1oore's analysis suggests that the low labor requirements of the extensive 
;p\istoral estates which covered the Australian countryside might provide one 
lR�y to the political developments in that country. In such cases, large estates do �notrequire repressive forms of labor control. As it turns out, it can be argued 
,lIia't the estates were actually "labor repressive" and one must tum to the 
'r�lationship of landlords to the state for the reasons for the turn of political 
;�Y¢nts� 
111i)For the first two and one half decades after the first white settlement in 1788, 
J�Ustralia, initially a penal colony, was a military dictatorship. The large sheep 
���ates, which originated in land grants to officers and in purchases by 
!'1#Unigrant capitalists, were staffed by "assigned" convict labor. As late as the 
�la30s, two-thirds of pastoral labor was convict labor (McMichael 1984: 1 54). �hliS, though the labor to land ratio was very low, this was clearly labor 
f*�pressive agriculture. McMichael (1984: 148-9) contends that convict labor 
.\�
.
·.�
.
'

.
sunfree but not slave labor as it differed from slave lab?r systems in that jJ!bor was controlled by the state not the landlords. The conVIct was not part of 

g:t!ie landlord's capital. 
:��lWhen some elements of representative government were first introduced in :tile 18205, the landed oligarchy, the so-called "exclusivist" landlords, came to 
���litically dominate the new Legislative Councils. Beginning in the 1830s, a 
;iii�w class of pastoralist entrepreneurs, "squatters", arose. These men utilized 
:lllie peripheral areas under crown ownership to run large herds of sheep, \lWi�aUy illegally, and then under crown license. These were hardly squatters in 
t\tJ1e American sense: the sheep runs were enormous; they averaged over 30,000 
;�cres in New South Wales, which at this time covered the whole eastern half of \i.me Australian continent (Hartwell 1 977: 81). The short term of the lease and �ilius the low incentive to invest in capital improvements and the low cost of the 
'd:',·" . "  '" 
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squatting license meant that these operations were much more labor intensi�' 
than one might assume for the land to labor ratio. This, along with the use;Of 
convict labor, argues that the agricultural system was labor repressive and t@ 
both sections of the landed oligarchy had a strong incentive to oppose tIil 
extension of democratic rights. However, the squatters, in particular, had}� 
strong motivation to demand self-government provided that suffrage W!s, 
restricted enough to allow their dominance in legislative bodies, as sucli 
political arrangements would allow them to collectively gain control' of huid 
administration and individually to gain ownership of their sheep runs. It is Iior 
surprising, then, that self-government with a restricted franchise along withth� 
continuation of convict transportation and assignment were the main politi� 
demands of both the exclusivist oligarchy and the squattocracy. ,B' 

Arrayed against these two upper-class fractions was a variety of groups 
created by the convict system and the wool economy. Small-holders, oft�9' 
ex-convicts, producing wheat and other products for the domestic market 
favored broader democratic rights and opposed squatter attempts to monoP9)· 
ize crown lands. The urban centers created by the need to transport wool aIi:d 
service the domestic economy contained growing classes of artisans, labore�; 
and various middle strata which opposed squatter demands and organizedfo 
end the transportation and assignment of convicts. Initially, the urban upper 
and upper middle classes, merchants, businessmen, and professionals, sid� 
with, and even led, the anti-squatter alliance (Connolly 1981). ;.l\{Z 

The key factor that prevented the development of the authoritarian coalitiQD 
was that the landed uppper classes did not control the state; the colonial state�� 
still controlled by London. With all factions, in the colonies demandil}g 
self-government, the Colonial Office, following the liberal climate of opinionm 
British politics in the 1840s, determined to do this in a way in which ·tJi� 
squatter oligarchy would not be allowed exclusive political influence. Firs�,iii 
1839, the Colonial government ended assignment of convict labor and then� 
1840 terminated the transportation of convicts to New South Wales. Though 
transportation was continued until 1852 in Tasmania and there were occasioIl� 
experiments with the use of indentured labor, this marked the end of the laoar 
repressive system in Australia.43 Second, as a step to local s�lf-governmentiR 
1842, the colonial government granted New South Wales a legislative cOurl£M 
which was one-third appointive and two-thirds elective. The franchise w� 
restrictive; a £200 freehold or £20 annual rental were the voting qualificationj\ 
This resulted in a "squatter council" (Hartwell 1977: 67-8). However, t1)� 
crown retained control over land administration and thus the squatters cou!� 

. not achieve their main goal: conversion to freehold. ',;It 
The following decade and a half unleashed political battles in which vario� 

social groups attempted to influence the fmal contours of self-government, Witli 
the Colonial Office acting as a mediator. The anti-squatter allianc� w� 
strengthened by the discovery of various gold fields beginning in the 1850s. Qri  
the one hand, this created a class of "diggers" many of whom had absorbed the 
lessons of Chartism in Britain. Political demands from this group intensifie� 
when capital intensive mining began to replace independent gold digging . .. � 
the other hand, it strengthened the hand of the urban bourgeoisie vis-a-vis the 
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r\iral upper classes. These developments helped insure the initial victory of the 
·;moderate liberal alliance and the introduction of a wide franchise, though not �nhood suffrage, and responsible government. Subsequently, the leadership Mthe Liberals shifted to the radicals, urban middle-class politicians supported 
. gy,;the working and middle classes, who pressed the agenda forward advocating 
:;m�nhood suffrage, the secret ballot, and a democratic Legislative Council (the 
,�pper house) as well as land reform and social reform. With this left tum, the 
��bim upper and upper middle classes defected wholesale to the conservatives 
.:(@onnolly 1981). By 1 860, the Liberals had succeeded in pressing through m�:ch of their agenda in all colonies except Tasmania: manhood suffrage for the 
���gislative Assemblies and the secret ballot had been introduced and the Rii)perty qualifications for members of the legislature had been abolished 
«�!ark I955: 374-7). However, property holders were still allowed to vote in '�#fh district where they held property, the franchise for the Legislative 
,i�Q).mcils was restricted to property holders, and Legislative Council districts ;i\i�re gerrymandered to favor rural areas. Thus, the upper houses remained the .�pmain of the landed upper class. 
<�JYfh� resolution of the land question was also a compromise. The squatters' 
lI�mand for transition to freehold was granted but they were forced to compete 
-With family farmers and would-be family farmers who had raised the demand 

.Torr"free selection" of crown lands. The transition to freehold along with the 
l��pr shortage (which was aggravated by the end of assisted immigration - part 
.Q�,th.e liberal agenda - and the gold rushes) stimulated capital investment, in -�llWticular extensive fencing. This, in tum, greatly reduced the need for labor . 
. �Qgether these developments transformed sheep raising into a capital intensive 
;::�p.eration in a relatively short period of time. jy!While a discussion of variations in the political arrangements from colony to 
/c�Jony would take us too far afield here, the polar cases of South Australia and 
'�asmania are of special interest because they underline the contribution of 
l�arian class relations to the political outcomes, one of the central themes of 
�liis\ .book. The colonization of South Australia was carried out according to 
iWakefieldian principles.44 With no convicts, the domination of family farmers 

.. ;ri(di wheat growing rather than sheep ranching, South Australia's social 
structure was more similar to that of the American Midwest than to the rest of :Australia. The colonists were also drawn heavily from dissenting religions in 
;ilptain, which had fed the democratic movement there. Thus, it is not �'rprising that South Australia was the first colony to institute manhood 
��ffrage, the secret ballot and no property qualification for members of the 
.�gislative Assembly and it was the only colony in which no plural voting was R6nnitted at this earIy date (Clark 1955: 374-7; McNaughtan 1977: 105;  Irving �J�974: 132). 
��{aecause of the remnants of the convict system and the long economic ,��pression beginning in 1856, Tasmania remained politically backward. Con

.. 1.l,¢ts and ex-convicts were 30-40 percent of the population and remained in "a 
"�'�te of Dear feudal dependence on their rural masters" due to the lack of land _,�y�ability and inability of the towns to absorb them as a result of the depressed 
'¢.�onomic conditions (Irving 1974: 153). As a consequence of these agrarian " ; " ,  ,. 
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class relations and the weakness of towns, liberalism was weak and landlordffue;l 
went unchallenged. Thus, Tasmania passed none of the liberal electpi��: 
reforms legislated by other colonies in this period and, in 1856; even passed:�e:\ 
Masters and Servants Act which continued the arbitrary power which'�(; 
magistrates had exercised in the convict period. 'i�f<: 

The political arrangements in the Australian colonies remained essend�lly�'; 
the same from this period until the rise of the labor movement in the 1880s�b�,,: 
1890s. After initial success in organizing new sectors, such as sheep shear��;; 
the movement was hit with a number of defeats in strikes in the early 1�9!k.1i 
These setbacks in labor market conflicts accelerated a move of labor WbiJ 
electoral politics which had begun earlier. The labor parties made dran#�(:�; 
gains in elections in all colonies in the early 1890s except Tasmania whi�:j 
followed suit a decade later. Labor-Liberal coalitions pushed through eIect9\all 
reforms which (1) introduced manhood suffrage for the lower house wher�iil'i 
had not already been the rule, (2) abolished property qualifications for 0llt�',j 
holding, (3) introduced payment for '  members of parliament, (4) elimin�!�d!; 
plural voting for property holders, and (5) in many colonies, introduced feIli�k\;: 
suffrage (Clark 1955: 374-7; de Garis 1974: 239-41). With the introductio!i:/if:; 
federation in ' 1901 ,  universal suffrage was adopted at the federal level. ;kfy!; 

The colonization of New Zealand did not begin until 1 840 and, thus,at\IMi 
initial stages its whole development, economic, social, and political, was shagW} 
by post-mercantilist Britain, specifically, by the liberal free trade philosophY : 
that had penetrated the Colonial Office at this time. The colonization·�� .ii 
carried out according to Wakefieldian principles. As in South Australia,itllt :, 
availability of land made it difficult to deny laborers land and, in any case;;��);1 
Governor, Grey, proceeded to undermine this feature of Wakefield's sche��d: 
The consequence was that small family farming along North American llii£s:�1 
rather than small gentry estates worked by hired labor as Wakefield intetidgd';' 
was the dominant pattern. True, there were a number of large sheep estate; .••. 
but these employed very little labor; even the largest were populated by no rri��) 
than a score of people including the owner and his family. Moreover, as oftIJe '" 
1 880s, only 2 percent of the adult male population was involved in sh��p ) 
farming (Gardner 198 1 :  64, 78-9). With the addition of the goldminers in�tlle :! 
1860s, the social structure of New Zealand was favorable to democracy. ;�;! 

However, the unquestionably pro-democratic forces created by these econ�:� 
mic arrangements - small farmers, diggers, etc. - did not have to fight ve�� 
hard for democracy: they were practically given it. With Earl Grey in �� ;  
Colonial Office and George Grey in the Governorship, both Whigs, the initiih: 
form of government was very liberal. With little knowledge of conditions in �r 
new colony, Earl Grey authored a constitution in 1 846 which called f4r:,: 
household suffrage, remarkable given the suffrage requirements in Britain\1t' 
the time. The Governor determined that self-government should wait three Of, 
four years until colonial finances were in order and set it aside. This stimulated, 
the colonists to demand self-government with broad suffrage (Marais 19@: 
291). Governor Grey then began work on a constitution which he sent to tl1�· 
Colonial Office in a series of dispatches between 1848 and 185 1 .  The Coloru� 
Office made some minor revisions to what emerged in 1852 as the rri�f' 
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'�4y�ced constitution in Australasia: a nominated council and an elective 
"as�,�#ibly with franchise for all males with a £30 freehold, a town tenant with �lP0�annual rent or a country tenant with £5 annual rent. Few males were 
,tx�l�ded by these provisions. The powers of the assembly were wide: only the '�9ii policies were reserved by the Colonial Office. The first assembly then 
es��ljshed the principle of responsible government resting on the confidence 
1l(�.f1ie:assembly. 
'�hree years after their military defeat in 1 864, the Maoris were granted four 
",)�, . in the legislature. Manhood suffrage was not a product of class politics: it 

" , assed in 1879 by a government of a slightly conservative character but 
� .e the emergence of all but the most rudimentary parties and certainly not i���'f'Yith. defmed ideologie� and clear-cut social bases of any sort. These 
:�1p,�rged m 1887 when a LIberal Party supported by small farmers and the ;UrB¥Il( middle and lower classes defeated a Conservative Party supported by 
'1��HaIidowners and businessmen. The Liberals proceeded to complete the prO£ess of democratization by eliminating plural voting with two laws in 1 891 �ttPJj1893 (Dalzeil I 98 1 :  109-10; Sinclair 1961 :  167). Thus, only this very last 
:��e)in the process can be seen as primarily the product of political struggle 
;be��enclasses; The social structure of New Zealand can be credited primarily 
. " '.tIW maintenance of democracy rather than its introduction. 

ettler colonies compared 
.-'�:,. 
:L\q;conclude our discussion of the British settler colonies, one can first point to 
a��umber of common features of the four cases. First, they inherited the p�Utical achievements of earlier political struggles in Britain. Thus, at a very e#ly. · stage, government with representative features was implanted in the 
:��Wnies and these became the primary arena for political struggle. Moreover, 
t1iese British political institutions had much more democratic effects in the cilWtert of the colonial social structures than they did in Britain, a "Tocquevil
':li�':effect" of the transplanted state structures. 
'�\�.econd) two features of the agricultural arrangements contributed to the 
d2Jfiocratic outcome. The first of these, common to the four cases, was the wide :*y�ability of cheap land which eventually resulted in a large class of �gependent family farmers in all four cases. It is striking that this occurred in 
SIlite of efforts to prevent it or at least to counteract it in three of the cases. In �ebec, the French attempted to transplant feudalism in the form of a 
$.l!ignorial system, but the obligations and payments of the habitant (tenant) and li!�!rights were so broad that the system differed little from freehold (Garner ��p9: 75). One Canadian historian has characterized the seigneur's role as "a 
,'ggyemment agent for land settlement" (Creighton 197 1 :  59). In Ontario, the 
�9\iernor attempted to carry out the intention of the Canada Act of 1791 to 
/�i:e\\te English social structure and avoid the leveling tendencies prevailing in 
,��3United States and France by granting huge pieces of land which were to ��#()me the bases of an aristocratic upper class (McNaught 1988: 61-6). Both 9fc\,these attempts failed because land in North America was too widely 
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available: to get people to work the land one had to sell the land as freeholJ�;; 

create conditions that were near to freehold. In New Zealand and So�th 
Australia, the Wakefieldian attempts to recreate the English countryside fail�a 
for the same reason. The second feature of agrarian class relations wlii� 
contributed to the democratic outcome was the failure of the landed up��l" 
classes in the United States and Australia to establish an ideological hegem�i)y 
over the rural middle and lower classes in the country as a whole. This was ()'Dlr 
achieved in the case of whites in the US South. One might speculate that:�( 
reason for this was that the agrarian upper classes in these settler colorii� 
lacked the traditional legitimacy that the European nobility with its long hist9n� 
continuity held. fir 

The third common feature of the four cases is that in no case did the agrari�: 
upper class control the state. This was insured by the land holding patte�\in 
Canada and New Zealand. In the United States, it was a product of'�� 
decentralized state and the southern landlords' inability to politically domin�� 
family farmers outside the South. In Australia, it was the result of the Cololjial 
Office's conscious attempt to limit the influence of the squatters in the proce§s 
of the establishment of self-government. 'K��' 

Finally, one striking contrast among the four cases is how the changing rqIe 
of Britain in the international system and related changes in domestic politiJ;s 
affected the process of democratization. In the context of mercantilism, me 
United States had to fight and win a war of independence to gain s�l(i 
government. This war, along with the subsequent war of 1812-14 with Britain, 
had the unintended result of suffrage extension as soldiers successfully 
demanded the right to vote. By the late 1 8205 when Canada and AusO'aIIa 
began to demand self-government, the industrialization of Britain had res�te1l 
in changes in the dominant thinking about representative govemment �1t 
international economic relations. Free trade and colonial self-sufficieri?Yi 
including self-government, now had its vigorous and influential advocates. 1Wa 
result, the demands for self-government were granted by the Colonial Offi5�' 
Finally, the further strengthening of these liberal political forces in Brita� 
meant that New Zealand was virtually "born free," though its social struc� 
insured that it would stay free. '�{ 

,/:;/�; 
�.��: �:iJr it; Conclusion and Discussion l 

Our overview of the transition to democracy confirmed Therbom's (I97n 
contention that the working class, represented by socialist parties and tra�� 
unions, was the single most important force in the majority of countries in tl!� 
final push for universal male suffrage and responsible government, though� 
several of the small-holding countries, the small farmers andlor the urban 
middle class played the major role. This contradicts the modernization view/� 
advanced by Lipset (1 960) which argues that economic development alia 
democracy are connected primarily through the expansion of education, t1i� 
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;�6Wth of the middle class, etc. Rather, it w�s the growth of the working class :A��dts capacity for self-organization that was most critical for the final 
!b�eakthrough of democracy. The rapid industrialization experienced by we

,sf�i:n'Europe in the five decades before World War I increased the size and, 
) :�tRvarying time lags, the degree of organization of the working class and thus :f c�ged .the balance of class power in civil society to the advantage of 
i ��1l10CrabC forces. 
�· ' .;lBut, by focusing only on the fmal step of the process, Therborn rather 
" i��ggerates the role of the politically organized working class. Not only did the working class need allies even in the final push; earlier suffrage extensions : 'V4Iich incQrporated substantial sections of the lower classes, rural and urban, 
·• •• ���e often led by other social groups, usually the urban middle class or small :p��antry, with the working class playing only a supporting role. Moreover, the 
··· ·tR�pibution of the working class to these reforms came in the form of artisanal 
.. agitation and delayed political responses to defeated movements (such as 
,· ·Gpartism in Britain) as often as through the action of the Second International 
;Plifties emphasized in Therborn's work. The important role of working-class 

se@tents of confessional and liberal parties is also somewhat underplayed in his aiIalysis. And finally, where the working class had few allies (e. g. in Germany ian�;ltaly, only the Catholic parties) or none (Austria) democracy was fragile and 
·did)not survive the intenvar period. 

" ffl;l?he posture of modernization theory's hero, the middle class, as well as that 'ofgthe peasantry, was quite variable. In · some cases, these groups' political 
: ,�presentatives supported the introduction of democracy. In others, they were 
.lID1¢ssential element of the political coalition that led to democracy's demise. ''r�i� is closely related to another deficiency in the modernization and pluralist ' 'Vi�\Vs of democracy mentioned in chapter 3.  Drawing on a line of thought that 
'�lI��s at least back to de Tocqueville, these theories hypothesize that economic 

, d�v¢lopment leads to democracy because it leads to the development of . Ni'fually '  autonomous groups that arise in an ever more differentiated social 
s!!Jtcture. While we also argue that a denser civil society is generally favorable 

l�i�emocracy, in some cases it can act as a conduit for authoritarian ideas 
�mariating from the dominant classes. The German case demonstrates this very 

"W�IL This variability of the posture of the middle class, and the peasantry, 
�£fqss the cases also demonstrates the extent to which subjective class interests 
;aie:historically socially constructed. 
;)ZAs expected, the landed upper class was the most consistent and intransigent 

�opponent of democracy. In no case did it favor the introduction of full 
;�elllocracy, though there were significant variations in the intensity with which 
itt:'bpposed . full democratization. The political strength of landlords varied 

. •  �dy across the cases and this was one source of the different historical 
.�jectories experienced by different countries. 
:ii�;rhe bourgeoisie, which appears as the natural carrier of democracy in the 
accbunts of orthodox Marxistsj liberal social scientists, and, to a certain extent, 

'.' §�lM.oore, hardly lived up to this role. Except in Switzerland and to a lesser 
a�gree France, it opposed the final extensions of suffrage to the working class. 
I� 'contribution was to establish parliamentary government and it did not even 
ao this in all cases. 
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The bourgeoisie's resistance to the initial political incorporation of�e ' 
working class and its support for working-class exclusion in some countriesifu' 
the interwar period was clearly connected to working-class support for socialAt 
parties. This factor introduces a subtle wrinkle in the argument linking tl)§ ,  
strength of the working class to introduction of democracy. CertainIy;�a ; 
significant portion of, if still a minority of, the working class in Italy, Germany? 
and Spain supported the Communists, who were authoritarian in this period§qW 
the maximalist socialists, who were ambivalent about democracy, and ther�(� ,: 
little doubt that these parties or factions of parties contributed to the breakdoWii 
of democracy. However, the example of Austrian Social Democracy, which��: 
powerful, clearly committed to socialism, and democratic, indicates that itw#, 
not only, or even mostly, these parties' and factions' attitudes toward democr.f�f 
but rather their demands for socialism, which was perceived as a threat ari,d 
provoked an upper-class reaction. );�· 

This seems to suggest almost the reverse of Therbom's thesis: where t\te 
working class was well organized and committed to a moderate to radi�#: 
socialist party, it hindered the development of democracy. This cannot\��" 
dismissed out of hand. We argued that one reason for the willingness of�� 
Swiss bourgeoisie and sections of the French and English bourgeoisies;JQ' 
support the extension of suffrage to significant sections of the working class l�y 
in the fact that the working class in those three countries was not organized:J#' 
socialist parties at the time. It represented less of a threat to their inteies�<; 
Moreover, it is true that the working-class movements in the four breakdown : 
cases were among the stronger and more radical movements analyzed here;fo 
is suggested by the literature on labor movement ideology, it is arguable th�f 
these movements' radicalism was in part a direct response to their exclusiori[ · 

Yet, it is worth underlining that the objective threat to upper-class intere)iW 
as indicated by a combination of the strength and radicalism of the movement� 
not that good a predictor of where democracy would break down. The exampl� 
of Norway, where the Social Democrats were as strong as in Austria and mOf�: 
radical in the late 1920s, and France, where the communists were as strongM , 
or stronger than they were in Spain, Germany, or Italy, argue against SUChl�: 
generalization. The relationship between working-class strength and dema� 
cracy may be summarized in the following way: a diachronic analysis withl# 
each of the western European countries reveals that the growth of workingf 
class organizational strength led to increased pressure for the introductionpf: 
democracy; a synchronic analysis across countries reveals that these pressure,s" 
led to the development of stable democratic regimes where the working cI�: 
found allies in other social groups. If the pro-democratic alliance was strorigi� 
the bourgeoisie was not able to act to move the country in an authoritari��: 
direction even where it perceived a threat from the working-class movemen� � 
it surely did in Norway and Sweden. fit 

However, the question about the relation of the working-class threatt&. 
breakdown might be asked in a different way. After making his observation t1i�f 
Italian democracy broke down because liberalism was unwilling to beconi.� 
liberal democracy, Fametti adds that the fact that socialism was unwilling,�� 
become social democracy also contributed to the demise of the regime. Th� 
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C9i1-tri.bute to the outcome there (see Malefakis -1970: esp. 317-42). Indeed, this 
� �e PSOE's own historical judgement and this judgement partly explains 

' �e'party's extreme restraint during the process of redemocratization and in its 
i;r�dlln to power. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that there is a false 
i�etry in Farnetti's statements about socialism and liberalism. By moving Jre:m: liberalism to liberal democracy, the bourgeoisie moves to support a 
(,pol�tical system in which it presses for its substantive interests in competition 
iWi�I:Lother classes. By contrast, by moving from socialism to social democracy, 
�i�orking class must abstain from articulating demands within the democratic :sy§�¢m which the leaders of the working-class movement see as essential to the \c!�s;s substantive interest. It does not involve, at least in Europe in the first two 
4��ades of this century, a movement to support of democracy since virtually all o(ithe Second International parties were committed to democracy in the first ;]pl���; Still, it is fair to say that the analysis in this chapter indicates that the 
oPtimal configuration of working-class organization for the development of 

,;de1n6cracy would be one in which the class was well organized, both in unions ;aI\�ja party, but that these organizations were not radical. Indeed, it would be 
' fuQ$t,optimal if they raised no substantive demands at all other than those for 
d�wocracy itself, which, however is an entirely hypothetical state since workers' 

(movements must defend at least the short-term material interests of their 
;,c'9'iIstituents to retain their loyalty. ) ;1:f§('he overall picture of political alignments in the transition to democracy, 
'tb:��i does support our contention that capitalist development strengthens civil 
i�s9(liety and both the middle and working classes, thus leading to the strengtheg�g of democratic forces. This simple hypothesis does account for the essential elements of the process of transition in the countries which experi�nced an internally generated transition to democracy and in which demo-.,:.:.�"?:::::' i;t�cysurvived the interwar period. However, as the breakdown cases demons-
t(a1�" the middle classes as well as the peasantry played quite different roles in d!ffetent countries. ' In some, such as the Scandinavian countries, they sup:�il.fted suffrage extension and allied with the working class. In others, such as Q�rinany and Austria, they fonned the mass base for authoritarian movements 

ititp,tended democracy. 
�J�E:xplanation of the differences between countries with regard to the survival 
�fi:democracy is where the Moore thesis proves helpful. The development of 
tfi�;labor repressive landlordlbourgeois/state coalition appeared to be the ffi*al feature distinguishing the cases in which democracy broke down and in Wwch it ,survived: in all four countries in which authoritarian regimes replaced 
d¢illocracies, a politically powerful body of large landholders survived into the 
��lltieth century, and historically these landholders were engaged in labor 
rePcressive agriculture (see table 4.4). None of the other countries fit this ;de�cription: in one of the three large-holding cases, Britain, the large 
'I�dholders did not employ labor repressive techniques of labor control. In the UNted States, the labor repressive landlords never did establish control of the 
;��ponal state. They did, however, establish (and re-establish) a labor repressive 
'agricultural system and authoritarian political system in the South that lasted 



TABLE 4.4 Social and historical factors leading to authoritarianism 

Small . Canada 
United European and New 

Germany Austria Italy Spain Britain France States Countries Australia Zealand 

Landed upper class yes yes yes yes yes no yes no yes no 
politically very 
significant 

Historically engaged in yes yes yes yes no no yes no yes no 
labor repressive 
agriculture 

Bourgeoisie strong yes more yes more more more more more more 
enough to be politically powerful powerful powerful powerful powerful powerful powerful 
very significant, but not than by 1900 
more powerful than landed 
landed class interests 

Bourgeoisie dependent yes no no no no no no no no 
partner in coalition 

Revolutionary break no no no no yes yes yes? no no no 
from the past 
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�til the 1960s. In Australia, the colonial state was not controlled by the 
�boiTepressive landlords and the colonial power instituted self-government in 

;sqc,h a way that the landlords were not able to establish exclusive control of the 
i��te. In the rest of the countries, the countryside was dominated by small
holders by the beginning of the twentieth century. 
· .fJn the detailed analysis of the four authoritarian cases, we attempted to show 
.�thistorically an alliance, or at least an accommodation, did develop between 
tI,t� state, labor repressive landlords, and the bourgeoisie. However, in no case 
did·the authoritarian coalition develop exactly along the lines outlined in Social Qdgins. One of the weakest points in Moore's analysis is his characterization of t1t�i bourgeoisie as the dependent partner in the coalition (See table 4.2). In @y,.the bourgeoisie, not the landholders, was the politically dominant segment 
��)':t1te upper classes. Recent historical scholarship on Imperial Germany 
ilAestions the view that the bourgeoisie was politically dependent. Even in 
:Spam, where the landed class was dominant in sheer economic terms, it cannot 
:��i�aid that the bourgeoisie accepted the political leadership of the landed 
cl��es. OJJ.ly Austria seems to fit Moore's characterization, and there, the 

• lipJitical and economic dependence of the German Austrian bourgeoisie was, in tIj�\final analysis, cemented by its position in the multi-ethnic state, and this 
. �ependence was not shared by its Bohemian and Moravian counterparts. It ' . • appears that Moore's analysis on this point suffers from the unwarranted �uniption that the capitalist class has natural pro-democratic tendencies 
e�ating from its economic interests . 

. ¢�Xurning now to how the legacy of agrarian class relations and the authorita
:;!i�:coalition more generally actually affected the events of the interwar period, 
'�e proposed the distinction between instrumental effects, that is, active 
mJervention in the historical process by the actors in question, structural 
i�l1Straints on government policy, and hegemonic effects, that is, legacies (and 

. fepreations) of the ideological hegemony of the ruling coalitions, past and 
pr�ent, which are particularly important in explaining the behavior of the J!P4d1e classes, urban and rural. In Italy and Spain, active intervention by 
I#dl�rds and capitalists in support of authoritarian outcomes was found to be 

:ott.great importance. It cannot be overemphasized how critical the role of i.,aghrian elites' attempts to maintain the control of rural labor was in these two ���s. In Austria, the legacy of the ideological hegemony of dominant classes 
'�as decisive. In Germany, it was argued that all three factors mediated the �ffect of the historic developmental coalition on the interwar events. 
}i�.rrhe contrasting role played by the mechanism of ideological hegemony in 
.��four cases, its importance in Austria and Germany as compared to Spain 2!.td Italy, is a function of the level of economic development and thus the 
'��epgth of civil society. A second contrast between the four cases has been 
$Hggested by Stein Rokkan (personal conversation, 1 973): it was in the two late "·.��tion builders, Italy and Germany, that the hyper-nationalism of Fascism was 

;@�ologically dominant, whereas in Spain and Austria the ideologically domiilf�nt current was clerical corporate authoritarianism. Rokkan argued that the 
()yedapping of state consolidation and nation-building with mass mobilization 
'�l\ted a climate favorable to the development of mass hyper-nationalism. One 
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can add to this the experience of World War I which was also a component$, : 
the Fascist trajectory as it was directly related to the development oftli� .\ 
right-wing paramilitary organizations that fed into Fascism. Thus, Fascism ��). 
only one form of modern capitalist authoritarianism, it is not equivalent to it�1l 

In this chapter, we have used the phrasing "historically engaged in laBpi ' 
repressive agriculture" when referring to the landed upper-classes of Austi!!i 
Germany, Italy, , the southern United States, and Australia. The methodl�f: 
labor control at the time of the transition to democracy and its subseque�� 
demise was left open. Since we will return to the theme of the form of agrariai[ 
labor control in the next two chapters, some additional discussion of �/ 
question is in order here. One might begin by asking whether these classes we� 
currently engaged in labor repressive agriculture and whether their mode'i�fi 
labor control was an important source of their opposition to democracy. Briefly}' 
it can be said that the answer to the first question is yes in the US case butM� 
all four European cases and Australia. In Australia, the end of con��r 
assignment and the development offreehold for the squatters ended the syste� 
oflabor repressive agriculture and led to the rapid decline of the labor intensiij· 
of sheep ranching. As we have already pointed out, to the extent that .�� 
Moorian coalition contributed to the breakdown in Austria, it was not becaus� 
of threats to the immediate interests of landlords. In Germany, landlora: 
interests were at stake but the main issues there were policies aimed at supp6� 
of prices, such as tariffs on grain, and loan subsidies for indebted landlordSt: 
Landlords and their political representative, the DNVP, certainly pressed f�f' 
authoritarian solutions but not because of their need for labor control. . ·i:.�:· 

However, in the cases of Italy and Spain, though labor control metho�.· 
cannot be described as "labor repressive," it most decidedly is true that t1J� 
landlords' mode of labor control was an important source of their opposition tpi 
democracy.46 To reconcile this assertion with our statement on the absence o( 
labor repressive agriculture in the last paragraph, we must re-examine �i: 
concept. In both countries, rural labor was formally free in the perio4. 
immediately preceding the transition to democracy. Moreover, there were n�\ 
effective means of limiting labor mobility, such as the crop lien system, deli� 
peonage, and the restraints on labor recruitment enforced in the post-bellti� 
American South. On the other hand, organization of rural labor was diffic�f 
under prevailing political conditions and rural labor had no effective suffra�, 
rights. The introduction of democracy changed the situation radically in wa�i 
that challenged the traditional mode of labor control. Rural labor now h'lid) 
rights to organize which were enforced by the state. In many localities, th� 
parties representing the interest of rural labor (the socialists and, in Italy, alsd 
the Populari) controlled local government. The state, both the local state and/' 
particularly in Spain, the national state, intervened on the side of rural labor, 
fIxing wage rates, enforcing labor contracts, even limiting landlord rights tq 
recruit labor from outside the locality, and so on. The counter-reactioD Qf 
landlords was to strongly support an end to the political system that brough� 
these problems. ': 

What this example shows is that methods of labor control cannot �� 
categorized into a simple dichotomy even when one's sole interest is predicting 
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je posture oflandlords toward various form.s of political organization. There is 
:�'t�de spectrum of political and organizational rights compatible with "market 
eplitrol" oflabor. This holds for capitalists and workers as well as for landlords 
!��drural labor. Indeed, in O'Donnell's (1973) argument on the transition to 
:j�tireaucratic authoritarianism, the perception of capitalists that democracy and �ghts of organization made it impossible for them to attain wage rates 
;;�pmpatible with future accumulation was a key reason for them to support the 
riJi�oduction of an authoritarian regime. 
ffl\iTo briefly summarize the results of the analysis of the breakdown cases, it is 
'l:!i,U" conclusion that the agrarian class relations and patterns of state..:..class 
';�!Jiances of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were necessary though 
.;�bt.sufficient causes of the breakdown of democracy in interwar Europe. The 
�pstence of a large landed class changed the aIliance options for other classes 
:ifi;:both the late nineteenth century and in the 1920s and 1930s and as a �onsequence changed the political outcomes. It both opened up authoritarian 
��ptions for the bourgeoisie and, to the extent that the landlord-state-bourgeois ::�!liance affected the politics of the middle class and peasantry, it closed off 
gptions for the working class. What this amounts to is to assert that had the 
{#�untry in question had different landholding patterns and resultant state-class 
�t�lations, democracy would have survived. As we pointed out in the discussion 
!of:Germany, this counterfactual will appear to many to be absurd, since those 
!p�tterns of agrarian class relations and state-class alliances are an integral 
1�lement of one's understanding of the essential features of German (Italian, 
i§panish, Austrian) economic and political development. In a sense, this is 
�pfecisely our point. 
�!1:The analysis indicated that Kurth's explanation of the paths to democracy 
�iid authoritarianism nicely supplements the explanation based on agrarian 
��lass relations. The timing and phases of industrialization reinforced tend en
rpi�s created by legacies of agrarian class relations but it could not override 
}Utem. On the positive side, the thesis does elucidate some features of the four 
l�uthoritarian cases and highlight differences between them and the United 
}State.s, Britain, and France. Late industrialization in the former four cases was 
'�ssodated with tariff policies and state intervention in the economy that 
;t�cilitated the fonnation of and/or strengthening of the landlord-state
[9ourgeoisie coalition, and in every case this waS further reinforced by an 
llli'maments policy which made heavy industry very dependent on the state and 
;llnperialistic policies. Thus, in a fashion that dovetails with the arguments of 
��a11eo and Blackbourn ·and Eley, Kurth's argument supplies one with an 
l�conomic explanation for the posture of the bourgeoisie in these countries, an 
llUteinative to Moore's dependence on landlords argument, which did not fare 
(�ell in the present analysis. 
tt;;However, Kurth's argument only holds in countries characterized by the 
presence of a significant landlord class, as an examination of the small 
1.European democracies reveals . . Most of the small democracies were late 
;iridustrializers and most industrialized with tariff protection for industry and 
(agriculture, often introduced in reponse to the crises of 1873-96.47 At least 
(some of them ,were characterized by some of the features typical of German 
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industrial structure, which in Eley's account forms one link between ia�:3; 
industrialization and authoritarianism. As we saw in our analysis of Sweden,�e i; 
Swedish �ou.rgeoisi

.
e did �upport the essentially authoritarian Conserva9&

.
jl' 

Party, whIch IS consIstent WIth the Kurth and Eley theses. But, the Conservab.: �  
ves' support was limited and they had no allies in other parties, thus capitulati§j" / 
to the democratic forces was almost the only alternative. The politi�.':; 
independence of the Swedish peasantry is clearly a key reason for the isolati9A, <j 
of the Conservatives. �� ': 

Kurth's argument on the importance of the saturation phase of st§;; 
production and imperialism might be saved by introducing a geo-politic�J'oj\ 
condition along the lines of Calleo's thesis on the German case. That isKk !i 
might be argued that imperialism was only a viable alternative for countriesiifa.i 
position to aspire to great p@wer status and thus the argument simply does'ij� :, 
apply to small countries. Without denying the importance of armameIiIS ; 
production and imperialism in explaining the trajectory of the authoritanM ' 
cases, it can simply be pointed out again that the British and American caS� ' 
show that imperialism does not imply a push toward domestic authoritarianis�>\; 

Table 4.4 classifies the countries studied in this chapter on five of the!s�< 
factors listed earlier as leading to the landlordlstatelbourgeois coalition. TlfH 
sixth factor, features of the state, will be discussed below. One can see thatmQ$l ; 
of the European small states, Canada, France, and New Zealand differ,; 
markedly from the authoritarian regimes. Much of this is traceable!,lo< 
landholding patterns. With overwhelming dominance of family farming, �< 
large landholding class, where it existed at all, could not achieve poIiti£al : 
significance (point 1 in the table); labor repressive agriculture was impossi�lf' 
(point 2); the bourgeoisie was ipso facto stronger than the landed class (poinig); : 
and, for the same reason, it was not the dependent partner in a coalition. In� ; : 
cases of the small European democracies, New Zealand, and Canada, becau,� , 
there was never a strong agrarian oligarchy, a revolutionary break from the P$': 
was not necessary. In France, the revolutionary break accelerated the weaketl7 ,  
ing of  the role of the landed oligarchy in agriculture and thus by the Ja(e , 
nineteenth century, it exhibited a profile similar to the small democracles;� 
Britain differed from the authoritarian profile as the landlords were n�t 
engaged in labor repressive agriculture. However, as we noted in our disC\l�� 
sion, it also differed in many other ways (e.g. tariff politics, early industrializa\ 
tion, absence of working-class soCialism in a critical period, etc.) and thus tli� 
case is over-determined. .��.'. 

The United States and Australia come closest to Moore's characterizatiorii': 
We qualify Moore's own assertion that the United States experienced� : 
revolutionary break from the past. Certainly, the defeat of the southei:jl;; 
landlords in the Civil War ended any possibility that they might lead a mov� 
toward the establishment of authoritarianism at the national level, but it did hot 
stop them from re-establishing authoritarianism in the South. The nature ofth� 
state is what senarates Australia and the United States from the authoritarialr 
cases. In the United States, state power was decentralized and the labdr 
repressive system was maintained through landlord control of the local state;'ID, 
Australia, the colonial state began the dismantling of the labor repressive syste� 
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i,, �a then managed the transition to colonial self-government such that the 
k, JlIhdlords were unable to control the state, 
f ;�)The analysis summarized in table 4.4 is intended to account for why 

delIlocracy broke down in some countries but not others in the interwar period. 
;Iitjhl1 cases other than France, it also helps one to understand much about the 

;}<p�ptics of democratization. It is misleading in the French case because it 
iit!plies that the landed upper class was not a serious barrier to democratization 

' �(\iliis case. While it is true that by the tum of the century this class was 
:/,p.o)itically marginalized, it was still a very significant political actor in the events 
:, .,;0[:\\J830-77, the critical period of democratic transition in France. Even in ' i'lr#riods of rule by parliaments elected by universal suffrage, such as the Second { R,epublic and the initial years of the Third Republic, the landed upper class 
:'/>�tamed significant political influence through its alliance with the church and 
;':' {�fideological domination of the peasantry in many regions of the country. 
>.J�deed, the political power of the landed upper class is one reason why the ' S�¢ond Republic failed to produce a stable democracy. ' ;�l{WhY ' the power of the landed upper class failed to produce a similar 

,authoritarian outcome in the 1870s is a question of some interest. One answer 
.: , ;�:,that it was too weak. It is certainly true that France in this period was an 
:irftimnediate case between the small democracies of Europe and the authorita

' :.1#11. cases both in terms of the proportion of land controlled by large landlords 
iafld?in terms of the political power of landlords. But three other features, all 
:�(irisequences of the French Revolution, also distinguish France from the 

' ,authoritarian path as outlined earlier. First, the Revolution had ended the 
{ ��Jgneurial system and by the 1870s agriculture was thoroughly commercia. lii�d;. Second, the bourgeoisie and the traditional nobility were deeply divided 
; .p�tically and even the bourgeoisie itself was divided on the very question of 
.;\t\fe desirability of democratic government. Third, and perhaps most important, 
�: ::�y;the end of the Orleanist Monarchy, the aristocracy had lost its enclave in the 
i ; ;apny and the bureaucracy. 
; �t�iI'he nature of the state is the sixth factor hypothesized at the beginning of 
;,·tIlis:chapter to lead to authoritarianism. It was left out of table 4,4 because the 
·.··. y�uniries defy easy categorization on this variable, There is no question that 

: Jf6h:es inside the state, particularly the coercive forces, contributed to the rise of 
i ;:�uthoritarian regimes in all four cases in the interwar period. Thus, by the very 
;i l�tcome, for these cases, we know that the state had the capacity to act. 
c��rucially, it had sufficient repressive capacity to install authoritarian rule. We ':iJso know that the coercive forces, and in some cases, the bureaucratic and 

>ij��icial elites, were ideologically inclined to intervene. Thus, they iligned 
' \themselves with the dominant classes and exhibited autonomy from subordinate ; .�I#Sses as hypothesized. Arguably, this alignment was in part due to social links 
,�:t9ahose classes. Finally, we know they had to have tlle opportunity to intervene 
�th some possibility of success. That is, they had allies. Or, to state it more �iedsely in the case of the coerc�ve forces, there had to be powerful groups in ';;c;,i\lil society calling for their intervention. 
:+XFWhe ambiguity arises in the case of the democratic survivors. Non
:mtervention c,?uld be a result of "deficiencies" on any of the three factors, 
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ideological inclination, capacity, or allies in civil society. Non-events ;� : 
notoriously hard to study and a systematic analysis of cross-country variatiQ�} 
would require primary research beyond the capacity of the ' present stil�K .;: 
Nevertheless, we can venture some hypotheses on this matter. . �, ': 

First, did the state not intervene due to lack of repressive capacity;�< 
indicated by the size of the coercive forces? Skocpol (1 973) criticizes Mooi?f'i 
analysis of England on this ground. Here we would express some skepticismWAt 
lack of repressive capacity per se prevented the upper-classes in any oillie :: 
democratic survivors from introducing authoritarianism. The ability or�� ; 
northern United States, the very opposite of a Prussian "strong state",{f6 .:. 
mobilize a massive repressive force in the Civil War against resistance (d�.: 
riots, etc. ) argues that most of these states had the ability to mobilize repressiY� : 
capacity were the will there. Moreover, figures on the size of the militaJY: : 
personnel in late nineteenth-century Europe do not support the hypothesis tIlil: 
the authoritarian cases had significantly larger armies in proportionate teriA5 ; 

than the democratic cases (Flora et al. 1983: 252). As of the 1 870s, mili@ 
personnel as a percentage of males 20-44 years of age varied from a low of3;:.\ 
percent in Italy to 7-8 percent in Austria with no obvious social or politi��f 
factor to distinguish the large establishments from the small ones. By tile 
decade before World War I, size of the military establishment was related;� 
great power status with the large countries ranging from 5 percent to 9 perceq!; 
of males 20-44 under arms and the small countries from 1 percent to 4 perce�t 
While this means that all of the authoritarian cases were on the high end of th�: 
spectrum, the defeat of Germany and Austria in the war resulted in the v��, 
reduction of their armed forces. At the time of the authoritarian seizures in die 
1 930s the armies of these two countries were among the smallest in Europ�� 
What mattered then were the loyalties of the coercive forces and the allim� 
structure in society not size of the military apparatus. ;;i�; 

The question of allies in civil societies has, of course, already been cover*4 
thoroughly in this chapter. With regard to loyalties, the contrast between Swede� 
and Denmark on the one hand, and Switzerland and Norway on the other han4r 
suggests that a legacy of absolutism, unbroken by revolution, strengthens ��. 
reactionary posture of all state actors. The class structures of these fo��. 
countries were very similar, but state resistance to the introduction of fuM: 
responsible parliamentary government delayed the introduction of democraCY, 
relative to the level of industrialization in Sweden and Denmark as compared: 
with Norway and Switzerland.48 It can be expected that current or past status

.
as: 

a great power would be likely both to increase this reactionary tilt and \1 
strengthen the army's position in the state and society. The contrast between' 
Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Britain, Spain and Sweden on the one haridf 
and Norway, Switzerland, Belgium, and the Netherlands on the other woui[ 
appear to support this expectation. :�r 

The importance of political loyalties can also be seen by later developmeri� 
in Sweden. While, by World War I, the upper ranks of the state were still fille4. 
with officials and officers of upper-class and even aristocratic origin, th�� 
political developments of the previous decades had resulted in a conscriPf 
army, whose loyalities lay with the classes of its origins not with the officerS'; ':'1; 
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,
("Sorps. Thus, as we noted in our discussion of Sweden, the troops could not 
"�e:relied upon for domestic repression by this point in time. 
,?\�iTo · differentiate France and Britain from the breakdown cases, it can be 
li�gued that the alliance structure in civil society itself influences the political 
���entation of . the military to intervene. Appeals for military intervention or 

;�t�ppeals to the army to turn a blind eye to the private use of coercive power by 
'; P9werful groups in society are a feature of almost every democratic breakdown 4�iscussed in this book. Moreover, to return to the theme of the authoritarian 
.J*oalition, the long-term alliances of the military with other social forces and the 
. �pWitary's roots in the social class structure affect its propensity to intervene. If 
,.��¢, political project of these groups does not call for authoritarian solutions, it is 
iJ¢ss likely that the army will come to that political conclusion independently . 

. ;;�us, the British army officers' corps differed in outlook from its German 
�f�9lJnterpart in the same way that the British Conservative Party differed from 
'i\� . German counterpart. As we argued above, the French aristocracy's loss of ��p.ntrol of the officers' corps in the early nineteenth century certainly reduced 
'��it� ability to affect the political developments later. 
��l�FThe analysis in this chapter powerfully supports our argument that transna-
�1p9nal structures of power affect the development of democracy. The effect of 
.��'eo-po1itical pressures was most clear in the case of Austria. Foreign interven

.,1!i0n in the Spanish Civil War became a celebrated cause though it is not clear 
I)mat it changed the outcome. The threat of foreign intervention also delayed the 
;�9�velopment of democracy in Switzerland. The defeat of Napoleon III in the �Er;lnco-Prussian War at the very least sped up the process of democratization. 
:1::.f:�\�ar more important than selective and purposeful interventions by foreign 
�lin)wers is how European-wide and even world wide international economic and 
;Wpg1itical developments reverberated through every country conditioning or even 
;:?�4etermining domestic political developments at critical periods. This is most 

, l�pparent in the case of the British settler colonies where the colonial power 
]ijifluenced not only the political outcomes but the nature of that influence as 
\fJlj:itain industrialized and her domestic politics and international economic 
;{R�st:ure changed. In Europe, it was above all the crises of the 1873-96 period, 
;�W'c)rld War I, and the Great Depression which changed the course of events. 
)�'i}.ll).ese events deeply affected the politics of democratization in all European 

:i���9untries except Switzerland and France and even influenced most of the 
����ritish settler colonies. However, the effect was different depending on the 
,,�1li9mestic alignment of forces and position in the international system (Goure;£Whch 1986). The economic crises of the late nineteenth century led to the class ��piances on the tariff question which cemented the authoritarian coalition in �;jme four breakdown cases. Britain's international economic position drove 
;�industry and agriculture apart. Converse alignments, competitive agriculture 
·j�alJ.d protectionist business, produced similar results in the British settler ' �tplonies weakening the chances of authoritarian alliances there. Sweden did 
\:��ise tariffs but a permanent coalition of domestic manufa,cturing interests and lithe agricultural sector did not result. World War I had more the uniform effect 
,lgf,accelerating the process of democratization in most European countries and 
�:�1ri, Canada, but where pre-war democratic coalitions were weak the turn to '.il-" :·: .. " ," ,:' 
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democracy did not survive the interwar period. The Great Depression led'�! 
the isolation of Social Democracy and the installation of Fascism in Genn:m� 
and to the integration of Social Democracy and the formation of ·tIJ�' 
farmer-worker alliance in Sweden. The variability of the effect of transnation�t 
structures of power and international �vents again underlines the compl�x 
interaction between class power, state power, class and state alliances, an� 
transnational power that we have seen throughout this chapter. )�� To return to a point made in our earlier discussion of Moore, the long tertii: 
development of Spain, and to some extent the American South, leads one ta 
raise the question of whether "fascism" represented a viable system or rii� 
Moore seems to be ambivalent on this point. On the one hand, he designatesl1 
as one of three "paths to the modem world." On the other, at several points, lfe 
indicates that these systems crashed owing to their own internal contradicao� 
(Moore 1966: 438, 442). Our position is much less ambiguous: modem 
capitalist authoritarianism is an inherendy unstable system as under tire 
conditions of modem industrial social organization it is difficult in the long rill!' 
to exclude working and middle classes both economically and politically . .  · �i 

The comparative historical analysis in this chapter confirms our contentiii# 
that the correlation between economic development and democracy found�i� 
the quantitative cross-national studies is more accurately explained by Ol1r 
political economy approach than by modernization theory. Our discussion!Qf 
hegemony and peasant mobilization in Europe and of religion and civil soci�� 
in Sweden contain the seeds of a similar alternative explanation fOf 't!te 
correlation between Protestantism and democracy found in the quantita�y� 
studies. In these studies, this correlation is also explained by concepts aJjd· 
relationships derived from structural-functionalism. Again it is Lipset's earq 
essay that is the source of this explanation of the correlation. He contended �t 
"Protestantism's emphasis on individual responsibility furthered the emergen�e 
of democratic values in these countries" (Upset 1960: 57), an assertion whic!iW 
cited by Bollen and Jackman (1985a: 3 1). . Q, . 

Our discussion of Sweden points in another direction: What was important, 
about the dissenting religions was not the values it promoted but rather tM� 
sectarian organization. That is, they were autonomous organized communities 
whose development strengthened civil society. Furthermore, they were org�a 
in opposition to the state church and the state so their existence insulated th¢'ir 
members from ruling-class hegemony.49 As we argued in our discussiori;� 
peasant mobilization, state churches, Lutheran and Anglican as well;:1,S .  
Catholic, were conduits for ruling-class hegemony. The parties developed\� 
these state church-class-state coalitions (Lipset and Rokkan 1967) wer¢: 
opponents of democracy. Parties with strong bases in dissenting sects �ere 
always more liberal, supporting civil liberties and suffrage expansion anQ:@ 
some cases full democracy. Thus, we argue that the critical distinction heMiS !!.'\ : state church vs. sect, not Protestantism vs. others as indicated by},!lte 
cross-national analyses. sO !}:�' 

There is no question that doctrine does reinforce the political tendenciest�( 
churches and sects. Lutheranism shares with Catholicism authoritarian f�' 
tures: though members are encouraged to read the Bible, the church retauW:�' 
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�onopoly on the authoritative interpretation of it. Luther also strongly 
Yil'fpphasized obedience to political authority (Sanders 1 964). However, compa�tive historical evidence from the European cases indicates that it was the P9Iitical situation of the church that was crucial in determining the political 
;1!b'sture of the party allied with it: where the church was not allied with the state j�d also was a minority, the allied political party (e. g. the German Zentrum) 
;�aS a  relatively democratic force and the church's subculture did insulate its 
:'(gllowers from authoritarian ruling-class hegemony. The converse can be seen 
;W;lthe case of Connecticut: there the Congregationalist establishment aligned ��arlywith the Federalists and opposed suffrage extension. The state continued 
;fi:i'have one of the most restricted franchises in the United States well into the 
,Nneteenth century (Goodman 1967: 80; Williamson 1960: 165-73, 265). 
���Some countries have been excluded from the analysis in this chapter and we 
'F!()se with a few comments on how their inclusion might change our analysis. Q4r criterion for inclusion was that the countries in question experience some "lie�od of full democracy by the end of the interwar period. An analysis of all 
)���Iltries in Europe (and not just western Europe) fitting this criterion would Hive included Czechoslovakia and Finland.51 The inclusion of these two 
�'Q�ntries would have increased the importance of state consolidation as a �apable. Alapuro's analysis of Finland and comparison with elsewhere in 
,:�@�tem Europe underlines the importance of the state's sudden loss of the means of coercion at the time of the Russian Revolution for the subsequent 4�xelopment of these countries. Thus, the state and transnational structures of AA�er loom larger in accounting for developments in this region. At the same 
'mne, he also confirms the importance of agrarian class relations for the different 
' Outcomes in different countries. 
J�iNext it might be asked what difference inclusion of Japan and the states of 
:t!l�European periphery which never became full democracies or, in many 
)ca�es, even restricted democracies (portugal, Greece, and the rest of eastern 
�ijrope) might make. 52 In general, the inclusion of the European periphery 
w64ld raise the importance of the level of development/strength of civil 
,S6tiety/strength of subordinate classes as a variable for explaining differences 
a��()ss countries. These factors go far in explaining why these countries were ,���er democratic in the first place. The existence of a powerful landed upper 
el�s 'vas certainly also a barrier to the introduction of democracy in Portugal, 
,g�J3nd, Hungary, Latvia, and Estonia. Ethnic divisions within and between 
classes played a role in the events of the interwar period in a number of 

'�ij):Intries, most notably Yugoslavia. Finally, as we mentioned in the last 
''P��graph) in eastern Europe transnational political influences and state 
,��solidation were much more important in explaining the political trajectories 
.elf�'these countries in the interwar period. ;�J�pan experienced a period of restricted democracy in the 1 920s, so called "-l1;�is�o Democracy," before turning to Fascism in the 1930s. All four of the 
:c��s ofmodern capitalist authodtarianism examined in this chapter fit Moore's 
" ��ysis in so far as all four of them did have a significant and politically 
il)D»ential class of large landlords into the modem era. Ironically, Japan, one 

i:��,e discusse� extensively by Moore, does not fit this characterization (Dore 
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1959; Dore and Ouchi 1 972; Waswo 1976). A powerful bureaucratic art4 
military state, created in part in response to outside threats, not a powerful 
landed upper class, is the root of Japanese authoritarianism (Kim 1988a). ThiS 
state directed industrialization "from above" and created a bourgeoisie deperi� 
dent on the state for its very existence. The military retained tremendous fonn4 
governmental power even during the Taisho period and when the politic� 
agenda of the bourgeois politicians threatened the military's own project; i! 
moved to eliminate party government. The inclusion of Japan, then, would, 
further strengthen the autonomous role of the state and of transnational. 
structures of power in explaining the political developments of the more. 
advanced capitalist societies in the interwar period. • 31: 
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;\[he wave of (re)democratization in Latin America in the 1980s has raised the 
\!Nestion whether this constitutes just another cycle in the rise and decline of 
G,SClJistitutional, more or less democratic rule, or whether it constitutes a trend 
�towards democratization consistent with the results of cross-national statistical (;��dies. Whereas it is the case that most of the major Latin American countries i�'�i� higher on the conventional indicators of socio-economic development 
�tItan they did in the 1 960s (e.g. Seligson 1987a), the austerity policies 
j�i{�cessitated by the debt crisis have exerted a highly detrimental influence on 
��.�. presumed consequences of development which are traditionally invoked in 
�m:� statistical studies to interpret its favorable effect on democracy. Inequality �i� pove�ty have increased in the 1980s and thus the room for tolerance and ����promlse has shrun�. . . 
G'ii Much of the recent hterature on redemocranzatlOn focuses on the process of 
�lJtilJ)sition itself, on actors and decisions (e. g. O'Donnell and Schmitter 1 986; 
�\m�lloy and Seligson 1 987; Drake and Silva 1986), but to answer the question 
�i��ether we are seeing a cycle or a trend we need to adopt a longer historical 
;!lR��spective and focus on power relations in society and between civil society 
�:i�M the state, and on the effects of economic development and of transnational 
���ctures of power on these internal power relations. In developing this 
{���lysis, we will re-emphasize a number of themes laid out in chapters 2 and 3. 
i\iW�begin our analysis of the conditions shaping the emergence and consolida�P:9,!l of democratic regimes in Latin America with a focus on the class structure 
?f@'4� class coalitions as they emerged in. the period of export expansion and were 
��igdified by the growth of import substitution industrialization (lSI). ] The 
�trli�wre oflarge landowners and other elite sectors was crucial for the intensity of ;4f��istance against democratization, and the capability of subordinate classes to 
�9rganize was crucial for the strength of pressures for an opening of the political ;�s��m. The role of the middle classes was often decisive in so far as the 
,%lF�nces they formed determined the degree of opening and heavily influenced 
i;m� �onsolidation of the new regimes. The attempt to understand differences in 
"th¢, ;class structure and options for class alliances directs our attention to the 
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nature of a country's integration into the world market (foreign controlle�� 
mineral vs. nationally controlled agrarian export sectors), the labor requir��; 
ments of agriculture, and the degree of subsidiary industrialization generated by, 
the export sector. .� 

As our theoretical framework suggests, we also include the interactioK 
between class and state in our analysis of the effects of class structure and cl� 
alliances on regime forms. Before state power itself was consolidated, a rarM; 
lengthy process in many Latin American countries, no regime form coul4� 
achieve stability. After consolidation of state power, states varied in !\yo, 
important dimensions, namely in the degree of relative autonomy fronti 
economically dominant classes and in the degree of involvement in thf 
promotion of economic development and the shaping of the political articul�; 
tion of emerging subordinate classes. The relative autonomy of the state tendeW 
to be higher in mineral export economies than in agricultural export economiesr 
and it tended to grow in the period of lSI when newly emerging group§; 
challenged oligarchic power. In the post-World War II period the relatiy�; 
autonomy of the state was further enhanced by the international system of stat� 
via economic and military aid. Whereas the state's growing autonomy frq� 
oligarchic interests in many cases provided an opportunity for widening politi4! 
inclusion and institutionalizing contestation, the bolstering of state autonomy by 
external sources tended to work in the opposite direction, towards politiC� 
exclusion and suppression of contestation. ,')lei 

As outlined in chapter 3, our analysis will also take account of transnatiorial 
structures of power which affected democratic emergence and consolidatio� 
both directly and indirectly. Economic dependency shaped the class structui,� 
in ways which kept anti-democratic forces strong and pro-democratic forc� 
weak. In agro-export economies large landowners remained economically 
important and politically strong. The high capital intensity of lSI kept �e, 
industrial working-class a relatively small proportion of the population and th� 
hampered the organizational capacity of the lower classes in general. The tW,p\ 
World Wars, particularly the second one, temporarily strengthened pig� 
democratic currents but did not · produce any lasting regime changes. JJ! 
contrast, the Cold War significantly strengthened anti-leftist and anti� 
democratic forces. Though direct intervention by foreign powers in intem¥ 
political affairs was much less significant in South America than in Centr# 
America and the Caribbean,2 economic and diplomatic pressures to ensui� 
protection of property rights often weakened reformist democratic govei1)? 
ments. Furthermore, the emphasis on counter-insurgency training and �� 
provision of military aid enhanced the importance and relative autonomy of th� 
coercive arm of the state and thus reinforced the propensity of the military"iQ: 
restrict or abolish democratic politics. ';� 

Finally, the following analysis will draw our attention to the importance �J 
political parties. They were crucial in institutionalizing contestation, in mobiliz� 
ing pressures from below for an opening of the political system, and '.� 
mediating threat perception at the top as to the consequences of making sucti 
concessions. Essentially, democracy could only be consolidated where elit� 
interests were effectively protected either through direct influence of elite 
groups on the state apparatus or through electorally strong political parties. ; 
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��;;The relationships between these variabJes and democratic rule are by no 
\flteahs simple and unilinear. Some variables have contradictory consequences 
;for: democratization, some effects change over time, the variables interact and �eir relative importance changes over time. There is not a unique path to 
�;��hieving democracy or preserving it. Rather, as we have argued, historical �,quences are important. The emergence of class coalitions, state structures t�d other political institutions in an earlier phase shapes the way in which new 
,�ili:ial forces are integrated into or excluded from the political process in later :p�ases. Accordingly, comparative analysis of historical sequences is best suited 
�t9det us explore the causal conditions for emergence and consolidation of 1!�b1ocratic regimes. 
itf;(Though the applicability of any generalizations to a particular country 
a�pends on that country's prior historical path, it is worth highlighting just a '!¢w generalizations from the very beginning. Without structural conditions ::�)1ich . allowed the organization of effective mass pressure democracy was 

j'Wilikely- to emerge. Yet, at the same time the emergence and survival of 
:��moi::ratic regimes has required first of all the development of an interest in 
Jh�' institlitionalization of contestation on the part of elites and then the 
'�Qnstruction of effective mechanisms for protection of elite interests in the 
:,f�ptext of inclusion of non-elite sectors. The expansion of export agriculture 
'�J'9ught generally the beginning of institutionalized contestation among elites 
;�'d pressures for greater political inclusion, which however were successful 
;Q�ly;where agriculture was not so labor intensive as to make the organization of !��-or threatening to agrarian elites. Early growth of industrial employment :@1her enhanced the prospects of democratization, but this could be undercut 
'ifjp()litical relations between elite and mass were articulated by the state rat.�er 
; t!t� political parties. Expansion of mineral exports also led to organized mass "p;�e_ssure, but this pressure was likely to be institutionalized in the form of i�9ical mass parties, which was threatening to elites and therefore created a 
�9Ysle' . of democratic breakthroughs and authoritarian lapses. A cycle of 
;�;eakthrough and collapse could also be invoked where elite and middle-class 
:Ro,liticians turned to the military as allies in their initial quest to establish !<!�¢ocracy. 
��i:(i)ur analytical approach differs from that taken in the major recent m��rpretations of Latin American political change. Most of these other i3pproaches tend to concentrate exclusively on structural, class analytic factors, pr;,on political institutions, actors, and processes. O'Donnell's earlier work on 
::the rise of bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes (1973), Cardoso and Faletto's it:W79), study of dependent development in Latin America, imd Bergquist's 
:<*986) analysis of the emergence and political role of the labor movements in 
�&gentiria, Chile, Colombia, and Venezuela, all take a structural, class analytic ��pproach. J. S. Valenzuela's (1985) and A. Valenzuela's (1989) discussions of ;m� development of Chilean democracy concentrate on political institutions, 
'Z��tors" and choices. O'Donnell and Schmitter's (1986) analysis focuses mainly 
<�W !political actors and their choiCes in the period of transition from authorita
irW1 ru1e. Diamond and Linz's (1989) introduction to a large comparative 
ilSi>Uaborative study of experiences with democracy in Latin America discusses a 'l§pg list of factors which range from economic and social structures to political 
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institutions, processes, and actors, without however establishing clear 
or systematic relationships among them. Collier's (1 986) and 
Collier's (forthcoming) analyses of the political legacies of the initial mCOfJ)()fIj" 
tion oflabor movements corne closest to our own approach in that 
structural variables into their essentially political institutional dlJ'LlV"jl�. 
approach, in conrrast, integrates political institutional into an 
structural analysis; but, like the Colliers' approach, ours takes 
account of political conjunctures and their legacies. 

Aside from the collection of essays in the Diamond, Lipset, and Linz (l 
volume, the only comprehensive attempt to explain the emergence and 
of (partly) democratic forms of rule in the Latin American 
Therborn's (1 979) study. Therborn also remains at an exclusively 
level and concludes that democracy is a conjunctural outcome resulting 
the contradictions and conflicts within capitalism (1979: 96), but he 
identify clear patterns of such contradictions and conflicts. We 
provide here a broad gauged comparative analysis which combines an 
on structural variables with systematic attention to the role of 
institutions and critical political phases. 

We shall pursue the line of analysis suggested by our three clusters of 
looking at the development of the balance of class power, the 
between state and civil society, and the impact of transnational .. _,,, .... , 
power. In contrast to chapter 4 where we focused on the transition ,to 
breakdown of full democracies, we will here take into account more 
forms of democracy also and focus on a longer time period. If we inc.ludl�d 
democracies only, our universe would be very small indeed. A look at 
and 5.2 shows that the South American countries by no means followed 
of linear progression from oligarchic regimes to severely restricted, then 
restricted, and finally fully democratic ones.3 Rather, there is a variety 
involving reversals and the skipping of stages. 

. 

The analysis in this chapter is quite complex and rests on many pairs 
of comparison. To improve the clarity of presentation, we begin by Iaviine'i:louL,':,i 
the argument, even though it is not an argument derived from a 
but rather an argument arrived at through analytic induction. The n�" I"�;;�';" ,.IL"i,J. 

is not constructed as a test of theoretically derived alternative hvt,otlJeSe5,i:ml 
Rather, it is an attempt to chart the sequences of regime changes, to\llardlland" .%J 
away from democratic forms, and link them to changes in the balance 
power, in the state apparatus, and in the international economy and system at);;, 
states. 

After presenting an analytical summary of our argument, we shall tlplI,,,'n" '.'·;" 
more detailed comparative historical analysis of the factors leadiing . 
establishment of the various types of regimes, the factors which sUJ)poItid�e '�il 
consolidation or breakdown of democratic regimes, and finally those 
promote redemocratization. The distinction between these different A. __ '_�'''''·'''). 
the analysis is important because factors which support the installation UHiUJrn::" :,'I! 
form of democratic regime may not support its consolidation, and V"',"U"';�""':· :}. 
existence of a democratic regime profoundly influences future political . 
mics. Comparisons with developments in Europe will serve to underline 
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characteristics of the dynaI?ics of democratization and its 
Latin American features. 

,'---"''''''-0 our me conditions conducive to the emergence of the different types of 
JI�tn()cratic regimes, we focus in particular on the economic power base of 

strength of civil society, the balance of class power, and the political 
(Jf civil society.4 These factors were origina1Jy shaped by the 

oCme economy and of the state, whose origins lay in part in the 
and were modified by the combination of geographical 

export opportunities in the nineteenth century and during the . . They in turn shaped the interaction between the 
subordinate classes (i. e. middle and working classes) needed 

---""-_ . •  ,-,- and the level of threat perception on the part of economic 
the elites to accommodate to these pressures or search for 

niUJi,u ."tlICUJ"lJ'�C�. Once political institutions had been formed - shaped 
by the historicaJIy inherited state structures, and by the 

they assumed a life of their own and became important 
of regime outcomes. Thus, the conditions leading to the emer

different varieties of democratic regimes underwent substantial 

formed by the interaction of structural and institu
sketched out in figures 5. 1 and 5. 2 below. These figures 

It road map for the outline of the argument that foJlows. The 
coy¢rs a sequence of four factors that are basic antecedents to the 

o{ democratic regimes: the consolidation of state power, the 
of export economy, the strength of industrialization, and the 

j.lVII.u .... al articulation of subordinate classes. After a brief discussion of 
that give these factors their dynamic thrust, we then go on to 

<l.I>I'II11PnN·'" of breakdown and reconstitution that follow the initial 
'.!!.,?IIIII<;Hl .CVL democracy. In this second set of sequences, institutional 

";JI"OIl"' I�" effective protection of elite interests play a crucial role. 

esselltial precondition for the emergence of any form of institutiona
:()nltestaticm was consolidation of state power. Before state power was 

there was no institutionalization of contestation and thus no 
p)o'V¢Pllent towards democracy. This does not mean that a strong state had to be ·�t1IiJ)H$hed in the sense of effective intervention in economic and social life, but 

overt challenges to state authority had to come to an end, 
pa�tigullarly challenges in the form of armed resistance. In other words, the state 
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institutions, processes, and actors, without however establishing clear prioritii� 
or systematic relationships among them. Collier's (1986) and Collier �*� 
Collier's (forthcoming) analyses of the political legacies of the initial incorpora� 
tion oflabor movements come closest to our own approach in that they integra,l� 
structural variables into their essentially political institutional analysis. O� 
approach, in contrast, integrates political institutional into an essentially 
structural analysis; but, like the Colliers' approach, ours takes · systemayp 
account of political conjunctures and their legacies. i� 

Aside from -the collection of essays in the Diamond, Lipset, and Linz (1989) 
volume, the only comprehensive attempt to explain the emergence and decliri�. 
of (partly) democratic forms of rule in the Latin American countries/� 
Therborn's (1979) study. Therborn also remains at an exclusively structural 
level and concludes that democracy is a conjunctural outcome resulting fro� 
the contradictions and conflicts within capitalism (1979: 96), but he does rt§t 
identify clear patterns of such contradictions and conflicts. We attempU§ 
provide here a broad gauged comparative analysis which combines an empha§� 
on structural variables with systematic attention to the role of politiC@l 
institutions and critical political phases. }d� 

We shall pursue the line of analysis suggested by our three clusters of pow�� 
looking at the development of the balance of class power, the relations¥p 
between state and civil society, and the impact of transnational structures{�f: 
power. In contrast to chapter 4 where we focused on the transition ,to and tile 
breakdown of full democracies, we will here take into account more restrict�a 
forms of democracy also and focus on a longer time period. If we included fil)1 
democracies only, our universe would be very small indeed. A look at tables �,l 
and 5.2 shows that the South American countries by no means followed a pa,!\t 
of linear progression from oligarchic regimes to severely restricted, then mi141y 
restricted, and finally fully democratic ones.3 Rather, there is a variety ofpatlisj 
involving reversals and the skipping of stages. if) 

The analysis in this chapter is quite complex and rests on many pairs and s�� 
of comparison. To improve the clarity of presentation, we begin by laying �1! 
the argument, even though it is not an argument derived from a grand theom 
but rather an argument arrived at through analytic induction. The analysis jts�lf 
is not constructed as a test of theoretically derived alternative hypothes��; 
Rather, it is an attempt to chart the sequences of regime changes, toward �� 
away from democratic forms, and link them to changes in the balance of cl�� 
power, in the state apparatus, and in the international economy and system9[ 
states. iW: 

After presenting an analytical summary of our argument, we shall develo�t� 
more detailed comparative historical analysis of the factors leading to'� 
establishment of the various types of regimes, the factors which supporr!:\is 
consolidation or breakdown of democratic regimes, and finally those whi�h 
promote redemocratization. The distinction between these different stage{� 
the analysis is important because factors which support the installation of so�� 
form of democratic regime may not support its consolidation, and because;t!i� 
existence of a democratic regime profoundly influences future political dYI\'�t, 
mics. Comparisons with developments in Europe will serve to underline bOW 
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dyna�ics of democratization and its 

'�Jaying out the conditions conducive to the emergence of the different types of 9,��ocratic regimes, we focus in particular on the economic power base of 
e�t�s, the strength of civil society, the balance of class power, and the political 
�hiculation of civil society.4 These factors were originally shaped by the 
�lWcture of the economy and of the state, whose origins lay in part in the 
J!'919nial legacies and were modified by the combination of geographical �Mjt�bility and export opportunities iri the nineteenth century and during the ';9)i$�t of industrialization. They in turn shaped the interaction between the 
Ipr�ssures from subordinate classes (i. e. middle and working classes) needed 
:[dr;a,emocratization and the level of threat perception on the part of economic ;¢M��s motivating the elites to accommodate to these pressures or search for 
a�ilioritarian alternatives. Once political institutions had been formed - shaped 
;;�Y:t�Fonomic structures, by the historically inherited state structures, and by the 
�l� structure - they assumed a life of their own and became important 
""', inants of regime outcomes. Thus, the conditions leading to the emer-

e of different varieties of democratic regimes underwent substantial 
, . , ge over time. '.:·�,[he various sequences formed by the interaction of structural and institu
�@�iU variables are sketched out in figures 5. 1 and 5.  2 below. These figures 
;sttql.\ld provide a road map for the outline of the argument that follows. The 
,:3t&i1llent covers a sequence of four factors that are basic antecedents to the 
'!���rgence of democratic regimes: the consolidation of state power, the 
;�tP�sion and type of export economy, the strength of industrialization, and the iag�t of political articulation of subordinate classes. After a brief discussion of 
,t\!£t�lass forces that give these factors their dynamic thrust, we then go on to 
'dj���ss the sequences of breakdown and reconstitution that follow the initial 

' .  " 'i lishment of democracy. In this second set of sequences, institutional 
gements for effective protection of elite interests play a crucial role. 

}; ': , iQlidation of state power :-" 1���;A, �%;first essential precondition for the emergence of any form of institutiona'J@!,4 contestation was consolidation of state power. Before state power was 
;,�9��olidated, there was no institutionalization of contestation and thus no 
':m:pyement towards democracy. This does not mean that a strong state had to be 
;;e�blished in the sense of effective intervention in economic and social life, but 
'sWfply that overt challenges to state authority had to come to an end, 
;'P�cularly challenges in the form of armed resistance. In other words, the state 



TARLE 5.1 Classification of regimes 

Constitutional Authoritarian,· Restriaed Fully Bureaucratic-
oligarchic traditional, populist, democratic democratic authoritarian 

military, or corporatist 

Argentina before 1912 1930-46 1958-62 19 12-30 1966-73 
195 1-55 1963-66 1946-51 1976-83 
1955-58 1973-76 
1962-63 1983-90 

Brazil before 1930 1930-45 1945-64 1964-85 
1985-90 

Bolivia before 1930 1930-52 1982-90 1952-64 
1964-82 

Chile before 1920 1924-32 1920-24 1970-73 1973-89 



Paraguay up to 1990 

Peru before 1930 1939-48 198�90 
193�39 1956-62 
1948-56 1963-68 
1962-63 
1968-80 

Uruguay before 1903 1903-19 1919-33 1973-84 
1933-42 1942-73 

1984-90 

Venezuela before 1935 1958-68 1945-48 
1935-45 1968-90 



TABLE 5.2 Types of restricted and full democracy 

Contestation Inclusion 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Restricted 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Chile 
Venezuela 
Uruguay 
Colombia 

Chile 

1958-62; 1963-66 
1945-64 
1939-48; 1956-62; 1 963-68 
1 948-61 
1920-24; 1932-58 
1 958-68 
1903-19 
1958-90 

1 958-70 

Unrestricted 

Brazil 
Bolivia 
Ecuador 
Colombia 
Chile 

Argentina 
Bolivia 
Chile 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

1985-90 
1982-90 
1978-90 
1 936-49 
1990 

1912-30; 1946-5 1 ;  1973-76; 1983-90 
1952-64 
1970-73 
1980-90 
1919-33; 1942-73; 1 984-90 
1945-48; 1 968-90 
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,fi�a to be able effectively to claim a monopoly on organized force. In fact, ��tutionalized contestation was easier to achieve if the state played only a 
:;,iWnor or no interventionist role, because this lowered the stakes in gaining 
;.�g#trol over the state apparatus. 
�fi'[he difficulty of the task of consolidating state power varied with the length 
,'�na mtensity of the independence wars and with external warfare in the first j�,�htury after independence. Exposure to warfare prior to and during the 
�ttempt to consolidate state power not only delayed the achievement of 
4R�solidation, but prolonged fighting and extensive destruction of the economy 

,;�iiririg the independence wars cast military leaders into a more prominent role 
�!�ipost-independence politics. Later exposure to external warfare, mostly due 
itqj�th:e struggle over borders, further strengthened the position of military 
F��gpg-men, and defeat in wars was particularly detrimental to peaceful internal ,:�()iJlpetition for power. Where the achievement of consolidation of state power 

" delayed for a long time, the problems of institutionalization of contestation : , . of inclusion tended to pose themselves simultaneously because economic 
�,��\ielopment had increased pressures from subordinate classes. The greater 
! ilifficulties in consolidating state power in Latin America compared to Europe 
/'" ,ain at least part of the comparative scarcity of stable institutionalized elite 
? 0' ' estation and gradual inclusion of non-elite sectors. 

'iI,': J#:POrl expansion :::.��!�;.�,; . ; ,  r��ce state power was consolidated, a new phase in the process of democratiza
,&j>� began, with new dynamics shaped by economic structures, particularly the 
'��ansion of the export economy, and by the legacies of the transition to 
; m��pendence. For progress towards democracy to be made, intra-elite con
mpts due to geographical and economic diversity and due to scarcity of 

.;,r��ources had to be moderate and thus facilitate institutionalized contestation, '��p� pressures from subordinate classes for inclusion had to emerge. Without 
!�9Sh pressures, no opening of the political system took place, but there was no 
�lri,tple linear relationship between the intensity of such pressures and progress 
;'!9}Vards democracy. If these pressures were highly threatening to elites, they 
,ie#ded to meet with authoritarian reactions. The degree to which they were 
,p�tceived as threatening depended in turn on the agents mobilizing and 
,�wculating the pressures (radical mass parties were more threatening than 
;,�Iientelistic parties), on the economic vulnerability of elites (labor intensive 
'�ggculture made landowners more dependent on politically sanctioned labor 
:�p!ltrol than non-labor intensive agriculture), and on the availability to elites of 
;;P9Iitical institutions for control within a constitutional context (elite political 
,;p�rties or state corporatist institutions). 
'.iY:s(We are using labor intensity of agriculture rather than Moore's notion of l�bor repressive agriculture because in all systems landlords used some degree 
;9�Jegal coercion to ensure an adequate supply of cheap labor for their estates. 
;Even where labor relations were based on wage labor (a characteristic of market 
s.�qhtrol in Moore's terminology), politically backed restrictions, such as on labor �', ... 
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Latin America 165 � ,��bility or on unionization, served to keep labor cheap. The greater the supply 
}j,c,heap labor needed, the more important such restrictions imposed and �(9rced through state power were for the landlords. Consequently, the more 
J.�printensive agriculture was, the greater the threat perception was on the part a£�,t,lte landowning elite of a potential loss Of control over the state apparatus in 

, , '��wak.e of an opening of the political system. 
i�[he necessary condition for significant reduction of scarcity of resources and 
' "  " .',' the emergence of pressures for inclusion was expansion of the export 
" omy. If no significant export expansion occurred, no movement towards i'4 ocracy occurred either, and if expansion started late, movement towards 
' ��!llocracy was delayed. The conditions most conducive to the early consolida
':'�g��;of state power and to institutionalization of contestation among elites were 
?a,if#atively easy transition to independence, little involvement in border wars or 
; ��fess in such struggles, lack of great regional diversity, and early expansion of <m��e�ort economy. 
<i\mort expansion was not sufficient in itself for the emergence of restricted (,o�JUI1 democracy. Democracy depended on the sequences of social structural 
, ;m,d,:political institutional developments set in motion by export expansion. The 
pi,�4ominance of agricultural versus mineral exports, the former being under 

"'mlijonal and the latter for the most part under foreign ownership, made for cli\fial differences in the democratization process.s The nature of the export , �QPomy shaped the strength and homogeneity of the economic base of the elite 
:�d, itS labor requirements, the degree of subsidiary industrialization and 

!)'\�9anization generated by the export sector, and the strength of and alliance 
;R��ibilities among subordinate classes, all of which were important for the 

' p,f,gcess of democratization. ;�Expansion of a nationally controlled agrarian export economy produced elite 
: prQsperity and thus helped to consolidate elite contestation, but by itself did not �piod\lce any significant pressures for inclusion. If pressures for inclusion were 
: iP£9d\lced by industrialization, resistance on the part of the landowning elites to 
:\ajiYsignificant opening of the political system was stem where the dominant � tYPe'of agriculture was labor intensive, but more moderate where agriculture 
'�'d\'Iower labor requirements. Progress towards democracy only occurred ,@der the crucial precondition of absence oflabor intensive agriculture. In fact, m;hl'lo case where (1) labor intensive agriculture predominated, and (2) 
, ��rocu1ture was the crucial export sector, was unrestricted democracy establ
' i�h,ed in South America.6 Under these conditions, the landowners feared the ]�of an abundant supply of cheap labor in the wake of democratization, and 
'tl)¢y,were powerful enough either to resist an opening of the political system :altogether or at least to keep the rural sector excluded. 
·· );�t:Xpansion of mineral export economies produced less favorable conditions J�!ithe institutionalization of contestation, but stronger pressures for inclusion 
, jffiin subordinate classes. When foreign-owned mineral exports assumed the l��jJing role, there was a greater tendency to elite heterogeneity and a greater 
p:Q(ential for state autonomy from domestic elites. Urban commercial and 

' w,�ncial elites, as well as owners of small and medium mines, could emerge as 
s�parate grou�s from agro-exporting elites, and the possibility of collecting 
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revenue generated directly or indirectly by the mineral export sector gave;��:': 
state greater potential autonomy from local elites. Conflicts of interest amgi1g0 
elite factions, together with the centrality of the role of the state in captumtk:J 
proceeds from the mineral export economy, intensified the struggle for con�W 
of the state and made constitutional elite competition for power ni�� . 
problematic. The early emergence of a geographically concentrated 3Jld 
strategically located working class with a high propensity to organization �):' 
militancy, together with the weaker hegemonic position of the landholding elif�l': 
provided the basis for the growth of radical mass parties which promotedJ�( 
fonnation of alliances between middle and working classes. These paiti�L 
articulated demands for political inclusion along with demands for radical sqcial 
refonn, which were initially highly threatening to elites. Thus, expansio�10f 
mineral export economies set up a sequence of political instability, Wjmi 
democratic breakthroughs followed by authoritarian reaction. Only laJ�. 
changes in the radical mass parties and! or in elite confidence in the effectiY�� 
ness of the representation of their own interests through political institutiq¥ 
opened the possibility for the consolidation of democratic regimes. !;\1i . �·I · 
Industrialization and agents of political articulation 

,:<t�1;r , '0, 
Once the Latin American countries started to diversifY their economies, addifig; 
industrialization to the production of raw materials, they entered a new phas�:�j 
the process of democratization. Industrialization raised the potentiaV�o! 
pressures for democratization, particularly for greater political inclusi6� 
because it strengthened civil society by increasing the size and the interac�q$:t 
among middle and working classes, but its political effects were mediated by�, 
pre-existing political institutional structures, particularly the party system .�� 
the tradition of state intervention in society. Industrialization produced &�r 
reinforced already existing pressures for inclusion, but the actual strength;9f 
these pressures and their political outcome heavily depended on the age*� 
shaping the political articulation of civil society. The nature of these agents ,vas 
rooted in the class structure and patterns of political institutionalization s�t, 
before and during the expansion of the export economy. . .\� 

In agricultural export economies the two principal agents shaping tJ{� 
political articulation of civil society were clientelistic parties and the state. In�t: 
case of clientelistic parties, threat perception on the part of economic elites w'3! 
reduced by elite leadership or by participation of some elite factions if they we� 
middle-class led. These parties typically attempted to enlist labor support't�; 
strengthen their own political base, without promoting strong labor organi�); 
tion. They did not always push for full democracy, which further reduced:th'� 
threat posed by their activities to elites. Where the state attempted f9� 
encapsulate and control the emerging working class from the beginning, tIl� 
result was a weak labor movement and a weakly articulated civil socie�� 
incapable of exerting any sigrlificant pressures for democratization. : ';;y!: 

The configuration of type of agriculture, strength of industrialization, alia 
agent shaping the political articulation of civil society resulted in three differe�� 
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":', ;,'i>�· :',���s of outcomes in economies where agriculture was the dominant export :'��Jj�or; In agrarian export economies with non-labor intensive agriculture and 
�: signHicant pressures resulting from early and strong industrialization, articu
; l�t�d by clientelistic parties, an opening to full democracy took place. In 
2�ti�rian export economies with labor intensive agriculture and moderate 
�;I)f��sures resulting from later and weaker industrialization, articulated by 
; i ;�tlj,�J1telistic parties, only an opening to restricted democracy occurred. In 
r::agi-arian export economies with labor intensive agriculture and containment of " 

' res by strong state involvement, there was no opening at all or only a 
: . ,yed opening to restricted democracy.7 
: mineral export economies, the pre-existing radical mass parties became 
;': , primary mobilizers of the industrial working class and forcefully articulated 
A��ands for political inclusion and social change. Except in the special case of 
�: :N1.eXico, which will be discussed at the end of the analysis of conditions for 
: i!Ji�al democratization, the state did not play a lasting role in shaping and 
(\!9�trol1ing the political articulation of labor in any of the mineral export 
\·:�gpjlomies.8, The radical mass parties attempted to promote labor and middle
'�Iass organization and the formation of political alliances between them in 

': ,¥�pport of the struggle for full democracy. These mass parties were capable of 
/�((ectively pushing for democratic openings even before industrialization had 
:,.����ted a large urban working class and a well consolidated civil society, but m:eywere in no case capable of consolidating the democratic regime in their 
'�tattempt. Where indusnialization came late and/or remained very limited, il!'�iCal mass parties did not survive in their original form; they fragmented and 
!>���sed to be an important political force, and/or abandoned their radical 
>p;�$ture in the face of intense repression but persisted as moderate mass parties. ' S,�¢h changes in the mass parties then opened the possibility for the f¢e'stablishment of democracy, initially typically of a limited nature. 

?�1( 
:/§ll�s forces 
'.:,,:�\�X�;·, .. ;�rSwe analyze the class forces which were crucial for the move towards 
i4�Inocracy, the middle classes emerge in a leading role, though, we hasten to 
i�d, they were frequently ambivalent concerning democracy for other subor
' .(lihate classes. The parties pushing for an installation of democracy in the sense 
i;of�institutionalized contestation with effective inclusion of non-elite sectors 
'. )��r¢ all ied by members of the middle classes and had significant middle-class 
';�ases. However, the middle classes needed allies to be successful in effecting 
@stallation of a democractic regime. In particular, in order for full democracies 
;"fg\be installed, a significant working-class presence was indispensable. Thus, 
Z��en ifwe narrow our focus to full democracies, the Latin American experience 
��6es differ from the one of advanced capitalist societies we analyzed in the last <FI,ltpter. 
l<i,Given their leading role, the 'presence of identifiable middle classes was 
�9bYiously a prerequisite for democratization, but the size of the middle classes 
;;p,�I' se was not a crucial determinant of the strength of pro-democratic 

" \\,:\,/: ,, : 
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pressures nor of the degree of inclusiveness of the democratic regime instaUW\', 
Whereas in two of the countries with the largest middle classes the earlj�} 
breakthroughs to full democracy occurred, in another only restricted de�� ;i 
cracy was established. Breakthroughs to full democracy also occurredl� 
countries with comparatively small middle classes. The role played by ��i . 
middle classes in bringing about democracy depended on the type of alIi�': 
available. The middle classes first and foremost sought their own inclusion l 'i 
formed the alliances necessary to achieve this end. . .�� .. ,: 

Where sectors of elites and! or of the military served as effective allies/tIJe, ; 
middle classes were quite content with restricted democracy. Where there W�);; 
significant working-class presence, the search for allies among the worliili� , class caused the middle classes to push for full democracy. The middle cl�� 
attempted to enlist working-class support either with appeals for elect�W: 
support for clientelistic parties or through the sponsoring of working-cl� , 
organizations and the formation of formal alliances with such organizatio� ' 
through radical mass parties. Where radical mass parties mobilized press�." 
for democratization, strong elite resistance resulted in preventive or reacp�e 
a�thoritarian �esponses. Where clientelistic parties �ppealed for SUjPort fro�� ; 
Sizeable working class, successful democrattc openmgs occurred. :.f� '· 

The working class generally, but not always, played a strong pro-democni�r 
role in so far as it demanded an opening of.the political system to achieve,)i� 
own inclusion. Given the social construction of class interests, howeyet . 
working-class organizations in some cases readily supported authoritariM 
regimes which accorded them material and status concessions (see e. g. MaIlpf 
1 987: 243). This was particularly likely if the leaders of such regimes were*e 
first to mobilize and organize labor on a large scale. The most notable casel� 
the support for Peronism in the Argentine labor movement :1� .,-\) :':�.: 

rt.f-Jf Political institutions and consolidation of democracy 

As the preceding discussion showed, the structure of the economy and ��". 
resulting class structure were very important in the phase of fonnation of 
political institutions, most critically political parties. Once these instituti()� 
were established, they developed a dynamic of their own and became indepe�1:, 
dent detenninants of regime outcomes. They played crucial roles in mobi1izW'K 
pressures from subordinate classes and mediating such pressures in ways which' 
reduced the threat level to elites. Once full or restricted democracies had be�n 
established, political institutions, particularly the party system, remained cruciAl: 
for their consolidation or breakdown. ,)yk 

Some degree of industrialization was a necessary condition for the consolid�� 
tion of democracy because it produced the organizational strength the middl� 
and working classes needed to sustain pressures for their inclusion. In mine� 
export economies, radical mass parties were capable of effecting breakthroug� 
to full or at least restricted democracy before any significant industrialization', 
had occurred, but not of consolidating democratic regimes. In agrarian exp9rt 
economies, there were no breakthroughs to full democracy without significa�l 
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" ��hstrialization and only rarely breakthroughs to restricted democracy. Indus
trialization was not sufficient for the consolidation of even restricted democra' g��; the other necessary condition was the continued protection of elite ;m��rests through the party system. 

'jl�e prerequisite for protection of elite interests was the existence of two or 
.' W-'gre strong competing political parties, at least one of which effectively 
PFpmoted the interests of significant sectors of economic elites, and/or both (or ; :an).of which allowed for direct access of economic elites to the policy-makers in tH�'state apparatus. Effectiveness had two components, namely continued close 

: :�culation of the party leadership and/or policy-makers appointed by the 
\����ership with econOI1l:ic elites, and capaci� of the party to appeal to a large �,¢��ugh base to ensure Its electoral strength. 0 

·\:':?it��'",· " . :::;���\�;,. :. 
;'llt�akdown and reconstitution 
· ·:::tK§iI' ... .' :. 
" �ere effective clientelistic parties were lacking and elite representation in the ipartY system was perceived as inadequate from the beginning, only restricted (4�mocracies emerged, as elite appeals for military intervention to prevent 
c 'iffiacceptable election outcomes or policies tended to be frequent from the start, �a compliance with such requests reinforced military involvement in politics. 
;'l'#icaUy such regimes emerged where either popular pressures mobilized by a 
,1J,lilSs party had been strong enough to force an opening or where the military ,ttselfin alliance with sectors of the middle classes had been involved in bringing 
��ou� such an opening. Repeated military intervention in tum further impeded 
�tJt� consolidation of political parties and the institutionalization of contestation. �ere popular pressures were threatening a radicalization of policy and the 
:iii,cumbent government was ineffective in dealing with these pressures, military 
j�volvement . behind the scenes tended to give way to direct intervention l,iJt(ough coups and the installation of military supported civilian or military A�4thQritarian regimes. 'U{Full or restricted democracies, initially tolerated by elites, in the context of �edium or high levels of industrialization broke down where economic elites ,;(j�gan to perceive that their interests were inadequately protected through the \P�rty system. Economic crises tended to sharpen such elite perceptions and 
,2lA�S . serve as catalysts for breakdowns. The only two full democracies in 
iepstence at the beginning of the 1930s, Argentina and Uruguay, fell victim to i�IlPs inspired by elite attempts to protect their economic interests from the �'�ffects of the Depression. Later breakdowns of full or restricted democracies {�ere . spurred by elite perceptions that their interests were beginning to be 
Il��riously threatened by the fractionalization of parties and the erosion of their 'aljili� to moderate social conflict in situations of economic stagnation. In a few 
t�es, such as Chile after 1932 and Uruguay after 1942, where civil society and 
'$tleparty system were strong, democracies managed to survive for quite a long ��time� . 
·�N, · ;;rt.Table 5. 3 shows the relationship between institutional protection of elite 
t#tterests and stability of democratic regimes. What is important about the cases 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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authoritarianism 

Chile (2) 
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I 
lull 

I 
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I 
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I 
bureaucratic 
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I 
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panies 

I 
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I 
01nc:. 1984 

Uruguay 

strong; pact 
and parties 

I 
resultrad 

I 
high 

I 
continued 
strong; 
since 1958 

Colombi. 

weak; no Clit"jntrOlied party 

continued weak 

I 
?

t

� 
strong; pact w .. k; 
and parties panies I / _______ 

restricted full restricted I I /� 
low a. restricted; low since 1978 low 
tr..,.itil" to full I and 1982 I 
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sii1ce 1968 I I 

YenezuuJa 

civilian. then military 
military authoritarian 
authoiitari.n I 

weak; medium; 
parties parties 

I I 
restricted full 

I I 
low since 1980 

Argontin. /3) Ecuedor 
Bolivl. 

Peru 
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;!{i'i . high low 

Colombia since 1958 
Chile 1932-70 
Uruguay 1903-1 9 
Venezuela since 1 958 

Brazil 1 945-64 
Colombia 1 936-49 
Uruguay 1919-33; 1942-73 
Argentina 1912-30 
Ecuador 1948-61 

,':·." �q\i,:: .. :' , �;,�l�w ::; 12 years or less �wglt = more than 12 years 

Chile 1970-3 
Peru 1 939-48; 1956-62; 1963-8 
Argentina 1946-51 ;  1 958-62; 
1963-6; 1 973-6 
Bolivia 1952-64 
Venezuela 1945-8 

:�t�f��� , ,'tlNthe deviant cell, i. e. with low protection of elite interests and high stability, is 
.. :rtJiat in all of them except Ecuador effective protection of elite interests was 
,;il�tial1y provided through the state (Brazil), or strong elite-dominated parties 
i.i�(@olombia), or strong middle-class-dominated parties allowing for elite access 
,Zt1:;party leaders and the state bureaucracy (Uruguay), or elite representation in �tJie strongest middle-class-dominated party (Argentina) . Over the course of the 
�I��.mocratic periods this protection declined because of party fractionalization or �i(Ule, erosion of corporatist institutions, and this is what led to the breakdown of 

':��lliNegimes . In Ecuador elite interests were initially protected by default, i. e. 'tit,lj.dack of any strong organized pressures for significant deviations from the 
:0��tus quo. 
:t�fOriCe democracies had been replaced by authoritarian regimes, pressures for ;�§f�\retum to democracy emerged. In the majority of cases, the same forces which i��ad originally pushed for the democracy and which had grown in strength 
'����ring the democratic period pushed for a return to the same type of 
?�g�mocracy that had been overthrown. Where they were successful in reinstal
��2:Iihg a fuU democracy before the 1980s, the previous experience repeated itself; i1#,+renewed. breakdown occurred. In some cases, the same or other forces 
;i���pported or at least accepte'd a more limited form of democracy, which 
�\9�ought with it a higher chance for consolidation. Political engineering could 
�j\fuake an important contribution to reinstallation and consolidation of democra
i�(G�es through ' political pacts which compensated for the lack of strong elite 
t�parties ·by providing for effective representation of elite interests in the political 
;��stem. Such pacts, however, also entailed restrictions on democracy, at least 
��j�itially. Figure 5 .2 gives a schematic summary of these variables and sequences �#nd the resulting regime forms. 
w:';,'." , 
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The wave of redemocratization in the late 1970s and 1980s involved in so�e 
cases a regrouping of previously pro-democratic forces and in others.<'!he 
emergence of new such forces due to a strengthening of civil society an4�( 
subordinate classes during the period of authoritarian rule. In all cases, s� 
within the authoritarian regime were crucial in initiating the democra,.:�c 
opening, and in some cases the erosion of these regimes was much Iri�tt 
important than civilian pressures for redemocratization. However, the revival�f 
pre-existing political parties and! or the emergence of new parties led,Jkt important changes in the political articulation of civil society and the stren�tar 
pro-democratic forces, which offer a greater potential for consolidation of th�'se; 
democracies than existed before. iiJ 

Having presented an overview of the general political sequences of Soil1ti 
American development to guide the reader through what follows, we nowt9IJt 
to the analytically guided comparative historical analysis which led us to :�� 
identification of these sequences. Without making any claim to providing rrioIe 
than brief sketches of the critical junctures in individual countries, we pres��t 
the historical material on which our generalizations are based. Beginning �iIl 
the consolidation of state power and working forward through the diversity,�iif 
historical sequences, we shall try to weave the connections between argume�t 
and cases. <\!:R 

Conditions for Initial Democratization 
Consolidation of state power 

Fulfillment of the first precondition for the emergence of a regime form�� 
regularized contestation and more than minimal inclusion, namely consoIidi" 
tion of the state apparatus and the establishment of effective control over,� 
geographically defined continuous population, was rather problematic in,rn�' 
of Latin America. I I The struggles for independence and later over borderS,'aD,d 
the foreign interventions in the nineteenth century, go a long way towar� 
explaining the importance of caudillos and leaders of the regular military,� 
national politics and the inability of elites to create institutionalized competition 
for power even among themselves. The expansion of regular and irregi1\\lt 
armies during the wars of independence created many military leaders who/� 
the power vacuum left by the collapse of Spanish rule, became poW�¥ 
contenders at the local or national level, based on control over loyal troops. n:� 
emergence of local militias in the period of struggle over the question ofwllb 
should rule further contributed to the emergence of caudillos, seeking power 
through force of arms, not through constitutional processes. I2 ,]�" 

Furthermore, the economic legacy of the colonial period and continued 
economic dependence made national unification problematic in many cases,;f,� 
great regional diversity and lack of economic integration created conflicts ov�r 
the degree of political centralization (see e. g. Silva Michelena 1973), andtIie 
partial survival of elites with strong previous ties to the colonial state aggravat� 
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" �UfeJraCtionalization and competition. There was great variation among the 
,�)1ous countries in the time it took for the problems of struggles over borders 
:'aA'dc'over regional autonomy, centralization of the military, and more or less �!Ued rule enforcement to be solved. In Chile, the comparatively easy struggle 
. . , . dependence and the absence of strong regional diversity allowed for the 
" ..... st settlement of the question of consolidation of state power in any South 
.:ij1erican nation, namely in the 1830s (e. g. Loveman 1 979: 134-49). In 
:X��ezuela, in contrast, one of the latest cases, the severe disruptions of the 
,4il\ym:-out independence struggle, the importance of caudillos in this struggle, 
:1i!iij'great regional diversity delayed this settlement until the tum of the century 
;(�Jg;; Lombardi 1982: 157-205). 

: �.qonsolidation of state power was a necessary, but not sufficient condition for 
";1H�;creation of relatively stable rule with institutionalized contestation by the 
'e)!i¢ alone or with wider participation. Elite prosperity based on export �ansion and relative elite homogeneity were additional necessary conditions. 
;!4Yferu, for instance, institutionalized elite contestation was never achieved, 
'(4��rite state consolidation in the period 1860-90. Only in six of the ten South '�erican cases were there periods with institutionalized contestation among Jljies (see table 5. 1). In contrast to western Europe, then, with the telling 
'��ceptions of Germany and Italy, the tasks of consolidating state power and 
,4tablishing a stable form of elite rule were more difficult, completed later (if at ,xa)l)rand thus temporally closer to the next phase, that of incorporating newly 
' emerging groups into the political system. This can certainly be considered a 
@)otributing factor to the lesser frequency of emergence and consolidation of ��Illocracy in Latin America compared to Europe. Additional important 

!;qifferences are to be found in the effects of dependent development on the class 
Jftucture, and on the power balance within civil society and between civil 
}�ciety and the state. 

,I . 
,ijfkansion and character of the export econom/3 
�':�?lh�":".' 
:Wte next development necessary for the establishment of institutionalized 
;�PIDpetition for political power, a sustained period of expansion of the export 
:���nomy giving rise to a prosperous class of export producers and urban merchants. and financiers, also occurred at different times ' and to different 
(14¢grees in the various cases.14 Growth of economies with nationally controlled �gfurian export production was more likely to create a prosperous and more or 
,lessihomogeneous elite of large landowners with ties to urban interests than 
gl'6wtb of foreign-controlled mineral export economies. IS  Yet, growth of 
:�giicultural export production had contradictory consequences for democrati
!�tion. On the one hand, it facilitated institutionalization of contestation among 
if�ytes, even where regionalism and! or different agrarian exports generated :�qIlle diversity among a landholding elite with otherwise strong common 
�Wterests, such as in Brazil and Colombia. On the other hand, it strengthened 
i�e landowners and thus potentially formidable opponents of democracy. 
�'�2(��>,� ;: ... 
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How fonnidable landlord opposition to democratization was, depended hea� 
on the labor requirements of agricultural production. 'r";�\i 

In Brazil, consolidation of state power was not a problem because ofltljt: 
continuity from colonial times. Export growth in coffee started in the middl�Qf 
the nineteenth century, and both coffee and sugar exports increased dram�? 
tically after 1880. Accordingly, after the fall of the monarchy in 1 889;Htlie 
landowning oligarchy was economically secure and prosperous enough�tt�, 
institutionalize a system of competition for political power among its differeRtc, 
factions, in which governors as representatives of regional oligarchies bargaiq��' 
over national executive power.16 In contrast, in Colombia effective consoliaa� 
tion of state power and a first sustained period of export expansion, based!��" 
coffee, were delayed until the early twentieth century. Consequently, it was oM' 
after the end of the War of a Thousand Days in 1903 that the Conservative aijd; 
Liberal oligarchic factions started to overcome their deep historical enrnity�a 
establish a viable system of elite contestation (Wilde 1978: 34-7). j;�lt, 

In Ecuador, President Garcia Moreno (1860-75) was able to consolid�ie 
state power to the extent of bringing the periods of civil war to an end (Sch�:�r 
1 987: 28-33). However, tensions between the coastal agro-exporters andril1,� 
highland oligarchy remained strong and obstructed the institutionalizatioD,{pJ 
contestation. The cacao boom starting in the late nineteenth century the� 
shifted power from the highland landowners, allied with the church and actiit'g 
through the Conservative Party, to coastal elites and the Liberal Party as th�jr 
representative. This made possible a period of constitutional Liberal oligarclli� 
rule from 1916 to 1925, during which, however, there was little attempt1lio 
extend centralized state control over the highlanqs, where the landowners w�re 
left in control. \��' 

Uruguay had a rocky road to national unification, with both freque�t 
involvement in border wars and armed confrontations between Blancos a�a 
Colorados persisting throughout the nineteenth century. However, exp�rt 
prosperity based on sheep and cattle set in after 1880, and this enabled t!i,� 
coastal-based Colorados to assert their dominance over the Blancos, led bytll� 
traditional landowners of the interior, and consolidate state power with t1& 
defeat of the Blanco rebellion in 1 904 (Mendez 1 977: 87-121). Given tl)�' 
non-labor intensive character of the agrarian export economy and the subsidlf 
ary industrialization and urbanization generated by it, a topic which wilq� 
taken up below, this defeat ushered in a form of restricted democracy, rathtf 
than simply oligarchic contestation. The contrast to Paraguay here is instruc,�, 
ive. President Francia (1814-40) consolidated state power internally, greatlY 
weakened the church, the Spanish landowners, and the criollo (i.e. locally botj\� 
of Spanish descent) merchants and financiers by expropriation, strengthene� 
the military as his major support base, and pursued essentially an autarkic 
development (Schmelz 198 1 :  54). The War of the Triple Alliance devastated 
population, land, and state finances, and opened Paraguay's economy to m� 
outside. Yet, there was no export boom of any kind. A quite diversified exp�ti 
base developed, but without bringing prosperity and strengthening expot:t7 
linked groups to the extent that they would have been able to impo�� 
constitiJtional oligarchic rule. In Argentina, the problem of consolidation)!f 
state power was finally solved with the acceptance of the status of Buenos Aires 
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��;�'�;:':.\;;,*,�:.: 
:as:Jederal capital in 1880, though Mitre (1861-68) had already effectively 
. .  ' ' d the country. Significant export growth based on cattle, sheep, and grain 

. ... . . :in the 1870s, consolidating the dominance of the agro-exporting groups 
'mJl)eilittoral, who managed to institutionalize contestation among themselves '(Rij�kJ985: 1 18-61) .  
!.(�n the anti-democratic side, growth of the nationally controlled agrarian 
' �Qrt sector strengthened the large landowners who were rather universally 
:mw1>sed to full democratization. The intensity of landlord opposition to 
:ideliWcracy depended on the character of the dominant type of export 
ii�m�.ulture. Where that agric�ltu�e was highly labor intensi�e and labor 
JeIa�ons were based on a combmatlOn of wage labor and a semI-bound labor 
'fQr��,as in Colombia, Brazil, and Ecuador, the landowners were implacable 
.:.geI!Qnents of democratization. In Brazil, they were an important part of the 
:ro���s that managed until 1985 to prevent the installation of a democratic 
:'�iiTe with universal suffrage. In Colombia, one faction of the Liberals pushed 
!fii;qugh universal suffrage in 1 936 despite strong opposition from the Conser
vati.y� and from the landowners in the Liberal Party itself, but interference in 
:Jhetelei;toral process by local landowning notables kept democracy restricted in c . . ""):) -
,pta stice; Where export agriculture was mostly ranching, with low labor 
:r�qUirements, and labor relations in that sector were firmly based on wage 
,;!liq'9.1".asin Argentina 17 and Uruguay, the landowners were anti-democratic as 
We,ll;(hut their opposition to democracy was less strong, which allowed for full 
',democracy to be established in the 1910s in response to pressures from a 
:cQrnparatively highly urbanized and industrializing society. I shall return to the 
iqlli:stion of pressures from society below. :" :i�:the mineral export economies, in contrast, growth tended to produce less 
:e�t� homogeneity. It strengthened urban commercial and financial groups who 
carntto coexist with traditional landowners in a less close alliance than the one 
:�t\Veen urban commercial and financial interests and agrarian exporters in 
agi:�an export economies. Thus, mineral export growth had also contradictory !�f(ects on the chances for democracy. On the one hand, it made institutiona]�B co�testatio� a�ong elites more difficult �nd thus tended to p.erpetuate t@Jtary mterventIOmsm, but on the other hand It weakened the poslllon of the :I�� landowners as crucial opponents of democracy. The local proceeds from :�{��export sector were primarily captured by the state apparatus, along with 
:re�¢,�ues from taxes on imports which were made possible by the mineral :�grt expansion. Therefore, control of the state as a means for access to 
.te¥,gurces remained salient and the struggle for control of the state intense. 
Moreover, in mineral export economies, alliances between the middle and ��tking classes were more likely to emerge than in nationally controlled 
am.nan ones, which had equally contradictory effects on democratization. On 
m�ione hand, the formation of these alliances meant that stronger pressures for 
�e'l:riocratization emerged earlier, but on the other hand these alliances tended 
t6"W radical in their demands and thus stiffened the resolve of dominant groups (()1�eep the alliances excluded. 
'��Whese alliances participated in the struggle for control of the state, and where ��y)managed to gain such control, they were able to develop a considerable 
al,itonomy from-the landowning class. Revenue from the foreign-owned export 
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sector and from imports stimulated by it provided the resources fo'"{< 
expenditure. By extending the franchise to the rural sector and mobiliz' . 
workers, urban groups could attempt to further strengthen their base rei . 
that of the landowners. However, because the parties fomenting these .... 
between middle and working-classes in mineral export economies, n 
Acci6n Democratica (AD) in Venezuela, the Alianza Popular Revolu , , '  
Americana (Apra) in Peru, the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolue 
(MNR) in Bolivia, and the Radical, Socialist, and Communist Parties ' . 
at least initially promoted radical programs, they presented a strong 
only to landowning but also to. urban elites and united them in resist 
democracy. Thus, the typical pattern was one of breakthrough to dem 
followed by authoritarian rule and repression.18 

In Peru and Venezuela, elite contestation was never firmly institutio 
In Chile and Bolivia, in contrast, elite contestation took hold by the seco� 
of the nineteenth century (Chile) or by the tum of the century (Bolivia), G 
a special case of a mineral export economy, because it had seen a pe 
significant agricultural export growth and of domestically controlled sil 
copper mining after 1 848, before the denationalization of nitrate minin 
1 880s and the growth of the foreign copper companies after the tu 
century. Chile also had a significant domestically-owned coal mining 
and there was a considerable overlap between landownership and hoI 
other sectors. As a result, the Central Valley landlords were econo 
powerful and significant sectors of them were more closely connected to 
and urban interests than their counterparts in other mineral export . ..... . 
mies.19 Thus, institutionalized contestation became a viable option early,. 
and inclusion could even be widened to non-eiite sectors. Early consolida ' "  
state power, early elite prosperity, and relative elite homogeneity (befot 
significant growth of mining production), then, all contributed to making� 
the first country in South America to establish a political system with 
institutionalized contestation and more than minimal inclusion. Ho 
landlord strength also explains the continued exclusion of the �easantty 
delay of the establishment of full democracy until the 1970s.2o " : " Bolivia had, like Chile, an originally stronger and more cohesive domi��i 
class than other mineral export economies, but the pattern of middle���l 
working-class formation and the role of the state was typical of the latte " 
did not become important until the end of the nineteenth century; fro 
1 860s to the 1 890s silver mining had been important. Silver was mainly,: . 
national control, and the mining bourgeoisie was closely linked tQ\ " 
landowning families. This led to the formation of an amalgamated etit� ;�;: 
landed and silver interests. Before the consolidation of the industry ul\:iheJ 
1 920s, tin mining was largely controlled by foreign, particularly Chil�,,: 
financial interests. With the rise of tin, new elements achieved elite statusi��� 
the old families developed connections to urban activities and the tin co�;:! 
nies, e. g. through family members serving as lawyers for the companies. TJ:(\i!.; 
an elite of old and new elements emerged (called La Rosca), with c1ose ��;! 
tin and heavy inv�lvement �n politics (Malloy 1 970: 3�). The expan�ion o�\�1 
export economy In the penod 1870-1920 made pOSSible the establishment'll! ··J�.;i,;:',' . �� 
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:': :(,;r�lr stable elite contestation between 1899 and 1920. Thereafter, the 
,my started to stagnate, the elite's economic base was weakened, and ,." ,,��»t, e struggles intensified, making coups the dominant mode of transfer of jiAAllncal ower.ZI ,��" , P  

il��m�;Yenezuela, high regional geographic and economic diversity, and the ',��g,�audillo legacy from the independence war delayed effective unification 
::'W1UUJhe tum of the century. Moreover, significant export growth, originally 
'i��!!pn agriculture, did not occur until the early twentieth century. Thus, , " ' . rule, rather than institutionalized elite competition for power, prevailed e death of Gomez in 1 935, and the military dominated politics from 

, i1945. The period from the 1920s on presents the clearest case of 
,' , '  " g of the landowning elite by a mineral export sector. The oil wealth led 

�jOa&pvervalued exchange rate which made agrarian exports uncompetitive and ��ctive and exposed even agricultural production for the domestic market 
ilQSlfQllg competition from imports (Karl 1986: 199-200). The destruction of 
!�lti�griculture and rural-urban migration left the large landowners without 
i¥�ti9,Iig enough economic or political base to impose their rule and effectively 
i�I6!;�\pressures from a middle-working class alliance for democracy. ':;':I��iPeruvian example confirms that export growth, like consolidation of 
,,��ppwer, was not a sufficient condition for the establishment of institutiona
,Jjie'dKcontestation among elites. Neither the guano boom of 1845-79 nor the W�Q�,boom after 1890 was followed by such an arrangement. In part, this can 
:�!�Xplained by the legacy of the long struggle for independence, namely the !strQpg�tradition of caudillismo. Though caudillo rule was replaced by civilian
'�QrDihated regimes after 1895 (pike 1967: 168m, different military factions 
,ciQi1t1.!tued toplay important roles as allies sought by civilians. The reasons why 
:�ns continued to turn to the military for political support are in tum to be ,�(j&fitin the elite heterogeneity produced by geographical diversity and by a 
;��g, colonial legacy, reinforced by the impact of expansion of the export 
�ilqmy. The guano boom did not strengthen a national class, but rather �ro.�ded resources mainly through state extraction and thus raised the stakes of 
:�Q�Jl;9Lover the state apparatus (Berg and Weaver 1 978). In the post-1890 �rt·, boom agricultural products and domestic capital were leading, which 
91e,�ly'strengthened the large landowners in the coastal areas, many of whom lliY�r�ified into urban activities. However, mining remained important, becom
:pig;tdbininant again by 1930 and coming predominandy under foreign control 
('JJ),QIp and Bertram 1 978: 40). A1so, agricultural export production was 

' HIed, with both highland and coastal producers participating, and cant parts of sugar production, the product accounting for the largest 
�t9Pl)rtion of the value of agricultural exports, came under foreign control as \V�;; 'Therefore, the coastal agro-exporters did not become a hegemonic 
iuMitg:..class. Coups remained the dominant mode of transfer of power and the p:eijQd 1919-30 was one of dictatorial rule. 
,'��,�rowth of the middle and working classes and of urbanization accompanying 
t1x�t:¢Xpansion of the export economy was also necessary for a widening of POijHcal inclusion. With the newly emerging urban groups of employees and 
NPfessionals, of workers in transport, beginning manufacturing for the 0' , 
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domestic market, and, depending on the type of export economy, miniri.ttiii 
subsidiary industrialization to the export sector, civil society became str!l�ger3 
and the weight of middle and lower classes in the power balance increij�iI!: 
Through the formation of unions and political parties, important segmeri�ibf 
these classes became political actors capable of exerting pressures for both'wviE 
rights and political inclusion. The extent to which mobilization and orga��: 
tion of subordinate classes occurred and the form their organizations tookW'e�: 
strongly shaped by the agricultural or mineral base of the export economi:��4: 
by the extent of subsidiary industrialization generated. In agrarian expQI't 
economies clientelistic parties emerged; where there was no significant subsi�+ 
ary industrialization, the parties were initially weaker than where such in4�S. 
trialization occurred. In mineral export economies, radical mass pai1i�; 
emerged. l�; 

As in Europe, the effectiveness of the pressures for political inclusibll 
depended on the one hand on the strength of these new groups, i. e. their sJ�er 
the density of organization, degree of unity, and alliances with other groiiM 
and on the other hand on the strength and resolve of the elites to resist tli�m.' 
Where subsidiary industrialization and urbanization generated by the eXp'prt 
sector were extensive, these pressures were strong, and where agriculture\� 
less labor intensive, the resolve of elites to resist was lower. Where min�ws 
were dominant, radical mass parties exerted generally strong pressuresi�fof; 
inclusion but threatened elites and strengthened their resolve to resist. ';I&�; 

A closer look at Argentina and Uruguay, the two early breakthroughs tol' 
democracy, supports the above argument in so far as these countries::ll�a 
achieved what was for Latin America an unusually high degree of urbaniza�§n 
and middle- and working-class formation and organization by 1910 to 19?W 
This was due to their particular type of export economy, beef, hides, wooll!aijd: 
grain, which generated considerable subsidiary activity not only in transB�11i 
but in meat packing, tanning, and wool processing. One might accept this:�� 
sufficient explanation for the breakthrough to democracy, but the fact thaf\t!!,e 
achievement of similar levels of urbanization and industrialization in Chile �1I 
Brazil in the 1 950s,22 for instance, did not lead to full democratization f()rf� 
one to consider additional factors. The Moore thesis suggests that.one sh6Ul� 
again look at the role of large landowners. Like all the other South Ameri&ii 
countries, Argentina and Uruguay have landholding patterns dominated��} 
large estates, and large landowners have constituted the most powerful sO¢i� 
class since colonial days. However, as discussed above, the type of agriculrll,fe 
and the resulting labor relations dominant in Argentina and Uruguay w��. 
unique for South America, i. e. the dominant agricultural activity during;#\i 
period of export expansion was not labor intensive and labor relations w¢�: 
predominantly based on wage labor. Thus, it was the combination of b9� 
factors resulting from the particular character of the agricultural eXIl9ft 
economy in Argentina and Uruguay, namely the pressures emanating fr�j!J. 
society, generated by early industrialization and urbanization, and the relativ.�& 
moderate anti-democratic stance of the large landowners, which mad� tli� 
establishment of a fully democratic regime possible in the 1910s. )?,�; 

The pressures from below for political reform and the fact that landownl� 
"could afford" to give in explain a good part of why they did so in the cases:qf 
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:���!tional important explanatory factors. Divisions within the landowning class, 
':Bai;tlyalong structural lines and partly along more narrowly political lines, were caD:1lt,her factor facilitating the opening, in so far as they impaired the fonnation 
; ()�� idosed anti-democratic power bloc, and the pressures from below were 
: 'i!iJj�ted at political inclusion rather than radical social and economic changes. 
tn':Wgentina, some landowners who were not part of the Buenos Aires export ,io\iga,rchy supported the Radical Party.23 More importantly, the oligarchy was sp'lj� over the question of electoral reform. A significant sector correctly 'p�tceived that an opening of the political system would constitute no funda
,D).�:�tal threat to their interests, as its main beneficiary would be the clientelistic 
:.' , "  '�l Party which represented middle-class interests. The working class was 
, , .,, ' ed in militant unions, but two factors obstructed their effective political 
\iP.d6n. Their heavily foreign extraction disenfranchised a large proportion of the 
( ) ' g  dass, and the dominant influence in the unions was exercised by 
;' hists and anarcho-syndicalists who did not promote party building and 
.:�clpation in electoral politics (Spalding 1977: 23-3 1 ;  Bergquist 1 986: >lQJ*16). On the contrary, continued exclusion of the middle class carried the 
JiSl&.of Radical attempts to mobilize the working class into an anti-oligarchic ,�l�ce and of renewals of insurrectionary attempts. In general, mobilization of 
;��I>ort for democratization by clientelistic parties with mass bases was less 
')tlj!�atening to elites and thus provoked less intense resistance than mobilization 
;:bY��eological mass parties. 
, ;;i:ljtUruguay, the modernizing landowners of the littoral provinces were pijR�sed to the old Blanco-Colorado rivalry and did not support the Blancos, 
,r�presenting the traditional landowners of the interior, in their rebellions in 
'l$,�7/and 1904 against the more urban-based Colorados (Mendez 1977: 8.1�J22; Finch 1981 : 5-1 1). Moreover, the heavily immigrant composition of 
:ij6t!t : the modernizing landowners and urban commercial, financial, and 
;,nta!ktrial groups linked to them (Mendez 1977: 16), in addition to divisions 
'�9ng them, prevented them from controlling the political system to the same 
e.it¥nt as their counterparts in Argentina. This opened the way for middle-class p(lli�cal leaders to fonn alliances with sectors of the elites and pursue political 'rito,rms to strengthen their own position (Finch 198 1 :  9). The defeat of the 
19,Q,ft rebellion by BatHe helped to institutionalize contestation and open the �liiJor inclusion under the 1919  constitution. As in Argentina, a significant 
;PfQportion of the working class remained disenfranchised because they were iD:@iigrants, and the major force pushing for democratization, the Colorados, ,�3.�s;·a clientelistic party. These two factors reduced the threat posed by 
d�lhl)cratization to elite interests. 

cJ�j;l' 
l�port substitution industrialization 
,·>1�.�}�\': : . St;iiting in the 1930s in some countries and later in others, growth of import 
,s�§stitution industrialization (lSI) brought with it further growth of the middle 
.��ij working classes and thus the potential for a strengthened civil society and piessures for political inclusion. Compared to the core countries, the lower 
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level of development and the pattern of dependent development made;f�\ 
different timing, proportion, and composition of the emergence of the mid94;: 
classes relative to the working class. At comparable levels of developmentil� '::: 
working class was weaker relative to the middle classes than in the �re; 
countries. This patt�m was set by the growth of the export economy, as,t@i:;, 
caused growth of the state and urbanization before any significant industri��;; 
tion (with the above mentioned exceptions of Argentina and Uruguay), an4.W 
was perpetuated during the lSI phase. Urbanization and state .expaMiQ�' 
brought forth middle classes of state employees, private white collar empl Jr; 
professionals and intellectuals, artisans, shopkeepers and small entrepre 
Late and dependent industrialization, though, did not lead to a correspon!liiig,:' 
formatioJl of an industrial working class and labor movement. Even when;IS! 
was undergoing significant growth, labor absorption by industry remallied:: 
limited. Within the industrial sector, the predominance of small enterp1i§�;: 
with paternalistic labor relations hampered labor organization. Z4 Many Oftli�i 
small enterprises were in the informal sector, that is, outside the cove�:6f 
labor laws, social security legislation, and contractual labor relations \�!tli : 
regular money wages.25 This had important implications both for the streri@IH 
of civil society and for the political articulation of the middle and wod@g 
classes. It meant that the middle classes had to play an important rol�\in. 
pushing for an opening of the political system, if such an opening was to. o#i: 

lSI also enlarged the ranks of the industrial bourgeoisie oriented tow� 
production for the domestic market. This bourgeoisie was not strong enough\tb. 
play the leading role in challenging oligarchic domination, even whetei:it 
emerged as a separate group from and independent of the large landOWJie� 
However, as long as the growth potential of the economy was large, lSI oPerj� 
the possibility for an alliance between this bourgeoisie and the middle :a\id 
working classes, and thus for the establishment of an including re�e 
(O'Donnell 1973). Such including regimes, though, were neither necess:@y 
democratic (e.g. Vargas, Peron in his second term), nor did their sociaL�d 
economic policies necessarily weaken the oligarchy and prepare the way'fOt
democratization in the longer run (e.g. Vargas, the Liberals in the 1930sJ� 
Colombia). Nevertheless, growth made for a socioeconomic positive sum gaDiW 
that is, new urban groups could gain while old groups still retained WIly 
traditional privileges. Accordingly, the political struggle came to be perceived� 
less of an all-or-nothing affair, and more democratic forms of rule became 
possible where subordinate classes exerted pressures for democratization. 11l� 
gradual opening of the Chilean system from the 1930s to the early 1 nIlS 
certainly was facilitated by the growth of lSI not only because it strengthen� 
the urban subordinate classes, but also because it provided the resourcesT�r 
state patronage which ensured a continued strong electoral base for We 
right-wing parties without requiring any significant increase in the taxation yf 
private property. < .\:�! 

Two broad patterns of lSI growth can be distinguished in Latin Americil; 
One pattern saw initial strong growth stimulated by the depression and WofJd 
War II, in some cases heavily promoted by deliberate pro-industrial policie:s, 
based mainly on domestic capital. A second pattern saw a growth spurt in tlt� 
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:i�,5:0s and 1960s, with heavy participation of foreign capital. The pattern of >i!i!�al growth in the 1930s fits Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and Uruguay '(�9ugh in Uruguay lSI did not develop very far because of the small size of the ; d�mestic market). In Brazil and Chile, political decisions to accelerate lSI were Ril¢�ularly important. The pattern of growth in the 1950s and 1 960s fits 
, Cglombia, Peru, and Bolivia (though Bolivia remained at a clearly lower level of 
" iJtq�strialization) . Ecuador and Paraguay fit neither pattern, as they expe
' J'i,e�ced little industrialization until the late 1960s. Venezuela is a special case :;. b��ause of the relatively constant oil-based growth since the 19205. On the ;,'bii�s;of our assumptions about the impact of lSI on the development of civil (s�ti�ty, we would expect stronger and earlier pressures for an opening of the 
J)�!!tical system in the cases of initial growth in the 1930s and in Venezuela. 
'ijj}'Wever, the growth of middle and working classes did not automatically and 

::M!formly translate itself into a stronger civil society and more effective political �¢Ulation. Rather, the pre-existing political institutions, particularly the 
:.p�es and the tradition of state involvement in society significantly shaped civil s�i¢ty, and its political articulation. 

X%��� �'fJfial classes, the state, political parties, and the struggle for democraqJ 
::::::.�·'��ttt '.:'� 'IVpne analyzes the class forces behind successful and failed attempts to install 
d�!pocratic regimes, the middle classes emerge as the crucial forces behind the 
�ances effecting initial breakthroughs to restricted democracy and, in collabo
rijtion with the working class, to full democracy. It was in the middle classes that 
fltelparties or movements mobilizing and exerting pressures for democracy had �ir main base . Only if we take a very long view, including every step that 
�9}ltributed towards greater institutionalization of contestation and greater 
I#¢tusion, even if those steps were not made with the intent to include 
si!fuificant new groups and were accompanied by a variety of mechanisms which '. ;,a#;fado limited inclusion, can we find cases where parts of the oligarchy itself 
pli�hed fordemocratization. For instance, in Chile in 1874, the oligarchy-based 

• '�ppservatives supported an electoral reform whose main goal was to remove 
i�p�trol over the electoral process from the incumbent government and which 
j��luded universal male literate suffrage in order to make it more difficult for 
�!M;authorities to deny the right to vote to non-elite sectors whose support for 
,ilie incumbents was doubtful O. S. Valenzuela 1985).26 In Colombia after the 
;ll/i:t of a Thousand Days, export-oriented sectors of the landed oligarchy and 
fplhmercial and industrial groups generated bi-partisan support for a new w�tem of institutionalized contestation with safeguards for minority representa
z�on, which was established with the refonns of 1910 (Bergquist 1978: 247-62). 
;�,owever, in no case did significant sectors of the oligarchy actively support 
,:,greater political inclusion in a situation where the majority of the subordinate '�.�sses were mobilized enough to actually participate . ti�!lAs . in Europe, the bourgeoisie was nowhere the driving force behind 
{��mocratization. A possible exception is the unsuccessful rebellions in Chile in �e 1850s wh�re the mining bourgeoisie in alliance with artisans, craftsmen, 
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and small farmers demanded participation in the oligarchy-dominated' s}��'i�i 
(Zeitlin 1 984: 30-56), though it is important to point out that other sectoisjof'; 
the mining bourgeoisie supported the incumbents. The emerging indus@l,', 
bourgeoisie was small and weak as a political force because of their dependen� ' 
on the state for protection from imports and foreign competition, exceptif0'f' 
those sectors which were closely linked to agro-exporting interests and for;\!ii$?' 
reason did not challenge the political order. Furthermore, the indus�a( 
bourgeoisie in many cases was of immigrant extraction and thus lacked ei��; 
the franchise or important kinship connections to establish political promin���\ 
(e. g. Argentina and Uruguay; see Rock 1 985: 233, and Finch 1 981 : 163.;;1Ql;:" 
The same was true for the commercial bOurgeoisie in many cases. In ot4�r 
cases, the commercial and financial bourgeoisie was closely linked to'\i!!e' 
landowners through multiple holdings and/or kinship links (e. g. Chile siric�;at: 
least the late 19th century; see Zeitlin 1984: 165-71) and thus did not dev�\op' 
into an independent political force. Particularly where the lSI growth sp�� 
came after World War II and involved strong participation of foreign capital,; 
(Colombia and Peru), the bourgeoisie remained too weak even to foJiIlXi 
Keynesian alliance with middle and working classes to effect plil� 
industrialization policies. The conditions under which bourgeois groups, algpg, 
with sectors of the oligarchy, supported institutionalization of contestaqQb 
(though not full inclusion) were either crises of hegemony resulting in politi£8l 
instability and possibly even internal war (e. g. Uruguay 1 903; Chile 19��; 
Ecuador 1948), or incumbency of corrupt dictatorial, military-backed regiDl� 
(Venezuela and Colombia 1958). ' )}tr 

Compared to Europe the urban working class ,played less of a leading role:,#' 
a pro-democratic force. Before the 1 930s, there were only few cases where th� 
labor movement had achieved sufficient strength to have some political impa�� 
In the three cases where it did, its presence reinforced middle-class pressu'r� 
for democratization. As already discussed, the character of the export economY' 
in Argentina and Uruguay generated early urbanization, subsidiary industrici!if 
zation, and thus labor movements which were much stronger than the� 
counterparts in the rest of Latin America. The intensity of labor mobilizal19J\ 
and militancy on the one hand, and the moderation of the political threat<9i 
clientelistic middle-class-led parties on the other hand motivated elites in biilli 
cases to accept political reforms, and in Uruguay in addition social welfare affd' 
labor reforms sponsored by the Colorado governments. In Chile, the laJj'qt 
movement was not very large and mainly concentrated in the nitrate zones an4 
major cities and ports, but it was very militant precisely because oftli� 
importance of the nitrate mining areas (Bergquist 1 986). Labor militancy w! 
important in influencing the electoral college to bring AIessandri to power;'ijt 
1920, the first presidential candidate to build his campaign on appeais',ig 
middle and lower classes (Drake 1978: 47-54). He had managed to attr.a� 
working-class support despite the opposition of the Socialist Workers' PartYJ� 
his candidacy (Angell 1 972: 35) . In Brazil, early labor organization emergedjl) 
the Sao Paulo area, but at the national level labor organization remairie� 
insignificant in size, and from its very beginning it was reigned in by state 
paternalism (Schmitter 1 971 :  140). i!�! 
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;,. �\In. the 1920s and first half of the 1930s the labor movements in Argentina 
(iah�)Chile were greatly weakened by repression, unleashed by an alliance 
: ;b��een economic elites and the middle classes or the military. In Argentina 
�Mll,VY repression came in the aftermath of the semana tragic a in 1919, and in 

/ONle under Ibaiiez. In Uruguay labor organization stagnated during this i .Jl�!r(jd. In Peru and Colombia labor organization was growing, mainly due to its 
Bfc9l'U0tion by Apra and the Liberal Party and government, respectively. In 

:)�,qliyia, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Paraguay only isolated efforts were made in t11!§'period to form labor unions, mainly among transport workersP Starting in 
/I��!second half of the 1930s, lSI led to an expansion of industrial and other 
. '@i� employment and thus the potential for labor organization and mobiliza
;Yt!Qti; and for pressures for political inclusion. The trajectories of the labor 
' mQ.\r�ments in the South American countries in the following two decades 
>vilied with the level of industrialization and with the role of the state and 
,:(" ,;, � ' al parties in labor mobilization. The state and political parties became the 
'; actors shaping the social construction of class interests of the swelling 
i ra  .. . . s of the urban workforce, as well as its capacity for the concrete pursuit of i.t!tese interests. 
'>�)�he state's role in shaping the labor movement was generally stronger in 
i ·�tw America than in Europe, but there was significant variation among the 
: I.�Jiil American countries. In some cases, the working class was incorporated 1{iW state-sponsored organizations linked directly to the state apparatus. Some 
'iegunes even attempted to extend this principle of organization to other classes 
.� construct a corporatist state. Such forms of state involvement did not 
em¢rge in Europe except under Fascist regimes. In some of these Latin .:�erican countries corporatist structures were eroded in later phases by 
��)npetitive party politics, and in others such incorporation attempts failed or w�fe not undertaken by any regime. Nevertheless, the state still played a strong <�J,¢}W regulating labor organization and in mediating between organized labor �g' employers. 
:�t1fhe conventional explanation for the strong state role is the colonial legacy 
wtltits corporatist tradition. However, it should be kept in mind that in most 
�p�ritries the independence wars thoroughly destroyed state structures and 
:ili�refore interrupted any direct institutional continuity. The exception here is ;:�r�zi1; yet, the fact that Brazil represents only one of the three cases in Latin 

. ;J,}$1erica where state incorporation of the labor movement had lasting effects 
:rgrres reason to doubt the importance of the colonial legacy. The other cases are 
. :Raraguay, where President Francia consolidated state power and established 

s��e dominance over society right after independence, and Mexico, where 'Ii�or incorporation had even stronger lasting effects than in Brazil. For Mexico, MWever, the argument about colonial institutional legacies is particularly weak, 
.b'l�g�use not only the independence war but also the revolution destroyed old 
.. �!llle · institutions. Only under Cardenas were corporatist political institutions 
JQn�ed which linked the labor movement to the state via unions and the 
��y(jlutionary party. Even in Brazil the state apparatus had become quite 
i4��entralized during the Old Republic and it was Vargas who really re-created 
, \!t!t� corporatist structures. ,,'." . .. 
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A more convincing argument than the legacy of colonial institutions i��fu�',j 
state expansion took place along with the expansion of the export eco�Q!!w:; 
Thus, in most cases a sizeable state apparatus existed before a signifiCfuiI'; 
industrial working class emerged. This provided economic and political�elltes\J 
with the means to intervene in the development of civil society in ordet\tlf:i 
prevent disruptive consequences of industrialization. One can add to �f1f�;; 
argument that organic statism, the normative political theory underpinning\th,e�� 
colonial order, was available to elites as a world view, legitimacy formula;\';ln�.': 
guide to institution-building when faced with crisis situations (StepanX�1�;:" 
40-45). This raises the question why Latin American elites perceived t4etfiSe� of the labor movement as generating actual or potential crisis situations.Jl,el:e;, 
one can reasonably hypothesize that historical time was important; witlj�;iJie': 
European experit:nce as an example, Latin American elites perceived�'[the'� 
potential power of labor and thus the need to control and/or co-opt emei�f 
labor organizations. In many cases such attempts kept the labor rnovtl!!ellf 
weak, even if they were not successful in incorporating it into state-contrO�ea: 
structures. �;j;:< 

The working class in Latin America only weighed decisively 0 
democratic side where (1) an organized middle class constituted a poten · ,'. " '" 
mobilizing it into an anti-oligarchic alliance, as in Argentina before 19W 
Uruguay before 1 919, and Chile before 1932, (2) a middle-working tj� 
alliance was actually formed, as under the Popular Front in Chile, !hro;9g!i 
Accion Democratica in Venezuela and Apra in Peru, or (3) the working class ' 
was mobilized into a revolutionary movement, as in Bolivia. Yet, such alli��W 
were not always successful in installing full democracy, and even lesssimil 
'Consolidating it. The fact that in the other cases (Brazil, Colombia, Ecu�dpfi 
Paraguay) the working class was too weak to play a significant political roleN�#, 
crucial for the problems of democracy there, and even in the just disclissJd' 
cases where the working class did play a significant role, its relative weakD� 
presented a problem for the consolidation of democratic regimes. ' Jl{ . 

In three cases one might argue that the working class did play the leadingmk 
in the breakthrough to full democracy, namely Argentina in 1945/6 and 19y,a,i 
and Chile in 1970. However, in the case of Argentina, the international polip� 
conjuncture at the end of World War II and particularly US pressures in'�Ilte 
form of withholding of arms shipments until free elections were held (po�h 
1 969: 258-9) strengthened pro-democratic tendencies among the elites; tile, 
middle classes, and the military. Moreover, Peron's mobilization of the worki.1!� 
class through the state apparatus was crucial, and the coalition formed by PeY6ri 
for the 1 946 election was multi-class, including some urban industrial�� 
(Kenworthy 1 973: 43), The mobilization of this expanding class by Per6n'�Wd 
the significant benefits extended by Peron made its majority identifyits cl� 
interests with the preservation of a Peronist regime, democratic or not;,0� 
excellent example of the importance of the social construction of class intere�tt" 
For the return to democracy in 1973, the growing opposition to the Ongan!! 
regime among virtually all social classes was essential. Though the workij!g 
class played a highly visible role in the events in Cordoba in 196928, the factili�t 
the bureaucratic authoritarian regime had alienated a majority of all clas�� 
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�;�e��t'Jor the internationalized bourgeoisie (O'Donnell 1978) was crucial in :'�Q#y�ting the military to depose Ongania and move towards a re-establishment 
:':of�einocratic procedures (Smith 1983: 97-8). Chile in 1970 appears to be the 
i:'pn�f#ase where the working class was of crucial importance. It was the Unidad ;'i�oPlJ1ar that made the final step to full democracy with the enfranchisement of 
ti1lliterates for the 1971 municipal elections. Though only about two-fifths of 'f.ind�trial workers in the Greater Santiago area supported the marxist left 
,.(be��en 1958 and 1 970, and though the Unidad Popular had important bases 
:!" ilfsppport among sectors of the middle classes, its main base was in the urban ,' working class (Smith and Rodriguez 1974: 64-7). One might counter this y�ent by pointing out that the Christian Democrats, a party with its main 
iln�\(among the urban and rural middle classes and the urban poor, also 
.;\supltorted universal suffrage. However, it should be kept in mind that the ::;.'G�tian Democrats in the 1960s and 1970s were competing heavily with the "'lJ.t\idad Popular parties for the support of both urban and rural lower classes; ;:',9N�{its support for universal suffrage can be seen as a concession to these 
:;:Clil$S'es. ;'; �;I'he driving force behind the initial establishment of democracy, then, was 
<th�'iniddle class, or rather, the middle classes, namely urban professionals, state 
' ���oyees and employees in the private sector, artisans and craftsmen,29 and 
:,�aU el'ltrepreneurs, sometimes joined by small and medium farmers. As \poI!fted out above, the different size and strength of classes in contrast to 
' EJi;rope can be explained by the fact that the expansion of the export economy 
�q.:�ed the growth of the state and urbanization before any significant 
' i!l�llstrializatio.n, and that the size and organizational strength of the working 
;: c� ;remained restricted during the phase of lSI by the capita) intensive ',�Il#acter of dependent industrialization, the large number of small enterprises, 
iiui.d'the existence of surplus labor due to a combination of population growth 
i aJf4;,rural-urban migration. In a somewhat crude generalization we could say ,; �atdn Europe the working class in most cases needed the middle classes as 
;:am��;to be successful in its push for democracy, whereas in Latin America it 
'w#',the other way round. 
;/'Mtlowever, the middle classes by no means allied with the working-class in e,�tr'l case, nor did they genuinely support full democracy in every case. The :vllj position of the middle classes, in between the elites and the masses, made 
{�t:;'considerable ambiguity in the perception of their class interests regarding 
,tll� desirability of full democracy. Moreover, the great heterogeneity of the ·

. rilt�d1e . classes made for diversity in the perception of class interests. Thus, 
:li!St()rical legacies and present alliance options were important determinants of 
#liddle-class action in support of full or restricted democracy. Instead of the "wijrking class, alternative important allies were the military, dissident sectors of @e oligarchy, and sectors of new economic elites (Argentina before 19 12, IJj:.ilguay 1 903, Brazil 1930, Chile 1932). In one case, oligarchic factions 
:�#i:ively sought middle- and working-class support (Colombia in the 1930s). In 
iije cases where the middle classes found military or elite allies an opening of 
;t8�'(political system could be achieved without a high degree of popular 
Jjig/mization and mobilization, as clientelistic parties typically played prominent 

" .. \;> .. 
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roles in forming these alliances and confined their demands to poli��! 
inclusion, which meant that they constituted no immediate threat to vital'�q(ei' 
interests. However, this also meant that the strength of pro-democratic fi g:; ·· 
needed to maintain the democratic regime was quite limited, if and wheil 

.' 
economic elites started feeling threatened and turned decidedly against i .. ' 
other words, the nature of the alliance formed in the stage of breakthroug�\� i 
full or resnicted democracy had important implications for the stage,�9( 
consolidation or breakdown of democracy, a topic to which we shall reWD': 
below :''!!!;'''' • .':�(i"':' 

The timing of the first significant growth in indusnialization and urb��\ 
tion, whether as a spin-off from the export sector or from import substitu�9.n,f; 
shaped the emergence of pressures for democratization from the middle #)l.�� 
working-classes, in so far as these two processes strengthened civil society ' .... 
mentioned before, however, the strength of these pressures and their e 
depended also on the political articulation of civil society and thus were h .... . . ....• 
influenced by the tradition of state intervention in society, the pre-exist!#,g. 
political parties, and party and movement builders active at the tUne;i!9f 
expanding industrialization. ." ';:;'<: 

In mineral export economies, the type of party that had emerged dUring'ffie 
period of export expansion was a programmatic mass party, attempting'{W 
mobilize the working-class into alliances with the middle classes, such as A�ra 
in Peru, AD in Venezuela, and the Radical, Socialist, and Communist Parties:\!I 
Chile. The MNR in Bolivia more or less fits the type of a programmatic ni�' 
party, but its unity and organizational coherence were precarious. In nationaJIi 
controlled agrarian export economies, in contrast, the predominant typ��M' 
party was a clientelistic one, such as the Radicals in pre-1930 Argentina; t\le 
Colorados and Blancos in Uruguay, and the Conservatives and Liberals'{Jp, 
Colombia. In these countries, the middle classes typically did not prom'ole 
working-class mobilization into an alliance but nevertheless needed lower-cl� 
support which they attempted to enlist on the basis of patronage. This is nof�. 
say, of course, that the programmatic mass parties did not also engage 1ijl. 
clientelistic practices, particularly at the locai leve1.30 However, they also haa[ii 
commitment to a distinctive program at the national level, and they attempted,\(o 
socialize their followers into a particular world-view, something absent intlie 
purely clientelistic parties. . *� Where industrialization and urbanization occurred early in connection willi 
the export economy, and where there was no major attempt on the part of�� 
state to encapsulate newly emerging groups in this period, i. e. in Argentina au,� 
Uruguay, full democratization took place in the second decade of the twentil:i!i 
century. This was made possible because the additional condition concerrugg 
agrarian class relations in the two countries was fulfilled. Moreover, in b,olli 
cases the driving forces behind democratization were middle-class-Ied client¢)� 
istic parties with some elite representation. Uruguay is the case with the le� 
direct state involvement in the formation of the labor movement. IndirectlYt 
state policy favorable towards labor in the areas of labor and social legislati6� 
did affect the growth of the labor movement, but there was no atteln�l 
whatsoever to control unions; not even compulsory registration of trade uniQ� 
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t��(ed (Alexander 1965: 61).  BatHe had supported the inclusion of the labor 
ine�ement as a legitimate political actor in 1895 already. In his first term 'O;�\93."-7) he explicitly recognized the right to strike and passed a variety oflabor 
4�W�i�l However, he made no attempt to link the labor movement to the �Gp19rado Party. Rather, the Uruguayan labor movement was from the beginn
Ulg��eavily influenced by its Argentine counterpart. Thus, the dominant 
P®tital tendencies until the mid-1920s were the anarchists, and then syndical
;�W'isocialists, and communists. Both the Argentine and the Uruguayan labor 
:UIqy�ments were kept weak politically because large proportions of the working lcl#,s�e� were first-generation immigrants and therefore did not have the vote. In 
Mg�ntina, state attempts to deal with the comparatively large but weakly ,��i:ically articulated labor movement were largely repressive. In both cases, 
;,W�dle.:.cIass support for the parties promoting contestation and inclusion was :b�Qad based, and though they appealed for and received some working-class .��p,>rt, .they a�so attracted .s?me allies from margin.a� or dissid�nt sectors of the 
il��ownmg ehtes. In addltlon, sectors of the military, parncularly younger 
i�Ql�ers, supported the Radicals in Argentina (Rock 1 975: 48), and in Uruguay 
tI{��Illilitary had fought to defeat the Blanco rebellions in 1 897 and 1904 (fy,J�;�dez 1977: 88-94; 1 1 8-22). 
';i.Wter the 191Os, however, the patterns of political development in Argentina 

.. ,,':'t" .' �4f'ilJiuguay started to diverge. In Uruguay, civilian supremacy over the tiUUiary was established and the two main political parties became virtually the 
,�Jlt�sive channels for competition for political power, because they provided 
'elf¢ctive representation for all major interests in society.32 Batlle's second 
�MiJnistration (191 1-15) again brought progress in labor legislation and ;gtq}ili in the labor movement, thus strengthening support for the Colorados 
i�p.$f.:the transition to full democracy in 1 919. However, during the 1920s and ;�1y 1930s the labor movement declined in membership and was badly split 
P:�!tti�ally, so that it could offer little resistance to the turn to authoritarianism in k�33.' After 1 938, repression eased and the increase in industrialjzation r;e��lted in revival and growth of the labor movement. The labor movement in {{Iw . .  strengthened the constituency of the traditional urban, pro
�W;��strialization, pro-labor Batllista faction in the Colorado Party, facilitating @;�;:ietum of this faction to power and the return to full democracy by 1942. 
¢(mt Argentina, in contrast, sectors of the military had served as an ally of the mr�dle classes; military participation in the revolts of the Radicals intensified 
't!le�threat to the oligarchy and thus the perception by one part of the oligarchy 
that/electoral reform was needed. However, by 1930 this alliance had turned �tp the opposite. As opposition to the Radicals and Y rigoyen mounted because 
of{ilieir populist spending and his intervention in provincial and military affairs, 
��'as middle-class support for the government declined because of the effects gf;:the depression, the oligarchy, lacking any strong representation in the party 
;�$(em and feeling threatened in addition by the economic crisis, found willing 
allies in the military for a restoration of authoritarian oligarchic rule · (Rock f97:5: 243-64). The working class at that point was not really a significant force 
'�YJonger. The severe repression starting with the events of the semana tnigica 
i.il1J 919 had . left the labor movement greatly debilitated. Yet, despite frequent 
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repression of militant labor actions, the comparatively high degree of industtia� ' 
lization reached by the second half of the 1930s began to generate a civilsocl,?¥ 
with considerable strength. Peron then further strengthened it and added irl��" 
greater weight to the working class, because his incorporation strategy invoi� 
a heavy dose of mobilization, as he had to compete with already existing uriigll$, 
in order to build his own electoral base. The holding of open elections inW�:, 
and Peron's victory were largely attributable to well organized working-c1�i 
support and careful coalition building with other urban groups.33 The, cq#�, 
truction of a political party with close ties to the unions added effective politi� ', 
articulation to a strong civil society. . ':�+ 

Where significant growth of industrialization and urbanization occurre�i!n 
the 1930s and during World War II, i .  e. in Brazil, Chile, and Venezuelaj�iIt� 
transformation of the oligarchic (or d.ictato�ial, in the case of Venezuela) :s'�k 
took different forms depending on the state's capacity to incorporate ;�.d' 
control newly emerging groups and the capacity of the party system to pro�1te' 
effective representation to old and newly mobilized groups. In Brazil, where:�e 
state played the strongest role in incorporating labor among the SO�i11. 
American countries, civil society remained rather weak and its po1iti� 
articulation extremely weak until the 1970s. Given Brazil's comparati��� 
smooth transitions to independence and then to the republic, a well ConsoA\ 
dated (though decentralized) state apparatus was available to the oligarCJi1c 
groups in the early decades of the twentieth century to revive the traditio�i�f 
significant state intervention in society and attempt to encapsulate new gro� 
and prevent their acquisition of an independent organizational power base�:� 
Unionization was legalized in 1907, but in practise it was discouraged. Asjde 
from the urban centers of Sao Paulo and Rio, there was only very little �d 
localized labor organization. To the extent that a labor movement emerged, t!!j; 
oligarchy embarked on a strategy of government sponsorship and paternalismilp: 
workers' organizations. For instance, government authorities paid' for -,au, 
expenses for the Fourth National Workers' Congress held in 1912 Willi 
representatives from 71 associations, the high point of the early stage oflab.9f 
organization (Schmitter 1971: 140). As of 1930, middle-class activism Vl� 
rather narrowly centered in students, intellectuals, and the military, and tfie 
coalition bringing Vargas to power included sectors of the military, disside,�t 
sectors of landowners, and urban elite interests, in addition to the mid4l� 
classes (Skidmore 1967: 9-1 2). No strong national parties of any kind hi,� 
emerged during the period of export expansion; neither elite nor middle-class. 
interests had effective party representation at the national level. Owing to the l� 
size of the country and the great regional diversity, local elites had achiev?d 
considerable autonomy, and political activity and thus party organization wik 
concentrated at the state level. The result of the coup of 1930 was a hyb#� 
between an authoritarian system and a highly restricted democracy w!lh 
continued strong military intervention, until the breakdown into full blown 
authoritarianism in 1937.35 Under the corporatist estado nOvo, then, Vari$ 
pursued the incorporation strategy to the ultimate, with strong emphasis'9n 
control via the state bureaucracy (Erickson 1977). The result was a numeri�.UY 
moderately strong labor movement, but with very low mobilization capacity 3QlI 
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,i:Il,�;�4ependent political articulation. Thus, despite growing industrialization in 
!itlfe*1930s and 1940s, civil society did not develop many autonomous organiza
;:���� !lor any effective political articulation through parties at the national level, 
:iIl\lt;pro-democratic pressures from popular groups remained weak until way 
:�W9:iwe'post�1945 period of restricted democracy. The transition in 1945 was 
ia�fuJargely the result of a decision by the military, influenced by the 
;:M�J�World War II political conjuncture (Skidmore 1 967: 53). Accordingly, mUit,a,ry intervention remained a salient feature of the following period. 
: i ,(Zplombia represents a case of "premature" breakthrough to restricted 
\Mm'(:wracy, before industrialization had generated significant pressures from 
;supprdinate classes. The driving force behind the opening was the Liberal 
' . '  n o  i which, like its counterpart the Conservatives, was essentially a clientel
' .. elite-dominated party with a mass base and was firmly entrenched in the ;:pglJ*al system. In the 1930s, the Liberals attempted to strengthen their 
1pp�f�on in the system through mobilization and inclusion of the urban lower .;��s.es (Urrutia 1969: 1 15-21). In this attempt, the Liberal government of :Jc9.34:8 introduced universal male suffrage. Local corruption of the electoral �prPsess, however, particularly in rural areas, remained so important that the 
il'll$\!1Wtg system can only be considered a restricted democracy (Oquist 1980: .'l1l4r9). It was both the local and national political influence of the two 
,eHl��dominated parties that induced the Conservatives and the landowners in 
!tAA�Liberal Party to tolerate this opening. Partly owing to initiatives by the 
;LiMral government, such as promotion of labor organization and the founding 
Af:\me. central union organization CTC, and partly owing to further growth of 
;��)Golombian economy, civil society grew in strength, and some Liberal 
'(�CWQns, particularly Gaitan and his followers, began to articulate the political , .mJ,�tests of new groups more forcefully. Despite the fact that labor organization 
'W��sponsored by the Liberal government, there were no corporatist institutions 
i��ted to subject the labor movement to state control, nor was the labor 
�Ryement brought under control of the Liberal Party; the Liberals shared 
icpntrol with the Communists and Socialists until 1946 when a Catholic union 
�3)ifederation was established in addition (Alexander 1965: 1 34-7) . By the ;�:�t� 194Os, mobilization and partisan political as well as class based hostility 
:;iM :violence were increasing rapidly, and after the riots in Bogota violence 
:ti��ame an unsolvable problem. This presented a strong perceived threat to 
�9liservative as well as Liberal elites, but instead of being able to compromise 
:�KiA earlier times in the context of a less mobilized society, party leaders 
;ilil��ified competition and hostility and the parties fractionalized, which led to 
:tli.�!installation of ari authoritarian regime in 19.49 (Wilde 1978: 51-8). Thus, 
�glombia demonstrates that the "breakthrough - close down" cycle character
Jlit: of radical mass parties could also occur in situations of clientelistic parties i��n mobilization levels were sufficiently high and party leaders lost control 
,���t>their organizations . 
. ;1:11n Ecuador, the absence of a mineral export sector and of any significant 
;mdllstrialization before the 1 960s meant that there was no base for a 
!%la�le-class-working-class alliance which could have mobilized pressures for 
:�lusion, and not even for a strong alliance between the middle classes and 
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sectors of the economic elites which could have instal1�d a restricted detit� 
cracy. There was little state involvement in the formation of the la��f 
movement, and neither one of the traditional parties (Conservatives .<!i!��. 
Liberals) attempted to mobilize workers and link them organizationally to tl@; 
party. These parties were historically weaker than their counterparts·�i,ij 
Colombia; they did not have a mass base. Some ferment and opposition agaW( 
oligarchic domination emerged after the mid - 1920s, when the decline of ca�� 
weakened the coastal agro-exporters and the commercial and financial gro4'P! 
linked to them (Schodt 1987: 37-50). However, the middle and workl#g� 
classes were too weak to take advantage of this crisis of hegemony to instaln�� . 
alternative regime responsive to their interests, and the military as an instirutiQ� 
assumed an important political role. The combination of stalemate between.�� 
traditional sierra landowners and the coastal agro-exporting groups, �tli 
growing involvement of the middle classes, in part in alliance with the Libera�i 
a politically fractionalized military, and a weak working class led to extre�e; 
political instability. In 1944, an uprising by a coalition including sectors oftlfi 
elites, middle classes and the military, and supported by sectors of the ur�� 
lower classes, toppled the incumbent president who was attempting to imP��� 
his handpicked, unpopular successor (Cueva 1982: 34-44). The pop�! 
Velasco assumed the presidency and soon took an authoritarian path, t1t� 
alienating all major groups in the society; he was overthrown by the military;:ip 
1�7 . �  

In fue absence of the ability of any one group or coalition to impose its rufk 
the Conservatives as well as the Liberals, supported by the Socialists (N�i� 
1973 : 360), accepted the results of the 1 948 ele�tion. These elections ushet.�a 
in 13  years of restricted democratic rule, as three successive presidents wq{e, 
elected and able to serve their full terms. The military, though, remaiit��. 
directly involved in any matters that affected the interests of its members. T6p 
maintenance of restricted democracy in this period was greatly facilitated by *� 
prosperity resulting from the rapid increase in banana exports, by the fact t1i,� 
none of the elected presidents was under pressure from organized popul�r 
groups to initiate any major departures from the status quo, and by the resulting 
abstinence of all major social groups from appealing to the military for dit�� 
intervention. Some social diversification took place, as a significant quantit}r:of 
bananas was produced by medium and small farmers and the coastal prosperjij 
attracted large numbers of migrants (Schodt 1987: 56-7). However, :tl},� 
industrial working class remained very small, the new urban and rural middl¢� 
and lower-class groups poorly organized, and the parties very weak person�t 
istic institutions (Blanksten 195 1 :  58-71), so that there was no viable politi� 
movement defending the democratic regime when economic · proble�s 
emerged in the late 1950s, social tensions intensified, and the milita\'Y 
re-entered the scene as ultimate arbiter and temporary ruler. 

. %'1 
Paraguay was similar to Ecuador in the long delay of industrialization, t1ie 

lack of a significant mineral export sector, and the weakness of the middle an� 
working classes and the political parties. It differed from Ecuador in t!\� 
absence of a relatively strong landowning, commercial, and financial c� 
linked to the export sector, competing for power with the more traditio@ 
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�G�owners and their ally, the church. It also differed in the strength of the 
st4t,e� These two factors account for the difference between the prolonged 
:PQliti,cal instability in Ecuador and the ability of authoritarian rulers in Paraguay :toC:€shlblish durable authoritarian regimes. The preponderance of the state and 
i�ifepeated ruthless application of repression, combined with some attempts at 
;���iporation in the aftermath of the Chaco War (Lewis 1982: 27-42), left the 
nilddle and lower classes even weaker than in Ecuador. The two traditional �es had emerged in the 1870s, but up to the seizure of power by Stroessner 
j�y:;'remained weak, personalistic, patronage-based organizations, never mak
;iJ5g.�a serious attempt to organize middle and lower classes. Stroessner then 
�ef(€hed a fusion between the state, including the military, and the Colorado 
j�;:,tuming the party into an instrument of incorporation and control. Thus, 
' "  ' " ' social diversification did accelerate under the impact of industrialization 
•.•. ,.'. " 1960s, Stroessner's regime was firmly entrenched and managed to 
;4�iTI1nate the newly emerging groups from the beginning through the imposi'.ttQ&:of corporatist controls and repression (Lewis 1982: 56-61). Accordingly, .p�guay did not see even one period of democracy, whether restricted or full. 
ij{}h,ile, Peru, Venezuela, and Bolivia, the four mineral export economies, 

i'rep��sent cases where the working class played an important role either as an ,eliPMcit ally of the middle classes, or at least in that working-class mobilization 
;an:d}militancy reinforced middle-class pressures for institutionalization of 
: coaf¢station and inclusion. Three mechanisms account for this relationship. 
:F{�t, the existence of mining centers facilitated early labor organization and the 
:,dii�fgence of labor as a potentially important political actor. Second, the 
: iiQpQrtance of the mineral export sector weakened the capacity of the large 
tl�d.holders to establish themselves as a truly hegemonic class and consequently Atilp',e the values and political behavior of the middle classes. This meant that 
: si8Jijficant sectors of the middle classes could be organized into an antiin}��riaJistianti-oligarchic alliance with the working class.36 Third, where AtW}�ral exports were prospering, their proceeds gave the state a '  certain 
; a\ifonomy from the domestic economic elites and thus provided the potential 
ro�tltUddle-c1ass political leaders who managed to gain control of the state to ,lpYi,�ue a reformist course promoting middle- and working-class interests (and 
it1i�s�maintaining the coalition) without necessarily generating a fundamental 
¢9ffflict with the urban sectors of the economic elite and concomitant economic 

· detiine. : J� Chile state involvement in the formation of the labor movement had ; �®�ts of intermediate significance.37 The labor code of 1924 was an attempt to 
:�jl!llre and contain the growing working-class organizations and militancy. Moreover, Ibanez crushed the independent labor movement, which had been 

t1y weakened by unemployment, and substituted government sponsored, 
,,' lized, and paternalistic unions (Drake 1978: 59). Union growth and 

, ' ." gth were permanently hampered by the code, but the effective control ,��ed by the state over the labor movement never became significant, and after < [��� what control there was eroded rapidly under competitive party politics.38 
, �;radical mass parties became the crucial agents in the organization of the 
':jiiliOr movement, thus not only providing political articulation for civil society 
: j�.- .  
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but actively shaping it (Angell 1 972). The transition to restricted democr��:,;:: 
1 932 predated the formation of the middle-class-working-class Popular F;i'9tit}, 
alliance, but the high level of popular unrest in the preceding year�'ti!lad i 
impressed on the oligarchy the need to accept institutionalized fo 
contestation, as well as inclusion of parties representing working-class int .,' 
(Drake 1978: 60-98). Having strong political parties representing their\Q�1 
interests, oligarchic groups could feel confident enough that they would b'��9le:1 
to protect these interests in the context of a restricted democracy . .  p�·�l 
sponsored growth of the organizational strength of civil society, facilitated:,Dy;j 
the social changes resulting from 151 in the decades after 1 932, effecte4�t!le� 
gradual reduction of initially severe restrictions on contestation and inc1usi9� '� 
most notably the electoral reforms of 1958 and 1962 and the legalizatiQn�or; 
rural unionization in 1967 (Loveman 1979: 256-316). Neverthe1esS;�ilht.:' 
political strength of the landowning elites enabled them to delay the break/: 
through to full democracy until 1970. 0IP: \' 

In Venezuela, there was no comparable attempt at co-optation of the L1bdit 
movement by the state, only repression, and civil society as well as its polia�n 
articulation grew very rapidly in strength when repression was eased afteti!lie:.i 
death of Gomez in 1935. The economic base for greater density of ciVil s�'eif;; 
was provided by the oil induced economic growth. Yet, the activity of poli#�" 
organizers and leaders, many of whom had returned from exile in 1935, w�pC 
crucial importance for strengthening civil society and its political artiCulatioN: 
Particularly the leaders of Accion Democnitica engaged in intense organiWi 
activity, which enabled them to ally with sectors of the military and foIte a '  
breakthrough by coup to full democracy in 1945 (Martz 1 966: 49-62);;�:! 
landowning elite on its ,part had been so weakened by the oil economy �f:ftj 
was unable to block the installation of full democracy at that point. Three y� : 
followed in which particularly labor organization in urban and rurarat��t; 
continued to increase rapidly, and in which far-reaching reforms were;:lilj�;; 
tiated.39 However, AD's strength and virtually total domination of the p�; 
system, and its emphasis on the representation of the exclusive interestS\�f 
sectors of the middle classes, the working class, and the rural poor, cem�hf@ ' 
an opposition coalition including all elite sectors of the society, urban and riJiAA,: 
large sectors of the middle classes, and the church (Levine 1978: 89-93). 'V!l�: 
its former allies among the military also turned against AD because of theifItc�' 
of influence on policy formation, the strength of AD's lower-class base�:; 
insufficient to prevent the coup of 1948 (Lombardi 1982: 224-5). �\ 

, The Chilean-Venezuelan contrast underlines the 'importance of the �: 
system for the mediation of pressures for democratization. What was esse�tial� 
for elite acceptance of restricted democracy in Chile was that the elite11¥ 
viable political parties capable of protecting its own interests. In Venezu�1t 
before 1958 in contrast, the elites and even sectors of the middle classes lack� 
political parties capable of competing effectively with Accion Democratica �f 
thus turned against the democratic system. In genera� where elite compe�tilJn:" 
through political parties was fumly established when civil society gre\v�m. 
strength, as in Colombia, Chile, and Uruguay, new groups were integratedijl'ti 
these and other parties and through them into the political system, and:�f 
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;��l�'was democracy with varying degrees of restriction but low military 
', invQiYexnent. Where elite competition through political parties was not well 
';,(stabiished, the results of the growing strength of popular groups were severely ':restnCted democratic regimes with high military involvement (Argentina 
5l95�2, 1963-6; Brazil 1945-64; Peru 1939-48, 1956-62, 1963-8), or a 
:.;�Qft:,lived breakthrough to full democracy (Venezuela 1945-8). Under these 
icoil.4itions, the modal response of elites, and partly also of non-elite groups, to Mlisli'llevels ' of social and political conflict remained appeals to the military for ;,j,illte,iYention, appeals which were heeded all too frequently. 
>i:' \��Ju and Bolivia represent further cases where alliances between middle
: '.afi��0.'v()rking-class forces were important in promoting political democracy. :/Pl�both underwent late spurts of lSI and concomitant growth of the labor 
:":mo,X�ments, but in both cases pressures for an opening of the political system .:¥�fged earlier, generated by radical mass parties. In neither case had the state 
;inaqe. more than a short futile attempt to incorporate the emerging labor 
; llIOy�ment, and in neither case did other political parties of comparable strength 
; ,coiJlR�te' with Apra or the MNR in mobilizing popular forces.40 In Peru, the r:�t�trong pressures emerged in 1930-2, organized by Apra, the party that had 
,,:,��it.formed by Haya de la Torre in exile. Apra had its main base in the sugar ,{grq$yJng areas of the north where it had been able to forge a coalition between 
,;su�r .workers (through Apra-supported unions) and the large sectors of the 
;,)Ji.iddle classes impoverished by the expansion of the large-scale, heavily foreign ;,!l\VijeQ or fmanced, sugar plantations and the growing domination of trade in 
,;!th�\area by the same companies (Klaren 1973). It is interesting that the initial 
;���t�r of Apra's working-class base was among the sugar workers rather than 
, tlieYijUners. The miners were more influenced by Socialists and Communists 
xwho'Jormed the CGTP in 1929 and competed with Apra in organizing the 
JW�r movement. The sugar workers shared some essential characteristics with 
;th�;iJllining proletariat, which made them susceptible to organization and 

�¥#"imperialist appeals. They were wage workers, concentrated on large 
: pJaIjtations, and many of these plantations were foreign owned. Sugar workers >�4the declasse middle classes were not natural allies; they had little day to day 
;.cQil.tikt with each other and were only brought together by the party. Apra was ' ,ijsq.active in organizing urban unions, but the level of industrialization was very 
: Io+!,\and the depression together with political repression greatly weakened 
'.· e�ting·unions and made organizing very difficult; thus, a significant urban 
: ta�()r movement did not emerge until the 1940s (Sulmont 1984). 
" . ::t\pra's program and style were very radical, anti-oligarchic and anti
:iiiiperialist, and after the election defeat of Haya de la Torre in 1931  the party 
e41�arked on an insurrectionary strategy, leading to the uprising in Trujillo in : 11?�,2� This provoked a very intense counter reaction from the oligarchy, large 
s¢�tors of the middle classes, and the military, with the result that Apra was 

)iipPfessed until 1939.41 Since Apra was the crucial force behind popular 
O$nization, its suppression effectively dampened pressures, though only 
te!pporarily. In 1939, Apra was de facto reintegrated into the political process, AA�rfu the 1940s it was able to carry on organizational activities. Before the l��5 elections, Apra was legalized, which opened a three-year period of less 
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severely restricted democracy, with literate male suffrage. During ¢.ese ,�!' 
years, popular organization and mobilization led by Apra reached new I��lt;' 
and there was no other political party capable of effectively competing'w!hii 
Apra in open elections; Apra's activities again alarmed the oligarchy andt\M'\ 
military and provoked another coup followed by suppression of the partY:\:hr: 
1 956 a restricted democracy was re-established, with continued strong mili@ri 
pressures against Aprista participation in power, ultimately enforced by di��ct: 
intervention (Villanueva 1975; 1977; Hilliker 1971:  58-71). In the 1960s,�ij�ri' 
civil society had grown stronger, the oligarchic-military alliance broke ap� 
and after the failure of a civilian regime to effect any significant refo�,i\�( 
military seized power and established an authoritarian but including regitri��: 

In Bolivia, anti-oligarchic mobilization started in the late 1 920s and gr,�tllji 
intensified after the loss of the Chaco War with Paraguay (1 932�). By,tha1; 
time, economic stagnation had accentuated elite infighting and eroded WA�f 
contestation had been institutionalized in the early twentieth century.';T:he 
economic elite remained strong enough effectively to resist a constituti� . 
opening of the political system, but not to prevent the emergence Qf: a 
revolutionary movement and a breakthrough to full democracy through forcg:� 
arms. Both nationalist and revolutionary socialist groups emerged among)!h� 
middle classes, particularly the younger generation, in the 1930s (Malloy I.9ZO:� 
60-77). Radical forces promoted unionization; by 1940 railroad workerSf�� 
artisan groups were organized already, and the miners were in the proces)\�f 
being organized. The MNR emerged as the strongest middle-class nation�\is! 
group and aligned with a section of the military in 1943 to stage a coup;�nd 
impose a mildly reformist government. However, in 1946 this government)� 
overthrown, and in the following years the MNR deliberately widened\�d 
strengthened its social base (Klein 1 97 1 :  38-40). By that time, the orga� 
working class was already strongly influenced by revolutionary socialists; 'apd 
therefore the alliance sought by the MNR pushed the party's pro� 
significantly to the left. In 195 1 the MNR for the first time committed itself:t() 
universal suffrage, tin nationalization, and land reform (Malloy 1971: 1l7y,t< 

After the successful 1952 revolt, the new MNR government did decf� 
universal suffrage, including the large illiterate portion of the populati�n. 
However, the MNR-labor alliance was fraught with tension and muw� 
suspicion from the beginning, and these tensions grew more severe as econoJ!ijc 
problems became pressing. Industrialization was still at a low stage �a 
consequently civil society relatively weak, but strategically located sectors w�,� 
highly organized and armed and competed for power in the context ofw�akly 
institutionalized contestation. Though the MNR continued to exist, itW'as 
unable to play the role of a cohesive, programmatic party, and its organizati1�� 
strength was insufficient to weather the economic problems of the mid-195PS 
(Malloy 197 1 :  1 12-33). The economic austerity policies pitted labor against!1ie 
center-right faction of the party, which controlled the executive, and eventlj@Y 
led to bloody confrontations. Furthermore, there were no other cohesive partj� 
representing interests of important social groups and capable of competing\!i.tli 
the MNR. Thus, the military, which had been purged and greatly reduced�iD 
size after the revolution, was rebuilt with US support and increasingly dra)l'n 
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':,in�t;Qlitics, with the result that it replaced the MNR by coup in 1964 (Malloy 
,;;lnl: '·13 1-44).43 
�I;! 'MilUary involvement in politics and democracy :;:::�;:�?��,�:.'�1 ,�� , 
lIaYillg identified the differences in the timing and strength of democratizing 
:'Pf���ures, the class forces behind these pressures, the role of parties and the 
�ta�i" and the response of the economic elites, we now need to analyze the 
:ttOAwijons leading to high vs. low military involvement during periods of 
;'resffi�ted democracy. This question, of course, has to be treated in the context 
;;i)��elong tradition of military involvement in Latin America. As was discussed 
:abl!yej the independence wars and the subsequent struggles over borders led to 
. '. ' at importance of military force, which interacted with the problems of 
(" ,,)idating state power. Military leaders competed with civilians for political 
"pil�er; and the existence of regional caudillos made the imposition of national 
"t\jl�roften difficult. But the problem of military involvement in politics was by 
� ' )\\\ �ans solved with consolidation of state power and the establishment of 

't armies under central command. Rather, intra-elite struggles and the 
'ess of civil society caused civilian groups to appeal to factions of the 

. for intervention on their behalf. Dissident elite sectors and the ;tem��ging middle classes in many cases appealed for military support in their 
'::,�[6,� to gain a share of political power, and the ruling groups frequently relied ' 9n�1!t� military to squash such challenges. 
';l!,�!,first and easy answer to the question of why the military continued to �W�hene during democratic periods in some cases but not in others is that "the 
;m��J'f�equent sequel to �i1itary coups and gove��ment is more o� the same" 
�i(NR,r,dJfuger 1977: 207); In other words, a tradItion and/or relatively recent 
,'.pij;�edent of military intervention increases the likelihood of renewed interven-. .  ' 'fo a certain extent, this is certainly the case; military intervention is more 

., where institutional and normative underpinnings of contestation are weak N1��J!in with, and it weakens such institutions and norms further. For instance, @l�Wry involvement in the overthrow of incumbent oligarchic governments and 
:m�1!he establishment of democratic rule by the middle classes or 
'In!ij,�le.;..working-class alliances was not particularly auspicious for the consoli:d��pIi of democracy. Such military participation was mostly a result of the 
,pr��¢nce of internal conflicts in the military between supporters and opponents 
o 'tn.e incumbent oligarchic governments. However, such conflicts in most ; 'perpetuated themselves and often intensified. This entailed the potential 
�t'lthe military opponents of the new government might get the upper hand 
�IDifh'in the internal struggle and might respond to calls for intervention on the 
,sjg��of the civilian anti-democratic forces. Often, the very attempts of an 
'Ui6lI1tlbent government to influence military promotions in order to strengthen 
;i�¥supporters violated norms of professionalism and thus alienated crucial 
)�ciqrs of the officer corps. Argentina from 1912 to 1930, particularly during 
:jJ(e�second administration of Yrigoyen 1928-30 (Potash 1969: 29-54), and 

: ." ,�,, ; '" 
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Venezuela from 1945 to 1948 (Lombardi 1 982: 223-5) exemplify this pa�� 
well. · �t 

In statistical studies a precedent of military intervention emerges as a gooo. 
predictor of renewed intervention (putnam 1967; Hibbs 1973), but!fh� 
relationship is not perfect; for us, precisely the "oudiers" are the intere�tijIg' 
cases. For instance, Chile as of 1 932 had an extended recent experienc�;of 
military intervention, and nevertheless civilian governments came to powerri\Jjd: 
ruled constitutionally for the next forty years. Similarly, civil wars and(l�e: 
importance of military men in the struggle for political power gave waY�1q: 
successful subordination of the military to civilian governments in the �, 
twentieth century in Uruguay and Colombia, where the military subseque'4l!y; 
stayed out of politics until the 1 960s and 1950s, respectively. VenezuelMaDd 
Colombia after 1 958 are further cases where military intervention was repl��: 
by sustained civilian rule. Moreover, military involvement does not need to.� 
the fonn of outright intervention through a coup; other important fOrmSyori 
involvement are, for instance, ultimatums posed to civilian governmeritS��d' 
backed by coup threats, or implicit acknowledgment by civilian governrnen�or 
military veto power over crucial decisions. Periods where these fonn�tOf' 
involvement were frequent have to be included in the analysis. /t 

In his review of the literature on the military in politics Lowenthal (1986�9r 
points out that studies explaining why the military has not taken an exte�'e 
and direct political role in a number of countries and periods are scarce:'aiid, 
"generally unilluminating." However, he also makes another point whith�& 
helpful in searching for an answer to our question, namely that the :IJ)Osi 
persuasive writers on military intervention in , politics stress the impact)� 
interaction of macrosocial factors with institutional structure and interm 
proper. The degree of conflict in the society is a powerful incentive for � 
involvement, and dynamics in society and in the military institution interact(�ir: 
O'Donnell 1976, Philip 1 985, Nordlinger 1977). Stepan (1971) has demons" 
trated the importance of strong civilian appeals to the military for the fo�ii9n 
of a coup coalition and the actual execution of coups in Brazil between l�S 
and 1964. Such appeals were also frequent during the period of restritred 
democracy in Argentina and Peru. In this group of countries, we can distin� ' 
two patterns of relationships between civil society and the military. One patt� 
consists of an initially weak civil society which is undergoing a process ofrapw.: 
organization, with excluded groups pressuring for inclusion and in some cases: 
trying to ally with sectors of the military, and established groups fe�g 
threatened and appealing to the military to protect ot:der and keep the exclua�; 
groups excluded. This is the pattern of Brazil 1 945-64 and Peru 1939-48� 
1 956-68. The other pattern, occurring only in Argentina, consists of a�. 
strong but stalemated civil society, where open conflict is high and the rnili� 
is firmly opposed to the inclusion of one of the major social actors. In eiih,er 
pattern, military intervention of the moderator type44 contributed nothini;� , 
the institutionalization and resolution of the conflicts, notwithstan£/int 
military claims that intervention was necessary for �e installation and prete!: 
vation of "genuine" democracy. Ultimately all these moderator pattefos 
ended in a military dictatorship, of either the institutional or the perso�1j( • ,. k ,  variety . "i" 
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,(If,we go beyond an attempt to explain high military involvement on the basis 
::o£i'analyses of cases where it was present to a systematic comparison of the 
,cOuntries and periods with restricted democracy where military involvement 
w��low with those where it was high, we find that what clearly distinguishes :tb;�#tis the existence vs. absence of two or more strong political parties.45 

'W1tere parties were strong, they could provide for the representation of all 
,�t.iblished interests-in the society, as well as for the gradual integration of new 
;I!fQups. The possibilities for protecting their interests and mediating conflict 
i'thfo,)Jgh the parties restrained civilians from appealing to the military for 
jll,i�rvention and thus greatly reduced the military's propensity to do so. In @cular, elites had to feel secure that their interests would be protected by a )pj�ti,with a strong base.46 What is important, then, is not just the existence of a 'stJ'?ng .party, but raJher of two or more such parties capable of making a 
;��ible bid for participation in political power, at least one of them being 
�inmitted to protecting elite interests. Apra in Peru, AD in Venezuela, and the 
�¢�(>nists in Argentina were all strong parties in their organizational structure 
:ari.ltinass base. However, they had no rival parties of comparable strength, their 
ip�9grams and appeals were radical and oriented exclusively towards their 
Jo,�¢r�class base, and they claimed a monopoly on the representation of popular 
;UiX�tests. As a result, they marginalized all other political actors and generated 
bipad: opposition coalitions, which in tum, lacking strong enough parties of 
:'thrtt;own to compete electorally, appealed to the military to repress the radical 
cP�es. 
i';i)Yhereas the weakness of parties and thus the propensity of major civilian .gi�\IpS to appeal to the military for intervention on their behalf explains the 
ff,�q:uency of intervention, the type of intervention, i. e. whether it was on the 
si��;ofpro- or anti-democratic forces, can be explained with the interaction 

'��.tWeen the institutional character of the military (degree of professionaliza
tJohkintemal unity vs. tensions between old and new guards, recruitment and 
;�aaIization patterns of officers) and the political role of the middle classes.47 
,'We.,stronger the middle classes and the more pro-democratic their posture, 
,t1l.�Jllore likely it was that factions of the military aligned with them in their 
�ff9rts to install a democratic regime (e.g. Argentina before 1912, Uruguay in 
J�m-4, and Venezuela in 1945). Whether these factions were able to get the uRPer hand depended in part on their positions in a military hierarchy governed 
,�Y4)rofessional criteria and on the strength of ties to oligarchic interests among 
;t1(�;,:senior officers. In contrast, the stronger the perceived threat to stability 
i\'§iD the lower classes, the more anti-democratic the posture of the middle 
.:d�es; and the stronger the calls for intervention from economic elites, the 
'�9r,e, likely it was that the military would support oligarchic efforts to assert 
(lo)ltrol or, in the case of highly professionalized military institutions, that it 
:$:��ld intervene in a moderator role or establish a military dominated regime: 

:)&�:;. �g11lmary of initial democratization sequences 
:::'<;�k�\\\ :1[�;teView briefly the paths to initial democratization, we can start with the point .th)li the length 'and difficulty of the process of consolidation of state power was 
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the first determinant of progress towards institutionalization of contestati[�; �  
The next determinants of progress towards institutionalization of  contestldbll : 
and greater inclusion were the onset and type of expansion of the exp��, 
economy. In some cases, this expansion led to the emergence of new poli�Cj!: 
parties, radical mass parties in mineral export economies and clienteli�c' 
parties in agrarian export economies, and in other cases the forces generatedUY . 
expansion were absorbed into pre-existing political parties or were Ii¥Pl. 
politically disarticulated by a tradition of strong state involvement in soci�W! 
These political institutions in tum became further important deterrninan�.lQr 
political outcomes, as they profoundly shaped the effects of the last impo1�t 
social structural factor shaping progress towards democracy, the expansionM 
industrialization. i�,. 

Non-labor intensive agriculture as the leading export sector, accompanied;by . 
significant subsidiary industrialization and urbanization and by the growtli;:of 
clientelistic parties led to the most favorable balance between pressures fr4� 
below and resistance from above and thus the first breakthroughs to fJill! 
democracy. Labor intensive agriculture as the leading export sector �� 
favorable for institutionalization of contestation, but not inclusion. Pressuf&i . 
from subordinate classes for inclusion remained weak, as the agrarian economy 
was not conducive to the organization of subordinate classes. Later, when suCh 
pressures were generated by industrialization, they met with strong e\l��; 
resistance and reliance on incorporation in state-controlled institutions and£9r 
repression. Only where strong political parties represented elite interests;tjlt 
where elites developed confidence in the control capacity of corporiliist 
institutions, an opening to restricted democracy. became possible. I�!;. 

Where minerals were the leading export sector contestation was facilitate&in 
one case and there only temporarily (Bolivia), where the sector was un��t 
domestic control; but the dominance of mineral exports generated str()Kg 
pressures for inclusion. The articulation of these pressures by radical rn� 
parties in tum led to strong elite resistance, and repression followed success[l)l . 
as well as unsuccessful attempts to install democratic regimes. This seque�?� 
could only be broken if elites became assured by experience or a political pa� 
that the party system would effectively protect their interests. . �( 

When subordinate classes began to exert democratizing pressures, � 
middle classes played the leading role. The propensity and capability of t!t�. 
middle classes to exert strong pressures and to demand full democratizatioJij 
however, were conditioned by the presence of a significant organizatio@ 
potential in the working class. Where such a potential was absent, middle-c� 
pressures for democratization remained weak (Paraguay, Ecuador) or w�� 
absorbed and co-opted by sectors of the elites (Colombia) andlor by the stal� 
(Brazil). Where the working class had a significant numerical presence but oii/Y 
weak connections to working-class-based parties (Argentina and Uruguay); 
middle-class-based clientelistic parties appealed for working-class support��lI 
pushed for full democracy but abstained from establishing close links to unioD#i 
Where the working class had a high potential for organization and left-wiJjg 
groups or parties promoted unionization and attempted to forge union-pal1Y 
alliances (in the mineral export economies), some middle-class-Ied partiesdj� 
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�i��\same and developed into radical mass parties, or at least entered alliances 
,mYt radical working-class parties. The comparatively greater weakness of the 
;,iqeplbgical hegemony exercised by traditional economic elites in mineral export 
.\ec�nomies facilitated the emergence of strong middle-class support for such 
':"?�l)"""" ' Y!l!gita! parties . . ;]�ased on this set of sequences we can suggest three conditions which in 
·c6fubination seem to have been sufficient to allow for the establishment of �4ble fully democratic regimes in South America before the 1980s: (1) absence 
i p,,}:iprevious elimination of large landowners engaged in labor intensive iggculture as powerful economic and political actors; (2) significant strength of 
,�ijO()rdinate classes, particularly the working class, in the balance of power in 
'%yp society; (3) �olitical articulation of civil society through two or more strong 
J!9litical parties. 8 The first two conditions are a result of the structure of the �s9jlomy (mineral versus agrarian export sector, type of agriculture) and of the 
� tel of economic development (industrialization and urbanization). The third, 

the second one in part, are a result of historical legacies or deliberate 
, 'turion building acts, but the challenges they present to would-be institution 

;!)WIders are formidable. The first one is also subject to deliberate political 'ii�p,on; that is, a sweeping land reform can eliminate large landowners as a 
;:��Werful class, but this is an exceedingly daunting task in the South American 
cohtext.49 
" I , oking at the stringency of these conditions serves, if nothing else, to 

, s  . d us of the hard uphill road that democratizers have had to travel in South 
}A)nerica. The path did not get much smoother after the initial achievement of . defuocratic rule. 

:1 MOOco " ;�1W: '��xico requires special treatment because the revolution set its trajectory apart 
,f@ihthose of the .south American countries with mineral export economies. It 
!�,a'case whose democratic record is clearly below what one would expect on the D�js of the country's level of development. Essentially, Mexico has never had 
;�Y'period of democratic rule. In the I 970s and 1980s pressures for democrati��on resulted in some political reforms which, however, have fallen short of \.Qp¢ning the possibility of a loosening of the symbiotic relationship between the S#ite eclipsing the autonomous political articulation of subordinate classes. The :��se illustrates very clearly the potential long-run anti-democratic effects of a 
'�te eclipsing the autonomous political articulation off subordinate classes. The 
·il�tUre of Mexican authoritarianism is very different from that of other �9Jintries which lack any democratic record, such as Paraguay, EI Salvador and 
'@iiatemala, and so are its origins. The Mexican system relies much more on 
{�9}6ptation than repression, it does have ' a mass base, it grants considerable �i59m for the expression of political dissent, and it has proved to be very flexible ;$�d capable of adapting to changing conditions. 50 Its origins lie in the legacy of ;Wl revolution .which allowed political leaders over the following decades to 
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build effective institutions for the incorporation of subordinate classes and�� ,  
prevent the independent political articulation of these classes. ' \l);!): 

From the point of view of the questions posed in this book, two aspe�Jgf 
Mexican political development have to be explained, namely why the domii!�ftr 
classes never managed to institutionalize contestation among themselves;qur 
rather helped to bring about the revolution, and why economic growth h�,npl.': 
generated more effective pressures for democratization from subordiI)�f 
classes in the post-World War II period. The answer to the first question lie�1n'i 
the long and .difficult process of consolidation of state power and in the gi�t: 
heterogeneity of economic elites; the answer to the second question iJl'\tIi�' 
pivotal role of the state in shaping the political articulation of civil society:\� :;: 

The intensity and length of the war of independence left Mexican so��tr 
with only two institutional bases of power, the military and the church. Th�war 
with the United States, repeated local rebellions, and the French invalij�D 
further reinforced recourse to armed force as the major means to achi�Ye' 
exercise, and also to resist political power.51 Thus, it was only under Diaz ��' 
seized power in 1876 that a monopoly of organized force could be establ�!ie4, 
and state power could be centralized. Under his rule export expansion leqfio 
great prosperity, but no sector or sectors of economic elites were capable\9[ 
achieving a hegemonic position and exercising political power in a cons�fiI'c 
tional way. The Mexican economy was primarily a mineral export econon)y, 
with precious metals accounting for 79 percent oftotal exports in 1877-78.�Q: 
still 58 percent in 1900-1 (Hansen 1 971 :  15). Most of mining investm�n�;in 
this period was foreign. Agriculture also expanded considerably, with diffeiw� 
products being important in different areas, such as ranching in the nq�1 
wheat, grain, and sugar in the center, and henequen (a plant yielding fiber);iJl 
the Yucatan. Though agricultural production was primarily under ' Mexi�� 
control, foreign capital controlled the marketing of some important pr9du9� 
Finally, manufacturing grew in iron, textiles, and other light consumer gO(J4� 
with a combination of local and foreign capital. 52 The result of this diversifiel/; 
pattern of growth was great heterogeneity of the dominant classes, ,�tl( 
different ties to world markets, the local market, the state, and each other, aM 
without a clearly dominant sector or coalition. ..t 

The state, whose role in promoting economic growth through gran�g 
concessions for railroad construction, contracting loans in world fmanq,� 
markets, establishing protective tariffs, etc. was essential, also became a Cflli:i� 
mediator among different sectors of economic elites, both domestic an� 
foreign. 53 This role, which for a long time was a source of strength and reIati!� 
autonomy for the state, became a source of vulnerability once a combination;9f 
wavering favoritism, pervasive corruption, and increasing dominance of foreigjl 
capital alienated large sectors of the dominant classes and generated m.i1itaitt 
opposition among those sectors not allied with foreign capital. At the same tiJjl,; 
Diaz's concessions to British oil interests led to pressures and hostility from��, 
interests, and as Diaz appeared increasingly vulnerable, US government po�� 
became equivocal, denying him firm support. The combination of growing 
tensions between the regime and large sectors of the dominant classes asld 
sectors of foreign capital, the succession crisis, withdrawal of US support, a@ 
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p�)�l1ced a �?sis of the state and opened the way for the outbreak of rebellions 
:frgi!t:below. 
:::F�iven the lack of periods of institutionalized contestation and the dictatorial 
\�l\!r.e of the Diaz regime, no maSs political parties emerged before the 
'ijYQlution. However, the structure of the enclave economy did produce very r��q;al tendencies among the subordinate classes. The northern revolutionary 
'iI!Qyement led by Villa showed a social composition similar to that of the radical 
��s parties which emerged in the South American enclave economies in the 't\(eHtieth century, nattlely a working-class-middle-c1ass coalition of urban and 

:tlifAl .workers and unemployed, and educated radical middle-class and petty 
�bQ�tgeois elements. The other major component of the popular revolutionary 
;��·tement, Zapata's army, had its base among the members of Indian 
eom!f1unities and small and medium peasants who were fighting for land lost to 
.�R�emizing haciendas. Though Villa's and Zapata's armies temporarily gained 
,the$r�pper hand in the fighting, these representatives of subordinate classes 
w�'t� llnable to construct a viable coalition, rebuild a state apparatus under their icilA�Cll, and establish a political system geared towards protection of their 
.cpn:s.tituents' interests. Instead, victory fell to the Constitutionalist armies of 
;GWanza and Obregon which represented mainly dissident sectors of elites and 
th�lWiddle classes and had managed to attract support from organized labor in *�e�co City. S5 The contents of the new constitution of 1917 reflected the 
Jm!�ence of forces within the Constitutionalist camp which defended peasant 
ait\!\,jvorker interests, but they remained by and large dead letters for over 15  
\ye.�; as these radical forces were in the minority among the revolutionary 
�q1Wtion which established control over the state apparatus and gradually 
;�ged to extend effective central control over the nation. 
:zl\fter the revolution, the problem of consolidating state power posed itself 
8J!eW' Not only was political power very decentralized, t6 a large extent in the liafjds of local political bosses, but regionally based armed challenges to the '�mt:ral government also re-emerged, most prominendy the Cristero rebellion ofi!.926-9. Thus, the primary concern of the heirs of the revolution remained 
:¢ff�ctive centralization of power, rather than institutionalization of contestation 
���Widening of political inclusion. With the founding for the 1 929 election of 
��.martido Nacional Revolucionario (PNR) in which the military was given a 
,�jor voice, Calles managed to both reduce the power of local political bosses 
iQ.�;:co-opt the military into participating in the political process and abstaining 
frOm direct intervention. The successful centralization of power laid the basis 
rot�ardenas to build an organized popular base for the regime and implement 
��titutional provisions favoring the interests of subordinate classes to a 
��ificant extent. However, his very success in catering to the interests of 
ijipordinate classes and including them into strong organizations linked to the 
'pgty weakened the capacity of subordinate classes to pressure for effective Pi\!,itical and socioeconomic participation and representation in the longer run. 
B.�ther, they became increasingly "marginalized during the phase of significant 'mqustrial growth after 1 940. In the absence of institutionalized contestation 
,«ij�>independ�nt middle- and working-class political organization, there 
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remained only extremely limited options for mounting a challenge bas��!�� 
sectors of subordinate classes to the elite-dominated PRI and its ailiance'IW)i1i :  
national and foreign capital. ,i ii!!) 

After his accession to power in 1934 Cardenas, taking advantage·j9fa,: 
conjuncture which provided the state with considerable autonomy, emba£�i' 
on a wide-reaching program of economic redistribution and social mobi@�': 
tion.56 He distributed close to twice the amount of land that all his predece�o�; 
together had distributed (Meyer and Sherman 1983: 599), and he nil��;: 
communal ejidos (a form of land tenure where ownership is vested id1;lI1t 
community and land can be cultivated collectively or individually) the ��:: 
beneficiaries of the land reform. He also protected the rights of labo(;j�J\d:: 
promoted urban and rural unionization. Members of ejidos and of pe�t; 
leagues and unions were integrated into peak associations and given fdfll\a\ 
representation in the political system through the creation of peasant and ,l��t: 
sectors in the party. In his efforts to incorporate the working class Jiri!9' 
state-controlled institutions, Cardenas could build on a tradition of co-op�§9li 
and collaboration between the state and organized labor. 57 In order to attract 
support for the Constitutionalist forces, Carranza and Obregon had reop�n� 
the Casa del Obrero Mundial in Mexico City, the anarcho-syndicalist urn.on 
confederation which had been closed by the Huerta government. Theii�
offered material and financial support and promises of favorable labor le�Ja{ 
tion, and they received support from "red battalions" of armed workeiS�;� : 
1918 Carranza encouraged the formation of the Confederaci6n Regiptril 
Obrera Mexicana (CROM). Under Obregon and Calles the CROM leade�liijf 
was appointed to important political positions, and unions affiliated to CR��{ 
were favored. A combination of excessive corruption of the CROM leadei1liiP 
and changes in government policy away from support for CROM to gene'@ly 
more repressive responses to labor demands and militancy led to signifi�i\tl 
defections from CROM in 1919  and to its eventual demise. By 1932, then;rlli� 
labor movement was severely divided and lacked a strong tradition of autofto. 
mous organization. Cardenas's efforts were further aided by the low degre��f 
organization of the working class; as of 1930 only some 5 percent of workeiSlfu 
manufacturing, transport, and communications were union members (Spal�i 
1977: 1 1 5). Moreover, the National Federal Labor Law of 1931 had alr��lIY 
given the government significant legal control over unions and labor relations:-

The formal link of organized labor to the party created by Cardenas ensUr� 
that the political articulation of the working class would be mediated by st�'ie 
elites. The party was reorganized in 1 938, renamed the Partido Revoluciorla�9 
Mexicano (PRM), and based on four pillars: labor, the peasantry, the mid�e 
classes, and the military. S8 Middle-class organizations representing groups su�b 
as government employees, teachers, private farmers, small merchants ' a!!� 
industrialists, and professionals were organized in the Confederacion NacioDhl 
de Organizaciones Populares (CNOP), which in turn formed the basis for:�e 
"popular sector" of the PRM, just as the Confederaci6n de Trabajadores'rde 
Mexico (CTM) did for the labor sector and the Confederaci6n Nacional��e 
Campesinos (CNC) for the peasant sector. In theory, the interests of eacij!�1 
these sectors were to be safeguarded through the election of representative�� 
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pmYand government offices at all levels. If practice approximated theory under 
;:�t��nas, the two became increasingly divorced under his successors; it was ,,��!party leadership which came to appoint sectoral leaders and government 
i�ffis�rs from the top levels down. Instead of subordinate classes shaping policy 
" ' eir effective representation in the party, a partnership between the party 

nd the econOInif;ally dominant classes came to implement an economic 
lwhich produced sustained economic growth at the cost of increasing 

jn .;:ility'and economic dependence. 59 
;�a�;mobilizing and incorporating labor into state-sponsored organizations 
;G4t,a�nas eclipsed the democratic thrust of the expansion of the urban 
;iJ1��§trial working class, just as Vargas did in Brazil and Peron did in Argentina. 
:Wh,�tdifferentiates Mexico from the other two cases is that the demobilizing 
'an4;;c,ontrol functions of these organizations have remained effective, whereas 
.th�Yi;were eroded during periods of competitive politics in the other two 
,��Q&tries. The main reason for this difference, we would suggest, is the 
exj�ence of a hegemonic party in Mexico. Cardenas could build on and 
Q\@P.ltged to greatly strengthen a pre-existing elite-based party by incorporating 
;Sllg;�rdinate classes into it. In contrast, both Vargas and Peron built new parties, y�s even two of them, one of which became more or less identified with the 
iliter��ts of subordinate classes, as did the Peronist party. Thus, electoral 
P9li�cs in Brazil and Argentina led to intense interparty competition and 
�pk'als to subordinate classes based on promises of material improvements, 
�lll$h allowed for greater independence from the state apparatus and growing !!Wlt:lnCY particularly of urban labor.60 In Argentina growing class polarization 
, e " ' , Peron led to strong support among the dominant classes and large 
• .�' of the middle classes for an authoritarian solution. Labor militancy in 
tll¢.lp.eriod of restricted democracy after 1958 was further aggravated by the arilwpt to exclude the Peronist party from the political game, and this in tum 
;�4!forced support for a renewed authoritarian takeover. In Mexico, in contrast, 
�)�$�ons were not only compatible with PRI hegemony and low labor militancy, b�,�:\�W:ft served to strengthen the legitimacy of the regime internally and 
��;I'Il ' y. ,, ;!;!tl;sum, problems with consolidation of state power and great elite heteroge-

,!;," prevented the emergence of a constitutional oligarchic regime. Rather, 
ns between sectors of the dominant classes and the state contributed to thl�i:risis at the top which allowed for the outbreak of successful revolution 

ffdfu below. Renewed problems with consolidating state power were solved by W�j¥iCtorious sectors of the revolutionary leadership with the creation of a party 
�lJi�h initially subordinated local to central elites and later was strengthened by 
ili¢��ddition of mass bases. Through the incorporation of newly mobilized and 
t�w*ded peasants, workers, and members of the middle classes into the �$§�,sponsored party, their independent political articulation and thus their �R�city to counter state control and to pressure for democratic rule was 
e�ljp,sed. The PRI became truly hegemonic and thus served to bolster the lqngevity of the corporatist mass organizations. Close collaboration between the 
mlj�cal and the economic elites, and the high potential of party and state to 
c,Q�QPt,ambitious politicians, combined with selective repression, have ham-
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pered the emergence of counter-elites successfully pressuring for the institiltlQ' 
nalization of contestation and effectively competing with the PRI by breakirigjtS 
hold over organized sectors of the subordinate classes or organizing th�' 
sectors not incorporated into PRI-linked mass organizations.61 Moreoveri:me 
PRI has demonstrated flexibility in responding to the challenges that H� 
emerged with a variety of liberalizing measures which have extended the sp�� 
for contestation but stopped short of allowing for real democratization, DruReIJi 
the possibility of a replacement of the PRI by an opposition. <l��:< 

We will take up the issue of liberalization in Mexico in the context ot�)II' 
discussion of redemocratization in Latin America in the 1 970s and 1980s;}!�1 
us now turn to an analysis of the factors underlying consolidation<!a'ftd 
breakdown of regimes after initial democratization. ;i�¥ 

' \ < '  

Regime Transfonnations after Initial Democratization '�t 
, :/:.:.�: 

Patterns of transition 
:�f{i·t',·.:· 

The initial installation of a full or restricted democratic regime had an irnp� 
on later political dynamics in two ways. Democracy allowed greater freedoiriJot 
organizing among the subordinate classes, particularly the working class, w�c� 
could put strains on the alliances which had achieved democratization. T�e 
attitudes of the dominant classes vis-a-vis democracy were affected bY;j�e 
concrete experience with it; where they enjoyed strong representation inttie 
new system, they learned to accommodate to it, but where they were cieam 
marginalized from political power and threatened by the increasing orga�: 
tional power of subordinate classes, they attempted to undermine the syste�j� 

In shifting the focus to the conditions accounting for regime changes a��r 
initial democratization, one can start by analyzing the types of transfonnatioq� 
the course of which political contestation and inclusion were widened (i���: 
democratizing transitions) or restricted (i. e. transitions to authoritarianisw),: 
and by asking whether there are connections between the patterns of democta� 
tic and authoritarian transitions. Tables 5. 4 and 5. 5 give an overview ofW¢ 
types of transformation in the various cases. ,',;" 

The first transition to full or restricted democracy was preceded by 
constitutional oligarchic rule only in three of the nine countries wh��� 
experienced such periods; in the other six countries, the transition took p�� 
directly from authoritarian rule. If we look at the longevity of first periodstm 
democracy, the hypothesis about the favorable effects of institutionalized eli� 
contestation for the installation of democracy receives rather weak support%fii 
two of the countries where constitutional oligarchic rule immediately prece��p 
the new democratic regimes, these new regimes were quite long li�� 
(Argentina 1912- 30; Colombia 1936-49), an average of fifteen and one �aU 
years; the third case, Chile 1920-24, was a transitional case rather than a dey 
democratic opening and was very short lived. This compares to an average rue 
span of 1 2  years for first time democracies in countries where this fitSl 
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Transitions widening inclusion and contestation 

New regime 
Restricted democracy 

Chile 1920 (4) 
Colombia 1936 (13) 

Uruguay 1903 (16) 
Chile 1932 (38) 
Argentina 1 958 (4) 

1 963 (3) 

Full democracy 

Argentina 1912  (18) 

Brazil 1 945 (19) Argentina 1946 (5) 
Ecuador 1948 (13) Bolivia 1 952 (12) 

1 978 (12) Uruguay 1 942 (3 1) , ,���) Peru 1 939 (9) Venezuela 1945 (3) 

I 
���Xis� ��� Peru 1 980 (1 0) 

R�\mcted Chile 1 970 (3) ,��p()cracy Uruguay 1919 (14) ' :��i: Venezuela 1968 (22) 

JBrt1eailcratic Brazil 1985 (5) Argentina 1 973 (3) 
':;:�thbritarian Chile 1 990 1983 (7) 
,,�)iine Uruguay 1984 (6) 
:;��nunibers in parentheses after the year of the transition indicate the number of years 't�h, the new regime lasted, up to 1990. ,��I , 
'�sition came from some fonn of authoritarian rule. If we look at all our cases, 
;;i�" periods of democratic rule, not countries, except for the cases of rede
;ffi.qcratization in the late 1970s and 1980s, and compare the longevity of full or 
'fe,�tricted democracies which had no precedent of either constitutional olii:�chic or · democratic rule, whether immediate or in a previous phase, with ;mose which were preceded by constitutional oligarchic and/or democratic rule, 
!�e'find that the fonner lasted on the average nine and one half years and the 
" ,,," . :1}�er thirteen and one half years . 
\��Where a first democratic regime broke down and a second democratizing 
�t¥iihsformation occurred, the same type of democracy tended to be re
I :�tablished. If a fully democratic regime had been established the first time, the 



TABLE 5.5 Transitions restricting inclusion and contestation 'J�$\.:, 

Old regime 

Restricted 
democracy 

Full 
democracy 

New regime 
Constitutional 
oligarchic 

Traditional or 
populist or 
military 
authoritarian 

Argentina 1 962 
Peru 1948 

1 962 
1 968 

Ecuador 1 961  
Chile 1924 
Colombia 1949 

Argentina 1 930 
1951 

Bolivia 1964 
Uruguay 1933 
Venezuela 1 948 

Bureaucratic 
authoritarian 

Argentina 1 966 
Brazil 1964 

Uruguay 1 973 
Argentina 1 976 
Chile 1 973 

'.:.':C'. 
)��\ 

country was likely to return to the same type (Argentina 1 946; Uruguay 19��J; 
if it had been a restricted democracy, the same or similar restrictions were lik�,� 
to re-emerge (Chile 1932; Colombia 1 958; Peru 1 956; Ecuador 1978). OnliWl 
a further step was a full opening likely to occur (Chile 1 970; Peru 1980),:,� 
only after a second breakdown were greater restrictions likely to be,' impo�#i1 
(Argentina 1 955). One explanation for this is an institutionalization effectil\.l� 
far .as �reviously established political rules and fjocedures could more eas�*rg� reVItalIzed than new ones shaped from scratch. A second and complemeI1tag 
explanation is that in general traditional authoritarian regimes did ',! 
drastically change the underlying constellation of contending forces; only ,� 
populist and the bureaucratic authoritarian systems did, the former by mob�� 
ing and thus strengthening, and the latter by demobilizing and violeri�y 
breaking the organizational strength of popular forces; 64 The exception her¢Y� 
Venezuela; after the authoritarian regime which had replaced the short liv� 
(1945-48) experiment with full democracy, political and economic elit� 
decided to install a restricted democracy in 1958. ';;� 

\� Transitions to authoritarianism ;'il� , .;t-,�: " ::":/i1; 
What is clear if one looks at the transformations which restricted contestati�� 
and! or inclusion is that there are no cases where any form of democracy � 
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fWl���d with a constitutional oligarchic regime, nor cases where one type of 
;��m8�folCY was. replaced with another, more restricted one. What this means is ,�f�9:ce a more open political system was established, it was not possible any .l�j¢r:to simply restrict participation and! or restore an oligarchic system; 
· G!ther,recourse to more coercive measures and the installation of some type of 
�3Ptl\�fltarian system were necessary. . 
:< ��;J.)nderstand the transitions to authoritarianism, one needs to separate out 
.ilYio0Questions, namely (1) the factors accounting for the breakdowns of 
:':.�rii��ratic regimes, and (2) the factors shaping the type of regime replacing the 
.deniocratic one. The first question asks whether some types of democratic 
)eIDmes had congenital weaknesses which made their breakdown likely. The 
)®�t�lear-cut cases are restricted democracies with high military involvement; :sQoqe� or later, they all broke down into authoritarianism (peru 1 948, 1 962, 
::l'���;Ecuador 1961; Brazil 1 964; Argentina 1 962, 1 966). Where the military 
:.�f��avi1y involved in the politics of a restricted democracy, it was not possible 
}#l�duce or neutralize such involvement without an intervening authoritarian 
::�tl6� during which the military discredited itself and! or endangered its own 
.h1sPWt;ional cohesion and therefore decided to withdraw from politics. Full 
: .d�Ii!#ffi1ciesbefore the. 1 980� did not fare m�ch better; eight of the nine cases 
:,6[o�e down, the exceptIon bemg Venezuela smce 1968. In three cases, though, 
:tI!�\��eakdown occurred after extended periods of democratic rule (Argentina 
:1�Q;,Uruguay 1933 and 1 973) . 
.• %�e least likely type of democratic regimes to break down into authoritarian
:ispti»,ere restricted democracies with low military involvement. Of the six cases 
;es��lished prior to the late 1970s, only two were replaced by an authoritarian 
.iegj#l.e, namely Colombia in 1 949 and Chile in 1 924 (the latter case not really 
;,6t:tfug the classification but rather being a transitional case of regime to begin 
,Wi�); three were transformed into full democracies (Chile 1970; Uruguay 
J91,;9;Venez\lela 1968); and one remained a restricted democracy but relaxed 
:SQD!�:of the restrictions (Colombia 1 97 1). The relative stability of these regimes 
: :\\'aStdue to two factors; first, the nature of the coalition which had established 
:ih�(r�gimes, . i. e. an alliance between the middle classes and sectors of the 
'��9IIlic elites, in some cases appealing for popular support but not including !Q�Wzed lower classes as full partners; and second, the existence of firmly 
:iIlSti"tutionalized party competition, i. e. the presence of two or more strong ip91i�cal parties at least one of which effectively protected elite interests. The 
�ot!!.ing class was allowed to organize, and its organized sectors were included 
:'(()�l�,�tter: tolerated) in the political process, but there was no concerted effort : Il)r.:me state and! or a political party to promote organization and mobilize the :wo�l<iDg class into an alliance with the middle classes. Thus, civil society grew 
m�#ength gradually, without posing an acute threat to the elites which would 
; e�g�nder repression. Chile is a partial exception; the installation of the 
' resjpcted democracy in 1932 was effected by a middle class-elite alliance, but ! froW 1938 on the middle-working-class alliance played a very important role 
Mi.4.,generated a considerable degree of mobilization. The reasons why the 
.r�Picted democratic regime nevertheless managed to survive for such a long !We in Chile are the confidence of the elites in their effective representation in '.,,;}.�$, "i:," 
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the political system and the moderation in the actual policies of�t¥ 
middle-working-class alliances when in power. When this confide!l.ce:\�iS; 
eroded in the early 1970s and policy radicalized significantly, the elites sci��? 
undermining the democratic regime. i ��; \  

In general, where an alliance between the middle classes, sometiOies; 
represented by a relatively autonomous political class, and sectors ()f�(lli�' 
economic elites was the decisive force behind the democratizing transfo�.: 
tion, relatively stable restricted or full democracies emerged. This was the/cast 
for the democratizing transformations in Uruguay in 1 903, 1919, and rg��� 
Chile in 1 932; Colombia in 1936 and 1 958; and Venezuela in 1958 and f9�" 
The c�n�ition for the very formation o� suc� an alliance was, of course; tI1�:�: 
least slgnificant sectors of the economIC ehtes felt that they would be able)� 
ensure protection of their interests under the new regime either through sfil9�r 
parties or through the provisions of a political pact. As long as this expec�fiOlf 

"I" i '  was borne out, the democratic systems survived; where the party sys¢rir: 
appeared to lose the ability to perform this function, such as in Colombi��b1 
1 948, and Uruguay by 1933 and 1973, elites effectively promoted a nirl,t;¥ 
authoritarianism. In order for full democracies to be consolidated (UrUg}iai 
after 1 942 and Venezuela after 1968), a significant degree of industrialiia!(on 
was a further requirement. :p:Vi 

Where the middle classes and sectors of the elites were allied witlI sectors, Of 
the military in the process of democratization, there was a strong potenti�litbr, 
perpetuation of military involvement (Brazil after 1945 and Argentinai�fter' 
1958), or for an easy revival thereof in response to civilian appeals (Arge��' 
1930). In either case, the result was an eventual military takeovel"1� 
installation of an authoritarian regime . .Equally unstable situations prevail¢�iii' 
all cases where middle and working classes formed an alliance to pus�[�i 
democratization, a situation typical of mineral export economies (peru in;!;�3�: 
and 1956, Bolivia in 1952, Venezuela in 1945, and Chile in 1 970). In ordeJ;lo 
be successful, these alliances needed to promote high mobilization, but�ffie 
price of victory was the implacable enmity of the elites and! or the militaij:!tia 
other sectors of the middle classes. Thus, even where such alliances were'i�le 
to establish full democracies, their success entailed the danger of polarititl�� 
and formation of broad opposition coalitions, and thus of rapid erosion of t[� 
democracies.65 Moreover, except for Chile, these democracies were prema�� 
in the sense that civil society and particularly tlIe organization of lower c1a�§}S 
were still comparatively weak. This weakness was compensated by £� 
mobilization of strategic sectors in the installation phase, but it impilJ!�d 
consolidation of the democratic regimes. In the case of Peru, high miliJ¥i 
involvement prevailed during the periods of restricted democracy, as Ap�� 
early insurrectionary strategy and its continued strong mobilization efforts i�fid 
participation in coup conspiracies made a majority in the military determine4'!o 
bar Apra from access to state power; both periods of restricted democracy�ye 
way to authoritarian military regimes. ��: · 

As pointed out repeatedly, the type of coalition formed in the initial transiq�n 
to democracy was in part shaped by the structure of the economy and theme 
of party that emerged. In mineral export economies, ideological mass pa[(j� 
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�n\etged and mobilized alliances between middle and working classes. The pr�nce of these parties had somewhat contradictory consequences for the �a"jlity of democratic regimes. On the one hand, they presented a more 
di'aritatic threat to elites than clientelistic parties with a middle- and working
ci3$.>base and thus generated more repressive responses (Apra from its (�p�dihg until 1978; AD 1948-58), but on the other hand they mostly enjoyed �!i"OJ1g legitimacy among and influence on their followers and thus could ensure ��� compliance with political alliances or pacts concluded by party leaders in 
att¢,Ptpts to consolidate democratic regimes (Chile after 1932; Venezuela after 195;8); The MNR in Bolivia is the glaring exception here. Such compliance, in 
tii@,was favorable for the survival of restricted and fully democratic arrange
l!l�WsI as it reduced threat perception among elites and prevented ungovernabiq��Moreover, programmatic mass parties made a positive contribution to Wrn9¢ratic consolidation in so far as their promotion of mobilization and ppfi�cal ed1.l,cation strengthened the subordinate classes and increased the level 
o'�,pplitical participation among them. 
' .;b� �grarian export economies, clientelistic parties emerged and promoted alJia#ces between the middle classes and sectors of elites and/or the military, 
wli(l� appealing for popular support on a patronage basis. These parties initially 
pi�$ented only a moderate threat to elites and thus could be successful in 
ij,�i!lling restricted democratic regimes. However, clientelistic parties were N�ly susceptible to fragmentation. Where historical loyalties cemented party 
i���tification (Uruguay and Colombia), the parties managed to survive and ,'mmlltain both their cross-class bases and the constitutional political process for IQ�ger .periods of time than where the quest for state power was the only glue bO�4jng the party together (the Radicals in Argentina). However, even in the fQ�er cases party fragmentation led to situations where party leaders lost their 
a�pitY to negotiate compromises, enforce compliance of their parties, and Pt�erit a breakdown into uncontrolled violence (Colombia in the 1940s) or �ri�pihg military domination (Uruguay in the 1960s). 
' ':�The experiences of Venezuela and Colombia since 1 958 demonstrate that 11i§'f()tical legacies in the form of one-party dominance or a fractionalized party sy�iem are not necessarily permanent impediments to the installation and 
cQ'�olidation of democratic regimes. The political pacts concluded by leaders ili\ilie two countries established the conditions for effectively competing parties 
�q;�democratic system, albeit initially with a heavy dose of elite control and 
s.eX�re restrictions, whose effects are still omnipresent in Colombia. In 
(ig19mbia, the pact strengthened the two traditional parties and revived an older 
I�Piti.on of compromise and coalition-building among them, but in Venezuela Ap;,s position was weakened and party competition deliberately strengthened �bugh political engineering6 and · accommodation and compromise were 
CI:�ted VIrtually from scratch. 6 
�Ihe role of large landowners as opponents of democracy tended to change a@r the installation of democratic regimes, under the impact of their concrete 

e��riences with full or limited democracy. Whereas landowners engaged in 
rip�jlabor intensive agriculture acquiesced to the installation of fully democra
'ti��fegimes, they turned into rabid opponents of these regimes once they saw 
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their influence dwindle and felt economically threatened (Argentina l��Qi:' 
Uruguay 1933). In contrast, landowners who depended on a mixture of m��et;;1 
and political coercion to ensure themselves a large pool of cheap labor and:�fud 
had opposed a democratic opening, tended to accommodate themselv���tQ;�� 
limited democracies if they were convinced by experience that their contror���t ';: 
votes could assure them an influential position in the political process, " . '. 
their interests were effectively protected under a political pact (ehil 
1932; Colombia after 1958). 

In most cases, though not in all, the breakdown of democratic r , 
occurred in situations of acute economic problems and was clearly relate : 
these problems. This was the case in Chile 1 924 and 1973, ArgentinaJ:9,a A: 
195 1 ,  1 966, and 1 976, Uruguay 1 933 and 1973, Bolivia 1964, Brazil l�(!t 
Ecuador in 1961, and Peru in 1 948 and 1968. In Venezuela in 1948 an�iD) 
Colombia in 1949 this was not the case. The breakdowns in the 1920s?�fidii: 
1930s were related to the crisis of the nitrate industry in Chile and to:\�e': 
Depression in Argentina and Uruguay. In the latter two cases, the agra���: 
exporters felt threatened by the decline in external demand and by whanltey;' 
perceived as inadequate policy responses of the incumbent governments.67'mJr�; 
later breakdo�s were related to balance of paym�nts problems, res�lting fw�'i 
secular stagnanon of the export sector (Argennna 195 1), or dechne of;:tbe
export sector due to increased competition from other producers and Jaqm( 
prices (Ecuador), or secular stagnation aggravated by the decline in export�:�� 
terms of trade after the Korean War boom (Bolivia), or by problems in.'ijJe : 
export sector combined with the exhaustion of the easy phase of lSI (BraZil,.: 
Argentina 1 966 and 1 976, Uruguay). In Peru in 1948 and 1968 econ<iml¢ 
problems were present but, compared to the other cases, of lesser import�c� 
than more strictly political factors in causing the breakdown. Chile in 197J,�,(a , 
special case in so far as the economic crisis was crucial in the fall of the Alle�1W 
government, but its emergence was less due to economic factors per se thariJ�? 
their interaction with the political struggle. A� : 

Whereas the type of coalition which installed a democratic regime and ��< 
type of party system in place heavily conditioned the likelihood of the regiirl� , 
breakdown, and the occurrence of severe economic problems influencedil,ls 
timing, the stage of lSI reached when the breakdown occurred shaped the l}iif 
of authoritarian regime which would replace the democratic one. In the eaIJ>1 
stages of lSI, traditional or populist authoritarian regimes emerged, or a typ�:�f 
military regime with varying degrees of reformist orientation; in advancj;� 
stages bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes emerged. ,!�' 

Popular mobilization at the time of the installation of the traditi6!l¥ 
authoritarian or reformist military regimes was at a comparatively still low;i)l 
intermediate level, but in several cases it had been growing very rapidly 3$9' 
thus had raised the level of threat perception among the elites and the mili�� 
(Venezuela 1945-48, Peru 1945-48, 1 956-68), or led to a decay ofth� 
democratizing coalition (Bolivia 1952-64), or started to degenerate W? 
uncontrollable violence (Colombia in the 1 940s), all of which paved the wayf9� 
the turn to authoritarianism. Traditional authoritarian regimes were based �n 
an alliance including agro-exporting, commercial and financial economic elit�. 
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{. '  •.. ::M·.·.·· ;)nli}�e military (Argentina 1930, Colombia 1949, Peru 1948), and in addition 
;:;(se�o� of the middle classes (Uruguay 1 933, Venezuela 1948, Bolivia 1964); 
!'ip6R�!ist authoritarian regimes were based on a populist cross-class coalition, \,ijIi#�y mostly with military backing (e. g. Peron 1951) .  Reformist military 
h#���s w�re based primarily in the militarr instit,ution a?d �ad no significant 
;:Civj!ian allies (Peru 1968; Ecuador 1963).6 Foreign capital In all these cases 
�i.wa�;:c6ncentrated in extractive industries, commerce, finance, transport, ' and 
"llti.ljties, and only in Argentina, Venezuela, and Bolivia the' democratic regimes 
"��I�erious1y threatened some of these holdings. Accordingly, foreign compa
\�6:and their local representatives played a less prominent role in the 
>traliiHonal or populist authoritarian regimes than they would in supporting the 
;;�bqf��ucratic authoritarian regimes at advanced stages of lSI. Under the ·.i'ef6pnist military regime of Peru, relations to foreign capital were in fact highly ;;�tr1iined� ' (®ie goals of traditional authoritarian regimes were limited to changing " ;p6»aeal decision-making structures. They mostly sought to preserve the social 
';'��reconomic status quo or to return to a previous state of affairs (e. g. 
(Mgentina 1930-43). Populist authoritarian regimes sought changes in the 
:;;$oci�\and economic structure as well as in the political system. They promoted 
>:#o�estic industrialization, attempted to restrict the role of foreign capital, jiPu�ued redistributive policies, and mobilized popular forces, particularly the 
"'Ui'lI�n: working class. Accordingly, the form of the state apparatus and the role :t�htlie state in the economy varied. Traditional authoritarian regimes could be 
iqnltCivilian or military variety, but the military regimes were more personalistic 
" ot[actional than rule by the military as a professional institution. In particular, 
: �th�re was no militarization and no significant expansion of the state apparatus. 
�''ll11� existing repressive and administrative capacity of the state was sufficient 
i@Y�.n the relatively low levels of economic development and popular mobiliza: 'ti��;and the limited goals of the regimes. Typically, these regimes had limited 
: �1it(momy only and ruled in close alliance with factions of the economic elites. 
: 'MfJulist authoritarian regimes were dominated by civilians but initially often 
iePjoyed military support or acquiescence. Their ambitious goals for social and 
(�{fnomic change entailed an expansion of the state apparatus, particularly of 
t1i�i(btireaucracy involved in regulating the economy and providing social 
(�tyices. The need for repressive capacity was limited as only selective 
,r�p!ession was needed as a complement to co-optation in ensuring the stability 
iQ�the regimes. The autonomy of the state from civil society as a whole, while 
gre�ter than that enjoyed by oligarchic or traditional authoritarian regimes, 
:t¥#iained more limited than that to be achieved by bureaucratic-authoritarian 
r�'gimes. The support from subordinate classes increased the autonomy of the 
siate; from dominant classes and enabled the regimes to pursue pro-labor 
]t6)icies resisted by the latter, but property rights of domestic capitalists and 
��gitional prerogatives of landowners remained untouched. 
'�)While the breakdown of democratic regimes has to be explained with the 
ct,l!ss�composition of political coalitions and with institutional factors, the 
;ili�taIlation of the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes which tended to replace 
\91tically wea�ened democracies at advanced stages of 151 (Brazil 1964, 
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Argentina 1 966 and 1976, Chile 1973, Uruguay 1973) was a result of;�a;:) 
structural conditions identified by O'Donnell (1973). The situation of co :.,; 
tion of light consumer goods industrialization, heavily dependent on im 
capital and intermediate goods, in the context of the declining export 
mance, generated balance of payments crises and economic stagnation.6 ' ", .... ,. lSI had strengthened the labor J?lovement, efforts to implement an econoqiic): 
solution to the crisis which shifted the costs onto the lower classes rep ' 
failed in the framework of the democratic systems and intensified 
confrontation. Moreover, the strong penetration of foreign capital fit 
manufacturing sector had opened new alliance possibilities for authori 
forces (O'Donnell 1 973; Collier 1979).70 Accordingly, military regimes 
installation was initially supported by the entire economic elite and large s " .  
of the middle classes threatened by popular mobilization came to lb .. . ); 
themselves exclusively on support from civilian technocrats, the big inteni�.��Jl 
nalized bourgeoisie, exporting groups, and foreign capital (O'DonneIl 197B);') 

The bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes sought radical changes in b0tJ!�iti(;: 
political system and the social and economic structure. Their primary emp�'; 
was on the economic exclusion and the destruction of the organizatio1ul;. 
potential of the lower classes, but the implementation of their austeritY��;' 
export promotion policies hurt not only the working and lower classes, buf� : 
the middle classes and the traditional sectors of the bourgeoisie producing�fOt) 
the domestic market. Consequendy, the resolute pursuit of their econoffiic ; 
policies required a closing of all channels and destruction of all institutiorislfoJ' 
the articulation of group or class interests. As a result, civil society as a wAQlf 
and its political articulation were significandy weakened in all these case$i'iat: 
least initially, and most dramatically so in Chile, Brazil, and Uruguay. :;�t.· ; 

Bureaucratic authoritarianism is a form of rule by the military ��) 
professional institution and entails the penetration of the state appara 
military personnel. Whereas state capacity for the administration of eeo 
and social affairs has undergone varying changes under different bur��' 
cratic-authoritarian regimes, repressive capacity has undergon� a tremendij.tiS: 
expansion in all of them. In some cases, exemplified by Brazil 1964-85;\16t 
state's role in the economy as regulator and entrepreneur, in collaboratiori.m�: 
foreign and big · domestic capital, expanded gready and entailed a significkg( 
increase in state capacity for economic planning and intervention. In offi�r: 
cases, exemplified by post-1 973 Chile, the regimes pursued a deliberate pqJi'fl': 
of state-shrinking and withdrawal from economic entrepreneurship and regti\A� 
tion. In all cases, the role of the repressive apparatus of the state, particularly�f 
the secret police, became crucial. It not only came to operate totally auto@� 
mously from civil society, but even developed the potential to escape the cOIit{91 
of the military government and the military high command. The regiffies 
themselves enjoyed a high degree of autonomy from civil society, froIri"�e 
subordinate classes as well as from the domestic bourgeoisie. However, tlj�1r 
autonomy from transnational structures of power remained limited. Initilll)$ 
the political support from some advanced capitalist states and from intet&!; 
tional public and private sources of loans increased their autonomy frBm : ::��t2 
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:���tional corporations, but the accumulation of a staggering foreign debt 
;iIrail!��cany reduced their autonomy in the longer run. 
iij,!aMr�aucratic authoritarianism is a specifically modern state form. O'Donnell 
,anB) captured this in part in his argument that the spread of technocratic 
:;tb!��!ovided the basis for the formation of a coup coalition among technocrats ,m,the/military, the state bureaucracy, and the private sector. One can add to this 
.�ma��"advances in information and communication technology provided the 
\!ileMsnot only for economic planning and intervention, but also for surveil:Wic,�;and repression. Furthermore, the external anchoring of the state in the 
"pos�""orld War II economic and geo-political system was essential for the rise �f�\iteaucratic authoritarianism. External support in the form of fmancial 
;�i�t;lnce and training for the military and police strengthened the coercive 

' tus which then extended its control over the entire state machinery. 
tions with transnational corporations and international sources of 

, •. " ,.s�. afforded the state considerable autonomy from the domestic econo
(1Ili.�ll,y dominant classes. "i:f11�1i' 
Reililitocratization in the 19705 and 19805 \b�:���:;�:·, :Wfi�J� the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes were successful in generating furmer industrialization, civil society grew stronger again after the initial phase 
'b�#pression, and pressures for liberalization and democratization re-emerged. 
AsY��epan (1985:  333) points out, the number of industrial workers in Brazil gr��;by 52 percent from 1 960 to 1970, and by another 38 percent from 1970 to 

; and the concentration of new industrial activity in the Sao Paulo area . '. ted the emergence of new unions. Such new unions in crucial economic 
IS, along with human rights groups, church-related organizations, and 
,�roots popular movements demanded a restoration of civil and political 

Ai#e . catholic church made a particularly important contribution to the 
��e,jigthening of civil society in Brazil from the late 1960s on. Through the 
(o�tion of Christian base communities the degree of organization of 
sq��rdinate classes was raised considerably. They came to encompass sectors of;the urban and rural unemployed and poor which are otherwise difficult to o!�e. Moreover, the participatory practices of these base communities 
p��isposed their members to demand opportunities for participation in the 
pplj*al process (Bruneau 1 982: 127-145; Mainwaring 1986: 146-223). )r� :Peru, under a different type of military regime from the bureau�ti�authoritarian ones, mobilization of urban and rural workers and of urban Sq��#ers greatly increased and provided the basis for forceful protests against 
tfi,�YiWJitary government's economic policies and for a return to democratic rule �;ifS,tephens 1983) . Though divisions within the military institutions and the regiwes were crucial for the initiation of liberalization in all cases (O'Donnell 
au.d�Schmitter 1 986: 1 9), and Brazil and Peru were no exceptions, democrati��9� would arguably not have gone as far as it did in these two cases had it not 
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been for the greater organizational weight of subordinate classes a�(bh{"j 
consequent pressures from civil society (see e.g. Stepan 1989 for Brazil)���" �1j 

In Argentina, the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes failed to achieve;;t\wi"(\ 
their economic and political goals, and there was no clear change in the Sfr���::: 
of civil society. If anything, fragmentation of the Peronist movement weak�iicil) 
an important part of civil society. However, given the conditional demo " 

, .  
commitment of at least sections of the Peronist movement, the fractiona " 
of the movement may actually have facilitated the re-establishment of de:�ij;1:l 
cracy. The transition to democracy then was less the result of growing pre{� : 
from civil society than self-destruction of the military regime (Cavarozzi l��W 
1 55, 168; Viola and Mainwaring 1 984). Tensions between the military �s!ari ; 
institution and the military as a government had started already in 1980 (Step�, 
1985: 329-30), were aggravated by the severe economic crisis generated by!th�i 
government's policies, and were completed through the disastrous launchirig�ot 
the Falklands war. Thus, a situation of virtual state breakdown presented'!\!ei 
opportunity for redemocratization� . !,,\\�. In Uruguay the years between 1 974 and 1 980 brought significant econQifljc;, 
growth (at least compared to Uruguay's record over the preceding'�ii 
decades), before the balance of payments crisis of the early 1980s usher�dj1n.· 
austerity policies and a recession. Despite this growth, civil society;� 
drastically weakened between 1 973 and 1978, mainly due to heavy repressio�,9f 
labor and the left (Stepan 1985: 325). However, neither the economic bas�i(or.: 
the labor movement nor the organizational infrastructure of the traditio'lil 
non-left parties were destroyed, Thus, despite the previous repressio�;�9r 
activists from all parties, the opposition managed to regroup rapidly onc�'��e 
first opening was provided by the military's decision to hold a referenduJli!m 
1 980 (Gillespie 1986: 1 79-87; Handelman 1986: 209-14). !g�\ 

Pinochet's deindustrialization policies and the attempt to destroy the p� 
system significantly weakened civil society and its capacity for articulali!It 
demands for political change (Valenzuela and Valenzuela 1986). As Garr�l�� 
points out (1 986: 1 21), the military's policies of deindustrialization and s�!e 
retrenchment in Chile have generated marginalization, segmentation; " .�'. 
disintegration, in stark contrast to the consolidation of new social forces ��1a 
result of industrialization and expansion of the state in Brazil. This contijS.� 
along with Pinochet's iron control over the military and the ruthlessnesS�9f 
repression, go a long way in explaining the long delay in significant progr� 
towards democratization. The transition was initiated and heavily controlle�;llY 
the military which had set the course towards the critical referendum of 198�·� 
its efforts to institutionalize the authoritarian regime through the l�§Q, 
constitution. Once the political space was opened, however, parties were rapilj!f 
reconstructed and managed to form a broad opposition coalition to hand;(&t 
electoral defeat to the dictatorship, Still, civil society remains weakened andl11e 
parties consequently without a power base strong enough to chalIenge'Jlj� 
significant restrictions on the power of the democratic government impose4l�I 
the military, and thus to re-establish a genuine, unrestricted democratic regiIji�. 

In Bolivia and Ecuador, economic growth in the 1960s and 1970s did)�pt 
result in a strengthening of the working-class; the percentage of the workfo� 
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,�l*e secondary sector remained virtually stagnant between 1 965 and 1980, at ; �yput one-fifth (World Bank 1 986: 238-9).71 Unlike in Peru, the policies of the 'm!litary regimes did not significandy raise the level of mobilization and 
:'Q'tganization of the lower classes either; on the contrary, the Banzer regime was 
:fii�hly repressive towards labor and the left. And in both cases the weakness and 
;fr�ftionalization of political parties persisted (Malloy and Gamarra 1 987, 1988; 
<(i!pnaghan 1987; Handelman 1981). Accordingly, despite formal steps towards 
'i,e'democratization, democracy remained highly unstable, threatened by fre
;qUent coup conspiracies and resort to unconstitutional means by incumbents, 
�d;restricted by a continued crucial role of the military. In Bolivia, the heavy wyolvernent of the military in the narcotics smuggling industry which had 
jfl6iJrished under Banzer was an additional obstacle to democratization (White"��ad 1986a: 64-7).72 The result was chaotic politics, at times behind a 
dshlocratic fa<;ade (Malloy and Gamarra 1987). In Ecuador, the struggle 
'iiPtong contending forces produced an impasse between executive and legisla
lure right from the start (Handelman 1 98 1 :  66-9); this repeated itself under the 
J¥�ond civilian government and eventually led to constitutional crisis and resort 
{o\physical force to resolve conflicts between members of Congress and the 
��resident (Conaghan 1987: 152). 
}:)!)�On the basis of the analysis presented here, one would venture the hypothesis 
�!!1atchances for consolidation of democratic regimes are generally better in the 
.;�,980s than before because the achievement of higher levels of industrialization 
?s,�engthened civil society and tended to relegate large landowners to secondary Il!nportance. However, there are variations among the different countries on 
;»!ese conditions, and these conditions are by no means sufficient for the 
;Jpstallation and consolidation of democratic regimes. Rather, the role of ��;6nipeting strong political parties was shown to be crucial for the consolidation f9f democratic regimes. This initially made prognoses for Argentina, Peru, and 
';Qtuguay appear brighter than for Brazil, Ecuador, and Bolivia. In the former 
!tliree cases, landlords dependent on large amounts of cheap labor are not (or no 
�1i5nger) an important group. Argentina and Peru also seemed to meet the ��Qhdition of having two or more relatively cohesive parties, whereas the �cpntinued · fractionalization of the Uruguayan parties appeared from the 
Jpeginning as a liability for the consolidation of democracy there (Gillespie and �Vonzalez 1989). However, in the cases of Argentina and Peru it was once again tMpme out that clientelistic parties without strong ties to civil society are subject 
�tjjrapid decay, particularly if confronted as incumbents with difficult economic 
mfoblems33 In contrast, despite the reemergence of party factionalism in 
\l;Jniguay, the comprehensiveness and flexibility of the party system, including .\9!lth left and right, and the links of parties to civil society, have helped 
ZY9nsolidate democracy by dampening labor militancy and instilling confidence 
:'W;the economic elites. Brazil is handicapped in two ways: not only are large WlJldlords ,vith high labor needs still a formidable force, as evidenced by the 
�pl"oblems with the land reform, but the parties are weak, lacking organizational 
�JU1d programmatic cohesion and firm ties to civil society (Hagopian and 
?Mainwaring 1987).74 In Ecuador all three conditions are unfavorable: large 
\�ndlords engaged in labor intensive agriculture still exist also, and civil society 
,<: ,. . 
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and political parties remain weak. In Bolivia, the land refonn basicaut 
eliminated labor repressive agriculture, but the subordinate classes are we���" 
ened �y political and regional splits and the parties are extremely we�' 
(McChntock 1986; Malloy and Gamarra 1 987). j1W 

Our reason for giving separate treatment to developments since the l�t�< 
1970s, then, is simply the fact that these new democratic regimes are still tQ�:: 
young to allow for solid assessments of their potential for consolidation. We at�1 
by no means subscribing to the view, so popular with sectors of the Americ�pJ. 
foreign policy establishment, that the 1980s are the glorious decade ,Qfr 
democratization. The new democratic regimes in South America were usher.�<!\; 
in to a large part by the effects of economic crises on incumbent authoritari��� 
regimes, rather than by significant structural changes or international pressur�: 
to emulate the western European and North American examples. These Swtl�� 
economic crisis conditions are now undermining the incumbent democratiC'; 
regimes. Still, our analysis does suggest that chances for consolidation· a{�r 
bett.er than they had been ealier because some structural changes favorable @i 
democratic rule have taken place in at least some of these societies. ')� 

�, 
S",mmary of regime transformation after initial democratization 

Vigorous industrialization helped preserve democratic regimes, but the strengt!)i 
of civil society resulting from higher levels of industrialization was not(�� 
sufficient condition for stabilization of full democracies. The real key wa§'; 
political institutions, namely the existence of a party system affording protectiq�� 
to elite interests. Once democratic regimes have been established, the dire� 
influence of structural variables seems to diminish and the consequences .of� 
past political choices take on a life of their own. This was partly, perhaps, ;�1 
result of the fact that the balance of class power did not shift enough. ·· �)l� 

The most detrimental feature for prospects of stabilization was shown tO Q�:) 
strong military involvement in politics, which in itself was the result oNa; 
tradition of civilian appeals for military intervention due to the weakness of th�; 
party system. A factor related to the character of the party system was ,th.� 
composition of the class coalitions behind the breakthrough to democraCY;; 
Middle-class-elite alliances as decisive forces behind the breakthrough w�r.�' 
most conducive to stabilization of democracy. However, such alliances only; 
emerged if at least some sectors of the elites had representation in the partjl 
system, and in most cases they established restricted democracies only� 
Chances for consolidation of democracy were better where there had been)1 
previous phase of democracy. This was true for cases where democracy wa�i 
re-established after an authoritarian interlude, as well as where a restricteq, 
democracy was made fully inclusive in response to pressures from belmf,1 
generated by industrialization. , 81 

The political character of the military was also crucial to the democratizjn� 
transitions in the late 1970s and 1980s, but in a very different way. These; 
transitions resulted from openings produced by tensions within the militari 
regimes, tensions which in turn stemmed from a combination of the. narroYl 
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'.<$ypport base of the regimes, their repressive character, and the severe 
' ;%�onomic problems of the period. None the less, the same political dynamics 
'<m�t helped preserve democracy were important in reconstituting it. The 
�§p�nings created by the fragility of military authoritarianism were taken 

.. ��Vantage of by revived remnants of pre-existing organizations and! or by others ;��wly formed in the context of a civil society which had been strengthened by a Jir()wth in industrialization. Where significant remnants of strong parties 
�Psted, the construction of pro-democratic alliances and the reinstallation and 
i·�6.bsolidation of democratic regimes was facilitated. In contrast, where such i ;��pinants were lacking but civil society had grown considerably in strength and 

f·tl�wparties were formed to articulate its demands, the pursuit of a co-ordinated 
', ;�frategy for redemocratization and consolidation proved more difficult. 

I: 
fjelitical liberalization in Mexico 
,,;,f/�ri; ': jT.\ie progress of political liberalization in Mexico, and the question whether it is <lj�ely to lead to actual democratization deserve some special discussion because 
·Jhe .case is theoretically interesting. Given the degree of urbanization and 
;iildustrlalization reached in MeXico, one would have expected the PRl's ' ,�apacity to co-opt and control popular sectors to be eroded by challenges from ffofces seeking to forge an autonomous political articulation of subordinate 
.��oups quite some time ago. However, the PRI has demonstrated a surprising lesiliance, and though Mexico has undergone some changes towards greater 
J�9ljtical contestation, it will take considerably greater institutional innovation 
'z(4rthis process ofliberalization to evolve into democratization than it did in the �:§giJth American cases. 
i�M:Jiven the central position and tremendous patronage advantages of the 
,��riions affiliated to the official labor confederation CTM and the hazards of 
�llidependent union action,75 the primary challenges to the regime initially came ;�W>t .from the working-class but rather from educated sectors of the urban 
2�ffliddle classes. Even among the unions not affiliated to the CTM, most have 
�:�upported the PRJ; only few of them openly supported left-wing opposition �arties before 1988. A first strong challenge emerged in the form of the student 
�prj)test movement of 1968. The regime appeared severely threatened by these �attempts of middle-class radicals to build an alliance with disaffected sectors of 
$t!ie,working class, the peasantry, and urban marginals, as it resorted to bloody 
:#�pression of the movement.76 In the 1970s activities of guerrilla groups as well J'� the emergence of several parties without official recognition continued the 
;;£hallenge. Moreover, growing business hostility to the government's more 
:reformist measures, such as the land reform in the mid-1970s, increased 
'2m-vestment in health and education, and more room for non-CTM unions, led 
'�!9 pressures for economic liberalization and greater political representation for �!!ie opposition. Particularly the northern conservative business groups orga;;?l1iied themselves in a new peak association and started to actively support the 
(\ppposition Partido Acci6n Nacional (PAN) (Kaufman 1989: 1 1 1-123). 
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After its initial repressive response, the regime showed a more flexiki�� 
position and implemented a series of political reforms between 1972 and 197i�� 
granting more room for party activity on the right and the left and fQip 
articulation of opposition voices in Congress, but neither substantive 0fPOSiti�&;, 
influence on policy nor full institutionalization of contestation.7 Stroqg: 
financial support for the conservative PAN in the 1970s from business sectgIS: 
concerned about their dwindling influence on economic policy helped it:'!� 
develop into the main opposition party. The PAN has neither an altematiy(: 
program to offer nor strong connections to other organizations in civil socie�; 
but up to 1988 it served as a rallying point for anti-PRJ protest votes. Vario'U§," 
parties to the left of the PRJ remained divided by ideological issues and we{kc; 
because of their lack of organizational ties to civil society. t�ft 

The steadily rising real wages from the 1950s through the 1970s and th� 
availability of patronage resources had facilitated the maintenance of a fti1lf 
organizational hold of the CTM and the labor sector of the PRJ over tl1�; 
working-class and particularly its political articulation and thus prevented %�( 
emergence of a working-c1ass-middle-c1ass alliance exerting pressures fQ� 
democratization. However, the economic crisis of the 1980s spurred :� 
intensification of political opposition among the educated urban middle claSs�,' 
(Cornelius 1986: 1 38), stronger tendencies towards autonomy in the 1ab9r 
movement, and the emergence of new autonomous grass-roots organizatiq�$'i 
(Levy 1989: 466; 487). At the national level the CTM has continued to sUPPQ� 
the government's austerity program, and it has proved capable of enforcing tlj� 
wage declines, but at the local level its mobilization capacity has dec\iriea 
significantly (Cornelius 1986). jl 

The weakening of the CTM's position and the emergence of new grass-ro9'� 
organizations have made it possible for left-wing parties to build closer 1inkS!,tQ; 
working-class and other lower-class organizations. The potential politi�, 
significance of an emerging left with bases in civil society, representing;t�, 
middle-class-working-class alliance became visible in the 1988 elections.,'ln; 
those elections the left for the first time mounted a serious challenge to the PRJ' 
and replaced the PAN as principal opposition. This surge of opposition frg� 
the left was in large part due to the success of some dissident PRJ leaders;ilil 
unifying various currents of leftist, socialist, and nationalist opposition into W�J 
Frente Democnitico Nacional (FDN)?8 Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, the son:Q� 
ex-president Cardenas, became the FDN's public leader and presiden�3!: 
candidate. His promises of a return to redistributive policies, a reversal:pf. 
divestment of state enterprises, and a suspension of payments on the forel�l 
debt had a strong appeal to both lower- and middle-class urban constituencies; 
whose economic situation had deteriorated markedly under de la Madri4!s< 
austerity policies. 79 \!�S 

Aside from the economic crisis, the key issue in the 1988 elections was tliek� 
integrity. Despite the political reforms, voter abstention had remained very higij,' 
in the 1980s, and the 1985 elections were marred by serious corruption, mqsN 
so in areas where the elections were hotly contested (Cornelius 1986: 13�k 
Though overall there appeared to be fewer instances of fraud in 1988 than(�j 
earlier elections, the delay in the announcement of election results damage�; 

',\\�.; 
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�teir legitimacy. Furthermore, the turnout was only 49 percent of registered 1vhters. Both the PAN and the FDN vigorously protested and refused to 
?A�knowledge the PRI's election victory. They did take their seats in the 
:�egislature, but the issue of political liberalization is clearly kept at the top of the �r�Qlitical agenda . 
. ;�{I'he effectiveness of opposition pressures in pushing liberalization forward ilmd transforming it into actual democratization has been hampered by several 

.:f�ctors. The FDN split, and its successor, the Partido de la Revolucion 
�;�emocratica (PRD), has been kept weak by internal tensions and its inability to :;��and its organizational base among the subordinate classes. The PRI has �;��vered in its approach toward political liberalization, as intense conflicts 
;]ri1erged over the extent of liberalization.so The strongest opponents of the 
.�p�eraJizing measures, which have always been decided on at the level of the 
�ptesidency, are regional and local political bosses and the leaders of the CTM. 
":Jlhe official labor leaders have feared that a strengthening of left-wing political 
���rties which advocate more militant union action might enable these parties 
.>'aOdc independent unions to make inroads into their constituencies. It has 
' \Become increasingly obvious that internal reform of the PRJ itself and of the �ftmated mass organizations with regard to decision-making and candidate 
0��lection is one of the main requirements for progress towards implementation 
: ;!�J:the liberalizing measures and towards democratization. Serious challenges to 
··i,lhe' govemment and to union leaders loyal to the PRI have continued as 
)�Utonomous tendencies in the labor movement keep growing stronger . 
. However, without a strong common front of organizations articulating the 

.:iRterests of subordinate classes politically, it is doubtful that the PRJ will feel 
Yspfficient pressure to resolve the internal struggle in favor of democratization of ���party as well as the national political system. 

�I, " • 

.. �l7; ; 
l{�gime Transformations and Transnational 
�.S!fuctures of Power 111: . 
J!itemational economic influences were important for democratizing tendencies ��J': both economic conjunctures and the structural integration of Latin 'lAplerican countries into the world economy.Sl The expansion of the export �¥6nomy and later lSI, stimulated by the Depression and World War II, 
;:�ffected the class structure and thus the strength of civil society and its political 
�Wticulation; Thus, to the extent that integration into world markets generated ;;�cpnomic growth, it also affected the class structure in a way to bring forth 1plessures for democratization. Moreover, where this integration took the form . �J'an enclave it tended to weaken the economic and political power bases of 
��p.;democratic landowners. However, other effects of economic dependence, 
�p:¢rpetuated by the particular way in which Latin America was integrated into . �\r�r1d markets, were negative for pro-democratic forces. 
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First, as already discussed, dependent industrialization led to the emerge��tT 
of a comparatively small industrial working class. At the same time there wali',�< 
very large urban informal sector of self-employed and of people employedii!i 
very small enterprises. This made labor organization exceedingly difficult.� 
Where a strong current of organization in the working class was .absen�c 
middle-class organizations tended to remain weaker and less prone tq promO,!� 
ing democratization as well. . . . . . . }�)' 

Second, since the dependent economies were highly vulnerable to extem�� 
shocks, some international economic conjunctures, such as the onset oft1i�i; 
Depression, gave rise to economic crises which fundamentally threatened th�\; 
interests of economic elites along with those of all other sectors of society. T�t' 
helped to erode the confidence of elites who had shared political power in.:!i: 
democratic context with representatives of middle-class interests in the capad�i 
of political parties to protect their interests, and it induced them to attempt tq: 
reassert exclusive control by imposing an authoritarian system. The mo'�r 
clear-cut cases illustrating this are Argentina in 1930 and Uruguay in 193,3r 
The economic problems which contributed to the erosion of fragile democ��� 
cies in the 1950s and 1960s were less attributable to clearly identifiaq*. 
international economic conjunctures like the Depression, but they were equally, 
clearly related to structural features of dependent industrialization, mainly tti�: 
high import intensity of the manufacturing sector. .. ' W 

Third, the presence of direct foreign investment in crucial sectors of t1t�; 
economy also tended to weigh on the side of the anti-democratic forces in;�: 
very direct way. Foreign investors not only strongly opposed reform attempts of 
democratic governments, such as increases in corporate taxes and eliminatio�: 
of privileges (not to speak of expropriation), thus undermining these govem�� 
ments' economic base and political support, but also encouraged anti,�· 
democratic forces to take action. The opposition from foreign investors an.�; 
their support for authoritarian transitions were most visible in the 1960s and, 
1970s (Brazil 1964, Chile 1973), both because the penetration of foreign capitij� 
was very extensive and because these regimes most openly challenged itS 
position. However, opposition and retaliation also occurred where forei� 
capital was largely confined to extractive industries and infrastructure, ifijf; 
prerogatives were attacked (Venezuela 1945-8). Particularly detrimental foi{ 
democracy was the fact that US companies could mobilize pressures from theg; 
home government on democratic regimes. Chile 1970-3 is the most drama��). 
case (US Senate 1975), but Brazil under Goulart (Skidmore 1967 : 322-30); 
and Peru under Belaunde (Jaquette 1971 :  172) also experienced such pressli�i 
res. In these cases, pressures from international economic and politicalforc�s�. 
coincided. · /i:). 

Influences from the international system of states, both conjunctu.ral arid' 
structural, which favored democracy were clearly weaker than in Europe. Only; 
if one includes the cultural diffusion of the ideal of democracy in the nineteerim: 
and again in the twentieth century might one arrive at a different assessmeok 
Latin American countries were not significantly involved in either of the WoI!d, 
Wars, and thus the aftermath of the Wars had a weaker impact on prq� 
democratic forces. The post-World War I political conjuncture, while in som�, 
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'.��es seeing considerable increases in labor mobilization, most prominently in 
�entina and Chile, did not produce the wave of democratization it did in 
;��r6pe. Pro-democratic tendencies in the aftermath of World War I remained :(i��, weak to take advantage of the international discrediting of authoritarian 
(�'gimes because the internal balance of class power, unlike that in Europe, was :�otsignificantly affected by involvement in the War. Despite the beginnings of \import substitution industrialization before and during World War I, neither 
.tJie position of the economically dominant classes nor the size and mobilization 
0lpacity of the subordinate classes underwent significant changes. In contrast to :Wast of Europe, the large landholders were still economically important and 
pplitically powerful, and, with the exceptions of Argentina and Uruguay, the wban middle and lower classes were too small and! or insufficiently organized 
:tg play the role of counterweights. 
:'r"By the end of World War II, organized segments of the middle and working �shisses, in some cases supported and in others tolerated by urban industrial 
:Mles and sectors of the military, were in a stronger position to ride the wave of 
'i)lternational pro-democratic sentiment and pressure for the discarding of 
:13uthoritarian political practices, despite the continued opposition of the large 
J��downers and traditional sectors of the military. Still, only in Argentina, 
,Wazil, Venezuela, and Peru did the end of World War II noticeably reinforce 
'detn0cratic currents. In the post-World War II period, the European powers 
{Were very concerned with consolidating democracy in their own region, and :�EC pressures for democratization in southern Europe were related to these 
')��ncems. Moreover, the Socialist International played an important pro
iMinocratic role in Europe. The European concerns and consequent pro
li�inocratic actions in international politics had only a much weaker counterpart iInithe United States and its sphere of influence, as perceived security interests 
:9f the United States as a global power assumed priority (Whitehead 1986b). ��e one case in Latin America where US pressures for democracy were ��plied and where they managed to tip the internal balance of power towards )!!ie democratic forces is the Dominican Republic in 1 978 (Kryzanek 1 979). 
�1() ,In contrast, anti-democratic influences from the international state system )�ete considerably stronger in Latin America than in Europe, most prominently 
ilie'Cold War and US support for and training of the Latin American military. ;l!jS pressures induced many governments to outlaw communist parties and thus 
\t�'�llow at best for restricted democracy, even where these parties clearly played 
�b�the democratic rules of the game. Military assistance in the 1 950s and 1 960s ;reinforced the anti-communism of the Latin American military, which tended 
:j<Hjecome co-terminous with anti-leftism and anti-popular (democratic) forces. 
iH. also strengthened the military as an institution and thus its potential to act 
i�utonomously not only from the incumbent government but from civil society 
faIid' political institutions in general. It increased the centrality of organized 't�rce in the state apparatus and the capacity of this branch to take control of the 'pther parts of the state apparatus and use it to extend control over civil society. 
[Whereas US military aid and assistance alone by no means explain the erosion 
';'Qrthe democratic systems (which was mainly due to the underlying forces �scussed above), they helped create a state apparatus unfavorable for demo-
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cracy and thus the conditions for the installation of bureaucratic-authoritariaii� 
regimes in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay in the 1 9605 and 1970s��$ 
Furthermore, US pressures exercised through economic means and diploma9�: 
channels did contribute to the undermining of the legitimacy of incumbeJit'" 
governments and thus to the critical weakening of democratic systems in Boli��� 
and Brazil before 1 964, Peru before 1 968, and most dramatically Chile befor�f 
1 973. ; i � ;ri 

Conclusion ;1 " .. \��: 
In the preceding analysis the class structure, class alliances and the balance �� 
class power, as well as the relationship between class forces and the stat�� 
emerged as important factors shaping the installation and transformation 9f� 
democracy in South America and Mexico. The formation both of class allian� 
and of the relationship between state and civil society were heavily influenc�Q,� 
by the integration of these countries into the world economy and by the�, 
position in the system of states. These general relationships were highl�) 
consistent with our expectations based on the analytical framework presentedill' 
chapter 3.  :dl 

In addition, the analysis of the Latin American experience has drawn o\l!i; 
attention to three elements which elaborate our , original framework and tIl�; 
theoretical lessons drawn in chapter 4 from the experience of advanc��L 
capitalist societies. Fi�st, �he middle classes pl�yed a more pro�ne�t role .in�: 
process of democranzatton than they had 10 advanced capitahst SOCieties;\, 
Second, political parties turned out to play a crucial role in the installation �4� 
consolidation of democratic regimes. Third, the character of the state its�gc 
changed with economic development in a way that entailed potentially de�� 
imental consequences for democracY. : �f 

We saw that parties led and supported by members of the middle class�,�; 
were the decisive forces behind democratization more often than in advanc�d,', 
capitalist societies. This is partly a result of the fact that in this chapter we alS,�\ 
included restricted forms of democracy whereas in the last one we concentrated; 
on the transition to and the breakdown of full democracies. And it is partIY'l� 
simple result of the weakness of the working-class. The middle classes were l!At:; 
inherently more democratic in Latin America than in Europe or No¢\, 
AmeriCa. The ambivalen.t attitude of the middle classes towards democra&y; 
became clear in their frequent acceptance of restricted democracy as well as.i1r 
their repeated support for coups overthrowing democratic regimes whicK 
appeared to be incapable of guaranteeing economic and social stability. Siri�l 
the middle classes first and foremost pursued their own inclusion, the natu�e'Rfc, 
available allies determined the type of democracy they attempted to install. OWjJ, 
under the influence of a significant working-class presence <,lid they fight fo� 
and defend full democracy. ;�t , -, �:: 's 
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�;�o1itical parties emerged in our analysis in a crucial role for the mobilization 
ofipressures for inclusion from subordinate classes, and for the achievement of 
:iJi�;clelicate balance between such pressures from subordinate classes and ��at perception on the part of economic elites necessary for the consolidation 
,qfi�emocracy. The type of party which emerged, and the class alliances it was ��Jeto mobilize were originally shaped by the nature of the export economy, Qalnely its agricultural versus mineral base. In agricultural export economies 
tljentelistic parties emerged and in mineral export economies radical mass 
��es. The clientelistic parties typically included sectors of elites and the 
,mI.<idle classes and presented a moderate threat to elites only, in contrast to the rcf4Jcal mass parties which mobilized middle-working-class alliances to exert �l1g pressures for inclusion. Accordingly, clientelistic parties were less likely 
tQ��yoke strong defensive, anti-democratic reactions than radical mass parties. 
JI9wever, where labor intensive agriculture dominated the export sector IaJi4lords resisted democratization anyway, with the result that the opening of iI1�political system was delayed and extended at best to restricted democracy. 
Iriiagricultural export economies with non-labor intensive agriculture and the 
p!�.sence of a sizeable working class, clientelisitc parties were capable of Uijtalling full democracy. Strong pressures for democratization from radical 
mass parties set in motion sequences of instability which could only be broken if eme,� were reassured through concrete experience that their interests could be 
we)! protected in a democratic system. In all types of economies, the party ��em assumed crucial importance for consolidation or breakdown after the iWg�linstallation of democracy. Only where it afforded effective protection of eJ,!t� interests through strong parties representing or at least safeguarding these in,te�ests) or through a political pact, could democracy be consolidated. 
<'(�jne state apparatus itself emerged in a more prominent role than in the 
lItNanced capitalist societies. Military involvement in politics was much higher iii';irtost countries. This was originally a result of drawn-out independence wars an� involvement in border conflicts in the nineteenth century. It was perpe
tu�i.ed in the twentieth century in many cases through civilian appeals to the 
.riillitary for the exercise of pressures on incumbent governments or for direct ��ryention. Such intervention could only be stopped where political parties 
��¢ame the main channels for the political articulation and promotion of the irit�re�ts of all major groups in the society. In some countries the state became lri\portant in shaping the political articulation of newly emerging social forces in tJ,#,early stages of industrialization. A tradition of strong state involvement in '�Q�ping civil society stemming from colonial days (Brazil), the early period of iil!lependence (Paraguay), or the period of reconstruction after the revolution 
:@:e)Cico) was conducive to successful attempts to encapsulate subordinate 
i:��es, particularly the emerging working class, into state sponsored organiza
tions and thus pre-empt pressures for democratization. Even where there was 
1i�1'$uch tradition and where state attempts at incorporating new groups had no �sting success, state expansion .as a result of the expansion of the export 
(�enomy and prior to significant industrialization created a situation where a 
;¢�mparatively large state apparatus confronted a weak civil society and thus was 
#ljle to retard and/or weaken the independent articulation of the emerging ,'<[)," 
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working-class. At advanc,ed stages of industrialization a new form of ��!e 
domination over civil society emerged, bureaucratic-authoritarian regirlles., 
The high autonomy of the state from civil society and the state's deliberate�l. 
successful attempts to weaken civil society rested on its strong coercive capaCi� : 
and on its capacity to mobilize economic resources independent of the dbm��!i( 
economically dominant classes. Both types of capacity had been strengtherifil' 
by economic development and the state's involvement in the intematiq!Jil 
economy and system of states. Economic development, technological advaiic� 
and the imperative of dealing with the most sophisticated actors in intematiti)iaJ 
markets provided the incentive and the means for an expansion of adminiStW�: 
ive and managerial capacity of the state apparatus. Access to external sourc�:qf 
capital reduced the state's dependence on the domestic bourgeoisie. And'WS :  
financial assistance and training for military and police forces had gri�!IY 
increased the repressive capacity of the state. :�� ,  

Particul;uly the rise of bureaucratic authoritarianism, but also the eri� 
experience with democratization analyzed in this chapter has revealed'j�� 
importance of the context of late development and a dependent position iritQ� 
world system. Late industrialization with advanced imported technology'ijils 
created a class structure with a comparatively small industrial working cl�, 
which has kept the balance of class power rather unfavorable for the installag�li ' 
and consolidation of full democracy. Raw material export led economic groWUt 
provided the basis for state expansion before significant industrialization lU1tl 
thus created the possibility for a power imbalance between the state and ci"il 
society, tilted in favor of the former. The importance of the external anchoiiJlg 
of the state coming with economic and geo""political dependence fuitller 
accentuated this imbalance. The crucial role of the state as an intermedi�' 
between the national and international economy, particularly in securing ac��� 
to foreign markets, capital, and technology, strengthened its autonomy from 
domestic economic elites. The externally supported expansion of the repress�,e 
apparatus of the state cemented the autonomy of the state from civil society a$f� 
whole. These tendencies manifested themselves most dramatically in the ris�ijf 
the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes, but they were also noticeable in o��1 
cases and did not disappear with the redemocratization of the bureaucrF' 
tic-authoritarian regimes. The role of the state and its external anchoring Wjll 
appear as even more crucial in the experience of Central American ��' 
Caribbean countries which will be analyzed in the next chapter. , ;�jv 

Finally, let us come back briefly to the studies of political change in Laii{l 
America mentioned in the beginning of this chapter and reflect on w� 
difference between the approach that has been used here and that used in tIiog� 
studies as well as in the interpretations of the results of cross-natio� 
quantitative studies. First of all, we have tried to bring political institutiojiil 
factors into a basically class-analytic perspective. We have argued that initiaut 
the structure of a country's economy and the class structure and class allian� 
it generated, in conjunction with the historical legacies of the transitioit1tQ' 
independence, shaped the prospects for democracy as well as the charactef�f 
the state and the newly emerging party systems. Once the,se institutions J\a�' 
come into existence, however, they assumed a weight of their own aria 
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(�JI,tri�uted in decisive ways to regime outcomes. Second, rather than assuming matthe prospects for democracy at a particular time depend on the relative 
,��ight of different "variables" at that time, our analysis has identified ��quences which are always contingent on historical legacies. The paths 
:f9JIowed by different countries forked at critical junctures, opening some 
· oppons for the future and closing others. Not just the occurrence but the timing �Rtritical events, such as the consolidation of state power, or the expansion of ij\�ustrialization, were crucial. Depending on when they occurred they set in 
fii6tion different sequences of elite contestation and pressures for inclusion. Gt6ss-sectional descriptions that do not take into account the historical �t�esses which underlie current choices simply cannot provide satisfying ��bunts of. the rise and fall of democratic regimes. 
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Introduction 

We now tum to another important part of the western hemisphere, nam��� 
Central America and the Caribbean, where the strong democratic tradition 9,{ 
the ex-British Caribbean stands in stark contrast to the authoritarianism ana: 
repression of the Central American countries. Both sets of cases are. excep� 
tional; the level of social conflict and repression in Central America stands Q�t 
among Third World countries, as does the longevity of democratic rule in dig 
English-speaking Caribbean. We argue that this is due to the particular natUfg 
of the state and the historical evolution of its relationship to domesti�) 
economically dominant classes and the transnational structures of power. :';!;i 

The development and survival of political democracy in the English-speakirtj' 
Caribbean make that group of countries remarkable in comparison to oili(r! 
countries at similar stages of socioeconomic development. As Huntingtd#' 
(1984: 201) points out in his assessment of the prospects for democracy in ilj'�; 
world, it is among the upper third of "middle income countries" (as classified by 
the World Bank) which he terms the "zone of transition" that democracy is 'it 
all frequent and even among this group of twenty-one countries only seven ai� 
democratic. By contrast, democracy is the rule rather than the exception in t1i� 
West Indies, despite the fact that only one of these countries, Trinidad an�: 
Tobago, had reached the level of development to qualify for the zone Qf 
transition by the early 1 980s. The Central American countries conform to �� 
norm of authoritarianism at their level of development, but the intensity i� 
social strife and the strength of revolutionary challenges as well as of repressi(jn 
make them exceptional also. gj 

Both sets of countries are also of special interest because they are charact�'7\ 
rized by what one could call hyperdependency. To a greater extent than Soum 
America and Mexico, they were shaped by external economic and po1iti�t 
forces. They came closer to being pure plantation economies (Best 1967,Y; 
growing and declining with the vagaries of the world market for one or tWQ 

.... 'J 
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.�ops, and they have been more directly dominated politically by foreign p9wers. British colonialism in the larger Caribbean territories lasted until the 
��60s, to be followed by US hegemonic domination. The ex-Spanish Central 
4Nnerican countries had come under US domination by the turn of the century ;a)£eady. Essentially, this meant that no government could consolidate its rule if 
:�i;was not acceptable to the United States. For the most part, diplomatic and 
t��onomic pressures were sufficient to produce the results desired by the United 
l§,tltesj if they were not, military intervention provided the necessary leverage, ;(t.pm the .frequent occupations

. 
in the early 20th century to the invasions of 

;@l:enada In 1 983 and Panama In 1989. 
�b{'Since, as we argued in the last chapter, economic and political dependency ��d a largely negative, if complex, impact on chances for democracy in Latin 
;�erica by creating a class structure unfavorable for the self-organization of 
�\!hordinate classes, state expansion and autonomy from domestic social forces 
'tJ1favorable for a balance between state and civil society, and economic �Jnerability unfavorable for the consolidation of constitutional regimes, one 
��puld expect a rather total absence of a democratic tradition in these small, 
'h)iperdependent countries. This expectation is \videly fulfilled in Central 
i�erica, but hardly in the ex-British Caribbean. 
'�I:\The contrast between the political development of the two sets of countries 
;,Qighlights two analytical themes which emerged in the last chapter. First 
.�fuJendency is a complex economic and political structural condition some of 
;��ose aspects can have positive and others negative effects on democratic 
;'f�i'ces, and these effects may change over time. Second, structural factors shape 
::�e emergence of political institutions, but political institutions then assume a 
;tole of their own in shaping political outcomes. Foreign domination in the form �CiBritish colonialism in the Caribbean implied state autonomy from domestic 
:�U�es and allowed for the emergence of unions and political parties which \�ecame the crucial driving forces for democratization and counterweights to 
,1il�m�stic economic elites, sustaining a power balance favorable for democratic 
!!�giines after independence. In contrast, foreign domination in the form of US 
;h�gemony in Central America reinforced the position of domestic elites and 
;���pported the build-up of strong coercive apparatuses, thus helping oli
(gilil:hic-military alliances to undermine or repress middle- and working-class 
i9rganization. At a later stage, US military aid and training contributed to the iti{)wing autonomy of the military and its direct exercise of political power 
\wough highly authoritarian and repressive regimes. 
t:fB:This chapter attempts to explain the emergence of both types of regimes 
i\hiough comparative historical analysis. We will employ two kinds of comparii�pns in the analysis in order to account for differences in regime outcome. First, 
!�e will compare the ex-British West Indies to the ex-Spanish plantation 
��.chnomies in the region in order to examine what characteristics of the political (efpnomies and histories of these two groups appear to be connected with the mtarkedly different political destinies of the two groups of countries. Second, we r��amine variations within these tWo groups, contrasting democratic Costa Rica �th the rest of Central America, and the two authoritarian cases of Bum ham's 
�,Gllyana and Gairy's Grenada with the rest of the West Indies. l  
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As before, we focus on the balance of class power, the relationship bet:YIJ��; 
civil society and the state, and the impact of transnational structures of power' 
on the emergence and consolidation of democracy. We also continue OUf efili'rtc 
to reinterpret the fmdings of the cross-national statistical studies employmg;l.,. 
different theoretical framework from that used in those studies. CornparedJ,IO': 
the experience in the advanced capitalist countries and South America, the�ole:: 
of the state, particularly its external anchoring, will emerge as more deci���. 
The analysis which follows will confirm what we have argued for the S(j�!h ' 
American cases and what the cross-national statistical analyses show, nari1�� ' 
that economic dependence per se has mainly indirect and contradictory;� i 
thus statistically not significant effects on democratic rule, but that geo-poliq��; 
dependence has more directly noticeable and, in the US sphere of influeti�� 
predominantly negative consequences for democratic stability. Howeverj;t!\r 
example of the ex-British West Indies again cautions against undifferentia!�4 
generalizations. In these countries, geo-political dependence, i. e. their status;�' 
colonies, at a critical historical juncture had long term indirect effects favoratilf 
for the emergence and consolidation of democracy. In explaining these etIe�! 
then, we also offer a new interpretation of the positive relationship found intlft 
statistical studies between British colonial status and democracy. Finally, oY)' 
analysis of the breakdown of democracy in Guyana provides an explanatioH�f 
the negative statistical relationship between ethnic diversity and dernocf@y 
which links eihnicity to class and state. ;\\f;i 

Some additional comments on the arguments concerning the relationsNp 
between British colonialism and democracy prevalent in the literature are\�; 
order before we develop our analysis. The quantitative studies do hardly m§f� 
than mention the correlation, but several other recent studies (Diamond 1989,i;· 
Huntington 1984; Weiner 1987) make the argument that British colonialisf,n 
left a legacy favorable for democracy because it provided for a period of tuteliiY 
democracy before independence.2 The evidence offered by Weiner (1987: 2Q) 
is that "every country with a population of at least 1 million (and almost all qle. 
smaller countries as well) that has emerged from colonial rule since World W�: 
II and has had a continuous democratic experience is a former British coloniit 
His explanation points to the enduring legacy of the establishment by th� 
British colonial authorities of bureaucratic structures and the rule oflaw, and of 
representative institutions and periodic elections. Owing to their sOciaiization,i9 
these institutions, local elites internalized the norms of democratic proceduij. 
and developed organizational and other political leadership skills . .In o}!I 
analysis of the British settler colonies, we did find that the transfer of BritiSh 
institutions to ,the colonies did contribute to the democratic outcomes in thoS� 
countries. · 'ft 

However, Weiner's evidence and argument on the salutary effects ofBri�� 
colonialism is problematic as there are only six countries which fit his crite�a 
and, as Weiner himself admits and Huntington points out as well, many m�te. 
former British colonies have not sustained democratic rule. Thus, we i,r� 
dealing with a weak correlation. The argument nevertheless is rescued by theSe 
authors with the introduction of length of British colonial rule. In .tli'� 
Caribbean and India and Sri Lanka British colonialism had deep enough rooTh 
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:,oJe�ve an enduring legacy, they claim, whereas the shorter period of colonial 
ri!le in Africa meant that the institutions of tutelary democracy did not take �tj.What this modification of the argument overlooks is the fact that, as our ,3Jialysis here will show, indigenous political leaders and parties only began to 
;'pJ;Xia significant role in the British Caribbean during and after World War II, �Ji\iey did in Britain's African colonies. Another problem with Weiner's and 
9m��authors' arguments is that they do not provide any systematic comparison 
WUJ:l; other forms of colonialism, particularly French colonialism. We shall 
��hJtn to this issue in the conclusion to this chapter. 

tf . 'Qiwbbean and Central Amencan Cases Compared :t�JR/' �bbean and Central American countries share some socioeconomic charac
,tJlsHcs which cross-national statistical studies have shown to be inimical to !d�Wocracy. As pointed out above, their levels. of develop!"lent in 1970 ��re too 111»:;;to be favorable for democracy. Their econonues were tradltlOnally 
p1itation economies, with some mining and industrialization, and tourism in 
11t��c::aribbean, superimposed in the post-World War II period. This means that 
i�;��ocieties were traditionally very hierarchical and the economies highly 
.��I)�ndent on foreign trade and foreign investment. Both areas underwent 
�lwficant economic growth in the 1960s stimulated by a combination of export 
:�&J�nsion to advanced capitalist countries and common market arrangements, 
��; Central American Common Market (CACM) and the Caribbean Free 
��de Association (CARIF1'A). This growth created similar strains, namely 
liD�bated (if not increasing) inequality and high un- and underemployment in 
#ffi�n and rural areas, as well as growing popular mobilization. Though Costa �W�and the major Caribbean countries except for Guyana had a higher GDP P,i,capita in the 1960s and 1970s than the Central American countries, which 
Yllgesponds to their higher level of democracy, seen on a world scale these 
:cl{frerences are not very significant, as of all our cases only Trinidad and 
�9�ago had reached the "zone of transition" by the early 1980s. Thus, low 
�91l0mic development, high inequality, rapid social change, and the specially .�.� dependence on US interests all militated alainst the installation and 
SQ9So1idation of democratic regimes in the region. '�«Not surprisingly, then, all but two of the Spanish-speaking countries in the 
�#tbbean basin were ruled by authoritarian regimes in the 1960s and 1970s, 
'Qrtd the 1970s saw increasingly violent confrontations between these regimes 
��4 'Jeforrnist or revolutionary forces. The exceptions were Costa Rica and, q9Pt 1978 on, the Dominican Republic. In contrast, all but two of the 
E.nglish-speaking Caribbean countries had democratic regimes from the time 
o�hweir independence in the 1960s throughout the 1970s. Guyana and {!f�ilada were the exceptions. The question imposes itself why democracy 
could flourish in some countries, whereas in others economic elites and military 
ASV> � 
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establishments resorted to increasingly violent repression not only of revo\�f 
tionary movements but of democratic reformist forces as well. N�' 

The first obvious hypothesis that comes to mind is that British coloniali�� 
was the critical variable as it left a legacy of democratic institutions. We W,iJ 
indeed see that British colonialism did make an indirect contribution tQ/ilie 
emergence of democracy. However, the cases of Guyana and Grenada (noHI� 
speak of Britain's colonies in Africa) show that this legacy did -not necessaijlj 
survive, and Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic show that other paths!g� 
to democracy in the region. The question then becomes whether the deIn6�: 
des in Central America and the Caribbean on the one hand and tlle 
non-democracies on the other hand share any similarities which extant theori� 
suggest are important for the development and survival of democratic syste�: 

An explanation inspired by Moore would suggest the following: iri tlJe 
Central American non-democracies, rural class relations were characterized;by' 
a combination of wage labor and legal coercion, and there was an , allian� 
between large landowners, still the dominant faction of the economic elites, t)(e 
state, and a dependent bourgeoisie. In the Caribbean democracies, in contia�t 
rural labor relations were squarely based on wage labor, the economic forturi� 
of the planter class had declined, being replaced by foreign companies, and tJi«s 
the authoritarian alliance had been eclipsed. There is undoubtedly s6IRe 
validity in this explanation. Landlords had remained an extremely imporiahj; 
part of the economic elites in Central America, whereas they had lost most�f' 
their economic power in the English-speaking Caribbean. Furthermore, at l)i� 
beginning of the 1 960s, a clearly higher percentage of the labor force wasil\) 
agriculture in the Central American countries (between 49 and 67 perc¢Ri) 
than in our Caribbean cases' (between 20 and 36 percent). Even if we follow iiie 
arguments about the reconceptualization oflabor repressive agriculture laidQij( 
in the last two chapters and acknowledge that agriculture was labor intens�t 
both in Central America and the Caribbean, a greater proportion of�� 
population was subject to landlord attempts at keeping rural labor abundant��, 
cheap in Central America. In fact, landowners in Central America did resorl�� 

' legal and extra-legal means to prevent unionization and other formsi 'Qf 
collective action, in contrast to the Caribbean where rural labor was w�U 
organized in unions. , +(Wi 

Nevertheless, the examples of Barbados and Honduras caution agaU1,1! 
accepting the explanation based on landlord power as sufficient. In Barba4M 
the planter class had remained the hegemonic faction in the economic elit8; 
having extended its holdings into urban activities, and yet rural labor was w�u ,A,  
organized. In Honduras the large landowners had never been very prosperou$ 
and had also taken second place to foreign banana companies, but with til� 
exception of some unionization on banana plantations, rural labor remam�4 
very weakly organized. Thus, we at least need to understand the histo�� 
conditions which prevented the planters in Barbados from suppressIng ni�l 
unionization like their counterparts did in Central America. To explain: our 
central question, why Barbados was democratic and Honduras authoritari�� 
we need to complement the focus on the landowner-state-bourgeois a1lian�e 
with a focus on the relative strength of middle- and lower-class organizations� 
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i :ii�hole and on the nature of the state apparatus and its relations to foreign 
, .(��ces, and we need to analyze the historical sequences underlying the different 
:i�1tems in our three clusters of power. What was crucial in Barbados was that, 
:�yl'the 1960s, the power of the planter class was counterbalanced by the 
\!�tesence of strong political parties and labor unions. In Honduras, the military ;Qll�d the country, given the absence of a strong economic elite and the very low 
;��@ree of organization of the middle and working-classes at the national level. 
:,;�emal intervention at an earlier stage and military support in the post-World 
(M'�rII period had greatly contributed to making the military the most important 
" ��!ional institution. ��arbados, then, exemplifies the dominant pattern of the 1960s in the 
;:�#nocratic Caribbean societies and Costa Rica as far as the relative strength of �£iYil society and, within it, of the subordinate classes is concerned. Labor 
ilYMons, professional associations, and political parties gave the subordinate 
·.t1a�ses leverage vis-a-vis the economic elites. Unions and parties, along with 
�r(jfessional associations and churches, also constituted forces independent of 
.W�state and thus the locus of some degree of power as a counterweight to state 
it�\ver. Moreover, these societies had weak or non-existent military establish
.m;�nts, which meant that the likelihood of the repressive apparatus of the state ?Jf�Jhg used by any one group or acting autonomously to crush civil society was 19»'. Conversely, Honduras exemplifies the pattern of the authoritarian regimes 
' ��ere civil society and particularly the subordinate classes were still weak. Attempts of unions, reformist parties, students, and church groups to strengJfi�n their organizations and ' exercise pressures to extract concessions from 
��onomic elites and/or to influence political decisions met with resistance, if 
�t!outright repression, from the state apparatus. The military establishments 
h}i&re,comparatively large and strong, i. e. well equipped, trained and financed, 
Jlifgely with US military aid. They acted either autonomously or in alliance with 
?���nomic elites to repress challenges from civil society to their collective 
,iiporate as well as their own and the economic elite's economic interests. The 
,.�emal support meant that the power imbalance between the coercive �pparatus of the state and civil society kept growing and that the potential for 
���onomous political action on the part of the security forces increased along 1VJth it. ;��"fhe structural and institutional underpinnings of authoritarianism and 
;a¥niocracy in the 1960s and 1970s; then, can be clearly identified. What 
��!liains to be explored is the theoretically important question how these 
;sttuctures and institutions evolved in such a different manner, given the 
;�itimon roots of these societies in plantation economies. The antecedents of 
t1ieHifferent situations of the 1960s lie in the developments in the 1930s. The 
J!i�pression brought great disruptions to the extremely export-dependent 
l�ieties in the region. In response to decreasing real wages and increasing 1I!teinployment, attempts at labor organization and labor protests emerged in all 
·��ieties.4 The reactions of the economic elites to these protests and organizing 
,;�nempts were universally negative', but the reaction of the state varied widely. 
lJere, British colonialism was important, in so far as it constituted an alternative 
16 11mdlord or military control of the state and thus the use of the coercive forces ;::'�i' .. 
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of the state to repress both the protests and the emerging labor unions ��: 
allied political parties. Consequently, the 1 930s marked the beginning'�9f 
organized political life and opened the way for the subsequent consolidatio��f' 
civil society in the Caribbean, whereas in Central America they set.;We: 
precedent for the primacy of the coercive apparatus of the state and for s�!¢ 
control over and repression of civil society, exercised either by . 1�i!IF 
owner-military coalitions or by the military alone. Costa Rica, the deviant� ' 
in Central America, resembled the Caribbean in so far as the large landowIie!'S 
were not in firm control of the state apparatus either and consequendy tinto� 
and political parties were allowed to consolidate their organizations. ' " ". �i'� 6;J/,�· 

" ":��'�,,;.' . !�,�: .Spanish-speaking countries from the 1930s to the 1960s 
.'��?�?; 

To explain why the economic elites and/or the military controlled the stat��; 
Central American countries and the ·Dominican Republic in the 1930s A[a 
used this control to squash emerging social forces, two interdependent se,�.ibf 
factors are crucial, namely the economic strength of the large landowners�d 
their relationship to the state, and the extent of US economic presence;�� 
direct political intervention. To underline the theoretical point that streng4)fQf 
the landed class is not the only critical variable but rather that the role of,th� 
state and foreign forces has to be taken into consideration, one can distin�h 
two basic types of class-state constellations in Central America in the flIst �e 
decades of this century (or three types, if one takes Costa Rican exceptionajijln 
into account, which will be discussed below). In one type, exemplified ,by1fJ 
Salvador and Guatemala, the large landowners were very prosperous, haig 
established commercial and financial holdings as well (EI Salvador), or haviilg 
merged with originally merchant elites (Guatemala) .s They formed an oli " 
in the true sense of the word, controlling the state directly or via m' 

officers. In the other type, exemplified by Honduras, Nicaragua, an tJ 
Dominican Republic, the landowners were not as prosperous because hiS�iJ. 
rically the territories had been sparsely populated, had suffered many mili� 
invasions and, particularly in Nicaragua, had seen fierce fights among differe�1 
factions of landowners. Also, foreign capital had a strong presence, domiruiiiJjg 
the fmancial system, the railroads, at times even customs collections, and, i���� 
case of Honduras, the crucial export sector bananas. Thus, the landownel'$.¥2 
group were not in control of the state; rather, military strongmen, sometin@fu 
alliance with an elite faction, exercised political power. Moreover, these tijf�l 
countries were the object of repeated US military intervention and oCCUP��9D 
in the first third of this century, which further impeded the establishf!le�l[gf 
civilian control over the state apparatus. US representatives controlled.f1!i� 
crucial parts of the state, namely the fiscal apparaUIs and the coercive fo#�. 
The US legacy in Nicaragua and the Dominican Republic was a US traiii� 
and equipped security force which was to perform the function of keepj 
peace and order after the withdrawal of US troops. In both cases, these (()f#$ 
were used by their commanders as stepping stones to the establishmen�of 
dictatorial rule and economic fortunes for their families. . ':�>' 
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.f,�!ll the early 1930s, growing unemployment and falling real incomes caused �9pular protests and attempts at labor organization in all the Central American 
C9,�ntries. The response was repression of varying intensity and the establishm�!lt or consolidation of dictatorial regimes. In El Salvador, the last non:@li�ry representative of the oligarchy to hold the presidency, Romero Bosque, 
'Ii�14Qpen elections in 1930. However, his successor, elected narrowly and with 
le,mst support, was overthrown by a military coup in 193 1  which brought 
,G�neral Hernandez Martinez to the presidency. Popular uprisings in the 
��tem coffee growing areas in 1932 were repressed by the anny, and in 
i(:,taliation as many as 30, 000 Salvadorans were killed.6 Hernandez Martinez 
��l� on to power until 1944; his presidency marked the beginning of the 
Jlij!itary-oligarchic pact under which the military dominated in political office ljqlding and provided the oligarchy with the conditions for continued economic '�9 social domination. In Guatemala General Ubico seized power in 193 1 ,  
l(Wlched a purge of suspected Communists and sympathizers, and suppressed 
,,\@cms? He centralized power in the executive, at the expense of rural notables 'M�� landowners) and was able to exercise autocratic rule until 1944. He also 
nrpfessionalized the military and thus laid the groundwork for increasingly 
a�tonomous military action in politics, reducing direct oligarchic control. 
!Jln Honduras, where US and United Fruit Company (UFCO) approval were 
�,�phief criteria for holding the presidency, Carias was elected as the candidate �fi@.� National Party in 1932 and proceeded to rule the country in close 
;�QU!lboration with United Fruit until 1949. In the Dominican Republic and 
�i�aragua, Trujillo and Somoza, the two commanders put in charge of the 
�I::created security forces used their military power to achieve political 
�()*trQl, taking advantage of political unrest and the economic weakening of the 
1�e1andowners.8 Trujillo supported an anned rebellion against the incum
:b��telected president in 1930 and subsequently took control of the electoral �chinery and had himself made president, centralizing power in his hands and 
y§ipg it ruthlessly to suppress any challenges, from popular forces as well as 
e,U��circles, until his assassination in 1961 .  US troops still guaranteed order in 
'W�'first years of the Depression in Nicaragua. Before their withdrawal in 1933 ,m$Y� supervised elections, but Somoza started to act independently of the 
�t�,¢�ed president, for example in the crucial matter of having Sandino, the 
i!�#er of the guerrilla struggle against US occupation, assassinated in 1934. By WJ� Somoza had managed to establish his control over the presidency as well, jli�s inaugurating the dynastic rule of his family which was to last until 1979. 
{�l;1llder these dictators and their successors in the 1940s and 1950s, activities 
§f�i.Jnions and political parties were heavily restricted and their growth was 'stj.jled. The degree of repressiveness of the governments varied between 
cg�I),tries and over time, but even where parties and unions were allowed to 
e��t, they were not able to acquire any significant organizational strength and �qeconomic or political influence.9 Organizations of subordinate classes did 
n9£idevelop as significant counterweights to the economic domination of the J�e domestic landowners and the foreign corporations, nor did civil society 
A�Y�)op as a significant counterweight to the state. On the contrary, the 
i!hbalance between state and civil society was aggravated after World War II, as 
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the state apparatus, particularly its coercive arm, was strengthened through U,$ 
military aid. US support for and influence on the military institutions in Cen@ 
America fostered professionalization; the result of this process was a greattj 
sense of corporate identity, but not an acceptance of the doctrine of civili� 
supremacy. Rather, the military developed the capacity for increasingly autoil� 
mous, though not necessarily united, political action. Splits within the mili� 
assumed relevance for political intervention, resulting in coups and counter, 
coups, sometimes with and sometimes without direct links to civilianforceS1"1 

Guatemala underwent a different development between 1 944 and 1954,'b�1 
by 1 960 the subjection of civil society under a military dominated state was'� 
strong as, if not stronger than, in the other Central American countries. T[f 
main forces responsible for this outcome were the US government and tl1� 
United Fruit Company, the latter by pressuring for and the former by providi�g 
military support for the overthrow of the reformist President Arbenz. TIle 
reason why two reformist presidents could come to power in the firstplace�� 
twofold: General Ubico's vast public works program had the unintended si�.e 
effect of increasing the size of the middle and working classes, and his attempt 
to professionalize the military strengthened reformist factions. In 1944, .�e 
faced intense pressures from a rebellious middle class movement led bYY0t#!g 
officers and university students. The international conjuncture was favorable:to 
the rebellion1o and the US was reassured by the participation of officers. After 
Ubico's ouster, free elections were held and won by Arevalo who proceeded:i6 
support the rights and organizations of urban labor. Even rural unions achiev�� 
a consid�rable pr�sence, and. �nde� Arbenz, who was elected in � �50, ��) 
became Involved In the admInistratIOn of a land reform. Thus, cnl]l SOCl�.ty 
underwent a rapid development and the balance of power started to s�� 
somewhat in favor of the middle and working classes, but the attemptS;)! 
economic and political inclusion of urban and rural lower classes threatenedl11� 
oligarchy and the military, as well as United Fruit. UFCO's landholdings ana 
control over the railroads were threatened and its executives found close allils 
in the US government. 1 1  The result was an armed invasion and the overthi'QW 
of Arbenz, organized and financed by the CIA. Castillo Armas, the leader orth� 
invasion force and new president, erased the post-1945 labor legislatiqni 
cancelled the registration of large numbers of unions and made effectiye 
unionization virtually impossible. The number of organized workers fell fro;n 
some 100, 000 in 1 954 to fewer than 27, 000 in 1955 (Schoultz 1983: 193);� 

The real exception to the pattern prevailing in Central America was costa 
Rica. The crucial factors setting it apart were the relative weakness of�� 
oligarchy and relative strength of the rural middle class which had their roo�'jjj 
colonial times. Costa Rica was originally poor and sparsely populated, mds! 
settlers becoming farmers rather than hacienda owners. Coffee cultivation:* 
the 1 830s started on family-sized farms, and though later a process of lana 
concentration took place and a landowning, coffee-exporting elite with divei� 
sified holdings emerged, a prosperous middle class of farmers and merchafi� 
remained.12 This led to an early institutionalization of middle-class participa
tion in politics and the growth of political parties. After 1 889 responsible 
government and contestation became institutionalized, but property, income; 
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,��dliteracy qualifications kept the suffrage still highly restricted. Between 1917  :;W1i1919 the electoral tradition was interrupted by dictatorial rule, but after the 
t,�Jtim to democratic rule registration and balloting procedures were gradually 
,�proved to effectively include larger sectors of the population; literacy 
!'iiW�fications were abolished in 1949. Accordingly, by the time the Depression 
!��erated significant popular protests, the large landowners were no longer in 
'f!l.ll �control of the state apparatus nor could they successfully appeal to , the �itary to re-establish such controLI3 Rather, popular organization continued 
;\p,igrow. A few unions had already emerged in the early decades of the twentieth �Wtury. In 1 929 the Communist Party was formed which became the driving J9rce behind the establishment of unions on the banana plantations in 193 1 .  
�1:�ese unions staged a bitter but partially successful strike in 1934, thus 
:consolidating their and the Communists'14 base in the banana areas. At the f�pe time, unionization increased among urban workers, and the Communists 
!(oi1ned a central union federation which became the dominant force in the 
!lli,�6r movement. �l\Under the impact of labor agitation the incumbent moderately conservative 
'gpvel1lment passed a minimum wage law in 1933. The National Republican 
1�� (PRN), a moderately reformist party, grew'in strength in the 1930s, pardy 
a\1ithe basis of presenting itself as the more moderate alternative to the 
,,��mmunists, and it won the elections in 1936, 1 940, and 1944. To counter the 
!oPPosition from economic elites to his social reform program, President 
!�alder6n in 1942 entered an informal alliance with the Communists who had \'y�n I6 percent of the vote in the 1942 congressional elections (Bulmer
J,lljomas 1987: 102). In 1943 major social reforms were legislated, such as the 
'!ight-hour day, the' right to unionize and strike, and the establishment of labor iS9�rtS. Thus, by the 1 9405 Costa Rica had the most active union movement in 
! ��:ntral America, which, together With the strong middle class, made for a ;lle'.Ver balance favorable to democracy. Nevertheless, the incumbent govern
']jFPts in the 1940s occasionally harrassed the opposition, and consequently 
�9Pposition against the PRN gained ground not only among the economic elites q&t)also among sectors of the middle classes. The rebellion against the PRN :gqverhment which clung to power through clear election fraud in 1948 was led ana won by Jose Figueres in the name of democracy,1 5  and thus did not 
:!Qhstitute a radical break with previous political institutions. ��l\! junta led by Figueres formed an interim government with a social 
!4,�mocratic orientation. The junta's reform designs, such as the nationalization 
��1banks and the imposition of a wealth tax, alarmed economic elites who 
imlinaged to have parties representing their interests dominate the constituent �$embly. In 1 949 Ulate Blanco, the real winner in the fraudulent elections of �9�8, took office. Ulate was a conservative who had won as the candidate of an 
;QPposition coalition consisting of conservative parties and the social democrats, ;l�Juted only by the desire to defeat the PRN. Under his administration the 
�ommunist Party, which had been outlawed by the interim government, J�,mained suppressed. This weakened the more radical tendencies in the union mQyement, but labor and union rights were left untouched. In 1 952 Figueres $9Pned the PLN (Partido de Liberacion Nacional), since then the dominant 
':>\ • 
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party in Costa Rica, alternating in power with a variety of opposition paiti�; 
Arguably the most important outcome of the civil war for the surviviU*qf 
democracy in the longer run was the dismantling of the army by Figueres. Q4�; 
should add, though, that the experience with effective articulation oHllt 
interests of economic elites by conservative parties induced these elitesJto: 
accept the prohibition of a standing army by the constituent assembly. In s�J 
Costa Rica entered the period of rapid transformation in the 1960s and 197� 
with a comparatively well consolidated labor movement, party system, art� 
political institutions, and without a largely autonomous repressive ann ofili�� 
state. 

The English-speaking Caribbean from the 1930s to the 1960s 

The general pattern of state-society relations at the onset of the 1930s in tIt� 
British Caribbean was direct colonial (crown colony) rule over a weaI9Y. 
articulated civil society . 16 Before 1 865, several Caribbean colonies had signifl; 
cant elements of local self-government, though, of course, with such"� 
extremely limited franchise that planter interests were completely dominari�. 
Beginning with Jamaica in 1865 most of the Caribbean colonies were tume!! 
into crown colonies. Local assemblies, usually with a mix of appointed agg; 
elected members, and with property and/or income and literacy qualificati.(')� 
for the franchise, continued to exist, but their powers were subiect to those:9f 
the governor. The first middle- and working-class organizations emerge� 
shortly before the tum of the century, e.g. the Trinidad Workingmeri� 
Association in 1897, the Jamaica Union of Teachers in 1894 and the Jamai43 
Agricultural Society in 1895. The first attempts at forming political parties wet,e: 
generally made in the 1920s. In Jamaica Marcus Garvey founded the Peopl�l� 
Political Party in 1 927, in Barbados C. D. O'Neal formed the Democratis 
League in 1924 and also the Workingmen's Association as popular base for ��. 
League. The same early pattern of party-union alliance under middle-cl� 
leadership existed in Trinidad where the Trinidad Workingmen's Associati.o� 
under the leadership of Cipriani formed the Trinidad Labour Party in 193�;: 
None of these parties, though, were able to consolidate their organization a��. 
social base; rather, they declined quite rapidly and were replaced by the partifs 
coming out of the ferment of the 1 930s. Similarly, the trade unions remain�a' 
weak until the late 1930s. . /}!� 

Between 1934 and 1 938 a wave oflabor rebellions swept the Caribbean. ThW 
unrest brought to the forefront a number of charismatic or otherwise high1� 
prominent labor and political leaders, mostly of middle-class origin, who playe,g 
crucial roles in the formation of unions and allied political parties. Thougft 
security forces, reinforced by British troops, were deployed to put down maS$' 
demonstrations and riots, and a number of people were killed and many leade� 
were arrested, the repression did not nearly approach the levels prevalent:�; 
Central America. Rather than physically liquidating leaders and members :of 
popular organizations and closing the political system, the colonial governmerti' 
left unions intact and allowed for the formation of new political parties in th� 
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' ariennath of the disturbances. The parties which emerged in alliance with trade i@}ons out of this conjuncture became for the most part the driving forces in the 
'���onalist movement, pushing for democratic rule and increasing local auto" D9PtY' Thus, the demands for democratization and for decolonization became 
,;��Xtricably linked. In reaction to the disturbances of the 1930s, the British }aRP.ointed a Royal Commission to investigate social and economic conditions in 

,tI!e,;:'Caribbean colonies. The findings and recommendations of the Moyne 
' q§Irunission (as it is called after its chairman Lord Moyne) were considered so , :�D:sitive by the British that they were not made public in their entirety until ��er World War II, but among the proposed reforms they included steps 
tQ,Wards more significant local participation in government (Post 1981 :  85-91) . 
.. :�!in 1935 major strikes in the oil and sugar industries took place in Trinidad. 

''tubal Uriah Butler emerged as the major agitator and organizer of oil workers 
ail� in 1936 he founded the British Empire Workers and Citizens Home Rule i��hy, to become known as the Butler Party. The labor revolts also gave tise to a 
\ii\lPtber of other loosely working-class-based labor/socialist parties, which 

: am�ulated the demand for universal suffrage and self-government (as well as 
,[elf/social welfare and usually "socialism") in the subsequent period and 
Cf>p.tested the first elections held with universal suffrage in 1946 and 1950. 

<flier took most of the seats alloted to elected members, but they lacked 
$�liesion and were ineffective both as legislative mechanisms and in furthering ili,�drive for responsible government and independence (Ryan 1972: 72-90). It , iw�not until the founding of the People's National Movement (PNM) in 1956 
: �y;bUddle-class elements, headed by the eminent historian Eric Williams, that a 
id§�esive, programmatic party took the lead in spearheading the nationalist 
,ijrgvement. It immediately attracted black working-class electoral support and ��ntually came to be supported by most of the black trade union leadership 
';�'o;··thus achieving the kind of middle-class/working-class fusion accompl��ed in Jamaica and Barbados, albeit without adopting the mild Fabian 
,SOCialism of some of these other parties. /�In Jamaica the first major strikes in 1935 were still quite localized, but in 1938 strikes, protest marches, and clashes with the police spread over the entire 
:m.ilrid (see e.g. Post 1978: 276ft). The Jamaica Workers and Tradesmen Union 
(l'\VTU), founded in 1935, became the base for Alexander Bustamante's 
i�fga\nizing efforts in 1937. He traveled the entire island, using his oratorical JWs and charismatic qualities to urge workers to organize. When expelled 
�m the JWTU for trying to seize the presidency, he formed his own union, the 
,a�stamante Industrial Trade Union (BITU) in January 1939, with some 8,000 
,members (Eaton 1975: 69ft). He also became a member of the newly formed 
P�bple's National Party (PNP). Efforts to form a party to give political ��lPfession to middle- and working-class concerns had started in earnest in 
t?37, and by 1938 Norman W. Manley, Jamaica's most prominent lawyer, had 
,��en convinced to assume the leadership in founding the PNP (Post 1978: t�,�5). In 1940, the PNP adopted a Fabian socialist position, and it appeared that '�ishong PNP-BITU alliance would cement the middle and working-classes f!\to the nationalist movement. However, in 1942 Bustamante broke with the '��P and form�d his own Jamaica Labour Party aLP) in anticipation of the 
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1 944 general elections. This break left the PNP with weak grass-roots suppd�� , 
and accordingly the PNP strengthened its party organization at local levels �h�i' 
promoted growth of the Trade Union Council (TUC). These developme�t.t 
laid the ground work for the domination of Jamaican politics by the;�4 
party-union blocs and for the continued clear leadership of the PNP in tlif 
drive for responsible government and independence. i\&f: 

In Barbados large-scale strikes, mass meetings, demonstrations and riq�; 
broke out in July . 1937. During 1938 organizing work was done for;��; 
Barbados Progressive League (later to become the Barbados Labour Pat1Yr BLP), and in 1 939 Grantley Adams, a lawyer and Rhodes scholar likel lllt 
counterpart Norman Manley in Jamaica, became president of the League.i�' 
November 1 938, Adams represented the League at the British Guiana ,�i\�: 
West Indies Labour Congress, where resolutions were passed in supportQ�' 
"Government of the Federated West Indies," self-government with unive�ij 
adult franchise, the nationalization of sugar industries and limits on the sjze'\qr;' 
landholdings. The spirit of these resolutions shaped the League's first fo�. 
statement, namely its submission to the Moyne Commission; its basic th��l 
was democratic and socialist (Hoyos 1978: 210-3). The building ofal) 
organized lower-class base for the party was started with the founding Oftff� 
Barbados Workers Unions in 1941 ,  with Adams as President General. Undetii 
still highly restricted suffrage the League gained five seats in the lower house;l!J: 
1940, and by the time of the first elections with universal suffrage in 1951,1� 
strength had grown to the extent that it won 1 6  of the 24 seats in the 100vtf' 
house (Hoyos, 1978: 223). ,if:: In trying to explain why the responses to the labor disturbances and '!Il�. 
subsequent development of parties and unions were so different from th�. 
developments in Central America, one can again start with the argument abo� 
the balance of class power and propose that the composition and strength oftlit, economically dominant classes on the one hand and the strength of the middl� 
classes on the other hand favored a reformist rather than a repressive responS:�� 
more like the pattern in Costa Rica. The upper classes in Trinidad andJamai� 
were clearly no longer pure plantocracies of British origin. In Trinidad, the«: 
had been a long-standing division between the British planters and French and 
Spanish planters and merchants. Immigration from the Middle East, Chirt�i 
and Portugal added families who accumulated wealth through commerce" jff 
Jamaica as well as in Trinidad. The Guyanese upper classes were similarl� 
divided between European, Portuguese, and Indian segments. In all thre�: 
colonies, the sugar estates were moving into the hands of foreign owne�i 
generally large multinational corporations. Thus, the domestic planter class w� 
no longer that strong and it was ethnically distinct from the rising commercial 
bourgeoisie. Arguably, this decreased the likelihood of the formation ofa,ri 
upper-class coalition led by agricultural interests dependent on a large supplyol 
cheap labor. However, the Barbadian case argues that one should n�1 
exaggerate the importance of this factor. There, the British planters managedtb 
maintain their hegemony not only in agriculture but also in urban commerce)!� 
Moreover, the West Indian middle class was hardly a strong counterweightld, 
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�b l elites; only in Jamaica had its members reached a considerable degree of 
i :Q1:g.inization, mainly in professional associations. Finally, cries for order from 
(��: 'dominant classes and denunciations of "outside agitators" were not 'l�g!Qng.18 That is, it is arguable that the domestic upper classes might well have 
; ��mted to more extensive use of repression had they had the capacity to do so. ��lnan interesting parallel to Australia, the critical feature that prevented the 
3fq}lpation of the Moorian coalition ofIandlords-state-bourgeoisie in the British 
:W�st Indies was that the local elites did not control the state apparatus. It was in 

" ,hands of the imperial power. This had been true even before the period of 
, , colony rule in the colonies, when the local upper classes did have 

" siderable power; if the British government was not pleased with what the 
> 9S� legislature did it could always suspend or alter the local constitution. 
��;,This is not to argue that planter interests were not overwhelmingly dominant 
:iijflder crown colony rule as well as in the earlier periods of greater (upper class) 
!��!f,government (e.g. see Lewis 1968; Lutchman 1974; Hoyos 1978). We do 
;,�p�tend, however, that the imperial power was a brake on the exploitative aims �)�e planter class. Emancipation is the most obvious case in point; the West ':w��n planters were dead set against it. Just a few examples from the 
'!���equent period contrasting crown colony rule and planter self-rule shou�d 
,:�uffice to buttress our case. Planter self rule was perhaps most complete In <:�ijtish Guiana prior to 1891 where the sugar planters were in the habit of 
:#�oercing the administration to their way of thinking and in their interests, by 
�Utl1izing the powers which they possessed under the constitution" (Lutchman ,��74: 30). In fact, it was the attempt to use these powers to quash a report by 
�m�,Medical Inspector about the deplorable conditions of workers on the sugar 
{:��tates which led to the British imposition of the constitution of 1891, forcing 
'RQ:\eplanters to share power ,vith the urban bourgeoisie and middle classes. The 
sKontrast between the 1930s and the Morant Bay rebellion of 1865 in Jamaica, 
��liere the white plantocracy used its control of the state for brutal repression, �liUIing over 400 people in retaliation for fewer than two dozen victims of the ('original rebellion, also serves well to underscore this point. 
[��:$ubsequent progress towards universal suffrage, internal self-government �'an,d independence was similarly shaped by the interaction of domestic and 
:ili!ternational forces, and a comparative analysis suggests that developments in 
lme international system were again the more important determinants. All this 
�r.!.ises the question, of course, why the British colonial administration respimded comparatively mildly to the labor rebellions and why it was willing to 
�pi,ake political concessions thereafter. 
�lilHere we can extend the argument that we made in the case of the British �;{ettler colonies: not only the interests of the dominant class in Britain but also �»ie relative balance of class power within Britain was a very important factor 
\;,�etennining the action of the British state and thus colonial policy. The 
0industrial capital interests that were the dominant force in Britain in the last 
thW of the last century did not require the kind of labor repression that 
�plantation agriculture did. Then the rising strength of the labor movement, first 
�9iganizationally in the trade unions, and then politically decisively changed the 
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balance of class power in the country and resulted first in the transitiolf,J�: 
democracy (1918) and then extensive social reform (see chapter 4 and Steph�ijL 
1979 ) "",»,. c .  �, 

We have cited some examples of how the British acted as a brake on W�f 
Indian planters' interests in the nineteenth century above. The rise of LabO�h 
and the introduction of democracy made itself felt both in changing the gene�\ . 
political climate which helped to legitimate the struggles for democracy anl{c 
self-rule in the colonies and also in specific actions of the govemment. F9� 
instance, in part as a result of Cipriani's, the Trinidadian labor leader's, visift� 
the Labour Commonwealth Conference in 1930, the Labour govemmeljr 
responded with a circular to colonial governors suggesting reform of la�QY 
legislation. Labour outcries in the wake of the 1930s labor rebellion certaij\li' 
helped to create the climate that led to the Moyne Commission recommen<l�t 
tions. In the 1940s the Fabian Colonial Bureau became a persistent critici�r 
colonial policy, and its West Indies Committee frequently intervened wiilf 
British authorities on behalf of labor movements and like-minded politiS!: 
parties, such as the PNP in Jamaica (e. g. Post 198 1 :  1 55, 284, 398, 516). A{\9; 
of course, most important, it is widely conceded that the Labour govemmenf9f 
1945-5 1 was critical in making major steps toward democracy and decolo�� 
tion in the West Indies and elsewhere (Hintzen 1989: 3 1 ;  Ryan 1972: :7:.1;; 
Spinner 1984: 2S). i!f�;· 

One must be careful not to go too far with this argument. Racism could a)l'�( 
did contribute to the justification of much more repressive policies toward ��' 
lower classes in the colonies than existed in Britain or in the British settl�i. 
colonies. Moreover, there was a considerable discrepancy between the chi� 
power balance and public opinion in Britain and what actually happened in�� 
colonies as the relationship between the sitting government in the impe� 
power and the colonial government had to be filtered through layers of coloi@: 
administration. As Lewis notes, the colonial service was the last to pl' 
professionalized; its personnel was selected by connections and patronageim\ 
the English upper-class "old boy" network. Governors were often Oxbridg�l 
men with no knowledge of the social sciences, "usually abysmally ignoranfof\ 
public opinion at home, and especially of public opinion outside of the rankSilit 
the Establishment" (Lewis 1968: 1 1 1-12). It was difficult to rule against tli� 
interests of the local planter classes in any case and, given the ' politi�: 
orientation and class background of the governors, they had little motivation t9; 
do so. Thus it is not surprising that the wishes of the imperial govemmeijt 
might be circumvented as, for example, they were in Trinidad in 1932 when t1i� 
government responded to the Labour government circular with meaningl��{ 
legislation (Ryan 1972: 37). Perhaps more important, the colonial govemci1's' 
were the main source of information on conditions in the colonies for t1i�\ 
colonial office and thus the British government. Despite these qualificatio�}: 
there is still no doubt that the British government did act as a restrainiili: 
influence on planters' exploitation and in its response to events of the 1930�\ 
embodied in the Moyne recommendations, was willing to go much further th.i(D; 
the local upper classes would have ever dreamed of. ;)<� 
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,�1Jp accounting for the post-war decolonization process "international opi
.�Q#" is frequendy cited as an important factor (Ryan 1972: 71 ;  Spinner 1 984: 
l��Rintzen 1989: 3 1-2 for the Caribbean; for Africa see Gann and Duignan · 1�.6.7). To raise this to the status of an explanatory factor, one must account for 
. t1t�;lchange in international opinion itself. Only the briefest sketch can be 
·�tr¢red here. We would point to two interrelated factors: the changing balance 
:d.ffclass power in the core and changing power relations in the international §Y$tem. The two World Wars were critical junctures in both cases. As we 
;!!!S�ussed in chapter 4, World War I and its aftermath corresponded with and in tW1 caused a decisive change in the balance of class power in the core as the I�gi)r movements and parties of the left emerged much more powerful in the \yilJf.e of the war and as a number of countries made the transition to democracy �hhe period. The defeat of authoritarian Germany and Austria-Hungary, the 
tflmsition to democracy in the winners and the losers, and the emergence of the 
�§;Yiet Union which, though increasingly authoritarian, was strongly anti
�(tlpnial, resulted in a change in the climate of world opinion in favor of 
\vjlsonian self-determination (at least for white people) and at least rising 
ctiiicism of colonialism. 'il'lfhe rise of authoritarianism in Italy, Germany, Austria,Japan, and Spain was Qt;:�9urse a gigantic setback in this process but it set the scene for a war in which 
th�, leading colonial powers fought the Fascist countries in the name of 
4�mocracy in alliance with the Soviet Union. Again the end of the War led to 
�hanges in the balance of class power in the advanced capitalist countries, as the 
ffl!�e unions and left emerged much stronger than before. The period between 
tIi� end of the war and the beginning of the Cold War, which can be 
:¢P4veniently dated with the statement of the Truman doctrine in March 1947, �� , particularly favorable for anti-colonial forces. Labour was in power in �!,1tain as were left coalitions, including the communist parties, in France and J@y.19 The movements in the colonial states were encouraged by the example �{\Gandhi's successes in India. Whereas the Cold War and resultant shift in US 1l9)icy from an emphasis on self-determination and democracy to fighting 
�9jpmunism was a setback for this broad international anti-colonial climate, this �3s partly offset by the growing momentum of the process of decolorrization 
�d national liberation as the new nations pressed the process forward in �t�mational fora, such as the UN. This was critical, for example, in the �e4ultirnate stages of Guyana's struggle for independence as Jagan used the :� to put pressure on Britain. 
�l5:.A.s mentioned earlier, British colonialism and the decolonization process are ge�erally considered to have been less conflictful and specifically more likely to 
;cbiltribute to democratic outcomes than colonialism and decolonization under 9'!her nations (Smith 1978; Weiner 1987; Diamond 1 989a, 1 989b; also see the 
�tistical research cited in chapter 2). This view is sometimes associated with a 
ipmimtic perception (on the part of apologists of British imperialism) of British I{l» onialism as having been benevolent, a view which is hard to square with that 
pfithe West Indian nationalists of the intransigence with which the British 
��ded their power. As Lewis (1968: 108) observes: "For the history of the West 
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Indian movement for self-government and representative institutio�;: 
especially after 1918, shows decisively that (1) Colonial Office policy,.44 
practice, was to grant minuscule reforms at the last moment, discriminatIDg. 
between different territories, and seeking every way to delay the inevitable; #W 
(2) progress, in any case, was the result of the struggle of the milit�t 
progressive forces in each colony, extracted from London through protest a#M 
agitation . . .  " Lewis's summary of the dynamics is certainly correct, but as o.tlr 
analysis showed, the British did allow for the self-organization of such militaThI 
forces, and in general for the independent organization of subordinate cJasse�: 
thus facilitating the emergence of a balance of power within civil society aii� 
between civil society and the state which was favorable for the maintenancet9f 
democracy. · {Ii� 

As the quote from Lewis indicates, progress towards democracy aM 
independence was far from automatic and unilinearj rather, it was shaped byj� 
very complex interaction of domestic and international forces. Internal press).!, 
res had to be credible enough to elicit concessions, but not threatening enollgp 
to provoke defensive reactions and regress. In particular, pressures for radi�. 
socio-economic reforms in addition to the political ones tended to pronip} 
negative reactions. '}' 

Jamaica was the trailblazer in the process of constitutional decolonization;me 
first elections for the lower house based on universal suffrage were held there'm 
1944. In its statements to the Moyne Commission, the PNP had insisted ve� 
strongly on such elections as a step towards self-government. It thus rii� organized and forceful expression to the desires of the Jamaican rniddle iUt� 
working-classes for political as well as socio-economic reforms. The JLP,;� 
contrast, which won the 1944 elections owing to its strong trade union base,.W�s 
essentially non-programmatic and opposed to self-government, thus slowirit 
progress towards this goal. Nevertheless, the PNP continued to promotejti 
during its time as opposition in parliament and after its accession to power�� 
1955. In 1957 Jamaica achieved virtually full internal self-governmentthro�gp 
the introduction of cabinet government. In 1958 Jamaica joined the Federatiop' 
of the West Indies, and after the referendum favoring withdrawal frorn' !W 
Federation in 1 961 rapid progress was made towards full independencej tlle: 
Independence Constitution took effect in August 1962.20 .. " ' ;s� 

Progress towards greater political participation and local autonomy w 
Trinidad was slower. The first elections with universal suffrage were held!ilj 
1946; thereafter, internal divisions and the weakness of the parties slo\v�� 
further progress. Indeed, Creech Jones, the Secretary of State for the Coloni� 
argued that the lack of programmatic parties in Trinidad prevented :® 
immediate move to a fully elective legislature, which was the policy oftl):� 
Labour Government for all colonies (Ryan 1 972: 83-84). This was the task that 
the People's National Movement took on after its formation in 1956.;I� 
vigorous campaign resulted in virtually full internal self- government in 1��!; 
independence was granted in 1 962, as in the Jamaican case after the collapse$f 
the Federation. ;;";)? , ,)\.�,'0 Barbados was an exceptional case in that it had not been turned into a crown 
colony in the second half of the nineteenth century, but rather had preserved a;ri 
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���,�': q�broken tradition of parliamentary institutions since 1 639. In reality, though, :t� executive power was in the hands of the governor and his appointees, and 
'i!h:�;franchise for the House of Assembly was highly restricted. Under the 
.J§1.Ishe Experiment" (named after the governor who introduced it) steps toward 
!jl;��mi-ministerial government were taken as early as 1944, in so far as the 
,:aarries for membership in the appointed Executive Committee were to be 
\Pt�sented by the majority leader in the House. However, there were still 
'ptoperty qualifications for the franchise and the Legislative Council, dominated 
\�r!planter interests, was a serious hindrance. The first general elections under 
�Jiwversal suffrage were held in 195 1 ,  and further steps towards full internal 
,��lf�government were taken in 1954 and 1 958. In 1961  finally, the Legislative 
:�ouncil was replaced by the Senate, where members appointed on the advice of :�# majority leader in the House had a majority. Ever since Adams's attempt to p�ss measures for universal adult suffrage in the House in 1940, the BLP had 
'�¢rted consistent pressures for democratization. Its alliance with the Barbados 
,iWorkers Union gave significant strength to the nationalist movement. In the 
\�a;rly 1950s, however, tensions between the BLP and the BWU paralleled 
;\fnsions between left and right within the party and led to the break of the 
\�Iliance and a split in the party, with the left forming the Democratic Labour 1R� (DLP). This split did not significantly weaken the nationalist movement, 
{��ugh, because the DLP pushed for progress in the same direction. After the 
:�pllapse of the Federation of the West Indies in 1 962, plans for a new ;(��eration of eight islands (smaller ones plus Barbados) wer� pursued. By 1 965 
\mese plans were defunct, and efforts towards separate mdependence suc:#e�ded in late 1966. i�{1fhe cases of Jamaica, Trinidad, and Barbados show that the British were 
;#Sentially willing to move towards decolonization in the Caribbean, but that J9:cal pressures shaped the nature of actual progress. Particularly in the early 
�tages, local pressures were crucial. Post (198 1 :  152-4), for instance, docu;meltts how important the considerations of domestic Jamaican pressures were 
;��'the deliberations of the Colonial Office in 1 941 about political reforms there. 
\i��is might lead one to argue that progress could have been much faster and �C9uld have encompassed social and economic reforms as well, if only the 
{l1iiddle class leadership of the nationalist movements had been less timid (or 'l��s conservative in outlook) and had engaged in mass organization and 
,m'Obilization more vigorously. The example of Guyana, though, suggests that a 
,�fy\ high degree of mobilization in support of radical proposals could at least 
;�t�kporarily reverse progress towards democratic self-government.21 The Cold 
;W�i and the growing role of the United States in the Caribbean considerably 
:ifmforced anti-radical pressures. As a result of a variety of such pressures, for 
(ilJ,stance, the PNP in Jamaica expelled its marxist left wing in 1 952.22 {lfRWe can identify some similarities to and differences with the analysis of the 
:emergence of democracy in South America, Europe, and the British settler 
)�blonies. First, the planters, like the large landowners engaged in labor 
;!�tensive agriculture in these other regions, were strongly opposed to any 
[lcgilcessions to the subordinate classes. Second, the bourgeoisie was not a 
1B�oponent of democracy and independence either. Moskos's (1 967: 42) .. .. . "" 
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internews with a systematic sample of West Indian leaders in 1961-2 foUli� 
that 94 percent of businessmen opposed independence. Further analysis oft\:l� 
Jamaican interviews showed that a majority of businessmen paid lip servicej.� 
democracy as a form of government, but were more skeptical than political 4i�

.
· •. 

intellectual elites about the competence of the average Jamaican voter and, �f 
their counterparts on other islands but in sharp contrast to other JamaicaJf 
elites, were opposed to independence (see Stephens and Stephens 1990). '�l'\ 

The driving force behind democratization and decolonization was an allian� 
of the working-class and the middle classes. The pattern encountered in some 
countries in South America of middle-class inclusion through an alliance Wj�' 
dissident segments of the elites was impossible because the West Indian upp�r 
classes were united in their opposition to democratization and independeli��t 
This cross-class coalition usually took the form of a party-trade union allian¢¢ 
similar to northern European social democracy, but with greater middle c1� 
support and more heavily middle class in its leadership than in Europe.23 M�i 
of them adopted Fabian socialist principles in their early years, but by the 195Q§ 
the more socialist (as opposed to welfarist) elements were all but abandorie��1 
Thus, these parties constituted no immediate threat to either the domes#�' 
economic elites or foreign capital, neither one of which openly and activ�ff' 
opposed democratization and independence at that point. Though histori� 
evidence and the internews referred to above indicate strong reservations.o'!!: 
the part of businessmen about seeing political power pass to local democragc 
governments; the economic elites were isolated on this issue and, mQsf 
importantly, could not enlist any allies in the state apparatus to block progressi\l: 
this, direction. The telling exception is Guyana, where the radical nature oftli� 
program of the dominant nationalist party galvanized the domestic econonti� 
elites, foreign capital, the US government, and the British colonial authori��.· 
into an alliance which undermined the emergence of democratic seUW 
government. In sum, then, one can say that it was both the strength of working� 
and middle-class organization in unions and political parties, and the modem'1 
tion of these organizations that favored completion of the process of consti�£{ 
tional decolonization and consolidation of democratic rule. . �'1:e · '>fur 
Spanish-speaking countries from the 1960s to the present 

In the 1 960s and 1 970s, Central America and the Caribbean underwent simil@ 
spurts of economic growth, leading to economic and social diversification! 
Since growth in both areas was taking place under dependent capitalism/it 
increased inequality and unemployment in rural and urban areas, though tlit 
severity of rural dislocation varied. The political reactions to these econoIDi� 
developments were widely different, however. In the Caribbean, newly emefgK 
ing groups were for the most part absorbed into the party-union blocs. Excepi 
for Guyana and Grenada, democracy survived, even where economic ani! 
political conflict put it under heavy strain as in Jamaica in the 1 970s. In Cen� 
America, in contrast, newly emerging groups met with repression of varying 
intensity. The results of this ranged from successful to stalemated revolution 
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·ianp military-dominated highly restricted democracy; the achievement of full 
;\4�il1ocracy became ever more remote. 
��li)Jn the 1960s, both import substitution industrialization and export agricul-\@:e grew considerably in Central America. Spurred by the Central American 
'�¢pmmon Market, US private invesnnent and US aid for the military and 
,iffi[rastructure, production and construction increased. These processes created 
i¥tlte, conditions for growing middle- and working-class organization, and they 
��I�.o increased rural unrest as land concentration deprived more and more 
'0f�lies of their traditional subsistence. However, the repeated stifling of 
�i\!DJons and political parties through internal oligarchic-military alliances or i�Xtemal intervention in the previous decades, together with massive US military . ;(�l'd, had left the societies with an extreme imbalance between the organizational ;:\�"",' , 
iRQwer of the middle and lower classes on the one hand and the economic power 
':gfeIites and the repressive power of the state apparatus on the other hand. 
�4.�ordingly, channels for the peaceful expression of discontent resulting from 
;;:a�location were largely ineffective, and efforts to make them more effective and 
:�hange the power imbalance by strengthening popular organization met with 
0�pntinued repression. As a result, revolutionary challenges of varying intensity .1�d effectiveness emerged; early (1965) and strong but immediately thwarted in '�1£:� Dominican Republic, strongest in Nicaragua and EI Salvador by the late "�);nOs, more localized in Guatemala, and lowest in Honduras. The intensity of 
,::�iich challenges was shaped by a variety of factors, such as the importance of U�d as a scarce resource (very high in El Salvador, high in parts of Nicaragua ';�nd Guatemala, moderate in Honduras),24 the severity of dislocations in rural 
��teas (high in El Salvador, Nicaragua, and northern Guatemala, low in 
;J!0nduras), the existence of urban-rural contacts (high in Nicaragua and El 
iS�lvador), and ethnic divisions (weak in Nicaragua, except for the Miskito ffudians, and EI Salvador, strong in Guatemala). The effectiveness of revolu,;��()nary movements depended further on the unity of the economic elite (high in 
�)E,JSalvador, low in Nicaragua), the organizational coherence or bureaucratiza
AY#on of the state's repressive apparatus (high in Guatemala, very low in 
�i§omoza's Nicaragua, medium to high in EI Salvador),25 and the strength of 
;�1��emal support for the repressive apparatus (very hi�h in El Salvador, high in 
'i,(Juatemala until 1 977, low in Nicaragua after 1978). 6 �\f',In Nicaragua the Somoza dynasty maintained firm control until the 1970s. �\O:;he growth of agricultural production, the highest in Central America in the 
�rp';eriod 1950-77, involved significant �and concentration, such that by the. late \�!nOs the landless rural labor force In some areas was more than ten bmes 
,ild,�rger than in the 1950s (LaFeber 1983: 226-7). Rural-urban migration led to 
��,!:he rapjd growth of urban slums, which were to become important grounds for 
�The insurrectionY Urban and rural popular organizations were ruthlessly 
:��epressed by the dictatorship. Church-sponsored grass-roots organizations t�Qntributed to popular mobilization, though they were not exempt from 
�}j�pression (Montgomery 1982). After 1973 the revolutionary movement, which (,thad been unable to make any major impact in the 1960s, gained momentum. ';;'If!he greed and repressiveness of the Somozas and their close allies eventually 
,�r�so drove the rest of the economic elite into militant opposition. In fact, a 
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general strike initiated by the bourgeoisie in early 1 978 marked the beginnirii]f;\ 
the final stage in the struggle. By 1979, the National Guard, which had n�(: 
become a highly professional and disciplined military institution, starte�ilg' 
disintegrate under the onslaught of the insurrection. When the United Sta!� 
finally cut off military aid to Somoza, the last obstacle to the victory of:tli�\ 
revolutionary movement was removed. ' :�f? ' 

Developments towards democratization after the revolution were heaM 
shaped by external pressures. Certainly, the US-sponsored contra war w��< 
decisive obstacle to the installation and consolidation of a fully democt,�e � 
system. Even well consolidated democracies grow intolerant towards disseii�:W. 
the face of external aggression. Establishing a democracy in such a contexq�� 
under the legacy of a very lopsided balance of power in civil society � 
exceedingly difficult. On the positive side, the Sandinista government stron8IY�

, promoted popular organization and thus laid the groundwork for subordi�e!¥ 
classes to become a counterweight to the economically dominant clas,s�� 
Furthermore, despite official US propaganda to the contrary, profes . " ',' 
observers judged the 1984 elections as conforming to democratic stan .•.. 
(LASA 1985), and popular participation in the elections was high. On:th� 
negative side, with short periods of relaxation, press censorship severely: 
restricted freedom of speech. Thus, from 1984 to 1990 Nicaragua w#�r 
restricted democracy, though it was far more democratic than any of the otli�r 
Central American countries except for Costa Rica. ,\v,): 

The elections in 1990 resulted in a surprise victory of the opposition andtae 
transfer of power to the new government ushered in a formally fully democr�yp 
regime.28 The balance of power in civil society appears moderately favorabl�(Qr' 
the consolidation of democracy, though it remains to be seen how ��lt 
consolidated and therefore capable of surviving the change from state supp�n' 
to state hostility the Sandinista-sponsored mass organizations are. ProspectSI�f. 
the future will continue to be shaped by transnational structures of poweiiM . 
crucial juncture will be reached with the next elections. Heavy US partismt' 
interference on behalf of the incumbents might well damage the legitimacYQf 
democratic institutions critically and generate militant resistance bypassingl�� 
democratic channels. One does not even have to be able to predict the winri�� 
in the ensuing struggle to assess the prospects for democracy in this case as vefi 
bleak indeed. 

. , ' ;izt 
In EI Salvador, military rule with different degrees of toleration over tim��f 

party and, to a lesser extent union, organization prevailed. The military "Y� 
internally split, some factions that were less closely tied to the oligarcQY; 
harbored mildly reformist designs, but they remained consistently weaker ilil!p 
the conservative factions.29 The oligarchy took an important part in the gro,% 
of traditional and new economic activities, thus adding to its economic strengil!; 
The expansion of cotton and sugar production led to further land concentrati��! 
in a situation where population pressure on the land was already extrerrle� 
high.30 From 1961 to 1971  the number of landless families more than trjpl�g 
(LaFeber, 1983: 243). One escape valve was migration to Honduras, wherepp 
to a quarter million Salvadorans went during the 1960s (LaFeber, 1983: 175).' 
In 1969, however, Honduras began to expel these immigrants, and . '��. 
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.'?1:\; Sji�sequent "soccer war" closed this escape firmly, which aggravated and 
�.�icalized the internal struggle in EI Salvador. Popular organization had 
;increased; political parties, unions and Christian base communities were ,a�iitanding political and social rights and economic concessions. However, the wpIJlar forces faced a very strong and highly cohesive oligarchy and a 
'riJ�derately professionalized and well equipped US-supported military who 6tr�red stem resistance to any reforms and answered organization and peaceful piptest with increasingly brutal repression. Growing guerrilla strength was 
f8llqwed by stepped-up military aid under Reagan, leading to a situation where R�ther side is able to win.3) The trappings of democracy, with US-supported 
elections beginning in 1982 and 1984, did nothing to bring the coercive forces ;t!l!C!er control of the government. Thus, the interests of the oligarchy and �£reasingly the economic interests of the military itself remain protected by 
iftiCial and inofficial repressive actions. A democratic solution is impossible 
:Wi\hOilt concessions of the oligarchy on land reform, as access to land is the �Ha1 issue for the majority of the population, but the oligarchy remains 
'ii1#ansigent. As long as the dominant faction in the military supports this 
�sition and on its part is supported by the United States, negotiations between 
�hWected government and the guerrillas, no matter how well intentioned on b:g}Ii sides, remain incapable of bringing about a transition to full democracy. 
�[n Guatemala, the legacy of US-sponsored intervention and the follow-up With massive military aid was a very strong military institution, interested 
:i'tlInarily in its own aggrandizement and prosperity. Military officers were 
�e�Oming landowners and participants in urban ventures. Even during the short p"eriOds when the political system was relatively open, the military remained the 
d¢t�rmining force behind the scenes, blocking any significant reforms. I1qwever, the Arevalo and Arbenz periods had also left a legacy of a stronger 
lI!i�dle class and a more mobilized (though repressed) working-class in urban 3ii:�'rural areas.32 In the early 1960s the first guerrilla activity emerged, as did 
l(l,e;phenomenon of private death squads on the right. By the late 19605 the 
$!itary was engaged in a large-scale brutal counterinsurgency campaign. By 
tI)�late 1970s renewed revolutionary movements emerged, particularly in areas 
V!�ere the expansion of oil and mining production and of export agriculture 
i!l�lodged peasants from their lands. Most of those affected by the land 
,mpbing were Indians, which made alliance-building among different ruralq�$ed guerrilla groups and between them and urban forces difficult because of t!te:(ethnic diversity. Thus, the revolutionary thrust has been contained at a :l§,\V;er level than in El Salvador, but similarly unfavorable conditions prevail for 
de.lnocratization. The installation of a democratically elected president in early ::f9,�6 did not change the fundamental power imbalance between civil society 
lUi,hhe autonomous coercive arm of the state. I$onduras was under moderately conservative military dominated rule from 12�3 to 1975. Like in the other countries, the military had been greatly 
�iTellgthened, and even more so than in the others had become the sole truly iiliportant national institution. The importance of the banana plantations, the 
i��tive weakness of the domestic large landowners, and the comparatively low 
'p�piilation pre�sure on the land made for less immediate and intense social 
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conflict than in the other countries. They allowed for a considerable degr��[�f:' 
unionization on the banana plantations and for a certain degree of pe��tr 
organization. However, in the 1960s problems were growing, as large nUDl���:; 
of Salvadorans were looking for land. When strikes and riots broke out inW§8 ' 
the Salvadoran immigrants began being expelled, and the continuing expulsjgl1i '  
in the aftermath of the "soccer war" in 1 969 took some pressure of,(;JIje , 
domestic situation. Protests were further dampened by the return of som�l�d;,: 
by the banana companies. Though the companies maintained the very prq6F: 
able marketing activity, peasants did get land and could grow bananas¥ir( 
co-operatives. Nevertheless, the early 1970s were a period of significant �()�; 
at popular mobil!zation. The milit�ry was divide� as to the. approR�3� '; 
response; one facnon favored a PeruVIan-style reformlst-co-optanv� appr����; ' 
the others more conservative repressive approaches. The latter won out all4lw ' •. 
1975 the country swung sharply to the right (Shepherd 1986). The rerurmto : 
elected government in 1981 left the military in the position of holding�me 
ultimate say; at best one could categorize the regime since then as a higj , 
restricted democracy. In fact, the militarization of Honduras by the Rea� ! 
administration continued to strengthen the military, thus obstructing chaJ\(4 
for movement towards full democracy even further. ;'(� 

The Dominican Republic underwent a condensed version of stifled pop�#, · 
mobilization and attempts at an electoral path to reform, a .  conseql@t 
revolutionary challenge, and its repression through US intervention. The)�t;' 
chapter in its development has been a return to democracy, supported byJ4� 
pressures at a critical juncture. The assassination of Trujillo in 1961 ope!i�� 
the way for elections to be held in 1 962; they we;re won by Juan Bosch and,�� 
Dominican Revolutionary Party (PRO). After only seven months in Qffl£� 
however, the government was overthrown by the military. In 1965 the PRDJ� 
an insurrection which was supported by younger officers. Due to this split in:�e 
military, the rebellion got close to ending in a victory for the rebel forces, ])p� 
the invasion by US marines reversed the course of the fighting. Some 3,9Q,O 
people were killed in the fighting and another 1 ,000-2,000 in its aftermathj tJjj� 
had a severely debilitating effect on popular organization. Under Balaguer,w� 
(1965-78), the Dominican Republic experienced very rapid growth, yet)�� 
significant popular challenges. Several reasons can be adduced to explain tM; 
The lesson of 1 965 was not lost on would-be revolutionaries; the most 
exploited segments of the labor force were (and are) migrant workers fr�W 
Haiti, mainly in sugar; the rural dislocations were not as severe ·as .for exampl� 
in EI Salvador and Nicaragua; and there was some, albeit very restricted, ro�� 
for political and union organizing activity. Balaguer's rule was highly autho��� 
rian, maintained through fraudulent elections, and he kept a tight . rein(9p 
unions, but there was no large scale repression as in Nicaragua, El �alvad�f, 
and Guatemala. The rapid economic growth caused the middle and workirig� 
classes to expand, and though the working class did not really grow ill strens!Ii 
because of the restrictions on unionization, the PRO's mobilizing acti.vi�: 
demonstrated the potential power of a middle-class/working-class alliari£cc: 
During Balaguer's rule, the PRO shifted towards the center and became;� 
moderate reformist party with cross-class support (Espinal 1986: 86). Thus,�il 
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'����oral victory and transfer of power to the PRO did not constitute a threat to :��,vital interests of the economically dominant classes. The PRO's 1978 
R�idential candidate Guzman, himself a large landowner, further contributed ;�Q;lp1aking the party acceptable both to large parts of the domestic business ;��ffimunity and to the Carter administration. When election fraud threatened 
tQtAeprive Guzman of his apparent victory in 1978, considerable pressures, 
:ii1�Juding from the Carter administration, brought the military to the point of 
'ijJp,wing Guzman to take office.33 The serious divisions in the PRO in the 
�9§Os and the economic crisis substantially reduced the chances for consolida;�Q#,of democracy, as they left a party system composed of personalistic political 
ifi!�hines and kept unions extremely weak. The contested reelection of .a�aguer in 1990 demonstrated the fragility of the democratic institutions 
;lIJ. ' artJ 1 990). \�+ . .  yn ,IGosta Rica stands in stark contrast to the other Central American cases. The 
�pressive apparatus of the state was emasculated and the economic power of 
'm�"elites was to some extent counterbalanced by the organizational power of 
:��;middle and working classes. The economic growth of the 1 960s provided 
��ources for further expan�ion of the �oci�l wel�are system and pu?lic sector 
�mployment. The econonuc and SOCIal mcluslOn of the ma/onty of the 
pQpulation supported their political inclusion and thus helped to strengthen 
!4�mocratic institutions. The PLN and various opposition parties alternated in ;p,�wer for most of the post-l ?5� period. Elites accepted democratic rul.e, as iji:ey had learned to protect theIr mterests through the party system. As pomted 
q,pt above, the first president under the post-civil war constitution was a 
cllhservative. Furthermore, there never existed an electorally strong radical 
!�S p� which could have mounted a credible threat to elite interests. The 
'�Illinant party before the civil war was the populist PRN, and afterwards the 
i#Qderate social democratic PLN. Accordingly, not much progress was made on 
l�fonns affecting private property. In particular the landless rural population, 
��mg poorly organized, remained a severely disadvantaged group.34 The limits 
'q�: intemal reform were paralleled by a cautious foreign policy, intent on 
;pieventing a confrontation with US interests. Certainly, the lesson of Guate
�a was not lost on Figueres and his successors in the PLN. Accordingly, 
:��mocracy and its underlying power balance were not put to a severe test. A 
'ijWation where the major internal and external actors would activate their 
p?wer resources in the pursuit of their interests inside and outside of the 
:democratic system could be avoided.35 

�il 
'gilglish-speaking countries from the 1960s to the present 
':��r; 
iPtesituation in the Caribbean islands after independence resembled the Costa 
;�can one with respect to the repressive apparatus, that is, the military was of ;!jMnimal strength. The organizational base of the middle and working-classes in 
,U\� party-union complexes was for the most part even stronger than in Costa 
�ca. Progress in national insurance systems, education, and health services :$iinilarly contributed to popular loyalty to the parties and the democratic system 
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of government. Elites had learned before independence already to work�th 
and through the established parties, using financial contributions and COI\��H 
over print media as major sources of leverage. Rapid economic growth also'Wa, 
to further social diversification, but the emerging forces were for the most��it\ 
absorbed by existing unions and/or integrated into the political parties thro\l�; 
patronage. In the 1 960s and early 1970s some isolated spontaneous challe4g� > 
with violent components, such as the riots in 1965 and 1 968 in Jamaica anditK�, 
mass demonstrations in 1970 in Trinidad, occurred, as did organized exp['�\ 
sions of protest in the form of the black power movement and vaiiP1!�, 
�a�ist-leninist groups. However, none of these groups were able to atn:a�!��' 
significant support base and challenge the hegemony of the estabhsH�4: 
party-union blocs. In the 1 980s, then, the economic crisis presentedl�l' 
significant challenge to these democracies. It not only deprived the govem;.; 
ments of resources to fulfill popular expectations for economic and soc,.i�, 
policies to improve mass welfare, but it also weakened unions and began��� 
undermine state capacity to maintain the rule of law, for instance, to proi�, 
their citizens from violent crime. �\§)/ 

Barbados underwent least strains on its democratic system, as the incurnb€Ar 
parties remained moderately reformist or moderately conservative and ��: 
degree of popular mobilization remained relatively stable. The DLP wontI\� 
1 961 elections and proceeded to push for significant social welfare refonii§f 
The party was re-elected in 1 966 and 1971,  but defeated by the BLP unde� 
Tom Adams, the son of Grantley Adams, in 1976 and 1981 ,  only to :�¢ 
re-elected in 1986.36 , < �f� 

In Trinidad the party system was less favorable for consolidatioiil§:f 
democracy as the PNM was clearly dominant. Still, it managed to accommoda!� 
elite interests as well as to retain the support of major unions. The PNM�� 
essentially pro-capitalist but mildly social reformist and stayed in power unnJ . 
1 986. It managed to stave off the challenges from the left, arising out of�� 
black power movement, by the liberal use of patronage made possible by the'9U 
revenues.37 However, the collapse of the oil price in the 1980s induced a sev�� 
economic crisis which made these patronage resources dry up and allowedfoF 
an election victory of an opposition coalition. The soon emerging splits in tms' 
coalition and the coup attempt by a group of militant Black Muslims in 199,9, 
demonstrated both the profound divisions in the society and the failure of me) 
party system to integrate and effectively articulate the interests of all mobilii�4l 
social forces. < \� 

Jamaica'S system of government and social cohesion underwent significallt 
strains in the 1970s. The PNP's return to a democratic socialist stance und&: 
Norman Manley and his son Michael, the attempts to build a genuine rn�l 
party and movement and the resulting increase in popular mobilization, ili�. 
concrete reform policies between 1972 and 1976 and the radical rhetoric'lif 
some prominent PNP leaders, together with a high non-aligned foreign folic}( 
profile profoundly threatened economic elites and aroused US hostility.3 Tlj� 
economic elites retaliated with capital flight and the United States witlj' 
economic and diplomatic pressures and more or less open support for tht 
opposition. A severe balance of payments crisis in 1976 and the ensuing IMf;i 
programs between 1 977 and 1980 weakened the PNP government's suppo� 
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;�itijstically, though it still maintained a large minority ofloyal party stalwarts. In 
>tN�/situation, actions of a highly opportunistic opposition leadership contri
/1l0ted to a climate of strife and direct confrontation. In the 1980 election 
;,�:�paign some 500 people were killed in political violence. The security forces ' ql�'�rly turned against the incumbent PNP, but an attempted coup was put down 
,;ljy;ijie top command. Ultimately, the PNP was defeated at the polls and the JLP 
'.t.o'ok office in a constitutional manner. '.«1itnthe 1980s, democracy came under challenge again when the PNP decided 
>lQ�llpycott the 1 983 elections which had been called by Prime Minister Seaga in . .  ' , .... r violation of an inter-party agreement on electoral reforms. The result was 

-party parliament from 1983 to 1 989. What was crucial for the survival of ;g�Qlocracy in Jamaica in the 1970s and the 1 980s was the power balance in civil 
�,iety on the one hand and between civil society and the repressive apparatus 

VQf:;the state on the other hand. Two political blocs of roughly equal strength, �th with cross-class support, confronted each other. Despite a complete shift 
�ek¢lite support to the JLP and a certain realignment of the middle and lower 
:E!��ses in J 976, followed by a significant shift of popular support to the JLP by 
;l1!�Jate 1970s, the PNP still maintained a significant mobilization capacity. In tlie)J 980s, the PNP rebuilt its organizational infrastructure and emerged 
;���ngthened from the period without parliamentary representation, winning 
. l!t�1989 elections. Given its organizational base in civil society, the PNP could 
.�plyhave been excluded from the political system through force of arms. The ;��lJrity forces, however, were not nearly as large, well equipped and self 
Zf9nscious a corporate institution as their counterparts in Central America. Z!\c�ordingly, they were neither ready allies for one of these political blocs, nor 
�M�Jders of a strong belief in their own superior capacity to rule, nor in very close 
V�9hnections with the economic elites. Indeed, it is questionable whether the ;��curity forces, i. e. the military and police, could have imposed effective l�pressive rule, whether on their own behalf or on behalf of civilian groups, 
��yen the limited size of the military and the limited discipline of the police, and \We'high degree of popular mobilization, including the wide distribution of arms 
;�Qng the lower classes. The question then becomes why the Jamaican 
s��yemments after independence had n?t been bui1di�� up a st�onger security 
;�pparatus. A large part of the answer IS that the pohucal parnes were firmly 
;;�tablished and represented groups whose interests were in economic develop
,:ment and social progress. Moreover, there were no significant internal or �f�ernal threats, nor a tradition of militarism in the society. Finally, and very {jipportantly, before the Reagan initiative of 1983 to build a regional security �*ystem there was no significant external support for militarization. 

�\'. ' 
���/:,: :��t .. �ariations within the English-speaking Caribbean �1t::· 
:i����" " 
�pemocracy did not survive the first post-independence decade in all countries �m the English:.speaking Caribbean. By the late 1970s, the electoral process in 
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both Guyana and Grenada was sufficiently corrupted that it is fair to say tha�t, 
was very unlikely (Grenada) or impossible (Guyana) for the opposition to wUi�/ 
election and displace the government. Moreover, in both countries, oppositibJf
parties, unions, and newspapers were subject to considerable harrassm 

. 

Since the social origins of authoritarianism are quite different in the two 
it is necessary to discuss them separately. 

Cross-national statistical research has shown that ethnicity is negative,�> 
related to democracy. Guyana fits this generalization as virtually all observer�\qr 
Guyana agree· that the ethnic division between East Indians and Afric�, 
contributed to the development of authoritarianism in that country. But'm� 
existence of this ethnic cleavage was hardly a sufficient cause, as Trinicl�,�, 
demonstrates. Hintzen (1989: 3) certainly points to the core of the answer wneir 
he observes that the People's National Congress (PNC) "was broughtto po�i 
by relying not only upon mobilization of the black and mixed masses b��" 
perhaps more importantly, upon the fact of black domination and preeminen£[' 
in the colonial and post-colonial state bureaucracy including its ann:� 
branches." However, what differentiates Guyana from Trinidad is not t4�f 
Africans40 did not dominate the state apparatus in Trinidad (they did), but thlt; 
this was not a necessary feature of the PNM's rise to power. Rather the critisa1� 
difference between the two countries was that the ethnic group whi�[ 
dominated the state was a minority or fast becoming one in Guyana whereaS\M 
was a substantial majority in Trinidad.41 Even to say this is to simplifY matte�: 
as it is the whole pattern of the articulation of the ethnic divisions in the whO,!� 
political economy which lay at the root of the Guyanese developmen�;� 
Moreover, one needs to add the very important role of the Cold War and,tI1�'> 
actions of the two relevant core capitalist powers without which the PNC!� 
initial ascent to state power might not have been possible. ,;,��� 

There are broad similarities in .the �lass/ethnic divisions in Trinidad an,� 
Guyana. With emancipation, the African population left the sugar estatesi� 
soon as possible and the planters brought in East Indian indentured servants'!o; 
work the fields. Sugar workers in both countries are still overwhelmingly E#t; 
Indian.42 Increasingly, Africans left not only the plantations but rura1 lif�� 
altogether and the East Indian population became the dominant group intl,!� 
peasantry (rice in Guyana; cocoa, cane, and market gardening in Trinidacl)� 
Owing to discrimination in employment, the upwardly mobile East Indiap 
gravitated to the free professions and small business. Africans dominated tll�; 
urban working-class occupations, mining (Guyana), oil fields (Trinidad), a#W 
the civil service, especially the police. Thus, the two raciaVethnic groups a� 
not only occupationally, but also geographically, segregated, which helps 19: 
preserve the separate cultures and impedes social mixing. As mentione� 
previously, the upper-classes in both countries were drawn from vario� 
European and Middle Eastern nationalities. By the time of the post-war evenik; 
examined here, the independent sugar plantocracy was a thing of the past ancl, 
sugar production was dominated by multi-national corporations. <�' 

This brings up one substantial difference between the two countries: sugat 
was more important in the economy of Guyana and production was far mo.r� 
concentrated due to the demands of Guyanese geography (Lewis 1968;; 
259-62; Lutchman 1974: 9-10). By 1950, there was only one independent 

, " '� 
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p�tation out of nineteen in the country and the huge Bookers concern owned 
;���n of the nineteen (Spinner 1984: 9). Bookers was involved in the import 
s(d�'Ofthe economy also. The company itself claimed that it controlled the lives 
flff80 percent of the population. It was said that "Bookers will do everything but 
6U�'you" (Lewis 1 968: 265). And, at least up to the land refonn scheme of the 
!�W government, the peasantry was markedly weaker in Guyana than 
ie.��$Yhere in the Caribbean. In sum, the Guyanese class structure was more pJj'�zed and the middle class weaker than in Trinidad . 
. '. ;�I1ewis (1968: 259-60) suggests that the root causes of the crisis of 1953 and 

. quent developments lay in this socio-economic polarization and the ethnic 
! ... . ",' 

. 
n without, however, being very precise on the question. In the 1930s, the ��t of the nationalist movement was weaker in Guyana than in the rest of the &v�§t lndies. The middle class component was almost absent, which can be 4�ly linked to the configuration of the class structure (Hintzen 1 989: 32). T:iitsituation on the estates was at the same time very authoritarian and very pW��malistic and, we would argue, was largely responsible for muting the labor 

�Q�lIion of the 1 930s . The Sugar Producers Association (SPA) managed to 
k�1pcontrol oflabor, in part, through its good relations with the sugar workers' ilfttoll; the Man Power Citizens Association (MPCA), which became increasulg1y a company union, used by the SPA to fend off challenges from Jagan's ,illjion, which, though much more popular than the MCPA among sugar Wo�kers, never managed to win bargaining rights for them . ... ��1\s a result of the weakness of the nationalist movement, constitutional 
reform and suffrage expansion, which were introduced as a result of West nt�an wide developments, outpaced organizational developments. This left a P:tiMtical vacuum into which the People's Progressive Party (PPP) stepped after 
ilSllformation in 1950. The PPP was working-class-based and multi-ethnic. It 
.�t� led by a marxist-leninist faction centered on Cheddi Jagan, but even the 
�8¥ial democratic Burnham wing was more radical than the other labor/social AAIIlCicratic parties in the British West Indies at the time. The PPP had no 

.Iiious competitors in the process of political mobilization and in the leadership '9�the nationalist movement. Thus, the PPP represented a greater threat to the �€i:jJlomic elites in Guyana than the nationalist movement did elsewhere in the 
@atibbean. �!�ertainly the absence of an organized middle-class component of the 
nationalist movement helps e:Xl'lain why the radical PPP carne to dominate the ��vement. . A comparison with the situation in Trinidad at the time of the first 
'Cl�ctions held under universal suffrage argues that this was not the whole story 
'�)he middle class was not politically organized in that country either until the 
'tQpnation of the PNM (1 955). In the 1946 and 1950 elections, working-c1ass��ed parties with a labor or socialist orientation took most of the seats (Ryan 1�12: 76, 89-90) . The difference is that these parties were not united in a 
$�gle front, the legacy of the history of mobilization of the Trinidadian working �l�s by different movements, such as Cipriani's TLP and Butler's oil field �prkei:s' union and his party. The PPP faced no competition in the working SI�sS.which we would argue was in part the result of the configuration of the 
p,�litical economy, especially the domination of the huge sugar estates, and the fipnsequent retardation of working-class political mobilization. 
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The PPP went into the 1 953 elections competing against a weakly orgaruiWd 
middle-class, business-led party and a large number of independent candid�f�r 
and swept the election, taking 51  percent of the vote and 18  of 24 seats (Spin.it;�r 
1984: 36). The PPP government pressed its constitutional powers to the limi�toi 
push through its radical but essentially reformist program: land reform, rem " ,i'  
of church control of schools, trade union legislation, and other welfare , 
legislation.43 The most contentious pieces of legislation were the Rice Fa ,'. 
Security of Tenure Bill, which contained a controversial provision by whic�,��; 
government could force the sale of land in certain cases, and the La�Q� 
Relations Bill, which, simply by providing for fair election procedures for t.r,���; 
union representation, would virtually assure that Jagan's union would repl!� 
the MPCA as bargaining representative on the sugar estates. True, . tI\�� .. ' 
reforms were accompanied by much rhetoric and, in the case of both tI\#� 
controversial bills, the PPP government suspended normal parliamentA� 
procedure to rush the bill through; but the program was decidedly refo�!t�' 
character. This did not prevent the local · p,ress and the upper class �p;g; 
becoming hysterical about the government's radical policies and its alIegeP' 
"communist intentions". The Governor convinced Churchill and the Colortlij: 
Secretary that action was needed and the colonial office moved to suspend';: 
constitution after the PPP had been in government for only 133 days. }(\ii; 

There is no doubt that the constitutional suspension was motivated b�ja.: 
combination of the reaction of the local upper classes, in a very class-pola�� 
society, to attacks on their privileges and the reaction of local elites and for�jgrr. 
political leaders, both in London and Washington, to "communist subversio��� 
There is equally little doubt that the PPP government was not attempting'i:to 
subvert the democratic arrangements (such that they were) in the colony. ��t: 
in the climate of the height of the Cold War, the Jagan faction's ma#., 
ism-leninism and Jagan's contacts with eastern bloc countries were enougl{jo 
alarm the Conservative government in Britain (still the main foreign actor inm�' 
West Indies) and the United States. (�;; 

One must be careful in attributing too much to the events of 1953�W' 
accounting for the eventual installation of authoritarian rule in Guyana. 'J1l�; 
record indicates that even the Colonial Office decided that the Govenfof 
overreacted as he was relieved after only two years in office and given a 1��t�F 
post. PPP activities were proscribed for a period after the suspension, butm�; 
party and its organizations were not massively repressed as were unions a@ : 
parties of the left in parallel events in Central America. Moreover, Jagan's wH\g; 
of the PPP won elections held in 1 957, was allowed to serve out its tenn, ��� 
won again in 1961 . [1\% 

The main contribution of the events of 1953 to the development':;9/! 
authoritarianism in Guyana was their role in the 1 955 Jagan-Burnham split�41 
the subsequent development of racial politics in the country, and hij� 
interpretation of the events is very controversial. Jagan's (1 972) view is thatW� 
split was largely the work of imperialist forces and the charge is not with.Qpf 
ground since as early as 195 1 ,  the US trade unions did work to drive a we�g�. 
between the Jagan-Ied union and the main body of unions, the British goveinn� 
worked to form a united front of forces against Jagan, and the Colonial Ofli�� 
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�ri� even the British Labour Party encouraged Burnham to split with Jagan 
;(R\espres 1967: 1 99; Lewis 1968: 274; Spinner 1984: 3 1 ,  58, 70, 92-3). The 
;\!i!W media and upper-classes also encouraged the split (Spinner 1 984: 61). 
:�Jfowever the split did not immediately take on a racial 'character and it was 
c�i'tdevelopment that was most fateful for democracy in Guyana. Moreover, qi��turn to racial mobilization can hardly be laid entirely at Burnham's door and ��r all, given the racial balance, he had much to lose from such a tum. The L�56 split of the black radicals from Jagan, which was a more important turning .�Qint for the development of racial mobilization, was stimulated in part by his 
��ech to the 1 956 party congress in which he opposed the Federation partly on #jnal grounds and called for an attempt to appeal to East Indian businessmen i6n\�n ethnic basis. The policies of the 1 957-61 Jagan government dispropor
'��Qately benefited East Indians as they heavily favored agriculture over urban 
ia,�:ve1opment, helped small to medium business (and thus East Indians) at the e:W.ense of large business, recruited and promoted East Indians in civil service 19&5" and passed educational refonns benefiting East Indian teachers and 
JiliUdren (Despres 1967: 232-3, 236-7, 245-50, 252; Hintzen 1989: 49-50; 
:$p4tner 1984: 74, 80-1). While almost all of these policies could be justified on 
f4�()logical grounds and the PPP leadership denied intent to promote racial 
:noJitics, it is hard to believe that consolidation of East Indian support was not 
\()h�ofthe goals of the policies given the pattern of all of them taken together. At 
�\Wrate their objective effect was to feed African fears and racial antagonism �a.,force Burnham and the PNC leadership into racial mobilization also (tlespres 1967: 253-5, 260-2) . 

i���urnham and the rest of the PN C leadership are hardly blameless as not only 
\�i9;they respond with racial mobilization, but more important they constantly 
.f�fused Jagan's appeals to form a united anti�colonial (or, later socialist) front. �!\ough the racial divide had by then been institutionalized in the party system, 
':i,thhlght have been possible to work out a consociational fonnula for coexistence 
;,Q�jthe two groups. But, by the early 1960s, Burnham smelled power and let nQ:thing stand in his way of achieving it alone. ,��Whe PPP won the 1 961 election again as in 1957 with a minority of votes due 
'!9;!he disunity of the opposition (43 percent of the vote and 20 of35 seats to the ;P;�C's 41 percent and 1 1  seats, with the conservative United Force taking the t��aining seats). The British Conservative government faced international 
.Pressure on two sides: from the Third World countries, which were using the (WI" as a forum to pressure for decolonization, and, from the United States, �!llch, in the wake of the Cuban revollition, was pressing hard for a solution 
:�liich would not allow Jagan to lead Guyana into independence. With British :!plerance, the United States was now intervening in Guyanese internal affairs in 
!�;;i!tajor way, indirectly via the US trade union link, and, directly, through the 
€IA� ��.Pwing to PPP policies and the racial orientation of the 1961 campaign, racial 
"!�nsions were very high.44 The beginning of the end of the Jagan government ;,(apd, retrospectively, Guyanese ' democracy) came with a general strike in 
·;Fc#bruary 1962, launched by government employees and supported by the PNC �D.ILthe UFo A mass demonstration by the government's opponents degene-
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rated into a riot" arson, and looting of East Indian businesses. Though the�A: 
events outwardlr appeare� to be spontan��us, they

.were in factcarefully pla�e,� 
by Burnham. 4 The pohce and paramilttary umts looked on and Jagan waS 
forced to rely on the intervention of British troops to quiet the situation. TWQ; 
years of disorder followed, the high point being an 80-day general strikel� 
covertly financed by the CIA and AFL-CIO. In these strikes, the EuropeAAlJ 
employers generally closed their business or, in the case of the sugar estate¥,� 
even locked out their workers to add momentum to the movement. In all thes�, 

. events, 300 lives were lost. In the end, the PPP was forced to accept t1i�: 
introduction of proportional representation, a solution favored by the PNC, @e,;' 
UF, and Washington. The capitulation was forced by the coalition of forc� 
referred to in the introduction to this section: the domestic upper and mid<U�' 
classes, the black urban lower classes, the state apparatus, and metropoliti11!;' 
interests. Ji(' 

In 1 964, the Guyanese people participated in the last honest election in tht 
country's history. The PNC polled 41 percent and the UF 12  percent and thes�: 
two parties formed a government which took Guyana into independence�Wo 
1966. Through judicious use of patronage, the PNC managed to get enougw 
parliamentary crossovers to dispense with the coalition. Given the partYl� 
race-class base and the growing number of East Indians, it was probab�y� 
apparent to the PNC leadership that it was unlikely that they could ever get;�: 
majority. Thus, they moved to ensure their victory in the 1 968 election throug��: 
massive fraud. i ({lV� 

As Hintzen (1989: 56) succincdy states, after 1 968, "the PNC was able t��' 
assure itself of absolute domination of the state through racial mobilizati@� 
control of the machinery of elections, support from a loyal state bureaucracY} 
and control of a highly politicized army and police." InitiaIJy, patronage was'�� 
extremely important element of the PNC's ability to assure itself of support arigr 
its ability to dispense patronage was gready enhanced by the govemmen�� 
socialist policies which involved takeover of foreign businesses and most oftH�; 
domestic economy. At the same time it gready increased the size of the secuii�!� 
forces from 2, 135 in 1964 to 1 2, 75 1 in 1977 (Danns 1 982: 1 62). While ·thlS� 
build-up was partly motivated by the border dispute with Venezuela and th�i� 
dispute was used as justification for it, its main purpose was domesd� 
repression. These recruits were overwhelmingly African, mainly from the urbam 
lower classes (Danns 1982: 121 ,  161) .  When the economy began to deteriorate� 
very badly in the mid and late 1 970s and the source of patronage began to drY) 
up, the government came increasingly to rely on coercion and shows of force (?1 
control the country. Elections became a complete farce, with boycotts of t1i�� 
opposition leading to minuscule turnouts, while the government claimed larg�� 
turnouts and massive majorities. i�� 

In summary, the root cause of the breakdown of Guyanese democracy wasia; 
society which was highly polarized along race and class lines with the tW'Q) 
dominant ethnic groups being highly segregated occupationaIJy and geogr�� 
phically. The smaller of the two groups, the Mrican, was dominant in the urba,\l\ 
areas and the civil service, above all in the police, which made it difficult for th?{ 
political party representing the East Indian population to rule once the Africa� 
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�� to feel thre.atened owing to a combination of the policies of the PPP 
g9yemment and demographic pressures and agricultural modernization, which 
were forcing the East Indians to seek urban jobs in competition with the ,8frlcans. Due to the threat they perceived from the PPP's ideological posture @lits policies, the largely European domestic upper-classes aligned with the 
Mican based PNC (though, ironically, they were later to be eliminated as an 
ijilipOrtant social group by the PNC's nationalization policies). The marxism
l��niriism of the PPP also stimulated the dominant core capitalist powers to 
:JrI(ervene on the side of the PNC. This alliance with the domestic upper-classes @athe metropolitan powers was essential for first placing the PNC in power, �en the minority position of its race/class base. The PNC established 
4��oritarian rule, a move which would have been impossible without an 
.Wtially strong base in the security forces, and then consolidated it by expanding 
t1it�;security forces and ensuring their loyalty. Thus, the way in which ethnic 
diViSions were articulated in the state made the coercive arm of the state an �trument of political elites representing one of the ethnic groups in their quest 
f�tystate power. The quest for power of these elites, who initially lacked a 
dsgisive power base of their own as their ethnic group was a minority and �mposed of subordinate classes, was successful because of support from 
;ext�mal forces and domestic economic elites. Once the African leadership had �C)nsolidated its control over the state apparatus and greatly strengthened its 
c9'�rcive force, it expanded its autonomy from domestic economic elites as well 
;�jforeign interests. 
'NEor space reasons, we can only deal very briefly with the case of Grenada.46 
Atthe outset, Grenada had some superficial similarities to Guyana: the 1930s 
labor rebellion left the island untouched and early constitutional advance (the 
mtioduction of universal suffrage in 195 1) was the result of pressure elsewhere i\t;the West Indies.47 The level of labor organization was, relative to elsewhere mithe West Indies, very low in 1950; there was virtually no organization on the 
{ugar estates and even the urban unions were not strong. This left a �@mendous political vacuum into which Eric Gairy stepped. In the space of two y�,ars, the charismatic Gairy succeeded in organizing the vast majority of 
j�cultural workers in the country; leading two successful strikes, one of all 
�gricultural workers and one general strike; and winning the first election held iii\der universal suffrage with 64 percent of the vote and six of eight seats. 
��lThe difference between Grenada and the rest of the West Indies, we would �e, lies in the ideology of persons or forces that organized the labor 
'iitovement. The- organizational force of the working class in each case was 
'�messed in the service of the movement (or persons) who first succeeded in 
'Qrganizing it and advancing its material demands. As indicated in our 
�Iiscussion in chapter 3, given the structural position of the working class in the 
.!u.ilioritarian capitalist societies, it is not surprising that these movements most Q�en have democratic ideologies, since political democracy will ensure the 
,freedom of workers to organize and advance their demands and may even give 
:tl\:ecworkers' movement a share of political power. However, the example of qTenada shows that workers can develop loyalties to authoritarian movements if 
;Utey advance workers' material interests. Moreover, the case of Peronism in 
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Argentina demonstrates that one is not simply dealing with an idiosyncr��Qti.� 
micro-society here. These ideologies, socially constructed and constitut�1t�ti�' 
given historical moment, last generations beyond. i#'>" 

There are, however, some peculiar features of the Grenada cas¢j{)1iu�: 
arguably, to the extremely small size, which make it dangerous to general�toli!' 
much from the case. It seems plausible to hypothesize that the size,. o�\Uie!: 
society, with an electorate ofless than 30,000, made it possible for GairyJ, c 4: 
his "movement" together through sheer charisma and highly perso ' 
contact with, and servicing of his supporters. For instance, his pany-;)iii!W 
Grenada United Labour Party (GULP), had no constituency organiZji;�Qq, 
whatsoever. The electoral fortunes of GULP fluctuated with Gairy's �¥�tif' 
behavior, as it won ,the elections of 1954, 1 961,  and 1967 and lost the ele!;�9� 
of 1957 and 1962. !it��; ,;i 

The 1 967 election, which the GULP won with 55 percent of the vote,t� 
seven of ten seats, marked the beginning of the move toward authoritariiIjj,� 
By this time, Grenada had achieved full internal self-government (in� ,,, . 
dence came in 1974), which allowed Gairy to begin to greatly increas 
corruption that had begun in his earlier tenures in office and buttress i 
political repression. Gairy used his office blatantly for personal gain i 
manner of Somoza and Trujillo, which alienated local business, who d 
unfair competition from Gairy-owned concerns. On the other hand, he t!lte� 
labor legislation

. he�vily .in the direction o� employers, alienating unio.�l��� 
workers. To mamtam hIS rule, he turned mcreasmgly toward represslOn:s�e 
organized a personal police force, the infamous Mongoose Gang, to harras�!1Ys 
opponents and won the 1972 and 1976 elections through fraud. And, of c()�e� 
his decidedly weird behavior, such as promoting the investigation of UFq�lin 
the UN, hardly earned him any international supporters. ' !�\\)' 

By the late 1970s, the reaction to Gairy's rule had generated an impr�ye 
coalition against him: from the Chamber of Commerce, the churches, and1tli� 
conservative Grenada National Party to the Civil Service Association and\ilie 
urban unions and the radical New Jewel Movement. Still, the exampl�91 
Guyana in the late 1970s suggests that Gairy might have survived hadlltie 
maintained a solid base in the security forces. The 300-member Gre�� 
Defence Force was ill equipped, untrained and underpaid and had at b�p, 
tenuous commitment to the Gairy government Oacobs and Jacobs 1:�8Q: 
1 24-5). It is not surprising, then, that in March 1979, a mel'e

.
forty-six memg, 

of the New Jewel Movement were able to defeat the army 10 less than tw�!ie 
hours with the loss of only three lives. With , massive support from the peQPl� 
the rest of the security forces were then quickly disabled. .. f��> 

Due to the small size of Grenada, we will hazard only a few generalizatio� 
which can be corroborated with comparative evidence. First, the cases�9( 
Grenada and Argentina underline the importance of the ideology of the initl,hl 
mobilizing agents of the labor movement for the fate of democracy in':m' 
country. Second, the contrast between Burnham's success in Guyana and;1lit 
failure of Gairy to institute stable authoritarian rule demonstrates the imPQt� 
tance of strong and politically loyal security forces for such attempts. " ,{Ii :'JJl 
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�� 
,;J\sQ�rtheoretical framework suggests and our analyses in the last two chapters \,�i,�{out, the crucial dimensions for explaining the emergence of democracy 
:,al!dl�i:lthoritarianism are the balance of class power, the nature of the state, and 
\!1i��#Jpact of transnational structures of power. In order for democracy to be 
;�blIshed and consolidated, a certain degree of power balance within civil i�¥iy and between civil society and the state needs to prevail. Pressures from 
:;" !\, inate classes have to be strong enough to make demands for their 

on credible, and threat perception on the part of elites has to be 
:' ated to induce them to accept such inclusion. The state has to have 
" ' .  ,. , my from dominant classes, but cannot be autonomous from civil society 
�;�whole. Transnational structures of power should not support the aggrandi
�' nt of the coercive apparatus of the state and the strengthening of the 
•. , omy of the state from civil society, nor, of course, should they generate 
:liit�\ventions which undermine democratically elected governments. 
, . .  "e Central American cases, except for Costa Rica, have not developed such 

llations. The lack of consolidated mass-based unions and political parties 
: , !I Ie of countering economic elite and military interests is attributable to the '���einatic stifling of such organization since the 1 930s by landowner-state 
au�rices, or by largely autonomous militaries, or by a combination of these and dl!\�ct foreign intervention. An understanding of the role of US intervention is 
¢i(iCial for these cases. In Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and Honduras Ji,$Jdirect intervention in the first third of this century laid the groundwork for 'W@;by elites based on control over coercive institutions. In these countries and 
EllSalvador and Guatemala as well, large military assistance programs in the 1950s and 1960s reinforced tendencies towards increasingly autonomous Jt$liiical action of military institutions, from subordinate classes and from civil s�ety as a whole. In Guatemala and the Dominican Republic renewed direct Q�intervention eclipsed popular movements and thus a crucial ingredient for 
tljl: emergence of democratic rule.48 Large landowners dependent on cheap 
l�&:otare still important segments of the elite in El Salvador and Guatemala, ;y),d: they feel acutely threatened by the potential implications of political 
iif�Iusion of the lower classes in the form of land and tax reforms. 
;t�€aribbean and Costa Rican exceptionalism can similarly be explained by a 
c�fiibination of socioeconomic structural and political factors. In Costa Rica, �� original settlement pattern had led to the formation of a quite prosperous a�arian middle class offamily farmers. Despite a process ofland concentration 
an,d emergence of a landless rural population in the nineteenth and twentieth ��ntury, the persistence of this middle class and its urban counterpart 
c�rtstituted a counterweight to the large landowners, sharing in the control of 
lli#state. Thus, at the critical juncture of the 1930s, unions and political parties w�te allowed to grow and contribute further to a power constellation favorable 
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for democracy. Political events in 1948 reinforced the process of consolidtaon(; 
of democracy in so far as the winner of the civil war proceeded to dismantl�&!i.e;: 
military. Elites gradually learned to accommodate to democratic rule aI@JQ \ 
work through political parties to protect their interests. Their vital inte� ' 
were never threatened by an electorally strong radical mass party. ' MOSt; 
crucially, there were no attempts at significant land reform. i\1��i' 

In the English-speaking Caribbean the political conditions were decisiy�iil!\ 
so far as the local planter class did not control the state apparatus when pOp�i!(? 
organizations began to emerge on a large scale. By the time of independepf,e, : 
parties and unions were well consolidated. Even though significant parts of;ij1� : 
economic elites opposed independence, they had already developed wa��" 
work through the political parties to protect their interests. In the end; #,�*: 
those parties which had adopted a Fabian socialist position, once in otli�) 
pursued essentially dependent capitalist development models along with s9lh�� 
reformist social policies. Moreover, there was no large coercive apparatusJffat.' 
could have been enlisted by the elites to repress these organizations; nor . . . " , 
the parties who controlled the government willing to build up suc " . •  
apparatus. Arguably, this became important for the survival of Jamai� 
democracy when the PNP's departure from the pattern of dependent capitalISt 
development in the 1970s caused economic elites to perceive a very signifi2�ni 
threat to their interests. A massive opposition propaganda campaign manag�(t 
to undermine the PNP's support base and to turn the security forces againS(m� 
party (Stephens and Stephens 1986: 229-49), but the PNP survived the 19�Oj 
election defeat intact and there was no attempt to suppress it. <iWi 

Guyana deviates from the West Indian patternuot merely because oftheTia 
that it is deeply divided along ethnic lines, but because to the particu[� 
articulation of this ethnic division in the political economy of the coUritryi 
Moreover, the PPP was much more radical than any other of the govemlqg 
parties in the British West Indies. Accordingly, the economic elites ·tm,t 
supported the suspension of the constitution in 1953 and then the change·t�� 
system of proportional representation in 1964, designed to prevent the �,R� 
from continuing to hold governmental power. In 1953 this meant direct sUPPQ� 
for an authoritarian solution; in 1964 it meant an indirect contribution to tlie 
breakdown of democracy, which ironically was to tum out highly undesira�l� 
for the upper classes. The geo-political concerns of core capitalist countiies' 
also played a critical role in the development of authoritarianism in Guyana;r� 
they did in Central America. In 1953 the British authorities intervened directly, 
and in 1964 British and US pressures heavily reinforced pressures ' fron): 
domestic elites and the PNC. The lower classes were organized, but theyw�� 
split along ethnic lines. In the final analysis, it was a temporary coalition oftlfe 
PNC, based in the African urban lower and middle classes and in the state 
apparatus, with the domestic upper classes and US and British governmeil� 
that put the country on the road to authoritarian rule. Like in Central Ameriej; 
it was the development of a large coercive apparatus that sustained the reg@� 
once it was in power. The collapse of the Gairy regime in Grenada serves:,J� 
underline the importance of this factor. );; 
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Y;��'c: 
,J�Will hardly come as a revelation to Latin Americanists and Caribbeanists that 
iili:c&revidence presented here obviously leads to a categorical rejection of 
'!ij�,ntington's (1984) rather bizarre suggestion that augmenting US military rpp,wer would brighten prospects for democracy in the Third World. But neither 
,4Ms' our evidence wholeheartedly support certain variants of dependency ').!}�ory which see dependency as unifonnly negative for democracy because they ���e that transnational corporations and core capitalist powers are invariably 
':ti§s.p!e to democratization in the third world, a posture which is motivated by 
tIi�fr,'economic interests. Despite economic and political hyperdependency, 
U£QlQcratic regimes emerged in the English-speaking Caribbean countries. 
W1Whe inadequacy of the economically deterministic dependency view is 

, dtarest in the case of the decolonization of the British West Indies. Politics in lIl'¢ core are not monolithic. The posture of Britain towards her colonies was 
p�#gressively altered, we have argued, by the changing balance of class power in ��tain and the rest of the core and changes in the power balance in the 
Al\t�mational state system. The politics of the incumbents matter: there were 
;,@ferences between Labour and the Conservatives on colonial policy, and it is 
#o:·accident that one of the very few positive acts made by the United States, the 
j�pport for fair elections in the Dominican Republic, came during the Carter 
;'a,\!iWriistration. Moreover, the United States did encourage the decolonization pi�cess .. at least up to the advent of the Cold War. 
�i;None the less, the role of the United States has been overwhelmingly 

':�W�tive in its "backyard." What one may question about the dependency view '1�,�\(), what extent US actions have been determined by immediate economic iii��rests of American corporations. There is a lot of merit to this contention for 
;;t!i�pre-World War II period, when a number of the US interventions could be 
:@:�ctly linked to the defense of specific US corporate interests. Moreover, 
4ifense of the Canal Zone and actions aimed at limiting the influence of 
:��ropean powers in the area cannot be unambiguously labeled "geo-political" 
f.lthet than "economic," since part of the aim was to establish and defend US 
!��9nomic hegemony in the area. On the other hand, in the post-war period, one ;�9Wd argue that the Cold War has led to the primacy of geo-political fqnsiderations in US foreign policy making. 
M�ifhere can be little doubt, on the one hand, that it would be hard to link many 
;qf;the post-World War II US interventions �o the defense of specific US 
�apitalists' investments and other interests in the region and, on the other hand, 
;ih�tthe danger of "communist takeover" has virtually always been invoked to :i�tify US intervention. With the single exception of Costa Rica, the US 
i�\te11'entions against "communists" involved supporting anti-democratic for
y�s; However, there are two weaknesses in the arguments that so radically 
d,elink US geo-political and economic interests. First, they focus far too much 
gh specific US investment in a given country or region and completely neglect 
�ilje general interest of US capital in keeping in power Third World govem-
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ments which do not challenge US economic interests. Second, they frequ���j 
take at face value State Department claims that US "security" interests werelat,; 
stake. One must at least ask the question what role "communism" playedl�> 
opposed to radical social transformation. In many of the cases where the UI¥t�d; 
States intervened to help end democracy, the marxist-leninist forces w�re: .  
almost without influence. Even where they were influential, they were notiit�> 
position to be a danger to democracy, assuming that had been on their agen�i 
Despite the claims of the US State Department, the academic evide�e 
overwhelmingly demonstrates that US security interests were not threateri��;" 

How, then, does one explain the pattern of frequent US interventions a� 
leftist governments in the absence of an objective threat to security inter�tM) 
We suggest that the answer lies in the "dominant ideology" of the United S��� 
which is overwhelmingly influenced by capitalist interests, given the weakri:� 
of US labor and the absence of a social democratic party. This is not to sugg� 
the existence of a seamless and monolithic dominant ideology, but rathertJ{(1 
the center of gravity of the political debate on Third World affairs in the Unit�d: 
States as compared to, say, Sweden has something to do with the balancejgf 
class forces in society. What might be generally recognized as a Cold W¥ 
conception of Third World politics, which equates even aggressive :�ijt: 
constitutional reformism with communism, is very strong in the United Stat�; 
and it has had the effect of legitimizing successive interventions in the 'fIli!iI:. 
World as defenses of democracy and US security. Yet, the primary objecijye 
effect of these interventions taken as a totality was to make the countries�i.li 
question safe for capitalism, even if no specific US capitalist interests w§� 
threatened in a given country. " 1� 

This discussion brings another point to the fore which was also highlight� 
by our discussion of consolidation of democracy in South America: in any giy�g 
set of international and domestic power relations, there are limits to democraff� 
as it appears to have been incompatible with radical social reform. Like ;)ji' 
South America, all of the surviving democracies in the Caribbean and Centra! 
America abandoned any schemes of radical reform they might have had;:'Cot 
example, Figueres in Costa Rica, the PNP in Jamaica in the early 19505, a�a 
the PRO in the Dominican Republic between 1 965 and 1 978. The f�'{f 
governments which attempted such transformations provoked reactions whl�� 
ended democracy. Attacks on private property, such as land reform scheth�' 
provoked vigorous reactions not only from local upper classes but also from !1f§ 
United States, which tended to equate such attacks with communism;':#. 
exemplified by Arbenz in Guatemala. Even in Jamaica in the 1970s, wh�� 
democracy survived the reactions of the local upper-classes and the Uriit�� 
States to the PNP's reform schemes, the anticipation of reaction from those tWa 
sources certainly limited what the PNP even tried to do. The PNP's modera�6\\: 
in the 1990s similarly has to be seen as a reaction to the experience oftH� 
disruptive power of these forces, in addition to the inescapable constraints dl 
IMF programs. ';�;)�\ 

Our analysis supports the contention central to our framework that the stat� 
cannot be reduced to a mere reflection of power relations in civil society (Se� 
also Evans et a1. 1 985) . Not only can the state act autonomously of civil socie�i 
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itz��n profoundly shape it. In South America and Mexico we saw how attempts 
;bYAilie state to incorporate the emerging labor movement into state-sponsored 
, ��izations undercut the political articulation of the working class, and how 
. �J¢ attempts to regulate unionization managed to weaken the labor moveni�*ts' organizational capacity. In this chapter we encountered two forms of 
;��!e autonomy from and state impact on civil society; the autonomy and impact 
��:rpe colonial state in the British Caribbean, and the autonomy and impact of 
;tlt�(sovereign state sustained by external support for the coercive apparatus in ;���tral America. The colonial state, by allowing the formation of organizations 
i���ubordinate classes, contributed to a strengthening of civil society and a shift 
'i1i�the balance of class power which was favorable for democratization. The iIl�atorial states in Central America did the opposite in that they used their cAercive capacity to partially suppress the development of civil society, particu
I�ly:the organization of the rural and urban lower classes. 
' �i.fhis is not to say that the expansion of civil society which accompanies 

's1!�ioeconomic development can be completely suppressed. Urbanism, factory I.duction, literacy, and education bring with them not only the infonnal 
�I�,tionships of civil society that are almost impossible to suppress, but also ��asi-formal organizations in the workplace and community, which have 
p:�Q\'ed highly resilient to repression. This is clearest in the most developed of 
J!f¢" dictatorial regimes of the 1970s and 1980s, those in the Southern Cone of lfatin America and in southern Europe, where counter-regime institutions like �mons managed to re-establish themselves even in the most repressive regimes 
;��h as Chile. It seems very plausible to hypothesize that repression is more 
#[ective in retarding the growth of civil society at the level of development of 
<a�ntral America in the 1930s than at higher levels of development. 4�tIowever, as the example of El Salvador demonstrates, it is possible for the 
§!fIte to sustain repression of the political articulation of a strengthened civil sgl:iety by force for long periods of time, if external support keeps the state 
:�waratus strong. Support from a significant part of the economic elites for such 
r¢pression, as is present in EI Salvador, further facilitates its maintenance, but �ijR)l support is not indispensable. Strong external support over long periods of 
,:jiine can lead to a situation where the coercive forces develop a high degree of 
:lMtonomy from economically dominant as well as from subordinate classes and futpose their rule on all of civil society. The Central American countries have 
i\.§ved far in this direction, which can be explained by their hyperdependence 
�9�'ilie United States. Though this might in part be considered a product of the 
@pse proximity of these countries to a great power, the examples of South �()rea and Taiwan, with very strong and autonomous states whose origins lie in llip' periods of massive US aid dispensed in the 1950s, demonstrate that 
:pqWerful geo-political influences on state-society relations can occur in the 
l3�Sence of geographic proximity. �\\�:rransnational structures of power, then, emerged as even more important 
�qr�ilie political outcomes in Central America and the Caribbean than in South �erica. The presence of foreign political domination or foreign intervention :'4ti�ritical junctures left historical legacies which shaped political regime forms 
JOf decades after the withdrawal of the foreign forces. In the Caribbean the 
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British presence in the 1930s provided a protective umbrella for the emer 
of pro-democratic forces which then survived decolonization. In Nicara , ," ; ;  
the Dominican Republic, US occupying forces built coercive institutions wN ,' 
became the bases for dictators to establish their highly personalistic reg@�n 
flfter the withdrawal of US troops. In Guatemala the US-sponsored overt&9�'i 
of Arbenz and subsequent military aid nipped emerging d

.
emocratic fo��1Jm 

the bud and supported the growth of an autonomous coerClve apparatus ,,:!)i¢h 
would perpetuate repression and authoritarianism. ���; < 

The importance of transnational structures of power is by no m�� 
restricted to their effects in the form of historical legacies, however. liIf<the'� 
1980s US direct involvement in Central America and the Caribbean rem��J 
as intense as ever. Contrary to US rhetoric, this involvement waS IJ).9rt' 
detrimental to than supportive of democracy in the longer run in so far�iii'i' 
helped to weaken unions and political parties articulating the interests 0 ' "

, 

middle and lower classes, and thus crucial elements of a pro-demo c ,, ", 
balance of forces. Support for the military in El Salvador, with its well-kll{ljJli' 
links to death squads devoted to systematically killing off the leadership;o( 
popular organizations, provides the clearest illustration of these ne�tiW 
effects. To reiterate the general point emerging from our analysis of�V�;  
hegemonic domination, confIrming the statistical results, i t  has .�perated{9'i� : 
historically and contemporaneously, through local coercive forces and ag���( 
popular movements and political organizations, and consequently it*�as , 
influenced the local balance of forces in a direction unfavorable for democ�� ' 

Among the transnational structures of power shaping civil society and0�p�) 
indirectly political outcomes in Central and South America fIgures the Catq\}ijrii 
church. Its presence and therefore political influence varied greatly amoDR(!he, 
different countries, but to the extent that it had a signifIcant presence}}Ae 
direction of its influence changed. Up to the 1960s, its influence was fOi'Jthc' 
most part anti-democratic in that it discouraged popular political organi4�on: 
and legitimized the hierarchical social order and authoritarian regimes, 4,�e( 
Vatican II and the 1968 Medellin Bishops' Conference, however, the "PW�� 
rential option for the poor" led important sectors of the church to promot¢'We 
organization of christian base communities among the urban and ruraUQ�e( 
classes. Experience with self-organization and confrontation of comiltim 
problems, in tum, led to greater political involvement among the lower clilSS�; 
thus adding stronger political articulation to a strengthened civil society. � : 
helped pro-democratic forces, for instance, to widen the political space op(��, 
by bureaucratic-'-authoritarian regimes in South America, or to challenge;;tth� 
traditional repressive personalistic or military regimes in Central America;\IM� ;; 

To return to the theme of alternative theoretical explanations for the fmdmgs 
of cross-national statistical studies introduced in chapter 2, we have argued'� 
the relationship between socioeconomic development and democracy cajitlit 
better explained in a political economy than in a functionalist theore�� 
framework. In the subsequent analysis, much additional evidence was muste'@' 
supporting the political economy explanation. Likewise in chapter 5, we arg1l�4 
that the cross-national analyses had misinterpreted the correlation bem,:��n 
Protestantism and democracy, and we provided an alternative interpretati�yi 
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�e/have also presented some evidence here on two other factors which have be�� shown to be consistendy correlated with political democracy, the British 
�,l�irlal experience and the absence of ethnic diversity. 
,;\� we saw, the dominant themes in the literature on the pro democratic e���1S of British colonialism are the role of "indirect rule," which supposedly �i?red the indigenous elites in the exercise of power and left them better �pared for independence, and the transfer of appropriate institutions for ��mocratic rule after independence. We did see that the transfer of British �pt�sentative institutions made a contribution to the emergence of democracy i):i�tIle settler colonies. Whatever the merits of the argument about "indirect M��;and "tutoring" for other areas of the Third World, which we shall consider �Qtdy, it is almost completely irrelevant for the Caribbean. Crown colony rule ��airect not indirect, and to the extent that local elites were influential in the pQUtical systems (crown colony or otherwise), it was only the plantocracy (at t;tiJp to World War I). The planters could hardly be described as indigenous "#�imoreover they played little role in politics during the process of decolonizatiQ�iOr the first years of independence. The experience of the Caribbean 
iii4jcates that the main contribution of the British to democracy was to concede i��QI'l1lS when local pressures were great enough to make it a choice between (t(Oim or escalation of disorder in the colony. By the interwar period, the break o(Jhe colonial administration on planter-upper-class repression was sufficient ih�Ht allowed for the growth of middle-class associations and union organiza
iia,n;.(that is, · the formal organized segment of civil society), a process which was p;?�tly accelerated by the reforms instituted as a response to the labor rebellion. on�, can certainly argue that there was an element of political learning ·in the �pamentary institutions in the post war transition to democratic self
���rnment) but a comparative perspective suggests that the growth of civil so�i�ty and the lack of a significant coercive apparatus were the greater 
cQ�pibutions to democracy. 
�:;Itis important to qualify any statement about a positive contribution of the :ap.tish at the outset. The alternative presented by history to Third World �CJples . was not colonialism or autonomous development but rather British 
�!Rnialism or some other colonialism (including the special case of Spanish �19nialism, which in Latin America resulted in the early transfer of power to I®# elites). In the case of the West Indies, the British were responsible for 
eXi,ennination or marginalization of the indigenous populations, creation of a 
P:�antation system, and the enslavement of Africans and their relocation to the 
G�pbean plantations. To attribute a positive contribution to West Indian democracy to British colonialism is, at best, an ironic twist to the end of a sordid 
�ory. Moreover, given the role of the Fabian Bureau and the post-war ¥#kour government in the decolonization process, it should be observed that 
tlletBritish who made the positive contribution were not the same British who ii1Stilled the colonial regimes. 
}i�evertheless, it is accurate to say that British colonial rule did have a 
f�vpl'able impact on the development of democratic forces if compared to a �w�tion where a landlord-military coalition controlled the state apparatus.49 In ��tBritish Ca�bbean, unions, middle-class organizations, and political parties 
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were allowed to form and consolidate their organization. Thus, when indep;�fi�( 
dence transferred political power to local actors, the state of developm���}t· 
civil society and of the party system was favorable for the consolidati6K�(:; 
democracy. What is important to note, though, is that colonial rule iii. tlj�: 
cases simply allowed civil society and the party system to develop out of " , .  
conditions. Where local conditions were not favorable for the maintenart 
democracy, such as in Guyana due to the ethnic and class/state configu , . " 
and the dominance of the radical PPP in the early nationalist movell),��� 
colonialism did not bequeath viable democratic institutions. On the contf(lj';; 
the fear of radical refonns led the colonial authorities to join forces with'j'ffit 
local upper classes and US interests to weaken the party and thus to la 
groundwork for the erosion of democracy. The fact that colonial auth ,: 
could by no means impose democratic institutions capable of being con�li�/ 
dated on local conditions which did not contain the power balance favorabl�Ifrit. 
democracy, becomes plainly obvious in the case of Britain's African col()W)s: 
(see Diamond et a1. 1 989a). '�)t': 

This point merits some further discussion because it puts the arguril�t 
about the beneficial effects of British colonialism in proper perspective. T��e, 
are two main weaknesses in the recent literature on colonialism and democ��i ' 
namely the lack of systematic comparison of British to other colonialismsi;�O 
the explanation of variation within British colonialism with length of colo�� 
tion. British colonialism is credited with having established bureauc�1if 
structures, the rule of law, and representative institutions, which appropri�t��, 
socialized elites into democratic values. However, Gann and Duignan (l��Z; 
320-5) make it clear that French colonialism, was in many ways simUa�;fj6 
British colonialism in so far as the creation of the rule of law ' andi"of 
representative institutions was concerned. Where they differed was iil{Wc 
participation of local elites in executive power and in the treaunent'!,�r 
independence as a political option; the French denied any such participatid«[t9 
local forces and they resisted a movement towards separation and indep�,ih 
dence for a longer period of time, insisting instead on assimilation of(ijjI 
overseas territories into the French Republic. Smith (1 978: 73) explains � 
difference with the fact that the British had developed a model for a proces��O'f 
constitutional decolonization in dealing with their white dominions, whichlat�t' 
could be applied to India and other colonies of Third World peoples, o�ee 
movements in those countries forced the British to do so. : , )�. Diamond (1 989a: 8-9) supports the view that French was similar to Briti:Sb 
colonialism in fostering local participation. He attributes the relative strength;pf 
democracy in Senegal to the long tradition of political competition una�t 
French colonial rule and the existence of an elite experienced in politi�m 
organizing. British would have to be grouped with French colonialism, theri�Z� 
Diamond himself does at several points (1 989a: 6-10), and contrasted�i� 
Belgian and Portuguese colonialism under which no representative institutiq� 
were allowed to emerge. Whereas it is true that the latter left a cleit� 
non-democratic, if not anti-democratic, legacy, the question still remains wKy 
democracy broke down as well in most of the former French and Briti�h 'f}) 
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��l�nies in Africa. The explanation based on the comparatively briefer period of 

, ' , 'al rule than in the British West Indies is weak because the relevant period 
, g which representative institutions for mass constituencies functioned was 
,arin both cases, roughly the last two decades before independence.so One 
, t  fmally want to argue that the longer lasting French resistance to 

t:ii!��pendence meant that the process of decolonization itself was more violent 
$aihus responsible for the subsequent problems of democracy. However, the 
;:�inples of Algeria and Indo China should not lead one to overlook that in 
',��hyother French territories decolonization finally came peacefully and swiftly $(i¥,¢; e.g. Gann and Duignan 1967: 339-40). Moreover, as Smith argues (1978: '?,.Ql74), the degree of conflict during the process of decolonization had much to 
:4Q;,With the local social structure, particularly the local power position of the 
(iP,,��ominant nationalist elite. 
\ �The crucial difference between the British West Indian colonies on the one 
Rlilid and the British and French African colonies on the other hand lies in their 
i'r�ective level of economic development and their social structure. Freedom 
':!�iiorganize and the right to participate in politics through representative 
'.;,n��tutions opened the way for the emergence of vigorous unions and affiliated ' ,t\Rptical parties in the West Indies, which made for the balance of power in civil 
.'�l�ety and between civil society and the state that we have identified as 
,:;r�forable for the consolidation of democracy. In contrast, the lower level of 
i�lyelopment in Africa meant that civil society in general and the working-class 
.iifijparticular were weaker. Accordingly, political parties were weaker as they :j�c�ed close ties to strong unions or other organizations in civil society. This ��.akness of civil society and its political articulation facilitated the emergence 
'�f;apredatory stateS! and attempts by the state elite to dominate civil society and 
{8}itrol its political articulation. In fact, state elites in Africa frequently made 
���inpts to form hegemonic parties and sponsor organizations in civil society :l!!Wed to those parties. Where such attempts were successful and eclipsed the iU�ependent political articulation of subordinate classes, they created a double 
'iIDbalance unfavorable for democracy. Not only did they result in state 
�Rfnination over civil society, but they directly reinforced domination over 

'�pordinate classes because the state elites were an integral part of the 
;��iniilant class (see e.g. Sklar 1979). 
:�;':The functionalist view of why ethnic divisions contribute to the development �f\:iuthoritarianism is that they undermine social integration and societal ���iisensus. The Guyanese case demonstrates that this perspective is not 'i�out its merits, but it is hardly the whole story. Nor is the hypothesis that 
�,�mocracy is compatible with oppression of ethnic minorities by majorities (e.g. 
;�e U:nited States and northern Ireland) but not vice versa (South Africa). 
m�e Guyanese case (and the contrast to Trinidad) argues that one must ��flinine the entire interrelationship between ethnic divisions and the class jJ!;Ucture and the state to understand the political consequences of the ethnic 
'aiVide. ��.!\s in the last chapter, this chapter's study of the process of democratization i\Athe West Indies underlines the importance of analyzing historical sequences 
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in detennining the political outcomes. The state passed into local contrl�� 
after strong unions and political parties had been built and after a numb� 
elections with universal suffrage had been held. Had the plantocracy ha� 
control of the means of coercion at the time of the labor rebellions of the 19: 
repression not concession would have been the response and the West JJi: 
might have followed the trajectory of Central America. 'j1 
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I 
;flonclusions and Reflections 

;:,·')};0\·.� �g�neral, the three comparative historical studies demonstrated the utility of 
:m�,,�eoretical framework for the study of the development of democracy laid '91lI: fu 'chapter 2. Building on this theoretical framework, we arrived at imlanatory accounts . of processes of democratization, of the comparative 
;illj;idence of democratic and non-democratic regimes, and of breakdowns and 
;�Hb,acks of democracy. At the same time, our empirical analyses introduced a AUfuber of complexities and qualifications to the framework and raised .w�stions which we were unable to answer in the context of this study. 
·gIm our concluding comments, we will briefly outline the major findings that 
'AAre implications for the theoretical framework including a number of qualifi
�#ons and open questions. We will also explore how our analysis might be 
'A�ellded in a number of directions. Our theoretical conclusions contain some 
.�j��r implications for the chances of democratic stability in Latin America {llicluding Central America). They also suggest interpretations of developments 
�K�ome countries not covered in the comparative historical analyses. And Mally, we address the dilemma that stabilization of formal democracy appears �Jequire serious restrictions on substantive democracy because of the need for w�,tection of elite interests, and we take up the question of the prospects and 
!e�sibilities of advancing democracy substantively in countries where formal 
democratic institutions have been established. 
����< . ��lL 
:$Jieoretical Assessment �::r\· " 'i(il)\ .![JJeoretical arguments supported 
;\ 

��)�:�� . �r studies confirmed the importance of the three clusters of power - of class 
.pp'wer, state power, and transnational structures of power - for the develop
;m�!lt (and demise) of democracy in the process of capitalist development. 
[l}ese three factors combined and interacted in varying ways and varying 
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sequences to determine political developments. The patterns found in eath&(i 
the three regions under study were quite different; but these differences i:�!eis 
understandable in the context of the theoretical framework. ,;11izlc ,' 

The centrality of class power to the process of democratization;��::/ 
repeatedly confirmed in the comparative studies, and the classes aligy�d\, 
themselves for the greater part in the manner laid out in chapter 3., ' 
organized working class appeared as a key actor in the development of 
democracy almost everywhere, the only exception being the few case , ) 
agrarian democracy in some of the small-holding countries. In most �� ; 
organized workers played an important role in the development of restri<:t��< 
democracy as well. The Latin American ' cases bear out the expecta ) " ,  
generated by the theoretical framework precisely because the working , , :  
played a lesser role in the historical events there: the relative weakness of�<' 
working class certainly has contributed to the infrequence of full democracy;jD i 
the region and to the instability of democracy where it did emerge. i�� \: 

How the working class affected events was highly variable. This gave weigtlt< 
to our conception of a social construaion of class interests. Even in Europe, w���i; 
the main effect of working-class organization came in the form of the parties!*C; 
the Second International and affiliated unions, it also expressed itself thro4ili'! 
independent artisanal agitation, delayed responses to defeated movements,:aIid 
pressure from the working-class wings of confessional and liberal parties. In!Wl 
West Indies, working-class pressure expressed itself first in the form of!tI1¢; labor rebellions of the 1930s which led the colonial authorities to introd6ce 
some measure of self-government, and then in the form of unions '�� :  
multi -class parties. In Latin America, unions and parties of varying ideologichl) 
persuasions and with at least some base in the working class were essential P�@ 
of alliances which introduced full democracy. In all regions, however, presSti�: 
from the organized working class alone was insufficient to bring about mt 
introduction of democracy; the working-class needed allies. yl{� , 

Large landlords, particularly those who depended on a large supply of ch��i 
labor, consistendy emerged as the most anti-democratic force in the comp�(f. 
ive studies. If an economically significant class of labor-dependent land16t� " 
had control or, at least, very significant influence on the state in a given periq�;,; 
the state resisted demands for the expansion of democratic rights. W1i��, 
on-going capitalist development, often in conjunction with immediate politic�;' 
or economic crises, stimulated a surge in the demands of the masses ' f9X' 
political inclusion and/or economic amelioration, the state resf: 
ponded - immediately or at a later point, when the crisis had subsided - wi�� 
political exclusion and repression. This key element of Moore's pioneer41i1 
study bore the test of repeated examination across the countries studied iriQj�� 
preceding chapters. Democracy could only be established if (1) landlords w�t�; 
an insignificant force, or (2) they were not dependent on a large supply of che�i� 
labor, or (3) they did not control the state. The fact that labor intensi��: 
agriculture remained a crucial export activity and large landlords a signific�nlt 
sector of the economic elites in South and Central America well into the second; 
half of the twentieth century explains much about the severe obstacles :fa' 
democratization in these areas. . : %: 
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) �The orthodox marxist and liberal social science view of the role of the 
:b9l}fgeoisie as the primary agent of democracy did not stand up under scrutiny. 
:Tli�ugh clearly not as anti-democratic as landlords, capitalists and the parties ;,�ey:iprimarily supported rarely if ever pressed for the introduction of full 
d�!riocracy. Beyond this, the only generalization that can be made about the 
)p8S\ure of the bourgeoisie toward democratic reforms is that it varied from case ;�fcaSe and from time period to time period depending on the alliance options 
QR�nto them as well as on ideological legacies of the past. In most countries, 
�e'bourgeoisie supported the opening up of contestation and the introduction 
'Q(�parliamentary government which, in tum, often allowed civil society to 
cdSyplop and opened the way for inclusion of the middle classes and later the 
�Qrking class. However, this was not always the case. For example, the 
!W�rgeoisies of Germany, Sweden, and Denmark supported early liberal 
Wgnns, but they opposed the call for full parliamentary government when the 
!8!9Wth of socialist organization in the working class threatened to bring a 
���sure of political power to the socialists were parliamentary government 
iiI:�oduced. In Latin America, the bourgeoisies often supported the termination 
Qfip�rliamentary government and the ending of civil liberties by military coups, 
:���pite the fact that the resulting military dictatorships frequently deprived the 
;b'Qlirgeoisie itself of direct access to the state. 
�iYl:t, in contrast to labor-dependent landed upper classes, our comparative �yses uncovered cases in which the bourgeoisie did support a political 
i1ilgement which entailed significant extensions of suffrage to the lower 
.�ses. Nineteenth-century suffrage reforms in Switzerland, Britain, and 
�tjllce and the Venezuelan pact of 1958 spring to mind as examples. It is 
;i!J!portant to note that in these cases the threat posed by the working class was ��all owing to the absence of socialist organization in the class or to the 
ammgements of the political pact. In England, successive reforms came only 
:�er the suffrage demands of the Chartists had been safely subdued a �peration earlier. A much more frequent contribution of the bourgeoisie to 
4�1n0cracy has been to accommodate to it and even support it once it is 
��blished. Yet, this is hardly a universal response: all three of our comparative 
��'dies were riddled with examples of bourgeoisies supporting the termination 
9{;?emocratic regimes once new conditions increased their motivation to do so 
q�presented them with allies in such a project . 
. �Jbe contrasting posture of the landed upper class and the working class 
ctntains the core of our argument of why capitalist development and democracy �� related: capitalist development weakens the landed upper class and 
§lfengthens the working class as well as other subordinate classes. The �pective positions of the bourgeoisie and the working class show that 
�pitalism creates democratic pressures in spite of capitalists, not because of W�m. Democracy was the outcome of the contradictory nature of capitalist 
��Velopment, which, of necessity, created subordinate classes, particularly the 
iprking class, with the capacity for self-organization. Capitalism brings the 
mb:ordinate class or classes together in factories and cities where members of 
Wose classes can associate and organize more easily; it improves the means of 
�J;Ilffiunication and transportation facilitating nationwide organization; in these 
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and other ways it strengthens civil society and facilitates subordinate /�j�;\!' 
organization. Though the working class has not proved to be the gravediggeht;: 
capitalism, it has very frequently been capable of successfully demand' . ' . . , 
own political incorporation and an accommodation of at least some ' 
substantive interests. No other subordinate class in history has been able' .... .. ' so on anywhere near the same scale. As Przeworski (1985, 1988) has frequ¢)l,tIfF 
argued, democratic capitalism rests on a class compromise between lab . . 
capital in which the interests of both sides are to varying extents acco 
dated. 

Capitalist development and democracy are related primarily through 
changes in the balance of class power. Yet our analyses also demonstrate . 
the level of democratic development can not be simply read off from the leY� iof!'; 
capitalist development. In part, this was due to the variability of the struc.·  

. 
class relations at a given level of capitalist development. We have .• . .. 
mentioned the structure of agrarian class relations as one such sourctt'lif', 
variability. The interrelations between dominant classes and the stat�'�e;i 
another. The timing of development and the type of integration into the��&�.;: 
economy also greatly affected the structure of the economy and the cl� . 
structure. This was most dramatically illustrated by the contrast between1tHe 
advanced capitalist countries and the dependent countries of the Third Worj�;,: 
but it was also a key source of early variation among the Latin American c¥es,:: 
as the nature of the export economy significantly affected their subseq���t; 
political development. In the West Indies, the extremely polarized nature o(!We: 
Guyanese class structure, which was linked to the demands of sugar produCJ,ioll 
in a geographic setting where irrigation was a necessity, was one root of@je 
authoritarian direction of that country. '?�� i 

The comparative studies showed that the key source of variability act9� 
countries at a given level of development was the posture of the middle cl .' ;V, i "  
Indeed, i t  can be said that, since the working class nowhere was strong e . . .  
to push through democracy alone, the middle classes assumed a pivotal roleiW. 
the development of democracy. However, their role was ambiguous; it val'i�d' 
due to different relations to the dominant classes as well as due to variationsiili 
the middle classes' own interests. Moreover, owing to their intermedl)l 
positi�n in the class structu�e and their intem� heteroge?eio/, the inte!es�l&f 
the mIddle classes were subject to a greater vanety of SOCIal mterpretatIon �nd 
construction. For this reason, even the urban middle classes were much rri8k 
likely to come under the influence of dominant classes, sometimes supporijifg 
political movements which opposed their objective interests, by almost Xw interpretation of what those interests were. • .• ��: 

The influence of the dominant classes on the politics of rural middle clas�� 
poor peasants, and the agricultural proletariat was, in general, even greater t@t 
in the case of the urban middle classes. Where an alliance between';ih� 
dominant classes, the state and an established church was fonned, this 'ch�h 
became an effective conduit for dominant class hegemony particularly over-tile 
rural middle and lower classes. Though peasants and rural workers shared,ca,tl 
interest in democracy with the urban proletariat, they acted much l� 
frequently in support of it, in part, because they followed the lead of large 
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'�> <\�:�, ;JahSlJords and in part because they had much greater difficulty organizing 
" tI1�D,iselves. However, to assert that the rural lower and middle classes were 
;a!W�ys backward, always on the receiving end of hlstory, or always manipulated 
,bY��Pier actors is a distortion ofhlstory. Our comparative studies demonstrated 
:tfiai{in predominandy small-holding countries (e.g. the small European coun
J��jthe North and West of the United States, Canada, and New Zealand), 
:{alIjily farmers, and in some cases poor peasants, acted as an independent, iiU$��lly self-organized force and largely in favor of democracy. In the Carib
;ibt�, Central America, and some countries in Latin America (e. g. Peru), the :RI�iation proletariat did organize also and usually weighed in as a democratic 
W��; 
' AWhis returns us once again to a point argued insistendy in chapter 2: class . <!,?,-. Jl!t�f!!sts are socially constructed. Though the variations in the class structure 
;�l1tioned above go further in explaining cross-national differences than is '.4fuitted by culturalist and purely historicist interpretations, the differences can :1iaJ:� be reduced to them. At any given historical conjuncture, a range of ,ja�plogies and political postures are objectively compatible with the interests of 
�W�ss, given various time horizons, levels of risk aversion, and the need to IC��9se between different, not fully compatible goals (consumption, power, 
leij'�e, participation, etc. ) of various members of the class. Furthermore, 119)hing guarantees that many members of a given class will not choose a :�,ture incompatible with most outside observers' interpretation of their 
��ie�ve interest. Indeed, our case studies were replete with examples of social '�.ups who must have been very disappointed in the political movements they 
Sjlpported, the most recent example being the support of the middle classes in 
:t!i�southern Cone for the installation of bureaucratic authoritarian regimes in �!t region. 1 This suggests that a huge range of ideological and political 
Q§entations might be found in a given class in a given country; yet, empirically �> is not the case. Ideologies inherited from past political and social 
Q�ganization of classes are a prime source of narrowing this range of variation. :wPs persistence of political and ideological positions once they are embodied 
���organizational structures appeared repeatedly in our analyses: it was 
'�possible to understand the posture of the German middle classes in the 
'iit�rwar period without reference to the political struggles and alliances of ]�Reria1 Germany; the legacy of Peronism was essential for the understanding 
9�(the political posture of the Argentine working-class and the agony of 
d�mocracy in that country. 
i�(�Discussing the posture of class forces one at a time, as we have done so far in 
,t\1Is' review, tends to obscure a point that was anticipated in our theoretical ft.!,inework and that emerged as as dominant feature in all our comparative 
�!ydies : the posture of one class can never be understood in isolation from that o�all other classes, states and international actors in the historical sitUation. A (ew of the most clear-cut cases can be cited to underline this point: in Latin 
i�erica, the posture of the middle classes toward full democracy was heavily 
cQpditioned by whether they could ally with segments of the upper-classes to 
�ffect their own inclusion. If they could not, and if a significant working class iV�s present, they turned to an alliance with the working class and thus 
,��.� .... 
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supported greater extension of suffrage. In Europe, the difference in ; m�: , 
position of the German bourgeoisie and its Swedish counterpart was n9t;� 
matter of subjective preference, but rather a matter of the different allia���: 
options available to German and Swedish capitalists. In the 1930s jn :�l 
Caribbean and Central America, planters everywhere favored harsh reactioAA 
to the labor uprising, but they had different alliance options with the state anA, 
in the international system, which led to different outcomes in the two are��{1 

Our studies also vindicated our interpretation of the effect of the growtl1��[ 
civil society on democracy as outlined in chapter 3 (see pp. 49-S0). 1YF.' 
agreed with modernization theory and pluralism on the positive effect of s� 
mobilization and the development of formally autonomous social organizatipP! 
and groups on democracy. They counterbalance the power concentrated in,tli�: 
modem state. However, we argued that the political effect of the growth ofcim . 
society can only be understood in connection with its articulation witltt!fe;.,. 
structure of class power. This proved to be a fruitful perspective that w:iS: 
theoretically detailed in the comparative historical studies in a number of 

' 
Several reminders should suffice here. 

First, the growth of autonomous organizations in the subordinate cI ' , 
even when they are not initially political, can lead, and often does lead, to tl{�i 
development of a counter-hegemonic culture and more explicitly politi� 
organization, which begin to change the balance of class power in society. rti�. 
can be most clearly seen in the pattern of relatively gradual transition{tp 
democracy through shifting class power, with the Scandinavian countries, t!l,e" 
West Indies, and Costa Rica being ideal typical in this regard. \� 

Second, under certain social conditions - g�nerally where powerful a'lidi 
cohesive upper classes exist and form a strong alliance with the state -tli�! 
organizations of civil society, or at least parts of it, may serve as condujts;(Q� 
authoritarian ideologies of the upper classes, thus weakening democracy. T��; 
most striking cases of this reactionary hegemony over the middle classes w�t�h 
Germany and Austria, which succumbed to authoritarian rule at high leveJs,q� 
socioeconomic development; but the generally conservative posture of �e: 
Brazilian middle classes and their support for the installation of the burei4� 
cratic authoritarian regime make for another illustrative case. It is here wh�r,? 
our analysis clearly proved superior to the pluralist analysis of secondary group� 
which ignores the class content of these organizations. ;Oc� 

Finally, a strong hegemony of conservative (rather than reactionary) uppel'� 
classes can actually strengthen formal democracy as it can serve to defend t1i�l 
interests of the upper classes within the system and to keep the substantiy?: 
demands of the lower classes off the immediate political agenda.2 This is one iifi 
the primary reasons for the positive contribution of the existence of a stro4�, 
party of the right for the survival of democracy, which proved important inJ 
number of our Latin American cases, but also can be seen as one factor in tn:� 
gradual and stable nature of suffrage extension in Britain. i::� 

To readers familiar with the social science literature on the social precondi�! 
tions for democratic government, our treatment of culture may be striking as:j( 
denies the prominent role culture is given in the analyses of modemizatioR' 
theory.3 Culture enters our analysis primarily as ideologies (in th� broades1i 
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,��fu.e, that is, worldviews and value systems) of specific classes, including 
,,1�g3cies of past alignments.4 Our theoretical formulation of the social construc'
�Oll of class interests and application of this concept to the historical material ;�oyers much of what might appear as culture in structural functional analysis. 
:,mhus, culture is considered in its articulation with class interests in the same 
�,w�:y that civil society was. Democratic cultures are largely a product of present ;�#a past structures of power in society which favor(ed) democracy. Thus, it was 
!@Ievant for our analysis whether the culture, or ideological balance as we would 
'qesignate it, in society favored democracy. In our analysis of Germany and 
::Wostria, we made this point very explicit; it was implicit in many other cases. 
��Aside from relating cultural phenomena systematically to class relations, we 
'(focused our attention more generally on those ideas, values, and symbols that 
L�e organizationally and institutionally embedded. This strategy proved fruitful in ����d to re�igion. <?ur analysis indicates that it is the so.cial org�nization of 
;�eliglOn and ItS relation to classes and the state rather than Its doctnnal content 
�tjiat was pivotal, though there is some relation between the two. Building on 
:�ipset and Rokkan's (1967) work, we contended that sectarian Protestantism .f,@ut not Lutheranism) encouraged democracy because it strengthened civil 
;�Qciety and tended to insulate its members from ruling-class hegemony. 
;[)�senting religions in all countries in which they were strong were breeding 
�grounds for popular democratic movements. By contrast, state churches, 
;'�atholic or Lutheran (and the parties supported by them), were conduits for 
'�ling-cIass ideologies. However, in Latin America the post-Medellin "popular 
�(�atholic) church" performed the same function of strengthening civil society 
�mrough the organization of Christian base communities. In Europe churches 
"Wat stood in opposition to ruling state-class alliances generally produced 
�parties that were democratic forces. Again, our comparative analysis yielded a 
��fferent interpretation of the statistical results found in cross-national quanti�tAtive analyses than those provided by the authors of those studies. By extending 
;fhe Lipset-Rokkan analysis, we argued that the historic choices of state builders 
��s-a-vis religious institutions had a significant impact on the pattern of 
;aeQlocratization, a clearly "Tocquevillian" effect of state-church alliances. 
;�;fThe state itself did play the essential role in shaping the chances for 
,!,psrallation and consolidation of democracy that our initial framework attri(oUted to it. In contrast to the relative consistency of class behavior, there is 
�!hore systematic variation across regions in the role of the state. The same is 
;JI'ue for the impact of transnational structures of power. Moreover, it is the l!hteraction between these two factors and classes which helps explain the 
[SYstematic differences in class aIliances that can be observed across regions. 
,$herefore, a discussion of the role of the state and transnational structures of 
Htower involves a review of variation across regions. )�\ Consolidation of state power in the sense of the establishment of a monopoly 
�9n organized force was a fundamental prerequisite for the establishment of 
�ristitutionalized contestation among elites or among elites and wider groups. 
%We observed variation both across our regions and within regions in the timing 
'I�f consolidation of state power and in the importance of the state as an 
��Ilti-democratic force. We picked up the story of advanced capitalist societies at 
:::;. . 
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a point where states were consolidated already in virtually all cases. Simtfi£2 
cantly, it was in two of the breakdown cases, Germany and ltaly, w��il:" 
consolidation of state power was problematic. Though there was ' a Ji'en:::', 

' .  /';:/'," ,-consolidated core of state power in these cases, the question of the area;.9Yej::.; 
which this power was to be exercised remained contested until the second;IiAAt;; 
of the nineteenth century. This meant that significant pressures for democrlidL '  
zation emerged before the problem o f  national unity was resolved. It is . .  ' 
coincidence of problems that distinguishes the two Fascist from the'il . 
Catholic corporativist breakdown cases. In Latin America we observed sh#R�,; 
differences between countries, with Chile on one end of the spectrum, wli�,< 
state consolidation and contestation among elites were achieved early,f�:i 
Venezuela on the other end, where armed struggles persisted until the turit!l)f", 
the century and there was no institutionalized contestation before 1945. On'lhe) 
whole, the process of state consolidation in Latin America was tempo� ' ; 
closer to the emergence of pressures for mass incorporation. For the Caribbe3liJ\ 
states, the achievement of independence came late, but de facto conso1ida#�n ,  
of (colonial) state power had occurred much earlier. This made mass incorP9�: 
ration possible under colonial auspices. In Central America consolidationi�r:  
state power has been most difficult. These states were weakened thro9i1i' : 
foreign intervention through the early twentieth century and more recendy haye ! '  
come under armed challenge from internal forces. Accordingly, it istn�f; 
surprising that even institutionalization of contestation has been so difficlllr.?' 

Establishing a monopoly on organized force required a strengthening o£,m't ·  
coercive apparatus of the state, which in tum entailed its own perils itf4r 
democracy. The coercive apparatus could be and frequently was used by'rli,e 
dominant classes to repress demands from subordinate classes for politi� 
inclusion or for material concessions. In the European breakdown casesi�� :  
state was permeated by authoritarian forces allied with the dominant classes aha . 
contributed to the erosion of democracy. This penetration of the state wa§y�: 
direct outcome of the pattern of state-building. In Latin America the stf�. 
played an overwhelmingly anti-democratic role in so far as its coercive arm�: 
involved in politics both as an independent force and as an instrument usedibY 
the dominant classes to keep subordinate classes excluded. The prominenttgls 
of the coercive arm of the state in Latin American politics was partly a legilcY:�{; 
the independence and border wars of the nineteenth century, partly a result!,6f 
the weakness and divisions of the dominant classes, and partly a reslllti'6f 
external support. ;;� 

Anti-democratic state involvement in Latin America took several forms, m&ff 
prominently restrictions on contestation through repeated direct interventi6li' 
and rule by the military, and/or systematic stifling of the organizatioi11ll 
potential of the subordinate classes, particularly the urban working claS$j 
and/or exclusion by force of already organized subordinate classes. In Arge��' 
tina, Brazil, Peru, and Ecuador, military intervention impaired contestatil)� 
during the periods of restricted democracy. Civilian as well as militatY . 
incumbents at times attempted to use the state apparatus to prevent t!fe 
emergence of labor unions or to undercut any independent political articulati8� 
of the urban working class by incorporating it into state-sponsored organizaf 
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' as  in Brazil, Peron in Argentina, Velasco in Peru, and Ibanez in Chile. The 

•... cratic-authoritarian states which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s in ;��ntina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay combined direct military rule with 
i:{Q��eful exclusion of previously organized subordinate classes. Given the :']«ength of civil society and its political articulation reached by that point, such 
�:�£Jusion implied the use of large-scale severe repression. 
;·, ,�Ip.,the Caribbean, the colonial state was clearly non-democratic, but it slowly 
':'<w�sted itself of some of its authoritarian powers and allowed for pressures for 
,Aemocratization from below to emerge and push that divestment further. After 
, ���pendence the Caribbean ,states were comparatively small and weak. Only in 
:':G,ijyana, where Burnham greatly expanded and strengthened the state, did the 
', s'@Yecome to play an anti -democratic role by bolstering the authoritarian rule of : :th�i PNC. In Central America, in contrast, the state has played a heavily 
:' ¥\��democratic role. Traditionally, it served as an insoument of dominant ;�,l��s�s, at times in alliance with foreign interests, to repress lower-class 
i'cMllenges. In the post-World War II period the military came to dominate the ��t� and to assume an increasingly autonomous role, supported by external 
iterial assistance and training for the coercive forces. Prevention of organiza':�q,rt or repression of unions, professional associations, and allied political Pi�es by military-dominated states became the modal pattern. Costa Rica is ' ;,Ih�� �xception from the pattern prevailing in Central America that proves the rule: this persistent democracy does not have a strong army. 
' ��:iI'o reiterate a central point of cross-regional variation in the role of the state, W�Jound in our studies of the historical development of democracy that the 
.!Wgree of state autonomy at the point of the emergence of significant mass . )p��ssures for democratization was greatest in the Caribbean and Central 
�:Nnerica, least in Europe, with South America somewhat closer to the 
:��ribbean and Central America than Europe. Though ultimately the source of 
@s greater autonomy in the Third World countries was economic and political 
4¢pendence, it developed in quite different ways in the two regions. In the case p{{the South American bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes, state autonomy 

j�ulted from a combination of state expansion due to dependent development, �filgh domestic political conflict between dominant and subordinate classes, and J�,eign support for the coercive apparatus of the state. Even leaving aside the :'�:ecial case of British colonialism it is clear that direct foreign intervention 
. n�yed a much greater role in the genesis of state autonomy in Central America '�jtd the Caribbean. 
<YifTransnational power relations - war, the structural effects of economic 
�4�pendence, and economically and geo-politically conditioned interventions of 
�6i:eign powers - profoundly affected chances for democratization. The effect 
'�ot; these transnational structures of power on political development varied 
'i�oss the three regions and, to a lesser extent, within the regions. The broad 
'��ntours of these variations and their causes were consistent with the expecta�OIl� derived from our theoretical framework and the more subtle differences, �9ugh not anticipated, were explainable within the framework. At the most 
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general level, it can be said that the strength of the effect of transnati6�:d' 
structure varied with the length of independence of the nation and with th��af; 
facto degree of foreign domination, which was primarily a function of colQiiial 
history, size and proximity to world powers. Thus, transnational structur' 
power had the greatest influence on Central America and the Caribbean; 
least on Europe, with Latin America and the former British colonies falli 
between. 

The key factor underpinning these differences was dependence in the . .  i' 
system, which· had, in the cases we examined, generally unfavorable effect��6h' 
the chances for democratic consolidation. As anticipated, the effects��( 
geo-political dependence were more unambiguously negative than the effeci¥i9f, 
economic dependence. Actions on the part of dominant countries motivate�\py' 
geo-political or a mixture of geo-political and economic interests, in particijlW' 
the provision of massive economic and military aid to regimes challenge4Uiy 
leftist forces, or support for the military combined with pressures on incumb�lt 
leftist regimes, strengthened the state apparatus and allowed it to assume a W

,
� 

degree of autonomy from dominant as well as subordinate classes. The res�L� 
were attempts to suppress organization of subordinate classes and impositio���f 
harsh authoritarian rule; examples abound in Central and South America, fto� 
the early twentieth century to the Cold War. As expected, the strength oftliis' 
effect was much greater in Central America than in South America. r��� 

The effects of economic dependence on the class structure were unfavotamc. 
for democracy in so far as delayed industrialization, based on import�� 
technology, created a smaller urban working class than had emerged�a!. 
comparable stages of development in the advanced capitalist countri�; 
Also, where the export economy was based mainly on labor intens�� 
agriculture, export-led growth strengthened anti-democratic large landoWIie,�1 
In contrast, export-led growth based on foreign-owned mineral productill,i! 
weakened the economic and political position of these landowners. Moreov�r� 
lSI - with or without strong participation of foreign capital - enlarged atid 
strengthened urban groups and relegated large landowners to secondafi 
importance. Foreign capital as a local actor weighed in on the anti-democraticsi9� 
through opposition to reformist democratic regimes which attempted to mobmt� 
resources for redistributive purposes (e. g. Arbenz in Guatemala, Goulartlii\ 
Brazil, Allende in Chile). In the longer run, however, a strong presencei�f 
foreign capital in urban industrial growth could also strengthen pro-democra@ 
tendencies not only by creating conditions for the organization of the urb� 
working-class, but also by stimulating opposition to bureaucratic-authoritari� 
governments among the domestic bourgeoisie which in turn helped bring abaill 
the political openings that subordinate classes could take advantage of�o 
pressure for democratization. Brazil in the 1970s and 1980s is a case in pOihtl 

To say that the non-European Cases were more subject to the influencesAf 
transnational power is not to imply that European countries escaped the effe2� 
of the world political economy. Economic competition and interdependen�� 
(rather than dependence)5 also had a great impact on the pattems ;'bf 
democratization there, even though it cannot be said that interdependehi� 
always aided or impeded democratization. The economic growth of the bl.l� 
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�;ghteenth and early nineteenth century was an interdependent process. This is 
most clear in the case of the Scandinavian periphery, where the initial stimulus 
;(9 ,industrialization was foreign demand, above all for wood and wood products. 
�'fhis led to the industrial spurt which created the industrial working class which �wtum stimulated labor organization and thus democratization. 
i:�; On the other hand, international competition is a necessary byproduct of 
:ipterdependence, and the combination of these two factors meant that interna)i9nally transmitted recessions and depressions stimulated protective responses .Within countries. As we saw in chapter 4, the series of recessions between 1873 
3ttd 1896 stimulated political disputes about the level of tariffs and the politics 
:gt tariffs which were critically implicated in the coalition formation which 
shbsequently influenced the politics of democratization. Whether the impact of 
,tariff politics was positive or negative varied according to the internal constella
'#9n of power in the countries. The Great Depression of the 1930s also had an 
#nportant impact on the breakdown or survival of democracy, but again its Weet dependend on pre-existing domestic alignments. '1(ln contrast to the other aspects of transnational power, war had a greater 
ijnpact on democracy in Europe than in the other regions studied. Again, 
ijowever, it did not have uniform effects on the countries. War could usher in 
gemocratic rule, but it could also strengthen anti-democratic tendencies. 
Qefeat in war weakened dominant coalitions; where these coalitions were ��thoritarian, this implied an opening for democracy. Furthermore, mass 
. .ll19bilization for warfare empowered subordinate classes, at least temporarily, 
ifud thus strengthened democratic impulses. The impact of World War I on the 
.�,eakthrough to full democracy in Europe was decisive in Germany, Austria, �i1d Italy, and it accelerated the process in Sweden, Britain, and the Nether
l�nds. On the other hand, involvement in wars could strengthen militaristic 
�entiment in society and increase the influence of the military in politics, as we 
,§�w in Germany, Spain, and Italy. r Still, elsewhere, war did also contribute to the development and demise of 
!lemocracy. In the United States, soldiers' demands for suffrage rights at the 
'time of the wars against Britain accelerated the broadening of suffrage. Over 
.ope hundred years later, the presence of black soldiers in the aImed forces 
i�uring World War II and afterward contributed to the movement which 
t�yentually resulted in the extension of suffrage to southern blacks. In Canada, 
the mass mobilization for World War I was critically implicated in the 
,institution of universal suffrage there. In nineteenth century Latin America, on 
\the other hand, repeated involvement in wars led to a build-up of the military 
',and increased the political weight of the military. 
�,:The outcomes of other forms of direct military intervention short of war, and 
,of diplomatic pressures by foreign powers, are also predicated on internal 
,c.onditions. External imposition of any kind of regime is difficult, and particu
larly so of democratic rule. Short-term external intervention can tip the balance 
in favor of democratization only if the internal balance of class power and the 
itate-society constellation are favorable. Long-term consistent pressures and 
'incentives can he more effective in strengthening either authoritarian or 
democratic tendencies. We saw how US military aid and counterinsurgency 
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doctrine strengthened authoritarian forces in Latin America; an example for�t: 
strengthening of democratic forces in cases not covered in our study would'�� . 
the effects of the European Community's insistence on democratization '��a <: 
prerequisite for membership of Spain, Greece, and Portugal. We encountet��: 
one of the rare situations where short-term external pressure for democracy<lj,a .· 
make a difference in the Dominican Republic in 1978, when pressures froniUle" 
Carter administration in the United States induced the military to abstainfr41it � 
halting the vote count. . :��\!t 

Colonialism was one historic form of domination by transnational strucni��'�: 
of power and it constituted the epitome of non-democratic rule, imposlU' 
through a state which was largely autonomous from the civil society it ruled. It;� 
surprising, then, that many authors (see e.g. Diamond 1989a, 1989b; Wem,ei\ 
1987) have argued that British colonialism made a positive contribution to:lKe' 
development of democracy in its colonies through the transfer of BritiSH 
governmental and representative institutions to those countries and the tutorlrig\ 
of the colonial people in the ways of British goverment. In our case studies;;;)te 
did find positive effects of British colonialism on the development of democra�··. 
but these were very different in the British settler colonies and the Caribbe,� 
plantation economies because of the way in which the colonies were integrate� ' 
into the exploitative arrangements of the British economic empire. One i:� 
even see differences among the settler colonies on this dimension. Ttt� · 
American colonies, settled during the mercantilist period, were a part oCUlit! 
closed trading system, and, thus, it suited British aims to gTant them linllte� 
representative government but not self-government. With the industrializati91f 
of Britain, there was a growing perception that the greatest benefit for Britait( 
could be derived from free trade, thus, Britain acquiesced to the demands �� 
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand for self-government. In all four cases, tile; 
argument that the transfer of British institutions contributed to the democrati�. 
outcome does hold: early representative institutions generally specified suffrag�' 
rights similar to those prevailing in Britain. However, as we emphasized thes�; 
resulted in vastly broader suffrage in these countries than they did in Britlifui 
owing to the wider distribution of property. Thus, the social structure of thes�; 
countries determined that they would be much more democratic than Brimm 
was at the same date. !�r 

In the Caribbean, by contrast, the British were involved in setting up a slav�; 
plantation system. Since direct exploitation of labor in a labor repressive syste'*' 
was an essential feature of the system, broad representative government wi�� 
impossible. Only the white upper class was included, and "tutored," in BritiSh� 
representative institutions. The American South, part of the circum-Caribbeah� 
slave plantation system (Beckford 1972), is an interesting combination of tJ{e� 
two British colonial states. It combined relatively broad suffrage for whites wit1i� 
labor repression and political exclusion for blacks. It is perhaps not an accident; 
that democracy came to both the British Caribbean and the American south ijl\ 
the 1960s, a time which also follows closely on the end of the profitability of th�\ 
traditional plantation systems in the two regions. One cannot, of course)); 
underemphasize the role of racism in legitimating the singling out of blacks forb 
exploitation in these systems, and this racist ideology continued to justiM 

:-:-
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'�eatirlg the colonial subjects in the Caribbean differently from those in the �Vtish settler colonies even in the period after slavery. In the perception of the 4iiglonial Office, the black masses were not fit for full citizenship and the 
,i�9Ionial educational system, in assuming so, reinforced this perception. 
'":�0None the less, we did find that the legacy of British colonialism helped :tXPIain why the British Caribbean developed in a democratic direction in sharp 
�<¢QP.trast to Central America. Our explanations differ from those of these other 
'i�thors in so far as we see the contribution of British colonialism not in the \fbfm of "tutelage," that is, respect for the rule of law and experience with 
j;;r�presentative institutions, but rather in the form of room for the emergence of �Vi1 society. In the British Caribbean, colonialism prevented the landed upper :i{�'ass from using the state to repress protests and organizational attempts of 
':iUIlOrdinate classes, in contrast to the repression exercised by the large 
;(i\iidlords in Central America. Colonialism was not able to bequeath democratic 
�)ititutions where internal conditions were not favorable, though. In the 
,iG#ibbean, parties and unions were firmly rooted in society at the point of 
,m�ependence, but in Africa they were not, mainly owing to the lower level of 
�.��elopment of African countries. Accordingly, democratic regimes could be 
;:SEJlSolidated in the Caribbean whereas they gave way to the emergence of 
!predatory states in Mrica. ';�b�iA fmal important note on transnational structures of power relates to the 
;�qpra-national Catholic church. Here it is useful to contrast the Catholic 
:�hurch to the purely national state churches like the Lutheran church in �n?rthem Europe and the Anglican church in England. The latter were exposed "JJlJa much greater extent to the imprint of national power relations; indeed, they :��ere largely instruments of the dominant state-class coalitions. Whereas the 
���atholic church historically was hardly distinguishable from these state 
j:�liurches in its closeness to and instrumentality for local elites, its transnational 
;rs!fucture still meant that it had a larger relevant public which at times might ��ead it to function in a more autonomous way. Before World War I the Catholic �Fhurch was an uncompromising opponent of liberalism and democracy. After ;"World War II the most important parts of its constituency were citizens of 
r<deniocratic countries and the church adapted to these new conditions by Weveloping close relations to Christian Democratic parties. Still, its dominant 
"i'fendency remained conservative in the sense of discouraging challenges to class 
�jliequality. A significant change in the political orientation and social practice of �.ihe church occurred after the Second Vatican Council, and through its 
'!;promotion of human rights and grass-roots organization in Latin America it 
�{!itade important contributions to democratization. �J�!" 
;;��isions of theory, problems of generalization, open questions 
:;21i':{ ;'yThe comparative historical studies built on a framework of conceptualizations, 
��ssumptions, and fundamental propositions; and they developed and elaborated 0,ihe conceptions laid out in this framework. But they also led us to modify ��ertain ideas i� our original framework, and they introduced new themes. The 
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middle classes turned out to be more central to the political developmencilili: 
South America than they were in the advanced capitalist societies; workirig;i ; 
class strength and ideology showed more complex effects on democracy tliaq 
originally conceptualized; and the concept of labor repressive agricultifrl 
required modification. Yet the theoretically most far-reaching fmding d;atc 
cerned political parties. Their role, particularly in moderating the t1ir��t 
perceived by elites to their interests by democratization, emerged as a cruCi�; 
determinant of democratic consolidation. Finally, our studies also raised;r� 
number of questions which we were unable to fully investigate but on whicli'W� 
will offer some speculation. " ,�i" 

In South America the working class was too weak to play the leading rol��1f{;, 
pushing for democratic rule. In effect, this role fell to the middle classes. T�� 
main reasons for this were the expansion of urbanization and the state a.sil 
result of the growth of the export economy, prior to significant industrializati6fi� 
Thus, middle-class employees and the urban petty bourgeoisie and profek,1; 
sionals could organize themselves into interest groups and political partiesj{1i 
promote their political inclusion, whereas the organizational potential antt 
political weight of the urban working class remained restricted. Though ISl 
subsequently did enlarge the ranks of the urban industrial working-class arta, 
strengthened the labor movement, the transnational flows of technology kept, 
the numerical strength of the working class below the levels reached byj�'; 
counterparts in the advanced industrial societies. The main results of lll[ 
greater numerical and organizational weakness of the working class vis-a���c 
the middle classes in South America compared to the advanced capitaliSe. 
societies were more restricted forms of democracy and more instabi1ity;�( 
democratic regimes. Middle-class commitment to democracy tended to ��: 
instrumental and contingent, aimed at their own inclusion and subject�t6,; 
abandonment in the face of militant lower-class pressures for radical refo�� 
which affected the material conditions of middle-class life. As noted earlier, tile; 
different role of the working class in South America seems to, but does Il.d!:; 
really, contradict our basic argument about the effect of class relations OIi ��: 
chances of democracy: the weaker role of the working class in South Ameri�ji 
corresponds to a weaker and less stable development of democracy. ' :;(l� 

Working-class strength and ideology also emerged in a somewhat mofe'': 
complex relationship to democracy than we had originally conceptualizedf\ 
Significant working-class strength was a necessary condition for the installatiQ�� 
and consolidation of full democracy, but it was not a sufficient condition. Twb'1 
factors could pervert the pro-democratic thrust of the presence of a strolfg; 
working-class, namely the ideology and political practice of the actors origina�y 
mobilizing the working class and the weakness of working-class allies. Firs�{ 
where the bulk of the working class was mobilized by leaders like Peron ffi 
Argentina or by a dominant party linked to the state like the PRJ in Mexic��l 
loyalty to the leader and to the political arrangements which provided concre't�� 
benefits in the process of mobilization clearly outweighed pro-democran� 
commitments among the working-class organizations. The strong oppositiori:of, 
the leadership of the PRJ -linked unions to the process of political liberalizatiii�!; 
in Mexico should serve as a stark reminder of the strength and durability'6� 
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S,�c!t loyalties. Second, high organizational strength of the working-class 
.�6Dlbined with a radical ideology heightened the threat posed by the enfranchi
:;�)nent of the working-class to the dominant classes. Where strong and radical 
�wprking-class movements found strong allies in their push for democracy �ong the urban and rural middle classes, they generally managed to overcome 
JIi� resistance of the dominant classes and effect the installation of democracy. :In .. the advanced capitalist countries successful democratization by such al�lices typically softened the radical character of working-class demands, which 
,��ntributed to the stabilization of democracy. This was the case, for instance, in 
,§weden and Belgium. In contrast, where a powerful coalition of dominant 
�tasses exercised hegemony over large parts of the middle classes and radical 
W9rking:-cIass movements found only weak allies in their struggle for demo
;?b!cy, the extension of democratic rights to the lower classes tended to be 
��layed and subject to reversals, as in the European breakdown cases. In South 
."am�rica, where even the strongest working-class/middle-class alliances, those 
·'tonned in the mineral export economies, were weaker than those in the 
��vanced capitalist countries, they were capable of installing democratic 
i!�gimes but provoked repressive reactions on the part of the dominant classes, �th resulting high initial political instability . 
. ��{9ne. source of discontinuity between the experience of the advanced 
��pitalist countries and later developers is the international learning process: ;�cjal actors viewed one another and the institution of democracy differently 
��cause of the past experience of advanced capitalist countries. One important 
:��mple of this is that labor became recognized as a potential power base by Wportunistic political leaders: Argentina's Peron, jamaica's Bustamante, and 
:�enada's Gairy would be unimaginable without the knowledge that elsewhere 
'§rganized labor had. propelled men into positions of political influence. Or to 
s.#!te it conversely, an opportunistic young politician in late nineteenth-century 
.. E�rope would have been much less likely to see the nascent labor movement as 
\�;yehic1e for his political ambitions. This same process of international learning 
�.o led the upper classes in late developers to perceive that labor was not 
t�cessarily a revolutionary threat, it could be integrated into the system.6 
;fl:The findings of our comparative historical analyses allowed us to accept the 
�wore robust of the results of the cross-national statistical studies and provide 
'Mtemative theoretical interpretations for these results. Our attempts to under
;�f;md the mechanisms mediating the general relationship between economic 
:�evelopment and democracy, as well as the complexities of specific cases, 
;�onfmned the importance of adopting a historical perspective. The sequencing 
��fevents was important for the installation and consolidation of democracy, as t�ere particular conjunctures. For instance, it mattered whether strong compet
;ipg parties emerged prior to the growth of the urban working class and thus 
':C9u1d integrate these new forces into the political system without the spread of a Jhreat which would have induced economic elites to seek allies in the military to 
'Je� the lower classes excluded. The early emergence of strong competing 
'parties made the integration of new forces less problematic in Uruguay and 
5��hile than, say, in Peru or Argentina. Late development of socialist and labor 
i�Rarties in France, Britain, and Switzerland was certainly responsible for the 
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relatively positive posture of the bourgeoisie toward suffrage extension in 
countries. We also saw that certain variables had different effects in diffi 
stages. For instance, factors which were favorable for the installati . 
democratic rule, such as the presence of radical mass parties capabl , 
mobilizing working-class/middle-class alliances, were not necessarily favoraBle;; 
for its consolidation. .$�� 

This striking feature of comparisons across the three regions studiedh�t� ':6 
was anticipated and therefore not surprising. Factors such as depend��f ' 
development, late and state-led development, international political conste��"'i' 
tions and events, and international learning, all conspired to create conditiisii§ 
in which the combinations of causes and thus the paths to democracy (�tt), 
dictatorship) were different in different historical contexts and in differ�q�Y 
regions. This finding leads us to reject the assumption of cross-natiq�� ;: 
statistical research that there is a homogeneous pattern of causation throughQuf ) 
history. Thus, the similarity of the correlation between development �] 
democracy in different contexts is fortuitous. The pattern is not homogeneii�l : 
and were one to attempt to statistically model the relationship between capitaliSt 
development and democracy, including the intervening variables (which w't)�� 
be essential to distinguish our theoretical explanation from that of mode��) .. /" .;# .  tion theory), one would have to develop regionally and historically speCifi� . models to test competing theories, which would be an absurdity given tR� 
number of cases. In our view, the only underlying homogeneity is the ovei1jJI 
balance of power between classes and between civil society and the state. Whl(f 
this is enough to produce the correlation between development and democn1?y' 
observed in the statistical studies, the same balance of power between pro� ari(R 
anti - democratic actors can be produced in a large number of ways. �1iJ'i 

Does this mean, then, that we should actually have different theoreticiU' 
frameworks to study the different regions? Certainly, the proponents oftll�j: 
corporatist approach would argue that this is the case (e. g. Wiarda 1980; 1982,}1� 
Latin America, they argue, has to be understood on its own terms, as shaped pyB 
the Iberian legacy, and therefore models derived from the non-Iberi�� 
European experience are profoundly inappropriate for an analysis of La�. 
American political development. We disagree emphatically. Our theoreti�,c 
framework has performed very well in accounting for developments wi�1; 
Latin America as well as for the differences between Latin America and tlle�; 
other regions in our study. The same key variables shaped the processes "�ff democratization in all our cases, though these variables assumed quite differeri1� 
values and interacted in different ways across the cases and particularly acro�'i 
the regions. Cross-regional variations were systematic. They were shaped oy� 
the location of the regions in the world economy and system of states; they were;; 
influenced by the different timing of capitalist development and state-buildin�; 
they expressed themselves in different constellations of class and state power� 
and thus they could be explained within our theoretical framework. ;,� 

Class behavior was governed by the same factors, on the one hand th�1 
interest of subordinate classes in gaining a share of power, their capacity f9t� organization, and the agent shaping their emerging political articulation, ando�:; 
the other hand the interest of dominant classes in protecting their privilege9!i 
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.·e,Qs�tion and the institutional channels to do so in a democratic context. What #ijed significantly across regions was the class structure and therefore the 
'.�iance possibilities both of subordinate and dominant classes. Further impor
;'��t; sources of variation were the relationship of classes and class alliances to 
tile state and the social construction of class interests. 
::'U\,Yariations in the social construction of class interests were most manifest in life case of the working class. By the eve of World War I, social democracy was 
;fi�gemonic in the working-class of the European core. By contrast, in Latin 
:;Wterica and the Caribbean some individual political leaders made successful '��e!J1Pts to . harness working-class organization for their. 

own am�itions. In 
'E�tm Amenca, there were also cases of successful state mcorporatlon of the �qrking-class into corporativistic schemes. We would suggest that this was at I��st in part a result of political learning and thus related to the phasing of 4�!nestic developments in relation to world historic development. :!)�£fhe balance of power between the state and civil society developed in the wp�t favorable way for democracy in Europe, and least so in Central America, 
:With South America closer to Central America than to Europe. In Central and 
'Si:!ut!t America the military emerged in an important political role from the l!.ifi1cult processes of achieving independence and consolidating state power. At J�ter stages, economic dependency and foreign political domination or inter
y��tions increased the potential for state autonomy from civil society and for the 
:�,�velopment of the coercive apparatus into a domineering authoritarian �batross. Political domination in the case of British colonialism in the ��bbean, however, had a very different effect on the balance of power 
.\��t,ween state and civil society, in so far as the colonial state allowed for the 8!�wth of civil society and left a weak state apparatus after independence. 
�,The impact of transnational structures of power also showed systematic 
('(.iriation across our regions, as we expected. As just discussed, economic and 
'P.blitical dependency profoundly shaped both class structures and the character �fthe state apparatus, and thus class and class-state relations. The combination 
Jift!tese effects of transnational structures of power were most systematically 
J\i.id uniformly inimical to the development of an appropriate balance of class 1lpwer and balance of power between state and civil society in Central America. 
;� Europe, by contrast, the extent to which the effects of external influences �!!re mediated by internal conditions and therefore varied in their impact was 
lIluch greater. ;�!' One final point about the generalizability of our theoretical explanations 
:�eeds to be addressed. One might argue that we only looked at cases of 
l�uropean extraction, that is, cases in Europe and areas where Europeans set up 
;�blonies and wiped out or marginalized the indigenous population. Of course, 
;We have not presented any evidence for other regions, but we are prepared to 
'\\fgue that our framework would perform well in explaining the pressures for �nd obstacles to democratization in other regions. We have already demons
ifrated the usefulness of our theoretical framework for the analysis of regions �hich other authors, both culturalists and some dependency theorists, have :eonsidered to be very different from each other. We can also sketch an example 
:i:!fthe usefulness of our framework for explaining cases from other regions, 
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such as East Asia. In South Korea, for instance, the tremendous econolllic� 
growth of the last three decades has created a stronger civil society, particulatW 
a labor movement of some significance, and thus opened the possibility for uk 
formation of an alliance between the working class and sections of the middl� 
classes, led by students. This alliance has severely challenged the authoritarWi' .· 
state which had acquired a high degree of autonomy owing to the massi�¢ 
economic and military aid provided by the United States during and after the 
Korean War. This means that the balance of class power and the balance: 6t, 
power between the state and civil society has become less unfavorable' for 
democratization, though the coercive apparatus remains excessively large;·ut 
relation to the size of the country, which does not permit much optimism foi'· tht. 
realization of full democracy in the near future. i:f 

It is possible that ethnicity would play a stronger role in other regions thanK 
has in our cases. Much of the literature on democracy argues that deep ethnic . 
divisions in a society make the installation of democracy more difficult, and 
cross-national statistical evidence confirms this (Bollen and Jackman I 98Sa{; 
Hannan and Carroll 1981). Among the countries studied here, ethnic divisiofi�; 
were an important barrier to the development of democracy and assumed� 
central role in our analysis only in Guyana and the United States, even thougl(( 
significant number of other countries might be characterized as "deeply> 
divided" ethnically (Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, the Andean·' countries; 
Guatemala, and Trinidad and Tobago).7 The selection of regions analyzed ili 
this book probably leads to an underestimation of the importance of etluii�i 
divisions for the fate of democracy in the modem world as a whole. Th� 
histories of state consolidation and nation-building of these countries distingu�; 
ish them from most of the non-communist countries in the rest of the world. Ii\' 
western Europe, most states were either consolidated on the basis of relativeW)' 
ethnically homogeneous groups, or the conquered populations were homoge¥:. 
nized in centuries of domination. In Latin America, centuries of domination bY! 
the Spanish or Portuguese conquerors and then the Spanish- or POrtuguese�; 
speaking elites, led to homogenization in varying degrees in all countries except'), 
the Andean countries and Guatemala. By contrast, in Africa and Asial. 
colonialism was of more recent origin and it was imposed on peoples with; 
strong ethnic and cultural identities and territorial attachments. The adminis�;\ 
trative units imposed by the imperial powers, and subsequently retained afte# 
independence, often did not correspond to the traditional ethnic divisions ant, 
thus more frequently resulted in deep ethnic divisions in the polity. Thus, itisf 
not surprising that in the studies of the development of democracy contained iit: 
the Diamond, Linz and Lipset (1989a, 1989b) volumes on Asia and Africa;; 
ethnicity appeared as a more important barrier to the successful installation Of] 
democracy than it did in our comparative historical studies.8 ., .• ; 

Given the relatively small number of ethnically divided societies ' analyze4� 
here, then, it is fair to ask whether our generalizations would hold if a larger 
number of such national experiences were examined. Clearly, ethnic divisioIiS 
in countries are subject to tremendous variation due to differences in the; 
number of ethnic groups, their relative sizes, their relationship to cIass� 
divisions, etc. ; thus, the specifics of one case will not apply to another. While 
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��.do believe that our political economy approach to the analysis of ethnic 
�IlIisions, focusing on the chances of organizing subordinate interests in the SWIggle for power and control, is more fruitful than functionaVpluralist itphasis on social integration and consensus, we remain open to the possiblity 
mat our framework has to give more room to a direct impact of ethnic fi;!gmentation on the chances of democracy. 
5i�Central to democratic consolidation in our original framework are the :rt1JtiODS of balance of class power and of threat perception on the part of the 4pminant classes. We conceptualized the balance of class power as the 
:[sJationship between the economic power of dominant classes and the organi
�#onal power of subordinate classes rooted in the structure of civil society and 
thus indirectly in the underlying class structure and the structure of the 
�fonomy. We also recognized that perceptions of threat on the part of dominant 
t�ses are not simply reflections of objective conditions but rather symbolic 
;tpi:tstructs arising out of particular historical conjunctures. We did not specify 
,��y institutional mechanisms, though, which could mediate such threat percep
�9n; In our comparative analysis political parties emerged as a crucial mediating 
ichanism. The dominant classes accommodated to democracy only as long as tJie party system effectively protected their interests. Strong clientelistic, 

'&qn�ideological multi-class parties as well as strong conservative parties could R�rform this function. In South America we saw that where such parties were :@ting or lost their capacity to protect the economic interests of the dominant 
.:�asses, the latter appealed to the military for intervention to prevent or to end 
aemocratic rule. R�A'ariations in the strength of parties of the right can be seen as one source of 
�e. variable strength of dominant classes, independent of the strength of their p,pponents. Other sources of variability in dominant class strength which t�ppeared in our studies are the degree of homogeneity of the economic base of ;�ljtes and its international competitiveness, the strength of employers' organiza
,:'ij()ns, which is facilitated by a high degree of concentration in the economy, and );tI}� penetration of the state apparatus - at present and building on earlier 
\£I\nstellations - by the dominant classes. 
�\;;.Originally, we considered parties to be simply elements among others of the 
f9rganizational structure of civil society. However, their crucial role in making 
�4�mocracy viable or not under very similar economic and social structural 
{f,qoditions forces us to question the adequacy of such a conceptualization. One 
'solution to this problem is to introduce the distinction between civil and 
;jWlitical society, as many authors on Latin American politics do, political society 
l,being comprised of political parties as the organizational manifestation of the 
:political articulation of civil society. Another solution is to treat the political 
\�rticulation of civil society as a distinct analytical dimension of civil society 
;;�Aich is strongly affected by but cannot be reduced to the economic and class 
�$,tructure and the remainder of the organizational structure of civil society. 
0Without an explicit conceptual discussion, we have opted for the latter solution 
i�.carrying out our comparative-historical analyses. Clearly parties should not 
;l�e considered part of the state, though the state also heavily conditions the 
.�peration and structure of parties (see Lipset 1963: 327-65). Finally, whereas �.!" .,. . 
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we can link the character and functions of political parties to some extent:{to 
economic, class, and state structures, they have to be understood in part also'll$: 
a result of particular historical circumstances and as independent fac.t6[§,' 
shaping the political trajectory of different countries. We have not made�'�IL, 
attempt here to explain the origins of party systems beyond pointing to the worg' 
of Lipset and Rokkan (1967) on Europe and the difference between the typd�f 
parties emerging in mineral and agricultural export economies in Sou\!i.'; 
America. , J!K' .' 

Another modification of our theoretical framework concerns the concepd{ 
labor repressive agriculture. At the outset of the analysis we largely accept�d, 
Moore's emphasis on the importance of repressive (or political) vs. mark�(: 
mechanisms of labor control in explaining the variations in the posture" g( 
landlords toward democratization. This dichotomy proved to be too rigia� 
Landlord reliance on political mechanisms, ranging from slavery throug!fs 
indentured servitude to debt peonage, to limit labor mobility and insure an 
adequate supply of labor clearly is incompatible not only with democracy bt\'t 
also with the full introduction ofliberal capitalist principles. However, landll)t�. 
reliance on market control does not imply that democracy posed no thread«:; 
landlords' supply of cheap labor in cases where that was a requirement4( 
profitable operation. There is a wide spectrum of political and organization�< 
rights compatible with 'market' control of labor, if one uses the existence offUJl' 
and free labor mobility as the dividing line between political and market controk 
Full democracy involves the right to organize as well as universal and equ�i 
suffrage, and this in tum may make it possible for rural labor and its politi� 
allies to use political power and union organization to drive up agriculnrrai,' 
wages in a manner that leads landlords to perceive democracy to be incomp�� 
tible with their definitions of adequate profits from their landholdings. Mi�; 
result of these considerations, pressed upon us by the comparative historicil 
studies, we have come to reconceptualize Moore's "labor repressive" landlords' 
as "landlords dependent on a large supply of cheap labor." ·>:'� 

This reconceptualization has broader implications than is imme�iatelf 
apparent. What differentiates landlords from capitalists, who, after all, mighf 
also be threatened by democratic reform in the same way? In much of th� 
historical literature and in the sociological literature in the modemizatiod 
tradition, landlords are seen as more conservative owing to their traditiortil! 
values which are grounded in the prevalent social structures of agraria� 
societies - in particular the valuation of land as a status asset and a vehicle foi 
domination over other humans rather than a purely economic asset. Witho�t 
dismissing this line of argument entirely, we would suggest that the main reason 
for the reactionary posture of landlords is that their operations are simply more 
labor intensive, thus anything that raises the cost of labor is more expensive 
than it is to the average capitalist. This interpretation also serves to differentiate 
landlords dependent on large supplies of cheap labor from landlords, such as 
those involved in stock raising, not so dependent on labor. . . 

This raises some questions on which we can only speculate. The same 
distinction, labor intensive vs. capital intensive, has been made among capital;; 
ists. It has been argued that those involved in labor intensive operations are 
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�ore conservative owing to their greater dependence on cheap labor (see e.g. 
'ferguson 1983a, 1 983b). This leads to the hypothesis that rising average capital �tensity of production which accompanies economic development might lead �e average capitalist to a '  more liberal posture and thus contribute to the 
'�Xplanation of why capitalist development is related to democracy. This 
assumes all other relevant factors are held the same. Taken by itself, this hYPothesis would predict that Latin American capitalists should be more liberal 
than their European counterparts were at comparable stages of development, 
$hich we doubt. Yet if the other relevant factors were taken into account, the �)'Pothesis may well be shown to be valid.9 �\Our analysis gives no clear-cut answer to the hypotheses that late develop
Pient and state intervention in the economy inhibit democracy. Gerschenkron 
(1962) observed that late development within the European context was related 
t9 higher levels of state intervention and this in turn' appeared to be associated 
�th authoritarianism. As we discussed in chapter 2, de Schweinitz (1964) 
:��ends this argument to all late developers and expands it considerably. The �nipirical evidence here, though mixed, does not support a very strong 
�eJationship between authoritarianism and late development per se. In a 
hoss-national statistical study, Bollen (1979) found no such relationship. Our '�alysis does indicate disadvantages for late developers through complex causal 
�hains which link late development to dependent development and that, in tum, i6:c1ass structure configurations, developmental bottlenecks, and geo-political 
dependence which did have a definite negative impact on democracy. However, 't,his negative impact was nowhere near the insuperable barrier suggested by de 
Schweinitz. 
i! Statistical studies have also indicated a negative relationship between the role 
Or the state in the economy (as indicated by public expenditures as percent of GDP) and democracy (Bollen 1 979; see also Cutright and Wiley 1969). This 
relationship is not very strong and it is not clear how it must be interpreted. 
Furthermore, one preliminary investigation on more recent data for developing 
capitalist countries indicates a positive relationship between public expendi
tur,es and democracy, though it is more plausible to explain this relationship by 
reversing the causality: democracy leads to more pressure for government 
spending (Kim 1988b). The difficulty here is probably a discrepancy between 
the concepts presented in the historical studies and theoretical arguments and 
the ope rationalizations in the statistical studies. When de Schweinitz and 
Gerschenkron refer to strong state intervention they have in mind, on the one 
hand, entrepreneurial activities, such as mobilizing capital and initiating new 
undertakings, activities that were performed by capitalists in early developers, lmd, on the other hand, state repression of labor. The measures used in 
statistical studies tap some of this, but they mainly capture variations among 
countries as indicated by social expenditure. To take concrete examples for the 
inadequacy of such an operationalization, Korea and Taiwan are very strong 
states in de Schweinitz's and Gerschenkron's sense, much more so than, say, 
Jamaica and Sri Lanka, but they are far outspent by the latter. In Jamaica the 
democratic socialist thrust of the PNP government of the 1970s and in Sri 
Lanka democracy combined with mass organization led to the expansion of 
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social expenditure far beyond the levels prevailing in Korea and Taiwan(f�f 
Jamaica see Stephens and Stephens 1986; for Sri Lanka Herring 1987). , ;�� 

Nevertheless, our case materials do present some examples that mi�t 
support Cutright and Wiley's (1 969) much more carefully worded finding th,�t 
social spending by authoritarian (and democratic) regimes does servei\m 
stabilize those regimes. The most often cited historical example, Imperi�r 
Germany, is actually not the best case because we know in retrospect · tW� 
Bismarck's welfare reforms (which even by the standards of the modem Thik'li 
World were quite stingy) did not succeed in preventing the growth of a powerfjl)' 
labor movement pressing for democratic reforms. One possible reason is tl#f 
these social expenditures were accompanied by rather repressive poliCi�� 
vis-a-vis the organizational attempts of subordinate classes. Mexico is a'fir 
better example and the amazing stability of the PRJ regime must be attribut��> 
to successful co-optation caused . in part by government social spending,� 
accompanied by other redistributive and including measures vis-a-vis suodtff\ 
dinate classes. Brazil under Vargas (1930-45) is another example, thOilgij\ 
clearly less successful than the PRI. And finally, we will suggest below �t;' 
social welfare spending is one reason for the relative stability of another typei.!i(; 
industrial authoritarian regime, Soviet and, to a lesser extent, East Europe�< 
communism. :;,;" :<I/:'c 

A comparison of the experience of the advanced capitalist countries cover�d, 
in chapter 4 with the later developers studied in the two following chapte�� 
raises a question that is perplexing in the context of our theoretical framework):: 
Why were there more attempts to install democracy relative to the class balan£�� 
of power in Latin America and the Caribbean? What we have in mind h�f�{ 
primarily is that the working-class was significantly weaker in these two regio�; 
than in the large landholding cases among the advanced capitalist countries (tJt�! 
appropriate countries for comparison, given the landholding patterns in Lanp 
America and the Caribbean). Let us be clear; we do not mean more cases ofth�1 
successful installation of full democracy for that is not true, but rather moi�i 
attempts to install democracy, full or restricted. fiW 

A number of explanations may account for this finding. First, if one includes! 
the urban marginals or lumpenproletariat, there is a much larger urban (and 
therefore more easily organizable) subordinate class than if the working-cIai�\ 
alone is considered. Second, in contrast to Europe and with the exception ot 
Brazil, Latin American upper classes and the institutions they created lackel! 
continuity with feudal and monarchical institutions and the traditional legitim�1:' 
tion they enjoyed. Third, in part as a result of the weakness of traditional 
legitimation, the ideas of the European and American enlightenment proved t�. 
be stronger competitors to conservative (primarily Catholic) models of social 
order than in the large landholding countries of Europe. Fourth, the educated) 
classes were oriented more towards Europe than towards Latin America and 
thus absorbed ideas and political models more appropriate to European thall 
Latin American social reality. Given the prominent political role of the' 
educated sectors of the middle classes in Latin America, these ideas came to 
influence political practice in the countries of the region. However, since most 
countries in the region lacked the underlying power relations to sustairi 
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;ihstitutions based on such ideas, frequently anempts at installation of demo
�cy ultimately failed. 
;�'.One might argue that the rhetorical triumph of democracy on a world scale ��i!tce World War II has been a powerful force propelling Latin American and 
/�ilribbean countries toward the installation of democracy. This rhetorical 
jiiumph is not matched, of course, by actual triumph of even formal democracy, 
,;&tit it is not without its positive effects because external and internal legitimacy 
'does affect regime stability. However, as the current situation in Central 
'�erica demonstrates, the international pressures may be only for the 
'Jppearance of the institutions of democracy without even its formal substance, ;i@d this may be a cover for the exclusion of certain groups from the political 
process. If the international legitimacy of democracy is the primary reason for 
'i�' installation in a country and it is not underpinned by an appropriate balance 
,ilfpower, it is likely that "democracy" in the country willbe a sham or that it will 
Re subject to termination should economically and politically powerful groups 
;feeLthreatened. This is one source of the frequence of sham democracy and 
;!tiUbacks of democracy in the Third World in the post-World War II period. 
3i�/An issue of significant practical interest and with important theoretical 
),jptplications was raised by the cases of Venezuela and Colombia, namely the 
9ptions for political engineering. In both of these cases, the leaders of the major 
,parties and representatives of the dominant classes forged agreements on the 
j:stablishment of democratic institutions which subsequently could be consoli
dated. From these cases one might draw the conclusions that political learning 
i�Iid deliberate institution-building could compensate for unfavorable structural 
:conditions in making democracy possible. However, at least two caveats are in 
;forder. First of all, both Venezuela and Colombia had a crucial precondition for 
" democratic consolidation, namely pre-existing parties which could be rebuilt 
:'tmd strengthened. Second, both contestation and inclusion were initially i]ignificantly limited in both cases, as the pacts provided for the protection of the 
Jrjtal interests of the dominant classes. Colombia remained a highly restricted 
�emocracy and accordingly never managed to channel protests through 
, �e{llocratic institutions and to bring political violence under control. Venezuela 
" �Ud turn into a full democracy, but the resources from the oil economy played ,JIi important role in this achievement, as they allowed for social expenditures 
';Without threatening economic interests of the dominant classes. This, of 
:sourse, severely limits the generalizability of the Venezuelan example. 

lieflections 
ffurning toward the future 
I)' 

:iQoes our analysis allow us to say 'anything about the prospects of democracy? 
l�oth the theoretical framework and the comparative studies focused on 
�structural factors favoring or undercutting democratization and the stability of 
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democratic politics. Our results can help us in developing reasonable anticijl�� 
tions of the longer-range future; they tell us less about short-run processeS�, 

Prediction is always hazardous, of course, not only because of the limitS(�( 
our theoretical understanding but even more so because of our limited abilitiJ9; 
anticipate structural developments at the national and international levelsiQ� 
which predictions about the chances of democracy have to �ely. We did deve1!! 
explanatory accounts of a large number of cases and we did take care both\W 
make these accounts theoretically coherent and to avoid ad hoc explanati&" 
fitting only one or a few cases. Though the resultant body of theoreti� 
propositions is neither complete nor sufficiently specific to yield prec�� 
statements in individual cases, it does allow u� to make some gene�' 
assessments of the future chances of democracy in the areas covered in o� 
study and to venture some expectations for other areas of the world. ;,);\'I:,' 

Prediction is made easier in those cases where we can count on a good dealWf 
historical continuity of structural conditions, institutions, and organizatiollSf, 
where in other words prediction from theoretical propositions can reasona�jy, 
be combined with extrapolation. In turn prediction becomes much mQi� 
hazardous if we try to anticipate the developments after a radical break in:tIi�; 
institutional and organizational structure - as for example we are witnessill'g 
now in eastern Europe. . :�}� 

We may begin with a point about the future of authoritarian regimes; \y'� 
touched on this at the end of chapter 3 when we discussed Moore1� 
authoritarian capitalist path. Can this path actually lead to a modem, stabJ� 
authoritarian regime? Our analysis leads us to think that in advanced capit#,[ 
countries authoritarian rule is unstable, because of the inevitable growtli ona 
dense civil society and , the development of a balance of class power whfc�, 
makes the smooth operation of an authoritarian regime problematic. Moreover;: 
no modern capitalist authoritarian regime in the post-World War II era h�: 
developed an alternative legitimacy formula to democracy. .j::�c 

One of the most repressive of the bureaucratic authoritarian regimes ofLattii 
America - Chile - is a good case in point. Despite massive repression ail'd 
significant deindustrialization (and thus a weakening of the working class), diE; 
Chilean military government was unable completely to repress the lab1t 
movement (Valenzuela and Valenzuela 1986). Near total repression of ciVil. 
society may have been possible at the level of development of Central America 
in the 1 930s, but it is not possible at the level of development of the Soti� 
American Southern Cone in the 1 980s. Unlike the interwar Fascist regimes, tli� 
Chilean dictatorship also did not attempt to legitimate dictatorship as '( 
permanent arrangement but, from the beginning, promised an eventual retllr!! 
to democracy, albeit a "protected democracy," free from the Marxis.t threat.;!; 

However, a caveat is necessary here. We do contend that modem capitaliSt 
dictatorship is unstable and that further economic development will result iIi 
greater pressures for democratization. Nothing says, however, that countries·� 
the more developed parts of the Third World cannot, at current levels ilf 
development, vacillate for long periods of time between unstable dictators�R 
and unstable democracy. Given the current situation in Latin America andtlie 
Caribbean, nothing guarantees that these countries will experience the slig 
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sfltined growth in the next few decades necessary to induce the kind of ;�ctural change that would make democracy more stable. 
&��J'here are a number of other factors that make us skeptical about the 
R!9Spects of stable democratic regimes in Latin America. Several of these art:! 

; ��y;;now well understood. The comparatively weak development of the working q�s and its organization was discussed extensively. We also touched on the 
�eater autonomy of the state apparatus from civil society and the strong role of �� military, which has been reinforced by foreign material and organizational 
#&istance. In contrast to the military, the remainder of the state apparatus has �een significantly weakened and its autonomy from external forces and from 
m¢ export-oriented segments of the dominant classes reduced by the adjust
ilY�nt policies imposed to deal with the burden of the foreign debt in the 1 980s. 
:What this means is that the nature of the state has become less favorable for 
democracy and that these set-backs would make consolidation of democracy 
:ffiore difficult even if a solution to the debt crisis itself were found.10 Moreover, Il\ several Latin American countries party systems with two or more strong wlitical parties have never developed. On the side of the subordinate. classes, 
Jh� absence of strong parties with close links to other organizations in civil 
;�9ciety keeps their capacity to exert sustained pressures for political inclusion 
limited; on the side of the dominant classes, the absence of strong right-wing or 
iUentelistic parties enhances the uncertainty inherent in democratic procedures 
�j\1d the resulting perception of a potential threat to their interests. Consolida
]on of parties, in tum, is made particularly difficult in a situation where the 
,ppiitical support of incumbent parties is more or less regularly decimated 
,;��cause of their inability to improve the economic situation and satisfy the 
ijlaterial aspirations of the large mass of the electorate. (�\;A last consideration deserves a little more discussion, partly because it leads 
ys beyond Latin America. Given the difficulty of stabilizing newly installed full 
;�emocracies in the context of moderate to high levels of popular mobilization 
'�d severe resource constraints, several Latin American governments , have ;SoJJght , to conclude not only political but also socioeconomic pacts, that is, 
.;��eements among the main political actors on major social and economic 
policies. Even if socio-economic pacts can be reached, however, their actual 
:�nforcement and the achievement of the agreed-on policy targets depends on ;1!le existence of strong peak associations representing capital and labor which 
''On their part are strong enough at all levels to deliver compliance of their 
;:�nstituencies, strong political parties, and an effective bureaucratic apparatus 
�i1>:monitor compliance with the pact. These are structural requirements which \¥e fulfilled in relatively few countries - especially a handful of small democraWies in Europe, most prominently Sweden, Norway, and Austria - and are 
;p,ariicularly wanting in dependent capitalist countries. Moreover, as Przewors
,Ws (1988) rational choice analysis demonstrates, the character of dependent 
:q�pitalist economies is unfavorable for a compromise stipulated by a social pact 
oWtder which labor forgoes current wage increases in exchange for capital's 
:vFprnmitment to high reinvestmentrates because the risk facing both capitalists �and workers in relation to productivity of investment is higher than it is in 
advanced capitalist countries. These considerations leave one with a rather 

�."'< 
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skeptical view of the chances for forging successful pacts for democri�� 
consolidation in dependent capitalist countries. , 1r{( " 

What are the chances of democracy in the newly industrializing countrie,�:gt 
East Asia, especially South Korea and Taiwan? So far it is quite clear thattll�: 
dramatic success in economic development has not been matched by��: 
corresponding "political development" of democratization that one rni�, 
expect from functionalist equilibrium theory. Both countries share one co��ir 
tion favorable for democratization: in both a class of large landlords �, 
destroyed nearly two generations ago. However, in both countries, too -arl'd ,  
this is not unrelated - the state apparatus enjoys a substantial autonomy from,: 
civil society, and the military plays a central and powerful role within the stag; 
Powerful business conglomerates, the chaebols, have begun to limit tlifsC 
autonomy in Korea, but the more important development for the chances�9'( 
democracy is a strengthening of the working class and its organizations. 'FJie 
higher degree of industrial concentration in Korea than in Taiwan has led;!? 
the emergence of a stronger labor movement, but it has also created a strong�r 
dominant class. Thus, the working class confronts not only a poweif�r 
non-democratic state but also a powerful capitalist class. Nevertheless, tIle1 
working-class movement has put democracy more forcefully on the agenda'Ilf' 
South Korea than in Taiwan, and it can be expected to keep up the pressure;'m 
both countries, the easing of East-West tensions is removing the geo-politic2!; 
bases of support for the authoritarian regimes, namely the presumed threit 
from North Korea and mainland China. ' (I,� 

As this chapter is being written, the collapse of bureaucratic state sOcialism'ip\ 
eastern Europe raises fascinating questions about .the chances of democracy hl 
these countries. While these questions technically fall outside the domain ofa�, 
inquiry concerned with capitalist development and democracy, we should 
perhaps be prepared to rise to the challenge and seek to determine what otit; 
analysis would suggest. ;� 

A first point is simple. Without the transnational imposition of state socialisnf 
on the countries of Eastern Europe, a number of them would have experience� 
a thorough transformation of the balance of class power and a growth ij( 
.organizational density in society sufficient to sustain democracy. As the periocli£ 
rebellions have shown, the authoritarian state socialist regimes in polanai 
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and Hungary were actually unstable ari4. 
survived only with Soviet support. '!'! 

State socialism was not, however, merely a foreign imposition. It also resteq 
on the destruction of power based on the ownership of land and capital, on th� 
radical denial of autonomous organizations, on an ideology-supported organi� 
zational penetration of society that had real effects even if much of its 
mobilization efforts existed to a large extent only on paper, and a provision df 
the necessities of life at nominal prices that constituted for the weakest 
segments of society a welfare system that was generous indeed. Mter decades o( 
remarkable stability, this system failed both morally and - most imp6i� 
tant - economically. Once it became clear that the Soviet Union would not 
intervene with force as it had done earlier, the demise of the system came with� 
speed nobody had predicted. ' 
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;\��A class analytic approach to the chances of democracy in the new Eastern 
Europe • encounters a peculiar scene. One might begin by pointing to the :apsence of a large landowning class. This is indeed a striking contrast to what 
.,¥ould be one of the central elements of a counterfactual scenario of developJ#ents in Eastern Europe without World War II. Above all, however, there is no 
, �apital-owning bourgeoisie to speak of. JfiJet at the end of state socialism there still exists a class that bears some 
:remarkable similarities to the powerful landlord classes of Western European 
:�hd Latin American history: the nomenklatura or the elite of party, state, and 
'��terprise managers.u As the classic aristocracy, the nomenklatura combines :�,iintrol of the means of production with political control. Labor control was �bhieved largely, though not exclusively, with political means. 
,,�,iWhat separates the state socialist nomenklatura from the landed aristocracy 
; 1S·;above all the mode of culturaVideological hegemony - based on long
;;;�tablished relations in a non-mobile society and partially grounded in religious 
{tiaditions in one case, grounded in the promise of an affluent but just society 
;ind relying on a thorough organizational and ideological penetration of society 4iJl the other. The hegemony of large landowners is bound to decline every
�where, however haltingly in some cases. The hegemony of the communist 
.pilrty-state elites of Eastern Europe has collapsed and is unlikely to be revived. 
4;�{:Assuming that the nomenklatura in its past fonn will disappear, there is likely 
:.t.(j emerge - to a large extent out of this nomenklatura - a new bourgeoisie that iJs weak economically and politically despite more or less strong infusions of 
:�irect Joreign investment. It is a bourgeoisie without a history - without a 
:Qeritage of organization, of alliances, but also of antagonisms. Thus one of the ?�ajor factors detennining choice in the social construction of class interest is ;fuissing. That also makes prediction of this construction of class interest more 
;!llifficult. However, a fairly large and still autonomous state apparatus is bound ·fto remain very important in economic affairs since even an aggressive privatiza
;lion and free market policy will be partially blocked by the scarcity of private 
��pital. It seems problematic to anticipate the new bourgeoisie to be a strong 
i'col!nterbalancing force to this state apparatus. Given its economic weakness as 
��tvell as the background of its likely members, it is quite likely to be dependent tQn support by the state and to be able to form strong alliances with officials in 
;�entral positions in the administrative apparatus. �;:; Civil society was virtually denied any autonomous expression under state 
',socialism. True, the Catholic church in Poland and to a lesser extent the 
!Protestant church in East Germany were important exceptions to this rule, and 
;;.lhere were minor others. But while these exceptions made a noticeable 
;;Oifference in the recent transitions, they do not change the overall assessment tofthe weakness of autonomous organizations in civil society in these countries. 
�;Assuming the persistence of a powerful state apparatus, this weakness seems to 
.tis the major problem overlooked in current optimism about the future of 
:.democracy in eastern Europe. There exists, .of course, quite an array of ;�arty-linked organizations in civil society, but the question is whether these 
)'Organizations can develop a life of their own or whether they collapse once their 
\lrelationship to the party-state is severed. 
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Building strong organizations takes time, especially for the large subordirl�te 
classes. This is not primarily because it takes time to set up thousands oflqcaI 
and regional organizational units or to "build up" leading personalities in t)ie 
media. A strong organizational representation of broad-based interests cann,9t 
be created overnight because it involves complex choices in the Sqq�� 
construction of class interests as well as the development of trust in or��: 
tion and leaders. To what extent existing organizations - unions, for instail�€!.,. 
and even parties - can be reformed to become autonomous and �Ii ' 
channels for people's interests and aspirations is an open and fascinatil\J .:' 
question. .' �\ 

A significant part in future developments will be played, of course, by ig� . 
coercive apparatus ' of the state. Whether the security forces become �e 
repository of authoritarian tendencies and intervene in politics on their owiitqr 
in alliance with other forces in the state apparatus or in civil society, or wheut�t 
they can be effectively subordinated to civilian authority, \vill to a large exte�l 
shape the room for maneuver open to pro-democratic forces. There are likelY ' 
to be important contrasts among the different countries and regions ofEast�ro · 
Europe in this respect. ' %i� 

A final consideration, analogous to the concluding comment on Lai!J!. 
America, adds to our skepticism: state socialist rule left the economies .of 
Eastern Europe in shambles. Even with the best assumptions about econon1i� 
recovery and growth, there is a fundamental discrepancy between the tiille, 
horizons of politics - ranging from "solutions now" to two to four years ..., atid·  
the much slower pace of economic development. Rising dissatisfaction witlt 
economic conditions can be articulated spontane,ously, even in the absence(<<!!" 
powerful popular organizations. Policies of long-term promise and short-tew 
sacrifice require strong organizations that have the trust of their constituenci�� .. 
Unrest due to persistent economic deprivation - precisely if it remains unchanf 
neled by deeply rooted unions, associations and parties - would increase th'¢: 
chances of authoritarian state action, unbalanced by strong forces in civj) 
socl·ety ,0: • 1� 

:c't< 
Qualitative advance or decline in existing democracies? 

What are the prospects that really existing democracies come closer to the ide�f 
of political equality? Our analysis has focused entirely on formal democracy; 
While insisting that formal democracy itself was something of value, we s�t 
aside its relationship to true political equality. Further, what are the prospeCfS, 
that these formally democratic systems will deliver substantive social, justice to 
their citizens? '.' 

Some of our findings give these questions a particular urgency, ' since thef 
indicate that the establishment or stabilization of formal demo(,:facy was 
facilitated by keeping such issues off the agenda entirely or, where they were (jg 
the agenda, keeping them from becoming policy. To cite the two mos� 
important findings pointing in this direction, protection of elite intere�tS 
through the existence of strong right-wing parties or other mechanisms and the 
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i�sence of radical demands from movements representing the lower classes 
were found to be favorable to democracy. 
"�I..et us state at the outset that we do not believe that the ideal of democracy in 

,�� .sense of complete political equality will ever be realized. However, in this 
�'osing section of the book, we will argue that significant progress towards ieater political equality and substantive social justice is possible. These two ;gpals are tied together: in order to reduce political inequality, it is necessary that 
.Ul� distribution of wealth, status and socioeconomic power become more 

; iirliitable. �%The actually existing democracies of today - defined by regular free and fair #ections, responsibility of the state apparatus to elected representatives, and 
'nrotection of civil liberties - vary a great deal in the degree to which they really 
':!ive the many a voice in the determination of collective decisions. On the one �d, even if we exclude sham democracies, in some formal democracies the l�onomically powerful are able to exert sufficient control over the political 
pt'ocess that political decisions rarely challenge their interests. The masses 
'respond by failing to show up at the polls to make electoral choices that appear "19 them to make little difference in the policy output of the government. On the 
<dther hand, other formal democracies are characterized by vibrant participation 
:fi�t only in elections but also in various organizations whose aim is to determine 
p\tblic policy and which arguably have proved to have some influence on policy. 
�ese differences appear not only if one examines the policy-making process ;§�t also the outcomes of that process. At one extreme, there are cases where 
Jgnnally democratic processes barely modify the distribution of power and 
(economic resources. At the other end of the spectrum, the actual political 
power of the many has over time made a real difference in the distribution of 
lcarce social and economic resources - of income and wealth, of power and 
:iJitIuence, of honor and respect - and thus also in tum improved the bases of 
;p,olitical equality. Changes away from a merely formal democracy toward the 
iJatter pole of the continuum represent both qualitative advances of democracy ��d of substantive social justice. 
i fi.  first and theoretically simple implication of our analysis is clear: the same \factors that advance the chances of democracy in the formal sense of the 

lterm - of what Robert Dahl has called polyarchy - also make democracy more #al. The more the balance of class power favors subordinate class interests and 
,,$e more a dense civil society aids in giving organizational expression to these 
;iliterests and at the same time constitutes a countervailing force against 
:*nrestrained and autonomous state power, the greater the chances not only of 
installing democratic institutions and making them stable but also of increasing 
.�the real weight of democratic decision-making. The greater weight of the 
�,slibordinate classes in the political process should in tum express itself in state :policies which redistribute resources from the privileged to the underprivileged. 
fiThis is what, in fact, has happened (Esping-Andersen 1990; Korpi 1982; 
)$tephens 1979). ,!i�, 1t is important to point out that reductions in class inequality do not follow 
�)utomatically from the existence of democratic institutions; otherwise the 
�quantitative analyses of the relation between democracy and economic inequ-
,!f� & 
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ality would have come to much more clear-cut results. l:l Rather, they depe�a� 
on existing power relations and continued struggles; and these struggles, as�W�( 
have seen, can raise complex problems. 'i�i):f 

Our comparative analyses suggested that given certain power constellatio��\ 
democratic institutions were particularly in danger if dominant class interests\ 
were not politically protected by a strong party. That this proposition suggeste� 
itself especially in the Latin American analyses is hardly an accident, since thes$l 
cases tend to combine a smaller and weaker working-class presence wiijt 
particularly great social and economic inequality. Where the working-c1as�Jl�; 
large, well organized, and united, the chances are much better for substanti�; 
reductions of structured inequality and for democratic institutions to surVi\i,� 
the very real conflicts involved. Cases such as Spain in the 1930s or ChUe:m 
the 1 970s, in which democracy was terminated in part because radical deman�� 
from the working-class parties appeared as a threat to economic elites do,rlQli 
demonstrate that democratic institutions cannot be used to advance tli�1 
substantive interests of the lower classes' or even that there is some limit to dig; 
degree that those interests can be advanced in the context of formal democracii 
Rather, they are cases in which the working-class parties pressed deman4�j 
which were impossible to realize given the power balance in civil society. , . • •  �� 

In his most recent discussion of democracy, Robert Dahl acknowledges tha,t' 
class inequality poses problems for democracy but decides to "simply ... assum? 
that an advanced democratic country would place high on its agenda tH� 
problem of how best to achieve an economic order that would strengthen tli� 
democratic process." (Dahl 1989: 333). He takes this position because h�. 
considers other problems even more formidable: . "the long-run prospects fot 
democracy are more seriously endangered by inequalities , .. that are derived not 
from wealth or economic position but from special knowledge" (Dahl 1989; 
333), The growing role of expert knowledge concentrated within state agencie� 
and in the surrounding institutions of policy knowledge represents in his view�' 
fundamentally new challenge to democracy, matched in importance only by the 
transition from the early "assembly democracies" to political systems thai 
delegate most problems of implementation to the administrative state appal 
ratus. !' 

If we take the more conventional view that sees class inequality as more 
important for the fate of democracy, it is not altogether for conventionaJ. 
reasons. We are convinced that the challenge of knowledge expertise .� 
answered fundamentally in the same way as the political power of bureaucratic 
administration. Both are indeed formidable problems; both point to a4 
irreducible core of problems that make radical democracy impossible; but both 
can be contained and balanced by the forceful organization of socially and 
economically subordinate interests. 

Policy knowledge can be produced and interpreted in quite pluralistic ways; 
In fact, in the late twentieth century the policy knowledge "communities" of the 
advanced capitalist countries are typically grounded institutionally in heteroge� 
neous organizations that are affiliated with a range of political and class 
interests. The range is wider and takes subordinate interests more into account 
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i��ere working-class organization is strong. And it is only with strong organiza
:�pn of subordinate interests that the threat to democracy that is constituted by ;Ui� ever growing need for expertise can be contained. 
'�h.On its face, the claim that growing state activities - induced by democra
:�Cally articulated demands - are a threat to democracy appears even stronger Wan the expertise vs. democracy thesis. If true, it would negate our proposition ;ifuit reducing class inequalities is the central issue in making democracy more ���; for such reductions most likely have to be brought about by politics and 
¥iate action. We are convinced that this version of the classic claim of a �ndamental contradiction between equality and freedom is mistaken. It is not We magnitude of state activities as such that interferes with democracy. It is the ))'4ild-up of coercive power insufficiently controlled politically; and it is the 'growth of state strength not counterbalanced by a countervailing organizational 
�trength of civil society, and especially of those interests that cannot rely on 
"q!her sources of power than organization. 
;�> If countervailing organization of the many is so central to our argument, is it �!lt possible that both theses - the thesis of the threat of expertise and the thesis 
:of overwhelming state power - are mistaken as stated, but valid in a roundabout y;ay: both strengthen the hand of organizational oligarchies vis-a-vis their 
sonstituencies, and both encourage deals among the leaders of peak organiza'nons that are quite remote from the preferences of the members of the various :6rganizations. We have spoken in chapter 2 of the "inherent ambiguity of 
,�ollective action" and insisted that the tendencies toward oligarchy and �ollaboration at the apex of the organizational structure are variable and :�ontingent outcomes of different conditions. 
:, A  major remedy for tendencies toward oligarchic autonomy within organiza
:tions would be increased participation at lower organizational levels. Participa.#on in the governance of formally democratic organizations has complex 
determinants. Chief among them are skills and competence as well as a perception of being able to make a difference. This leads us into the question of 
Qemocratizing decision making in spheres of life other than the specifically 
political arena. Though one may be skeptical of the thesis that stable and 
successful political democracy requires analogous patterns of modified and 
constrained authority in all spheres of life, it is quite plausible to argue that 
people's experience in settings that are not specifically political has a consider
able effect on their skills, aspirations, confidence, and sense of efficacy. 
; If democracy has its ultimate rationale in the argument that human beings 
should have an autonomous say in all decisions that affect their lives and life 
chances, it is clearly an anomaly that the vast majority of adults in capitalist 
societies are subjected to an authority with few restraints in the arena of work - the sphere of life that next to family and other intimate personal 
relations matters most for most people. Economic democracy raises compli
cated questions that we cannot treat here. 13 However, extending democratic 
participation of workers into the decision-making of modem corporations has - aside from the intrinsic value of greater personal autonomy in a major 
sphere of life - quite important consequences for $e chances of the democratic 
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process in the more narrowly political sphere. It would diminish one-sidedC�:,, : 
power and thus increase the chances of making political democracy m:��e:c 
"real." And it would very likely increase political participation and competen��; '  

In  fact, industrial democracy has always been' on the agenda of wor�ng·d� 
organizations and parties. Even the earliest trade unions fought for 'afiU 
sometimes won a small measure of shopfloor control. In Europe in the 197Q�: 
workers' participation or, more broadly, economic democracy became';,tI{L 
centerpiece of the program of many labor movements and social democraa� < 
parties. In almost all European countries, some modest legislative advance:',jft 
this area was made, but the most ambitious agendas of, for instance, tn�i 
Swedish trade unions and the French left, which would have made major step�' 
toward democracy in industry, were never realized and the issue faded from:th� 
agenda in the face of the economic problems of the 1980s. Whatever lli�� 
likelihood that industrial democracy returns to the top of the agenda i�(� 
working-class movements, we are convinced that the control of privat�: 
economic power and the reduction of social and economic inequality constitUJef 
the most promising path of advancing substantive democracy. EconomJ�� 
democracy would add to and complement other measures of reducing inequalft 
ties in society that affect political equality. ,f 

Our comments here fly in the face of the belief, all the more popular int��� 
wake of the collapse of state socialism in Eastern Europe, that capitalism is'��' 
necessary precondition for democracy. Even an analyst otherwise sympatheii9 
to our central argument, that it was the contradictions of capitalism and hll�( 
capitalists that created democracy, might contend that these contradit�:� 
tions - and thus rather unencumbered capitalist economic conditions - a(t 
necessary for the survival of democracy. In particular, the Eastern Europea;: 
experience demonstrates in the view of many observers that private ownership} 
of the means of production is a prerequisite for democracy because it insureS;: 
the institutional separation of the economy from the polity. , ,)� 

This line of argument involves in the first place a misreading of the historidth 
experience of Eastern Europe. Those regimes were set up with state ownershl)i1 
of production, command economies, and authoritarian polities; they were nOf; 
democracies that became authoritarian due to an internal and democrati�l 
decision to nationalize industry. Much more relevant here are the exarriples il�; 
Norway and Austria. In those two countries, precisely such internal an'd)' 
democratic dynamics led to the wholesale nationalization of some industries§ 
and large-scale purchase of shares in other industries. Combining state-owned;; 
industry with state ownership oEshares in industry, total public oWnership o� 
industry reaches 50 percent in Norway and far exceeds that in Austriil 
(Esping-Andersen 1985: 225; Katzenstein 1984: 50). Not only are thesei 
countries formal democracies, but they, particularly Norway, have also achieved: 
high levels of political participation and a high degree of economic ' equalitY} 
when compared to other advanced industrial democracies. 1 We have insisted from the outset (see chapter 3) that democracy is impossible: 
without some structural differentiation of the polity from the wider structures 6fi 
inequality - and especially of power - in society. This involves in particular art:, 
institutional separation of polity and economy because fusing both creates; 
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��lWhelming power concentrations.14 However, we do not agree that private 
/QWnership of the means of production is necessary to achieve and maintain such 
��separation of powers. We are prepared to argue that a variety of fonns of �rket socialism - with co-operative ownership, worker ownership, municipal 
:�d other forms of decentralized public ownership, "mutual fund socialism" ��ong the lines envisaged by the Swedish Confederation of Trade Unions 
:(Meidner 1 978), or a combination of these fonns - would not only be 
:epmpatible with fonnal democracy, they would also help increase political .. �quality and deepen substantive social justice as they would retain the ijistitutional separation of the polity and the economy and at the same time 
.�Quld give those at the bottom more resources. 
f�dn this book, we have left the whole issue of inclusion of women in the 
'�lectorate aside, as dynamics of this struggle follow quite different principles from that of inclusion of subordinate classes or ethnic groups and would 
"tequire a whole separate analysis. I S  Also, before the 1970s women's issues were i1�s politicized, and women did not form separate political blocs of major 
sigruficance.16 Nevertheless, any discussion of deepening democracy and 
eXtending political equality would be incomplete without some reflections on :dle prospects for greater equality in power relations between the sexes. It is 
'$iInilar to the issue of economic democracy as it involves extending equality of 
�power into other spheres than the political sphere in the narrow sense, and it is likely to be similar in its consequences. However, we are convinced that the prospects for gender inequality and its impact on democratic politics are much 
,iIlore straightforward. In fact, the prospects for gender inequality may well be 
'one of the last instances where we can speak of anticipating progress.17 
:, The struggle for gender equality is bound to succeed in the long run; for the 
Jmderlying factors shaping gender roles have changed irreversibly. Among these changes are not only declines in both mortality and fertility, freeing the 
Jriajor part of women's lives for other activities than reproduction; there are also 
�anges in the structure of family and kinship, in the skills and strengths 
required at different kinds of work, in the legitimacy of ascriptive status 
disJinctions, and last but not least in the chances of collective organization, even 
ijf women's interests lend themselves less easily to such organization than 
,interests that are structurally less closely bound up with their opposites. 
\\ At the same time, the equalizing changes are likely to come slowly, because 
'the elimination of male domination and privilege runs into very powerful 
!obstac1es, given the deep rooted nature of gender roles and relations. Finally, 
'�hanges in gender relations, while they have an impact on all spheres oflife and 
,perhaps most on family relations, will for a large part and for a prolonged time 
be achieved by political means. Taken together, the long-tenn prospect of 'advances toward women's emancipation, the obstinate difficulties of change in 
'gender relations, and the large role played by public policy in these matters 
i!Ilean that the struggles for gender equality will increase women's political 
participation over the long run and make it more intense. Aside from this broad 
effect on political participation produced by the arduous process of women's 
emancipation, approaching gender equality would in itself constitute a tremen
dous advance toward the broadest ideal of democracy. 
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In the end our conclusion is simple. It was neither capitalists nor capitalis� 

as such but rather the contradictions of capitalism that advanced the cause,t6�; 
political equality. Capitalism contributed to democracy primarily . becauseRi� 
changed the balance of class power in favor of the subordinate interests. TJi'i§g 
shift is in any country less than complete, and in addition the institutiop�,� 
stability of democracy is contingent on other factors as well. The democra9� 
polity that capitalist development helped bring about offers the opportuni Y\»; 
advance democracy qualitatively, even though such advances are by no m 
assured. 

Capitalism presupposes class inequality and has restructured it. It built . 
patriarchy and restructured it. Democracy has been a means of transforirilii� 
capitalism. Where effective, it has contributed to a decline of both class a�9� 
gender inequality. Further advances in the quality of democracy require furtlf�ti 
transformations of capitalism, because they require changes in the structureif!� 
power in society. Giving social and economic substance to political democraCY? 
is the essence of democratic socialism. Gender equality is one historicafJ 
fulfillment of the democratic promise; democratic socialism is the other. ;;iit 
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I ;��' ij �xplained in chapter 2, our conceptualization of democratic regimes is based 9�;the dimensions of inclusion and contestation, and we distinguish between �tricted and fully democratic regimes. Inclusion refers to the extent of �ffrage and the non-proscription of political parties, contestation to institutio,\j!Ilization of opposition, freedom of association and expression, responsible 
government, and free and fair elections. ;il,tJ'he minimum requirements to qualify as a democracy at all, as opposed to f@ing in the category of constitutional oligarchic or authoritarian systems are ,\h¢ following: 
��,\ it!; Low property or tax qualifications for the franchise, granting the right to �lt;;, vote to at least 60 percent of the adult male population; or literate adult male ��i�" suffrage. 
2\" Direct popular elections of executive and/or legislature. �l; Responsible government: cabinet responsibility to the elected legislature 
�li and or to the elected executive. 1�, fercent of population voting more than 5 percent (this is an indicator of 
;�,formal and informal restrictions put on participation). �;, Compliance with election results. �}\:Freedorn of association and speech; protection from arbitrary arrest. 
\j: , 
[he criteria for differentiating a full from a restricted democracy are the ,�Q»owing: 
�<{: ilj Universal male suffrage.1 2,; No proscription of political parties. �: No military intervention in politics. �i No pacts or agreements imposing restrictions on the significance of election 
tit ,outcomes for access to political office and the distribution of political power. 
!Ow-choice of male suffrage only as a criterion is explained in chapter 2. We are indebted to Karen 
:R.emmer for comments on this and other points of our classifications which forced us to rethink 
Jodlor sharpen our arguments. 
�:: ... 
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5 Enforcement of free and fair elections; e. g. truly secret ballot and�M ;: 
intervention in the electoral process by local notables. . . . ,i�:' C' i 

For our analysis of Europe, the main focus was on the transition ,�6fu'i 
restricted to full democracy and the date �f that change !s s�ated i� the t�#�f.;:, that chapter. However, most of the countnes were constttuttonal ohgarchie�� : 
the beginning of the period under analysis (1870) owing to restrictioi#Ioni, 

/ . .  .' .;:,' suffrage, the absence of responsible government, or both. Though the tral)�k , 
tion to restricted democracy is not clearly dated, the analysis of the dynamiJs: 
includes that transition also. For the British settler colonies, the suffrage wis::: 
wide enough in every case for the country to qualify as a restricted democclfy ; 
during the colonial period; the question was the granting or winning�'of;. 
responsible government. This poses no problem for the United States. hi;ilie :  
other cases, we have treated them as restricted democracies when the legisI�tive 
bodies of the country in question gained control over the making of all poliCies 
other than defense and foreign policy. For the British Caribbean, a s� 
criterion was used, but, in this case, this entailed the transition ' to>fiijI 
democracy because universal suffrage had already been achieved. The c1assilr;; 
cation of regimes in Central America posed little problem since, with;'tJl�:' 
exception of Costa Rica, few of them fell outside the authoritarian categoryltri, 
the time period under consideration. !1� 

By contrast, the analysis of South America covered a much longer tiMe,· 
period than the other analyses and most of the countries moved back and forth 
among different regime , forms. This motivated us to construct the m.o� 
elaborate typology found in several tables in that chapter. Some commentsQir 
the classifications in these tables are in order here. .,:,. 

For a period to be classified as democratic, at least two separate popular fre�1 
and fair elections had to be held. These elections could be of the same or!6r 
different types, such as one presidential and one congressional election, or()��� 
to a constituent assembly and one congressional or presidential election. FixiD� 
the exact dates for such periods is somewhat arbitrary. One can date til�� 
democratic period from the introduction of the political reforms which protea; 
it, or from the first national elections held under the new system, or from the; 
inauguration of the new government. Where the introduction of the politicAA' 
reforms came as a clearly identifiable package (e. g. in Argentina in 1912);91') 
where a dramatic regime change or announcement of elections ushered in th� 
new period (e. g. Venezuela in 1945, or Bolivia in 1 952), these dates were. 
chosen, otherwise the date of the first election. Similarly, to date the end of th�j 
democratic period is easy in the case of coups, but more difficult in the case t,� 
slow erosion through growing harrassment of the opposition (e. g. Argentiria. 
1949-51 ,  or Uruguay 1968-73); in the latter case, a significant event, such as 
manipulated elections or the suspension of congress has been selected . t� 
indicate the date. . .'. 

The distinction between full and restricted democracies, called exclusiona� 
democracies by Remmer ( 1985-6), is crucial for Latin America, because' 
among other things it draws attention to the fact that continued exclusion of the 
rural popular sector was often crucial for the installation and consolidation oJ 
"urban-democratic" regimes. Restricted democracies can further be distirigu:': 
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c��d according to the existence of restrictions on contestation or inclusion :0J!JY, or on both. These categories include regimes with restrictions on �lllsion based on suffrage qualifications and/or on provisions proscribing one 
or�,inore parties; and/or with restrictions on contestation in the form of pfbvisions whereby election outcomes are rendered irrelevant, such as by 
pfeviously concluded political pacts on power sharing, with varying interference 
iQ';the electoral process at the local level, and with high military involvement in 

>RQlitics of the "�oderator" type (see Stepan 1971), i.e. interventions to block c1i:tain policies, or to prevent elections from having unacceptable outcomes, or 
I�Hfect changes in the executive if elections did. 
��reriods with unqualified democratic rule according to these criteria have 
;��en rare indeed before the 1980s. Argentina 1912-30, 1946-51 ,  and 1973-6, 
Wi;uguay 1919-33 and 1942-73, Chile 1970-3, Bolivia 1952-64, and Vene�eIa 1945-8 and 1968 to the present qualify. Objections to the classification of 
'�gentina and Uruguay as fully democratic during their first periods of 
.dp\hocracy could be raised on the grounds of the high proportion of immigrants aiiJimg the lower classes. Whereas we argue that the disenfranchisement of a l�e part of the working class because of immigrant status reduced the threat ·�p$ed to elites by democratization and thus facilitated the installation of 
·democratic regimes in the two cases, we do maintain that the regimes can be 
�BI�ssified as fully democratic. Disenfranchisement of non-citizens for national 
l�el elections is a universal feature of full democracies. Despite this de facto 
ljjfmlation, there was a clear difference between these two political systems, 
where more than half of the urban and rural lower classes could vote, and, say, 
li1ie restricted democracy in Chile in the 19305, where suffrage qualifications /ilDd de facto lack of a secret ballot kept virtually the entire rural lower class 
:�cluded. Moreover, by the 1 940s the bulk of the working class was locally ��om, and thus these periods unambiguously qualify as fully democratic. �l!Restricted democracy with relatively mild restrictions, namely literacy quali;�:cations only, existed in Chile 1958-70. The significance of these restrictions �Was further reduced by the comparatively low rate of illiteracy. In fact, one can �gue that the electoral reforms of 1958 and the process of rural unionization �tiring the 1960s gradually transformed the system into a full democracy, so 
�lliat the enfranchisement of the illiterates in 1 970 as such did not make a mualitative difference in the political process any more. Colombia 1 936-49 is a 
'porderline case, because suffrage was universal and contestation highly institu
;�onalized, but control of local notables over the electoral process and thus 
!fraud, as well as partly violent intimidation of the opposition, were widespread. 
''0quist (1980: 1 04) states that the entire period 1930-46 was characterized by 
'�despread electoral fraud and coercion, which were accepted as a fact of 
political life. Moreover, in some municipalities the parties concluded pacts and 
fiXed elections accordingly. Also, the local police was often highly partisan ,(Oquist 1980: 106). The 1942 elections were reportedly fraudulent (Oquist J980: 109) .  
� In Chile before 1958 the lack of enforcement of the secrecy of the ballot and 
mterference in the electoral process by local notables, in addition to the literacy 
requirement, restricted democracy more significandy, particularly in rural 
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areas. Inclusion was further limited in the period 1947-58 becauset.ffu: 
Communist Party was illegal, a party that had received over 10 percent·ofJ!i�i 
vote in the two previous elections. Nevertheless, in the period ' 1932-58�tlte '  
urban middle classes and large sectors of the urban working-class W��� 
included; the constitution of 1925 had established a permanent electot.w 
register (which amounted to a de facto widening of the franchise) and the d���r 
election of the president (Gil 1966: 58-9). Thus, one can regard this ��t 
severely restricted democracy. Before 1 920, Chile has to be classified .#JJa. 
competitive oligarchic system. Because Chile introduced literate male suffiag� 
in 1 874, it has frequently been referred to as a democracy with a long histoti/i 
However, control of local notables over the process of registration and paftli 
even the casting of ballots assured oligarchic domination to such an extent tJi�!. 
it would be misleading to even classifY Chile before 1 920 as a democracy �\J)., 
severe restrictions, rather than a competitive oligarchic system. For instaric�, 
since the oligarchy felt that effective control threatened to slip out of the� 
hands, and since the administration of suffrage was in the hands of munic,ip� 
Committees of the Largest Taxpayers, they decided to greatly reduce particip�� 
tion through the process of registration. The number of registered , vot�� 
dropped from 598, 000 in 1912 to 185, 000 in 1915 .  Before the 1923 electiofi�.; 
the Presidents of the Chamber of Deputies and of the Senate agreed again'.t0· 
keep registration of voters much below 30 percent of those eligible (Valenzu�( 
1977: 213-1 5). The period 1920-4 was clearly a transition period between ah 
oligarchic and a severely restricted democratic regime. Voter registration h�d 
greatly increased after the reforms of 1915  and participation rose above l�; 
percent in 1918, fell to 4. 5 percent in 1920, but rose again above 5 percentm: 
1921  (Drake 1978: 5 1). Participation had actually reached 8. 7 percent in 199;, 
but after that the oligarchy deliberately restricted registration (for the figuresf 
see Remmer 1 984: 84). Alessandri won with middle- and some working-cl�� 
support; however, oligarchic groups still dominated Congress and managed to 
block any reform promoted by Alessandri. . .•• � The same label of severely restricted democracy can also be applied to the 
situations in Uruguay from 1903 to 1919, Colombia from 1958 to the presen! 
and Venezuela from 1958 to 1968. In Uruguay before the legal changes in 191? 
and the constitution enacted in 1919  (also referred to as the constitution of 
1917), there were literacy qualifications on the franchise (Nahum 1977: 75-6)1 
voting was public by signed ballot (Vanger 1 980: 100), and the election of the 
president was indirect. In the cases of Colombia and Venezuela, despite de jur� 
fun inclusion through universal suffrage, different factors have severely limited 
contestation and inclusion, and thus the effective representation of lower-claSS 
interests. In Colombia, the National Front agreement, which was in force froIr! 
1 958 to 1974, not only provided for alternation in the presidency and a divisioI\ 
of all important political positions, elected or appointed, between Liberals an� 
Conservatives, but it explicitly prohibited third parties from participating in 
elections. After 1974, the practice of dividing executive positions and protecting 
the hegemony of the Conservative and Liberal Parties was continued. A 
constitutional reform in 1 968 effected only a partial change in the Fronl 
arrangements. Competitive elections at the national level were held in 1974, bUl 
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P,�rity in the judicial branch was to be maintained, and in the executive branch it W�s to be maintained until 1 978. However, even thereafter the party receiving ;,the second highest number of votes was entitled to "adequate and equitable" :i�'presentation, i. e. to participation in a coalition government (Hartlyn 1989). 
Ig.d971, ANAPO was recognized as a political party and thus made legal for 
>�l�ctoral purposes. However, the dominance of the two traditional parties was �mhher cemented, for instance, by the electoral reform law of 1 979 which 
?§ppulates that the Electoral Court have four representatives each from the two 
;wajor parties, and one from the third largest party. Even more serious in its lfuiplications for restrictions on democratic practice is the repeated recourse to 
!:�ecJarations of the state of siege since the late 1 940s. 
,i�;iIn Venezuela, the Pact of Punto Fijo of 1 958 committed the three main 
"p'iuties to a coalition government regardless of the outcome of the 1958 ��!ections, to a common program which buried sensitive issues, and to a t§lmmon defense of democracy. It deliberately excluded the Communist Party :�om participation in government. Coalition government and moderation in 
�political programs, along with ostracism of the radical left, continued until the 
;;'1.968 elections. Leftists were expelled from Acci6n Democratica and purged grom leadership positions in unions. In the 1968 elections, the Communist 
,faTty, which by that time had come to reject insurrection, was allowed to 
ipiuticipate through a front organization, and its legalization in 1 969 signified rthe transition to full democracy. The fact that significant sectors of the thus tilienated left took up arms and failed in their revolutionary goals critically 
t�eakened the entire left by not only physically liquidating "many militants but 
(Uelegitimizing radical leftist positions. Thus, the inclusion of the Communist 
;Party was a risk of minor proportions for the established political forces. See iLevine (1978: 97-101) and Karl (1986: 206-1 5) for discussions of the Pact and (the subsequent marginalization of the left. 
!:" Periods of severely restricted democracy, with high military propensity to 
intervene directly through coups or indirectly through pressures on civilian 
'political elites, occurred in Argentina 1 958-66, Brazil 1945-64, Peru 1939-48 
;;!nd 1956-68, and Ecuador 1948�1 .  In Ecuador, military involvement in this 
period was not as strong as in the other cases. Three elected presidents were 
table to serve their full terms, and no party or candidate was vetoed by the 
military. However, in matters of interest to the military itself, strong pressures 
were put on the incumbents, and a conflict between the president and a military 
officer in his cabinet almost led to the overthrow of the governement in 1953. 
Moreover, there were unsuccessful military revolts in 1950 and 1956. Thus, 
the military remained active behind the scenes and ready to intervene if the 
occasion were to arise. The main reason why none of the three presidents was 
overthrown was that no major social groups appealed for military intervention in 
this period. See Fitch (1977: 40-6) for the role of the military in this period. 
. In addition to strong military involvement, the proscription of the Peronist party greatly restricted the democratic quality of Argentine politics in this period. In Brazil, Peru, and Ecuador, literacy qualifications served to exclude 
the majority of the rural population in these periods. The illegal status of the 
Peruvian Apris.ta Party from 1939 to 1945, and of the Communist Party in 
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Peru and Brazil in the post-World War II period added a further exclusio�: }  
��re f. � . � i  A final note on the classification of the current regimes in Brazil, Para�yj,. 
Uruguay, Peru, and Chile: in Brazil the 1985 election of the president�wl!S 'i !  
indirect. Since then, most of the other criteria for democracy have been Hi�� 
illiterates were enfranchised in 1985, direct elections for Congress . ;(nd ' 
Governors were held in 1986 and for the presidency in 1989. However;,(�: :  
Stepan (1988: 1 03-12) demonstrates, the military retained a strong hold/� , 
important positions in the political system, such as on Cabinet seats and" tlf�< 
National Security Council, and it exercised great political influence on �e'. ,; 
crucial issues which emerged during the first two years of the ci�#jk 
government. The new constitution failed to significantly reduce the militaryl� 
prerogatives in the political system and consequently Brazil remains c1oser ttit�;: ' 
restricted than a full democracy. ' : :�;� The ouster of Stroessner in Paraguay in February 1989 raised the questigft . 
of a possible transition to democracy. However, not only were the electi��v 
following his ouster held under questionable rules and partly marred by frau;4t� 
but the fusion between the state (including the military) and the dominant pmyr 
effected by Stroessner is still intact and obstructs genuine democratization.'f;p; 

Prior to the 1984 elections in Uruguay, the military engaged in some politi�aFi 
manipulation, and a leading Blanco politician, Wilson Ferreira, was banea� 
from participating; thus, the regime at that point should be classified as'·:�r 
restricted democracy. However, these restrictions did not seem to dramaticallY¥ 
influence the election outcome (Gillespie 1986: 192), and de facto UruguaY�1 
started to function as a full democracy. The 1989 elections resulted in'ii 
transfer of power to the opposition. . .�r" 

Peru as of 1980 appeared to have made the transition to full democracy, witM� 
free and fair elections at all levels and universal suffrage including illiterat�:� 
The assumption of the presidency by Apra's AJan Garcia in 1985, fulfI.lling the�; 
decades-long aspirations of Peru's only mass party, seemed to confirm the'!!: 
democratic quality of the system. However, the insurgency of Sendero and th�'t 
government's countermeasures have created a situation where the rule oflaw�� 
de facto suspended for large areas of the country. Thus, full democracy atth�$ 
center coexists with essentially military rule in other areas of the country. Sinc�1; 
the center has continued to operate according to democratic rules, Peru:i.Sf 
classified as a full democracy. :i\,\ 

Chile re�rned to democratic rule in 1990 with the inauguration of thei0 
Aylwin government, the president and congress having been elected in direcf�:: 
elections with universal suffrage. However, before handing over power, the,; 
Pinochet government had altered the legal and insti�ti.ona1 frameworks such as;; 
to restrict greatly the new government's room for action in important areas of�� 
policy-making. Consequently, the new system has to be regarded as a restricted;S 
democracy. . 
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r '1\:" � •. , Introduction: the Problem of Capitalist Development and Democracy �Cl . While these were city states with developed crafts and trade, they relied 
�t · ,  . strongly on agriculture. However, though the Athenian system of self-rule �; acquired paradigmatic significance for the Western tradition of thought ;r, about democracy, it was actually a severely limited form of democracy. For 
\�.. it excluded the great majority of adults from participation - slaves, women � ;  as well as free men whose forebears did not belong to the established 
!;, citizenry of Athens. 
IV The Swiss cantons after 1848 as well as such cases as Norway and the 
cF United States in the nineteenth century are better candidates for possible 
;( . exceptions to the rule that democracy fmds extremely inhospitable condi
�:" . tions in an agrarian society. These cases, which are discussed in chapter 4, 

may guide us in identifying the factors that actually account for the fact 
it . that democracy is rare under agrarian conditions. It is most likely not the 
,,;, domination of agricultural production per se but the concentration of 

property so often associated with it that works against democracy. 
i 2 Throughout this book, we use the term "bourgeoisie" as equivalent to 
r "capitalist class" or "big business." We exclude small businessmen (or 

petty bourgeoisie) as well as other "biirgerliche Stande," i.e. professionals, 
white collar employees, etc. 

;2 Capitalist Development and Democracy: The Controversy 

:il The index of political development, to illustrate, is the sum of points given 
a country for each of the 21  years from 1940 to 1960 according to the 
following rules: two points for a parliament with more than one party, in 
which one minority party had at least 30 percent of the seats; one point for 
a multi-party parliament that violated the 30 percent rule; no points for 
parliaments without the above characteristics (including non-party parlia-
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ments) , for parliaments that do not exercise self-rule (for instane�1:�':� 
colonies), and for systems without a parliament; one point for a , CititF 
executive elected directly or indirectly under conditions satisfying th�\t�P .: 
percent rule, half a point for a chief executive selected by other meth'@,S; ' 
including colonial appointment; no point for hereditary rulers and eillef 
executives who abolished a multi-party parliament. " , ;\;,: 

2 Cutright's index of political development was primarily determined by;tIi�> 
length of time a country had an elected parliament and an elected hea&§f' 
the executive. Cutright and Wiley (1969) did not change this emphasis:�) 
longevity. This was criticized by Deane Neubauer (1967). Others h�y¢' 
made the more general point that both Lipset and Cutright - by foeusilii; 
on stable democracies - confounded the democratic character of a poIiti9il , 
order and its stability, so that their results could very well tell us as muCJj 
about the stability of any regime as about the conditions of democriac 
government (see e.g. Bollen 1979). For a discussion of different measui�r 
of democracy and their empirical ' interrelations see Bollen (1980) �R4 
Bollen and Grandjean (1981). " ;�l� , 

3 This controversy involves not only data and measurement problems h�t 
also unresolved theoretical issues. Thus, it is not clear that literaCY -:lm 
contrast to the level of economic development and the age structure ofm� 
population - is independent of democratic experience. A hypothesis' ?f 
interdependence actually seems more plausible than an assertion ,Qf 
independence. it! 

Bollen and Jackman (1989) attack Muller on further methodologie�: 
grounds. They charge that his analysis is inadequate because it uses �� 
combined measure of stability and democracy and because it does rlQ!: 
employ a continuous measure of democracy. It is not necessary to go hei� 
into the details of the argument. However, it is important to insist tM�\ 
these are purely operational questions that cannot be decided for �; 
subsequent studies. Reasonable decisions about operational conceptuali�; 
zarion depend on available data and above all on the particular theoretic�\ 
issues at hand. In regard to the latter it seems quite justified to relate yea�\ 
of democratic experience to inequality, as Muller (1 988, 1989) does;� 
Bollen's case is much stronger for studies that treat stable democracies a�; 
somehow more democratic than unstable democracies, as Lipset did in 1#', 
early, pioneering essay (1959/1980). \ �  4 Economic dependence was measured by export partner concentration and 
investment dependence. These measures were associated with militarY 
and one-party regime fOnDS for the period 1960-75. However, not all 
associations were statistically significant, and for the period 1950 - 1965: 
the evidence suggested "no effects of national economic dependence over' 
and above the influence of economic development" (Thomas et a1. 19791 
1 97). ,,', 

5 This conclusion was reached only after the international position of a 
number of inconsistent cases was reclassified. Even if such a partial, ad hoe 
reclassification is judged acceptable, Bollen's results still do not confirm 
the thesis that economic dependency has a negative impact on the chances 
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of democracy because this finding was obtained only after political 
" measures had been added to the defmition of world system status. 

For the preceding see Weber (1906: 347). Weber's position on the relation 
between democracy and capitalist development is rather misrepresented 

; when Lipset (1959/1980: 28) writes, referring to the same essay on 
democracy in Russia: "Weber . . .  suggested that modem democracy in its 
clearest form can occur only under capitalist industrialization." At best, 
this characterization fits Weber's view of the consequences of early 

, capitalism, which he saw - together with Europe's overseas expansion, the 
" ascendance of scientific rationalism as the hegemonic world view, and 
, cultural ideals derived from Protestantism - as fostering freedom and 
democracy (Weber 1906: 348). 
It is no accident that we find a similar focus on historical persistencies in 

' the work of Reinhard Bendix, another pjoneer of the renaissance of 
historical sociology during the last two decades. Bendix (1 964: 8-9) quotes 

' the memorable metaphor of Joseph Schumpeter (1947: 12-13): "Social 
structures, types and attitudes are coins that do not readily melt. Once they 
are formed they persist, possibly for centuries, and since different 
structures and types display different degrees of ability to survive, we 
almost always find that actual group and national behavior more or less 
departs from what we should expect it to be if we tried to infer it from the 
dominant forms of the productive process." For a discussion of certain 
theoretical problems in the use of this "Schumpeter Principle" see 
Rueschemeyer (1984, esp. 1 54-6). 
In fact, Moore alludes a number of times to both factors (see especially 
413-14, 439-441, 444, and 494) but does not integrate them fully into his 
analyses and explanations. Moreover, he expresses doubt about the 
importance of a pre-existing repressive capacity of the state as an 
independent actor as he contends that the English upper-classes could 
have created an adequate apparatus for repression had it been in their 
interest to do so. His position on intersocietal influences is in some sense 
quite radical, as he justifies his focus on the very large countries with the 
contention that the "fact that the smaller countries depend economically 
and politically on big and powerful ones means that the decisive causes of 
their politics lie outside their own boundaries" (Moore 1966: xiii). Most 
would consider this proposition vastly overstated even for the extremely 
small and dependent countries, and at the same time it led Moore to 
neglect the impact of international developments on large ones. 
It is, however, a case with a very different historical development than we 
find in Britain or the United States. Theda Skocpol (1 973) has pointed out 
that Moore's three instances of democratization really represent three 
profoundly different paths rather than one common route toward demo
cracy. 
While this point is critical for our overall assessment of the merits and 
accomplishments of the tWo research traditions, it ought not to be 
understood as a rejection of O'Donnell's argument in principle. It is 
logically and theoretically quite possible that the mix of causal conditions 
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changes over time. The specific claim that democracy becomes less �ri§ ' , :. 
less likely is indeed at odds with Bollen's findings; but it is quite possible, ' 
that a different mix of causal conditions has similar outcomes ul llie: 
twentieth as in the nineteenth century. J!�; 

I I  We are aware that we use this appealing metaphor somewhat more loos¢IY , 
than is done in physics. X:; 

12 A move away from macro-structural explanations towards po�� 
tical-institutional if not outright voluntaristic ones is also detectable inth�. 
work of another collective project on democracy (Diamond, Linz ai@ : 
Lipset 1987). Emphasizing voluntaristic and intennediate organizatioil�; 
factors may, of course, feed on other sources as well. To give an accoUrlt 
that stresses these rather than macro-structural factors may for instanceMf 
especially tempting when one confronts developments that were not; 
foreseen - and whose very possibility was dismissed - less than fiftee�. 
years ago, as was the case with democratization in South America. <y;� 

1 3  As Ragin explains: "Not only is human agency obscured in  studies of many;;' 
cases, but the methods themselves tend to disaggregate cases intoY 
variables, distributions, and correlations. There is little room left fo�� 
historical process - that is, for the active construction by humans of the�� 
history" (Ragin 1 987: 70). ;:& 

14  The tenn "analytic induction" goes back to Florian Znaniecki wnq:; 
together with W. I. Thomas used similar strategies of building and testingZ' 
theories in smaller-scale, social psychological research (Znaniecki 1934)f\ 
Their conception was narrower than is intended here, restricted to th�,: 
method of agreement. The concept was revived in broader and more'(; 
inclusive fonn in recent discussions of how macro-historical work relates'! 
to theory building (see for instance Evans, Rueschemeyer and Skocpoi' 
(1985: 348-50). Skocpol and Somers (1980) and Skocpol (1984) speak;\ 
about the same strategy when they refer to comparative history �� 
"macro-causal analysis" or to procedures "analyzing causal regularitieS ID}; 
history". . ,  

1 5  This argument does not simply refer to earlier investigations of the same'; 
kind. Equally important is the use of studies on other problems that ares 
theoretically related to the issues at hand. These often concern smalleii 
units of which there are far more cases. In research on democracy these! 
may concern smaller, and often far more frequent, social units thall: 
countries or nations - unions for example, and other voluntary org:miza';: 
tions (see, for instance, the classic study by Lipset, Trow and Colemall� 
1 956). And they may concern sub-themes that constitute only one link in, 
the larger chain of argument. The validity of such transfers of insight and 
understanding from one context or level of analysis to another is, of course, ' 
not unproblematic; but it can always itself be made the object of 
investigation. Surely it is precisely one of the major raisons d'etre of theory 
to establish such connections between different areas of inquiry - to build 
canals linking the different stores of our knowledge, as Lichtenberg once 
put it. 

1 6  The fact that we devote a whole chapter to the development and 
discussion of our theoretical framework gives our strategy a somewhat 
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ambiguous status in the threefold typology of comparative historical 
research developed by Skocpol and Somers (1980). They distinguish 
between "comparative history as the contrast of contexts," "comparative 
history as the parallel demonstration of theory," and "comparative history 
as macro-causal analysis". We see our endeavor as closest to the latter, but 
the full elaboration of a theoretical framework creates a certain similarity 
with the second type, in which a deductively constructed theory is applied 
to case after case. As argued above, we consider a thoroughly reflected 
analytic framework as critical for any form of analytic induction, including 
the one Skocpol and Somers call "macro-causal analysis". (In fact, as we 
have noted, Skocpol's own analysis of revolutions is built on such a 
framework. ) At the same time, we see the construction of our framework 
only as the first phase, to be followed by comparative analyses that are 

. informed by the framework, but at the same time test and revise it. 
In Tilly's (1984: 80-84) classification, our study engages primarily in 

universalizing and variation-finding comparisons, but also includes ele
ments of encompassing comparisons. We are interested in identifying the 
common factors which favor emergence and consolidation of democracy (a 
universalizing comparison), while we at the same time seek to account for 
the differences in national political trajectories (variation-fmding compari
sons). To the extent that we identify transnational structures of power as 
essential influences on the chances for democratization, we also treat our 
cases as parts of a larger interdependent system (an encompassing 
comparison). 

The issues of relativism created by metatheoretical premises briefly 
alluded to in the text are very complex when fully confronted as problems 
in the philosophy of knowledge. That cannot be done in this context. 
Mill's method of agreement compares cases, dissimilar in many respects, 
in which both the outcomes to be explained and the theoretically expected 
causal conditions are similarly present. The indirect method of difference 

. looks for comparisons of cases similar in many respects but different both 
in the outcome to be explained and in the theoretically expected causal 
conditions. See Skocpol (1984) and Ragin (1987) for further discussion of 
Mill's designs in relation to contemporary comparative historical research. 

Capitalist Development and Democracy: A Theoretical Framework 

See Held (1987) for a thorough discussion of the historical succession of 
models of democracy, which also considers current debates on future 
possibilities of further democratization. 
In the previous chapter, we discussed briefly the cross-national statistical 
evidence on the relationship between democracy and income inequality, 
which is still inconclusive (Bollen and Jackman 1 985, 1 989; Muller 1 985, 
1989; Weede 1989). It must be noted that these quantitative studies are 
extremely limited in distinguishing between democratic forms and 
democratically effective institutions. 
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3 Przeworski (1980, 1985) argues that the political choices of labor movi�; 
ments were made under severe constraints inherent in capitalist socieiYl�, 
and unfavorable to the interests of the working class. Yet it is hard;!i)�: 
maintain that these choices did not in any way advance - that in fact diet 
betrayed - the true interests of the working class. }�j; 4 Truly universal suffrage did not exist in the nineteenth and early twentieJI( 
centuries. What is critical is that electoral participation transcends c1�, 
lines. Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider universal male suffragf� 
as the historically crucial benchmark. This decision to focus on mal�t 
suffrage wiII be explained further when we discuss gender inequality. /@, 

5 Dahl (1971) distinguishes in his definition of "polyarchy" two dimenf:\ 
sions - inclusiveness of participation and what he calls public contestatig�� 
of policy. The latter encompasses free and fair elections, responsibl�� 
government as well as the protection of civil rights. His conceptualizatiQil;, 
is Quite compatible with ours. <} 

6 See the appendix for the empirical operationalization of these concepts:� 
employed in our comparative historical studies. i) 

7 In our own past work we have emphasized the particular role of th�\ 
strength of the working class vis-a-vis other classes in accounting forI' 
cross-national and cross-temporal differences in the strength of democra4� 
tic impulses. See J. Stephens (1979c: 1 12-1 5), E. Stephens (1983)t: 
Stephens and Stephens (1986: 13-24, 337-8); Rueschemeyer (1980)' 
offers a theoretical model of democratization that focuses on class conilidt, 
and on the means of the dominant classes to maintain their control. . ..• � 

8 As Therborn (1977) points out, there is little or no correlation between thf: 
extension of suffrage across class and across gender lines. An analysis of 
female suffrage would require another comparative study. 

., 

9 We say "production-related" rather than "economic" as only relationships: 
and activities strictly necessary to the production and distribution of goods: 
and services are excluded from this concept of civil society; employers� 
associations and labor unions are part of civil society. (On the complexi� 
ties - as well as ambiguities - of the concepts of civil society and hegemony 
in Gramsci, see Anderson 1977; Mouffe 1979; and Laclau and Mouffe 
1985). The version of his view of civil society given in the text is the one 
which we will employ in this book. Whether it is the most accurate reading 
of his thought is not our concern here. ' 

1 0  In fact, our discussion reverses Gramsci's emphasis. His first concern was 
to argue that a dense civil society facilitated ideological domination by the 
dominant classes and thus made minority rule and democracy compatible. 
Then, he went on to argue that in such a society the strategy of the left 
should be to develop a counter hegemony through the development ora 
dense organizational life formed by the socialist and labor movements 
which insulate their followers from the dominant ideology. 

1 1  "The proportion o f  the labor force engaged in the secondary sector around 
1850 was as follows: Great Britain, 48.1  percent; France, 26.9; United 
States, 17.6 (no estimate is available for Germany at this time). Inci-
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dentally, the second highest level was found in Belgium (36.6 percent), 
reflecting that country's industrial lead on the Continent. ... Britain at 
mid-century was already very close to its historical maximum, 5 1 .6 percent 
in 191 1 .  . . .  The British level was attained in only two other cases, Belgium 
(45.5 percent in 1 910, peaking at 48.3 in 1961) and Germany (40.9 
percent in 1910, peaking at 48.3 in 1 961). Neither in France nor in the 
United States did the secondary sector work force ever constitute 
anywhere as high as proportion of the total. In France, the percentage rose 
slowly from the 26.9 percent level noted for 1850 to 33.1  in 1910, most of 
the increment occurring after 1880; in the United States, it climbed during 
the same period from 17.6 to 3 1 .6 percent" (Zolberg 1 986: 438). The 
"proportion of the labor force engaged in the secondary sector" is hardly 
an adequate defmition of the working class, but it does indicate differences 
that affect class size, too. 
The class conception used here is close to but not identical with others 
drawing on the traditions of Marx and Weber. The recent contribution by 
Wright (1985) substantially narrows the difference between Weberian and 
Marxist conceptions. Like Elster, Wright now considers all resources 
including skill and managerial position as well as property ownership as a 
determinant of class. 
Here we deal, of course, with the old "class in itsel£lclass in and for itself" 
problem. In contrast to the traditional view, we see the subjective and 
organizational expressions of class interests contingent on complex and 
variable historical conditions and not as an invariant and near-automatic 
outgrowth of the objective class structure. For a theoretical and empirical 
analysis of sources of cross-national variation in class consciousness see 
Stephens (l979a). For theoretical arguments insisting on a certain 
autonomy of collective goals from structural class position see Ruesche
meyer (1986: 75, 1 86-7). Katznelson (1986) offers a model of class 
analysis that is quite compatible with our ideas, though we use here three 
instead of his four levels of class analysis. We have collapsed the first two 
of Katz nelson's dimensions. They correspond very roughly to the distinc
tion we make, following Weber and Giddens, between economic and 
social class. Wright (1978) makes a similar distinction between classes as 
positions (or "empty places") in the structure of production and class 
formation. 
"Since the worker is at the same time the subject and the object of the 
exchange of labor power, a vastly broader range of interests is involved in 
this case than in that of capitalists, who can satisfy a large part of their 
interests somewhat apart from their functioning as capitalists. In the case 
of workers, those interests ... include not only material rewards but also 
such things as job satisfaction, health, leisure time, and continuity of 
employment . . . .  [In addition,] there is no common denominator to which 
all these heterogeneous and often conflicting needs can be reduced so as 
to 'optimize' demands and tactics . . . .  In contrast, capitalist firms as well as 
business associations do not have to take into consideration a comparative 
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reduced to the unequivocal standards of expected costs and returns" (Ofr�� 
and Wiesenthal 1980: 75). i ;iif0 

15  The obvious exception is  Czechoslovakia in 1948; but the; commurii§E 
seizure of power there can hardly be seen as an autonomous developmeH� 
from below . ;;:s�� 

1 6  In no country did a socialist party ever achieve a majority before Wor!!I� 
War I. In 1912 the then most potent socialist party, the German Soq�{ 
Democratic' Party, reached with 34. 6 percent of the vote its high poinrOfc 
electoral support before World War I; it mobilized virtually the whole� 
working class (except for a fraction of Catholic workers historically ari��; 
organizationally tied to the Center Party), but fell far short of a majoritY� 
(Zolberg 1986: 399; see also Przeworski 1980). Later, the SPD's e!ectohi,!i 
support increased somewhat, and in a few countries, for instance Finlan.ql 
(Alapuro 1988: 1 17-18), working-class parties gained a higher percentag¢� 
of the vote. But in most other countries, neither the degree of working7� 
class mobilization nor the size of the working class were as favorable as �i 
Germany. For figures on the size of the working class and the socialist voi�\ 
see przeworski and Sprague (1 986: 29-40). ;; £ 

1 7  Our concept o f  the state goes back to Weber - a set of organizations vested,; 
with the authority to make and enforce decisions that are binding for tli�: 
people in a particular territory and that are implemented using force:;jf 
necessary. ,+ 

1 8  We will not review this debate at all but formulate our position in nearly 
apodictic brevity, since by now there exists a rich secondary literature; see. 
Gold et a1. (1975), Jessop (1982), Camoy (1984), Skocpol (1 985), Alfor4 
and Friedland (1985). 

. 

19  It will be remembered that one plausible interpretation of  the ambiguous 
finding of Cutright and Wiley (1969) that the number of social security 
programs correlated with regime stability was to see this indicator as 
representing a powerful state apparatus rather than a state responsive to' 
social policy demands. Similarly, Bollen (1979) found that the proportioIi 
of economic resources controlled by the state correlated negatively with 
democracy. 

20 So labeled because of the striking analyses of such structural effects by 
Alexis de Tocqueville in his The Old Regime and the French Revolution as 
well as in Democracy in America (see Skocpol 1985: 2 1 ,  and Evans et at 
1985: 253-4). 

2 1  This interpretation radically neglects all internal factors favoring or 
obstructing democratization. That German democracy after World War I 
was also widely viewed as imposed and that this view quite plausibl� 
contributed to its instability puts this interpretation of German democra� 
after World War II as imposed yet stable further into doubt. 
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i;1 Our formulation of this point also avoids some of the ambiguities of 
�k Moore's analysis, which Skocpol has criticized elsewhere (see chapter 2). ;(Y See Stephens (1989) for more extensive discussion of the implications of 
r the European experience for Moore's and Skocpol's view of the state. 

Kurth's work can be seen as a variant of the late industrialization thesis of 
de Schweinitz (see chapter 2), though Kurth is apparently unaware of the 
latter's work. 
It is clear that Moore argues that the bourgeoisie's dependence on the 
state and the agrarian elite causes the class to absorb the values of the 
landed class, but it is not clear that he means that the bourgeoisie thereby 
adopts a political posture that is not in its interest, as Blackbourn and Eley 
(1984) imply, grouping Moore with a number of theorists, such as 
Dahrendorf (1967) who does hold this position. Moore's work can just as 

. easily be read as indicating that the bourgeoisie's interests change in such a 
situation due to state aid and so on. Nevertheless, Blackboum and Eley are 
clearly correct in asserting that Moore assumes that, in the absence of a 
powerful -landed class closely allied with the state, the bourgeoisie will 

: "naturally" adopt democratic politics. 
4 The classification of landed class strength in table 4.1 is based on the 

comparative and country studies consulted for the analysis of the cases. 
Dovring's (1965) data, by far the most comprehensive compilation of data 
on landholding at the tum of the century, strongly indicate that political 
position of large landlords in the society is largely a product of their 
economic position, which in tum can be read o'ff from landholding 
patterns. His data are not conclusive, however, because they do not control 
for I,and quality (distorting, for example, a comparison of England and 
Spain) and because the data for some countries includes crown- or 
state-owned lands, greatly skewing the distributions. It should be empha
sized here that the comparative and case studies consulted revealed 

, virtually no dissent from the classification presented in the figure. 
S - The Congress of Vienna and subsequent power balance politics were 

- especially important for the preservation of Belgium and the Netherlands. 
It should be noted that the association of agrarian elite strength with 
country size/great power status is an historical generalization of the 
European experience, which would not necessarily hold elsewhere. 

6 It should be noted that the following discussion of the transition to 
democracy is based not only on the final reform establishing democracy as 
we have defined it but also on previous steps which resulted in suffrage 
extension to the majority of the working class and/or the establishment of 
cabinet responsibility to parliament (e.g. the 1884 suffrage extension in 
Britain or the 1901 establishment of parliamentary government in Den
mark). 

7 Given the power of the cantons, there were restrictions on political rights 
after 1848 in some of them; for instance, a conservative government in 
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Bern dissolved the Griitlivereine in 1 850. Thus, Therbom argues thatP£� 
should date Swiss democracy from the 1 870s, when these cantoI\ij'z 
restrictions were eliminated. Nevertheless, these restrictions paIed 'l)l} 
comparison to the provisions of the 1 848 constitution, and we have in�S 
cases used developments at the national level as a criterion for classifyirig� 
countries. '!"; 

8 The other candidate for the introduction of democracy would be the secr��) 
ballot reform of 1913. ,��� 

9 The effect of this change in power relations already made itself felt on th�� 
material welfare of the mass of non-combatant working people in Bri�f� 
Winter (1986) shows conclusively that life eJPectancy rose and infani:; 
mortality declined dramatically during the war and that that was a result of,�, 
primarily, the improved material situation of the working class in the war,� 
economy and, secondarily, of health and welfare policy innovations. \� 

10  On the transition to democracy in Sweden, see Rustow (1955), Verney,z; 
(1957), Hadenius et al. (1 970), Castles (1973), and Tilton (1974). Fora;" 
detailed study of the role of the upper bourgeoisie, see SOderpalrn (1969)�); 
Tilton and Castles both explicitly apply the Moore thesis to the Swedish', 
case. Both point to the weakness of the landed aristocracy and the strength) 
and independence of the peasantry in accounting for the democratic! 
outcome in Sweden. ,; 

1 1  In Norway, the situation was yet more extreme as there were only three! 
estates in the parliament, with no noble estate, due to the complet�\ 
absence of feudalism noted in the text. 12  Rokkan made this observation in  a lecture at Yale University in 1974. " 

13 For unconvincing attempts to rebut Harrison, see Himmelfarb (1966) and 
Cowling (1967). 

14 The reason for the late development of a significant working-class party in 
relation to the level of industrialization, a characteristic that England 
shares with France and Switzerland, may lie in the fact that all three were 
earlier industrializers. The nature of industrializittion in these countries 
(see the discussion of Kurth above) which created small dispersed work 
units may be one reason for this. Another obvious candidate is ideological 
diffusion among the late industrializers. For instance, earlier labor 
agitators in the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands were heavily 
influenced by German Social Democracy and later the Second Interna
tional. Thus, the initial organizers of the working class were socialists, and 
vaguely Marxists, in contrast to the British case. 

1 5  One might argue that the late development of  the Labour Party itself is 
partIy attributable to the willingness of the Liberals to co-operate, with 
working-class leaders. However, the Scandinavian cases argue against this 
as the Liberals were willing to co-operate with, and attempted to co-opt, 
elements of the working-class, and none the less, socialist parties emerged 
earlier and rapidly managed to gain the loyalty of the working class. 

16 Sources for figures in this paragraph are: Mitchell (1978) for labor force, 
Rokkan and Meyriat (1969) for electoral statistics, and Stephens (1979c) 
for union membership. 
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In the interwar period this generalization about the working class is harder 
to sustain, since the splits in the working-class induced by the war and the 
Russian Revolution created anti-democratic minorities, above all the 
communist parties, whose political posture clearly contributed to the 
breakdown of democracy. Moreover, as Linz ( 1978) points out, the radical 
posturing of maximalist socialists frightened the middle classes, which 
contributed to the strengthening of the authoritarian forces, and even the 
moderate social democrats contributed to the outcome by inflexible 
postures vis-a-vis parties of the center. This said, we think it is fair to say 
that all of the parties of the social democratic left, which remained by far 
the largest of the working class parties in every country, maintained a 
commitment to democracy. Their mistakes do not make them anti

, democratic. S Seton-Watson (1967: 282) argues that it was with the Libyan war that 
nationalism became anti-democratic and imperialist and began to attract 
business support. 

9 This dominant view is expressed most succincdy in the works of Hans
Ulrich Wehler (see esp. Wehler 1985). Earlier works singled out for 
criticism, all emphasizing the role of the Junkers, include Veblen (1966, 
originally published in 1 915), Schumpeter (1968), Gerschenkron (1943), 
and Moore. For critical, but sympathetic, discussions of Blackbourn and 
Eley, see Evans (1985) and Garst (1987). 

o Also see Sheehan (1978: 264-70) on the position of various liberal parties 
and factions on the suffrage question in the last decade of the Wilhelmine 
period. Not even the left Liberals favored the full reform of local 
government and, while they officially supported the introduction of 
responsible cabinet government, they "continually backed away from 
supporting an unambiguous call for parliamentary sovereignty" (Sheehan 
1978: 270). 
The figures given in the text ignore the votes for the USPD (German 
Independent Social Democratic Party), whose leadership was clearly 
democratic. But the party split into two factions, one of which re-entered 
the SPD (German Social Democratic Party). The other faction joined the 
Communist Party (KPD), whose disastrous line clearly contributed to the 
rise of Hider. 

Z See Abraham (1 986) and Turner (1985). The Turner critiques of 
Abraham focus on the documentation of the instrumentalist argument 
about big business support for the Nazis. This is in fact not the main 
argument of the book. Rather, Abraham takes a class coalitions approach 
to the conditions for stable democracy not unlike the one proposed here. 
Turner's study sticks very close to the traditional historical case study 
method which, as we pointed out in chapter 2, is biased toward instrumen
talist arguments, that is, explanations focusing on agency and process 
rather than structure. 
For the structural argument to hold, it is not necessary to inject the 
subjective attitudes of businessmen as an intervening variable, but to make 
the argument without this link requires a more complex comparative 
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analysis and! or counterfactual, which is fortunately not necessary li1�, 
case. It is worth pointing out here that a Keynesian reflationary p�M�; ' 
which would have gone against the subjective preferences of busm�) 
might well have improved the economy as it did under the ' N�'Zi$ 
(Gourevitch 1 986) and thus worked to stabilize the democratic regirne:�;;: , 

24 Northeim, the town studied in Allen's book, was overwhelmingly Proti� 
stant, thus there was no Catholic subculture to speak of. ' >���" 25 Note that the ideological content of these three campaigns (the KUl�" 
turkampf, the Agrarian League, and the Naval League) varied and tiJf! 
they were pressed by different, and sometimes conflicting, segments oftl�r: 
economic and political elite; roughly the state and the Liberals, theJunk�r$; ,  
and the conservatives, and the state and heavy industry, respectively. Sdm'g': 
might question whether the Kulturkampf was in any sense ' an�t; 
democratic. While it is true that it is not as obvious as in the other tWOY 
campaigns, it did result in repressive interference of the state towar4§j 
Catholics and legitimated state discrimination in hiring practices agajrist. 
the enemies of the regime, not only Catholics, but also Social Democi��t 
and Jews (see Blackbourn 1984: 243, 282; Sheehan 1978: 135-7). ':'���V:( 26 The state prosecutor's plea began with a statement that sounded more lik�� 
a campaign speech for a national hero than an indictment of a crimin�lI.ir 
See Bracher (1970: 1 19-20). ,)f;;� 

27 Alapuro (1988: 216-18) argues that in addtion to the "Scandinavian soci�t 
structure" (i. e. the dominance of small holding), the Finish upper classe�: 
did not perceive of a need to eliminate democracy as there was ndi' 
working-class threat to the bourgeoisie, since· the working class had beeil� 
defeated in the abortive revolution of 1 91 8. '( 

28 As stated in the previous paragraph, the landed nobilities of the subje��;: 
nationalities did often lead the nationalist pressures for autonomy. )'1 

29 Thus, the sociological counterpart to the Christian Socials in Germany� 
was the DNVP, BVP, and the Zentrum. In the remainder of the PartY 
systems, the counterparts are closer: the PSU bloc contains the parties; 
representing the secular urban upper classes and the labor bloc containing 
the working-class parties. The support for the latter two blocs is very roughly: 
the same in the two countries. The difference lies in the remaining group� 
which are split in Germany with part supporting nationalistic monarchical 
authoritarianism and part democratic Catholicism, whereas in Austria theY, 
are united supporting the authoritarian Catholic corporativism of the 
Christian Socials. 

30 In comparing Scandinavian liberalism to British (or Austrian) liberalism, it 
should be pointed out that it had a different social base. Lipset and Rokkan 
classify the British party as a P-D (Dissenting Sects) -U party and the 
Scandinavian parties as PD. This misses the urban middle-class compo
nent of Scandinavian liberalism, but it accurately catches the key diffe
rence: the Scandinavian bourgeoisie supported the parties of the right, not 
the Liberals. This is probably the main source of the more active support 
for democracy of the Scandinavian liberal parties as compared to the 
British. 
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The following remarks on nineteenth-century Spain are based on Carr 
(1982). See especially, pages 1 58ff, 203fT, 284ff, 287, and 342 on the 

. social bases of the parties. 
For the events of the Republic, see Preston (1 983) and Malefakis (1970). 
The struggle over the role of the Catholic church in Spanish society was 
the other burning issue of the Republic. But it is important to see that it is 
linked, in part, to the land question. In a Catholic small-holding society 
like Belgium, the church and Catholic political forces are more moderate. 
In Spain, where large landholders and the church are allied, it is not 

. difficult to see why the discontent of segments of the masses was often 
strongly anti-clerical. 
Strict adherence to our definition of full democracy, which requires male 
suffrage and no restrictions on contestation, would disqualify even the 
North and West in some periods as some states had literacy or tax 
qualifications for voting in the post-Jacksonian period, many states 
excluded blacks up to the Civil War, and, in certain periods (e.g. 
immediately after World War I and in the early part of the Cold War), the 
left was subject to persecution. 
In the colonial period, some of the states enfranchised only those 
practicing the locally established religion and many states excluded 
Catholics. 
The notable and interesting exception is Rhode Island. There suffrage 
remained restricted until the state began to industrialize. Then the middle 
and upper classes were unwilling to extend suffrage to the largely 
immigrant and Catholic propertyless industrial working class. This set the 
scene for the Dorr war in 1 842, an unsuccessful insurrection carried out to 
force the expansion of suffrage. 
Note, however, that not an insignificant numbers of planters were 
Federalists and later Whigs. 
As Burch (198 1 :  1 6) notes, as late as 1 880 Carnegie Steel was capitalized 
at only $5 million while at least 41 railroads had capital values 0($15 
million or more. 
Business interests in the western alliance were not limited to markets. A 

'key issue was the placement of the transcontinental railroad. See Ferguson 
,(1983b: 41-9) for a discussion of the alignment of capitalist factions in this 
period. 
The relationship of business to the progressive movement was complex 
since one reform thrust of the movement was aimed at monopolists, yet 
many medium and some large businessmen supported some of the reform 
efforts (see Wiebe 1962). Pro-progressive businessmen's attitude to the 
progressive goal of making government more responsive to the voters was 
at best ambivalent: As Wiebe (1962: 212) points out, they "wanted to 
purify democracy, they opposed extending it." On the decline in participa
tion, see Burnham (1970, 1981) on the effect of the "System of '96," and 
see Ferguson (1983b: 52) for a summary table on the increase in suffrage 
requirements in this period. The reader may wonder why we continue to 
classify the North and West of the United States as a "full democracy" 
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given these increases in suffrage limitations. In our classifications, we ¥a ' 
not place a polity in the "restricted democracy" category if it had reside,\��� 
or citizenship qualifications for voting. In 1912, nine states had properlY: 
qualifications for voting, 16 tax (largely poll tax) qualifications, and':16 
literacy or education qualifications for voting. These were largely conc�!i�; 
trated in the South; thus, the overwhelming majority of northern ah��' 
western states had no such suffrage limitations. The main legal barriers:t9: 
participation in the North and West introduced in this period wer�' 
residency and citizenship requirements. As Burnham (1970: 71..,.9Q), 
shows, this did cause a reduction in participation, but only a small porti9/!' 
of the drastic decline after 1896 can be directly linked to these n�.w'r 
requirements. Other progressive reforms, which were aimed , at urb�W� 
machines but which weakened political parties' mobilizing capacitY ll1if 
general, were more important. ' ;l�; 

41 We use this term to differentiate these colonies from those that la�r' 
became the United States, though it was not until Confederation in 18�1tt 
that it was applied to all of the provinces. Likewise, we refer to Quebec all.q:i 
Ontario by the modern terms rather than Upper and Lower Canada or;i 
Canada East and West. i;� 

42 See Garner (1969) for an extremely detailed history of the franchise anar 
other legislation affecting voting for the pre-Confederation period. In the' 
very first elections in some colonies more liberal qualifications were' 

employed owing to lack of population or to large populations still witho��) 
proper titles to their lands. With the exceptions of British Columbia an.d 
Prince Edward Island, these were soon changed to more restricted� 
property suffrage. 

' 

43 An enclave of labor repressive agriculture in the conon and s� 
plantations of Queensland, manned first by Indian and then South Sea; 
island indentured labor, survived until the late 1880s when the combina�:i 
tion of the decline in the power of the merchant-planter-squatter coalitioll.:, 
in the colony, the rise of independent family farming and labor, an.f 
agitation by abolitionists fuelled by outrage at the excesses associated with 
the recruitment of indentured labor, including kidnapping, resulted in the 
eventual termination of the practice (Irving 1974: 152; Buxton 1974: 201).) 

44 Edward Wakefield's principles of systematic colonization aimed at the 
development of concentrated settlements along the lines of the English 
com counties. To achieve the proper balance between land, capital, and' 
labor, the price of land was to be set sufficiently high that purchase would 
be restricted to those of substantial means. The proceeds would be used to, 
bring laborers to the colony and thus the labor shortages and dispersion of 
settlement characteristic of new colonies, such as the United States and 
Canada, which Wakefield loathed, would be prevented (Sinclair 1961: 
44-7; Gardner 198 1 :  59-60). In fact, due to the availability of land, no 
large class of rural laborers ever developed in South Australia or New 
Zealand and thus the modal rural holding in both colonies resembled a 
North American family farm much more than English gentry estate. 
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This discussion of differing ways in which the historic authoritarian 
coalitions influenced interwar events helps explain why the analysis here 
comes to conclusions diametrically opposite to those in the recent work of 
Luebbert (1987, forthcoming) covering similar cases and a similar time 
period. Using percentage of the labor force in agricultural labor as the 
indicator of rural social structure, Luebbert contends that there is no 
correlation between rural social structure and regime outcome. The 
agrarian elite strength measure used here, which is a product of the 
underlying distribution of landholdings, shows something quite different. 
Luebbert then correctly points out that, in the arguments ofGerschenkron 
and Moore, the reason why landholder power resulted in an authoritarian 
outcome in Germany in the interwar period is, in large part, that they still 
exercised political control over the rural masses in this period. This path 
was not replicated in the other cases, he contends. Therefore, he 
concludes, landlord strength cannot explain the breakdown in these other 
cases. Our objection to this was made clear in our introduction to the 
breakdown cases: the mechanism suggested by Moore and Gerschenkron 
does not exhaust the ways in which late nineteenth-century coalitions and 
landlord power expressed themselves in the events of the 1920s and 
1930s. 
The discussion of Italy in this paragraph refers primarily to the Po Valley, 
which was the focus of the rural class struggles that led to the rise of 
Fascism. On Italy, see Cardoza (1982) and Comer (1 975). On Spain, see 
Malefakis (1 970). 
In the four British settler colonies, tariff politics drove agriculture 
(including pastoralism) and industry apart. They all adopted protective 
tariffs in this period, but agriculture, which was internationally competit
ive, generally opposed them. 
In both Sweden and Denmark, the king drew heavily on army officers, 
nobility, and higher civil servants to form cabinets whatever the composi
tion of parliament until late in the nineteenth century. On Sweden, see the 

\ references cited above, particularly Rustow ( 1955) and Verney (1957). On 
Denmark, see Lind (1 988). '49 On Scandinavia, see our discussion above, Stra.th (1 988), Rokkan (1 967), 
and Tomasson (1970). On the importance of dissent for the early 
development of the labor movement and other opposition movements in 
England, see Thompson (1963). For a comparison of Scandinavia and 
Britain, see Stephens (1979b). 50 In his first version of the democracy essay, Lipset (1 959: 92-3) points in 
this direction, but deletes this discussion from the 1960 book. This line of 
thought is, of course, further developed in his work with Rokkan (Lipset 
and Rokkan 1 967) and in Rokkan's work (Rokkan 1 967, 1 970, 1975). 

51 In an earlier version of this chapter O. Stephens 1989), Finland was 
included because it appeared to be "Western" from the contemporary 
vantage point. However, as Alapuro's (1988) fme analysis shows, Finnish 
political development is more properly analyzed in comparison with that of 
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other East European countries that arose from the ashes of the AustJ��;'J 
German. and Russian empires after World War I. · " X��L' 52 On eastern Europe. see Seton-Watson (1 962) and Alapure (1988);'.911' ' 
Portugal. see Marques (1972); on the Balkans. focusing on Greece, s�� 
Mouzelis (1986). l )j�Y 

5 Latin America 
�,�:; 

1 In this chapter, we will analyze the ten major South American countri�� 
and Mexico only; Central America will be dealt with in the next chaptef, . 
To avoid the lengthy "South America and Mexico," we will use "La�Y 
America" to denote this set of countries, except where the context wOuld\ 
make such usage ambi�ous and the statements in question clearly do n31;� 
apply to Central Amenca. .;;;; 

2 Chile 1970-3, of course, is an important exception. M9, 
3 Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show our classification of regimes in the varioll�z ; 

countries and periods; an explanation of our decisions about the classifica+;; 
tion of regimes is given in the Appendix. . 

••. : . 
4 Our argument obviously draws on a wealth of case studies and comparati!�� 

and theoretical analyses, but in order to keep the basic outlines of th�'! 
argument here brief, we give all the citations in the next section with the: 
presentation of the. historical materiaJs. �{; 5 There is only one case ofleading non-agricultural exports under domes�� :, 
control, mining in Bolivia before the 1920s; Bolivia since the 1920s is. 'ii"( 
complex case and will be discussed in more detail below. The dominartt;), 
agricultural export sectors in South America, in contrast to Central ' 
America, were primarily domestically owned. Foreign ownership in th�·;. 
Peruvian sugar industry was strong, but agricultural exports as a whole ; 
were still mainly under domestic control, and they constituted thel 
dominant export sector only temporarily. Thus, we will use the termino,! 
logy agricultural vs. mineral export economy which also implies national vs;',' 
foreign ownership, and where relevant we will specifically note exceptio�:;, 

6 If we extend the analysis to Central America and the Caribbean, the nature; 
of ownership of the dominant agricultural export sector becomes impor� 
tanto In order for this relationship to hold, ownership of the large, labo! 
intensive estates producing for the crucial export sector has to be domestic.\ 

7 Note that some logically possible configurations of variables historically; 
did not occur. The problem here is one of six cases; Argentina, Uruguay,: 
Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Paraguay; and three variables Qabor 
intensity of agriculture, strength of industrialization, agent shaping the 
political articulation of civil society). Only two cases, Argentina and; 
Uruguay, had non-labor intensive agriculture, and in these two cases the 
early industrializing thrust was comparatively strong and clientelistic 
parties played a crucial role. Of the four cases with labor intensive 
agriculture, Ecuador and Paraguay experienced very late and limited 
industrialization and thus very weak pressures for democratization; Brazil 
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was a case of significant industrialization from the 1930s on but weak 
, pressures due to early and strong state encapsulation of the labor 

movement, and Colombia a case of moderate pressures due to delayed 
, industrialization and the important role of elite-dominated c1ientelistic 
' , parties. Thus, the outcomes appear overdetermined and it becomes 

impossible to extract the primary reason for the different outcomes from 
the configuration of variables alone. Rather, one has to look at the 
historical record of the actions of the different actors towards democratiza
tion to make this assessment. 
This can be explained by the fact that labor in mining was too independent 
and radical to be encapsulated, and that radical mass parties competed 

" with the state in the organization of labor. For instance, the state in Chile 
under Ibanez made incorporation attempts, but their effects were rapidly 
eroded during the following period of competitive party politics. 
This is another case of overdetermination. In the only two cases, Argentina 
and Uruguay, where the working class had a significant presence and the 
leading role in the initial democratization was played by c1ientelistic rather 
than radical mass parties (because these were countries with agrarian 
export economies), the working class was of heavily immigrant extraction 
and thus the installation of full democracy did not have the effect of total 
inclusion. Furthermore, these were countries with non-labor intensive 
dominant agricultural export sectors. Thus, the threat posed to elites by 
democratization was reduced in both of these ways. 
An explanation of the emergence of such parties is clearly beyond the 
scope of this study. We simply take their presence or absence as a given 
and use it as a variable in our analysis. Their emergence seems to depend 
on the early history of institutionalization of contestation and the intensity 
of intra-elite conflicts leading to repeated civil wars. 
Our argument here is compatible with Rustow's who stipulates national 
unity as single background condition for the emergence of democracy, that 
is, enduring borders, a continuous citizenry, and the absence of any doubt 

, among the citizens as to which political community they belong to (1970: 
350-1). Our argument, however, puts less emphasis on citizens' attitudes 
than on effective state control over the national territory. 
For a discussion of the problem of consolidation of the state and the role of 
caudillos in post-independence . Latin America, see e. g. Cardoso and 
Faletto (1979: 36-41), Burns (1986: 90-132), and Safford (1985: 
347-89). 
In the interest of clarity, we have to provide a coherent exposition of the 
historical case material at some point and not scatter it among different 
analytical sections. Therefore, this section contains material that is also 
relevant for some of the other analytic issues. 
Economic growth could of course also complicate the consolidation of 
state power, where it increased regional diversity and differential linkages 
of various regions to the international economy, as e. g. in Argentina. 
For a discussion of dynamics in nationally controlled and enclave econo
mies in this period see Cardoso and Faletto (1979: 66-73). 
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1 6  In the first years of the Republic, the middle sectors gained a shai��J/' 
political power, but they were quickly replaced by the oligarchy; see IN� ' 
(1 980: 278-320). ;�,�; . ,  

17  In Argentina wheat, com, and linseed together rivaled ranching as rit�i�r 
export activity after the tum of the century and even surpassed iq��r;, 
1910 (Diaz Alejandro 1970: 1 8). However, wheat farming was mostlyd6p�. ' 
through a combination of tenancy arrangements and seasonal wage 1��6,�;, 
that is, arrangements which were based on formal contracts and did n'9k 
bind the labor force to a specific estate. Typically, a contract lasted'fOr; ' 
some three years, and then the land reverted to being used for ranc��.' 
This meant that there was a high turnover among the mostly immigciJjf 
tenants who had to look for a new place to work every few years (All�Qf 
1 983: 83). Thus, loss of control over a cheap supply oflabor in the wak�9,t 
democratization was not a threat to landowners. We are indebted to An,' 
Stinchcombe for alerting us to these tenancy arrangements. �;�� 

18 The Chilean case is different from the other three in so far as ihll 
middle-class-working-class alliance was an alliance of three separa.t� 
parties, rather than one organized within one party. The Radical Pat:iY� 
which was the dominant partner in the Popular Front (it fielded iIt�i; 
candidate for president), was clearly much less radical and thus mitigat�4; 
the threat to the Chilean elites. '(;'i\ 

19 Zeitlin (1 984) argues that there were significant divisions between t1i�:, 
landowning and mining segments of the dominant class in the nineteentH; 
century, so much so that they sparked two civil wars, and that the i\VW. 
segments only coalesced into the cohesive dominant class identified by 
Zeitlin and Ratcliff (1 988) after the defeat of Balmaceda in 18m; 
However, Zeitlin's own data (1984) show the considerable overlap be,f\i 
tween landowners and capitalists, many of them having multiple holdingS, 
in different sectors. Thus, the statement that Chile's dominant class w� 
more cohesive than the dominant classes in Peru and Venezuela remainS' 

\�; accurate. . .' 
20 See Zeitlin et a1. (1976), and Zeitlin and Ratcliff (1 988) for a discussion of 

the importance of landlords in Chilean politics well into the second half ot 
the twentieth century. • .•. 

21  Bolivian politics from the 1920s on fit the pattern of enclave economieS; 
though the character of the three tin companies was not typical Qf: 
foreign-owned minerals companies. During the 1 920s, the Big Three 
(Patino, Aramayo, and Hochschild) managed to gain control over some.80 
percent of tin production. Two of these owners were clearly of national 
origin, and the third one a GermanJewish immigrant (Malloy 1970: 35::.6); 
Though the companies were incorporated abroad and held extensive 
financial interests outside the country, they were also deeply entrenched in 
the national economy. For instance, Patino was also the largest banker iIi 
Bolivia, and he and the other two tin magnates had interests in railroads, 
land, and commercial ventures (Malloy 1 970: 43). Given their national 
origins, Patino and Aramayo were legitimate political actors; Araniayo 
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came from an old elite family, and he in fact attempted to sponsor his own 
ipolitical party in the period 1936-8 and did so for the 195 1  elections 
(Klein 1971 :  37 and 45). 
Industrial output as percentage of GDP was 23 percent in Argentina in 
1929, compared to 12  percent in Brazil and 8 percent in Chile; in 1957 it 
,had grown to 23 percent in Brazil and 20 percent in Chile (Furtado 1976: 
108-1 1). 

: See Smith (1978: 14) and Rock (1975: 95) for a discussion of the 
importance of landowners in the Radical Party. 
These characteristics were also present in Italy and France, and they 

· weakened the labor movements there. 
Portes and Walton (198 1 :  67-106) develop this conceptualization of the 
informal sector, and Portes (1985) discusses the development of the 
informal sector in Latin America, showing that it remained larger than in · the United States at comparable stages of development. · As discussed in the Appendix, the formal introduction of universal male 
literate suffrage did not really bring in full democracy in Chile at that 
point. As late as the 1950s, suffrage qualifications, complicated registra
tion procedures, and lack of a truly secret ballot kept the bulk of the rural 
population excluded, except where the landlords decided to use their labor 
force as suppliers of votes. 
For basic information on the development of labor organization in the 
various countries, see Alexander (1965) and Alba (1968); for comparative 
historical analyses, see Spalding (1977) and Bergquist (1986). 
In May 1969 automobile workers and students in Cordoba staged a strike, 
factory occupations, and demonstrations which were joined by many other 
sectors of the urban population and escalated into large-scale riots and 
battles with the police (see e. g. Rock 1985: 349). 
Artisans and craftsmen can also be classified as working-class if they are 
employed, rather then being self-employed or employers. 
For instance, A. Valenzuela (1977) makes a convincing case for the 
importance of patronage at the local level for all parties in Chile, including 
the left. Apra in" Peru was famous for its organized mass base and for the 
services provided to its members through the Casas del Pueblo (see e. g. 
Hilliker 1971:  74-1 13). 
See Finch (1981 :  53-62) for a concise overview of the development of the 
labor movement in Uruguay. 
Rial (1984: 14-15) argues that organized elite interest groups mainly 
exerted pressures directly on government agencies, rather than working 
through political parties. However, he gives examples where elite interests 
were effectively defended in parliament by party factions (see his footnote 
8). Furthermore, incumbents in crucial positions in state agencies were 
appointed by the party-based governments, which meant that important 
concessions to elite interests had to meet with the approval of party 
leaderships. 
See Bergquist (1986) and Spalding (1977) for discussions of the develop-
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ment of the labor movement in Argentina, Smith (1969) and Rock;{�975)<; 
for the political context, and Kenworthy (1973) and Page (1983) foneeroni 
and his legacy. , ' � . 

34 There is a debate in the literature about the relative autonomy of;�� :  
Brazilian state before 1930 (see the review by Graham 1987; alSO,' ��i 
Topik 1987). Whether the state acted on behalf of the oligarchy:ih1Jl�'{ 
attempt to co-opt and control the emerging labor movement, or whem� ' 
incumbents in state roles developed their own initiatives cannot be deCided: ', 
here. At any rate, such an attempt was made, the nature of the:J�W.;; 
apparatus facilitated the success of the attempt, and it had lasting ef(��tS', 

35 The period 1930-7 does not really qualify as a restricted dem.oc#i§r ; 
because the Constituent Assembly of 1933 was not in its entirety ele���L 
by direct popular elections, as it included syndicate members, andVatgliS : 
was elected President by this Assembly, not by direct popular election;K ', 

36 Bergquist (1986: 1 2; passim) makes a similar argument concerniiig:J1{ei' 
radicalizing impact of foreign-dominated, capital intensive enclaves on�:th�' 
working and middle classes, but he does not see the role of the landowii�fs 
as an important link. The greater strength of landowners in Chile;m> 
comparison with the other three cases certainly contributed t6 >tlt:'e 
conspicuous absence of anti-oligarchic and anti-imperialist policies un4�r 
the Popular Front, in addition to the context of WorId War II. {:i' 

37 Collier and Collier (forthcoming) and Collier (1986) classiJY Chile, al6ni 
with Brazil, as a case of state incorporation. The reasons for disagreement 
are explained in the text. ,i�! 

38 Two reasons account for the difference in the success of the incorpotatiail 
attempts in Brazil and Chile; first, in Chile there was no tradition of st;i��; 
involvement in the affairs of civil society comparable to state involvement 
in Brazil, and second an autonomous and radical labor movement with 
links to socialist and communist parties had already developed in Me' 
mining enclaves and could not be co-opted through state sponsorship aria 
paternalism. R. Collier (1986) offers a comparison of incorporati�il. 
attempts in these two cases which comes to the same conclusion th�� 
Vargas went further and produced more lasting effects than Ibanez; bii!) 
emphasizes other reasons for the difference in success, namely the effectS; 
of the Depression on the fall of Ibanez and the timing of his regime m' 
relationship to the spread of European Fascism. . ,,� 

39 See Bergquist (1986) on the development of the labor movement .U!. 
Venezuela, and Martz (1966) on Accion Democratica and its relationshiir 
with the labor movement. " �  

40 A short and unsuccessful incorporation attempt was made in Boli� 
between 1936 and 1939 (Malloy 1970: 105). In the early years of his lorig 
rule (1919-30), Leguia in Peru made some attempts to co-opt and control 
labor (Collier and Collier, forthcoming, ch. 3). As far as competing parties 
are concerned, the Communist Party did promote labor organization fu 
Peru, but it lost control over the labor movement ' to Apra by 1945 
(Sulmont 1984: 48-62) and it was never able to build a mass base comirig 
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close to Apra's. Various marxist parties were involved in labor organization 
in Bolivia, but they did not manage to develop strong bases outside the 
labor movement. 
In the course of the Trujillo uprising several military officers who had 
been taken hostage were killed. This provoked an immediate bloody 

, retaliation by the military, as well as a deep lasting enmity between the 
military and Apra. This is an example of an historical event which had 

· consequences lasting much beyond the underlying structural conditions 
· that had originally provoked the event. Aside from K1an�n (1973), Pike 
, (1967), Bourricaud (1970), Villanueva (1975; 1977) and Coder (1978: 
· 183-4) discuss the relationship between Apra, the oligarchy, the military, 
. and other political actors. 
See e. g. Lowenthal (1 975), Stepan (1978), Philip (1978), and E. Stephens 
(1980) for an analysis of the emergence and the character of this regime . 

. •  For developments leading up to and following the 1 952 revolution, see 
· Malloy (1970), the essays in Malloy and Thorn (197 1), and Mitchell 
· (1977). 
· Stepan (197 1 :  57-66) develops the "moderator model" to characterize a 

situation where the military is frequendy called into politics to moderate 
political activity, but not to effect significant changes in the political 
system. The military's main actions are coups against the executive and a 
transfer of power to alternative civilian groups. 
Similarly, if we only look at cases where military subordination under 
civilian rule was successful, we could propose the following plausible 
hypotheses for Uruguay and Colombia. In both countries, the intense 
rivalry and armed conflicts between the two party camps prevented the 

· emergence of a strong, professionalized army in the nineteenth century, as 
the regular troops were frequendy confronted by armed irregulars. Thus, 
in Colombia the military could not offer any significant resistance to the 
attempts of civilian leaders to keep its size and budget small; as of 1 940 the 
military was still the smallest relative to population in the western 
hemisphere (Ruhl 1980: 1 82-3). In Uruguay, the officers of the regular 
army were mosdy of Colorado extraction, and the army fought under 
Badle to put down the Blanco rebellion of 1 904 (Finch 1 98 1 :  6-10). In 
order to be prepared for potential future Blanco rebellions, the army was 
strengthened by Badle and his successor Williman. Therefore, it had no 
reason to accede to insistent Blanco calls for military intervention in 1910 
to prevent a second Badle presidency (Vanger 1980: 92; 1 70; 1 84). The 
majority of officers remained Colorado supporters, and the renewed 
military threat from the Blanco caudillos in 1 932-3 helped the Colorado 
president to consolidate his control over the military (Taylor 1 952: 3 10). 
However, these hypotheses do not help to explain why the military finally 
did become involved in politics. A comparative perspective draws our 
attention to the role of parties in channeling political pressures and 
mediating political conflicts Without appeals for military intervention, and 
the fact that it was precisely when the parties fractionalized in situations of 
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intensifying social struggle and/or economic stagnation, that elites turhe4 i 
to the military or the military started acting autonomously from dVi!iarii.{, 
authority. : ;  

46 Parallel to our argument here, Di Tella (1990: 148) argues thatCivill� ' :  
appeals are crucial catalysts of military intervention, and he stresseSithe .: 
importance of a strong party of the right for the consolidation:l�f 
democracy. J. S. Valenzuela (1985) also emphasizes the importanc,e�pr 
strong conservative parties, representing elite interests, for the viabilit}r{q( 
democratic regimes. O'Donnell and Schmitter (1986: 62-3) streSS t!le ' 
importance of a strong showing of right-wing parties in the foullliii\f 
elections in a process of redemocratization. " ," Gt:;< 

47 Nun points out the middle-class character of the officer corps and:Yt�< 
similarity in the political interests and actions of the military and th� 
middle classes. In fact, he goes as far as to claim that "the armed: for4� 
became one of the few important institutions controlled by the middl�: 
class" (1967: 76). Whereas his view ignores important internal dynamicsm' 
the military institution and cann9t a�count for the cases where the mili��� 
intervened on the side of the elites against middle class attempts to fo�:; 
an opening of the oligarchic system, it does draw attention to the freque�( 
affinity between the p'olitical roles of the middle classes and of the militilrY�\ 

48 These conditions are not necessary ones, though, as the examples qg 
Argentina 1912-30 and Bolivia 1952-64 demonstrate, where there wet�� 
no strong parties competing with the Radicals and 1;he MNR, respectivetY�( 

49 The conditions under which this is possible have occurred exceedingIf� 
rarely in South America, only in Peru 1968-.75 and in Bolivia 1952-61;f 
both countries with mineral export economies where the landowners did� 
not control the crucial export sector. In the Chilean case, the land refor#iJ 
failed to deprive the landowning class of economic and political powei;� 
under Pinochet, significant amounts of land were restituted to the fonnetl 
owners. The Chilean case makes clear that satisfaction of the three'\ 
conditions has to be an accomplished fact before they can sustain a fully� 
democratic system. In Chile, the attempt to disempower the landownersl 
and the simultaneous rapid strengthening of civil society, which raised the'. 
threat level to the elites, contributed to the erosion of the democratlt', 
system. " 

50 For characterizations of Mexican authoritarianism, see e. g. Weinert; 
(1977: xii-xiii), Reyna (1977: 1 60-1), Cornelius (1986: 1 17-20), and LevY! 
(1989). The Mexican system has been classified as bureau,,� 
cratic-authoritarian (e.g. Kaufman 1977: 194-5); but such a classification 
obscures some of the most interesting characteristics of Mexican authorid 
tarianism, namely its comparatively high degree of legitimacy and low 
degree of outright repression. 

' " 

51  Sources consulted for developments in  Mexico in  this period are Meyer 
and Sherman (1983), Skidmore and Smith (1984: 225-32), and Bazant 
(1987). 

' 

52 See Hansen (1971) for a detailed analysis of the Mexican economy and its 
political underpinnings from about 1880 to the 1960s. 
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.Coatsworth (1983: 208-9), in exammmg the Moore thesis for the 
Porfiriato, analyzes the emergence of this central role of the state; he also 
argues that the revolution subsequendy created the conditions for the 
establishment of the modem corporatist authoritarian regime (1983: 216). 
A more than cursory discussion of the origins and course of the Mexican 
revolution is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter. An analysis and 
theoretical interpretation which fits well with our theoretical framework in 
so far as it focuses on class relations, the state, and transnational structures 
of power, is offered by Goldfrank (1975, 1979). Excellent analyses of the 
social bases of the Mexican revolution are Womack (1968), Wolf (1969), 
and Tutino (1986). 
Again, no analysis of the course and outcome of the revolution is possible 
here, just a short mentioning of those factors of interest to our analysis. A 
number of factors worked together to obstruct the consolidation of power 
by Villa's and Zapata's forces. For instance, Zapata's forces were typical 
guerrillas dependent on their local environment, their interests were not 
the same as those of Villa's forces, US support for Carranza was important 
in turning the military tide in favor of the Constitutionalist armies, and 
Villa and Zapata lacked the political leadership qualities to match their 
skills as military leaders. See e. g. Meyer and Sherman (1983: 483-623) 
and Tannenbaum (1964) for an analysis of the course and outcome of the 
revolution; Gilly (1971) offers a detailed and interesting, albeit partisan 
account. 
See Hamilton (1 982) for an analysis of both the extent and the limits of 
state autonomy and redistributive reforms under Cardenas. 
This discussion of relations between the (post)revolutionary political 
leadership and organized labor relies heavily on Spalding (1977). 
Though the military sector was eliminated in a renewed party reorganiza
tion in 1940, the top military leadership has continued to be involved in 
party politics; officers run for office, participate in party decisions, and 
influence candidate selection (Reyna 1977: 167-8). In 1946 the party was 
given its present name Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). 
See Hansen (1971) for an analysis of the Mexican growth model, its social 
consequences, and its roots in the political economy of the post
revolutionary period. Smith (1977: 19) discusses the relationship between 
the economic and the political elites. 
Kaufman (1977: 212-15) points out another important difference which 
made the incorporation of subordinate classes more durable in Mexico 
than in Argentina and Brazil. The revolution and Cardenas's reforms had 
eliminated the old agrarian export elites, and thus the subsequent 
governments did not have to appeal to labor support to counterbalance the 
opposition from these groups to their pro-industrialization policies. 
Accordingly, labor gained less room for independent and militant action 
than in the other two countries. 
See Hellman (1983) for an informative discussion of the effective 
combination of co-optation and repression which is at the root of the PRI's 
continued hegemony. 
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62 Dahl (1 97 1 :  34-9) argues that the path from competitive oligarcliy;:t9 
polyarchy, i. e. first institutionalization of contestation and then incltii;ign( , 
which was typical among the older polyarchies, is more likely to resuItW'I1/ 
stable regime than a simultaneous institutionalization of contestation}�d> 
widening of inclusion, or a path where institutionalization of contesla.tiP'it . 
comes · after inclusion. . " ' ;?���i .•. 

63 The same argument is often applied to the legacy of authoritaija#> 
institutions; successor authoritarian regimes tend to revitalize previollsly 
established forms of political control. . " 2�� 

64 A discussion of the different types of authoritarian regimes is given att!i:t 
end of the section on Transitions to Authoritarianism. " i:�t 

65 The exceptional features of the Chilean situation were discussed aboy�� 
Thus, the statement here is not to be interpreted as an argument'Wt 
support of the view that Chilean democracy broke down becauseLQ£ 
"hypermobilization" (Landsberger and Mac Daniel 1976). It ·  is riot 'd�� 
that the · inclusion of the rural sector through rural unionization �� · 
political mobilization in the 1960s, the increase in urban unionization; �d, 
the enfranchisement of illiterates for the 1971  municipal elections per/s�� 
were responsible for the breakdown of Chilean democracy. They certaiiilY' 
contributed to a turn among the large landowners and the bourgeojsj� 
against the democratic regime, but it is plausible to argue that democracY: 
would have survived if the electoral system had not produced a minoijiy. 
president with very radical reform designs confronting a hostile congres�. 
For a discussion of the political institutional factors contributing to . �� 
breakdown, such as the presidential system and the constitutional refo�: 
of 1970 designed to strengthen the executive, see A. Valenzuela (1989);� 

66 Lombardi (1982: 241) makes the point that a legacy of strong authoritarilUl: 
institutions is a problem for democracy, but that Venezuela demonstnlt�$; 
that this does not mean that democracy requires a long tradition �& 
pre-democratic institutions, but rather that such institutions can b�; 
created rapidly under conditions of a political vacuum, i.e. the absence ot 
entrenched authoritarian institutions. . . �0 

67 Rock (1975) and Smith (1978) disagree on the importance of the, 
Depression for the 1 930 breakdown in Argentina. Rock emphasizes th�� 
effects of the Depression, whereas Smith stresses the question of access tg: 
political power and the consequent illegitimacy of the system in the eyes Jjf: 
the conservatives. We agree with Rock that the Depression was clear�, 
crucial and would argue that it was the perception of an acute threat W 
their interests which made the ' marginalization from political power 
intolerable for the agro-exporting iIl:terests. Waisman (1989: 69) agree� 
that the concern over "the effectiveness of democratic rules to protect its 
economic interests" motivated the agrarian upper class to install all 
authoritarian regime. For a discussion of the economic context of th� 
post-1951 turn to authoritarianism see Wynia (1978: 61-73), for 1966; 
O'Donnell (1978: 149-59), and for 1 976 Wynia (1978: 221-7), Di Tell� 
(1983: 1 1 5-36), and Landi (1978: 49-70). Finch (1981 :  106) makes the 
argument for Uruguay that the coup of 1 933 brought a government to, 
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power "whose primary and explicit objective was to defend the interests of 
the landowning class," which were threatened by the effects of the 
Depression on exports. He also provides an analysis of the interaction 
between the post-1 955 economic and political crises (1 981 : 220-45). For 
the economic problems in Chile in 1922-4 see Mamalakis (1976: 29, 35), 
in 1970-3 Nove (1 976) and Bitar (1986: 1 18-72); tor Bolivia pre-1964 
see Thorn (1971), and for Ecuador pre-1961 Schodt (1987: 80-1). The 
dynamics leading up to the 1948 coup in Venezuela are discussed by 
Lombardi (1 982: 223-5), Martz (1966: 83-7), and Levine (1978: 89-92). 
The economic and political context of the 1948 coup in Peru is discussed 
by Pike (1967: 282-90) and Thorp and Bertram (1978: 1 87-201), and of 
the 1968 coup by Coder (1978), Jaquette (197 1 :  148-74) and Thorp and 
Bertram (1978: 286-94). For the dynamics behind the breakdown in 
Colombia in 1 948 see Oquist (1980: 1 1 1-27) and Wilde (1 978: 5 1-8). 
The regime characterizations given here are for modal types. Several 
regimes had mixed characteristics of traditional and populist authorita
rianism. For instance, Peru in 1 968 does not fit the mold of the traditional or populist authoritarian systems nor of the bureaucratic-authoritarian 
one. The regime was initially exclusively based on the military institution, 
and it never managed to build a strong organized social · support base. Its 
reformism alienated all elite sectors, and its incorporation attempts 
towards the lower classes generated significant mobilization and organiza
tion, but stifled efforts to tum these organizations into strong support 
bases (E. Stephens 1980). It emerged at an intermediate stage of lSI and 
in the context of intermediate levels of popular mobilization. Thus, the 
threat from popular forces was less important as a motivating factor for the 
military than the inability of the democratic system to generate effective 
nationalist-developmentalist policies (see e.g. Stepan 1978 and Lowenthal 
1975). 

Ecuador in 1961 and 1963 does not fit the patterns of class coalitions 
and regimes oudined here either. No stable class and party coalitions were 
formed; rather, the President from 1961 to 1 963 was under fire from right 
and left, elites and labor, and in 1 963 the military took power with 
reformist intentions, ruling at least initially quite autonomously from 
forces in civil society (Schodt 1 987: 82-3). 

Brazil under Vargas cannot be easily classified either. The class base of 
the regime shifted somewhat; in the regime's early period it resembled the 
class base of the traditional authoritarian regimes with middle-class 
support, and under the estado novo it came to resemble the class base of 
populist regimes (see Skidmore 1 967). 
The critiques of O'Donnell's argument in Collier (1 979) focus on the 
connection between the implementation of policies for the deepening of 
industrialization and the installation of bureaucratic-authoritarian re
gimes; they largely accept the point that the situation of economic 
stagnation after a period of rapid industrialization generated sharp social 
conflicts over economic policy. 
Of course, alliances between sectors of economic elites and foreign capital 
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have a long history in Latin America". with predominantly n;���;" 
consequences for democracy. These alliances strengthened domesq¢'!�ij�) 
sectors and gave foreign capital considerable influence on doIi).e,snc;:: 
politics, which increased the capacity of both sets of actors tO ir�L 
pressures from subordinate classes for widening of political incl�,�p'r;' 
and! or socio economic reforms. What was new in the 1960s .wasitht: 
particular composition of these alliances, with a crucial role played��': 
civilian and military technocrats. . ,}(iMl;/! 

71 McClintock (1986) also points to the lower level of deveIopm�!l,t��·: 
Ecuador and Bolivia compared to Peru as a factor making demo��( 
consolidation less likely. Among the other factors increasing the chance5c 
for consolidation in Peru she mentions the legacy of the reforms unde�.\!Iie: 
Velasco regime and the guerrilla threat which induces the elites to perc¢AVe' 
the choice as one between elections and civil war or revolution. /i�� 

72 The growth of the illegal drug trade is also a major obstacle tg:j!l1ei 
consolidation of democracy in Colombia and Peru. Corruption 1ink�d1�? 
the drug trade has a corrosive effect on the state, and powerful drug �gs 
have come to challenge the authority of the state, including its monoPRfi', 
on organized use of force. Sectors of the security forces involved dire,cW 
or indirectly, via corruption, in the drug trade have a strong incentive?to 
defy the constitutional authority of democratic governments . .  Such 
defiance undermines. the capacity of democratic governments to perMm 
basic functions like enforcement of law and order, and consequently tlieU' 
legitimacy. ' ;'�i , 

73 Peru is confronting additional serious thre;lts to democratic rule in.t/!e 
form of the Sendero Luminoso insurgency and the drug traffickers. L#�� 
areas of the country are under the State of Emergency and de facM 
military rule, and some other parts are out of the control of W� 

:.:% government. . . :(;� 
74 Brazil is handicapped in still a third way. The military's role in politics� 

more firmly institutionalized than in the other cases (Stepan 1988), whic:)i 
raises the potential for continued high military involvement undeijI· 
democratic regime and thus lowers the likelihood that a full democracy c4n 
be consolidated. ·�:� 

75 See Handelman (1976) for an analysis of the restricted room for. uni6� 
autonomy and the unpredictability of government reactions , to deman� 
from independent unions' /i. 

76 See Stevens (1974) for an analysis of the protest movement and th� 
regime's response. �.�\ 

77 See Middlebrook (1986), Cornelius (1986) and Levy (1989) for ana1ys� 
of the process of political liberalization in Mexico. S\l 

78 See Gomez and Klesner (1988) for a discussion of the emergence of the 
FDN A 

79 The defeat of 1 1  trade union leaders belonging to the CTM and .�� 
leaders of "popular organizations" who ran as PRI candidates indicat� 
that blue and white collar workers voted heavily for Cardenas and . the 
FDN (Latin American Weekly Reporl, January 12, 1989). ;\; 
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On the one hand, in July 1 989 the PRJ for the first time recognized the 
victory of an opposition party in a gubernatorial election, namely the PAN 
in Baja California (Norte), but on the other hand simultaneous elections in 
Michoacan, Cardenas's home base, were highly fraudulent. Furthermore, 
PRD activities have met with increasingly violent responses from the state 
apparatus (e.g. Latin American Weekly Report, March 15, 1990). 
It is important here to distinguish between conjunctures and incremental 
developments, as well as between economic conjunctures resulting in 
economically conditioned changes and political conjunctures resulting in 
impulses for change coming from the political sphere proper. Conjunc
tures are temporally distinct constellations of critical conditions. The 
effects of economic conjunctures are primarily mediated through the 
balance of power in civil society; the effects of political conjunctures 
through changes in the state or in the behavior of political parties. An 
example of effects ·of an economic conjuncture is the weakening of the 
landowning export oligarchy by the Depression; an example of effects of a 
political conjuncture are the experience of the Brazilian military in World 
War II and the international discrediting of authoritarian forces, which 
resulted in the military's decision to replace Vargas. Therborn (1979: 
87-9) does not make this distinction. He identifies a Latin American 
democratic conjuncture which culminated in the mid -1940s but started in 
the mid- 1930s in Colombia and ended in 1952 in Bolivia; alternatively, he 
suggests that a wider conceptualization would have the conjuncture end in 
1964, with the overthrow of Goulart. He argues that the Depression, the 
following boom during World War II and the post-War period, and the 
challenge from and defeat of Fascism were aU important ingredients of this 
conjuncture. To use the concept of conjuncture in such an undifferen
tiated manner is to broaden its meaning to the point of destroying its 
analytical precision and usefulness. 
In his study of 17 countries which were "developing democracies" (Le. 
developing countries under democratic regimes) in the early to mid-1960s, 
Muller fmds a statistically significant and quite strong negative correlation 
between US military aid per soldier received in the period 1953-63 and 
subsequent democratic political stability during the Johnson and Nixon 
administrations (Muller 1985: 461). In contrast, he fmds no such relation
ship between indicators of economic dependence and democratic survival. 
This suggests that high levels of military aid did add to the troubles of 
democracy in South America. In fact, one might have to make a stronger 
argument about the significant independent effect of military aid on 
democratic breakdowns, were it not for two problems with the statistical 
analysis. (1) The use of military aid per soldier rather than per capita is 
questionable. (2) One could argue that military institutions that were more 
involved in politics to begin with requested (and received) US assistance to 
a greater extent. At any rate, one can accept Muller's explanation that 
military aid afforded strong influence to US policy-makers whose Cold 
War views often predisposed them to support authoritarian regimes, and 
one can add to this that the aid also strengthened the general potential of 
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the military to act politically, be it in alliance with sectors of elites'!'[; ' 

autonomously from civilian social and political forces. " :\�;·' 
i(��::: 

6 Central America and The Caribbean 

1 The purpose of this chapter is to illuminate the contrast between' �'.
' 

strong authoritarian tradition of Central America and the strong demo�R 
tic tradition of the ex-British Caribbean countries, as well as the speCial,' 
characteristics of the deviant cases in both areas. Thus, we chose the Il1ajp" 
countries in both sets for primary comparison, namely EI SalvadiJ!f' 
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua as typical, and Costa Rica. ast�e: 
deviant case in Central America; and Jamaica, Barbados, and Trihid!i1� 
and Tobago as typical, and Guyana and Grenada as deviant cases in p\e 
ex-British Caribbean. Reference will also be made to the Dominiciili� 
Republic which turned from a typical to a deviant case in the late' 1970�h 
We did not include the micro-states in the ex-British Caribbean" fiof 
Belize with its recent history of independence. Puerto Rico was omitte,'a: 
because of its lack of sovereignty and Panama because of the all-important 
presence of the canal. Furthermore, Haiti was omitted because ofJ�. 
French colonial heritage and Cuba because of the profound change� ' 
brought about by the revolution. Explaining the origins of the Cub�ri> 
revolution would take the analysis here too far afield. However, we ar� 
prepared to argue that an inclusion of Cuba and Haiti in the analysis woulQ; 
not significantly affect our theoretical conclusions. Both Haiti and pt��� 
revolutionary Cuba exhibit the traits of weak civil societies dominated by;a 
state apparatus whose external anchoring was crucial. ,\�} 

For reasons of convenience we adopt the short-hand . terminology, 
"Central America" to refer to the Spanish-speaking countries of Centriij 
America and the Dominican Republic, and "the Caribbean" or "the West 
Indies" to refer to the ex-British countries of the Caribbean and Guyana:j 

2 It is worth briefly tracing the argument, for these authors arrived at this) 
conclusion by no means independently. Diamond (1989: 1 1) cites Hun�! 
tington (1984) and Weiner (1987) to support his own view that British. 
colonialism did make some positive contributions to democracy. Hunting;); 
ton in tum (1984: 206) cites Weiner (1 987, cited as manuscript by; 
Huntington) to support his point that "British rule seemingly had '.'� 
significantly different impact from that of other colonial powers." 

. " 

3 Seligson (1987b: 1 67-92), in contrast to Huntington, argues that econo:, 
mic and sociocultural conditions in the Central American countries had 
grown past the critical threshold by the 1 980s and thus brought these 
countries into the "zone . of transition." His analysis concurs with ours;; 
however, in emphasizing the importance of high inequality as an obstacle 
to the consolidation of democracy. ' 

4 This might appear as an inconsistency with the last chapter where we 
argued that the Depression weakened the labor movements in South. 
America. However, both effects occurred. In situations where a labor 
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movement already existed, increasing unemployment and falling business 
earnings frequently weakened its bargaining capacity and reduced its 
membership. In contrast, in situations where no or only minimal labor 
organization had emerged prior to the Depression, the social ferment 
resulting from the economic dislocations provided the impetus for labor 
protests and beginning attempts at organization. 
See Woodward (1 985) for a history of the five Central American republics 
and Espinal (1987) for the Dominincan Republic; LaFeber (1984) offers a 
historical treatment with special emphasis on US policies and their impact 
on the region, and Bu1mer-Thomas (1987) provides a comparative analysis 
of the political economy of the region since 1920. Paige (1987) makes an 
interesting attempt to explain the different strength of the coffee oli
garchies in Guatemala, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, and their 
different responses to· challenges from below with differences in the 
organization of coffee production. 
See Anderson (1971) for an account of the 1 932 events; Baloyra (1982; 
1983) discusses the oligarchic-military relations; CAMINO (1982) and 
Gettleman et a1. (1981) provide a good background to and discussion of 
the current situation. 
Schoultz (1983), Adams (1970), and Jonas (1974) provide analyses 
essential for an understanding of developments in Guatemala. 
For Honduras see Yolk (1983) and Anderson (1981); for the Dominican 
Republic Rodman (1964), Wiarda and Kryzanek (1982), and Espinal 
(1987); excellent sources on Nicaragua are Millett (1977), Walker (1 981 )  
and Booth (1982). In Honduras, the level of repression was significantly lower than in EI 
Sa1vador, Nicaragua, the D.ominican Republic, and Guatemala after 1 954. 
Under Villeda Morales, who was installed in the presidency by the military 
in 1957, urban labor received some protection. However, his attempts at 
land reform brought him into confrontation with United Fruit and 
Standard FnJit and the US government, and in 1 963 a coup brought army 
.commander Lopez to power who ruled the country for the following 12 
years. Unions continued to exist but mainly concentrated on the banana 
plantations and thus to a certain extent isolated, and owing to the weakness 
of political parties they had no significant political allies. 
See below for a discussion of the post-World War II conjuncture. 
The former law firm of Secretary of State John Foster Dulles had 
represented UFCO for a long time; Allen Dulles, the head of the CIA, had 
served on the company's board of trustees. For an analysis of these links 
and of US intervention in 1 954 see La Feher (1984: 1 1 8-26), Schlesinger 
and Kinzer (1981) and Immerman (1982). 
In addition to Woodward (1985), Arneringer (1978) and Seligson (1980) 
are useful general sources, though Seligson makes a different argument 
from ours. Booth (1989) offers a good account of the historical 
development of democratic rule. There is some controversy over the 
question ofland inequality in Costa Rica. If one looks at the GINI index, a 
frequently �sed measure for inequality in land distribution, Costa Rica in 
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1960 ranked as high as Nicaragua and the Dominican Repub1ic;:��d 
higher than Honduras (see Table 4 presented by Midlarsky 1989: 558» 
However, what differentiates Costa Rica from the other cases is �e ' 
comparatively small proportion of small fanus and large proportioI\?;C1p 
medium-sized farms (Muller et a1. 1989: 582, 594). This demonstritis� 
that the rural middle class managed to survive the process oL13Qd· 
concentration. Gudmundson (1986: 56-81) argues that in the niia� 
nineteenth century landownership per se was not the basis of power ofttie> 
Costa Rican elite, but rather took second place to commerce. At the sallie . 
time, a process of differentiation among the peasantry set in and the m(j�� . 
successful small-holders became coffee or market farmers. This c1ass::Qf; 
family farmers remained an important social force into the middle offfi�: 
twentieth century. . . J\i.: 

13 Weeks (1985: 1 17-18) argues that the crucial difference between CoSfi 
Rica and other Latin American countries is the absence of coerciif . 
pre-capitalist labor relations. The- process of land concentration lefi:i�. 
residual independent peasantry because of the open frontier in tll�?: 
south-west, and a relatively prosperous rural working-class because tl)e' 
labor shortage forced the large landowners to pay comparatively hig�? 
coffee wages. Thus, we can infer that democratization posed less or.lI; 
threat to large landowners, as they did not enjoy politically backed control 
over cheap labor to begin with but rather had become used to attracting' 
labor through competitive wages. '":·, 

14 The Communist Party had changed its name to Bloque de Obreros y' 
Campesinos. ' ;  .• 

15 Figueres had been exiled by the Calderon government and he became'a\ 
leading member of the Caribbean Legion, a group of exiles dedicated to. 
the overthrow of dictators in the region. With the help of President Arevalo 
of Guatemala he put together a fighting force which won the civil war after. 
a brief period of fighting. US action, though, was crucial for the outcom�( 
of the civil war. The US administration, particularly high level State 
Department officials, were suspicious of Figueres because of his socia}? 
democratic leanings, but they were even more concerned about the role of 
communists in Costa Rica. Thus, they prevented Somoza from aiding the 
government against the rebels and they went as far as to put US troops ill. 
the Canal Zone on alert for the case that armed communists would gam 
the military upper hand (La Feber 1984: 101ft). 

1 6  The best source for general background information is Lewis (1968). . 
17  Lewis (1968: 229) 'points out that "the stranglehold of  the resident whites� 

not only in estate agriculture but also in commerce meant that it took years 
after 1940 for a colored outsider family like the Wilsons to break into the 
trading monopoly of the famous 'Big Six' in the Bridgetown shopping 
emporia." 

1 8  For examples of such alarmist reactions from the Jamaican case, see e. g. 
Post (1978: 325) and Sherlock (1980: 91). 

19 Though we recognize that the French Socialists when in power did not 
promote independence of the overseas territories, but on the contrary 
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supported military action in Indo-China and later in Algeria (Smith 1 978: 80), they did support political reforms in French territories, such as the 
establishment of legislative assemblies, which facilitated the emergence of 
nationalist movements (Gann and Duignan 1967: 338-40) . 

.• The idea of a federation had been promoted by the British Colonial Office 
and various forces in some of the Caribbean territories for some time. The 
Federation of the West Indies came formally into being in 1958; its capital 
was Port of Spain and its Prime Minister Grantley Adams of Barbados . 

. Jamaican membership became an issue for internal electoral maneuvering, 
as Bustamante reversed his previously favorable position and Manley 
called a referendum to decide the issue. 
It is difficult to identifY whether the radical demands per se were 
responsible for the British reaction or whether it was jagan's communist 
ideology; see below for further discussion. 
The British TUC pressured its jamaican counterpart to withdraw from 
the World Federation of Trade Unions because of the growing communist 
ties of this federation. The majority of the leadership of the Jamaican 
TUC, who constituted the left wing of the PNP, resisted these pressures. 
This aggravated existing internal tensions in the party, culminating in the 
expulsion of the left under the accusation of communist leanings and 
activities detrimental to the party. Eaton (1975: 135-50) and Munroe 
(1972: 79-80) discuss the internal tensions and the expulsion; see also 
Harrod (1972: 252-74). 
These generalizations also apply to the smaller British West Indian islands 
not analyzed here (see Lewis 1968: 1 18-43 and Henry and Stone 1983). 
In general, the middle-class component was better organized and played a 
more important role in the larger islands, especially jamaica, than it did in 
the smaller ones. 
Though the percentage of rural families without or with insufficient land 
was high in Honduras as well (Goodwin 1988), the percentage of 
agricultural workers in total employment was high (Bulmer-Thomas 1987: 

J62-3). This meant that landlessness had different implications for the 
welfare of rural families in Honduras than in the neighboring countries. 
The illegal migration of Salvadorans into Honduras in search of land and 
jobs further underlines that land scarcity was less of a problem in 
Honduras. 
We are indebted to Jeff Goodwin for drawing our attention to the 
importance of this variable; see e.g. Goodwin (1988). 
For analyses of the political developments in the region in general and in 
the various countries, see the collections of essays edited by Blachman et 
al. (1986), Di Palma and Whitehead (1986), Diskin (1983), Grabendorff et 
al. (1984), and Hamilton et al. (1988). 
On the revolution see Walker (1982). 
One might ask whether these developments in Nicaragua do not represent 
still another path to democracy, namely via personalistic dictatorship and 
revolution. However, democracy in Nicaragua is far from consolidated, 
and the different outcomes in Cuba and Haiti suggest that the Nicaraguan 
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outcome might be quite atypical, should it end up in stable democracy."lliJ , '  
attempt to analyze the causes of the different outcomes is  beyond thescilPt:>; 
of this chapter. ' " " :" %'; '" 

29 On oligarchic-military relations, see Baloyra (1982; 1983). ,'" ":1, , 
30 Population density in EI Salvador is by far the highest among the Centtat'" 

American countries with 701 people per square mile, compared to �Qr> 
people in Guatemala, 102 in Honduras, and 53 in Nicaragua (estimates'fo( 
1985; see Woodward 1985: 363). (!:y\ 

31  The discussion here owes much to the insightful analysis of the devel�f: "., 
ment of the civil war and of the impasse offered by Diskin and Sharpe' " 
(1986)· ; !�E' , 

32 For developments in Guatemala over the last three decades see T(jrT��< 
Rivas (1984), Davis (1983), Schoultz (1983), and Trudeau and Scho�� •• 
(1986). ' , ,\i!(�� 

33 For developments leading up to the democratic transition of 1978, ,��,e; , 
Hartlyn (1986) and Espinal (1986); for a more extended treatment;<r(�" 
authoritarianism and democracy in the Dominican Republic, see Espillah 
(1987). ;'0},� 

34 See Seligson (1980: 122-52) for a discussion of the very slow and timia' 
approaches to land reform. Up to the early 1970s, only token attemptS�t� 
reform were undertaken, and thereafter the emphasis of the program w�' 
on formalizing titles to land, not on expropriating large landholdings. ;�\� 

35 For the crisis of the 1980s and the impact of the regional turmoil on Cos,tt:' 
Rica, see Blachman and Hellman (1986). },\\! 

36 For political developments in Barbados through the 1970s, see Hoy()s/ 
(1978); for the 1980s, See Watson (1988). ,;ii 

37 Ryan (1972) covers the early period of independence; Hintzen (1989) andY 
Ryan (1989) carry the analysis into the 1980s. , ." 

38 Jefferson (1972) and Girvan (1971) provide essential information on the�: 
economic developments which constituted the background to the PNPrg? 
return to democratic socialism. For analyses of elite attitudes toward�,' 
politics and the economy after the first decade of independence see Bell\; 
(1977-8), Bell and Baldrich (1982), and Bell and Gibson (1978). TheJ 
dynamics of the 1972-80 period are discussed in Stephens and Stephensi 
(1986). <:) 

39 Using our distinction between full and restricted democracy, any impor�,' 
tant electoral corruption would disqualify a country from being designated� 
a full democracy and certainly corruption which resulted in the govern;':; 
ment defeating the opposition would disqualify a country from the' 
democratic category altogether. 

40 We use Africans here to refer to both the black and brown (i.e. mixed;, 
colored, or mulatto) populations of the two countries. 

41 The population in Trinidad was 56 percent black and mixed and 40 
percent East Indian in 1 970 (Hintzen 1989: 3). The Guyanese population, 
was 44 percent East Indian in 1946 and 5 1  percent in 1970. The 
corresponding figures for black and mixed were 48 percent and 41· percent 
respectively (Greene 1974: 174). 
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�2 For discussions of the ethnic/class structures of the two countries, see 
::+" Hintzen (1989) and Despres (1967). For analyses of the relation between 
iiJ, \ race, class, and mass political behavior, see Greene (1974) and Bahadoor
�\:: singh (1968). �3 For somewhat contrasting accounts of the events of 1953, see Spinner :,t.t,t >,' (1984: 33-58) and Depres (1967: 177-220). 
,TT The account below of events from 1962 to the 1 970s is drawn from 
�/ Hintzen (1989: 57-73), Manley (1979), and Spinner (1984: 89-154). 
:;45 Burnham laid out these plans to an American anthropologist studying 

�\i\:: Guyana, before they occurred (personal conversation, 1987). The anthro-
pologist also relates that UF leaders actively courted US-CIA inter

r vention . 
• 46 The following account of Grenada is based on Brizan (1984: 226-253), 

Jacobs and Jacobs (1980), and Thorndike (1985: 25-56), :47 The political economy of Grenada differs sharply from Guyana, however. 
\ Owing to the breakup of some of the large estates after emancipation, the 

availability of land, and the partial replacement of sugar with cocoa, 
}! nutmeg, mace, and (after 1955) bananas, all of which can be efficiently 

cultivated on small plots, the peasantry was quite strong in Grenada, 
rivaling that in Jamaica and St Vincent (Thorndike 1984: 29). On the other 
hand, 103 estate owners (few absentee) owned 46 percent of all land in 
Grenada in 1946 (Jacobs and Jacobs 1980: 143); thus, the domestic 
planter class was still of considerable economic and social significance. 
Another possible contrast between the two countries is difficult to assess: 
the strength of the middle-class nationalist movement before World War 
II. In Grenada, T. A. Marryshow and his Grenada Workingman'S 
Association filled this role, having some support in the urban middle and 

, working classes. Marryshow was elected to the local legislature a number 
of times. Here one is faced with the problem of size: does one multiply his 
movement by twenty to arrive at its Jamaican equivalent or does one 
conclude it was simply a one-man show and not a movement? 48, On the motivations for and impact of US intervention and military 
assistance programs, see Etchison (1975), Newfarmer (1984), BIachman et 
a1. (1986). , 

49 Given the important role of the United States in building up the military in 
this region, one might restate this by saying that it was better to have 
British colonialism than American neo-colonialism which was essential in 
consolidating the repressive regimes of local elites. On the other hand, it 
might be added with some irony that the countries in which US 
intervention and rule were most direct, Cuba, Nicaragua, and the 
Dominican Republic, developed patrimonial dictatorships which gene
rated revolutions (Goodwin 1988). 50 One could add two more critiques of the "tutelary democracy" argument. 
In so far as it hinges on the internalization of democratic norms by local 
elites, one has to admit that such norms are subject to erosion under 
changing conditions. Furthermore, despite the introduction of local 
representative institutions, the legacy of colonialism also had highly 
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authoritarian traits. For instance, in the discussion of post-col��i 
democracy in Asia, Diamond (1989b: 13) points out that Pakistaniiili(l,; 
Bangladesh built on the British martial law tradition. The interespn'g,:, 
question then becomes under what conditions which aspects of (tIt�, 
colonial legacy became decisive, or under what conditions ' other no�,! 
replaced those internalized under colonial rule. Again, our analys�: 
indicates that which legacies and nonns are enduring is largely determiri� 
by power relations in society, between the state and society, and in the�' 
international system. . ' j;*1� 5 1  See Evans (1989) for a discussion of the emergence and developmenlfi!:{ 
consequences of predatory state apparatuses. . �; , " '.,: , .. ��,\��� 

7 Conclusions and Reflections 
.... ;,�.��) 

1 We do not mean to include here the case of movements pressing the�� 
self-defmed interests beyond their capacity to effect such policies given thg1; 
power balance in society, as in the cases of the socialist movements de 
Spain in the 1930s and Chile in the 1970s. In our view, these movementS'l 
correctly assessed the interests of their class constituents; they wer�� 
mistaken in their analysis of the relative social power of the supporters and,\ 
opponents of socialist transfonnation. ' 

2 This is the prototype of Gramsci's rule through consent. ' ,� 
3 For instance, see the recent discussions by Weiner (1987) and Diamond 

(1 989a, 1989b). . 
4 This is not to deny that a national society theoretically could be 

characterized by a national system of values commonly held by members ot 
all classes as hypothesized by structural-functionalism; but this theore� 
tically polar case would be one of total ideological hegemony of the; 
dominant class. It is unlikely that this degree of national consensus on the 
ideology of dominant classes ever exists in capitalist societies (Mann 1970; 
Abercrombie and Turner 1982). Societies vary not only in the extent t6 
which upper-class ideologies (or cultures) are accepted and the extent to. 
which the various classes throw up their own counter-ideologies, but also 
in the extent to which the ideologies are held by very distinctive "camps" 
(to use the Austrian tenninology) based in the class structure. For 
instance, in Sweden, the growing strength of Social Democracy initially 
led to the development of highly class-segregated camps along Austrian 
lines, but in the decades of Social Democratic political domination in 
which class lines became more fluid, the high degree of class segregation 
in ideological orientation also declined. But, Social Democratic counter
hegemony did not decline, rather it broke out of its class boundaries 
(Stephens 1976). Swedish "political culture" today should be seen as the 
product of a class compromise between a very powerful social democratic 
labor movement and the capitalist class. Solidarity and equality (but not 
socialism) are now almost national cultural values, though pockets of 
upper- and upper-middle-class dissent certainly exist. These values 
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certainly were not dominant at the tum of the century. We argue that this 
sort of value transformation occurs on the value of democracy with the 
growth and victory of democratic movements and the installation and 
persistence of democratic rule. 

S On the distinction between interdependence and dependence see Caporaso 
(1978). A similar distinction is implict in Senghaas's (1985) discussion of 
European industrialization. 

6 However, as we noted above, if the country in question lacked a power 
constellation favorable to democracy, it is likely that it would be rolled back 
if the economic elites began to feel threatened by popular demands. 

7 The phrase "central role" is important here. An in-depth analysis of a 
number of these cases would reveal that ethnic divisions did play a 
significant role in the political developments in the country (e.g. see our 
analysis of Trinidad) and in some cases (e.g. Spain) played a contributing 
role in the events that led to the breakdown of democracy. Our distinction 
here is that one might plausibly argue that "democracy broke down in 
Guyana because it was ethnically divided" but that a similar statement 
about Spain would not be plausible. 

8 However, ethnic heterogeneity and democracy were not at loggerheads in 
all of these cases either. As Bardhan (1987) argues, in India democratic 
institutions offered an arena for elite bargaining among ethnically and 
economically fragmented interest groups. 

9 Another factor that has been used to differentiate the political posture of 
capitalists in different sectors of the economy is orientation toward export 
or toward domestic markets. Curiously enough, this may be hypothesized 
to have exactly the opposite effect in Latin America from the effect it is 
supposed to have had in advanced capitalist countries. It might be argued 
that export oriented industry in Latin America has no interest in the 
domestic market but does have an interest in keeping wage costs low and 
thus favors repressive labor policies. The literature on advanced capitalist 
countries maintains that export orientation is associated with more liberal 
policies toward labor, but it is not very explicit on why this should be so 
(e.g. see Ferguson 1 983a, Gourevitch 1 986, Kurth 1 979). In part, this 
would appear to be due to the fact that the export oriented industries were 
generally capital intensive and thus export orientation per se was irrele
vant. From Kurth's work, it is apparent that one dimension that differen
tiated domestic industry in post-war Latin America from that in late 
nineteenth-century and inter-war Europe is that Latin American industry 
was involved in production of light consumer goods while its European 
counterpart was heavy industry and thus not involved in production for a 
consumer market and consequently had no interest in high wages. Kurth's 
explanation which connects the reactionary posture of domestically 
oriented (and often internationally uncompetitive) heavy industry to 
armament production and thus imperialism further suggests that the 
relation between domestic market/export orientation may well be contin
gent on a country's status in the interstate system. The Swedish case 
supports this as it follows the Latin American pattern of conservative 
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export industry and liberal domestic manufacturers (SOderpalm I96�r� 
1 �� .� lO In some countries, most notably Bolivia and Colombia, but also PerU;� 
Mexico, and Panama, the state apparatus has been corroded . to an eve�i 
greater extent by the corrupting influence of the drug trade. Where the'l 
rule of law itself is severely endangered, democracy clearly cannot take, 
hold. " G  

1 1  This parallel was suggested by Chris Gowlland in a '  seminar .' of D.' 
Rueschemeyer. 

12  See chapter 2 for a review of this literature. 
1 3  There is, of course, a rich body of theoretical and empirical literature on 

this topic, including a journal, Economic and Industrial Democracy, devoted 
entirely to it. For example, see Dahl (1985), Pateman (1970), Stephens 
(1980), Stephens and Stephens (1982), Sirianni (1987), Vanek (1970)i 
Zwerdling (1980). 

. 

14 Bureaucratic state socialism in Eastern Europe did indeed fuse polity and 
economy. Ironically, this led to an increasing domination of politics by 
economic concerns; see Rueschemeyer (1990). 

1 5  Pateman (1990) demonstrates how women have been excluded not only 
from democratic practice but also from democratic theory. She argues for 
the incorporation of women into the presumably universal status of 
citizenship and the concomitant rights on the basis of recognized gender 
differences. 

1 6  This in itself points to a major difference to class and ethnic divisions. The 
struggles of subordinate classes and ethnic groups for social, economic, 
and political inclusion dominated the political agenda before these actors 
achieved political inclusion. 

17 For the following see Rueschemeyer and Rueschemeyer (1990). 
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